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PREFACE 

The preparation of this volume and of those that have 
stiU to foUow necessitated a fairly long sojourn in Great 
Britain and 1 feel that 1 must express my gratitude to an 
those with whom 1 carne in contact for the continuation of 
this work. Here 1 should like to convey my personal appre
ciation, which 1 feeI sure is shared by every historian of art, 
of the kindness of Sir Robert and Lady Witt, whose collec
tion, incredibly rich in reproductions of works of art, is open 
to students in a manner which is as cordial as it is useful. My 
relations with private collectors and with the officials of 
museums and other collections will always remain a very 
happy souvenir and once more 1 wish to thank more par
ticularly Mr. Arthur M. Hind of the Print Room of the British 
Museum for all that he did to facilitate my study of this 
marvellous collection of drawings and prints. 

Sa1'1 Marca di Perugia, December I928. 



INTRODUCTION 

After the death of Cosimo de' Medici, Florence lost for a 
short time that perfect harmony of tendencies which united the 
noble seigneur with all his surroundings and with the artists 
and which, during the first generation of the Renaissance, 
was so fruitful. 

This perfect harmony returns only with the advent of 
Botticelli, the artist who was best fitted to understand the 
refined tastes, both literary and artistic, with a decided 
weakness for pagan antiquity, of Lorenzo il Magnifico who, 
in 1469 at the age of twenty, started his reign over Florence; 
in succession to his father, Piero il Gottoso, who governed 
the city only five years. 

Certainly no one can say that Lorenzo was not inclined 
to employ the great artistic geniuses whom he found active 
in Florence at that moment and, as we shall see, Verrocchio 
in particular, but also Pollaiuolo and Benozzo Gozzoli worked 
for Lorenzo. 

\Ve are forced to believe, however, that Benozzo Gozzoli's 
paintings did not please him very much because after the 
decoration in the chapel of his palace was completed, he 
gave no other orders to this artist. Pollaiuolo executed the 
three representations of the Labours of Hercules but apart 
from that neither he nor his brother seems to have been 
continuously employed by Lorenzo de' Medici. Verrocchio 
made agreat many works for the reigning family but the 
connexion between the Maecenas and the artist was not very 
close. In fact Verrocchio only executed for his patron such 
works as he might very well have undertaken for any other 
great seigneur; perhaps after all Verrocchio's mentality was 
a little too serious, 1 might almost say, too heavy for the 
brilliant Lorenzo. There is nothing in his works which reveals 
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either the personality or the literary tastes of this prince who 
evidently did not communicate his liking for classical art to 
Verrocchio; nevertheless, Verrocchio was certainly Lorenzo's 
favourite artist and one with whom he was on fairly intima te 
terms. On several occasions, particularly with regard to the 
monument at Pistoia, Lorenzo resolutely protects his favourite 
artist, whose great value he perfectly realized. 

It might be supposed that Pollaiuolo with his tendency 
towards classicalism would have been accepted by Lorenzo 
with more enthusiasm than seems to have been the case, but 
perhaps this great master was too anatomically scientific to 
satisfy entirely Lorenzo's aspirations; certainly when compared 
with Botticelli's works, we find that Pollaiuolo's art lacks a 
sense of sweetness and lyricism, an omission which the poet 
prince surely felt. 

Nor does he seem to have been greatly attracted by the 
painters and sculptors of a more religious tendency, as for 
instance Baldovinetti, who was stiH to a certain extent dominated 
by the mas ters of a previous generation such as Fra Angelico 
and Domenico Veneziano, Antonio Rossellino, Benedetto da 
Maiano, Mino da Fiesole or even Desiderio da Settignano 
who, however, made several portraits. It must be admitted, 
however, that this group of sculptors, in spite of the many 
delicious productions they created, lived in a somewhat 
traditionalistic atmosphere, very different from that of Verroc
chio and Pollaiuolo. The problems of realism and anatomical 
science, which seem to have haunted the mind of Pollaiuolo, 
were beyond their comprehension and for this reason they 
neither inf1uenced, nor collaborated with, the art of painting 
in the discovery of new horizons which were to help in the 
further development of the art of the Renaissance. Besides 
the need of their collaboration was less [elt because the two 
greatest Florentine artists of the generatio!), Verrocchio and 
Pollaiuolo, were just as much sculptors as painters, if not more. 

Lorenzo de' Medici doubtless realized this and it was for 
this reason that he chose as his fa vourite artists these two 
geniuses who produced works of great beauty, attempting 
at the same time to create something new. Lorenzo was not 
only their protector; he encouraged them in every possible 
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manner but this does not preclude the fact that it was Botticelli 
who was the veritable artistic interpreter of Lorenzo de' 
Medici and of the refined Florentine mentality of his sur
roundings and because of this 1 will enter more fully into 
the life of Lorenzo in the following volume. 



CHAPTER 1 

PIER O DELLA FRANCESCA (1) 

Piero deHa Francesca or rather dei Franceschi (2) was not 
Florentine by birth, nor did he belong to that group of painters 
who established more and more firmly the artistic principles 
of the Renaissance in Florence. 

(1) A. Aubert, Bemerkungen iiber das Altarwerk des P. de F. in Perugia, 
Zeitsch. f. bild. Kunst, Neue F olge, X, 1898-99, p. 263. F. Bargilllli, 
Riflessioni critiche sulla vita di P. d. F. scritta da G. Vasari, Giornale 
Arcadico. CXXXVI, 1852, p. 177. B. Bermson, P.'s Altar-piece in the 
Brera, Gazette des Beaux Arts, 1886. p. 80. Tlle Same, A. Baldovinetti 
et P. d. F., Gazette des Beaux Arts, 1898, II, p. 39. W. van Bode, Der 
HI. Hieronymus im hiigliger Landschaft von P. d. F., eine neu Erwer
bung des Kaiser Friedrich Museums, Jahrb. d. Preus. Kunstsamml., 
XL V, 1924, p. 20r. W. BOlltbe, Zur Genesis des Auferstehungsfreskos 
\,on P. d. F., Repert. f. Kunst\\"iss., 1909, p. 331. C. Budilliclt, Un quadro 
di Luciano Del Laurana nella Gal. di Urbino, Trieste, 1902. A. Cinquini, 
On the t\Vo portraits in the Uffizi, Classici neolatini, I, 1905, p. 119. 
Tlze SaJlle, P. d. F. a U rbino e i ritratti degli U ffizi, L' Arte, 1906, p. 56. 
A. Del Vita, Notizie sulla famiglia e sulla madre di P. d. F., Bolletino 
d' Arte de! Minist. delia Pubbl. Istr., 1916, p. 273. The Same, Il volto di 
P. d. F., Rassegna d'Arte, XX, 1920, p. I09. The Same, P. d. F., F!orence, 
1921. ]. Dennisfouli of DellJ1lstollJ1, Memories of the Dukes of Urbino, 
ne\\" ed. by E. Hutton, I, II, London, I909. EvelYJI, v. Marini-Franceschi, 
G. Fogolari. Recension on \Vinterberg's publication of Piero's Treaty, 
L'Arte, 1909, p. 129. G. Ga!assi, Appunti sulla scuola pittorica Romana 
de! quattrocento, L'Arte, XVI, 1913, p. 107. F: Gherardi-Dragomanni, 
Vita di P. d. F. de! Vasari, Florence. 1885. P. Gherardi, Degli uomini 
il!ustri di Urbino, Urbino, 1856. L. Giunti, P. d. F. dai Borgo S. Sepo!cro, 
Arte e Storia, 1887. p. 205 (also separate, Arezzo, 1888). H. Graber, 
P. d. F., Basel, 1920. C. Grigioni, 1 decoratori del Tempio Malatestiano 
di Rimini, Rass. bibliogr. del!' Arte Ita!., XII, 1909. Th!' Same, Un sog
giorno ignorato cii P. d. F. in Rimini, Rass. bibliogr. dell' Arte ItaI., 
XII, 19°9, p. 118. G. Gronall, P. d. F" Thiemc-Becker, Kunstler!exikon, 
XII, 1916, p. 289. ]. Guijlre)', (Madonna in the Louvre by Baldovinetti), 
L' Arte, 1898, p. 46. E. Harzen, Ueber den Maler P. d. F. und seinem 

(:l) Grol1au, op. cit., Repert. f. Kunstwiss., 1900, p. 393. 

XI 1 
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None the less, of this generatioll there was not a single 
painter, so characteristically Florentine, who succeeded in such 
a perfect manner in uniting in his artistic personality an the 
previous achievements of the Florentine school. Piero was the 

vermeintlichen Plagiarius etc., Pacioli, Archiv. f. d. Zeichnenden Kiinste, 
1856, P.231. G. }. Haagewe/~!f, P, d. F., Elzevier's geYllustreerd Maand
schrift, 1919, pp. 153, 237. H janitsc/tek, Des P. d. F. drei Blicher yon 
der Perspektive. Kunstchronik, XIII, 1878, p. 670. K. Jardan, Der ver
misste Traktat des P. d. F. etc., Jahrb. d. K. Preus. Kunstsamml., 1, 1880. 
R. Langhi, P. d. F. e 10 sviluppo delia pittura veneziana, L'Arte, 1914, 

pp. I9B, 241. The Same, P. d. F., Rome (1927). G. Mancini, L'opera "De 
corporibus regularibus" di P. F. etc., Atti delia R. Ac. dei Lincei, Memorie 
delia classe di Scienze morali etc., Rome, Serie V, 1915, VoI. XIV, p. 446. 
The Same,Vasari, Vite cinque annotati, Florence, 1917. Tlle Same, La madre 
di P. d. F., Bolletino d'Arte del Minist. delia Pubbl. Istr., 1918, p. 6r. 
H. Marcel, P. d. F. e Melozzo da Forli, Melanges Lemonnier. 1913, p. 399. 
E. Ma rin i-Franeeseh i, La Madonna del Parto di P. d. F., Cronache delia 
civilta elleno-Iatina, 1902, p. 102. Tiu Same, L'Ercole di P. d. F .. idem, p. 140. 
T/te Same, P. d. F. e la sua opera, Rivista d'Italia, 1902. p. 77. The Same, Im
pressioni artistiche, Milan, 1908, p. 109. T/le Salile. P. d. F. ritrattista, Rivista 
di Roma, I9II. Tiu Same, P. de F., Citta di Castello, 1912. Tize Same, Alcune 
notizie inedite su P. d. F., L'Arte. XVI, 1913, p. 471. Tlle Sal1le, Alcune 
curiose notizie su Fra Luca Pacioli, L'Arte, 1914, p, 224. A. Massera. Dates 
of frescoes in Rimini, Arte e Storia, 1913, p. 199 and in Il Momento (Rimini), 
12 June, 1913. A. Melanj, Nuovi afi'reschi di P. d. F. in Arezzo, Arte e 
Storia, 1904, p. 127. The Salile, On the condition of the frescoes in 
Arezzo, L'Arte, 19°4, p. 82. G. Mila/Iesi, Vita di P. d. F. (scritta da 
Vasari), Giornale stor. d. Arch. toscani, VI, 1862, p. 10. The Same, 
Scritti vari sulla storia de Il' arte toscana, Siena. 1873. p. 299. Tize Salile, 
Documents re the Madonna delia Misericordia, the Ascensiou in Borgo 
Sau Sepolcro aud testament, Buonarroti. 1885, 1887. E. Miilltz, A. Mantegna 
e P. d. F., Archiv Stor. dell' Arte, II, 1889, p. 273. L. Olsc/lki, Die 
Literatur der Technik u. der angewandten Wissenschaften, Leipzig, 
Florence etc. 1919, p. 137. j. D. Passavant, Raffaello d'Urbino etc., appen
dix III. G. F. Piehi, L'Assunzione di M. Vergine etc. nella chiesa di 
S. Chiara di San Sepolcro e opera di P. d. F., Bologna. 1888. Tlle Same, 
On works of the school of P. d. F., Arch. Stor. dell' arte, p. 145. Tlze 
Same, La Vita e le opere di P. d. F., Borgo San Sepolcro, 1892. T/le Same, 
Notizie delia ricostituzione del trittico etc. alia chiesa delia Misericordia 
in San Sepolcro etc., Arte e Storia, 1892, p. 232. The Salile, On the 
condition of the Madonna of Sinigaglia, Arch. Stor. dell' Arte, 1892, p. 362; 
Nuova Rivista Misena, V, 1892, p. 159. G. Pittarelli, Intorno al !ibro 
"De prospetiva pingendi" di P. d. F, Atti. Congr. di Scien. Stor, XII. 
Rome, 1904, p. 251 A. Pape, A small Crucifix ion by P. d. F., Artin America, 
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artistic inheritor of Domenico Veneziano who, in spite of his 
Venetian origin, was before aH Florentine; on the other hand 
Piero cannot be classified in that group of painters originating 
from the borders of Tuscany and Umbria, such as Signorelli 
and Bartolommeo deHa Gatta, although we must admit that 
his native town is situated just in this Tusco-Umbrian region, 
so that it' we include Piero in the Florentine schoo1 \Ve no 
longer observe geographica1 bounclaries. 

It is surprising tbat a serious and scientific monography 
has not yet been dedicated to this artist who can be considered 

V, 191], p. 2I]. C. Posft~ On lost ti'escoes by p, ci. F. at Ancona, Le 
Marche, VII, 1907, p. 127. L. PltllgileoJll~ Elogia storico cii Giov. Santi, 
Urbino, 1822. pp. 12, 75. Rassegml d'Lirlc. 1905, p. !I6, Maclonna in 
Johnson collection, Philaclelphia. F v. Reber, (Architectural view in 
Urbino) Sitzungsbericht ci. Mtinchener ),kacl .. 1889, II. C. Riecl, P. ci. F. 
(L'opera clei grancli artisti italiani, II, Rome, 1910 iL'Arte, XIII, J910., p. 317). 
Tlie Same, Affreschi eli P. el. F. a Ferrara, Bolletino cI'arte cle! Minist. 
delia Pubbl. Istr.. 1913, p. I97; Note d'arte, Rome, 1913. M. Sa!mi, 1 Bacei 
di l\rezzo etc. e le lore cappelle llella chiesa di S, Francesco, R ivi sta 
cI'Arte. IX, I916, p. 224. Tlze Salllc, La scuola di P. ci. F. nei din torni cii 
Arezzo, Rassegna d'Arte, XVII, I916. p. 168. L. SighiJlolji, Sigismonclo 
Malatesta e P. d. F., Il Resto cleI Carlino, 7 June 19I3, 17 July 19I3 
(L'Arte, 191+, p. 237). C. Sit/e, Die Perspektivlehre des P. ci. F., Mitteil. 
ci. K. K. Oester. Mus, f. Kunst u. Industr .. Vienna. 1879, p. 325. C. Tavallti, 
Scoperta cii affresehi di P. d. F. aci Arezzo, L' Arte, 1906, p. 305. Vasari, 
v. Bar,giltlli, Glzerardi, jl1ancini, Vasari. ecl. Milamsi, II, p. 487 .• -1. Venturi, 
Un quaclro cii P. d. F. in America, L' Arte, XXI, 19I8, p. 3. The Salile, 
Frammellti cii polittico cii P. d. F. nella Galleria Lichtenstein, L' Arte, 
XXIV, I92T, p. 152. Tlze Same, P. d. F. Grandi maestri dell' arte itaI.. 
Florence, 1922, L. Vel/tltri, Un opera giovanile di P. d. F., L'Arte, XVIII, 
1905, p. 127. A. Ve rn a riccl, Intomo a P. d. F., Arte e Storia, 1887, p, 229. 
C. Warburg, P. d. F.'s Constantinslacht in der Aquarellkopie des Ram
boux, Atti del X Congresso intern. di stor. dell' arte, Rome. 1922. p.326, 
W. G. Waters, P. d. F., London, 1901. rv. Weisbaclz, Recension on 
Witting's book, Repert. f. Kunstwiss" 1889, p. 72. The Same. Ein ver
schollenes Silbstbildniss cles P. d. F., Repert. f. Kunstwiss., 19°0, p. 388. 
F. Wieklzojj; Ueber einige Italienische Zeichungen im British Museum, 
Jahrb. K. Preus Kunstsamml, XX, 1899. Tlze Salile, Recension on Berenson's 
article 011 Baldovinetti. Kunstgeseh. Annzeig" 19°4. Tlte Salile Abhandl. 
u. Annzeigen, Berlin, 1913, p. 34°. C. TVil1terberg, Die Traktat des P. d. F. 
etc. uncl L. Pacioli, Repert f. Kunst\\'iss., V., 1882, p. 33. Tit!' Same, 
Petrus Pictor Durgenses. De prospcctiva pingcndi, Strasbourg, 1899. 
F. Witfi/l,g, P. d. F., Strasbourg 1898. G. ZiPpcI, P. d. F. a Roma, Ras
segna d'Arte, XIX. 19I9, p. 87. 
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one of the greatest geniuses and innovators in Italian painting. 
We possess a considerable number of documents which 

enable us to folIow the life and career of Piero delIa Fran
cesca (1). 

Piero was born in Borgo San Sepolcro between 1410 and 
1420; he was the son of a shoe·maker and leather-curer, of 
the name of Benedetto, and Romana di Perino da Monterchi. 
We know nothing of the painter's childhood. Vasari's affirm
ation that even when a child he was intensely interested 
in mathematics is mere fantasy on the part of the Aretine 
biographer whose imagination must ha ve been carried away 
by Piero's work on perspective. What is certain, however, 
is that at this moment Borgo San Sepolcro did not possess 
any artist equal to the task of moulding a painter ofPiero's 
talent. Antonio d' Anghiari who, in 1430, made a contract to 
execute an altar-piece for the church of S. Francesco in Borgo 
San Sepolcro, and whom we find as the companion ofOtta viano 
NelIi, was certainly nothing more than a reactionary member 
of the late Gothic group (2). Nelli himself went to Borgo San 
Sepolcro in 1436, but a picture realIy worthy ofinspiring Piero, 
viz. the polyptych that Sassetta executed for the town, was 
not finished until 1444, that is to say when Piero was no 
longer in his first youth. He reveals himself as a disciple of 
the Florentine school; it was certainly in Florence that he 
received his education arid if Domenico Veneziano was not 
actualIy his first master, it was undoubtedly he who shaped 
this artist. 

Moreover, the first document we have concerning Piero's 
activity,describes the painter as Domenico's helper; in the entry 
of 1439 which records payment made to Domenico Veneziano 
for the frescoes in the choir of St. Egidio, it is mentioned that 
Piero di Benedetto daI Borgo San Sepolcro assisted him (sta 

(') For the documents v. works cited in the bibliography by Pungi/eoni 
Milanesi, Scritti vari, Vite di Vasari, those published in Buonarroti, 
Marini, Graziani, A1cune notizie, Gronau, in Thieme Becker, De! Vita, 
Zzppel, Mancini, La Madre di P. d. F. and Vasari, Vite cinque. AH the 
documents are united in A. Venturi, P. d. F., p. 27 and Longlii, P. d. F., 
p. 115· 

(2) Marini-Franceschi, op. cit., L'Arte, 1913. 
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con lui). Prof. Longhi is of opinion that in aH probability Piero 
became Domenico's apprentice as early as 1435 and that to
gether they made a tour through Umbria and The Marches 
during which they visited Perugia in 1438 because it was this 
year that Domenico wrote to Cosimo de' Medici from Perugia. 
It would have been during this journey that they executed the 
decoration of the sacristy of Loreto, concern ing which Vasari 
is our only source ofinformation. However, it seems morelikely 
that it was during the tour that Domenico made in 1438, 
that he became acquainted with Piero. Certainly Piero was no 
longer a child at this moment because in 1442 we find him 
appointed councillor of his nati ve town, Borgo San Sepolcro (1), 
and in 1-1--1-5 receiving the order from the Confraternita della 
Misericordia for the altar-piece with the Madonna della Mise
ricordia as principal subject, which is now preserved in the 
town gallery. The contract stipulated that he himself was to 
execute the entire work and that he should restore any deterior
ation which occurred either to the painting or to the panel 
within a period of ten yearse). ProfLonghi thinks that this last 
condition arose from the fact that the confraternity was some
what doubtful regarding the duration of oil painting. Further, 
the artist binds himself to finish the polyptych in three years 
but contrary to what might be expected the various panels 
show such a difference of style that we are forced to conc1ude 
that a good number of years elapsed between the execution 
of the one and the other and it has been thought possible that 
the payment of fifteen scudi made by the same confraternity 
in 1462 to Marco, the brother of Piero, as part of the sum stiH 
owing for paintings executed by the Iatter n, might stiU ha ve 
been for certain paneIs of this altar-piece. 

Between 1++0 and 1450 - perhaps even only after 1445-
Piero is found at the court of the Duke of Urbino. It was pro
bably not before 1449 that the painter went to Ferrara where 
he carried out some fresco decoration in the castle of the Este 
and in the church of S. Andrea, aU of which has disappeared. 

(1) Marini.Francesc/ii, L' Arte, 1913. 
(2) Milanesl~ Buonarroti, Serie III, VoI. II, quad. IV, 1885, p. 146. 
(3) GrOl/all, Repert. f. Kunstwiss .. 1900. 
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The fresco that Piero executed in 1451 for Sigismondo 
MaIa testa at Rimini stiU exists; it is not very likely, however, 
that this \Vas the only painting he undertook at Rimini, yet 
nothing remains of the rest of the work. 

The death in I452 of Bicci di Lorenzo, who had been charged 
with the decoration of the choir of S. Francesco, Arezzo, and 
who had already started on this enterprise, gives us a certain 
date before which Piero could not have executed the marvellous 
mural paintings ,yhich we find there today. Looking at the 
style, howewr, 1 am inclined to believe that Piero worked 
here considerably later than 1452; Vas ari pretends that it was 
towards 1458. Personally 1 think he must haye executed this 
cyele offrescoes after the portraits ofFederico, Duke ofUrbino 
and Battista Sforza, which 1 am of opinion date from 1459. 
In any case the work \Vas finished in 1466 (1). 

In I454 Piero made a contract to paint an Assumption for 
the hig"h altar of the church of S. Agostino in Borgo San 
Sepolcro. He had to finish it in eight years which makes us 
imagine that he had some other enterprise of considerable 
importance in hand at the same time; he was not paid for this 
work until 1469 el. Vasari informs us that Piero went to Rome 
during the reign ofPope Nicholas V, that is to say before 1455. 
'Iv' e can hardly give credit to this affirmation because the 
fragmentary paintings in Sta. Maria Maggiore which can be 
attributed to Piero, seem to correspond to the master's Aretine 
manner. 

We ha,oe documentary evidence of a sojourn Piero made 
in Rome in 1459 when he worked for Pius II who paid him a 
hundredoand-fifty norins for paintings he executed in a room in 
the Vatican C'). Vasari speaks also offrescoes that Piero painted 
in the pope's palace but his description does not correspond 
with those mentioned in the documents, which according to 

(11 Mi/amsi, op. cit.. Cior. Stor. 
(') Mi/alll'.'i, Buonarrotti, idem, quad. VII, r880, p. 218. 
(ei) Zippel, op. cit., Ventllri, P. d. F., p. 79, LOl1g:hl~ op. cit., p. 120, 

draws our attention tu the fact that Zippel erroneously puts his faith in 
false documents bearing the date I+75, \\"hich ascribe to Piero the 
frescoes that Melozzo executed for the inauguration of the library of 
SixtllS 1\°. 
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tradition adorned the hall in which today we admire the paint
ings by Raphael. 

The date 1460 under the figure of St. Louis in the gallery 
of Borgo San Sepolcro does not force us to conclude that 
Piero at this moment was back in his native town because 
the mediocrity of the work leads us to believe that it is a 
school production; further the fact that in 1462 the confraternity 
of the Misericordia remits money owing to Piero, to his brother, 
demonstrates that at this time the painter was absent from 
the town (i). 

Consequently, already for some time Piero had been con
sidered a celebrated artist; this we gather not only from the 
fact that the pope and the most illustrious princes in Italy 
strove to obtain his services but also because in Antonio Aver
lino's treatise on architecture, written between 1460 and q.6S, 
the name of "Piero daI Borgho" appears among the painters 
the author would have liked to employ. 

In 1466 Piero is back again in Arezzo, at least on the 20 th 
December the confraternity of the Annunciation order from 
him a gonfalon with a representation of the Annunciation. 

This document further praises the frescoes in the choir of 
S. Francesco and recommends the artist to make the painting 
as beautiful as possible, especially the heads which should be 
sweet and pretty like those of angels (~). The following year 
he receives a public charge (il) in his native town and in 1468 
he finishes the standard at Bastia, a village ne ar Borgo San 
Sepolcro, where he had taken re fuge from the plague and where 
on the 7th November the "Chamberlains" of the confraternity 
came to receive the painting (4). In 1469 Piero goes again to 

(1) Frof. LOllg/zi, op. cit., p. 121, argues that from the words "a de
pincto" as the document puts it, there is reason to believe that the 
panels for which payment \Vas made in 1462, had heen quite recently 
executed. 

(2) Milanesi, Gior-Stor. T/ze Same, Scritti vari. 
e) "Eletor del medico", Ma rin i-Fral1cesch i, op. cit. 
(4) LOllghi. op. cit.. p. 12I. Eve~yn (Maril1i-Franceschi), L'ArteJ XVI, 

1913, p. 171J interprets this document in another manner and says that 
the standard \\'as executed for the church of Bastia, near Arezzo. 1 do 
not kno\\' the original record. 
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Urbino. He lodges with Giovanni Santi, the father of RaphaeI, 
who requests the confraternity of Corpus Domini to reimburse 
him for the expenses of the sojourn of Piero, who had come 
to see the panel which had to be executed, but this the con· 
fraternity refuse to do (1). The pic ture in question is probably 
that which Justus of Ghent painted in q 7+ for this confraternity 
and for which Paolo Uccello made the predella in 1+67. In 
this case it can be supposed that Piero and the conti-aternity 
did not come to an agreement (2). 

From this time we find Piero frequently at Borgo San Sepol
cro. As 1 have already said, in I469 he receives payment for 
the altar-piece ordered in 1+54 for the church of S. Agostino. 
In 1+71 he is in arrears with the payment of taxes regarding 
which subject we possess two documents Ci); in 1+73 he gives 
his brother the power ofprocuration and in 1+7+ he is remuner
ated for some frescoes he executed in the chapel of the Madonna 
of the Badia (1). It may be that between 1474 and 1478 Piero 
returned to Urbino as it was at this moment that he presented 
to Federico, Duke of Urbino his work on perspective which 
is dedicated to this prince, but as he is elected member of 
the people's council in 1477 he probably returned to Borgo 
San Sepolcro before this date. In 1478 he painted a Madonna, 
now lost, in the church of the hospital of the Misericordia 
confraternity C'); in 1+80 he is appointed chief of the priors 
of the brotherhood of S. Bartolomeo (';), while during the 
same year the town grants a certain sum of money for the 
restoration of the wall on which Piero had painted the Resur
rection (i). 

(1) Pltng"ileolli, op. cit., p. 73. Cl1lzini, L' Arte, IV, 1901, p. 367. 
(') Venturi, Storia del\' arte italiana, VII" p. 435. Ricci, P. d. F., tbink 

it possible that tbis might bear refcrence to the Madonna witb Duke 
Federico in adoration, now in the Bl'era, but, considering which con
fraternity ordered the picture, this is hardly likely. 

(") Marini-Fral1ceschi, op. cit. 
(")Marini-FraJlcesc/ti, op. cit. Gro/lalt, op. cit. 
(e) F G. Corazzi11i, Appuut storici e filologi Sll la valle Tiberina, 

San Sepolcro, 1875, p. 57. 
(") MariJli·FraI1CPsehi, op. cit. 
(1) Marilli-FraIlCesdll~ P. d. F. 
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In LJ.82 Piero goes once more to Rimini where he must have 
had the intention of remaining some time because we find him 
renting a house with a kitchen-garden (1)_ What he did while 
there is unknown. 

It was probably in his old age, that Piero wrote his second 
treatise on perspective: "De quinque corporibus regularibus" 
which he dedicated to Duke Guidobaldo; consequently he 
finished it in any case after the death of Duke Federico, that 
is to say after 1482. 

In LJ.87 Piero made his will (t). He stipulates that he is to 
be buried in the family tomb in the Radia and apart from a 
few legacies to religious institutions he leaves half his fortune 
to his brother Antonio or to the sons of this brother and the 
other half to the three sons of his brother Marco_ We gather 
from this that he himself haeI neither wife nor children. 

The old painter had the great misfortune of losing his eye
sight and small boys led him by the haneI through the streets 
of his native town, as Berto degli Alberti relates in speaking 
in 1556 of a man who, in his childhood, haeI rendered this 
service to the famous artist CI). 

He died in LJ.92; the register of deaths of Borgo San Sepolcro 
is shown in the museum of the town aneI in it we can read 
the entry: "M. pz'ero (ft' BCJledetto de' Frrlllceschipittorc /alllose 
a' elz" I2 Ottobrc I-/92: Sepolto z'Jl Badia". 

As far as we can gather Piero seems to have executed a 
self-portrait which Vas ari useeI for the reproeIuction of the 
painter's likeness in the second edition of his "Vite" and of 
which a copy -- at least Cavalcaselle thought it such -- was 
in the possession of the Franceschi family ofBorgo San Sepolcro 
stiH in the I9th century (1). 

(1) G. dcgti A,z;z/, Archiv. della stor. d'Ital., IV, 1914, p. 128. 
(') lWilamsl~ Buonarroti. Ma/lcilll~ L'opera De Corporibus regolaribus. 
('1) G. deg!i Azz/~ Arch. delIa Stor. d'Italia, IV, 1915. 
(4) According to a local tradition which is without any serious found

ation, the artist's o\Vn features are said to be portrayed in one of the 
faithful kneeling at thc fcet of the lVIadollna delia :Ylisericordia OI' in 
one of thc soldiers of the Resurrcction OI' again in some of his other 
works. The canvas of Santi cii Tito which belongs to the lVlarini-Fran
ceschi family, is certainly Ilot a faithful likeness of Piero. 
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\Vhen Piero, shortly after 1++5, executed certain parts of 
his earliest datable work, the Madonna deHa Misericordia at 
Borgo San Sepolcro, he must have been about thirty years 
of age. Although \Ve do not lmow for certain how long he 
took over this work nor with which panels he began, gener· 
ally speaking it can be said that the style is more e\"olved 
than that of se\"eral other paintings which ,for this reason, should 
be classified at an earlier date. 

There is one painting which might be qualified as a typically 
youthful production; it is a Crucifixion in the Hamilton col
lection, N ew York (fig. 1) (1). The figures, although more 
highly dewloped, are reminiscent of the art of Domenico 
Veneziano; the horses recall those in the Adoration of the 
Magi by the latter in Berlin; the Crucified, on the other hand, 
re\'eals a knowledge of Andrea del Castagno's manner. We 
do not as yet find those monumental proportions \vhich 
characterize ali the works. Piero painted aftei he acquired 
an individual style. The gold background in place of the sky 
is another obviously primitive feature in this work. 

A panel, still closer to Domenico Veneziano and of a still 
more youthful stage, if it be really from Piero's own hand, 
is the tondo in the collection of the Historical Society, New 
York, formerly in that of Artaud de Montor, representing a 
group of knights around the symbolic figure of triumphant 
Love; the landscape background is very characteristic of 
Piero's art. It is Mr. Berenson who, with considerable hesit· 
ation, ascribes it to the master's youth (2). Again, many of 
the fea tures recall Domenico Veneziano's tondo in Berlin; more
over, as 1 said in the previous volume, 1 sooner agree with 
Mr. Ranken and Herr Schubring that this painting should be 

(1) Pope, op. cit. A. Venlllri. L' Arte} 1918. ~v. Va/mliner} A Catalogue 
of early Italian Paintmgs exhibited at the Duyeen Galleries, New 
York, 1926, i\ o. 24. Preyiously the pane! belonged to Prince Colonna, 
Rome} and to the Doria family. lVIilan and was also for sale in 

Florence. 
(e) The catalogue of this collection (B-sl of the year 19J 5 repeats the 

old attribution to Giotto, telling us, at the same time. that the coat 
of anns of the I\Iedici is found on this panel! 
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considered a production of the school of Domenico Veneziano (1). 
Another picture in which el very direct influence of Domenico 

Veneziano's art is e vident, is the Nativity in the National 
Galler,)', London (fig. 2) , in which the Virgin, \Vho adores 
the Infant Christ, is a figure which Piero borrowed from his 

Fig. I. Piero della Francesca. the Crucifixion. Hamilton Collection, 
l\ ew York. 

master. The panel originates directl,)' from the Marini-Franceschi 
family which descends from Piero (:!). Prof. Longhi is of opinion 
that the fact that the panel must have formed part of the 
legacy, handed down by Piero, is an argument in favour of 
the hypothesis that it \'vas executed at the end of his life. 
1 really see no reason why a picture of the master's early 

(1) Rall/?cn, Burlington Magazine, Oct. 19°7; Rassegna d' Arte, 1907, 
p. 43. P. Sr/llIbrin,R. Cassoni. Truhen u. Truhenbilder der Italienische 
Fri.\h-Renaissance, Leipzig, 1915, No. 212; Y. Vol. X, p. 332. 

el Milanesi. note 1 on l 'as(l ri, 1 I. p. 488. 
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years should not have been kept in the family and instead of 
admitting with this critic a late but decided return to the man
ner of Domenico Veneziano, 1 am sooner inclined to think that 
it was executed under this artist's direct influence. No other 
Madonna by Piero reproduces so faithfully the idealized female 

Fig. 2. Piero della Francesca, the Nativity. National Gallery, Londol1. 
Photo Anderson. 

type of his old master. The Virgin is shown kneeling before 
the Child who, lying on a cover on the ground, stretches 
out His hands towards her. Five angels accompanying them· 
selves with musical instruments form a little choir behind; 
two shepherds converse with the aged St. Joseph who is 
comfortably seated, his legs crossed, on a donkey's saddle, 
placed on the ground; the ass neighs beside the ox under the 
roof of the very dilapidated shelter; a little bird perched on 
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Fig. 3. Piero delia Francesca, Lady's profile. Private Collection, London. 

the ro of livens up the crumbling shed. A landscape with more 
marked and more precise features than we notice in Piero's 
other earlier vvorks fills up the background to the left, while 
to the right we see the buildings of a town. All the details 
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are executed in a miniature-like manner, recalling that of 
Flemish primitives. The entire picture is illuminated by a 
soft light which sheds its rays on the superb and delicate 
colours. 

Piero was stiH entirely under Domenico Veneziano's domi
nation when he executed a marvellous portrait of a woman 
shown in profile which 1 ha ve seen in a private collection 
(fig. 3). The subject, bathed in a white silvery light, is very 
young and pretty, her hair is arranged with bandeaux and a 
large-flowered pattern adorns the dark material of the sleeve. 
A landscape, like those in the panels of Duke Federico of 
Urbino and his wife, filIs up the background. It is just this 
feature which differentiates the portrait in question rrom that in 
the Poldi Pezzoli Museum, Milan, which, in the previous volume, 
1 ascribed to Domenico Veneziano; it wilI be recalled that in 
this instance as also in Domenico's lady's profile in Berlin, a 
cloudy sky backed the figure, whereas almost aU similar por
traits of the Florentine school have a plain background. The 
landscape in the distance is most characteristic of Piero's por
traits, and in spite of the very evident souvenirs of Domenico 
Veneziano's manner, I think this picture is unquestionably the 
work of his brilliant pup il, Piero delIa Francesca. 

We ha ve several paintings which can be placed in those 
years which elapsed between Piero's youth when he was 
dominated by Domenico Veneziano and the moment when he 
manifested his sense of plasticism in that unique manner which 
remained the outstanding feature of his art. Those works are 
the St. Jerome with the Adoration in the gallery of Venice, 
the Baptism of Christ in the National Gallery and the St. Jerome 
in the Kaiser Friedrich Museum, Berlin, with which should 
be associated the Fiagellation, with the three figures which 
have been supposed without reason to represent the Duke 
Oddantonio and his two wicked counsellors, in the gallery 
of Urbino. 

Of these paintings the earliest, I think, is the little panel in 
the gallery of Venice (No. 47, fig. 4) with which unfortunately 
time has dealt very badly. St. Jerome is shown seated on a 
little walI near a cn).cifix; he holds an open book on his knee 
while his gaze is turned towards an adorer who kneels under 
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Fig. 4. Piero delia Francesca, St. J erome and adorer. Accademia, Venice. 

I'h oto ,,\ ndcrsol1 . 

a tree close by. The background, in which we see a town 
and a castle, is corn posed of hills, the lighter parts of which 
are interrupted by forests of a dark brownish green colour 
which we find in rnany of Piero's panel paintings. The entire 
landscape is wrapped in that soft silver light which is one 
of the secret charrns of Piero's art and which accentuates 
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one of his other mysterious and extraordinary accomplishments, 
namely the atmosphere in which he envelops the air, the sky, 
the distance, the aerial perspective, in fact all the elements 
which combine not only to render distance, but to bring out 
distances between the different points. This pic ture is signed: 
"Pciri di Bllrgo Sancfi SCPlllcri opw/'. 

The same manner and similar qualities but less perfectiy 
rendered, are found in a datedpicture of 1450, a recent 
acquisition made by the Kaiser Friedrich Museum, Berlin 
(fig. 5) (1). The authors of recent monograph on Piero della 
Francesca do not seem aware of the existance of this panel 
which represents St. Jerome in a landscape recalling that 
of the panel in Venice. While the pic ture was being cleaned, 
the following signature appeared in the right hand lower 
corner: "Pefrz' De Burgo Opus MCCCCL H

• 

Of a style slightly more evolved than the St. Jerome in 
Venice but probably of an earlier date than the picture of 
1450 is the Baptism of Christ in the National Gallery (No. 665), 
originating from the Priory of St. John the Baptist at Borgo 
San Sepolcro; later it was transferred to the sacristy of the 
cathedral from where it was sold in 1807 (figs. 6, 7W). The Christ, 
imposing but not beautiful, stands in an almost symmetrical 
position in the centre; St. John standing to the right pours 
the water over His head; opposite between two trees is a 
group of three angels holding one another by the hand and 
one of them leaning affectionately on the shoulder of the 
adjacent figure. To the right at a little distance arnan pulls 
off his shirt in preparation for his baptism; beyond him two 
persons walk on the bank of the river in which their images 
are reflected as is also part of the landscape. 

The background resembles that of the previous pictures, 
but in this case the contrasts of light bring out the different 
stages of cultivation of the fields and there are no forests. 
The colour is stiU more silvery interspersed with greys verging 

(1) Bode, op cit. 
(2) The date 1807 is given in the catalogue of the gallery. A. Vmturi, 

P. d. F., p. 72, records it as being 1858. Mr. Bere.nson is of opinion 
that this picture dates from about 1465. 
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Fig. 5. Piero delia Francesca, St. Jerome, 1450. Kaiser Friedrich Museum, 
Berlin. 

on white of which Piero made so much use at a more 
mature stage. 

The human forms, particularly those of the angels, are very 
robust, even a little thick-set, the artist obviously made no 
XI 2 
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Fig. 6. Piero delia Francesca, the Baptism of Christ. :.latiollal Callery, 
Londoll . "het" Anderson . 

attempt to create graceful figures. More elongated proportions, 
however, are shown in the figure of St. John and in that of the 
man preparing for his baptism. It is especially the colour which 
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connects this pic
ture still with the 
art of Domenico 
Veneziano. Com
paring it with the 
panel in Venice we 
see that Piero has 
made further im
provement in the 
rendering of per
spective. 

As 1 said before, 
it has often been 
imagined that the 
threefigures to the 
right in the pic ture 
of the Flagellation, 
originating from 
the cathedral of 
Urbino, now in the 
gallery ofthe town 
Ifigs. 8-9), are 
Oddantonio di 
Mon tefeltro, th e 
half-broth er and 
predecessor of 
Federico as Count 
of Urbino with his 
ministers Manfredi 
Pio da Carpi and 
Tomaso Aquello 
da Rimini, the 
agents of his rival 
Sigismondo Mala
testa of Rimini, 
\Vho incited him to 
a f o rm of ba d 
government and 
debauchery which 

Fig. 7. Detail of fig. 6. 

Photo Anderson. 
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ended in his murder and that of his counsellors by the people 

In 1444. 
The picture if this were so, would have been executed 

after the tragic affair; the assassinated prince portrayed beside 
the flagellated Christ probabl.',' shows us one of those figures 
very typical of the time. The entire hypothesis, howenr, is 

Fig. 8. Piero della Francesca, the Flagellation. GalIery, Urbino. 

Photo Anderson. 

without foundation; that the two false counsellors would have 
been depicted in this peaceful manner together with their 
victim is not admissible, at least if the picture was painted 
in commemoration of the tragic end of the Iatter. On the other 
hand, the persons represented might very well be a ruler and 
his two ministers; certainly the superb attire of one of them 
marks him as a prince. Nevertheless, there is another difficulty 
for identifying him with Oddantonio; it is that the seigneur 
in the picture is certainly more than eighteen years old, the 
age of Oddantonio at the moment of his death; further one 
of the two other figures has naked feet which, together with 
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Fig. 9. Detail OI fig . 8. 

Photo Anderson. 
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his fair curly hair and hatless head, gives him a decidedly 
arcadian or pagan air, not suited to his supposed condition. 

This picture shows us Piero battling for the first time with 
architecture. The Flagellation takes place in a beautiful hall 
of the Renaissance style, supported on pillars with Corinthian 
capitals; the column to which Christ is attached is surmounted 
by an Ionic capital, on which is placed a statuette, another 
feature borrowed from classical art. To the right of the painting 
other architectural elements include a loggia almost completely 
hidden by the head of one of the counsellors, a pal ace of gran· 
diose proportions and a house of a more modest appearance, 
all depicted in that grisaille with very white lights, peculiar 
to Piero. The signature in the left comer reads: 1/ OP1lS Pelri 
De Burgo Sei SejJzdd'(1). 

As a study of architecture this painting is very interesting, 
particularly so on account of the artist's non-Florentine taste. 
In the hall which occupies the entire left of the picture there 
is nothing which recalls the vallits and arcades supported on 
columns leaving an empty space below, which formed the 
principal elements of that style launched by Brunelleschi and 
Michelozzo and reprodllced by Beato Angelico and Fra Filippo 
Lippi in the backgrounds of their paintings. Piero, on the other 
hand, shows us a building in which the surfaces - that oi 
the ceiling as well as that of the end wall - are highly 
important; the door with its framework and that part ofthe 
wall behind the stairs to the extreme left, which is surrounded 
by a decorative frieze, are elements which draw attention to 
the surface in a manner which calls to mind that of the architect 
Leon Battista Alberti who was inspired by Vetruvius' treatise 
on architecturL~ which Poggio discovered in 1415. Alberti, born 
in 1404, was a few years older than Piero. It seems certain 
that they met in 1451 when the painter was working at the 
decoration of the temple in Rimini of which Alberti had made 
the plan in 1446 for Sigismondo Malatesta. It is not impossible, 

e) Mr. Bermson is of opinion that this picture dates probably from 
1469. In the Louvre there is a coloured drawing of the Flagellation 
(02684) which sho\Vs a marked connexion with Piero's art but which 
seems to have been sketched by a good master after Piero's panel. 
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however, that Piero knew the architect's works or at least his 
sketches some years earlier, at the moment when he executed 
this paneI. The taste for classical antiquity which was more 
pronounced in Alberti's case than in that of contemporary 
Florentine architects explains his independence ofthe Florentine 

Fig. IO. Piero della Francesca, polyptych. Gallery, Borgo San Sepolcro. 

Photo Anderson. 

Renaissance and it was his style of architecture which ob
viously inspired Piero delia Francesca. 

That Piero, in executing the altar-piece of the Madonna delia 
Misericordia (fig. lO) which he undertook in I445, kept to the 
condition of the contract that the pic ture should be finished 
in three years, seems improbable and it is stililess likely that 
he observed the other clause that he was to ha ve no assistance. 
The predella is certainly not from his hand, and the six little 
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saints, three to either side forming kind of pillars, may have 
been left to the same heI per. 

The rest of the picture seems to be unquestionably the work 
of Piero but the five panels above, showing the Crucifixion,. 
(fig. II), the two figures of the Annunciation, SS. Benedict 
and Francis, are treated in a more sua ve manner, resembling 
that of the works we ha ve discussed up to the present, and 
differ in technique from the Madonna protecting the faithful 
and the four large figures of saints to the sides which show 
that monumental plasticity which characterizes his second 
phase and which developed in a particular manner during 
his activity in Arezzo. We have already seen that again 
in 1462 the same confraternity made a further payment for 
this altar-piece and it is quite possible that it was only at 
this moment that the work was finished. The fact that one 
of the figures represents St. Bernardine places the execution 
of these panels after 1450, the year this saint was canonized; 
moreover, since the work was not painted in Siena where 
the fervour for the saint was very intense and since the type 
of the image is already fairly evolved. no longer showing any 
of that almost cruel realism of the early portraits executed in 
Siena, we can admit that these panels were painted some time 
after the representations of the saint that Sano di Pietro made 
in J450 (1). 

1 t cannot be said, however, that the older parts of this altar
piece are lacking in relief effects. Particularly the Crucifixion, 
which is of a sober composition, showing only the Crucified 
with the Virgin and St. John making tragic gestures is portrayed 
with a marvellous plasticity. The perspective of St. John in 
particular, whose arm is seen foreshortened, is a prodigy of 
technical science. The figures to the right - St. Francis and 
the Virgin of the Annunciation - are badly damaged; the 
St. Benedict is a beautiful piece of work in no way inferior 
to the Crucifixion. The angel Gabriel seen in profile bears a 
marked connexion with the figure of St. John in the picture 
of the Baptism, only the style of execution is a little more 
evolved. 

(l) v. VoI. IX. figs. 310. 3II 
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Fig. 1 [ Detail of fig. 10. 

Photo Brogi 
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In the fresco ofSigismondo Malatesta, his deerhound stretched 
on the floor behind him, kneeling before St. Sigismund of 
Burgundy who is depicted as a bearded old king enthroned. 
globe and sceptre in hand (fig. 12), we have before us a work 
which still reveals many points in common with the earlier 
productions. Under the castle which is represented in a med
allion in the frieze which surrounds the fresco we read: il Cas
tellu/Jl SigisJIIlllldu1Jl Arimz'lzense MCCCCXLV]" which has 
led several writers to believe that this is the date of execution 
but below another inscription, \'ery much restored, it is true, 
runs: "Sal1dlls Szj;-I'SlJllllldus PmldlllfllS 1Vialatesta Pan. F -
Petr/ de Bllrc~o opus MCCCC LI" (1). 

The appearance of the fresco confirms what has just been 
said regarding the style of Piero's works up to this moment. 
The modelling of the old man's face and still more that of 
the peaceful profile of Malatesta is of a well-rendered relief but 
without any marked effects of plasticity. There is, besides, in 
this fresco, as in alI the preceding works, a lyricism, if not a 
sweetness of sentiment, which clisappears, giving place to more 
pathetic expressiolls, when the marvellous sculptural effects 
transforms Piero's manner. 

The famous diptych in the Uftlzi has given rise to a certain 
amount of controversy regarding the date of execution. The 
year 1469 accepted by Cavalcaselle and after him by Calzini, 
Weisbach, Walters and Marini-Franceschi has been rendered 
improbable by Cinquini's discovery of the poem by the Car
melite Ferabos in connexion with the portrait that Piero made 
of Duke Federico and as Ferabos left Urbino in 1466, the 
painting must have existed already at that moment (2). This 
would be logical if we could be certain that the portrait described 
by Ferabos is really that now in the Uffizi, but it is very strange 
that in the poem there is no question of the portrait of the 
duchess and it is possible, even probable, that Piero during his 
numerous sojourns in Urbino, executed more than one portrait 
ofFederico so that Ferabos' reference is to a painting other than 

el Sighino(ji, op. cit. Mass(ra, op. cit. A. [Ten/uri, I-'Arte, 1914, P.37. 
Marini-Francesc/ti, op. cit., Rivista di Roma. 

(2) Cinquini, op. cit., L'i\rte, 1906. 
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that now in the Uftizi. Mr. Berenson and Herr Graber believe 
the diptych to date from about 1465 while Witting proposes 
1459, the year of the duke's marriage with his second wife 
Battista Sforza. 

Personally 1 find that the diptych is so typical of Piero's 
style prior to his activity in Arezzo, that for example in tbat 

Fig. 12 Piero del1a Francesca. Sigismondo MaJatesta. 
Tempio Malatestiano, Rimini. 

Photo An dc r5'on. 

in which he executed the fresco of 1451 at Rimini, that 1 ha\'e 
thought it possible that the lady who forms the pendant to 
Duke Federico might be his first wife Gentile Brancaleoni who 
died in 14)7. But this neither seems very probable, because 
we know that his first wife \'.ras extremely fat and the lady of 
the portrait is certainly not. 

His second wife, Battista Sforza, was only fourteen years 
old at the moment of her marriage and the profile represented 
here has not at ali the characteristics of a young girl of this 
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age but on the other hand it is not at all easy to guess the 
age of the lady portrayed in this picture. 

The forms, not fully deyeloped, make us imagine, however, 
that she is very young, much younger than when Laurana 
executed the bust now in the National Museum, Florence. 1 
think this sculpture must have been made towards the end 
of her short life; she elied in 1472 at the age of twenty·seven. 
There can be no doubt that Laurana shows us a woman of 
a more mature age but another difficulty arises if we compare 
the sculpture and the panel, it is that in my opinion there 
is little, if any, resemblance between the two works. This 
forces us to conclude that if these two portraits really represent 
the same person, and of this there does not seem to be much 
doubt, the works must have heen executed with the grea test 
possible lapse of time between the one and the other, con
sequently if Laurana's bust was made towards the end of her 
life, perhaps even at the moment of her death (1), the panel 
must have been painted at the time of her marriage, which 
indeed seems a very opportune occasion for the execution 
of a similar diptych. 

If we wish to place Piero's activity at Arezzo as the data 
allow, then it would not be entirely impossible that the 
diptych was executed at an earlier date because we know 
only that he started the frescoes after 1452 and finished 
them in r 466. It might very well be, however, that this sort 
of somewhat minute painting induced the artist to return to 
a style which he had employed especially at the beginning ot 
his car-reer for his smal! panels and which he had abandoned 
when he undertook the large frescoes. Neyertheless, it is 
ditllcult to belieye that the non· plastic manner in which the 
painter has treated these two profiles with effects of surface 
rather than those of relief, is subsequent to that sculpturesque 
style which we find at Arezzo. 

Piero has depicted the heads against a tender blue sky 
while the material of the garments is placed against distant 
landscapes of an incredible technical refinement (Frontispiece 
and fig. 13)' The t1esh colours appear a little grey, almost 

/1) F Biirger, Francesco Laurana, Strasbourg. 1907, p. 127. 
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Fig. 13. Piero delia Francesca, the Duchess of Urbino. Uffizi, Florence. 
Photo Anderson. 

yellowish against the limpid sky. The atmosphere which 
sparkles above the distant panorama accentuates that marvel
lous effect of distance which the painter must have seen many 
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a time from the walls of Urbino, which, perched on the top 
of a mountain, offers such a view of the horizon as there are 
few in Italy. The blue of the sky is not dark like that of a 
hot summer day but paIe and cold, suggestive of winter. The 
marvellous realism of the details is not limited to the facial 
traits, thus for example Piero did not over-Iook the duke's 
broken nose, an accident which occurred in a toumament in 
1450 when he lost also an eye, but he pays special attention 
as well to other minor particulars such as the curly hair, the 
garments and the jewels of the duchess. The painter has made 
a slight correction to the neck of Federico which on second 
thoughts he evidently thought should be thicker. The land
scapes recall those in the panels of the lady's profile, of St. 
Jerome in Veni ce and the Baptism of Christ in London and are 
somewhat different from those we find in the frescoes atArezzo. 

The landscapes which form the background to the Triumphs 
which adom the backs of these panels are in no way less 
beautiful. Duke Federico is shown in a coat of mail seated on 
a chariot drawn by two white horses; Victory places a crown 
of laurels on his head while the allegorical figures of Forti
tude, Prudence and Justice are seated in the same chariot. As 
in his portrait, a large part of the background is occupied by 
a river (fig. 14)' 

The chariot on which the duchess is seated is drawn by 
two unicorns; she too is accompanied by allegorical figures 
including Fortitude and Religion (fig. 15). 

A detail which renders it stiU more probable that these 
panels were executed on the occasion of the marriage is that 
a little Cupid in each case holds the re ins ; besides, the unicom 
is the emblem of the maiden. The lower part of the two 
panels is occupied by inscriptions in Latin regarding the two 
illustrious personages. 

It was, as 1 said, probably several years after Bicci di 
Lorenzo's death that Piero went to Arezzo to finish the decor
ation of the choir of S. Francesco commenced by the older 
artist. Only the vault had been painted by his predecessor, 
a traditionalistic master (1) if ever there was one, and alongside 

(') v. VoI. IX, p. 29. Sabnl~ op. cit., Rivista d'Arte. 
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this, his las t work, Piero's master-pieces appear doubly modern. 
It was in Arezzo that the truly monumental style developed, 

that he reached that synthesis of plasticity showing sharp 
contrasts of light anel shade as if formed by facets and that 
his figures acquire that appearance of majestic dignity.lt was 
evidently while working on this grandiose cycle of frescoes 
that this tendency, which we observe from the moment he 
s tarted the enterprise, found a ground in which it grew and 

Fig. q. Piero delIa Francesca. Triumphal Chariot. Uftizi. Florcnce. 
Ph oto AndersUl1. 

developed to its very utmost. I do not think it probable that 
Piero worked on different occasions at the frescoes in Arezzo; 
if there were any intervals, they must have been of short 
duration. It was sooner the actual nature of the work which 
caused an evolution to take place in the master's manner; 
this change is manifest if we compare those frescoes with 
which he apparently started this marvellous series of mural 
paintings with those he must ha ve executed towards the end 
of the undertaking. Further he seems ta ha ve had a certain 
amount of assistance from heI pers who attempted with more 
or less success to imltate his manner. 

1 do not pretend that the degrees by which the new elements 
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in Piero's art developed, help us to fix in a definite manner 
the chronology of the different paintings. It is more than 
probable that the evolution did not follow a very steady course; 
it will be noticed, however, that certain of the frescoes more 
than the others bear a resemblance to the works which the 
artist executed prior to his departure for Arezzo. 

The spirit and technique of the earlier works are, 1 think, 

Fig. 15. Piero delia Francesca, Triumphal Chariot. Uffizi, Florence. 
Photo Anderson. 

found more elearly in the representation of the Visit of the 
Queen ofSheba to Solomon (figs. 16- 19 and platel). Thefresco 
is divided into two parts, one, a simple landscape with 
some hills and two trees in the foreground, the other a hall , 
supported on pillars with Corinthian capitals, with aflat raftered 
ceiling and panelled walls. In the first part we see the queen 
kneeling in adoration before the trunk of a tree, which spans 
a piece of a lake because she has had a vision that this piece 
of wood is to serve to make the Cross on which Christ is 
to be crucified; she is surrounded by six gracefully majestic 
women of a somewhat exotic beauty and strange charm; a 
little girl, oriental in appearance, who stands behind, seems 



LADIES IN WAITING. 
ham the fresca of the Queen of Sheba and Solomon. 

Bg Piero della Francesca in S. Francesco, Arezzo. 

Photo Anderson. 
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to belong to the queen's superb suite; in the Iert corner the 
grooms hold the strong and muscular horses one of which 
neighs. 

To the right the queen and the women we have seen outside 
enter the hal! from the other side; the former bends over the 
hand of Solomon whom the artist has depicted no Ion ger 
young, but heavily built and rather fat. Of the six courtiers 
who accompany the king, the four who ate clearly visible, are 

Fig. 17. Detail of fig. r6. 
Photo Allder~on. 

represented with so much force and personality that we are 
almost led to suppose that it is sooner in these figures that 
we should find the portraits of the founders, members of the 
Bacci family, than in those who assist at the execution of 
Chosroes, a fresco which adorns the wal! opposite. 

Then follows on the window wall the wonderful painting 
of Constantine's dream (fig. 20). Watched over by a chamber
lain who sits resting his head on his hand, the emperor sleeps 
in an open tent which is guarded by two Roman soldiers; an 
angel descends from above towards the sleeping monarch. 

Against the nocturnal sky, we can distinguish other tents. 
What forms the extraordinary interest of this fresco is the 
effect of mystic light which envelops the centre part of the 
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Fig. 18. Detail of fig. ]6. 
Ph oto Anderson. 

composition and which accentuates the shadows. We are quite 
unprepared for the appearance of similar effects in the middle 
of the lsth century; besides, neither Piero nor any other artist 
for centuries to come repeats this phenomenon and we have 
to come up to Caravaggio 01' Honthorst to find once more 
a similar comprehension of the effect of light on darkness. 
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Piero's example here is mysterious and isolated, a sort of 
inexplicable marvel which can be accounted for only by the 
genius of the master (I). 

The Annunciation (figs. 21, 22) might stiH just be included 
in Piero's first Aretine manner, although this scene has nothing 
to do with the story of the Cross. The building is again com
posed of the same elements - panelled walls, flat ceiling with 

Fig. 19. Detail of fig. 16. Photo Anderson. 

wooden framework, columns with Corinthian capi taIs - but 
here we see as well the outside wal! of the house and a window. 
God the Father appears to one side and makes a gesture with 
both hands tov,Jards the Virgin who, stand ing holding her 
prayerbook in one hand and marking with her finger the place 
where she has left off, raises her other hand in a gesture which 

(1) In the British Museum, VoI. XXXVI, 1860, 6, 16, SI. there is a 
drawing made after this fresco, it is a late work of no importance. 
Formerly it was supposed to be the original sketch for the mural painting 
and was publishecl as sllch by Mr. YO/l/lg Ottley; Dennisloul1, op. cit.. 
IT, p. 207. 
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Fig. 20. Piero delia Francesca. Constantine 's dream. 
S. Francesco, A rezzo. 

Phota A n .. !t.: r:-;o Il. 
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Fig. 21. Piero delia Francesca, the Anl1ul1ciation. S. Francesco, Arezzo. 
Pbot o Anderson. 
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Fig. 22. Detail of fig. 2I. 

Photo An derson. 

is no more expressive of surprise or fear than the rest of her 
personality which is dignified and even austere. The angel 
with bended knee inclines slightly before her; he holds a lily 
and bestows a benediction. The background near him is formed 
by a door composed of panels adorned with carved arabes
ques of a large Gothic design. 
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A transition towards the more monumental manner is, 1 think, 
noticeable in the lunette on the right wall and in the fresco 
below, the one representing Heraclius carrying the Cross to 
Jerusalem, the other, the finding of the Cross and the proof of 
its miraculous power; only in these two paintings especially 
in the second, Piero, in my opinion, has left part of the execution 

Fig. 23. Piero delia Francesca and an assistant, I-Ieraclius bringing the 
Cross to Jerusalem. S. Francesco, Arezzo. 

P hoto .\ nd erson. 

to a helper, although he himself can in ali probability be held 
responsible for the composition which is praticularly hieratic. 
In the tunette we see to the left the emperor carrying the 
Cross ~ the figure is rather damaged - escorted by five 
persons wearing liturgical head-dresses, advancing towards 
Jerusalem, outside the walls of which kneels a group of men; 
behind them a man is shown in the act of removing his taU 
turban-like hat while a very old man approaches the group 
(figs. 23, 24). The heads of the figures behind Heraclius seem 
to be a little hard in execution and somewhat expressionless 
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Fig. 24. DetaiJ of fig. 23. Photo An de rso n. 

and 1 think it is chiefly in this part that we can discern the 
hand of a helper, as also in the background which has con
siderably suffered; it shows only two trees - one rather awk
wardly placed, seems to grow out of the head of the dignitary 
who fo11ows Heraclius - and the walls and crene11ated towers 
of Jerusalem which agalll are a little hard and not at all 
picturesque. 
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1 find the hand of the assistant is even more evident in 
the fresco below which represents to the left the discovery and 
excavation of the three crosses and to the right the mannes in 
which a young man is resuscitated by the mere presence ofthe 
Cross on which the Saviour \Vas crucified, thus enabling the 
people to distinguish the Holy Cross from those on which the 
thie\'es expired (fig. 25). In the first part against a background of 
hills with a town in the distance, Queen Helen is shown, follo'vved 
by heI' women, whom a breach in the wall has in part destroyed, 
looking at the workmen who have already excavated two of 
the crosses; a seigneur seems to explain to heI' the meaning 
of the work. The figures in this group are of very unequal 
value: those of the empress and the women behind heI' are of 
considerable beauty and probably by Piero himself, as is also 
the workman to the right leaning on his shovel and at least 
the heads of the man \vith the axe on his shoulder and of the 
other who, standing in the pit, is only half visible. 

The bodies and the two other heads are more rigid although 
the face seen from the front and slightly inclined possesses 
certain qualities. Incomprehensible is Prof. Longhi's admiration 
of the vie\v on the town in the background which is no 
doubt from the hanel of the hei per to whom Piero in this 
case has given consielerable liberty. The synthesis is rather 
infantile and there is a lack of interest in architecture 
which, on the part of the master himself, woulel have been 
very surpnsmg. 

The backgraunel of the atber half of the fresca is much 
more worthy of attention; \Ve see the fa<;aele of a buileling 
of the Renaissance style, baseel on classical antiquity, quite 
after the manner of Alberti, anel a street with houses anel 
churches which are treated with care. The three men in the 
right cornel' anel the young man who, full of gratituele anel 
surprise, finds himself restored to life: are certainly the work 
of the great master; the last mentioned figure is expressive 
of much sentiment and the anatomy is excellent. AIso the 
male anel female figures kneeling near the resurrecteel man 
are of a fine technique but the man carrying the Cross and 
the women kneeling behind are of an inferior quality; they 
are hard, wooden and expressionless; the modelling has been 
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neglected and the hands with which they gesticulate are 
enormous. This part has no doubt been left to the hei per 
whose hand we discovered in the other fresco. In searching 
for this assistant's manner through.out the frescoes in the 
choir of S. Francesco. 1 think it can be discerned in part 
of the representation of the Death of Adam which adorns 

Fig. 26. P iero deli a Francesca and an assistant, the old age and dea th 
of Adam. S. Francesco, Arezzo. 

P hoto Anders, '11 . 

the lunette above on the left wall, in the torture of the .Tew 
and in the fresco on the window wall of the three men erect· 
ing the Cross, probably also in the scene of the beheading 
of Chosroes and perhaps in the figure of the prophet --
Jonah? - to the Ieft of the window, which is very inferior 
to that which forms the pendant. 

Piero has placed the old age and death of the first man 
in a wintery landscape with a large leafless tree in the centre. 
(figs. 26, 27). To the right the patriarch is seated on the 
ground in the midst of Eve, an old man and his two sons 
who seem to have resigned themselves to the loss of their 
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father who has alI the marks of extreme old age, as has 
also Eve who is not a very cheerful image. On the other hand 
the two young men , especialIy the nude figure seen from 
behind leaning on a stick, a figure whose anatomical modelling 
announces Signorelli, provide a striking contrast with the 

Fig. 27. 1 )e tail of fi g. 26. 
Photo Andersoll. 

other figures, so obviously expreSSlve of broken -down old 
age. More to the left in the background we see a small re
presentation of the archangel Gabriel from whom Seth requests 
the oii of the tree of misericord with which to rub the body 
of his father and thus restore him to health. The other half 
of the fresco shows us Seth returning and finding his father 
dead. Several persons approach the body; one leansover 
the dead man, perhaps it is Eve, but the painting in this 
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part is very damaged; another figure with arms uplifted 
towards heaven is very expressive of despair. The enormous 
tree in the centre is meant to be that which grew on the 
spot where Adam was buried, from a branch which the 
archangel had given Seth from the tree which had caused 
Adam and Eve to commit the original sin. The archangel 
told Seth that the day this branch bore fruit, his father would 
be cured. In the meantime it is winter and the tree is quite 
bare. 

The excellent nudes of this painting are no doubt from the 
hand of Piero himself but the helper's style is 1 think to be 
found in some of the other figures, such as the second from 
the left, those near the dead body of Adam, and that seen 
in full face seated on the ground behind Adam. 

Then follows the torture of the Jew Judas, whom the Empress 
Helen has placed in a pit until he confesses where the crosses 
have been buried (fig. 28). 1 wonder really if so much trouble 
was taken to get him safe and sound to the bottom of the 
pit. The Jew is attached to a long cord which passes over 
a pully fixed to a large tripod and by which two men lower 
him into a hole; a third man grasps him by the hair of his 
head, a gesture which seems more suited to the circumstances 
than the complicated manner which has been adopted to 
lower the unfortunate Hebrew. It may also be that the scene 
illustrates the event of the seventh day when Judas having 
declared that he is ready to confess where the crosses are 
hidden, is withdrawn [rom the pit. There is a certain hardness 
of execution in the faces in particular, except perhaps for that 
of the Jew, which leads us to believe that it is the work of 
the pupil. 

The representation on this wall of the three men erecting 
the Cross (fig. 29) might be from the same hand. The expression 
of effort is marvellously rendered and from the movements 
it is evident that the cross is being erected and not only 
transported from one place to another. It is for this reason 
that iron bars are used. Strickly speaking it is not a cross 
but only a large plank that is being manipulated. Again we 
notice that hardness of technique which, in spite of the forms 
and excellent proportions, makes us suppose that the execution, 
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Fig. 28. Assistant of Piero delia Francesca, the Jew descended 
into the pit. S. Francesco, Arezzo. 

Ph o!O Anderso n 

47 
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was left to the helper, closely supervised, however, by the 
master who must have made the rough draft of this scene as 
he did indeed of the entire cycle. 

I have already said that especially the right corner of the 
fresco of the victory of Heraclius does not seem to be of the 
same quality as the rest of the painting, still if the figures 
in this part represent the founders of the chapel (1) it would 
be more plausible to imagine that they were executed by the 
master himself. Yet these heads are so much less interesting 
than those in the centre of the battle. "'here Piero has displayed 
ali his science and passionate temperament, that again we must 
admit that this part has been left to the assistant, whose hand Prof. 

Longhi erroneously disco"ers also in the battle itself. The same 
inferiority of quality and technique differentiates the prophet 

to the left ofthe window from that to the right (figs. 30, 31). No 
doubt here again the helper is responsible for one of the figures. 

It would be diHicult to sa)" what degree of excellence above 
his own normal standard a skilful but mediocre artist might 

attain from a close collaboration with a genius such as Piero 
delia Francesca and what a downfall would occur the day 
he was left entirely to his own devices. This question arises 
in connexion \\'ith a panel in the Vatican (No. r85, fig. 32), a 
work without any doubt of the school of Piero, showing certain 
qualities and mallY weaknesses. 

Se,'eral characteristics approximate the author ofthis painting 

to the artist who \vorked with Piero in S. Francesco, Arezzo, 
but on the other hand it is aH the sarue diHicult to believe that, 
even abandoned by his master, so very tittle of the artistic 
instruction he must have picked up, remained. The picture is 
dated belo\\' the gth of March 1472. The low wall which forms 
the backgroLlnd ami the flower-garden are childish in execution, 
as are also the \'ases placed on the wall and the form ofthe trees. 
On the other hand the throne on which the Virgin is seated is of 
a good architectural effect although the perspective is not exact. 
The figure of the Madonna is pleasing and well proportioned 
but the Child Jesus is absurd; the head of St. Catherine to the 
right, who, seen in full face, bears a striking resemblance to the 

(II Salllli, op. cit. 
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fig. 29. Assistant of Piero delIa Francesca, the Erecting of 
the Cross. S. Francesco, Arezzo. 

Photo Anderson. 
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Fig. 30. Ass is tant of Piero, a Prophet. S. Francesco, Arezzo. 

Photo Andersoll .. 
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Fig. 31. Piero delIa Francesca, a Prophet. S. Francesco, 
Arezzo. 

Photo Anderson 
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man standing behind the aged Adam in the fresco at Arezzo, 
and the heads of SS. Sebastian and Bernardine of Siena to the 
left are of considerable beauty but the bodies and the draperies 
are unskilfully executed. 

The apogee in the development of Piero della Francesco's 
monumental style has found expression in the two frescoes 
representing the victory ofHeraclius over Chosroes and that of 
Constantine over Maxentius, which are the lowest paintings to 
the right and left of the choir and which, also on account of 
their site, can be considered the most important pieces of the 
entire series. 

In illustrating the battle between Heraclius and Chosroes 
(figs. 33--35) the painter did not remain faithful to the text of 
the Golden Legend which tells us how Heraclius and the son of 
Chosroes fought together on a bridge without the armies entering 
into combat, how Herac!ius, being victorious, entered the house 
of Chosroes who was seated on a golden throne and who, on 
his refusal to be baptized, was beheaded by Heraclius. This last 
event is represented in the right corner of the fresco, but the 
painter depicts it with much more ceremony than we gather 
must have been the case from the laconic recital of the text. It is 
really a scene of execution. Under a kind of pergola, substituted 
for the gold and silver tower mentioned in the text, we see the 
throne of Chosroes between a cock representing the Holy 
Ghost and the wood of the Cross as image of the Son. Here 
too the painter has not followed the text of the Golden Legend 
which tells us very precisely that Chosroes had taken away 
that part of the Holy Cross which the Empress Helen had left 
behind; besides, the sun, the moon and the stars, mentioned in 
the text, are missing from the painting. 

The grea test digression from the text that the painter makes 
is the representation of a fierce battle, this magnificient melee of 
soldiers which the narrative tells us very precisely did not take 
place, because the fight was limited to the duel between the two 
princes and lIit was decreed that whoever attempted to aid his 
chief would have his legs and arms cut off and his body would 
be thrown in the river". 

The fresco, however, is superb. Under floating banners the 
horses with their riders meet in combat. The different positions 
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Fig. 32. School of Piero delia Francesca, Madonna and saints. 1472 . 

Vatican Gallery. 

Photo A ndcl'::ioll. 
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are rendered to perfection with a marvellous technical know
ledge. The instruments of death appear overhead wielded in 
every sense and in every direction. 

The massacre is seen in the distance as well as ne ar at hand, 
the dead and dying stretched on the ground, the vanquished 
begging mercy. In this painting there is a genuine and very 

Fig. 3+ Detail of fig. 33. Ph oto Ande r,-,:,ull . 

extensive study of fighting arms, cuirasses and helmets. There 
are some really superb heads, such for example as that, almost 
Michelangelesque, of a young man who, in the left part of the 
fresco , is seen in three-quarter profile with arm upraised about to 
strike an assailant who, with visor drawn, attacks him from his 
right, as also the somewhat oriental head of the soldier wearing 
a bandeau, behind him. There are other faces of less regular 
features and of a slightly inferior technique but not to the extent 
of making us believe that parts of this fres~o are from the hand 
of a helper. The action is so united, forming a dense and uninter
rupted whole that it is difllcult to believe that tvvo different per
sons took part in the execution. 
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Fig. 35. Detail of fig. 33. 
PhlJt o Anderson~ 

A characteristic in Piero's art which is obvious in this 
case is the lack of expression and dramatic sense. First 
the faces but rarely reveal the least emotion; they remain 
calm and unrutTIed, even dignified and majestic, which appear
ance, although not at all fitting to the circumstances, is found 
in almost all Piero's works and which no doubt is an expres sion 
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of his artistic temperament ta which monumental beauty 
appealed more strongly than the pictorial value of emotion. 
Besides, this lack of life is noticeable also in the mo\'ements 
and the gestures of the soldiers engaged in combat; their 
efforts are perfectly studied but are rendered without any 
vivacity. They kill one another but they do sa with the 
utmost calm. In certain cases the figures are too isolated, the 
movement of attack, especially in the left corner of the fresco, 
being unprovoked. Here too there is too much majesty to 
render to perfection the warlike action. 

The painting opposite which represents the victory that 
Constantine, on the strength of the little gold cross he carried 
in his hand, had over Maxentius, is very much damaged 
(figs. 36, 37, 38). In an aquarelle which the German painter 
Ramboux executed before 1842, the fresco at that time appears 
to have been in a much better state of preservation (1). Now 
large parts are missing, the right corner in particular has 
almost entirely disappeared. Again we find that Piero did 
not follow the legend which relates that Maxentius lIat the 
moment he came to the river. forgot that he had had the 
bridges undermined to deceive Constantine, and in crossing 
over one of them, was drowned in the rivier". In illustrating 
Constantine's victory the painter shows us Maxentius' army 
safe on the other side of the riveL the last to cross, unbe
lievable as it may appear, being the pagan emperor himself; 
his mount has already his forelegs on the bank and with 
smaU effort he and his rider will be safe. Conseqently in 
the painting it seems highly unlikely that Maxentius wil! be 
drowned but 1 imagine that the reproduction of this interesting 
position of the horse held more attraction to the painter than 
the fidelity to the narrative. It might stiU be supposed that 
the figure does not represent Maxentius, but this is not very 
likely. 

The majestic serenity with which Constantine and his army 
advance interprets in a perfect manner the magic and irresist
ible force lent by the little cross which the emperor carries 
well in evidence. Only one horse re ars under his fierce rider; 

(1) Warburg, op. cit. 
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Fig. 37. Detail of fig. 36. Phut o AnderSCJll. 

the others calm and dignified step out as if on parade. The 
gorgeous knights are sure of themselves; they carry their 
lances erect and show no sign of emotion. 

Between the two groups of warriors the artist has reduced 
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to the strict necessary, the river which nevertheless plays 
a considerable part in the story. I would even say that he 
has cut it a little too fine because the distance between 
Maxentius in flight ancl the victorious Constanti ne is so small 
that it gives one the impression that a piece has been removed 
from the centre of the composition, and as this naturally is 
impossible, we are led to believe that after having executed 
the right half, the painter was enticed into making the group 
to the left advance more than he had at first intended. The 
backgrouncl is yery curtailed but none the less it is executed 
with great refinement. 

Professor Warburg's remark that in portraying the figure 
of Constantine, the artist was certainlyinspired by the represent
ation of Palaeologus~ the emperor ofByzantium, which he must 
have seen in Florence in 1439, is perfectly justifiable and we 
ha ve but to compare the figure here with that of Pisanello's 
medal or again with that of Benozzo Gozzoli's fresco to make 
us certain of this fact. 

As 1 have already said, it is in these frescoes that Piero 
attained, by accentuating to the extreme the means at his 
disposal, that pre-eminently monumental and plastic style. In 
order to obtain this marked plasticity which is not an imitation 
of sculpture but all the same renders so perfectly the sculptural 
effects, he uses very pronounced oppositions of tones; black 
horses serve as background to the white chargers, light and 
clark colours are seen in juxtaposition, brilliant lights are 
suddenly cut by the darkest shadows. AU this gives to the 
bodies an appearance as if cut in very large and imposing 
facets, thus lencling them monumental proportions which are 
further accentuated by the dignified expression of sentiment 
and, in the second fresco, the slowness ofthe movement which 
is sooner that of a stately cortege. 

In the decoration of the choir we find stiH some other 
paintings executed in the same style. 1 have already mentioned 
the beautiful figure of a prophet which forms the pendant to 
that from the hand of a heI per, both on the window walL 
Then on the entrance arch there are the fine paintings by 
the master hîmself of St. Peter the Martyr and an angel, but 
of the former there remains only the half-length figure and 
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Fig. 38. Dctail of fig. 36. 
Pilo to :-\ nd er:;OIl. 

of the Iatter the bust alone; the figure of St. Louis ofTou
Iouse and the blind-fold Cupid on the other hand are the feeble 
works of a hei per who is not the same as the artist who 
collaborated in the execution of the other frescoes. 

The monumental style which reached such a high develop
ment in the two last frescoes in S. Francesco, Arezzo, is found 
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Fig. 39. Piero delia Francesca, St. Mary Magdalene. 
Cathedral, .-\ rezzo. 

Photo Ander:-.on. 

in some other 
works which 
Piero must 
have execut· 
ed shortly 
after his activ
ity In this 
to\vn. 

Generally 
speaking 
these paint
I11gs are not 
so grandiose 
so that of ten 
the plastic 
effects and 
breaclth ot 
proportions, 
are much less 
pronounced. 

In the town 
of Arezzo 
itself we find 
a work which 
shows In a 
markecl fash
ion the artistic 
principles 
which Piero 
had acquired 
during th e 
execution of 
the frescoes in 
the c hoir of 
S. Francesco. 
It is the stand· 
ll1g figure of 
St. Mary Mag
dalene which 
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Fig. -J.O. Piero delia Francesca, Madonna oei Pa rto. Municipio, Monterchi. 
Photo Anderso n. 

adorns the Ieft transept OI the cathedrai (fig. 39); the figure 
is executed with great force and 1 should even say a certain 
coarseness which detracts considerably from its charm (1). 

(1) A. De! Vita , Il Duomo d'Arezzo, Milan. n. d., p . .19. 
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Fig. 41. Detail of fig. 40. Photo Anderson. 

The type of the Virgin of the Annunciation in S. Francesco is 
found in the "Madonna del Parto" a fresco which, after the earth
quake of 19I7, was transferred to the town hall ofMonterchi, 
near Arezzo, but which formerly adorned a little chapel situated 
between Monterchi and Ci terna (figs. 4°, 4I) (1). Mr. Berenson 

(1) Marini-Franceschi, La Madonna del Parto. We should bear in 
mind here that Piero's mother carne from Monterchi. 
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Fig. 42. Piero della Francesca, the Resurrection. 
Gallery. Borgo San Sepolcro. 

Photo Anderson 

is of opmlOn that this painting is almost entirely from the 
hand of Lorentino, a local painter and pupil of Piero but 1 
think it a work of considerable merit in spite of the fact that 
the majesty of the figures has been transformed into a kind of 
haughty stiffness. With an identical gesture the angels to the 
sides withdraw the flaps of the tent in which the Virgin stands. 
The forms and execution are finer than in the fresco of the 
Magdalene, stiH except for the beautiful oval of the Virgin's 
XI 5 
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face with its calm mysterious expression, it is a painting of 
httle charm. 

Then we come to the most impressive of aU Piero's works: 
the Resurrection of Christ in the gaUery of Borgo San Sepol
cro (pl. II, figs. 42, 43) (1). The painting has been detached from 
the wall which it originally decorated and transferred to its 
actual site. It is obviously the fresco technique which lends itself 
to such a grandiosity of treatment, such a breadth of form and 
such a blending of colours, aU qualities which contribute to the 
inexpressible grandeur of the work. Behind the four soldiers 
sitting leaning against the coffin, not only sleeping but even 
personifications of sleep itself, appears the Saviour just risen 
from His tomb, a supernatural figure with an all-knowing ex
pression, full of the comprehension of earthly suffering which, 
however, can no longer touch Him. This splendid image of the 
resurrected Christ, from Whose mind the anguish of the Passion 
has not yet faded, is shown in the centre of a landscape with 
hiUs in the distance, between trees, some of which are stripped 
of foliage while others are in leaf. The painting is full of mar
vellous effects of plasticity. The head of the soldier seen in full
face, leaning back against the border of the coffin, has justifiably 
excited universal admiration. It is quite likely that in executing 
this work Piero's thougths turned to the fresco of the same 
subject by Andrea del Castagno in the Cenacolo of Sant' Apol
lonia in Florence, which shows certain points of resemblance in 
the composition ("). 

The principal panels of the altar-piece, ordered by the con
fraternity of the Misericord, for which payment was ma de ta 
Piero's brother stiU in 1462, seem to me as weU executed in 
the artist's last manner which became fully developed during 
his activity in Arezzo. 

1 have remarked elsewhere that the presence and appearance 
of the figure of St. Bernardine authorize us to place this panel 
several years after 1450. A slight difference with the frescoes 
of Arezzo arises from the fact that here we are dealing with 
a painting on panel, the first of its kind since the cycle illu-

e) Bombe, op. cit. Miintz, op. cit. 
(2) v. VoI. X, fig. 226, 



FREDERIC OF MONTEFELTRO, DUKE OF URBINO. 
By Piero della Francesca in the Uffizi. Florence. 

Photo Alinari. 
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Fig. 43 Detail of fig. 42. 
Photo Alinari. 

strating the legend of the Cross which was so significant in 
the development of Piero's style. The Virgin in the centre 
holds her mantie over eight figures, four women, of whom one 
is elderly and appears to be a nun, to the right and four men, 
one of whom wears the cowl of the brothers of the order, 
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Fig. 44. Piero delia Francesca, detail of the polyptych (fig. 10). 

Gallery, Borgo San Sepolcro. 
Photo Anderson. 
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Fig. 45. Detail of fig. 44. 
Photo Anderson. 

to the left tfigs. 44 - 46). The Virgin in type resembles the 
Madonna of the Annunciation in S. Francesco and the figure at 
Monterchi but her features are sweeter, and of a more regular 
beauty. The orderly folds ofher garments show those sudden 
oppositions oflight and shade which struck us in the frescoes 
of Arezzo and the head of .one of the male figures is depicted 
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Fig. 46. Detail of fig. 10. 
Photo Brogi. 

in almost the same position as that of the famous soldier in 
the Resurrection. 

Of the lateral figures (fig. 47), the nude St. Sebastian is very 
beautiful and reca Ils that of the young man resuscitated by 
the power of the Cross in the fresco at Arezzo; SS. John the 
Baptist and Andrew, particularly the former, have ample 
draperies but the folds are hard cut as in the figure of St. Mary 
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Fig. 47. Detail of fig. 10. 
Photo J3rog i. 

Magdalene in the cathedral of Arezzo; the painting of St. 
Bernardine is too much effaced for us to form an idea of its 
-original qualities. 

The fresco of Hercules which was detached from a house 
owned by Piero in Borgo San Sepolcro, and is now in the 
Gardner collection, Boston, is too dilapidated for us to pro-
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Fig. 48. Piero delIa Francesca, Hercules. Gardner Collection, Boston . 
Photo Alin u i 

nounce a judgment but in aU probability it was executed after 
the same manner (fig. 48). 

Prof. Longhi ascribes to Piero himself the figures of the 
four Evangelists, of whom St. Luke is the only one now 
recognizable, which decorate the vault of a chapel in Sta. Maria 
Maggiore, Rome ; until now they ha ve been considered a work of 
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Fig. 49. Piero delIa Francesca?, St. Luke. Sta. Maria lVIaggiore , Rome. 
Photo :\nderson. 

his school (1). The vault is situated over a little tribune; against 
a background studded with stars we see St. Luke sitting 

(1) Galassi, op. cit., detects also an influence of Lorenzo da Viterbo. 
Formerly the frescoes were ascribed to Benozzo Gozzoli: G. Biasiotti, 
Affreschi di Benozzo Gozzoli in S. Maria Maggiore in Roma, Bolletino 
d'Arte, 1913, p. 76. 
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Fig. 50 Detail of fig. 49. Photo Anderson. 

wntmg, the emblematic bull in repose beside him (figs. 49. 50). 
Among the women behind the kneeling figure of the Queen 

of Sheba in the fresco at Arezzo, we discover a head closely 
resembling that of St. Luke; here, however, the plastic effect 
is more pronounced, for which reason this painting has more 
in common with Piero's later Aretine manner. None the less, 
the attribution to Piero, which has not been unanimously 
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Fig. SI. Piero delia Francesca, Madonna and angels. Gallery, Urbino. 
Photo Anderson. 

accepted, seems to me correct; nevertheless that this fresco 
should date from before 1455, in correspondence with Vasari's 
affirmation that Piero was in Rome during the pontificate of 
Nicholas V, is in my opinion highly improbable, whereas he 
might have painted it when he went to Rome in 1459. 

With the Madonna from Sta. Maria delle Grazie of Sinigaglia, 
now in the gallery of Urbino (fig. SI), we have already passed 
the apogee of Piero della Francesca's art. This painting, superb 
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though it be, no longer shows that faultless organic construction 
and that force of expression. The plasticity is less real, 1 should 
say it almost conveys an effect of emptiness, and the model
ling is not perfect1y natural. It is the beginning, the very first 
sign, of old age and decline. Prof. A. Venturi pronounces 
this painting to be a school work. 

The Madonna is shown in half·length figure; she belongs 
to the same type as the Madonna dei Parto, the Virgin of 
the Annunciation at Arezzo and the Madonna della Misericordia 
at Borgo San Sepolcro but the features, although more regular 
and of greater beauty, are less fascinating and there is no 
longer anything mysterious in the serious expression. 

The forms are somewhat heavy as also those ofthe Child 
Who wears round His neck a coral charm against the evil 
eye. He bestows a blessing and holds a flower. The two 
angels with arms folded on their breasts are strange and 
imposing. The execution of the details is marvellous: look 
for instance with what perfection he shows the effect oflight 
in the window of the adjoining room and the objects in the 
little cupboard in the waU which is separated by a small pil1ar~ 
adorned with a chandelier, from the rest of the waU. Very 
fine also is the light on the figures as welI as the white and 
light gray tints which are dominant in this panel. 

After the same manner seems to me to be a very impor
tant panel of the Madonna in the midst of four angels which 
was offered for sale in New York not very long ago. 1 know 
the work ooly from a photograph but even from that 1 was 
impressed by the beauty of the painting. 

The deterioration in the quality of painting, which we notice 
in the picture at Urbino might not have struck us, had we 
oot found it stiU more marked in the polyptych in the gallery 
of Perugia (figs. 52 - 56) in which the central figure corres
ponds closely with the Madonna of Sinigaglia and the other 
paintings that I have associated with this work. 

The pic ture originates from the church of the convent of 
S. Antonio (1). Prof. A. Venturi and Mr. Berenson find this 

(1) Aubert, op. cit. A. Venturi, L'atmosfera artistica umbra aH' arrivo 
di Raffaello a Perugia, L'Arte, XXI, 1918, p. 259. 
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Fig. 52. Piero delia Francesca, altar-piece. Gallery. Perugia. 
Photo A ll derson. 

production of such a mediocre quality that they classify it, 
the former as a work of a helper, the latter, at least in as 
far as the lower part is concerned, painted by the master 
and his helpers. 1 do not agree with either of these critics 
but am of opinion that what strikes us as unpleasing in this 
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Fig. 53. Detail of fig. 52. 
Photo Alinari. 
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picture is a certain imperfection, particularly in the plastic 
effects, of which we ha ve already found signs in the panel 
of Sinigaglia. 

This strange and distasteful altar-piece with the upper part 
resembling an angular pyramid, very ungainly in shape and 
far too large in proportion to the lower part, has none the 

Fig. 5+. Detail of fig. 52. 
Photo Anderson . 

less been created in this form. The manner in which the two 
parts are united is no doubt original and the preparation of 
the septangular panel demonstrates that it was the master's 
intention to give this curious form to the painting. The 
architectural background above clashes just as much with the 
gold background below as do the colours in general. The 
Virgin's throne is composed of an architectural niche of the 
Renaissance style, similar to those we have of ten found in 
the works of Fra Angelico, although much more elaborate 
in form, besides, the Iower part bears sufficient resemblance to 
the altar-piece that Fra Angelico executed for S. Domenico, 
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Perugia, and whieh now hangs in the same room in the town 
gallery, to allow us admit that Piero, to a eertain extent, 
wished to, or had to imitate the older work. The Madonna 
and Child are heavy and without graee of form; they are 
of monumental proportions but laek that spirit whieh gives life 
to Piero's majestie figures. Also the four saints -- SS. Antony, 

Fig. 55. Piero delia Francesca, the Stigmatization of St. Francis, 
predclla of aItar.piece. Gallery, Perugia. 

Photo Alinari. 

John the Baptist, Francis and Elizabeth - are c1umsy but 
here we discover those effects of light and plasticity whieh, 
although they eonvey the impression that the figures are 
statues, not persons, are nevertheless of a quality which allows 
us to attribute al1 these figures to the great master's own 
hand. Large flowers, similar to the patterns of eontemporary 
velvets, adorn the gold baekground. 

The predella panels are also somewhat perplex ing but none 
the less manifest too many eharaeteristies of Piero for us to 
condude with Mr. Berenson that they are entirely from the 
hand of a helper. Yet the technique is so very inferior to that 
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of Piero's superb works that 1 do not understand how Prof. 
Longhi can place this work between the frescoes of Arezzo 
and the diptych in the Uffizi which in his opinion dates from 
towards 1465. It is a work which shows very clearly the defects 
of old age and it is to this stage in the artist's career that 
Mr. Berenson ascribes that part of the painting which he be
lieves to be by the master. 

Fig 56. Piero delia Francesca, Miracle of St. Antony, predella ofaltar-piece. 
Gallery, Perugia. 

Photo Alinari. 

A panel of the predella whieh must ha ve illustrated an event 
from the life of St. John the Baptist is missing. The pic ture 
of St. Francis recei ving the stigmata is represented as a noe
turnal seene with a mysterious illumination as in the fresco of 
Constantine's dream at Arezzo, only here the general effeet 
is too gray; the light is not suflleiently bright and the night 
not dark enough to produce that opposition which gives the 
magic effeet to the fresco The hilly landscape with some trees 
is not clearly visible. The figure of S1. Francis with hands 
open towards the apparition is beautiful and full of dignity; 

6 
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his companion, seated on the ground, raises his head at an 
angle,once more reproducing the position of thesleepingsoldier 
in the Resurrection of Borgo San Sepolcro. Unfortunately the 
panel is considerably damaged. 

The miracle of St. Antony, whom we see praying before a 
cradle in which a child sleeps, between the mother who stands 
weeping and a monk making a gesture of surprise, again shows 
that importance given to the walls, typical of Alberti's style. 
The door is very imposing, as is also the framed recess con
taining two vases, one of glass, the other of pottery, as was 
the case in the panel at Sinigaglia, and the whole executed 
with the same care of detail we remarked there. The figure 
of the woman, short and standing clumsily on her feet, with 
arms far too long and enormous hands, is anything but beautiful. 
The light, on the other hand, is soft and delicate. 

The miracle of St. Elizabeth shows, in the centre, a well 
over which a woman leans; another woman prays close bYt 
a small boy is seated on the ground and a man stands holding 
a cord to which a grappling-iron is attached; the tiny figure 
of the saint appears above. 

The light effects in this instance are more varied; to one 
side it is dark, to the other light. The colouring too is more 
beautiful; a bright red alongside the grays and white-grayst 
so characteristic of the master, forms a particularly charming 
contrast. Once more, however, we are struck by a lack of grace 
which, however, is less obvious in this picture. The walls and 
the doors are here again much in evidence. 

The upper part of this altar-piece on which the Annunciation 
is depicted, offers us a veri table study of architecture; the 
Madonna is of the type with which we have already met so 
of ten but she is hea vily draped in a material which hangs in 
straight folds and masks her form; the angel is much more 
graceful and Is reminiscent of the angel to the left in the picture 
at Sinigaglia but is of that more evolved type which we find 
in the master's other late works. 

The background is composed of a triple arcade; the arch 
most to the left is not very deep and beyond it a park is 
visible; that to the right projects more than the others, forming 
a sort of portico to an entrance borne on pillars. Then in the 
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centre we see a long corridor like that of a cloister, with the 
effect of perspective produced by rows of pillars, such as we 
find in the works of the Florentine painters of the early 
Renaissance as, for instance, the birth-plate of Masaccio in 
Berlin (1), but which Piero shows us here for the first time. 
Doubtless in Piero della Francesca's case,just as much as in that 
of Masaccio, it was the study and admiration of the beautiful 
creations of architecture which induced them to give such an 
important place ta the architectural elements in their pictures. 

Masaccio to all appearances was inspired by Brunelleschi's 
Loggia degli Innocenti; Piero on this occasion was probably 
inf1uenced by the courtyard of the palace of the Duke of 
Urbino which Laurana began towards 1467. It could not have 
been until a few years later that the painter was able to study 
the effect that he reproduces here in the centre of his picture, 
showing as entrance an arcade like those which surround the 
court at Urbino and then behind this arcade a view of columns 
and vaults which we discover if we look at the colonnades, 
lengthwise. It is true that long before this date Brunelleschi 
and Michelozzo had created similar colonnades in Florence, 
but apart from the fact that Piero was more likely to have 
seen them in Urbino, there is a slight difference between the 
Florentine constructions and those of Laurana and it seems 
to have been the latter model that the painter followed. This 
difference lies in the narrower and rounder shape of the arch 
which is placed more directly on the capi taIs - this is stiU 
more evident in his constructions at Rimini -- while the 
cornice which surrounds the arch is larger in proportion. 

There is also something in the form ofthe Virgin's throne 
in the lower part of the picture which recalls the less elaborate 
doors at Urbino _ .. that for example ofthe principal entrance 
of the large haU - which already are marked with the in
scription Fe Dux and consequently were executed after 1474 
when Federico became Duke of Urbino; the ornaments ofthe 
socle of the back .of the throne are identical in style to those 
of the frame-work of the doors of the fac;ade of the palace. 
All this leads me to believe that Piero excuted this altar-piece 

(1) v. VoI. X, fig. 179. 
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Fig. 57. Piero delia Francesca, St. Dominic. Lichtenstein Gal1ery, Vienna. 



after his visit to 
the Duke of 
Urbino which he 
made probably 
after 1474 and 
which may have 
lasted until 1477. 
In the represen· 
tation of the An
nunciation the 
painter has 
returned to his 
earIier colou rs 
and here again 
we find to a cer
tain extent his 
charming misty 
light. 

Two Iittle half
length figures 
of saints, St. 
Dominic (fig. 
57) and a holy 
nun, in t h e 
Lichtenstein col
lection,Vienna(1) 
show a striking 
resemblance in 
style to the altar
piece at Perugia, 
and in spite of 
the fact that the 
proportions are 
a littl e less 
clumsy, these 
two figures must 

(1 ) A. Ventllrz~ op 
cit., L'Arte_ 1921. 
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Fig. 58. Piero delia Francesca, St. Thomas Aquinas. 
Poldi Pezzoli Gallery. Milan. 

Pholo Anderson. 
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Fig. 59. Piero delia, Francesca, St. Michael. National 
Gallery, London. 

Photo Anderson. 

ha ve belonged 
to an altar-piece 
that the master 
executed about 
this period. 

Closely corre
spondinginstyle 
with the Peru
gian panel but 
all the same of 
a considerably 
superior tech
nique is a figure 
o f S t. Th o mas 
Aquinas in the 
Poldi Pezzoli 
Gallery, Milan 
(No. 598, fig. 
58), to which a 
pictur e of St. 
Michael in the 
NationalGallery, 
Londbn(No·769, 
fig. 59) forms the 
pendant. A fat 
monk has posed 
for the portrait 
of St. Thomas, 
the head is re
fined but th e 
face is not very 
expressi ve. He 
holds a book in 
one hand and 
raises the other 
hand as if in 
argumen t. There 
are in this paint
ing oppositions 
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Fig. 60. Piero della Francesca and Luca Signorelli?, Madonna aud saiuts. 
Brera Gallery. Milan. 

}lhoto AlinarÎ . 
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of light and shade producing effects of relief such as we find 
only in Piero's best works. A slab of marble with a comice 
decorated after the style of the architecture at Urbino forms 
the lower part of the background. A similar feature is found 
in the London panel which is of inferior quality, largely due, 
however, to the poor state of preservation of the picture. 
The archangel, attired in a coat of maillike a Roman warrior, 
stands on the body of the dragon which looks more like a serpent 
except for the decapitated head which he holds. In type St. 
Michael resembles the angels ofPiero's more mature productions. 
The pic ture was formerly in the Eastlake collection. 

The same style is found in another work by Piero, a beautiful, 
refined painting, very superior to the polyptych at Perugia; it is 
the picture of Duke Federico adoring the Virgin and Child in the 
midst of saints, in the Brera Gallery, Milan (No. 510, fig. 60) (1). 

It is in a niche, which reproduces a real apse of a church, that 
the painter shows us the Virgin seated on a little socle covered 
with a rug; her hands are clasped in adoration while the naked 
lnfant, wearing a coral charm round his neck, has fallen asleep 
on her knee. Four angels stand behind the Madonna and to the 
sides we see St. John the Baptist indicating the Child in a 
somewhat dull listless manner, St. Bemardine for whom the 
artist has created a special type which we ha ve already seen in 
the polyptych of Borgo San Sepolcro, St. Jerome in rags and 
tatters beating his chest with a stone, St. Francis, broad-shoul
dered and fat and of hard expression, very different from aU the 
other representations of this saint, St. Peter the Martyr whose 
head only is visible and an old saint, probably St. John the 
Evangelist. Before them in the right angle of the picture, piously 
kneels Duke Federico attired in a coat of mail, his sword 
dangling at his side and his helmet, his steel gauntlets and his 
marshal's baton placed on the floor beside him.· The picture 
originates from the church ofS. Bernardino, ne ar Urbino. In his 
work on the painters who belonged to the Dominican order, 
Marchese spread the opinion that this large panel was executed 
towards 1472 by Bartolommeo Corradini, known as Fra Car
ne vale, an opinion expressed by Lazzeri in his "Chiese d'U rbino", 

(1) BerenSOI1, Gazette des Beaux Arts, 1886, pp. 80, 8r. 
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and which otherwise would certainly have remained unknown. 
Mr. Berenson thinks that Fra Carne vale should be held re· 
sponsible for the architectural part of this pic ture and agrees 
with Prof. A. Venturi's hypothesis that the hand of DukeF ederico 
was painted by Justus of Ghent. Prof. Venturi was previously 
of the opinion that half the figure ofDuke Federico was repainted 
and that the entire panel was executed by a pupil after a sketch 
by Piero. He now agrees with the attribution to Fra Carnevale 
to whom, besides, he ascribes otherworkswhichIclassifypartly 
as productions of the last stage of Piero's activity while the rest 
might be included in an early stage of Signorelli's career. That 
Frederico's hands were repainted in olden times has already 
been stated by Cavalcaselle. 

It is highly likely that the creation of such an important 
painting was the result of some momentous event in the life 
of the donor who, for that reason, wished to pay homage 
to the Virgin. 

Between 1470 and 1480, during which period the picture, 
1 think, must ha ve been executed, there occurred two happy 
events in the life of Federico. In 1472, his son, the first and 
only one after six daughters, was born. In 1474 the pope 
appointed him gonfalonier ofthe church. That Federico had the 
picture made in commemoration of the Iatter event might 
appear unlikely, were it not for the exceedingly war·like attire 
in which he is represented. There is more reason to believe 
that it was the former event he wished to celebrate; one 
can imagine the joy with which a prince of that period, without 
a direct male heir, received the news that his seventh child was a 
son. It certainly called for an act of gratitude towards the Virgin. 
Besides, although this has been contradicted, there is something 
particuIarly human in the appearance of the Infant Christ, 
sleeping on the knee of the Virgin. on whose face we discover 
more than the usual expression of veneration for the Sa viour, 
that it can easiIy be imagined that tender thoughts for a real 
child inspired the painter on this occasion. Moreover, it might 
quite likely be that the honour of being nominated gonfalonier 
of the church was conferred on Duke Federico before Piero 
had finished this important painting and this might account for 
the military attire of the donor. 
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The deep niche before which the group is placed, demon
strates an interest on the part of the artist in some architect
onic achievement with which he must have been specially 
impressed. It is once more a work of Leon Battista Alberti 
which excited his admiration. In the fa<;ade of the church of 
S. Andrea at Mantua, for which Alberti made the plan before 
1470 although the actual construction was undertaken by 
Fancelli in 1472, we find a similar niche in the principal 
porch to which two others are placed at right angles (fig. 6 r). 
Piero was forced to alter the plan and measurements but the 
vault and its decorations, the fluted columns and many other 
elements correspond so closely that it seems to me beyond 
doubt that the painter knew at least the architect's sketch 
for this building. 

This painting has been judged, and not entirely without 
reason, a little duH, lacking expression in the heads and the 
movements. 1 think this is due chiefly to a weakening in style 
which appears in the master's late works and which dis
figures the earlier majesty into a lack of life. Then, personally, 
1 am of the opinion that a large part of this altar-piece is 
from the hand of a helper who, 1 think, might have been 
Signorelli, at this moment about thirty years old; at least it 
it is to him that we owe the group of works that Mr. Berenson 
has classified together as early productions of this artist (l). 
Certainly the Madonnas that Signorelli executed at a tender 
age bear a close resemblance to the Virgin of this altar-piece; 
the figure of St. Jerome taken separately might pass for a 
work of Signorelli but executed after a manner he acquired 
at a more mature stage; the appearance of the Baptist too 
is somewhat unusual for Piero's style, in fact Piero's hall
mark is absent in several parts of this picture and this explains 
why the attribution to him has been so of ten contested. 

It is true that certain facts concerning the life of Signorelli 
render this collaboration with Piero towards 14,4 somewhat 
improbable considering that already in 1470 he seems to ha ve 
left this master and to have been working alone in Cortona. 

(1) B. Berenson, An early Signorelli in Boston. Art in America, 1926, 
p. 105. 
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Fig. 61. Alberti . S. Andrea, Mantua. 
Photo Alinari. 

On the other hand in 1474 he was working once more, not 
far distant from Urbino, because it was in this year that he 
executed the frescoes on the tower of CitUL di Castello; the 
few debris, which are aII that remain of this decoration reveal 
that very little aiteration had taken place in Signorelli's style 
sin ce he Ieft his master. 

Further there is stiH a large number of works of which we find 
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mention, particularly in Vasari, but also in some documents to 
which 1 have already referred. 

In Borgo San Sepolcro itself there were two saints from his 
hand in the Pieve and a fresco ofthe Madonna delIa Misericordia 
of 1478 in the hospital of this name. In S Agostino there was an 
Assumption of the Virgin by Piero which afterwards was trans
ported to Sta. Chiara (1); some frescoes were executed in 1474 
in the chapel of the Madonna in the Badia while in the nuns' 
choir of Sta. Chiara there was a series of figures on a gold back
ground (2). Not very long ago the Marini-Franceschi family was 
stiH in possession of four panels showing half-Iength figures of 
saints SS. Nicholas ofBari, Apollonia, a holy nun and a holy 
bishop (3). Perhaps the same family once owned the painter's 
self-portrait which Vasari reproduces in the 1568 edition of his 
ilVite" and of which Cavalcaselle saw a copy in the house of the 
Marini-Franceschi. 

In Arezzo too there was a considerable number of paintings 
by Piero which ha ve now disappeared. In the church of Sta_ 
Maria delle Grazie there existed a figure of St. Donato in papal 
attire with angels. 1 wonder if in this case this is not a mis-judg
ment on Vasari's part for he might easily have taken for a work 
by the master a fresco by a local painter working under Piero's 
influence, of Sixtus IV enthroned, in the midst of other clerical 
dignitaries, which stiH exists in this church. 

Further he executed in Arezzo a standard for the corporation 
of the Annunziata which 1 ha ve already mentioned, a St. Vincent 
in a niche in S. Bernardino, a St. Bernardine on a pillar in the 
Pieve which Vas ari records in his first edition but not in his 
second and a Christ in the Garden of Olives in the church o 
Sargiano. 

Of greater importance must have been the work which. 
according to Vasari, the painter undertook for Borso d'Este in 

el Jl1ilanesl~ op. cit., Buonarroti. 
e) G. Jl1ancim~ Istruzione storico-pittorica per visitare le chiese e i 

palazzi di Citta di Caste Ilo, 1, Perugia, 1832, p. 34('; II, 183R, p. 268. 
(3) Mllanesi, note 1 on VaslIri, II, p. 488. Prof. Longhi IS of opinion 

that two of these panels are those now in the Lichtenstein collection 
in Vienna but one of them represents a holy monk and this does not 
correspond with the description of the subjects given by Milanesi. 
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the Schifanoia Palace at Ferrara; he decorated many of the 
rooms which, however, were destroyed when the palace 
was re-built by Duke Ercole. The frescoes which he executed 
in a chapel of the church of S. Ambrogio at the same time, 
were ruined by the humidity of the site already in Vasari's 
day (1). 

Vasari describes stiH a Marriage of the Virgin in the church 
of S. Ciriaco in Ancona (2) and at Loreto a fresco in the vault of 
the sacristy of the sanctuary, which was begun by Piero and 
Domenico Veneziano and finished by Signorelli, which affirma
tion should only be accepted with considerable reserve. Then we 
are told that Nicholas V charged Piero together witll Bramante 
to execute certa in frescoes in the Vatican on the spot now 
occupied by Raphael's paintings of St. Peter in prison and the 
miracle of Bolsena. 

Speaking in a general manner, Vasari informs us that many 
paintings of Iittle figures by Piero existed in the town of Urbino 
and that many of his paintings were to be found in Perugia 
and in Pesaro. For the Iatter town, as we1l as for Bologna, 
Pascoli makes the same statement (H). 

(1) Ricci, op cit., Bol1et. d'Arte, 1913. 
1") A. Nitci, Memor. stor. delle arti etc. nella Marca etc., Macerata, 

1818 1, p. 182. Pasii, op cit. 
(3) Stil1 attributed to Piero are the Madonnas in the museum of Boston, 

in the Villamarina collection. Rome and in l hrist Church College, Oxford, 
which Mr Berenson in his article in Art in America claims as youth
fui works of Signorelli. Thc fi'escoes in Sta. Maria dclle Grazie, Arezzo, 
seem to be by Loretino d' Angelo (Mdtlni, op. cit. Tavrl/lfi, op. cit. also 
the St. Louis, once "howing the date 1460, in the gallery of Borgo San 
Sepolcro; they wiII be dealt with in another volume; Vaduri, P. d F , p. 74, 
qualifies the latter as an indisputable work by Piero; there exist some 
documents in connexion with this fresco v. Gel ardi Dr, gomal1i, op. cit. 
I do not know the Christ appearing to the Magdalena and the Resur· 
rection in the Funghini collection, Arezzo, but according to Signor Longhi 
they are not from t!le master's own hand. In the Musee Bonnat, Bay· 
onne, a head of Christ, which Prof. Venturi attributes to Domenico 
Veneziano, has been wrongly ascribed to Piero. G.Gruyer, Musee de 
Bayonne, ColI. Bonnat, Paris, 1908, p. 8. LOl1glzi, op. cit., p. 167, believes, 
it to be Venetian of about 1460. A head of Christ in the gallery of 
Borgo San Sepolcro and the views of architecture at Urbino, in Berlin 
and in the Walters collection. Baltimore wiU be discussed with the 
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The place that Piero occupies in Italian painting is very 
great, even sublime, on account the individual value of the 
artist whose work forms, so to say, an apotheoseis to the 
early Florentine Renaissance; following immediately the first 
generation, that of the pioneers, he transformed alI that these 
masters had left, more or less in the form oftechnical experiments, 
into veritable manifestations of art of extraordinary merit. How
ever it ended there. 1 do not deny that an inf1uence of Piero's 
art, even a very wide·spread one, existed, but he formed no 
school. The works of pupils are very rare as we shall soon see. 
Apart from a few anonymous artists of little importance who 
perhaps collaborated with him, there are only a few poor local 
painters such as Lorentino, while Luca Signorelli, who started 
his career as a faithful pupil of Piero, very soon altered his style 
and followed an independent manner. 

In a certain sense then Piero was not a means of transmission 
of the art of the first generation of painters of the Florentine 
Renaissance, at least what Domenico Veneziano had communi
cated of his own peculiar style to Piero, died with the latter 
artist, except perhaps for some faint trace of it in Baldovinetti's 
art. 

If he did not form a school, his inf1uence none the less was 
considerable, although 1 think that Prof. Venturi gives rather an 
exaggerated picture of it when he affirms that apart from the 
productions of the artists active at Urbino and the Umbro-Tuscan 

works of Piero's school. The Madonna by Baldovinetti in the Louvre 
has been ascribed to Piero: G'uijlrey, L' Arte, r, 1898, p. 46. ZiPPeI, op. 
cit., as we saw, attributes to Piero the frescoes in the lunettes in the 
Sala Greca of the Library in the Vatican, as weIl as the architectural 
effects on the waIls. Also Melozzo's weII·known fresco of Sixtus IV 
in the Vatican GaIlery is considered by him to be the work of Melozzo 
and Piero working in col\aboration. A youthful St John the Evangelist 
in the gaIlery of Bergamo used to be assigned to Piero's school; Frizoni, 
Arch. stor. delI' arte, 1892. p. 223, now describes it as a production of 
the Tuscan school. In another chapter 1 attribute it to Piero Pollaiuolo. 
In the catalogue of the Toscanelli collection pl. XXXIVa, a woman's 
profile is described as a work by Piero; it is very probably a produc. 
tion of Antonio Pollaiuolo. A Madonna and Child in the Lanckorunski 
collection, Vienna, is ascribed' to Piero; it is sooner a work ofthe school 
of Verrocchio. 
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painters, he sees the diffusion of the art ofPiero della Francesco 
in the works of the principal masters of Romagna, Rome, Lazio 
and Umbria. If we consider, for instance, the enormous number 
of elements, other than those due to the genius of Piero, that go 
to form a Marco Palmezzano or a Spagna, 1 think when it is said 
that s!.lch artists are formed by the dissemination ofPiero della 
Francesco's manner, that it is a somewhat warped view of the 
history of painting. This is even more evident in the case ofthe 
Venetian artists (1). 

That Piero started his career with Domenico Veneziano 
is proved by documentary evidence and confirmed by his 
art; 1 should even say that he remained more or less faithful 
to Domenico's lessons during his long artistic career (2). As 
we have seen, one ofhis last works, the Nativity in the National 
Gal!ery, London, shows him stil! as an adherent of the art 
of Domenico Veneziano. For his human types, his forms and 
his light effects, he was obviously inspired by Domenico but 
it is only the primary idea he owes to his master, the enormous 
development which these principles underwent can be ac
counted for entirely by his own genius. Domenico never 
created that silvery light or that aerial perspective, although 
there is a suggestion of it in the background of his lady's 
portrait in the Brera; nor did he show those delicate tints which 
abound in Piero's works. Particularly never did he think of 
the miniature·like refinement of detail, the grandiose monu
mentality or the impressive effects of plasticity and perspec
tive. For these last mentioned features Piero must have 
been inspired by other Florentine painters of the preceding 
generation, sooner by Castagno and Uccello than by Masaccio 
because Piero made no attempts to reproduce the impression
istic effects which caracterize the finest works by the latter 
master. 

The minuteness of the details is not lost or in any way 

(1l R. Longhi, Piero dei Franceschi e 10 sviluppo delia pitturo vene
ziana, L' Arte, XVII, 1914, pp. 198, 241. 

(2) Schmarsow, Repert. f. Kunstwiss., XVI, 1893, p. 159 The Same, 
L'Arte, XV, 1912, pp. 9, 81, lays great stress on the connexion between 
Domenico and Piero as shown in the detached frescoes by Domenico 
in the National Gallery. 
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belittled by the grandiosity of the proportions. It has of ten 
been said that a Flemish influence can be discovered in his 
miniature-like style of painting and this indeed is highly 
probable. The marvellous productions of the early Flemish 
painters had already penetrated into Italy; it is almost certain 
that Duke Federico possessed pictures by them. His colour 
scheme although almost invariably limited to a certain range 
of tints, with, however, an incredible richness of tones, is the 
only point which approximates him a little to Sassetta who 
shows this quality particularly in the altar-piece he executed 
for Borgo San Sepolcro, but here, too, Piero surpassed what 
was possibly one of his first sources of inspiration to such 
an extent that he reached a point of perfection to which 
Sassetta could never have aspired. 

1 have already remarked on more than one occasion that 
in his great interest in architecture, Piero reveals a particular 
adrnir::ttion for Alberti, rather than for the truly Florentine 
architects such as Brunelleschi and Michelozzo. The Florentine 
style accentuates sooner the lightness of porticoes and colon
nades giving only slight importance, aesthetically speaking, 
to those stretches of wall which Alberti used so much. Besides 
at Rimini the architect and the painter seem to ha ve worked 
together, and from what we gather the connexion between 
them did not stop there. There is much more of the antique 
temple in Alberti's style and consequently also in the archi· 
tecture painted by Piero than in the constructions of the two 
great Florentine architects who inaugurated in Florence the 
style of the Renaissance. 

Like Pisanello, Piero also was fascinated by the oriental 
type. In his day there were rnany orientals in Italy and in 
1439 he saw the Emperor of Byzantium who carne for the 
Council with a large and magnificent suite. Piero pictured the 
emperor himself in the person of Constantine in one of his 
frescoes at Arezzo. Some orientals, who have the appearance 
of Persians, are depicted among the kneeling inhabitants of 
Jerusalem in the scene of Heraclius carrying the Cross towards 
the town, others of another type are represented in the battle
scene while among the women standing behind the kneeling 
Queen of Sheba there is a droll figure of a girl who might 
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very weU be taken for a littJe Annamite in national costume. 
To go further, the artist ob\'iously developed a taste for the 
oriental type which crops up at the most unexpected of places, 
thus the Yirgin in the superb Annunciation at Arezzo, the 
same figure, a,., weU as the lVIadonna enthroned, in the altar
piece at Perugia, the lVIagdalene at Arezzo and, although less 
marked, also the Madonna delia Misericordia at Borgo San 
Sepolcro and the lVIadonna of Sinigaglia, aU show a mor, 
phological type which can be explained only by admitting an 
inf1uence of oriental features, an inf1uence sometimes stronger, 
sometimes weaker, but nevertheless always persistent. 

Was it from the Orient too that the painter took that calm, 
that tranquility, that immobility and those profoundly medio 
tati\'e expressions? 

In this respect Piero's figures have something Hindu or 
Buddistic which is so vague that it is beyond description. 
The methaphysical philosopher of India, concentrating on the 
most abstract problem could hardly be less animated than 
certain figures in the works of the great painter. He had no 
gift for drama and tragedy; mo\'ement and gestures did not 
come to him naturally. His figures vvhich move only succeed 
in do ing so by agreat effort; they remain somewhat petrified 
in pose like a monument. Nor are the expressions very ani
mated, great emotion is but rarely depicted and even then 
with but !ittle \·ariety. The painter did not worry very much 
about the story he was illustrating, \Ve have found him several 
times unfaithful to the text. He was neither a narrative nor 
an emotional pa intel'. His art is full of majesty and monumental 
effects; it is like statuary expressed in two dimensions, deal' 
and precise, the \'ery strong contrasts produced by the diversity 
of illumination of the different folds of the same figure and 
a variety of facets juxtaposed, shown with such simplicity 
that neither a line nor a reflexion is wasted. 

His is a condensed art, an art of synthesis without any luxury 
OI' waste; e\'erything 15 reduced to a simple, serious and 
profound formula in \\'hich beauty is everywhere but like true 
beauty is serene, pure and harmonious. 

Leaving out Signorelli from Piero's 5chool, there remain the 
XI 7 
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local artists who, although fairly mediocre, form a group ofquite 
sufficient size and importance to be qualified as a little Aretine 
schoo1. 

To this school belongs, in the first place, Lorentino d'Angelo 
who collaborated with Piero in the decoration of the choir of S. 
Francesco and executed, in all probability, the figure of St. Louis 
of Toulouse and that of Cupid, but also thefrescoes in the sacristy 
of this church, that in Sta. Maria delle Grazie and the St. Louis 
of Toulouse dated q60 in the gallery of Borgo San Sepolcro 
which is sometimes ascribed to Piero himself. 

Then there is the problematic Lazzaro Vasari as we1l as Gio
vanni di Piemonte who in 14.56 executecl a Maclonna at Citta di 
Castello which leads Prof. Longhi to believe it possible that he 
helped Piero with the frescoes at Arezzo. Further, in S. Fran
cesco, Arezzo, and in the country churches near the town there 
is stIll a considerable number of paintings which reveal Piero's 
influence on the locallittle mas ters (1). We shall deal with these 
artists in another volume. 

Besides the painter ",ho assisted him at Arezzo and who rnight 
perhaps be iclentified with the master of the Madonna and saints 
in the Vatican Gallery - but 1 repeat that this is very uncertain, 
- we must mention among Piero's veritable pup ils the artist to 
whom we have alreacly referrecl, who executecl the predella of 
the altar-piece of the Madonna della Misericordia at Boq;o San 
Sepolcro ancl who imitatecl Piero's types in a not \'ery skilful 
manner. 

Perhaps he was Florentine as Prof. Longhi says, but his art 
reveals anyhow a closer connexion with Benozzo Gozzoli than 
with Fra Angelico. The scenes represented are the Prayer in the 
Garden of Olives, the Flagellation, the Entombment, larger in 
size than the others (fig. 62), the Apparition of Christ to St_ 
Mary Magdalene (fig. 63) and the Holy W omen at the Empty 
Sepulchre; he executed also the six little figures of saints, three to 
either side, one above the other, which, however, bear a slightly 
closer resemblance in style to Piero's manner. The background 
is hard and without any impression of distance, while the figures 
are wooden ancl ungracefu1. 

(1) M. Salmi, La Scuola di P. d. F. etc. 
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In the Horne col
lection, Florence, 
there is a panel of the 
bust of the Saviour 
(fig. 64) shown clean
sh a ven, crowned 
with thorns and 
gesticulating with 
one hand, which is 
the work of a good 
pupil, closely con
nected with the 
master, while by 
another of Piero's 
direct followers is 
the panel of the 
Redeemer in the 
gallery of CitUl di 
Castello (No. 70, fig. 
6s)·Heisshowninfull 
fac:", calm and rather 
severe, ralsmg one 
hand in benediction 
and holding the 
other hand against 
His breast; the back
ground is composed 
of a beautiful piece 
of brocade with a 
rich ornamental 
design. Mr. Berenson 
thinks it might quite 
possibly be from the 
master's own hand; 
Prof.Longhi ascribes 
it to a Flemish artist 
who imitated Piero 
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and Justus of Ghent; it is certainly not the work of a Flemish 
master. 
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Fig. 64. School of Piero delia Francesca, Christ with the Crown ofthorns. 
Horne Mllsell111. Florence. 

Photo Gab. FoI. Uflizi. 
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Fig. 65- School of Piero delia Francesca, the Saviour. 
GallPry, CitUl di Castello. 

Photo An derson. 
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Fig. 66. S<,hool of Pie rl) delJa Francesca, the Flagellation. 
Prinlte Collectioll, Florence. 

A {airly dIrect inf1uence of Piero delia Francesca is shown 
in a little painting of the Flagellation which 1 saw in a private 
collection in Florence a few years ago (fig. 66); the scene takes 
place in a vaulted room in the midst of sever al people. The 
master's inf1uence is stiH more evident in two predella panels 
representing the Marriage of the Virgin and the Visitation 
against important architectural backgrounds which were once 
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offered for sale in Paris. Prof. A. Venturi thinks that they 
might be Sienese (1). 

Some other paintings belonging to this artistic current are 
a Crucifixion with five holy women in a landscape with excel
lent effects of distance in the Bruchenthal collection at Her
mannstadt, a half-Iength figure of the Madonna and Child 
and two angels with folded arms, once in the Cernuschi coI
lection which was sold by auction in Paris in 1900 (No.30). 
At the Edersheim sale held in New York in November 1924. 

there was a picture of a curious figure seated wearing a 
large hat which revealed an obvious inf1uence of Piero's art. 
In the gallery of Ferrara there are two detached frescoes, 
one representing a king holding a ring, the other 51. Christo
pher (?), his body rather contorted, praying. both of which 
manifest a connexion with this schoo1. As Prof. A. Venturi has 
already observed, traces of the same inf1uence are found at 
Naples in an Annunciation which is preserved in the chapel 
of Mary of Aragon at Monteoliveto in which both figures 
are kneeling. This critic is of opinion that a profile of King 
Alfred II in the Jacquemart Andre Museum in Paris is also 
a Neapolitan work inf1uenced by Piero deHa Francesca (:!) but 
I do not see much connection. 

What with the architectural marvels that Laurana created 
and Piero's treatises on perspective in connexion with them, 
the artist while at Urbino developed such an interest in the 
study of architectural perspective that it became almost an 
obsession with him. It was during this period that the three 
panels of architectural studies without figures were executed; 
the one originating from the church of Sta. Chiara, Uroino. 
is now in the gallery of this to\\'n (fig. 67), the second is in 
the museum of Berlin (fig. 68) while the third which was 
formerly in the Massarenti Palace, Rome, is now in the Wal
ters collection, Baltimore. The painting at Urbino which is 
beyond doubt the best of the three has of ten been attributed 
to Piero delIa Francesca but also to Laurana (3). to Baccio 

e) Venluri, Staria dell' arte italiana. VII'. p. -1-73. 
(2) Venluri, ap cit., VII 4, p. 122. 

(a)von Reber, Sitz. Bericht. d. Miinchener A.kad., 1889, Il. C Buditlich, 
Un quadro di Luciano Del Laurana nella Gal. di l'rbino. Trieste. '902' 
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Pontelli (1) and to Fran
cesco di Giorgio (2)- Ali 
these attributions are 
merely hypothetical but it 
might very well be that if 
Laurana really knew how 
to paint he would have 
chosen architecture as his 
subject although it cannot 
be said that the buildings 
represented in the paint
ings are very typical of 
his style. 1 think it more 
likely that they are by 
a painter who found it 
amusing to make plans of 
buildings but he certainly 
attempted to imitate Piero's 
colouring; still the quality 
of the painting is not suf
ficiently good to allow us to 
ascribe them to the master 
himself (3). Some similar 
paintings are owned by 
Marquis Strozzi, Florence 
but according to Mr. 
Berenson, they belong to 
the Ferrarese school and 
more precisely to that of 
Cossa (4)_ 

In the Print Roolll at 

el Ca.ve, Carteggio, 1, p. 276. 
e) A. Ventllri. Storia deJl' 

arte italiana, VIII " p. 771. 
(a) As is done sti II by P. 

SchubriJ/{;', Cassoni Truhen tind Truhenbilder der ltalienische 
renaissance, Leipzig, 1915. p. 3:19 and pl. CXV!. 

(4) Schubrill{;', op. cit., No". 568, 569. 
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ci Dresden and in 
~ 

:M the Uffizi there 
~ 1: existdrawingsof 
~0 
il) .: architectural 
"" bJl 
~ ... ~ perspecti ve but 
R "' 
:; o.. 1 do not think 
v 
~ that they are by 

Piero, nor even 
by any of his 
followers VI. 

At Urbino 
many doors and 
cassoni of inlaid 
wood were 
made, invariably 
with designs of 
architectural 
perspective. 

This interest 
in architecture is 
found still in two 
panels, about 
which there has 
been much 
controversy, in 
the Barberini 
Gallery, Rome; 
they represent 
the Presentation 
of the Virgin in 
the Temple and 

(') BereflSOJl,Draw

ings, NO.538, attri
but es the latter 
with hesitation to 
Benozzo Gozzoli, 

A. 1 'mlllri, L'Arte XX VIII, 1925. p. 57, believes the former to be by 
Francesc0 di Giorgio Martini. 
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Fig. 69. School of Piero delia Fl"allcesca, t!le Presentatioll of the Virgin 
in the Temple. Barberini Gallt'ry, Rome. 

Ph oto ;\ I1dc1' . ..;on .. 
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the Visitation Uigs. 6g, 70) (1) but the religious subjects 
were a mere excuse for representations of the most profane 
character. The personages of the biblical events are lost among 
those of a more worldly type, although the latter are not in 
any way more in evidence. The chief object of the first scene 
was obviously the representation of an enormous basilica, the 
fayade of which is adorned with imposing reliefs ofthe Visitation 
and the figures of the Annunciation above and a faun and a 
Bacchante below; the rest of the decoration comprises garlands, 
columns and pilasters. Then we see the nave with a ro\\' of 
pillars surmounted with ronic capitals, the open side entrance 
with a view on to a street, the di vision of the choir and the frame
work of the roof, all executed with the utmost care of detail; it is 
even easy to recognize the pictures on the altars. Many people, 
all elegantly attired, come and go 01' stand about conversing; the 
cortege of the Virgin and her parents, also dressed with care, 
occupies the foreground; near them naked beggars and a dog in 
repose are depicted. The other scene takes place against an open 
loggia with another storey above with bifurcated windows 
round the sides of which there are some reliefs of a \'ery pagan 
nature. To the left in the distance a road,with people on footand 
on horseback, is visible. The scene of the Visitation is limited to 
two young women quite nicely dressed, holding hands in the 
presence of two other women. Several other ladies walk around 
this group and had it not been for the scene ofthe Nativity with 
the Child's first bath which takes place at a little distance undel
agate way, we would certainly have wondered if it reali)" repre
sents this scene in the Virgin's life. It is obvious that the painter's 
main object was the reproduction of architectural studies and he 
has filled the pic ture up with figures just as graceful as the 
buildings themselves. These figures bear a fairly marked resem
blance to the human types created by Piero della Francesca, only 

(') A. Ventu ri, in the Archivio Storia dell' arte, VI. 1893, p. 416. ascri
bes them to Fra CarnevaIe and in 1913 (Storia deII' arte, IV", p. 1081 

to a painter [rom Urbino, a pupil of Piero's. Frizzoni agreed with the 
attribution to Fra Carne vale ; CavaIcaselIe thought they ",,'ere by Marco 
Zoppo; Schmarsow and Budinich heId Luciano Laurana responsible for 
these architectural fantasies; ",hile the oId inventory of the Barberini 
Gallery cIaimed Botticp.lIi as their master v. Vel/tllri, loc. cit. 
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Fig. 70. School of Piero della Francesca, the Visitation. 
Barberini Gallery, Rome. 

Phot o A ll c!t:rsoll. 
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they are more elongated and in their mo,-ements they are more 
animated. 

There is something in these architectural fantasies, which 
certainly have nothing in common with what one might actually 
see, which corresponds in particular with the edifices ofLaurana 
and Alberti and this leads us to conclude that the origin of these 
two panels is somewhere in the en virons ofUrbino. In the figures, 
however, we discover certain features which approximate them 
sooner to Ferrara. As for the period of execution 1 think we 
should place them about LI-70 or shortly after. There is no 
serious reason to ascribe them to Fra Carneyale to whom they 
have been assigned. 

A rather remote connexion with Piero's art is found in five 
large detached frescoes in the gallery of Budapest (1223) repre
senting the figure of Christ which is not exhibited and the four 
Evangelists. They are ascribed to the school of Benozzo Gozzoli 
but 1 am sooner inclined to give them to an eclectic painter who 
was inf1uenced chiefly by Piero but also by Uccello ano del 
Castagno. 



CHAPTER II 

BENOZZO GOZZOLI {II 

We have a very large number of documents concerning the 

('l P. Bacci, Gli affreschi inediti di B. G a Legoli, Bolletino el' Arte 
del Minist. delia Pubbl. Istr., '914, p. 387. N. Baldoria, Monumenti 
artistici in San Gimignano, Arch. Stor. dell' Arte. 189°, p. 35 Becchelloni, 
Le pitture di G. B. nella chiesa di S. Francesco a Montefalco, Perugia. 
1892. G. B. Be11'iJenuti, Gli affreschi di B. G. nella cappella del PaIazzo 
Riccardi. FIorence. '9°1. G. Biasiotti, Affreschi di B G. in S. Maria 
Maggiore. Roma, BoIIetino d' Arte del Minist. delia PubbI. Istr., 19'3. 
p. 76. Burroughs, An Altar-piece by B G., Bullet. of the Metropolitan 
Museum, Nov. 1915, p. 224. N. Carnevali. Un affresco di B. G, Rassegna 
d'Arte, 1909, p. 24. C. Caro/ti, Vna tavoletta di B. G., Rassegna d'Arte, 
1901, p. 72. The Same, L' Arte, III. 1900, p. 42+. J Carfwrighf, The 
Painters of Florence etc., London, 19[0, p. 161 A. Chiappelli, In quale 
anno e in quaIo Iuogo mori G. B., Arch. Stor. ItaI., XXXIV, pp. 146, 
158. E. COl/faldi, B G., Milan, 1928. F. Cri.;{o(alli, La "ita eli S. Rosa 
dipinta a fresco da B. G. neI 1453, Miscellan francesc, III, fasc. I. 

G. Cristo/am; L' Arte, X, 1907, P 297 the Mcidonna at Ternil. L. Cus! and 
H. Horne, The History of Simon Magus, part of a predella painted by B. G., 
Buriington Magazine, 19°5, p. 377. R. H. Cust, Gli affreschi di B G. e delia 
sua scuoIa a Castelfiorentino, Rassegna d'Arte, 19°5. p. 149. P. D'Acchi· 
ardi, Il ristauro degIi affreschi di B. G. nel Campo Santo di Pisa, L'Arte, 
1903. p. 12I. Tize Sal11e, Una tavoIa di B., L' Arte, VI, 19°3, p. 122. 
P Egidi, 1 disegni degli affreschi di H. G in S. Rosa a Viterbo, Nozze, 
Hermanin-Hausmann, Perugia, 19°4 N. Ericlz,en, Un nuovo aftresco di 
B. G., Rassegna d' Arte, VIII, 1908. p. 75 C v. Fabriczy, Neue Daten 
zur Biographie B. G.'s, Repert. f. Kunstwiss., 1905, p. 538. M. Faucon, 
B. G. il San Gimignano, L' Art, 188" pp. 125, 189, 301. G. C. G., Ein 
bisher unbekanntes Werk des B. G. unel des Giusto di Jacopo in CertaIdo, 
Repert. f. Kunstwiss., 1876, p. 348. G. Grassi, Intorno ad un anconetto 
attrib. a B. G .. Riv. Crit. d' Arte May-June, 1919 P. (;"idi Emiliani, 
Les fresques de B. G. il San Gimignano, GazetIe des B. A., May, 1859. 
J. G. Hoogewerf!, B. G., to be publishcd in Paris, 1928. C. Lazinio, 
Pitture a fresco del Campo Santo di Pisa disegnati a incise, Florence, 
1812. M. Lazzaroni, Osservazioni sopra akuni monumenti principali di 
Roma. etc., dipinti a fresco da B G., Rome, 1883. A. Letalte, Les fresques 
du Campo Santo de Pise, Paris, no date CIz. Loescr, ~ote intorni ai 
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life of Benozzo Gozzoli ti). His real name was Benozzo di Lese 
di Sandro and whether or not his family name was Gozzoli 
seems rather doubtful because, although we find this name 

disegni conseryati nella R. Galleria di Venezia, Rassegna d' Arte, III, 
1903, p. In. C. Mengin, La chapelle du Palais de Medicis, Florence et 
sa decoration par B. G., Re\'ue de l' art ancien et moderne, May, 1909, 
p. 367. The Salile, B. G., Paris, 1909. ]. Mesnil, Sigismondo Malatesta 
e G. M. Sforza in un affresco del G. etc., Rassegna d' Arte, 1909, p 74. 
E. Miinfz, Proces verbaux de la Soc. Nation. des Antiq. de France, 
21' t April 1880. G. Pacchiolli, Gli inizie artistiche di B. G., L' Arte, XIII, 
1910, p. 423. The Sali/f, Gn affresco di B. G. in S. Paolo [uori, L' Arte, 
XII, 1909, p. +47. R. PaPini \'. Vasari. The Same, Due opere di B. G., 
Bolletino d' Arte del :Vlinist. della Pubbl. 1str., 1921, p. 36. The Sa/ne, 
Dai disegni di B. G., L' Arte, XIII, 1910, p. 288. Tlie Same, L' opere di 
B. G. in S. Rosa a Viterbo, L' Arte, XIII, 1910, p. 35. C. Ricci, B. G. e 
la paHa della Compania delia Purificazione, Rivista d' Arte, 1904. p 1. 

G. Rosilli, Descriz. delle pitture del Campo Santo di Pisa (text to Lazinio), 
Pisa, 1816. G. Rosini r De Rossi, Lettere pittoriche sul Campo Santo di 
Pisa, Pisa, 1810. A. Rossi, Gentile da Fabriano, l' Angelico e B. al 
Vatican o e al Duomo di Orvieto, Giornale d' Erudizione artistica, VI, 
1877, p. 149. Tlie Same, Cna tavoletta di B. G., L' Arte. III, 1900, P.424. 
The Same, L11 affresco di B. G .. L' Arte, V, 1902, p. 252. G. Sorta/s, Fra 
Angelico ct B. G .. Lille, Paris, 110 date. H. Stokes, B. G., London, 1906. 
1. B. SuPiJlo, Le opere minore di R G. in Pisa, Arch. Stor. deII' Arte, 
1894. The Same. Il Campo Santo di Pisa, Florence, 1896. L. Tanfani 
Cento(anti, DeHa chiesa di Sta. Maria deHa Spina, Pisa, 187 I. The Samc, 
Sopra alcune pitture di B. G., La Provincia di Pisa, 1882, p. 17. The 
Same, Notizie di artisti tratte da documenti pisani, Pisa, 1897. H. Thode, 
"\rch. Stor. dell' Arte, new series II, 1889, p. 53 (the Madonna at Cologne). 
G. Tosi, L' Oratorio della lVIadonna delia Tosse, presso Castelfiorentino, 
Castelfiorentino, I895. The Same, L' Edicola della Visitazione presso 
Castelfiorentino dipinta da B. G, Misce!. Stor. di Val d' EIsa, VI, 
Serie 17. ;:\0. 3 and published separately. Castelfiorentino. 1898. G. 
Vasari, ed. Milamsi, III. p. 45. G. Vasari, Vita di B. G. ed. R. PaPini, 
Florence, 1912. A. Vel/tllri, Beato Angelico e B. G., L'Arte, 1901, p. 1. 

M. Wingenrotli, Die Jugendwerke des B. G., Heidelberg, 1897. A. Wurm, 
Meister u. Schulerarbeit in Fra Angelico's werk, Strasbourg, 1907. 
Zanobi e Biccllierai, Alcuni documenti artistici non mai stampati, Per 
nozze Farinola-Vai, Florence. 1855. III, IV. 

(1) Fublished by Ga)'c, Carteggio, I, p. 271; by Milallesl~ in his edition 
of Vasari. For the documents concerning his activity at Pisa v. Tanfani 
Centofanli, op. cit. and Supino, op. cit. The documents have been united 
in the monography by Mengill and in PaPin?s edition of Vasari's life 
of Benozzo. In Hoogewerjj"s work which has not yetappeared, ali these 
documents \ViII be given in their entirety in French. 
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with the date Lf23 in the register of the corporation of painters, 
the writing is not contemporary and in the first edition of 
his ;'Vite" Yasari does not even mention this surname. In a 
declaration for taxation that be makes in 1480, Benozzo appears 
to have been sixty years of age, from which we gather that 
he \vas born in I420; in 1-1-70, however, his father aflirms in 
a similar declaration that Henozzo was forty-six, which makes, 
the date of his birth 142-1- but as in records of I430 and I-1-33 the 
father Lese gives his son's age as ten and twelve respectively, 
the year of his birth must ha ve been I420. In January 
14H Benozzo signs a contract with Lorenzo and Vittorio 
Ghiberti engaging himself to work with them for three years 
on the bronze doors for the baptistery of Florence and in this 
contract he is alread." spoken of as a painter. Cavalcaselle 
thinks that he \Vas a gold-smith at the beginning of his career 
and that in aU probability he fulfilled his contract with the 
Ghiberti. at least there is no further mention of him until the 
three years han expired, that is to say in March 1447 when 
we find him working \Vith Fra Angelico on the frescoes in the 
chapel of the Hol.\' Sacrament in the church of S. Pietro, Rome, 
in which enterprise the holy monk was assisted by many 
painters (1). 

In I-J.47 he accompanied Beato Angelico to Orvieto where 
his name figures in records of the 28th and 30th September 
I4-I-7 along with other helpers of Fra Angelico (t). During this 
month he returned to Rome but on the sth JuIy and the 
28th December 1 H9 he is back in Orvieto; on the latter date 
he undertakes to execute an Annunciation for the cathedral (3), 
a \\'ork which has disappeared, but his offer to continue the 
decoration of the chapel, begun by Fra Angelico, is refused. 

Benozzo remains in Cmbria and in LfSo he executes the 
frescoes for the church of S. Fortunato at the gates ofMonte
falco and also the altar-piece which nowadays is preserved 
in the \-atican Gallery. The same .rear he begins the mural 

(1) A. Rossi, Gentile da Fabriano etc, op. cit. 1:'. Mii/lt::, Un document 
inedit sur Frate "\ngelico, Chronique de~ .-\rts, L876. riie Salii/', Les 
Arts il la Cour des Papes, I, Paris, 1878, p. 126. v. VoI. X, p. 37. 

XI 

(tJ L. Fumi, Il Duomo di Oryieto e i suoi restauri, Rome, 189J, p. 394. 
n F/I/'m~ op. cit., p. 395· 

8 
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decoration in the church of S. Francesco of this town which 
he finishes in 1452 and if the date of the frescoes in the Studiolo 
of Nicholas V in the Vatican is really 1453, Benozzo must 
ha ve returned to Rome to collaborate with Fra Angelico in 
this decoration. 

The series of frescoes in the church of Sta. Rosa at Viterbo. 
which we know only from a set of very mediocre drawings 
of the qth century, \vas made in 1453 and in J 456 he painted 
the panel of the Virgin and saints now in the gallery of Perugia. 
originating from the IICollegio Gerolimiano" of this town. 

In 1458 he is again at work in the Vatican; this is at the 
time of the coronation of Pope Pius II; from the document 
concerning this activity, in which he is called "master" we 
gather that he is now a well·known artist (1). In q::9 he began 
his master-piece, the frescoes in the chapel of the Medici Palace 
in Florence. It was Piero de' Medici who charged the artist 
with this decoration although the building was constructed 
by Cosimo, the father of Piero. From three letters which 
Benozzo wrote on the IOth and II th July and 25th September 
of this year to Piero at the villa of Careggi we learn that 
he was busy on this enterprise which was advancing rather 
rapidly. We surmise that Piero must have passed certain 
criticisms on the work because in his letters the painter defends 
himself, especially concerning some figures of cherubs which 
Piero evidently did not like. In the letter of the 11 th September 
he calls Piero de' Medici II Amicho mio singhularissimo" (my 
special friend) which certainly points ta a very amicable footing 
between the artist and his protector; in the same letter he 
makes a request for payment. It is in these frescoes that we 
find Benozzo's own portrait and on the cap he wears he has 
Ieft his signature. 

In 146r Benozzo is stiH in Florence; on the r8th May he 
receives payment from Cino di Filippo Rinuccini, a client of 
Maso Finiguerra (2); it was at this time he executed the altar
piece for the corporation of S. Marco, now in the National 
Gallery, London and perhaps also a panei for the Alessandri 

(1) lIfiilltz, Les Arts etc., p. 263. 
(2) S. Co/vin, A Floren,ine Picture Chronicle, London, 1898, p 23 note 1. 
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family. It is possible that he remained in Florence until q63, 
the date we know he left for San Gimig·nano. After this period 
there is no further trace of his acti vity in Florence and al
though he is inscribed in the corporation of painters in 1465 
and makes short visits in 1467, 1469, Q70 and 1497, he passes 
the rest of his life in the more or less important provincial 
towns. 1 think it is very apparent that in spite of the charm 
of the frescoes in the chapel of the Riccardi Palace, Benozzo 
was not fit to compete with the Florentine artists of this period. 
Nevertheless, a letter Benozzo writes to Lorenzo de' Medici 
in 1467 reveals the artist to be on very friendly terms with 
this young prin ce and his family, to whom he had just been 
paying a visit. 

In Q63 he was working at San Gimignano on the frescoes in 
the choir of S. Agostino which he had half finished by the 1 st of 
April q6..j. and which he terminated in 1465. The martyrdom 
of St. Sebastian in the Collegiata of the same town was begun 
on the 25th February 146..j. and in Apri) he was charged also 
with the restoration of the frescoes by Lippo Memmi in the 
town haU, to which decoration he added a few figures. In 
1465 we find his name inscribed in the register of the corpo
ration of Medici e Speziali at Florence but if he left San 
Gimignano at aU, it was only for a very short time, because 
on the 18th February r 466 he finished the St. Sebastian in 
the Collegiata; on the 26th of April he is charged with the 
executionof an Annunciation outside the CouncilRoom, as well 
as with the restoration of alI the frescoes in this halI, an 
enterprise which he signed in 1467 under the fresco by Lippo 
Memmi. On the 28th August he paints a panel for the church 
of S. Andrea outside the gates of the town, and during this 
year we know that he was working once more on the frescoes 
in the choir of the Collegatia. In 1466 he executes the marriage 
of St. Catherine at Temi and goes to Certaldo; then in 1467 
he retums to San Gimignano to finish restoring the fresco by 
Lippo Memmi. During this year he writes from San Gimignano 
to Lorenzo de'Medici regarding a theft that one ofhis helpers
Giovanni di Mugello - had committed. 

The same year a scaffolding is erected in the Campo Santo 
of Pisa and already in August 1467 Benozzo is at work on 
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the frescoes. In January 1468 he receives the tirst payment 
for this decoration; various other sums are made over to 
him for this work up untii the year 1484. It was not until 
January 1469, however, that the contract for this enterprise 
was signed and in order. Benozzo undertook to execute at 
least three scenes a yeal' and at this moment he had already 
tinished a few of the twenty-six frescoes which form this cyele. 
He and his entire famiIy settied in Pisa. On the 3rd May 1469 
he goes to Florence; on the 6th Septembel' 1470 he assists 
at his father's funerai and on the sth October he pays for 
his father's tombstone but apart from these few short visits 
to Florence~ Benozzo seems to have spent twenty-six years 
in Pisa. In 147I we tind him buying a house; in 1472 he 
paints a banner for the Opera del Duomo, and the following 
year he tinishes the picture no,,\' in the museum of Cologne. 
During the next few years there is no record of his activity 
but in 1480 he goes to Legoli to escape the plague; evidence 
of his stay there stiU exists. The following year he l'eturns to 
Pisa and paints a chest for keeping the wax for the "Opera". 
In Oecember 1484, the year he tinished the cyele in the 
Campo Santo, he executes the extant frescoes in the tabernaele 
of the Madonna deHa Tosse, situated on the road to Meleto, 
near Castel Fiorentino. In 1486 he paints a panei for the 
church of Sta. Maria delIa Spina; in I488 two banners for 
the Opera dei Duomo; in 1492 he works in the church of 
S. Michele in Borgo; the 29th August 1494 he makes two other 
bannel's with goJd fleurs de lis alld the 2 nd August of the 
same year he is paid for the decoration of other standards. 

On the 1]th January of the year of his death, 1497, his 
native town acknowledges to a certain extent his artistic 
merits because he, together with Cosimo Rosselli, Perugino 
and FiIippino Lippi, is charged to judge the painting by 
Baldovinetti in the church of the Sma. Trinita, but he does 
not seem to ha ve been living in Florence because his death 
occurred in Pistoia on the 4th October and he was buried 
in the eloister of the monastery of S. Domenico (1). 

(') l'asarÎ makes a mistake in saying that Benozzo is buried in the 
Campo Santo of Pisa. 
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Benozzo Gozzoli had a brother called Bernardo who was 
also a painter and who helped him with the frescoes at Pisa; 
he had as well another brother and two sisters. He married 
Lena di Luca di .lacopo Cieeo of Florenee and had seven 
children, of whom .-\lesso -· born LI-73. died 1528 -- followed 
his father's ealling. 

Fig. 7[, Benozzo Gozzoli en. the Rape ofHelen. National Gall ery. London . 

In the previous volume when discussing Fra Angelico 1 
have already given my opinion regarding the subject of the 
collaboration of Benozzo and his master, a saintly old monk 
who allowed himself to be influenced by his pupil's manner 
which was certainly not superior to his own. Benozzo was 
between twenty-seven and thirty-three years old when he 
collaborated with Beato Angelico at Orvieto and in Rome 
and consequent1y was no longer in his early youth. Already 
he had acquired a considerable independence in his manner 
of painting. These works are certainly not the first pro-
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ductions from his brush. Prof. A. Venturi believes that some of 
the frescoes in the convent of S. Marco in Florence, where 
he worked with Fra Angelico, are from his hand; he recognizes 
his manner more particularly in the Crucifix ion between SS. 
Cosmo and Peter the Martyr in the ceU adjacent to that of 
Cosimo de' Medici (1). 1 am not very convinced of this affir
mation which forces us to suppose that Benozzo must have 
been Fra Angelico's pupil before signing his contract with 
the Ghiberti, binding himself to work for them from 1444 
until 1447. StiU there is nothing impossible in it and as 1 have 
already said in the preceding volume 1 am quite disposed to 
admit that Fra Angelico started the frescoes in the cells of 
S. Marco shortly after the monks received the monastery, 
that is to say towards 1437 or 1438, so that this hypothesis 
would not gi\'e rise to any chronological difficulties. 

No doubt from an early stage in Benozzo's career, ifby him, 
dates the delicious panel of the Rape of Helen in the National 
GaUery, London (No. 591, fig. 711 I~). Paris is shown carrying 
Helen on his shoulders, while other knights lead away their 
lady captives who do not seem at aU disturbed, the elegant 
young men do not even interrupt their c')nversation. The 
beautiful ladies are taken across a flowering meadow towards 
a magnificent ship which floats in a sunny lake with a range 
of smiling hills in the background. Everything in the picture 
is bright and gay; even the hou~.e from which Helen and 
her companions are kidnapped is a charming building of the 
Renaissance style. 

1 am a little doubtful about the attribution of this panel to 
Benozzo; there are certain features which lead us to believe 
in this possibility but which at the same time are reminiscent 
of Fra Angelico and Pesellino. r should say that it might 
pass sooner for a production of a slightly earlier period 

(1) A. I-'entu ri. Storia dell'arte italiana, VIP, p. 70. Pacrhioni, L'Arte, 
XIII, 19IO, p. 425. 

(2) Schllbring, Cassoni, No. 280. Berenson, Drawings of the Florentine 
Painters, I, p. 27, does not think that this panel is really from the hand 
of Benozzo Gozzoli although he finds in it many points of resemblance 
to this master's manner. It was formerly in the collection of Marquis 
Albergotti, Arezzo and in the Lombardi-Raldi collection. Florence. 



than that at 
which Benozzo 
was active, than 
as a \vork of his 
school to which 
the catalogue of 
the National 
Gallery assigns 
it. No doubt this 
panel belonged 
to a casson e 
and many an 
artist started his 
career with this 
branchofdecora
tive painting. 

A pictur e 
which shows 
Benozzo at a 
moment when 
his individual 
s tyle was stiIl 
little pronounced 
is preserved in 
the parish church 
of Sermoneta 
~fig _ 72); it repre
sents the Virgin 
s e a t e d hol d· 
ing a model of 
the town on her 
knees; to either 
side are repre
sented eight 
celestial hier
archies in the 
form of little 
angels one above 
the other, th e 

BENOZZU GOZZOLI 

Fig. 72. Henozzo Gozzoli, Madonna and angels. 
Parish Church, Sermoneta_ 

Plloto Mmi ", t. elt lb Pllhhl, htr. 
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faur highest holding a papal ti ara over the Virgin's head; two 
other angels fIy below; the pretty garlands with personifi
cations of Faith and Hope and the two prophets above have 
been added at a later date. This is the work which reveals most 
elearly Benozzo Gozzoli's derivation from Fra Angelico after 
he had acquired a certain personal manner of his own. It is 
Fra Angelico's art a little hardened in form and a little more 
sophisticated in sentiment. 

This picture, not far from Rome, naturally makes us think 
that in an likelihood it was during his sojourn with Fra 
Angelico in this city that the panel was executed. yet 1 am of 
opinion that the painting at Sermoneta is possibIy an outcome 
of an earlier stage in Benozzo's career. He must have been 
stiH fairly young when he executed this pic ture and if we 
compare it with the figures in the frescoes at Orvieto and 
Rome which seem to be from his hand, we find a considerable 
difference of style, but this can be explained by his close col
laboration with Fra Angelico in these last mentioned \\'ork5. 

The pic ture at Sermoneta, more particularly the figure of 
the Virgin, has ma de me think sometimes that another painting 
might also be a production of Benozzo's youth, in whieh case 
it must be a stiH earlier work The picture 1 mean Îs an almost 
square panel in the gallery of Perugia representing the Virgin 
in the midst of six angels; formerly it was attributed to 
Caporali (1) and Praf. Salmi assigns it to an anonymous pupi] 
of this painter (2). This critic notes the connexion which exists 
between this panel and the art of Benozzo Gozzoli but excludes 
the possibility that it might be from this master's hand, an 
account of the vivid colouring. Certainly the colours are unusual 
but in my opinion they might be considered a notquite success
fuI interpretation of the fine tints that we find in Fra Angelico's 
works. StiH 1 am very doubtful about the attribution of this 
picture to Benozzo. 1 am unaware of the origin of this paint
ing, which, were it known, might perhaps have thrown some 
light an the subject. 

In 1447 Benozzo went to Orvieto to help in the painting 
of the chapei of S. Brizi in the cathedral. an enterprise which 

(l) c. Ricci, Rivista d' Arte, 1904, p. 38 
e) M. Salmi. I} Arte, 192I, p. 171. 
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Fig. 73. Benozzo Gozzoli, Angels. C<lthedral. Orvieto. 
Pho to .-\ nder:;on 

Fra Angelico undertook to execute during the summer months 
of the years he spent in Rome. Besides Benozzo, Giovanni 
d' Antonio, a Florentine artist and Giovanni da Poli also took 
part in this mural decoration. The two triangles of the vault, 
which are not from the hand of Signorelli, show the Saviour 
of the Last Judgment in a mandor1a surrounded by angels 
(fig. 73) and a group of seated prophets. 

Although the artistic inspiration is obviously Fra Angelico's, 
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Fig. 7+ Bel1ozzo Gozzoli, detail from the freseo of St. La wrenee distributing 
alms. Studiolo of Nicholas V, Vatican. Photo Alinari. 

1 think the execution for the greater part must have been left 
to Benozzo Gozzoli; besides we find him active elsewhere in 
Orvieto after Fra Angelico had left the town. The frescoes 
in the cathedral appear to ha ve been considerably restored. 
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Fra ;\ngelico's manner can be recognized fairly easily only 
in the upper part of the group of prophets: the figures of the 
lowE'r ro\Vs and of the whok of the other triangle arE' lE'sS 

Fig. 7::'. Henozzo C;"zzoli, St. Lawrence befar!:' lJecius. Studiolo of 
:--:icholas Y, Yatirall. Ph,.to Andcr.,on. 

graceful and harder of outline, and these features constitute the 
great difference between the manner of Fra Angelico and that 
of Benozzo Gozzoli (1). 

Il) v. VoI. X, pp. 38 and 106. A. VeJllu/'l~ op, cit., L'Arte, 19°[, p, 1. 

l'(leehioni, op. cit" L'i\rte, 1910, p. 423. Gronall, op. cit., p, 34I. Nerenson, 
Drawings of the Florentine Painters, 1. p. 8: "the execlltion ofthe fresco 
the Last Jlldgmentl must pass then as almost entirely if not en

tirelv Benozzo·s" . 
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Fig. 76. Dt>tail of fig. 75 Photo And e rson. 

As for Benozzo's part in the decoration of the Studiolo ofPope 
Nicholas V in the Vatican, 1 can only repeat what 1 have already 
said (1). 1 am of opinion that in the fresco of St. Lawrence dis
tributing alms to the poor, Benozzo should be held responsible 
for the figure of a woman holding a child in the left half of the 
painting (fig. 74)' Here 1 should like to refer to a drawing in 

(1l v. VoI. X, p. 123. A. Vl'I1tllri, op. cit. Pacc/iioni. op. cit. 
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Fig. il. Benozzo Gozzoli, deta il of St. Bonaventura. 
Studiolo of Nicholas V, Vatican. Ph"tu Anelc,,, ," . 

Windsor Castle, representing on one side the same figure and 
St. Lawrence in a similar attitude as in the fresco, which dravv
ing does not appear to be by Angelico to whom it is of ten ascrib
ecl (1) but sooner by Benozzo, although the heacl on the wrso 

(') Attributed to A ngelico by Berensoll, DralVings of the Florentine 
Painters. pl. 2 and Srhritmlliler, Fra A ngelico fKlassiker der Kunst). fig. 223· 
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of the same page seems to be from Angelico's own hand (1). 
The fresco ofSt. Lawrence before the Prefect Decius digs. 75 

and 76) 1 think might pass for the greater part as a work of 
Benozzo who painted also the standing figures ofSS. Bonaven-

Fig. 78. Benozzo Gozzoli, St. Stephen orclainecl c1eacon by St. Peter. 
Stucliolo of Nicholas V. Vatican. I-'huto Ande""n. 

tura (fig. 77) and Thomas Aquinas as well as some of the 
scenes in the lunettes such as St. Stephen ordained deacon by 
St. Peter (fig. 78) and his sermon before the people (figs. 79, 
80) and the senate. 

That the elements due to his master's int1uence are particu
larly pronounced in these frescoes is but natural since they were 
executed under Fra Angelico's personal supervision. Working 

(1) This heacl is ascribecl to Benozzo by PaPini, op. cit. L' Arte, 1910. 
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Fig. 79. Benozzo Gozzoli, St. Stephen's sermon to the people. Studiolo 
of Nicholas V, Vatican . 

Ph oto A ndtrson 

independently, Benozzo never succeeded in reproducing such 
perfect architectural constructions as those we find in these two 
scenes; particularly in the picture of St. Stephen consecrated 
deacon there is an edifice borne on columns with a portico show
ing a fine perspecti ve, of which the rough sketch at least must 
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Fig. 80. Detail of fig. 79. 
Photo Anderson. 

have been made by Angelico, who perhaps also designed the 
less elaborate buildings which form the background in St. 
Stephen 's sermon to the populace. In aII these paintings there 
are some very beautiful heads which were no doubt executed 
after drawings by Fra Angelico to whose manner they come 
very near but the general effect does not convey the pictorial 
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and mystic aspirations of the holy painter, nor do we discover in 
them his \'ariety of composition, his graceful beauty of form or 
his spirituaIity of expression. 

1 have aiready said, in speaking ofFra Angelico's activity in 
this chapel, that 1 acc:ept the explanation proposed by Cartier 

Fig. 81. Benozzo Gozzoli, th e ,\ssumption. circa I450. Vatican Gallery. 
Phuto Anderson. 

concern ing the inscription A. D. CCUII on the fresco of St. 
Lawrence before the pope; he thinks it is a transformation of 
YlCCCCLIIl which must have been the date ofthe execution of 
these paintings (1) in which case Benozzo' s acti vity at Montefalco 
must have been prior to the decoration he carried out in the 
Studiolo ofNicholas V. 

XI 

Above the entrance of the church of S. Fortunato ("), a short 

Il ) v. VoI. X, p. 121 and additions and correctiolls. 
i") p(lcrhinni, op. cit. 

9 
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distance beyond the gates of the little town of Montefalco, \Ve 
find from the hand of Benozzo the half-length figureofthe Virgin 
with the Child between SS. Francis and Bernardine and ovel-

Fig. 82. The Death of the Virgin. Detail of fig. 8I. 
Ph oto Anderson .. 

the second altar to the right inside the church, the figure of St. 
Fortunatus, holding a book and a stick, and some traces of an 
angel as well as a fresco of the Virgin adoring the Child against 
a landscape background and an angel. At the foot of the last 
mentioned painting is inscribed the signature "Benoziz· . ...... . 
Florentia . ...... CCCCL". 

The altar-piece for this church was no doubt executed at the 
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Fig. 83. Benozzo Gozzoli. the four EvangeJists, J452. S. Girolamo Chapel, 
S. Francesco. Montefalco. Photo Alinari. 

same time; it is now preserved in the Vatican Gallery (No. 123, 
figs. 81, 82). 

The principal scene represents the Assumption ofthe Virgin 
who. in the midst of angels over her tomb in which flowers 
blossom, is seen giving her girdle to St. Thomas. In the lateral 
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pilasters there are six little figures of saints while the predella is 
adorned with the seenes of the Nativity of the Virgin, her 
Marriage, the Birth of Christ, the Presentation in the Temple and 
the Death ofthe Virgin. Fra Angelieo's influenee is very evident 
in the types of the figures, partieularly those of the prin ei pal paneL 
as well as in the ieonography of the seenes of the predella, the 
Iandseape and the arehiteeture. However, the predella is very 
inferior in exeeution to the other works of this stage in the 
painter's eareer; it is, besides, in rather a poor state of preserva
tion. As in aU the works of Benozzo, it is chiefly the somewhat 
\'ulgar colouring which differentiates in a most obvious way 
his manner from that ofFra Angelico (1). 

In the year 1452 Benozzo exeeuted in the church ofS. Fran
ceseo in Montefa\co two series offrescoes, one quiteindependent 
of the other. The first is found immediately to the right on 
entering the ehurch, in what was formerly the chapel of S. 
Girolamo; here the triangles of the vault are ornamented with 
the figures of the Evangelists (fig. 83), yery similar to those of 
the Studiolo of Nicholas V in the Vatican and in fact to many 
a decoration of this sort. Clouds form the background to the 
figures near each ofwhom is seen his respective symbol. On the 
wall is depicted above, Christ on the Cross with four angels 
catching the blood dripping from the wounds and below two 
holy monks kneeling to either side. We see here, as well a 
fresco imitating the form of a polyptych representing the Virgin 
and Child in the centre with SS. Francis, Jerome, John the 
Baptist and Louis of Toulouse laterally, Christ and the four 
Fathers of the Church - among whom is once more St. Jerome 
- in the pinnaeles and the Pieta with the Virgin, St. John and 
four pairs of saints in the predeUa; the pilasters are decorated 
with the figures of SS. Catherine and Bernardine. Here to the 
sides we see as well two scenes from the life of St.Jerome: lea ving 
Rome and throwing his cardinal's hat on the ground, and 
extracting the thorn from the lion's paw (fig. 841. Overthefresco 
in the form of a polyptych, we find thepainter'ssignature: II Opus 

(1) Rosini and other writers after him have made a mistake regarding 
the subject of this picture which they call the Coronation of the Virgin, 
attributing it to Beata Angelica. 
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Benozi De Florenzz'a" while an inscription on either side below 
the Crucifix ion informs us that the chapel was built and painted 
by the Ist of November 1452. This is doubtless the day the 
decoration was completed (1). Of the two figures in the first 
scene of the legend of St. Jerome, there exists the rough sketch 
in the Uffizi (2). 

Fig. 84. Benozzo Gozzoli, Madonna and Crucifixion, 1452. S. Girolamo 
Chapel, S. Francesco, Montefalco. 

Photo Alin:lf i . 

The other frescoes by Benozzo in this church are found 
in the choir and illustrate in a cycle of twelve scenes the 
life of St. Francis. Naturally Benozzo knew the series at 
Assisi in which Giotto narrates the same legend, he even 
refers to Giotto as an authority on the question of the 
biography of St. Francis because in the centre of the frieze 
below the frescoes he depicts his great predecessor along 

(1) Wiugmroth, op. cit., is of opinion that he was assisted by Pllpils 
in this decoration, but 1 see no reason in sl1pport of thi" hypothesis . 

(2) LOfser, op. cit. 
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with Dante and Petrarch and the portrait is accompanied by 
the words "Pictorul11 eximz'us fot/us fundamentu11l d lu.Y". 

Considering this hommage to Giotto and the knowledge 
that he must ha \'e had of the famous series of frescoes at 
Assisi, it is indeed surprising that Benozzo was not more 
inspired by the ,,'ork of his predecessor; he does not even 

Fig. 85. Benozzo Gozzoli , St. Francis glVll1g away his coat and the 
\'ision of the reward, 1452. S. Francesco. Montefalco. 

Official photo. 

follow the same order. The early events, Jesus telling the 
saint's mother that her son, like Him, would be born in a 
sta bIe, the mother in a stable just before the birth and the 
child's first bath, which we find here. are not included in 
Giotto's cycle. The incident of the man in the street of Assisi 
spreading his cloak on the ground for St. Francis to walk 
over is depicted here but in a manner thoroughly different 
from that at Assisi. Besides, ali these different events being 
united on one fresco renders it completely incomprehensible for 
anyone not very familiar with the stor~; of St. Francis. The 
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same confusion appears in the following painting in which 
we see St. Francis giving his cloak to the beggar, the dream 
in which a voice tells him that he will be rewarded for his 
charitable deed, and the castle which he imagines will be 
his recompense (fig. 85). Here we discover a few Giottesque 
elements such as the apparition of the Saviour Himself, which 

F:g. 86. Benoz7.0 Gozzoli, St. Francis break with hi s fath eL 1452. 
S. Francesco. Montefalco , 

Photo Alinari. 

js a deviation from the text, and the appearance of the castle. 
Also in the scene of St. Francis' break with his father (fig. 86) 
there are some points in common with Giotto's representation 
-of this event; the bishop of Assisi and the father Bordone 
are both accompanied by other persons, the former covers 
the youthful figure of St. Francis with his c10ak while the 
latter appears to be furious but as the text of Bonaventura 
1s very precise on certain points this resemblance is but 
natural. 

The sub,iect of the following fresco has not been treated 
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by Giotto; the Saviour is about to punish mankind when 
the Virgin kneeling before Hlm, shows Him St. Francis 
and St. Dominic, each followed by a member of his order, 
embracing one another. There is a predella panel in the 
Kaiser Friedrich Museum, Berlin, representing this scene in 
the same manner; it is a work either by Fra Angelico or 
one of his collaborators (1). 

In the scene of the pope seeing in a dream St. Francis 
holding up the falling church and in that of the pope con
firming the rules of the Franciscan order, two events united 
in one fresco, there is again a certain correspondence with 
Giotto's version, as there is also in the following painting 
which illustrates how Brother Elia, on St. Francis' authority, 
chases the devils from Arezzo (fig. 87). Here, however, the 
resemblance is limited to one point, namely the presence of 
St. Francis in prayer but it is of considerable significance 
because the text makes no mention of 5t. Francis. 

It is not surprising that the scene of the sermon ta the 
birds recalls that at Assisi because there are but few vari
ations that can be made ta this picture, but in this instance it 
occupies only a comer of a fresca, the rest of which is filled 
up with an event which is of much gre ater importance to 
the inhabitants of Montefalco viz: St. Francis accompanied by 
a monk, blessing the town; four religious and civil dignitaries 
kneel before him, doubtless the authorities who govemed the 
town in 1452; one of them is the bishop who wears his mitre 
and is attired in the Franciscan habit. 

Of the sudden death of the knight of Celano which St.Francis 
had predicted, we also find a very different conception; here 
it is particularly the seigneur confessing ta the saint that 
draws our attention. The dying man's farewell ta his family 
is depicted in the background and in the representation of 
this scene there is an obvious etfort to obtain those dramatic 
effects which Giotto with so much ease succeeded in showing 
in his fresco at Assisi. The painting of the miracle at Greccio 
(fig 83) has nothing in common with the corresponding fresco 
in the Giottesque cycle; it takes place in a large church of 

(1) Y. VoI. X, fig. 76. 
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a style transitional between Gothic and Renaissance ; in the 
foreground the saint tenderly holds in his arms the doll which 
has just become ali ve; some clerics, three men and three women 
with a child witness the miracle. Here there is nothing of that 
mtlmacy that Giotto gave to his scene; the room is too 
spacious and the assistants too few in number. 

Fig. 87. Benozzo Gozzoli, Brother Elia chasing the devils [rom Arezzo, 1452. 
S. Francesco, Montefalco. Photo Alin ari . 

The fresco illustrating the test by fire shows a stiU greater 
difference when compared with Giotto's painting of this sub
.iect, because here there are no heathen magicians aIJd the 
saint is depicted already in the fire; another point of differ
entiation is the presence of a young woman who is there to 
tempt St. Francis. In the group of the sultan and his courtiers 
there are some features which correspond with the fresco at 
Assisi. Also in the representation ofthe saint receiving the stig
mata, the two painters chose very different versions. St. Francis 
as well as the monk who accompanies him is shown by Benozzo 
in the reverse sense; the companion besides is not at all in 
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the same place; the little chapel of which the text speaks has 
here become an edifice of considerable dimensions and the 
savage rocky landscape has gained importance. 

On the other hand we find much more resemblance in the 

Fig. 88. Benozzo Gozzoli, the Miracle of Greccio, 1452. 
S. Francesco, Montefalco. Photo Alinari. 

two manners of portraying the funeral of the saint who is 
shown stretched on a hier in the midst of numerous clerics 
while the incredulous gentleman in the foreground touches 
the wound in the dead saint's side. 

Below the lower row of paintings there is a series of 
medallions, five under each fresco. in which busts of illustri-
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ous persons are depicted: 
there a re celebrated 
Franciscan monks, cardi· 
nals, popes and emper· 
ors. The vaults are 
adorned with the figures 
of St. Francis in glory, 
SS. Antony of Padua, 
Catherine, Bernardine, 
Rose of Viterbo and Louis 
of Toulouse; six figures of 
saints standing in Gothic 
tabernacles decorate the 
walls near the windows. 
For the figure of the king 
there exists a drawing in 
the Accauemia of Venice, 
discovered by the late MI'. 
Loeser (1) "vho, however, 
does Hot seem to ha \'e 
known of a similar sketch 
in the British Museum for 
the figure of St. Severus 
(fig, 89) l ~). On the verso of 

el LOl'ser, op cit., erroneously 
caUs this figure St. Louis of 
Toulouse; it might be St. Louis 
the King. G. Fogo/ari, Disegni 
delia R. Galleria delJ' Accademia 
rVenezia). Milan. 1913. No. 72. 

e) Brit. Mus. P. p 1·6. from 
the Payne Knight colI. Photo 
Hraun, 73042. On the versa of 
the same leaf we see a some
what oriental looking bearded 
man on horseback and two 
three·quarter profile views of 
the head of the same monk; it 
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is the head of St. Francis m Fig. 89· Benozzo Gozzoli. St. Se\'erus, 
Fra Angelico's Crucifixion in drawing. British Museum. Photo Braun. 

S. M arC0, FI"rence, and is executed very much in Angelico's manner. 
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Fig. 90. Benozzo Gozzoli, drawing. 
Accademia, Venice . 

JJhoto Anderson. 

the page in Venice there 
is a drawing of the head 
of a young man with a 
barret, as well as two 
fragments of heads 
(fig. 90) (1). 

LastIy on the arches 
there are some figures 
of angels holdingscrolls 
on one of which we 
read that these 
paintings were ordered 
bythe Franciscan monk, 
]acopo da Montefalco 
and were finished by 
Benozzo in 14.')2. These 
twel ve frescoes were 
obviousIy executed 
prior to the decoration 
in the chapel of St. 
Jerome because the 
Iatter was terminated 
too late in the year to 
a110w the artist to finish 
the cycle in the choir 
before the end of the 
same year. This series 
of frescoes has been 

(1) Loeser, loc. cit. Fogo
tari, op cit., No. 71; it is 
sometimes attribllted to Uc
cello. In the same collection 
there is another drawing, 
very similar, of the head 
of a YOllng man wearing a 
barret; this sketch which 
is olltlined in white is also 
ascribed by some to Uccello: 
it is less characteristic of 
Benozzo's manner. 
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Fig. 9'. Ben0zzo G0zzoli) St. Antony. Sta. Maria d' Aracoeli, Rome. 
Photo Alinari. 

toucht>d up on several occasions but the restorer Fiscali suc
ceeded in giving it back much of its original appearance. As 
in the other works executed at Montefalco the colouring is 
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not very fine and in this case the tints are particularly light. 
The size of this enterprise makes it very likely that Benozzo 
received some assistance in the execution; aH the frescoes, 
however, show very much the same quality of painting which 
is not superior to that of his other frescoes in this church; 
it is perhaps even a little less refined and less spiritual which 
is ali the more striking because there are many elements in 
this cycle which bring to mind the works of Fra Angelico. 
The compositions are of an almost childish simplicity but the 
architectural backgrounds are very beautiful; I should even 
say that although at San Gimignano and at Pisa his repre
sentation of architecture is more complicated and on a larger 
scale, it is chiefly in the cycle at Montefalco that Benozzo 
reveals to us his comprehension of the pictorial beauty of 
architecture. 

Tht>re is a certain number of works which, although we 
do not know the exact date, must certainly have been executed 
during the period of Benozzo's activity in l{ome, Orvieto, 
Montefalco and Viterbo where, it will be remembered, he 
worked in 1453. 

In Rome I know of only one other painting belonging to 
Benozzo's first manner, it is preserved in the church of Sta. 
Maria d' Aracoeli where, according to Vasari, the artist executed 
a long cycle of paintings illustrating the life of St. Antony of 
Padua. Ooly ooe fresco remains; it shows St. Antony standing 
holding a burning heart and a book, while at his feet kneel the 
donor and the donatrix; the latter seems to be attired as a nun; 
two angels support a piece of brocade studded with stars, 
behind the saint (fig.9l). Critics ha ve of ten exaggerated the 
presence of Fra Angelico's influence in this fresco and on 
account of this a date prior to 1449 has been assigned to 
it (1) but 1 think Signor Papini el comes nearer the truth in 
placing it between 1453 and 1458. I can easily believe that 
this work is almost contemporary with his participation in 
the frescoes of the Studiolo of Nicholas V in the Vatican, 
which 1 place about I453. 

To the same years of his activity 1 think we should ascribe 

(') Cava/case/le and also Wingenroth, op. cit. 
(') ['aPini, op. cit., L' Arte, 1910. 
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Fig. 92. Benozzo Gozzoli, Head of Christ. Palazzo Venezia, Rome. 
Photu Minist. delia PuLbl. [str. 

a head of the Saviour with the crown of thorns, in the treasure 
of the church of S. Francesco, Assisi (1) and a panel of Christ 
on the Cross between two saints, formerl~T in the Drury Lowe 
collection e). 

e) M. Sa/mi, L' Arte, 192[, p. 171. 
e) }. P. Richter. Cataloguc of the Pictures at Locko Park, London. 

1901 , No. 74. 
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Prior to the execution of these paintings, 1 think Benozzo 
must ha ve gone to Piperno where a beautiful head of Christ 
was discovered in the cathedral; it has since been transferred to 
the Palazzo Vene zia, Rome (fig. 92). It is certainly a work from 
Benozzo's hand and was executed at a moment when he was 
stiU greatly inspired by Fra Angelico. 

Lastly there is a Madonna which bears a striking resemblance 
to the woman with the child in the fresco of St. Lawrence 
distributing alms, in the Studiolo of Nicholas V. The painting 
is now in the Fogg Art Museum, Cambridge, U. S. A. 
(fig. 93); it was formerly in the von Tucher collection, Vienna, 
which collection possessed two pictures of the Madonna by 
this master (1). 

Of the important series of frescoes that Benozzo executed 
in the church of Sta. Rosa, Viterbo el, we possess only some 
water-coloured sketches made by Francesco Sabbatini in 
[632 when the church was pulled down. These drawings are 
now preserved in the town gallery. The signature "Bellotius 
dl' Flormtia MCCCCLII/" was found under the second fresco 
which leads us to believe that Benozzo must bave started 
the work here towards the end of the year 1453 otherwise, 
with two in portant cycles on hand, the artist would have 
been overcharged \vith work 1 shall not enumerate the nine 
scenes of which the late little copies give us but a very 
summary idea. Signor Papini has already remarked on the 
importance of the compositions with many figures and many 
buildings; yet the architecture here seems to have been 
simple, almost rustic in form, showing among it monasteries 
of an almost poverty-striken appearance; certain details, how
ever, recall Giotto's frescoes at Assisi. 

The next dated work is the Madonna and saints in the 
gallery of Perugia which, according to Mariotti {3) was executed 

(1) J. Wiekhofl, Mlinchener Jahrb d. Bild Kunst, 1, 1908, p. 30 }. Breck, 
Rassegna d' Arte, IX. 1909. P 170. Fogg rlrt Museul1l Collection of 
Mediaevai and Renaissance Paintings, Cambridge (U.S.A.), 1919, p. 66. 

(2) H"il/genrotlz, op. cit, 5 [, C RICci, Lorellzo da Vitel bo, Arch. stor. 
deJl' Arte, 1, 1888, P 6+ C. L. (Ceccotti Luca). Descrizione di nove storie 
di S Rosa dipinti da Benozzo nel 14."3, Viterbo, 1873. R. PaPini, op. cit., 
L' Arte, 1910, p. 35. Pacchiof,i, op. cit., L' Arte, 1910. 

(::) A. Marintti, Lettere pittoriche Perugine, Perugia, 1788, D. 66 
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Fig. 93. Benozzo Gozzoli . Madonna. Fogg Ar! Museum, Cambridge, U.S.A. 

Ph oto An derson. 

for the "Collegio Gerolimiano" or "Sapienza Nuova" (fig. 94)' 
The Virgin is represented sitting on a cushion on the 

grouncl while the Child. bestowing a blessing, leans af
fectionately against His Mother. To the sicles kneel SS. Peter, 
John the Baptist, Jerome and Paul ; six little figures of saints 
adom the pilasters of the frame while four others along with 
:XI 10 
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the dead Christ stand ing under the Cross between the Virgin 
and St. .Iohn are depicited on the predella. The signature 
.. Opus Bel/ofii de Florcntia 1l1CCCCL VI H can, with some 
dit1îculty be distinguished on the damasked gold background. 
The coat'ofarms on the predella is that of Benedetto Guida
lotti, the founder of the college for which the panel was 
executed. 

It is one of the nnster's fine productions, belonging to that 
stage oftransition when he was breaking awayfromFraAngeli
co's influence and acquiring a more independent manner; it is a 
little hard and without much feeling but it is weU drawn and the 
colouring, although greyish nowadays, must originally ha\"e 
been pleasing if not delicate. The somewhat strained anei 
pointeel features are shown here for the first time but we meet 
with them in other works of this period ofBenozzo's activity. 

There are two pictures in which the principal figure is the 
\'irgin, which bear a fairly close resemblance to the panel at 
Perugia and consequently should be classified alongwith it. One 
is preserved in the gallery of Vienna, the other in the museum 
of Berlin. The panel in Vienna(No. 26, fig. 95) is oblonginform 
lik:e that at Perugia but it is much smaller. The Virgin seateel 
lowly, her arms crossed on her breast, adores the Child lying on 
her knee; to the sides kneel SS. Francis and Bernardine, the 
former with his hand on the shoulder of an old monk whom he 
recommends to the Virgin. Two angels support a curtain behinel 
the central figure; the backgrounel is composed of a forest, an 
unusual representation, which is not found in an)' ofBenozzo's 
other works (1). 

The panel at Vienna does not come up to the same standard as 
the altar-piece at Perugia, but the picture in the museum of Berlin 
(60 B, fig. 961 is of a stil! more inferior quality, the heads of the 
\'irgin and Chilel in particular are even not very characteristic 

(') 1 IerI' (; r{) 11 II II, op. cit., p. 343, remarks that Alunno repeats almost 
the same eomposition in a pieture whieh he exeeuted in 1457 but 1 see 
110 rcason in this for us to eonclude that Benozzo's pieture must be of 
;1Il earJier date becallsc Henozzo might have borrowed the idea from 
.\lunno. Yet 1 think the panel at Vienna is almost contemporary with 
that of 1456 at Perugia 1 )1'. Hoogewerff is of opiniol1 that it is of a slightly 
later date. 
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Fig. 96. Benozzo Gozzoli and helper. Madonna and saints. Gallery, Berlin. 
Ph oto Hanfst .engl. 
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of Benozzo's style. As in the painting at Perugia the Virgin is 
shown seated on a cushion on the ground, holding on her knees 
the little Jesus Who is naked and raises one hand; SS. Martha 
and Mary Magdalene stand behind the Virgin while two angels 
support the curtain which forms the background. 1 am quite 
inclined to believe that this pic ture is not entirely from the hand 
of Benozzo. The museum catalogue informs us that this panel 
originates from the environs ofPerugia. 

Very much after the somewhat incisive manner of the altar
piece at Perugia is the second Madonna from the von Tucher 
collection, \'ienna (1). 

The Yirgin is represented in half-Iength figure with the lnfant 
Christ Who bestows a blessing and grasps a little bird. Six 
cherubim fiU up the background; some traces of other cherubs 
at the foot of the picture lead us to suppose that this is only a 
fragment of a larger panel (fig. 97). 

lf the Annunciation in the town hall of Nami (2) is reallY 
by Benozzo, its chronological place is certainly here; although 
1, along with several other critics, am in fa vour of this attri
bution, the contrary hypothesis, that it is not by Benozzo, has 
also its adherents. The type of the Virgin's face is strongly 
reminiscent of that in the panel at Perugia and the Madonna 
of the von Tucher collection. The angel appears erect before 
the kneeling Virgin who, with arms crossed on her breast, 
holds her breviary in her hand. Columns adomed with leaves 
separate the two figures. The painting is considerably damaged. 

In I4S8 Benozzo is once more in Rome and it is on this 
occasion that he may have executed three works which still 
exist. One of them is only the head of St. Gregory which 
belongs to a series of twelve heads of Evangelists, Fathers 
of the Church and other saints, which adom the passage 
leading from the church of S. Paolo fuori to the cloister (3). 
The second work is the fresco formerly on the outside of 
the house of the priest of S. Angelo in Pescheria, in via 

(i) 1 am ignorant of the actual destination of this picture which did not 
figure in the yon Tucher sale held in Berlin in 1925. 

el j. Cris/o/ani, L' Arte, X, 1907, p. 293. U Gl1oll~ L' Arte nmbra aIIa 
mostra di Perugia, Bergamo, J908. p. 109. 

(a) Pacrlriolli, op. cit., L' Arte, 1 gog. 
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Fig. 97. Benozzo Gozzoli. Madonna. EX-\'on Tucher Collection, Vienna. 
Photo Anderson. 

de' Campitelli but now detached and preserved in the church (1). 
The date 1447 to 1450 which has been proposed for this 

painting is in my opinion much less likely than that of I458 

(1) Rossi, op. cit., L ' Arte, 1902. Cllnll 'va!t~ op. cit. Pacchiolli, op. cit., 
L' Arte, 19l0. 
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but the fresco is of such a \'ery poor quality that 1 think 
it is more probably a school work. The Madonna is repre
sented enthroned, the Child standing on heI' knee; an angel 
to either side holds the throne, four others fly above while 
two support the curtain which forms the background to the 
figure of the Madonna. 

The last of the three works that Benozzo may have painted 
during this sojourn in Rome is a very much restored fresca 
of the Madonna and Child with two angels holding a curtain 
behind and a crown over the Virgin's head and to one side 
a fragment of the figure of a saint holding a book, which painting 
is found over an altar in the church of SS. Sisto e Domenico (11. 

Although in I459 Benozzo was already working on the fres
coes in the chapel of the Medici Palace~ there is one painting 
which, on account of its Florentine origin, must ha ve been 
executed in Florence and probably prior to the fresco series. 
It is a predella panel now in the Uflizi (No. 886) but originatmg 
from the Opera of Sta. Croce, and represents the dead Christ 
half risen from His tomb between the Virgin and St. John, 
the Mystic Marriage of St. Catherine ifig. 98) and SS. Benedict 
and Antony In the landscape and in the faces in this picture 
we can still discover some vague reminiscences of his master, 
Fra Angelico ; the anatomy of Christ's naked body is excellent. 
These little panels can be classified among the best pro
ductions of Benozzo Gozzoli who, with these works, ends that 
phase in his career which might be called his Umbrian period 
and enters into that stage of his activity \\'hich passes chiefly 
in Tuscany. 

Apart from the altar-piece for the Confraternita delIa 
Purificazione. the predella of which is no\\' in the Ufllzi, and 
that for the Alessandri, the only important \vork that Benozzo 
seems to have undertaken in Florence is the decoration of the 
chapel in the Medici Palace which was built by Michelozzo 
for Cosimo de' Medici and which is known also as the Riccardi 

e) PaPini, op, cit., Bolletino d' Arte, believes it possible that this is 
the Madonna and saints which, according to Vasari, Benozzo painted 
over a doar in the Torre de' eonti, but a similar mistake in the site of 
a painting is hardly likely. 



Palace (1). 
Regarding 
this mural 
painting the 
artist had 
some corre
spondence 
with Pietro 
de' Medici in 
1459, from 
which we 
gather for 
a certainty 
that Benoz
zo at this 
moment was 
busy on the 
work (2). The 
first of the 
three letters 
has been 
published 
more than 
once (n) and 

(1) Bell1'eJI/1ti, 
op. cit. C. Ricci, 
op.cit. ClIst aJlii 

Horne, op. cit. 
il1ellgill, La 
chap e Ile etc., 
op. cit. G. F. 
YO/l ng. T h ~' 
Medici, L LOI1· 

don, 1925. p. 
190· 

e) 1 do not 
knowwhyProf. 
Papini in his 
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;:.., 

of. 
..:.. 

edition of Vasari 's Iiie of Benozzo, p. 36, says that these letters fumish 
liS with the proof that the decoration was undertaken in 1458. 

(a) For example by Hoogewer.tt op. cit. 
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is well worth while reading because it gives us a very exact 
idea of the genuine interest the Medici took in the works of 
art they ordered, their value as critics and the desire on the 
artist's part to please them. On the IOth July 1459 Benozzo 
writes the following to Piero: 

"This morning, 1 received a letter that your lordship sent 
to Robert Martelli and 1 learn that you do not approve of 
my representation of seraphim. 1 have made one in a corner 
between clouds so that only the points of the wings are 
visible; it is practicaUy hidden and so well covered by the 
clouds that it is not at all discordant but sooner of a good 
effect. This one is near the column. 1 have executed another 
to the other side of the altar, hidden in the same manner. 
Robert Martelli has seen them and says they are minor details 
of no importance. In any case 1 shall do as you order; two 
clouds would be sufiicient to efface them". Then he speaks 
of the heat, of the glue which deteriorates 50 quickly, of the 
azure which he is going to use, and his hopes that Piero 
will come and see the work before the scaffolding is taken 
do\vn. He has received a little money and expresses his 
great desire to please his protector. The letter continues: 
{(As for the work 1 apply myself to the utmost of my possi
bility and if, in the end, it is stiH imperfect, it wiU be because 
1 could not have done better. God knows that it is my 
grea test preoccupation" etc. etc. In the two other letters there 
is rather question of the buying of azure and gold, as well 
as of his need of money. He affirms that he is working as 
quickly as possible; lI and the time that 1 must wait before 
Your Lordship comes to see if the work is satisfactory, 
seems to me to be a thousand years". 

The pretty decoration in this chapel has undergone certain 
changes. In 1658 the owner of the palace. Marquis Riccardi, 
had a large stairway made which necessitated the making 
of a window in one of the walls; a piece of the wall opposite 
the altar was broken down and a small part of the wall to 
the left of the entrance was made to project more into the 
chapel, cutting a muIe in two, with the result that the 
landscape on the piece of wall that was displaced had to be 
renewed. In 1837 the decoration was restored, but this must 
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Fig. 99. Benozzo Gozzoli, Angels. Cbape!, Riccardi Palace, Florence. 

Photo Anderson. 
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have been limited to the strictly necessary because on looking 
at the frescoes not much of this restoration can be perceived. 

The frescoes in this chapel are among the best known 
works in Italy and I shall abstain from giving a detailed 
description of them. It will be remembered that the altar was 
adorned with the Nativity by Fra Filippo Lippi. now in the 
museum of Berlin, and the decoration of the walls was, in 
a way, made to accompany this scene; it comprises a choir 
of angels, the Journey of the Magi on their way to adore 
the Child Christ and the shepherds with their flocks. 

Angels are represented on two ofthe paintings (figs. 99,100, 

101): they are not depicted in Paradise but have descended on 
earth choosing, however, as their surroundings the most beauti
fuI of landscapes with an enormous diversity ofyegetation, in 
which the palm-tree flourishes along side a tree bare with the 
winter frost Mountains form the background and in the distance 
we see towns and castles. Roses bloom on the hedges on which 
a peacock is perched and all around there are many little birds. 
In the two frescoes the angels form three groups, one standing, 
one kneeling and the third flying in heaven, while some other 
angels, independent of the grouping, are shown walking about. 
All their nimbi are inscribed with "Adoremus te Glorificam" 
uGloria in Excelsis" etc. etc. but in spite of these exclamations, 
Benozzo has by no means attained the spiritual and mystic level 
which Fra Angelico so easily obtained without any such texts. 
The angels are beautiful, well drawn and of a good plastic effect, 
especially the faces; their garments are splendid and theirwings 
multi-coloured but they are angelic figures such as Fra Filippo 
conceived, beautiful terrestrial children, sometimes even a little 
common. The greatest merit of these frescoes lies above aU in 
their exquisite decorative effect. 

The decorative value of the other frescoes is the chief feature 
which makes them so charming in spite of the lack of feeling. 
The cavalcade of the Eastern Kings occupies the three other 
walls of the chapel. In each of the frescoes there is one out
stand ing figure. In the painting which shows the head of the 
procession (figs. 102, 103, I04) it is the old man mounted on the 
unfortunate muIe which has been cut in two; it has been thought 
that it is a portrait of the Patriarch of Constantinople: he is 
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Fig. IOD. Benozzo Gozzoli, Angels. Chapel, Riccardi Palace, Florence. 

Photo And erson. 
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Fig. 101. Detail oCfig. 100. 
Ph oto Â.nd e r:-on. 

preceeded by a young man on a somewhat spirited horse on 
the rump of which is seated a hunting tiger; another man, his 
foot already in the stirrup, is about to mount his horse, he seems 
to call the tiger which he holds in an ingenious way, the leash 
passing over the collar. The fresco is crowded with figures; 
among them there are some magnificent pages on richly 
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harnessed mounts. Then to the right we see a long cortege of 
which thepersons nearest ha ve alI their heads turned more or 
Jess towards the spectator and in them we are tempted to look 

Fig. 102. Benozzo Gozzoli, Journey of the Magi. 
Chapel, Riccardi Palace, Florence. Photo Anderson 

for portraits. The cavalcade continues in the mountain and is 
corn posed of orientals rnounted on or leading carnels and rnules. 
The whole fresco is filled up with trees and verdure ; birds are 
seen everywhere, a heron flies in mid air, a tiger gives chase 
to a deer, another attacks an ox, a little monkey meditates in 
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Fig. 103. Detail of tig. 102. 
Photo Anderson. 

the right angle; while in the left angle on a piece of wall which 
is of a different le veI from the rest of the fresca we find some 
soldiers mounted and on foot; with their bows and arrows they 
have sooner the appearance ofhuntsmen. 

The following fresco (fig. 105 and pl. III) has been damaged 
by the breaking in of the wall to make a window; on the same 



JOHN PALAEOLOGUS. 
From the Journey of the Magi by Benozzo Gozzoli. in the Palazzo 

Riccardi. FIorence. 

Photo Anderson. 
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Fig. 104. Benozzo Gozzoli, Journey 01 the Magi . ChapeL 
Riccardi Palace, Florence. 

Ph oto And erson. 

II 
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wal! there is the door as well as a round window above. The 
principal figure here is a king attired with oriental magnificence. 
on a white horse, accompanied by some foot soldiers and three 

Fig. 105. Benozzo Gozzoli, Journey of the Magi. 
Chapel, Riccardi PaJace, Florence. 

beautiful pages on horseback; there were no doubt some otber 
figures on that part where the window is now. The landscape 
is superb with large trees and a rich vegetation spreading on 
to tbe hills in the distance where we see some castles ano 
two tiny knights. The third Eastern King (figs. 106: I07, I081 is 
quite a young man mounted on a white horse and of ver.y stately 
bearing; he is preceeded b,' two mountecl squires, accompanied 
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Fig. I06. Benozzo Gozzoli, Journey of the Magi. 
Chapel. Riccardi Palact' . Florence. 

by an armed suite and followed by agreat Ilumber of persons 
on horseback forming again a cavalcade which begins high 
up on a 1110untain near a castle. The mountain is barren ancl 
rocky; a man on horseback, who has the appearance of an olcl 
Roman, his lance raised, gives chase to a cleeI'. 

There are stiU two other fresco es in the chapel but th e\' 
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Fig. 107. Detail of fig. 106. Portrait of Cosimo de Medici. 
Photo Anderson. 

portray persons of a much more humble appearance; they are 
found over the little doors on the narrowest walls and represent 
the shepherds; in one of them (fig. I09) a young shepherd 
leaning on his crook is seen guarding a flock of lambs; a 
bearded shepherd near an ass looks towards the spot which 
was occupied by the InfantJeslls ofthe Nativity by Fra Filippo 
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Fig. 108. J >eta i I of fig. 106. 
Photu A ndersull 

which is now in Berlin. In the other frescu lfig. 110) we find an 
old white-bearded shepherd near his tlock, and another not any 
younger but clean-sha ven who, nea r an ox, leans on a rock,\' 
projection. his head in his hand and plunged in deep meditation, 
",hile his gaze is turned towards the new born Redeemer . 
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Fig 109 13l'l1 ozzn C"zz,di, tll<' 
Shepherds with their llocK,;. 
Chapel. R ie car di Palal'" 
Fl()renc('. Phi'\( 1 .\nr:cr:- 01l. 

The ques tion whether or not 'vve 
should look for portraits among all 
these very indi\'idual heacls that 
Benozzo has depicted here, has been 
much discussed; although som(:' 
writers are against this hypothe
sis, 1 think, alI the same there 
can be little doubt about it , consider
ing that Benozzo represented him
self in the last fresco, inscribing his 
name in cIear letters on his bonnet. 
It Îs reall_\- a signature: "Opus 
Bmo///' but it is no doubt on his 
o\\"n portrait that he has left it. 
Further we can hardly admit that 
this is the onl~' portrait and that 
all the other heads, which are so 
indi\'idual in appearance, are mere 
fantasies. 1 think sooner that these 
portraits are perhaps not \'ery faith
fuI to the original models; certainly 
the chief figure of the second fresco 
\\'hich in aH probability represents 
the emperor .lohn VII Palceologus. 
only vaguely resembles the medal 
which Pisanello made of him and 
which is 110 doubt a much more 
faithfullikeness, '0.' e must not forget, 
however, that Benozzo had not seen 
him since 1439. \vhen he came to 
Florence for the great church coun
cii, exact!.\' twenty years prior to 
the execution of the frescoes. The 
two men a t the head of the last part 
of the ca\'alcade - - the old one 011 

a muIe and the younger one on a 
horse are doubtless Cosimo de ' 
Medici and Piero "il Gottoso"; 
moreover they bear a fairly close 
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resembJance respectively to Michel
ozzo's medal and Mino da Fiesole's 
bust, both works in the National 
Museum, Florence. 

But it would be impossible to 
gi ve names to aU the persons who 
form this group. Monsieur Mesnil (1) 

thinks that the young man on a 
white horse at the head of the pro
cession, looking; a little to one side 
is almost surel.y Galeazzo Sforza 
and the one seen in three-quarter 
profile is Sigismondo Malatestajudg
ing from a relief in the Tempio of 
J{imini and some medals. 1 am not 
\'en' con vincecl of this and the 
resemblance, 1 think, is wry vague. 
[t is true, however, that some con
nexion must ha ve existecl between 
the execution of these frescoes in 
1459 made unde)' the direction of 
Piero de' Medici, and the feast that 
this prince organized the same year 
in honour of Pope Pius II and Gale
azzo Maria Sforza, so that we are 
quite justified in looking for these 
two personages in the frescoes. The 
figure which in Monsieur Mesnil's 
opinion represents Galeazzo Sforza, 
might be Giovanni de' Medici accord
ing to Mr. Martin 1") who compares 
this figure with a bust in terracotta 
which he attributes to Verrocchio 
and which he believes represents 

1. 1) lVlcSflil, op. cit. 
e) F. R. Mar/in, A terracotta Bust by 

Verrocchio, Burlington Magaziile, XLIII, 

192 3, p. 3· 

Fig.1 !O. Benozzo Gozzoli, the 
Shepherds with their f1ocks. 
Chapel, Riccardi Palace, 
Florencc. j'hoto :\l\der50n. 
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this person. 1 see neither resemblance nor reason which might 
entitle us to believe that the bust in question is really a portrait 
of this young man. Lorenzo de' Medici was ten years old in 
1459 and nothing is more simple than to identify him with the 
charming youthful Magus in the third fresco where his father 
and grand-father also are represented. This is quite possible 
but there is no question of a resemblance between the beautiful 
knight of the fresco and Lorenzo de' Medici who, as we know 
from other portraits, was very ugIy. 

The argument brought forward to explain the presence of 
the Emperor of Byzantium and the Patriarch of Constantinople 
is very plausible. Pope Pius II - Sylvius Piccolomini - was 
not onIy thinking of the union of the occidental and oriental 
churches but aIso of the defence of Byzantium against the 
Turks who were becoming more and more powerful and 
aggressive. When he carne to Florence in 1459, the moment 
the frescoes were being executed, and Piero de' Medici organized 
a feast in his honour, he had just returned from a congress 
held in Mantua at which the principal sovereigns of Europe 
had been represented and at which it had been decided to 
to undertake a crusade against Mohammed II. Perhaps the 
presence of Emperor John VII, the christian monarch most 
menaced by the Turks, was a demonstration of the favour 
in which these projects were held by the Medici. 

Benozzo did not spare himself any pains in his attempt to 
make the chapel as gorgeous as possible and the Medici were 
just as generous with regard to the expenditure. The frescoes 
are full of gold and azure. It is really a magnificent piece of 
work of a pleasing, even superb decorative effect, bright and 
joyful, rich and in good taste and skilful1y executed but in 
spite of aU that it is lacking in depth, in sentiment and in 
inspiration while there is little if any variety. It is a little the 
spirit of tapestry work that has guided the artist in this enter
prise. There is here practicaUy nothillg reminiscent of Fra 
Angelico; everything has become more ordinary, more terrestrial 
and there is no trace of the marveUous spiritual imagination 
of his great master. 

There is a long contract regarding the altar-piece that 
Benozzo excuted in q6r for the confraternit\, of the Purifi-
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cation (1). Domenico di Stefano, guardian of the confraternity, 
acted for the institution; Benozzo was to recei ve three hundred 
lire but he had to provide ali the material which had to be 
of the best quality. Ali had to be executed by his own hand 
and the picture must at least be as beautiful as his other works; 

Fig. 1 II Henozzo Gozzoli. lVIadonna . Saints ami a ngels, q6 r. 
National Gall ery, London . 

Ph oto An der:,,;on. 

the Madonna must resemble that of the altar-piece in S. Marco 
and the ornamentation must be the same; further the names 
of the four saints who actually do accompany the Virgin are 
stipulated and the predella has to be adorned with a scene 
from each of their li\-es; two children attired in white with 

(,l ZanoM c Bicchierai, op. cit. Home, Burlingtoll Magazine, \"11. J905. 
p . 382. Hoo{tl'werll. op. cit. 
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\\Teathes of flowers on their heads ha\'e to take the place of 
the usual coats of arms of the donors etc. etc. 

The altar-piece in the church of S. Marco that Benozzo was 
requested to use as model, is naturally the picture by Fra 
"\ngelico now in the museum of S. Marco. The Madonna that 
Benozzo painted does not beaI' a particular resemblance to 
Fra Angelico's figure, although the arabesque ornamentation 
is certainly after this master s manner.ltis, however, interesting 
ta note that in I46I, six years after Fra Angelico's death, 
Benozzo was stiU considered his ofllcial imitator. at least he 
\Vas openly asked ta take his inspiration from the holy monk's 
productions. 

The principal panel of this altar-piece is now preserved in 
the National Gallery, London (No. 2831 and shows the Virgin 
with the Child. barely covered by a transparent veil, standing 
on her knee. bestowing a blessing, in the midst offour angels 
and a cherub. She is escorted by the standing figures of 
55. Zenobius, .lohn the Baptist, Peter and Dominic and the 
kneeling figures of SS. Jerome and Francis (fig. 1 II). The 
background consists of a beautiful piece of brocade which 
forms as it ,,,ere a low wall over which trees are visible; 
n'getation and flowers blossol11 in the foreground while two 
little birds are depicted on the steps of the throne near St. 
Jerome s scarlet hat The faces, the hands and the draperies 
are executed in a very hard manner; the figures are without 
any charm. the six saints in particular are very displeasing; 
some have no expression, the others have an aiI' of hypo
critical adoration. Huge inscriptions surcharge the nimbi. On 
the ",hole it is in my opinion one of the artist's least successful 
productions. 

Of the predella panels three have been identified; one of 
them is now in Buckingham Pal ace in the collection cf H. M. 
the King of England; it illustrates the death of Simon Magus (1) 

who is shown fallen on the ground before Nero and his 
soldiers; St. Paul is seeu in prayer while St. Peter makes 
a gesture to\;';ards the scaffolding from which Simon has 

1',1 (/1:4 aud Boruc, op. cit., L Cusl, l\otes on Pictures in the Royal 
Collection. London. I9II. p. 19. 
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thrown himself; a number of other figures fill up the !ittle 
picture which. however, is poor in composition; the figures . 
although well drawn, are ali unmoved by the event. 

A more pleasing panel is that representing the miraculous 
resurrection of a child by St. Zenobius which was acquired 
from th e Kann collection, Paris , by the Kaiser Friedrich 
Museul1l. Rerlin (1). Here, against a pretty architectural back-

Fig 112 Benozzo Cozzo li , Miracle of St. Dominic. Brera Call ery, Mil an. 
Photo And<::rsoll. 

gmund. we see in the foreground the hol)' bishop~ the mother 
of the cbild and another woman in prayer; a large number 
of on·lookers are arranged in two groups leaving an empty 
space in tbe centre as in the panel in London. 

i l) E. Diaz, Rassegna d' Arte. IX, 190~, P 201. TV Wflshach, Francesco 
Pesellino u. die Romantik der Renaissance. Berlin, 1901 . p. 48, a t· 
tribute it to Pesellino. G. R. L G. SerU/lx d' Agincoltrt. Storia dell' Arte 
demos trata coi mOlluIIl enti (translated [rom French), IV, Prato, 1827. 

p. 434 and Pittura, pl. 147, describes and rep roduces thi s panel, which 
he belie\'ed by Masaccio, sayi ng that the painte r followed Chiberti'" 
rf' li f'f of the same subj ect on the altar of S. Zanobi in Florence. 
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The third of these predella pictures which is found in the 
Brera Gallery, Milan (No. 475, fig. II2) shows how St. Dominic 
resuscitates a child of the name of Napoleon who has been 
crushed by a horse. The accident is seen taking place on the 
left half of the panel and so as to lea ve no doubt about the child's 
fate, the artist shows the horse rearing on its hind legs, its 
two hoofs buried in the child's body; a man approaches the 
scene of disaster and seems about to strike the fiery animal; 
more to the right the child resuscitated, his hands clasped in 
adoration, is shown standing ne ar three women, very moved 
by the event, seated on the ground; St. Benedict followed by 
a group of monks is depicted to the right. The background 
is composed of a Gothic church and a Renaissance portico 
above which appear some trees. The fine colouring saves 
this little picture which is really very mediocre; the forms 
and feelings are vulgar and the faces rather ugly. 

Not of any better quality are four predella panels which 
Benozzo executed for the Alessandri of Florence, consequently 
about the same period, that is to say during his short sojourn 
in this town. The style corresponds perfectly alld as we shall 
see, Benozzo repeats two of the scenes that we have just 
found in the predella of the altar-piece which he made for 
the confraternity of the Purificazione so that we can suppose 
that the two saints from whose legends these scenes are 
taken viz. SS. Peter and Zenobius, were represented on the 
principal paneI. For the same reason the other two saints must 
ha ve been SS. Paul and Benedict. Vasari mentions these panels 
as the work of Pesellino and in his day they were preserved 
in the Alessandri chapel in S_ Pier Maggiore in Florence; 
he speaks about this work as if only the four little panels 
existed (1) but there can be no doubt that they formed the 
predella of an altar-piece. These four panels are now in the 
Metropolitan Museum, New York (Nos. G742 la, Ib, IC, Id) (2). 
Generally speaking they are perhaps a little superior to the 
other series, the two scenes corresponding to those in the 

el j. P. Richter, Repert. f. Kunstwiss., 1884, p. ~40. 1,/0 1I11?l's , Archiv_ 
Stor. del!' Arte, 1894, p. 158. Burro/tghs, op. cit. 

(2) Vasari-Milunesi. III. p. 37. 
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picture of 146 r, show little difference, particularly the faH of 
Simon Magus, the composition of which, although inverted, 
is practicaUy the same. In the resurrection effected by 
St. Zenobius (fig. 113) there is a greater number of figures 
and much more movement; it is quite a pleasing little picture. 

Fig. Il3. Benozzo Gozzoli, Miracle of St. Zenobius . 
Metropolitan Museum, New York. 

In the conversion of St. Paul we see the saint as a giant, 
much larger than the other figures, lying on the ground in 
the open country; a ray of light descends on him from heaven 
and frightens away the soldiers mounted and on foot, who 
surround him, a little dog yaps at the feet of one of them. 

Then we see Totila attired in a coat of mail and accompanied 
bya numerous suite, kneeling humbly at the feet ofSt. Benedict 
who, seated before him and escorted by several monks, re· 
proaches him with his wicked deeds. The facade of a church, 
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some trees and some fragments of architecture form a very 
rigid background and surrounding to this little pic ture which 
is far from pleasillg. The heads are decidedly ugly and the 
technique is inferior to that of the three other panels; yet 1 
do not think that it is the work of a helper. 

As 1 have already said after this stay in Florence which 
lasted probably from I-t-59 until about 1463, Benozzo returned 
but rarely to this town. On leaving Florence he must have 
gone directly to San Gimignano(l), because in April 1464 he 
had already finished the eleventh of the seventeen frescoes 
which illustrate the life of St. Augustine in the choir of the 
church dedicated to this saint; we cannot be sure, however, 
that he executed the frescoes according to the order of the 
narrative; in fact the contrary is more proba bIe because he 
must ha ve painted the higher frescoes first; he did not finish 
the decoration till 1465, the date we read on the seventh 
episode. 

Besides, while he was working on this cycle, he f'xecuted 
in the same church a fairly large and important fresco of 
St. Sebastian protecting the inhabitants of San Gimignano 
against the wrath of God Who is seen on high in the midst 
of angels, loosing arrows while Christ and the Virgin lmeel 
before Him, imploring pardon for the sinners. Lower down 
six angels bear a crown above the saint's head, catch the 
arrows and hold his c10ak to protect the numerous citizens who 
are gruuped below, mostly kneeling, around St. Sebastian, who, 
although youthful, is bearded, a detail we meet with in some 
representations of the early christian centuries (fig. 114) (2). 
Lower down six little medallians contain the half-Iength 
figures of saints and in the centre the artist, on what 100ks 
like a panel superimposed on thealtar, has depicted the 5aviour 
on the Cross with the Virgin, 5t. John, 5t. Antony ofPadua, 
5t. Augustine and an adoring monk. 

The story of St. Augustine is narrated in the choir in seven-

(1) Baldvria, ap. cit. FauClJIl, ap. cit. Guidi Emilifllli op. cit. Gruyer, 
Gazette des Beaux Arts, nauv. ser, IV, 187°, p. 162. R. Vischer, Zeit. 
schr. f Bild Kunst, X, 1875, p. 308 L. PU'ori, Storia delia terra di San 
Gimignano, Florence, 1853. 
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Fig. 114 Bellozzo Gozzoli, St. Sebastian pl'Otecting 
the inhabitants of San Gimignano. S. ;\gostino, 

San Gimignano. l'h uto Al in:tri . 
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pronounced Renaissance style, some stiH quite Gothic (fig. lIS). 
His admission to the university of Carthage is half destroyed; 
we see St. Augustine as a young student with a book in his 
hand, kneeling before a professor beside whom a colleague 
with a curious face is seated while some students stand around. 

Fig. I15. Benozzo Gozzoli, St. Augustine brought to school. 
S. Agostino, San Gimignano. Photo AHnari. 

Also the third and fourth frescoes - St. Monica, the mother of 
St. Augustine, praying for her son and, under the window, 
St. Augustine crossing the sea on his wa)' to Italy - are very 
much damaged and repainted. Then his arrival in Milan is 
iHustrated: the saint, young and elegant, has sooner the appear
an ce of a warrior followed by his squires, than that of a future 
Doctor of the Church, although he wears the bonnet of the 
savant on his head. He is received by an aged man who takes 
him b~' the hand. 



ST. AUGUST/NE LEA V/NG ROME FOR MILAN. 
By Benozzo Gozzoli in S. Agostino. San Gimignano. 

Photo Alinari. 
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St. Augustine teaching in the university of Rome is shown 
in a beautiful Renaissance halI, richly decorated; the young 
professor is seated at a desk amid his students who, either 
standing or sitting, are arranged in two rows; a little dog 

Fig. II6. Benozzo Gozz oli, St. Augustine teaching philosophy in Rome. 
S. Agostino. San Gimignan o. 

Ph oto Alin ari . 

with an air of independence sits in the centre but does not 
attract the attention of the audience (fig. lIS). This is one of 
the finest paintings that we have from the hand of Benozzo 
Gozzoli. 

The seventh fresco which represents the journey of St. 
Augustine from Rome to Milan is strongly reminiscent of 
the ca valcade in the chapel of the Riccardi Palace (pl IV). 
The background is a smiling landscape very unlike the country 
:\[ IZ 
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around Rome; the town occupies the left corner of the picture 
and but for the Castel San Angelo and the point of the Pyramid 
of Cestius visible over the head of one of the figures it would 
be hardly possible to recognize it. The cavalcade and a man 
on foot accompanied by a fat old breathless dog, advance 
rapidly; this forms a strange contrast to the six figures stand
ing immobile to the right and left of the scene. These figures 
are no doubt portraits because the features are far too indi
vidual to be mere invention. Moreover, it is in all probability 
in this fresco that we should look for the representation of 
the donors. Above, an inscription speaks of Doctor Parisinus -
Fra Domenico Strambi - known under this name because of 
his renown at the universities of Paris and Oxford. Strambi 
consequently was probably one of the donors and is no doubt 
one of the persons represented here. On the same fresco we 
find the signature of the painter and the date 1465. Two 
angels unroll the scroH which contains the four lines of in
scription. They are much too large as is also the inscription 
itself; this rather spoils the effect of the fresco which is really 
very beautiful. 

The eighth fresco shows us the saint's arrival in lVIilan 
where he is received by Emperor Theodoric and St. Ambrose. 
The scene is staged in a beautiful portico, divided into three 
parts, of the purest Renaissance style (fig. 117). St. Augustine 
has just alighted from his horse which is being held to the 
left and the principal incident in the painting is the removal 
of the saint's spurs by a servant The affectionate welcome 
that St. Ambrose gives him is depicted in the right cornel', 
while the saint paying homage to the emperor, surrounded by 
his courtiers, is lost in the background. 

The ninth fresco combines several moments in the conversiol1 
of St. Augustine. Against a stiff but rather elaborate archi
tectural background we see to the left St. Augustine expounding 
his stiH heretic ideas to St. Ambrose who appears to be 
decidedly shocked; centrally towarcls the back St. Monica on her 
knees implores St. Ambrose to convert her son while to the 
right St. Augustine meditates profoundly as he listens to the 
words of St. Ambrose who, in episcopal attire, preaches to the 
people; this portion of the fresco is \"ery much damaged. 
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The next scene shows us the final stage in the conversion of 
St. Augustine who, seated in a garden. is plunged in the Acts of 
the A.postles; he does not seem to be aware of some young 
people who stand around him and not even of his friend, no 

Fig. 117. Benozzo Gozzoli, St. Augustine in Milan. 
S. Agostino, San Gimignano. Ph oto Alinari. 

doubt Alipe, who apparent1y talks to him of what he is reading. 
The baptism of St. Augustine forms the subject of the next 

scene. Under a cupola supported on columns St. Ambrose 
sprinkles the holy water on the head of St. A.ugustine who, 
naked and on his knees, leans his elbows on the edge of the 
baptismal font on the border of which we read the date 1 st A prii 
1464- Different persons assist at the ceremony; one of them is 
his mother, another must be his son Adeodat while yet another 
is his friend Alipe who was baptized the same day. Apart from 
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this incident, St. Augustine is depicted in the habit of a monk. 
The following fresco, the twelfth, shows above, the holy 

doctor yisiting the monastery of the hermits at Monte Pisano 
and below to the left St. Augustine, seated near a large Gothic 
church, eXplaining the rules of the order to the monks who, 
with but one exception, aU kneel around him; then we see the 
meeting at the sea-side of the saint and the little boy who tells 
him that it would be just as impossible to empty the ocean 
with a spoon as to make St. Augustine understand divine 
knowledge and goodness. 

The thirteenth fresco illustrates the passage from the Golden 
Legend which relates that "in the company of Nebrode and 
Evode as well as that of his mother, St. Augustine set sail 
ta re turn to Africa, but on his arrival at the port of Ostia he 
was striken by the death of his pious mother". 

Through a portico on the right half of the fresco, we see 
St. Augustine, stiH deep in the scriptures, on a little ship an 
what appears ta be a lake; then inside a room St. Monica is 
shown on her death-bed; a little naked child - Jesus? -
descends to\\'ards her while angels bear her soul to heaven; 
some nuns stand around her bed and St. Augustine reads the 
funeral service; a young man weeping behind him, must be 
his son; t\VO monks are also represented here as well as a 
figure \yhich Benozzo loved to depict, that of a woman sitting 
an the ground with a little boy. To the right and Ieft the outside 
of the house is visible. A holy monk and nun in conversation 
are no doubt St. Augustine and St. Monica which would cor
respond with a passage in the eleyenth chapter of the first 
boole of confessions, as do also the tears of Adeodat. The 
painter has attempted to brighten this scene of mourning by 
placing in the right corner two little naked children one of 
whom terrified, tries ta escape from a dog about to bite his 
leg (1) In the right haif of the fresco, St. Augustine, from the 

(1) In 'my opinion this is only an element of genre" painting which the 
artist has placed in this scene without thinking and not at ali some 
souvenir 0'1 his part of the verse of Lucretius in which there is question 
of the "puling of the new-born mingling with the wailing of the dying" 
as r..;. Mengill, B G .. p. 88, thinks. 1 do not believe in the least that our 
painter was so familiar with the classical authors. 
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altar of a church giving his benediction ta the faithful, is very 
much damaged; besides, the onIy interest of this scene lies in 
the perspective that the artist has attempted to produce in the 
interior view of the Renaissance church, seen from the altar 
towards the entrance The rather ugly proportions of the church 
which is not nearly high enough are due to the form of the 
lunette which the painter had to adorn with this fresco. 

In the next painting St. Augustine in episcopai vestments is 
depicteel arguing with St. Fortunatus who, in his consternation 
has Iet his book falI but seems already to be convinced; then 
the saint, attired in the same garments, is representeel writing 
in his little study, his head raised to receive the eli\'ine inspi
ration; there is a certain intimacy in the precise manner in which 
Benozzo has rendered aU the details of the room. 

Lastly the seventeenth fresco shows the dead saint stretched 
on a bier in the midst of numerous 1110nks against a background 
of architecture, the 1110nastery with a portico spreading in front, 
occupying the centre; above, the soul of the holy doctoris borne 
a way by angels. The general idea of the composition recalls 
that of the eleath of St. Francis at Montefalco, which derives 
from Giotto's painting of this subject in Assisi. 

Outside, on the pillars of the chancel arch there are three 
figures of saints in niches to either side; above the arch itself 
we see the half-Iength figures ofChrist and the Twelve Apostles 
in l11edallions. The friezes which frame the frescoes andseparate 
them one from the other are worthy of special mention. Some 
are particularIy beautiful, composed of angels placed among 
garlands 01' half-Iength figures of angels supporting \ueathes 
of vegetation; others are of purely ornamental elesigns, the 
motifs being invariably stylized \'erdure. 

All the figures here and the ornamental parts are from the 
hand of Giusto di Andrea as well as several figures ne ar the 
principal window, as the artist himself says very precisely (1). 

That Benozzo received some help in this cyele of frescoes is 
only natural, yet 1 elo not think that, with the exception of SOl11e 
ornal11ental friezes, he aUowed his assistants to work in an 
independent manner because the style on the \\'hole is \'ery 

(1) Tlle document is founcl in J!ilil//(si, note 4 n!1 ['(/:;lIri. In. p. 5+ 
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harmonious and the painting of fairly good quality. After the 
series in the chapel of the Riccardi Palace, I believe this, in spite 
of obvious restorations, is the best work we ha\'e from the hand 
ofBenozzo Gozzoli. Here we find a warmer and more pleasing 
colour scheme and weU-balanced compositions and although 
the artist never succeeded in rendering action in a very natural 
manner, the attitudes at least, are less artificial and the figures 
haw more life, more sentiment aneI more expression than in 
his other works. The plastic effects, it is true, are better 
shown in the faces than in the rest of the body, but the figures 
on the whole, are not so rigid and the forms are graceful and 
weU, proportioned, if not beautiful. Vas ari informs us that he 
had in his possession aU the drawings that Benozzo used for 
this series of iUustrations from the life of St. Augustine. 

\\Tith the exception of a few short absences, Benozzo re
mained in San Gimignano until 1467 executing works of minor 
importance. It is possible that the panel of 1466, now in Temi. 
was panted at San Gimignano. 'vVe know for certain that he 
\Vent to Certaldo. 

At San Gimignano Benozzo worked also in the CoUegiata 
\\'here on the entrance waU he painted a large fresco of the 
martyrdom of St. Sebastian which bears the date 18th January 
1465. that is to say 1466 according to our calendar, and the 
signature: ((Bmo:ills Flol'cntt'lllls PZ·l1Xl'f". The saint is bearded 
and strongly resembles that in the church of S. Agostino. He 
is shown standing on a smaU pe des tai in a beautifullandscape ; 
se\'eral soldiers loase arrows at him; his body is already 
pierced in many places. Deocletus and a companion stand close 
to the mart)'r owr whose head two angels hold a crown while 
two other angels approach with the palm of martyrdom. AboYe 
in a mandorla surrounded by angels and cherubim the Saviour 
and the Virgin are depicted. A magnificent border with me
dallions containing busts of saints, angel heads, coats of arms 
and monograms frames this fresco. As in the painting in S. 
Agostino. here too the artist shows below in a ]jttle picture. 
imitating a pane!. the Crucifixion with two venera bie saints 
kneeling at the foot of the Cross. 

During the same year he painted the figures which are found 
to either side of this fresco. They represent the Virgin, without 
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the Child, her hands clasped, in the midst of four saints and 
one cherub ",hile the wings of other cherubil11 are visible, a 
St. Antony also escorted by angels and on the pilasters the 
standing figures of SS. Augustine, Bernard. Jerol11e and Ber-

Fig. IlS. Benozzo Gozzoli) Madonna and Saints, 1466. 
Collegiata, San Gimignano. Ph oto A l ill~ri. 

nardine of Siena. On the 6th February q6S (I466) Benozzo 
is paid 20 lire 10 sous (il and considering that the other fresco 
\\'as dated T8th January and that the payment was l11ade in ali 
probabilit~· a few days after the decoration was finished, we 
get here an idea of the rapidity with which Benozzo worked; 

1: I I'l'cori, op. cit., p. 510 note I. 
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he can hardly have taken longer than a couple of weeks to 
execute aH these frescoes. 

In the Uflizi there is a sketch which corresponds perfecti)" 
with the figure of the Madonna in these paintings (1) but the 
proportions are heavier and the folds much more wooden 
50 that I do not think that it is by Benozzo himself even 
although it appears to date from the Isth century. 

In the choir of the Collegiata there is an important altar
piece, originating from the convent of Sta. Maria Maddalena, 
which recalls to a certain extent that of q61 in the National 
Gallery (fig. IlS). The Child, bestowing a blessing with one 
hand and holding a globe in the other sits on His Mother's 
knee, to the si des kneel SS. John the Baptist, Mary Magdalene, 
Augustine and Martha. The background, as in the panel in 
London, is composed of a beautiful piece of brocacle; over 
the Virgin's head two angels hold a crown and a heavy garlancl 
of roses. The back of the throne is high and shell-shaped as 
in Fra Angelico's late paintings of the Madonna. 

The signature is inscribed on one of the marble steps, it 
runs: "Opus Bellozii De FlorClltz'a 1l1CCCCL VI". The tech
nique here is a little hard, anei generally speaking it is evident 
that Benozzo's mural decoration \vas more successful than his 
panel painting. Yet this is a work of considerable merit, showing 
a decided Florcntine touch in the plastic effects and agreat 
refinement in the technique. A similar but more modest pic ture 
is found in the church of S. Andrea. Here the Virgin is 
accompaniecl by SS. Prosper ane! Andrew anei two angels 
with baskets of flowers; the preclella is adornecl with a figure 
ofChrist on the Cross between the Virgin, St . .Iohn, St. William 
ancl another saint. The signature reacls: ({Opus Benol// d!' 
Florelltia riie XXVJJ! Aug·usli MCCCCLXVI"; also the name 
of the clonor is inscribecl. 

The same elate, q66, is founel on the peclestal ofthe Yirgin's 
throne in the panel now in the gallery of Terni (Umbria), but 
very probably executed at San Gimignano (fig. II9). 

It really represents the Mystic Marriage of St. Cathel'ine 
who kneels belo\\' anei l'eceivcs thc ring on heI' finger from 

(') Photo Braull, 76252. 
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Fig. 1 [9. Benozzo Gozzoli, lVIaelonna anei saints, q66. Gallery, T emi. 

Photo _-\l illa ri. 
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the Child Christ; laterally we see SS. Lucy, Bartholomew and 
Francis, two angels support the curtain which forms the back
ground while above, God the Father sends forth the dove. This 
picture is signed: ii Opus Benofii De Florentia MCCCCLXVI"; 
the general effect is quite harmonious. According to Ca val
caselle it originates from the church of S. Francesco which 
\\'~)Uld expIain the presence of St. Francis; other writers 
are of the opinion that it comes from the church of Marina 
d'Oro (1). 

In 1467 Benozzo restored the fresco that Lippo Memmi 
executed in I3IJ in the large meeting-room of the town haU. 
It represents the Virgin under a baldaquin in the midst of 
saints, resembling in composition the Maesta Simone Martini 
painted in Siena (:!). Two doors had to be opened in the wall 
but Benozzo did not limit his work to a mere restoration of 
the existing fresco because he added to the extreme right the 
figures of SS. Francis and Louis King of France, while to 
the extreme Ieft he seems to have entirely repainted the figure 
of St. Antony Abbot but on the old model. He signed this 
\York: i, B(,/lot/us Flormft"llIls pi for resfaurai1z't Anno Domz'n/ 

JICCCCLXVll" but already in April 1466 the authorities had 
decided that Benozzo was to be charged with tne restoration 
of aH the frescoes in this hall, which included some of the 
end of the 13th century; he had to paint the coat of arms of 
the town in gold, and white-wash the rest of the haU. At the 
same time he painted an Annunciation at the top of the stairs 
in this hall and for the combined work received the sum of 
90 lire Ci). 

A very mediocre work is preserved in the court-yard of the ex
monastery of Monte Oliveto, near San Gimignano; it represents 
the Crucifixion in the midst of four angels with the pelican 
above and the Virgin, St. John and the kneeling figure of 
St. Jerome at the foot of the Cross; two prophets adom the 
spandrels (fig. 120). Benozzo gave himself no pains over this 
work which he executed for a country monastery; he obvi-

(1) Lf~ Gallnie i\azionali Italiane, II. Rome, 1896, p. 197. (~. Cristojalll~ 

op. cit., p, 291' 
ei v. VoI. II, p. 163. 
(;:1 Peron', Oj). cit., p. 650. 
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Fig. 120. Eenozzo Gozzoli, Crucifixion. Monte Oliveto, San Gimignano. 
Photo Alillari. 

oLlsly dispatched it with the utmost haste; it is vulgar in 
appearance and the colouring is ordinary. Vasari mentions this 
fresco as well as other paintings by Benozzo no", lost in the 
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same monastery. No precise date can be affixed to this freso e), 
nor to another pic ture of the same subject, Christ on the Cross 
accompanied by St. Jerome, St. Francis and a donor, which 
was detached from a haU in the Palazzo Comunale and is no\V 
in the town gallery (No. 2). This painting is just as mediocre 
in technique as the previous fresco for which reason it has 
of ten been taken for a school work, but I agree with MI'. Beren
son that it is more likely a poor production from the master's 
own hand. 

In the British Museum there is a drawing (XXXVIII, 1885, 
519, 38) which is attributed by many writers to Benozzo and 
I think indeed it reaUy is by him; it is hastily executed but 
is full of life and movement (fig. 121) el. The subject, a young 
girl in bed surrounded by people, raising herself and looking 
at the Virgin in the midst of angels, who appears to heI', is, 
I think, an episode from the life of St. Fina, the child saint 
of San Gimignano, to whom Ghirlandaio has dedicated t\VO 
frescoes in a chapel of the Collegiata. It might be surmised 
from this drawing that Benozzo, during his sojourn in San 
Gimignano, made a more or less extensive cycle of illustrations 
from the legend of St. Fina unless this sketch served as model 
for the execution of a predella paneI. Mr. Berenson remarks 1") 
that another drawing by Benozzo, now preserved in the Print 
Room ofDresden, shows a young saint received into a religious 
order (4). The two leaves belong to the same series. 

A little drawing in the collection of the late Mr. Loeser, 
Florence, closely resembles in technigue the previous sketches; 
it illustrates an incident from the life of St. Augustine vvhich is 
not represented in the series of frescoes in the church dedicated 
to this saint; in a landscape the saint in the throes of a violent 

el 1 do not know where Mr. Berenson found the date of q66 for 
this fresca. 

el BerensoJ/, Drawings of the Florentine Painters, No. 5+0. 
(Si Berensoll, Drawings of the Florentine Painters, 1, p. ro, thinks 

that this drawing is a production of the artist's L'mbrian period and 
illustrates an event from the life of either St. Clare of Assisi ar St. 
Clare of Montefalco. 

(") Vasari Society, III, pl. 3. ). Meder, Die Handzeiclmung, Vienna, 
1919, p. 612, fig. 296, mentions this drawing as a typical example of 
unsymmetrical construction. 
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toothache is depicted seated on the ground undeI' a figtI'ee, 
a man talks to him, two women pI'ay while a third is but 
only faintly outlined (fig. 122) (1). What makes the attribution 

Fig. I21. Benozz(, Cozzoli, the Story of St. Fina?, drawing. British Museum. 
Ph010 AllJerson. 

to Benozzo in this case quite certain is the inscription of two 
lines below which explains the scene and which without any 
doubt is wI'itten by the same hand as the ietter to Pietro de' 
Medici. Could Benozzo's primary intention have been to prolong 

I I) Ţ"asary Sociely, reprod. III, No. 5. 
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further the cyele from the life of St. Augustine ar to add 
other scenes to it? And is this perhaps the sketch for one 
of them? 

In the Ponte dell' Agliena chapel at Certaldo there is a taber
naele decorated with frescoes which are quite characteristic 
of Benozzo's style_ Outside we see the Crucifixion and the 
martyrdom of St. Sebastian; in the embrasures of the wall 
the figures of SS. Anthony Abbot, James Major and Johl1 
the Baptist; and on the arch the Annunciation while the 
principal scene, the Descent from the Cross, adorns the inside 
of the tabernaele. In his letter of 1467 to Piero de' Medici, 
Benozzo says that he has sent Giovanni di Mugiello and another 
helper to execute some work at Certaldo (1). The second assistant 
might have been Giusto di Andrea, at least this artist records 
in his annotations that the decoration in the Ponte dell' Agliena 
chapel is the last work in which he collaborates with Benozzo 
Gozzoli. It might be also that the two helpers went to 
Certaldo to undertake first some other mural painting. '1\' e 
know from Giusto di Andrea's own records that he was in 
San Gimignano in 1465 and that he worked with Benozzo 
at these frescoes so that there can be no doubt regarding the 
date of execution. The paintings in question are of a very 
medio cre quality. 

In 1467 we find Benozzo Gozzoli in Pisa working at the 
frescoes in the Campo Santo. Already in July q67 the carpenter 
is paid for having brought the scaffolding; in August the 
painting has already been taken in hand and a certain Sandro, 
Benozzo's heI per, is remunerated at Christmas for having kept 
the paintings in the Campo Santo in such a manner that they did 
not get spoiled (2). Nevertheless, it was not until January q69 
(1470) that the actual contract was signed, according to which 
the artist undertook to execute at least three frescoes a year and 
for each fresco he was to receive 6621:: large t1orins; the scenes 
of the grape gathering and the drunkenness of Noah were 
already finished and the payment for them settled. \Ve find very 
regular records of the work and remuneration for it up till 

(1) 111ilanesi, note on Vllsllri, 11I, P 5-1 
(2) SlIpillO, Campo Santo, p. 195 note r. 
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1472. On the 3rd November 1470, Benozzo had finished the 
scenes of the malecliction of Cham, the Tower of Babel, the 
Adoration of the Magi, and Ninus forcing the people to adore 
the statue of his father Belus. By the 29th October 1472 he had 
painted the frescoes of Abraham, Sarah, Lot in Egypt, Abra
ham's victory over the Assyrians and the message to Sarah. 

Fig. 122. Benozzo Gozzoli , St. Augllstine slIffering from toothache, drawing. 
Loese r Co llecti on, Flore ncc. 

Photo Vasari Socic lY. 

Then the work continues more slowly and it is not until Li-7+ 
that he is accredited with the Burning of Sodom, the Sacrifice 
of Abraham and the wedding of Isaac and Rebecca while in 
147She has illustrated the s tory of /:<:sau and Jacob, the marriage 
of Jacob, the rape of Oinah and the choir of Apostles and saints. 
In October 1477, having finished the three episodes from the 
story of Joseph, the painter has completed eighteen frescoes 
for which the total remuneration, according to the contract, 
amounted to 120oducats ; he was paid separately for each fresco 
as soon as it was finishecl . 

On the Isth April Li-79 Benozw had clispatched the first scene 
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of the cycle of the story of Moses carrying off the crown from 
Pharaoh; during the same year he painted Pharaoh and his 
army drowning in the Red" Sea and Moses receiving the tables 
of the law (March 1479 (1480)). Ayear later he had finished the 
scene of the golden calf and it has been calculated that he was 
paid 8066 lire for the twenty-two scenes. During the same year 
he achieved the Chastisement of Core, Datan and Abvion. In 
July 1482 he has to his credit the fresco iHustrating the story 
of the flowering rod of Aaron and the bronze serpent. 

On May Ist 1485 he is paid for three frescoes as ifthey were 
four on account of their unusual size; the scenes in question are 
Moses' attempt to cross theJordanandhisdeath,Joshuecrossing 
the .Iordan and David slaying Goliath. Then he depicted as well 
the Queen of Sheba on her way to visit Solomon l1). " 

For the greater part these frescoes stiH exist (2) but they are 
in a deplorable condition (3) and it would be useless to give a 
detailed description of them. T o form some idea of the original 
appearance of these paintings which have now practicaHy 
disappeared we must have recourse to the engravings which 
Lazinio made of ali the paintings in the Campo Santo towards 
I8I2 when these frescoes apparently were in a much better 
state of preservation (1). 

The first frescoes are the least ruined. The very first is the 
well known scene of Noah's drunkenness (figs. I23, I24). The 
artist does not show us only the grievous consequences of 
the patriarch's inexperience regarding the effect of wine, but 
also the making of the wine which is depicted in such a 
natural manner and with so much knowledge of the subject 
that the spectator cannot but be surprised at Noah's igno
rance when the people around him had perfected to such an 
extent the method of making wine. The grape-picking takes 
place in the vineyard; two men gather beautiful bunches 

(1) The documents are given by S. CiamPi, Notizie inedite deHa sagrestia 
pistoiese etc., Florence, 1810, p. 110. The Same, Notizie deHa sacrestia dei 
begli arredi dei Campo Santo di Pisa, Florence, 1810, p. 153." Tanjani 
Cmtojal1ti, Notizie etc. Hoogewerff, op. cit. 

e) Supillo, Campo Santo. Letalle, op. cit. 
(3) D'Acchiardi, op. cit., L'Arte, 1903, p. 121. 
(") Some of these engravings are reproduced in Su/Jino, op. cit. 
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Fig. 124 . Detail of fig. 123. 
Photo Ali nari. 

which four women carry to a receptacle where a man is busy 
trampling the fruit ; ali the people around seem to have a 
complete knowledge of the work in process. Noah and his 
two grand-sons are represented in the foreground; one of 
the children is frightened by a dog who barks at two little 
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boys sitting on the ground. This scene of small infants fright
ened by a dog appears on several occasions in Benozzo's 
paintings. 

Towards the centre I\oah is depicted drinking; a young 
woman holds the \'essel of wine which the old man seems 
to find to his taste. 

Then we see him lying naked on the ground undeI' the 
effect of the liquor. Cham jeers at him, and the whole family 
look on with the exception of Sem who, turning himself 
away, covers the drunken man with a cloak. In the cornel' 
a woman covers heI' face with heI' hand but peeps through 
heI' fingers at the repulsi\'e sight, a humorous detail which 
gives us a fairly deal' insight into Benozzo's character. We 
see here an edifice of quite an elaborate but very improbable 
form. Some young girls look from the window; a peacock 
is perched on the building and various other birds animate 
this fresco. 

N othing could be less gloomy than the malediction of Cham 
which takes place undeI' a Renaissance portico over the rooi 
of which other buildings are visible (fig. 125). Before the 
rather damaged figure of Noah stand his wife and his son 
Cham, hardly dismayed at alI. In a beautiful landscape some 
women are busily occupied with their children, some young 
people, one youth with a falcon on his hand, talk together, 
some children are at play and dogs walk about. A proud 
peacock and other birds lend further beauty to this charming 
composition which is essentially profane and in the right 
corner of which the aged Noah caresses his two grand-sons. 

In the fresco of the construction of the Tower of Babel the 
artist shows us the greatest possible diversity of architecture 
of which the human mind could think (figs. 126, 127). The 
city of Babel .- the name is inscribed on one of the gates 
- is composed of an agglomeration of buildings of aH the 
different styles --- domes, oriental towers and Italian Renais
sance edifices are represented one alongside the other. The 
tower itself is not yet very high; it looks more like a gateway. 
A considerable number of workmen are busy on the con
struction but a stiU grea tel' number of people look ono Apart 
[rom a few biblic al personages, they appear to be mostly the 



notables of Pisa of 
the day ofBenozzo 
Gozzoli; there are 
no doubt many 
portraits among 
them. 

In the Aclorat
ion of the Magi 
the three Kings 
are clepict e d 
before the Chilcl 
Christ Who i s 
seated on the knee 
of His Mother 
around whom 
there is a host 
of angels; th e 
youngest of the 
three \Vise Men is 
standing and a 
page removes his 
spurs as in one of 
the frescoes from 
t h est ° ry o f S t. 
Augustine at San 
Gimignano (fig. 
I281. Here too we 
see the little dog 
as well as two 
horses,one shovvn 
from the front, th e 
other from the 
back, which recall 
the fresco of 
PisanelIo. AII the 
left half of the 
painting is occu-
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pied by a ca valcade, after the manner of that in the chapelof 
the Riccardi Palace. Belo\\' this fresco is depicted the Annunci· 
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ation which frames the upper part of the door of the chapel 
of S. Gregorio; the site of the event is the Virgin's bed-room; 
both figures kneel but it would have been difticult to represent 
them otherwise because the ceiling is so low. At a lower 
level an angel holding a flower is shown to either side. 

Fig. 127. Detail of fig. 126. 

Photo A Iinari. 

In the fresco of Ninus, King of Babylon, forcing the people 
to adore the statute of his father Belus, the action is aga in 
sacrificed to a study of architecture, chiefly of the Italian 
Renaissance style, in which the episodes of Abraham's test 
by fire and the massacre, probably of those who have refused 
to adore the statue, in the background to the left, are quite 
a secondary consideration. The journey of Abraham, Sarah 
and Lot to Canaan has provided the painter with another 
opportunity of portraying a little cavalcade with a marvellous 
view of a landscape spreading into the distance and to the 
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right some shepherds guarding their flocks (figs. I29, I30). 
Between the two crowded and rather violent scenes of Abra

ham's victory over the Assyrians and the destruction of Sodom 
there is one fuU of peace and almost without any movement, 
it is the departure of Agar when he is ordered by an angel 

Fig. 128. Benozzo Gozzoli, the Adoration of the Magi. Campo Santo, Pisa. 
Photo Alinari. 

to return in his own footsteps. This fresco is very much 
damaged; that of the destruction of Sodom a little less so; 
the four figures fleeing from the town in the right cornel' of 
the latter fresco are very fine; one of them is the wife of Lot 
looking behind her and is shown stiffening into a piUar of 
salt according to the scriptures. 

The story of Abraham's sacrifice is iUustrated in several 
episodes (fig. 13I) in a very ruined fresco in which the back-
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ground is fonned 
~ by a fine land-
1 scape with excel
:., lent effects of 

C\l 
perspective; the 

~(J) figures, however, 
E~ are rather ordi
~ nary. The same 

r.fl 
o can be said of the 
o-

marriage of Isaac Cii 
U and Re becca in 
~ which there IS a 
@ little more archi
u 
E tecture. In the 
.. birth of Jacou and 
j Esau, the artist's 
~ chief thought has 
?2 been for the archi
~ tectural details; a 
~ large gateway in 
~ the centre, a log
:=: gla to the right 

<l; 
o and a portico to 
~ the left fill up 
~ almost the entire 
2. fresco; the birth 
~ of the t\VO children 
~ who are seen 
N 

8 having their first 
~ bath, takes place 
~ undeI' the portic o 
II (fig. I3 2 ); the 
o- painter narrates 
::! this little scene 
oiJ 
~ with much spirit. 

The marriage of 
.Iacob and Rachel, on the other hand is entirely a study of 
a beautiful "miling landscape which must indeed have been 
charming in its original condition but time has dealt rudely 
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with this painting and only some vague traces are now visible. 
A fairly extensive landscape was depicted also in the back
ground of the fresco of the meeting of Jacob and Esau and 
the rape of Dinah in which we see as well a large number 

Fig. 130. Detail of fig. 129. 
P hoto .-\. lin; lri. 

of little figures, a detachment of soldiers and in the centre 
an important group of the notable Pisans of Benozzo's day. 
Then below a Coronation of the Virgin of the q th century, 
we find a large group of Apostles and other saints but most of 
these figures ha ve undergone a considerable amount of resto
ration; a door separated this painting from a similar composition 
on the other side, of which, however, nothing remains. 

In the fresco illustrating the story of Joseph there is again an 
increase in the quantity of architecture and in that sho\ving the 
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infant Moses throwing Pharaoh's crown on the ground and 
other incidents from this patriarch's childhood, architectural 
buildings fiU up the entire background. The figures, however, 
are numerous and fairl)" large but they are not very attractive, 
being unrefinecl ancl lifeless. 

Of the Crossing of the Red Sea only the pretty lanclscape 

Fig. 131. Benozzo Gozzoli. detail of Abraham's Sacrifice. Campo Santo, Pisa. 
1'hoto Min ist . delia Pu bbl. Istr . 

backgrouncl is visible, the foregrouncl with the figures has 
almost entirely disappeared. 

In the scene ofMoses on the mountain, receiving the tab les of 
the law, a certain number of figures can stiU be clistinguishecl; 
this is also the case in the fresco of the blossoming rocl of Aaron 
and the miraculous healing by the serpent ofbronze; here there 
are as weU some stiff trees placed at an equal clistance one from 
the other. Of th e faU of Jericho only some fragments are visible 
in the left corner; we see solcliers moving about, men carrying 
the Ark with the sound of trumpets towards the town and the 
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Fig. 132' Benozzo Gozzoli, c\etail of the birth of Jacob anei Esau. 
Campo Santo, Pisa. 

Photo A l i n~ri. 
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chiefs of the tribes taking large stones from the Jordan. To the 
right of the same fresco Da vid's victory over Goliath was 
represented. The frightened warriors retreating from the fray 
are excellently portrayed. Also in a wretched state is the fresco 
of the journey of the Queen of Sheba and her meeting with 
Solomon (1); in the representation of the latter episocle we fincl 
again much elaborate architecture as welI as a group of persons 
in contemporary costumes among whom a Visconti, Duke of 
Milan, is supposed to be depictecl but there is no reason 
to believe this hypothesis although these are certainly some 
portraits here. 

Benozzo worked for eighteen years at these frescoes and 
during that time the chief authorities changed and it is no cloubt 
for this reason that he represents them on several clifferent 
occaSlOns. 

That Benozzo was assisted in this enormous enterprise can 
be taken for granted; we know from a document, moreo\'er, 
that his brother, Bernardo was one of his helpers. 

Cavalcaselle recognized the hand of Machiavelli in some of 
these paintings, especially in those representing Abraham and 
Lot in Egypt e) but 1 hardly think this is so. 

The frescoes, besides, are of decidedly unequal value; not 
only are the figures sometimes very roughly painted, hut also 
the architectural features and more in particular the landscapes 
are of greatly different quality. Although the architectural part 
is doubtless alI executed after Benozzo's own drawings, 1 think 
that the examples in the scenes of the aeloration of Belus, anel 
the youth ofMoses, which are the more important, are, none the 
less executed in a dry, hard and uninteresting manner com-

(Il In the musellm of Pisa there are some water,coloured drawings 
of these frescoes which Jlilancsi, note 4 on Vasari. III, p. 49, imagined 
might perhaps be contemporary with the paintings, saying that others 
who had seen them declared them to be Benozzo's original sketches 
but, as Prof. Supino observes. these drawings are not an)' eadier than 
the 1th centllry. 

el SUPiIlO, Arch. stor. dell' Arte, 1894, p. 233. raises a chronological 
difficulty against this col\aboration becallse according to the opera register, 
Machiavelli does !lot appear in Pisa until 1475. Yet there is a picture 
execllted by him in 1470 in Pisa; the frescoe~ in question \\'ere tinished 
in 1472 . 
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pared with the architectural constructions, so very much 
superior, in the malediction of Cham and in the construction of 
the tower of Babel, while the fine landscapes, with that extra
ordinarily beautiful effect of distance, in the frescoes of Abraham 
and Lot, Abraham's sacrifice, the Marriage of Jacob and Rachel 
and the Crossing of the Red Sea, are infinitely superior to 
those in the scenes of the bronze serpent and Moses receiving 
the tables of the law. Many of these frescoes are framed in 
rich borders, of ten adorned with medallions containing heads. 
This part of the decoration was in all likelihood left to 
Benozzo' s assistants. 

Benozzo Gozzoli consequently passed a large part of his 
life in Pisa, working at this cycle of frescoes; apart from the 
mural paintings at Castelfiorentino which date from 1484 and 
which he must have executed at once after those in the Campo 
Santo and even before he had recei\'ed the entire payment 
for this work, we have only three other dated productions of 
this period, one of 1470, the others of 1471 and 1473. 

The first of them which originates from the church of 
S. Lazzaro just outside the town, is nowpreserved in the chapter
house of the cathedral. It represents the Virgin with the Child 
in an affectionate attitude standing on her knee, in the midst 
of SS. Lazarus, Lawrence, Antony Abbot and Bernardine; 
two little adorers kneel at the feet of the Virgin while on the 
predella we see against a landscape the dead Christ half risen 
from His tomb between the Virgin, St. John, St. Stephen and 
St. Peter. The names of the donors and the date 1470 are 
given in an inscription under the feet of the Virgin. Caval
caselle and Professor Supino were of opinion that this was 
only a schoolwork (1), but since the pic ture has been cleaned, 
it has become obvious that it is a production of Benozzo's 
own hand (1). It is curious to notice that, in spite of a maturity 
of form, there is in the types a decided return to Fra Angelico's 
examples. Mr. Berenson mentions a picture of four saints of 

(1) Supino, Arch. Stor. dell Arte, 18g4, p. 2.J-7. According to Crowe and 
Cavalcaselle, ed. LallgtoJl DOI/glas al1d De Nicola, IV, p. 362, it is by 
Giusto di Andrea. 

e) D'Acdliardi, op. cit.. L'Arte. 1903. p. 122. 
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1471 in the d'Adelsward collection, Paris, but Ido not know 
this work. 

This revival of an earlier manner is more or less evident 
also in the painting of 1473 which is found in the museum 
of Cologne (No. 520) (1). The Madonna forming the central 
figure reminds us strongly of that of 1456 at Perugia; the 
low wall with the trees appearing above recalls the composi
tions of Fra Angelico. The arrangement of the figures, on 
the other hand, corresponds with that of the picture of 1461 
in the National Gallery, London; SS. Gregory and John the 
Baptist, SS. Peter and Dominic stand to the sides while SS. 
Jerome and Francis kneel in the foreground. The figures are 
of a breadth of sta ture such as we find only in the works 
of Benozzo's second manner but the technique is very refined 
although a little hard. The inscription gives the date 1473 
which is qualified as being in the time of the "Magnificent 
Giovanni Salviati" who was perhaps that year Captain of 
People of Pisa. 

From the early years of Benozzo's sojourn in Pisa dates, I 
think, a picture, framed in a tabernacle, now in the gallery of the 
town but originating apparent1y from the convent of SS. Dome
nico e Marta. It represents against a background of flowered 
brocade, St. Anna, the Virgin and the Child with a nun and 
two young girls in adoration below; in the gable of the frame 
we see God the Father sending forth the Holy Ghost in the 
form of a dove (fig. 133). To about the same period I think 
we should ascribe the figure of St. Thomas Aquinas which 
Vas ari saw behind the episcopal throne in the cathedral; later 
it was attached to one of the pillars of the cupola (~) but 
now it is in the Louvre (1319, fig. 134). The composition was 
obviously inspired by Francesco Traini's panel of the same 
subject, then more than a century old (3). AlI the same elements 
are reproduced, only Benozzo's picture is verticalIy longer in 
forme St. Thomas is depicted sitting in the centre, holding an 
open book on his knee; A verroes is seen crushed under the 

(1) H. TllOde, Archiv. Stor. dell'Arte, II, 1899, p. 53. 
(2) A. Da Morrona, Pisa illustrata nella arte del disegno, 2 ud ed., I, 

Livorno, 1812, p. 304. 
(3) v. VoI. V, p. 203. 
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Fig. 133. Benozzo Gozzoli, St Anna, the Virgin and Child. MllselllTI, Pisa. 
Photo Alinari . 

feet of the holy doctor alongside whom are shown Aristotle 
and Plato. Christ in the midst of cherubim adorns a mandorla 
above, while lower down are the four Evangelists, St. Peter 
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and Moses. At the foot of the panel there is a gathering 
of clerics presided by a pope who, according to Vasari, is 
Sixtus IV; other writers imagine that this scene represents 
the assembly of Anagni of 1256 presided over by Alexander IV 
or again Guillaume de Saint·Amour attacking the mendicant 
orders which were defended by St. Thomas (1). Rosini was 
of opinion that it illustrated the canonization of St. Thomas 
by Pope John XXII e). The faces of some of the figures to 
the right lead us to belie\'e that here again we ha\'e other 
instances of portraiture. 

The other works executed by Benozzo in Pisa must date 
sooner from the later years of his sojourn in this town, that 
is to say from his appl'oaching old age. Not one of them is very 
pleasing and this makes us think that gradually he left more 
and more to his assistants. 

Some paintings \vhich can be dated with precision are the 
frescoes he executed at Legoli in the vicinity of Pisa, in a 
little oratory which now belongs to Countess Cantanti (1914) (3). 
This decoration must date from 1479 because we have docu
mentary evidence that during this year Benozzo went to Legoli 
to escape the plague which was ravaging Pisa. Here Benozzo 
adorned a four-sided tabernacle; the principal painting is that 
of the Madonna between four saints against the background 
of a piece of brocade held by four angels; the arch is decorated 
with the four Evangelists and four Fathers of the Church. 
On the sides of the tabernacle we see Christ on the Cross 
and the martyrdom of St. Sebastian while on the back wall 
is a large Crucifixion with the Virgin, SS. John, Francis, 
Dominic, Thomas and Michael. 

We ha ve still another Crucifixion dating from the last years 

(') This is the opinion of Vii/o! in his catalogue j it is repeated by 
Seymollr de Ricci, Description raisonnee des peintures du Louvre, Paris, 
1913, p. 69 j in this case the figure under the feet of St. Thomas must 
be Guillaume de Saint-Amour but the fact that the corresponding figure 
in Traini's picture bears the name of Averroes makes it certain that 
it was the latter that Benozzo wished to represent. 

e) Rosini, Storia della pittllra italiana, VII, p. 256, pl. XX, erroneoLlsly 
gives the name of the pope as John XX. 

(") Barci, op. cit. 
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Fig. 134. Benozzo Gozzoli, the Triumph of 
St. Thomas Aquinas. Louvre, Paris. 

Photo Alin:-tri. 
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this saint, which is mentioned by Vasari. A work of Benozzo 's 
later years is a Madonna enthroned between SS. Benedict, 
Scolastica, Ursula and John of Gualdis, which originates from 
S. Benedetto a Ripa d' Amo but is now in the gallery of Pisa; 
it is a painting without charm and of poor technique. The 
execution might have been left for the gre ater part to pupils. 

A more pleasing picture of the same period is a little panel 
which is for sale in Berlin; it shows against a landscape back
ground, St. Jerome beating himself with a stone and a beatified 
figure with his arms crossed (1). 

It was no doubt towards the end of his sojoum in Pisa that 
Benozzo went to Lucca and executed in the chapel to the right 
of the choir in the church of S. Francesco (2) the frescoes. 
important fragments of which are stiH visible. The scenes repre
sented are the Nativity on the left wall, the Annunciation on 
the end wall and the Presentation of the Virgin in the Temple 
and her Marriage to the right, but the figures and the events are 
of very slight importance compared to the display of Renais
sance architecture which is monumental buţ overcharged and 
of doubtful taste. This abundance of architecture recalls some 
of the frescoes in the Campo Santo of Pisa, the chief aim of 
which seems so of ten to be this feature. The arrangement and 
the archway in the centre correspond more particularly with 
the scene ofthe birth of Jacob and Esau. 

Lastly we have Benozzo's dated works ne ar Castelfiorentino 
in the little chapel of the "Madonna deHa Tosse" (il) the con
struction of which, according to an inscription sculptured on 
the fac;ade, was terminated on the r8th December 1484. The 
fresco over the altar shows the Virgin nursing the Child be
tween SS. Peter, Catherine, Helen (or Margaret) and Paul with 
two angels to the sides and two others above, holding a curtain 
which forms the background; in the predella we see against a 
landscape the dead Christ between the Virgin, St. John and two 
other saints. A head of the Redeemer, dosely resembling that 

(1) Burlington Magazinc, Advcrtiscment sllpplement, Dec. 1927. Apollo, 
1927, p. 279· 

e) Erichsen, op. cit. 
e) R. Cust, op. cit. Tosi, L'Oratorio, op. cit. 
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in the treasure of S. Francesco, Assisi, but without the crown 
of thorns, forms as it were, a separate little picture, supported 
by the other. To the right is represented the Death ofthe Virgin 
in which, apart from the figure of Christ with the personification 
of the \'irgin's soul in His arms and the Apostles and angels 
around the deathbed, we see three kneeling adorers and above, 
God the Father in a host of angels and cherubim sending forth 
the Holy Ghost in the form of a dove. The Assumption shows 
against a pleasing landscape extending into the distance, the 
Apostles around the empty sepulchre in which roses bloom and 
above the Virgin, enthroned among angels, giving her girdle to 
St. Thomas (fig. 136). These paintings have aU the character
istics of Benozzo's late manner; the technique is somewhat 
hard; if he had any help in the execution of these frescoes, which 
1 do not think is the case, the assistant closely foUowed the in
structions and style of the master. 

Not so far from the town of Casteifiorentino, near the bridge 
over the EIsa, there is the chapei of the Visitation (1) where 
Benozzo executed some frescoes; it has been supposed that 
this decoration is of a much earlier date than the others -
I+so-1455 - but 1 find that in style they resemble the paint
ings of the Madonna delia Tosse and consequently must be 
almost contemporary. Nor do 1 agree with the opinion that 
these paintings are superior to the others; on the contrary 
here we see a heaviness in certain of the forms, of which 
Benozzo himself was never guilty. This decoration is in poor 
condition, in fact parts of it have entirely disappeared. Over 
the original site of the altar there is a pseudo-polyptych 
showing the Madonna between the standing figures of SS. 
Peter, Stephen, Paul and La\\TenCe with SS. Francis and Clare 
kneeling below. 

Very little of this painting has been preserved, but above 
there is a fresco in a much better state of Joachim chased 
from the Temple, a scene full ofmovement, showing a marked 
architectural perspective in the background. 

The vault is adorned with a figure of Christ in a mandorla 
of cherubs, the four Fathers of the Church anei the four 

(II L. CI/st, op. cit. Tosi, L'Edicola etc.) op. cit. 
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Fig. 136. Benozzo Gozzoli, the .~s"umption, aftel' q8+ 
Madol1na delia Tnsse, Castelfiorentino. 

2[3 

Phuto Alinari. 

Evangelists. Lower down there are somc fragm ents of what 
might have been the Presentation in the Temple; in the arch 
there are some remains of an AnnUllciation while to the right 
,ve see Joachim with the shepherds. The Meeting of Joachim 
and Anna with a pleasing landscape and a view on a town, 
is ,vell preserved (fig. 137); the Nativity has almost entirely 
disappeared, the choir of angeis alone remaining "isible, anei 
Ilothing is Ieft of the two ro\\'s of saints once depicteel here. 
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On the opposite wall we see the Nativity of the Virgin with 
many women around St. Anna's bed and the new-born infant 
in swaddling clothes. This fresco is obviously from the hand 
of a hei per who had only a \'ery \'ague idea of Benozzo's 
art; .Ioachim chased from the Temple and the Meeting at the 

Fig. 137. Benozzo C ozzoli. th e Meeting of .I oachim anei .Anna. 
Chaptl of the \'isitatioll, Casteltlorentino. 

Photo 1\linari. 

Golden Gate, ho\\'e \'er, are much nearer the master's style 
and in part at least certainly from his own hand. 

There exists one other work which seems to date from th e 
last ,real' of Benozzo's life. It represents the Descent from the 
Cross; against a background of rocks and landscape, the three 
crosses are shown in a crowded composition This work which 
is painted in oil-colours on canvas is preserved in the Horne 
Museum. Florence (N°. 84, fig. 138). The catalogue tells us 
\'ery precisely that this pic ture, which was unfinished at the 
death of Benozzo. was sold by his inheritors to the episcopatc 
of Pistoia where, as \Ve have seen, the painter died. Consider
ing the time and energy the late MI'. Horne devoted to 
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research in the archives, we can ha ve every confidence in 
his statement although 1 do not know from what source he 
took this piece of information. In appearance this canvas 
resembles very much those works which we have classified 
as productions of an advanced stage in Benozzo's career. 

1 should say that another work of this period is a little 
can vas of SS. Mary Magdalene and Dorothy in the galler~~ 
of Beziers (N°. 268), but the figures are so very much repainted 
that it is diflicult to pronounce a judgment on this picture. 

Of Benozzo's activity at Volterra of which Vas ari speaks, 
there remains only one fragment in the chapel of the Holy 
Sacrament or "Nome del Gesu"; it represents the voyage of 
the Magi and forms the background to a Nativity by delIa 
Robbia; we find in it a faint reminiscence of the ca valcade 
in the chapel of the Riccardi Palace but it resembles more 
closely that of the Nativity in the Campo Santo (1). Apart from 
the drawings to which 1 have already referred there are stiH 
a few which 1 should like to mention. 

Regarding the very delicate question of the attribution of 
certain drawings which might be either by Fra Angelico 01' 

by Benozzo, 1 do not always agree with Mr. Berenson. This 
critic is of opinion that the drawing at Chantilly, showing 
the Christ of the Last Judgment, a figure which corresponds 
with that in Orvieto, is not by Fra Angelico but by Benozzo 
and was executed during the artist's Orvietan period after 

(') Some other pall1tll1gs that can bc attribllted to Benozzo are: a 
half-length figure of the Virgin with the Child in an affectionate attitllcJe 
at the Sedelmeyer sale_ Paris, 1907, No_ 90, later acquired by Bahler, 
the art. dealer. Munich. Vienna, Lowy Collection, Presentation in the 
Temple, Oesterr. Kunstschatze, 1, pl. XI (a late production). Philadelphia, 
Widener coll., Resurrection, a late work, once for sale in London. 
Munich. for sale, recently. afterwards in Amsterdam, Madonna, seated 
with the Child. two angels to the sides and two angels holding a crown 
over her head, slightly restored In his list of Benozzo's paintings l\lL 
Berenson mentions stil! the following works which I do not kno\Y: 
London, C. N. Robinson coll., Madonna and angels. Meiningen, Grand 
Ducal Palace, St. Ursula. Paris. Baroness d'Adelsward's colI., four saints, 
1471 (already mentioned). Philadelphia, P. Widener. coli., the Raising 
of Lazarus. Wingmrotlt, op. cit. mentions a :\fadonna with angels anei 
saints, onee in the eolleetion Gzell, Vienna. 
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sketches by Fra Angelico (1).1 am convinced, as 1 ha ve already 
had occasion to remark, that these drawings are by Angelico 
himself, moreover the documents inform us very precisely 
that sketches by Angelico for this vault existed (t). About 
the drawing with St. Michael and a putto in the Print Room 
of Dresden, the same difference of opinion exists bet\\"een 
Mr. Berenson and myself P). 

In connexion with this diversity of ideas 1 should like to 
mention stiU that several writers ascribe to Benozzo the drawing 
of a man's head in Windsor Castle, which 1 uphold to be 
by Angelico, even although 1 admit that the sketch on the 
versa of the same page is from the hand of Benozzo 141. as 
weU as the drawing of the Madonna and Child in an o\'al in 
the Uffizi which seems to me executed more probably after 
a painting by Angelico ("). 

Drawings by Benozzo must formerly have been very numer
ous. Vasari pretends that he had in his possession those which 
served for the cycle of scenes from the life of St. Augustine 
at San Gimignano and for the frescoes in the Campo Santo, 
Pisa, but aU these ha ve disappeared; there exists howe\'er a 
considerable number of other drawings (1;). 

First of aU 1 shall cite the drawings which Mr. Berenson 
attributes to Benozzo, that is to say in so far they have not 
already been mentioned (1): No. 534, Cflizi, kneeling figure of 
Gabriel, resembling the angel of the Annunciation on the 
predella of the altar-piece of 1450 in the Vatican; on the verso, 
a nude man walking; No. 535, Uflizi, Christ an the Cross and 
a young Evangelist; No. 536, head of a young girl (fig. 139); 

(1) Berenson, Drawings of the Florentine Painters. 1, p. 7, "o. 53°: 
"copies by Benozzo after jottings by Angelico". 

(2) Vol. X, p. 135 and additions. 
(3) Berensoll, loc. cit., No. S3I. v. VoI. X, p. 137. 
(4) PaPini, op. cit., L'Arte, 1910, p. 290. v. VoI. X. p. 127. 
(5) Pacchioni, op. cit., L'Arte, 1910, p. 4+2. v. VoI. X, p. qo. 
(") v. The Drawings of the Royal Gallery of the Uffizi, Sth series, 

4th portefolio, pl. 6. H S. Ede, Florentine Drawings ofthe Quattrocento, 
London, 1926, p. 16, who claims for Benozzo a head of a boy in the 
Uffizi which Berenson, op cit., No 187I. giyes to Pierfrancesco Fiorentino. 

(1) v. also Wil1gmroth, op. cit., p. 196. 
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{ do not believe in the attribution to Benozzo ofNo. 538, land
scape and architecture of which Mr. Berenson, himself, is not 
nry sure (1). Mr. Berenson thinks that No. 54I, St. Francis 

Fig. 139. Benozzo Gozzoli, young girl, drawing. Uffizi, 
Florence. Photo Ciprieni. 

holding a cross, in the British Museum, is by Benozzo or 
perhaps by Alunno; the decorative motifs - two supports 

(1) Paj>/ni, L'ArU', 1910, p. 288, belieyes it to be by a late imitator. 
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Fig. qo. Bellozzo Gnzzoli. t\l'O young men, drawing. British Museulll. 

anel a wreath -- on the \'erso of this page are executed after 
Benozzo's manner. 

1 am more inclined to hold Benozzo responsible for No. 542, 
a leaf showing two young men, one bea r-headed, the other 
wearing a turban, from the Malcolm collection now in the British 
Museum (fig. 140) and certainly by this master is No. 544, in the 
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Fig. q L Benozzn Gozzoli, M adonna, saints and other subjects, elrawing. 
\'ictoria anei Albert Museulll, Lonelon. Phoro Braull. 

South Kensington Museum, from the Dyce collection (No. 173), 
the Madonna and Child with two angels, a saint standing, a 
young man painting, seen from behind (1) and an angeL the 

el There is a capy of this figllre in the L'ftizi, Rl'rl'llso/l, ap. cit.. :\0 555. 
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last mentioned hardly visible (fig. J 41); No. 545, Print Room, 
Rome (Corsini Gallery, No. 128283) a cardinal holding by the 
hand a kneeling bishop (fig. 142) -- Mr. Berenson thinks it 
m ight perhaps ha ve served for one of the frescoes of St. Jerome 

Fig 1+2. Benozzo Gozzoli, cardinal and bishop, drawing, Print Room, Rome. 
Photo Calderisi. 

a t Montefalco - and on the versa the head of a bishop 
(fig. I43); NO.545a, National Museum, Stockholm, head of a 
cherub and on the versa a nude male figure and a lion; it 
is \'ery ne ar the manner of Angelico to whom it has of ten 
been attributed (1). Mr. Berenson ascribes to Benozzo's school 

(') Albertina Handzeichungen, X. 1086, schoo l of Gozzoli C. F Lind
berg, Handzeichllngen alteI' Meister, Stockholm, 1889 () Siren, Dessills 
e t tableaux de la Renaissance italicllne dans les collections de Suede, 
Stockholm, 1902, pp. 18, II 9, Angelico. Tize Salile, ltali enska Hand
techningar i National musellm, Stockholm (1917), p. I, Benozzo. 
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Fig. 143. Benozzo Gozzoli, bishop's head, drawing. Print Room, Rome. 

Photo Caldcrisi. 
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Fig. [44. Benozzo Gozzoli, St. Paul, drawing. 
l lffizi, Florence. 

Photo Alinari. 
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a dra wing in the same museum, which I think sooner to be 
from the master's own hand, it is No. 559a a monk and a 
nun holding a book and on the versa a cherub (1). In agreement 
\\"ith MI'. Berenson I ascribe to Benozzo, NO'546, RoyalLibrary, 
\\'indsor, head of a young man. MI'. Berenson is of opinion 
that No. 548, St. Paul seated with sword and book, in the 
CHizi, is a school production but again 1 am inclined to look 
upon it as a work by Benozzo himself although probably the 
lines hav'e been traced over again (fig. 144). 1 have not come 
to a decisiof1 re gard ing the drawing of the Presentation in 
the Temple in the British Museum (Berensen, No. 543) and 1 
am not yet certain that it really is a drawing; it might be 
a print; it might ewn be false. The heads of St. Anna and 
.Ioachim \Vhich are very different from the others, show some 
connexion with the fresco at Monte Oliv"eto~ ne ar San Gimignano. 
The leaf existed already in the first half of the 18th century 
and at that time \Vas found in the Richardson collection. 

Of Benozzo's dravvings which Mr. Berenson does not 
l1lention we might cite a leaf showing two figures lmeeling, 
t\\"C) standing and faint traces of two hands. once in the 
E. G. Spencer Churchill collection, London (2) and sold with 
the N orth\\"ick collection (fig. 145) (:); there is a certain 
resemblance between these figures and the angels in the frescoes 
of QS9 in the chapel of the Rlccardi Palace. In the Spencer 
Churchill collection there was another leaf showing the Virgin 
standing under a Gothic tabernacIe before which are two 
angels, one holding one of the pillars, the other in the same 
position without, howe\"er. touching the column; the head of 
another angel or perhaps a saint is \"isible (l,) In composition 
this drawing recalls the iconographical type of the Madonna 
of Loreto. Hoth sketches are of considerable beauty, the outlines 
are lightly indicated, those of the former contoured in white. 

(1) Sirm, Uessins et tableallx, pp. 18 and II9, Angelico. Tlle SI/me, 
Italienska Handteckningar. p 2, Benozzo, in connexion with thc frescooes 
at Montefalco; also Albertina IIandzcichungen. VIII. 947· 

(0) Vasari Society reproclllctioll X, 1. 

(") London. 4th anei sth July 1921. v. Burlington Magazine, XXXVIII, 

1921, p. 3 I 3· 
(') \" asari Snciety reproclllction, X, 2. 
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In the Blenheim collection, there existed a sketch 01 a woman 
standing, seen almost from behind; it \Vas finely executed and 
was no doubt from the mas ter's own hand ('). 

In the Ho\"mans Museul1l, Rotterdam, there are two little 

Fig. L+S. fknozzo Gozzoli, c1ra\\·ing. ,.; e ve ral jigllre~. Ex.Spence r Churchill 

Coll el'ti o ll. LOl1doll. 

drawings, outlined in white, of nude youths holding rods anel 
one of them \\'earing a hat aclornecl with three plumes (fig. 146); 
these \\'Ork5, which are prac ti cally unknown, ha ve rightly 
been attrihutecl to Benozzo, \\'ho , wh en he executecl them, was 
s til! under th e inf1uence of Fra Angelico's art. 

XI 

1 sooner agree with Signor Papini in ascribing to Benozzo 

(') Vasari Society I"eprocl llcti on , VIII. 2. 

rJ 
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and probably to his Pisan period, and not to his school as 
Mr. Berenson does, those drawings in the Uffizi which show 
the half·length figure of a nude child seated, the entire figure, 
a youth's head and a hand and on the versa a figure draped in 
a cloak bestowing a blessing e). Mr. Siren gives to Benozzo stiU 
a standing figure of St. Francis, three figures of men, Christ 
giving the keys to St. Peter and several studies and on the 
versa a monk raising his hands against a serpent, aU in the 
National Museum, Stockholm (2). 

Apart from the numerous and of ten very important works 
by Benozzo which have come down to us there are stiH many 
of which only the record exists; for the greater part it is 
Vasari who mentions them and of some of them there has 
already been question. 

According to the Aretine biographer the church of Aracoeli 
in Rome was decorated with a series of frescoes from the 
life of St. Antony of Padua; then over a door in the "torre 
de' Con ti" there was a Madonna and saints and many figures 
in a chapel to the right ofthe entrance in Sta. Maria Maggiore. 
In Florence he executed an altar·piece for the Compagnia di 
S. Marco (3) and the death of St. Jerome in the church of 
S. Frediano. The latter work is recorded by Antonio BiUi 
and the Anonimo Magliabechiano, both of whom mention also 
Benozzo's paintings on the fayades of S. Gilio - here was 
depicted the consecration of the church by the pope - and 
Sta. Maria Maggiore where the decoration was in terra verde (4). 

A document of 1449 teUs us of an Annunciation he made for 
the cathedral of Orvieto; and Vas ari speaks of stil! other 

(1) PapjJii, op. cit., L'Arte, 1910, p 289 Beren"on, op. cit., No. 558. 
(2) Siren, Italienska Handteckningar, Ncs 6. 7, 8, 9. In his "Dessins 

et tableaux", p 119, he ascribed them, with the exception of no 7, to 
Fra Angelico. 

(3) Richa, Chiese fiorentine, V, p 335, saw this panel in the refectory 
of the "Ospizio de' Pellegrini" and telb us quite correctly that Biscioni, 
in his note on the "Riposo" of Berghilli, abo mentions it with the in
formation that formerly it adorned the high altar of Ihe compagnia. 

(4) C Fry. II libro di Antonio BIlIi, Berlin, 1892, p. 50. The Same, 
Il Codice Magliabechiano, Berlin, 1892, p. 1°3 



works at Pisa(1), 
including a cycle 
from the history of 
St. Dominic in the 
monastery of S. 
Dom e n i c o, t w o 
panels in the church 
of Sta. Caterina, one 
in S. Nicola, two in 
Sta. Croce, a panel 
and many other 
things for the Com
pagnia de' Fiorentini 
and a cycle from the 
story of St. Benedict 
in the Benedictine 
monastery at Ripa 
d' Ama. A record of 
1486makes reference 
to a tabemacle that 
he executed for the 
delia Spina church. 
Vasari tellsusfurther 
that there were 
/1 altre pitture" at San 
Gimignano apa rt 
from the extant 
Crucifixion at Monte 
OIi veto, and at Vol
terra several works 
of which only one 
remains and that is 

(1) SUPiflO,Op.cit.,Arch. 
Stor dell' arte, 1894, p. 
238, expresses doubt 
about the accuracy of 
Vasari's attribution to 
Benozzo of the lost 
works in Pisa. 
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Fig. 146. Benozzo Gozzoli, drawing, nude youth 
Boymans Museum, Rotterdam. 
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of very little importance. 1 have already mentioned the Annun
ciation that Benozzo made at the top of the stairs in the 
Palazzo Pubblico at San Gimignano (1). 

Although Benozzo ",as not a good painter of religious 
subjects, he desen-es our praise as a decorator. He possessed 
aU the faults and aU the qualities except one, which were 
required for the creation of very beautiful decorative works. 

(1) 1\ot content \\'ith thi~ already long list, some writers haye ascribed 
to Benozzo \yorks which are certainly not by him: Brussels, Somse 
coll., 1\0. 3I..J. of the catalogue of the sale which took place in 1904, a 
cassone panel representing Caesar's battle at the Rubicoll. SchubriJlg:, 
Cassone. No 301, thinks that it is probably of an earlier date -than 
Benozzo's activity. 1 do not know this painting but it is mentioned no 
\Vhere else as a work by Benozzo. Calle Val d' Elsa, Gallery. Madonna 
between the Archangel Gabriel. SS . .lohn the Baptist. Christopher and 
Augustine. jJ;filancsi. Commentary on VI/sari, III, p. 6r. Florence, Uffizi, 
drawing, three angelic musicians. photo Braun, 7625+; S. Martino a 
Mensola, Annunciation, Le Vite di Vasari. ed. P. Pecchiai. 1, 1928, p. 
1031; 1 have already mentioned it (VoI. X, p. 159) as a production of 
the school of Angelico. London, ex-Ashburnham colI., the an'ival ofthe 
Argonauts in Colchis and episodes from the story of .lason, exhibited 
at the New Gallery, 1893-1894, No. 117; Holford coll., Madonna and 
saints by Pesellino, Y. VoI. X, p. 496; it is attributed to Benozzo by 
j. P. Richter, Repert. f. Kunst\\'iss., 1884, p. 240 and F(oulkes, Arch. 
Stor. dell' Arte, 1894,' p. 158. Milan. Ambrosiana, drawing, two putti 
and lo\\'er do\yn another putto holding the coat-of-arms of a cardinal. 
a \York of much later date. Munich, Ăltere Pinakothek. Adoration of 
the Magi, Mi/a nes i, note on Vasari, III, p. 47. Paris, Vente Hars, Dec. 19II, 
1\os. 95-96, four saints and two adorers on two panels, Reinach, Repert., 
IV, p. 9. Pisa, Gallery, different attributions without any foundation have 
been ma de by Pel/ol/i, Catalogo delle opere di pittura dell' Accademia di 
Belle Arte in Pisa, Pisa, 1857. v. SlIpino, op. cit., Arch. stor. dell' Arte, 1894; 
Madonna and Child between two angelic musicians is attributed to Benozzo 
by SlIpillO. loc. cit.; Toscanelli colI., predella. St . .lames preventing the death 
of a man who has undergone the punishment ofhanging. Album Toscanelli 
collection, pl. XV. Rome, Sta. Maria Maggiore, chapel to right of entrance. 
figures of the Evangelists in the yault, G. Eil/scotli, op. cit.; they are 
from the hand of Piero delia Francesco, v. previous chapter, p. 73. 
Sau Gimignano. Gallery. altar·piece, Madonna and saints, found by 
Milanesi in the church of S. Michele a Casale, then transported to S. 
Agostino; attributed by him to Benozzo Gozzoli, commentary on Vasari, 
III, p. 6l, ascribed to Giusto di Andrea. 1 mention this picture in VoI. 
X. p. 5 [4, as possibly by Piero di Lorenzo Pratese. 
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His shortcomings are his superficiality, his want of sentiment, 
of tenderness and of expression and his lack of any dramatic 
sense, even of narration and it is reaUy extraordinary that 
a painter, so profoundly mystic and religious as Angelico, 
in whose art spirituality created such subtle effects, had a 
pupil who \Vas so absolutely devoid of these gifts. 

Yet there can be no doubt that Angelico was Benozzo's 
master and probably his only one. It is quite possible that 
Benozzo worked v,ith him even before joining the Ghiberti. 
Not only am 1 of opinion that the Ghiberti had practicaUy 
no influence on his artistic development but considering that 
he was already twenty-four years old when he became their 
assistant, it is obvious that he must have had another master 
during, 1 should say, the ten previous years; moreover the 
Ghiberti engaged him as help and not as pupi] and in the 
contract he signs with them he is already called painter. 

1 find no reason to believe, as Herr Wingenroth does, that 
Benozzo owes much to UcceUo; 1 see sooner an int1uence of 
Pesellino, especially in his display of briUiant cavalcades which 
recaU those with which the older master adorned the cassone 
panels in the Wantage collection; .ret, although PeseUino 
belonged to a previous generation, it would be diflicult in 
this case to prove that PeseUino's was the earlier work. 

Benozzo reveals stiH a close adherence to that particular 
form of genre painting which was a characteristic of the late 
Gothic masters of towards 1400 or thereabouts; here and 
there he even becomes something of an anecdotist. In the 
most sacred subjects he introduces incidents of the chase, 
especially in the Journey of the Magi in the Medici chapel 
where we find hunting tigers, dogs, falcons and even a man 
mounting his horse, as in the fresco of St. George by Pisanello 
at Verona. There are many dogs represented in his frescoes 
and on several occasions they are shown barking at little 
boys who are obviously very much afraid. Benozzo must have 
liked little children; he depicts them very of ten, either well
behaved or squabbling and generaHy they have nothing to 
do with the subject of the painting. Where their presence is 
necessary, as for instance in the first scene of the cycle from 
the life of St. Augustine, the painter has devoted his entire 
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attention to the portrayal of the children. Another subject 
he had preference for was the elegant noble andnot only the 
frescoes he executed for the Medici but also those from the 
life of St. Augustine, are full of elements of feudal life, such 
for example as the cavalcade and the arrival in Milan. 

Benozzo is somewhat childish; he is gay but he is not 
vulgar; in the first fresco in the Campo Santo he has given 
much more importance to the grape-gathering than to Noah's 
drunkenness because the former is a subject full of light and 
life and the drunken old man a rather sordid figure. Only very 
lightly he touehes on the scandal of Noah's nakedness; it 
does not even exist; moreover the woman peeping through her 
fingers rids this unfortunate incident in the patriarch's life of 
its distressing character and makes of it a unique and some
what ridiculous moment. No truly, not only had Benozzo no 
sense of the tragic but he even lacked seriousness. 

Technically speaking Benozzo was extremely capable; he 
succeeded in showing human structures, reliefs and plastic 
effects which can be classified with the best that Florence 
produced at that time; from this point of view he was cer
tainly not behind his day. One fa uit which he had, however -
and it is this fault which prevents our classifying him as a 
realIy first class decorator - was his unrefined sense of 
colouring; his tints are of ten hard and crude with oppositions 
which are violent and not harmoniously combined. 

The manner in which he paints some of his landscapes is 
another feature which links him with the genre artists of about 
1400; they are full of charming little details but they are wanting 
in unity; it is an agglomeration of aU that a landscape might 
offer, includ ing effects of distance and perspective and indeed 
there is little difference between his landscapes and those 
of Pisanello or Gentile. 

His skill as a decorator is manifest from the effect he manages 
to obtain from a landscape, particularly a landscape seen in 
the distance in the background of a picture. At times he also 
borrows the principal idea of his landscapes from Fra Angelico 
who shows us very beautiful examples in his Descent from the 
Cross in the museum of S. Marco and in some of his small 
panels illustrating the history of SS. Cosmo and Damian. It is 
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after this manner but on a larger scale that Benozzo executed 
the landscape backgrounds of his frescoes of 1459 in the 
Medici chapel. Still neither Angelico, nor Benozzo in those 
frescoes which 1 ha ve just mentioned, succeeded in fusing into 
one vision the two elements of landscape and figures, it is only 
at Pisa that he becomes so to say a true landscape painter; 
there the figures blend with the landscapes and there is even 
one fresco, unfortunately very much damaged, the Marriage of 
.Iacob and Rachael, in ,'vhich, in spite of the numerous figures 
and several buildings, the landscape is the outstanding feature of 
the painting. If Benozzo was not a narrative painter, he was on 
the other hand a most subtle landscape-painter and as such 
he obtained really charming effects of distance and light. This 
is another element which makes us classify him sooner as 
a painter-decorator and the frescoes which come under this 
category bear a striking resemblance to beautiful verdured 
tapestries. 

Benozzo felt very strongly that he lived at a moment weighty 
with architectural problems and that each artist ought to be 
interested in the new and ingenious solutions of the day. Fra 
Angelico does not show agreat abundance of architecture in 
the backgrounds of his pictures but in the examples he re
presents we see that he felt very deeply, although he never 
became completely familiar with. the beauty of the new style. 

Benozzo's frescoes are full of architecture but it is sooner 
in the form of plans, sketches and studies of buildings or 
fragments of buildings and never a really harmonious and 
organic whole. In collaborating with Angelico in the Studiolo of 
Nicholas V, Benozzo together with his master shows us some 
edifices of great pictorial value, but left to his own devices he 
elid not succeed so well. When, to\vards 1450, he goes to Um
bria, he brings with him some knowledge of the new Florentine 
architerture, but in the little hill towns, far from the great 
Gentre, his attempts at reproduction at once acquire a rustic 
appearance. At Montefalco he represents Umbrian Franciscan 
monasteries of the humblest kind and before them places 
Florentine arcades in the style of Brunelleschi or Michelozzo (1) 

el The meeting of St. Francis and St. Dominic and the Marriage ot 
,"he Virgin in the predella of the panel in the Vatican. 
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and throughout the decoration he combines Renaissance
buildings with Gothic windows (l). In his representation of 
the town of Arezzo he shows us a view of a little mediaeval 
town which does not reveal an the part of the artist a very 
great interest in architecture; there are. however, sever al 
towers which bear a striking resemblance ta the Medici's 
castle of Cafaggiolo, near Florence, which ",as built by Michel
lozzo (fig. 147). 

Before Benolzo went ta San Gimignano he spent a fe\\" 
years in Florence and the style of architecture which was 
then in vogue, stiH further captivated him. It is true that he 
persisted in the unhappy idea of giving Gothic windows ta 
buildings which otherwise would be of the purest Renaissance 
style, but his comprehension of this style becomes more and 
more manifest also in the decorative parts, friezes etc.l t ). 

GeneraHy speaking, however. his buildings are not ver)" realistic, 
yet he shows us a beautiful Renaissance halI in the fresco 
of St. Augustine teaching his students and charming colonnades 
with a fine effect of perspecti\"e in the scene of the saint's 
arrival in Milan; but similar architectural features are ta be 
found in Fra Angelico's paintings (il). 

In Pisa Benozzo's architecture takes more and more the 
form of a sort of sample of aH the works of architecture that 
one could possibly imagine- as in the representation of the 
construction of the Tower of Babel - ar he shows studies 
of architecture and perspective similar ta those in the paintings 
of the school of Pie-ro delIa Francesca in Urbino, Berlin and 
Baltimore, ta which the arrangement of the buildings in the 
fresco of Moses' youth which Benozzo executed at Pisa, bears 
a fairly clase resemblance. The constructions are not any more 
real than before, but the Gothic windows begin to disappear, 
at least they are so changed in form, as in the adoration of 

(1) For example in the frescoes of St. Francis 5upporting the church 
and the miracle of Greccio. 

e) These friezes adorned with garlands closely resemble those 
Michelozzo used in the decoration of the Banco Mediceo in Milan which 
he began in 1456. 

(l) For instance in the predella of the Coronation of the Virgin in 
the LOllvre v. VoI. X. fig. 30. 
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the statue of Belus, that they no\\" sooner recall the two-light 
windows of the very beginning of the Renaissance, The 
frescoes at Pisa are full of the most extra\'agant features that 
Florentine architecture of the day had to offer. 

If \Ve were to believe Benozzo, open porticos and loggias 
supported on pili ars at the top of the edifices adornecl almost 

Fig. '+7 . Michelozzn. th e Vilhl Cal'aggiolo. Compare it with fig. 87. 
Ph otu .-\ l ill~ri. 

aH the houses; there were certainly a fe\\' examples in existence 
and he must have seen those porticos which were made at 
a slightly earlier date, such as that of Sta. Maria delle Grazie, 
perhaps by Benedetto da Maiano. while the loggia of the Villa 
Careggi where he addressed his letter of 1459 to Piero de' 
Medici might ha ve served as model for the loggias he depicts 
on the top of the houses. 

It is very evident, however, that in the execution of 
his architecture, Benozzo closely observed the geometric 
science of perspective which at that moment was so intensely 
studied and on which subject Piero deHa Francesco was no 
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doubt already busy writing his treatise; the perspective of 
Benozzo's architecture appears to be very elaborate and 
must have been ca\culated with the aid of rule and compass 
lfig. 148). 

In speaking in a general way of Benozzo's art, 1 have not 
touched on the subject of a connexion between his painting 
and Oriental art. A very superficial and fortuitous resemblance 
exists between the one and the other, but that is due either 
to a mere chance or to the fact that the master's fantasy 
was struck by a person or an object from the East wfJich 
created in him a desire to reproduce it but in my OplnlOn 
there can be no question of an actual influence (1). 

As for the school of Benozzo, we find it developed chiefly 
in Umbria where there was not a single painter of outstanding 
importance at this period and where many of the little masters 
of the second half of the 15th century were subjected to his 
influence. They were Mezzastris in particular, Bonfigli, Caporali 
and Boccatis who really originated from The Marehes. Outside 
Umbria he had one adherent at Viterbo in the person of 
Lorenzo da Viterbo but at Florence there were so many better 
artists that Benozzo had practically no following, only Cosimo 
Rosselli and Pierfrancesco Fiorentino reveal an obvious depen
dence on Benozzo's art. GillstO di Andrea and probably Zanobi 
Machia velli were collaborators. In this group might be included 
also Luigi Giani di Portugallo whose signature with the date 
1474 \\-e find on a picture of St. Christopher carrying the Child 
on his shoulder, in the gallery of Pisa (2); it is obviously a 
work by a rustic follower of Benozzo Gozzoli; several other 

(1) CI!. Diehl, La peinture orientaliste en Italie au temps de la Renais
sance, Revue de l' art ancien et moderne, XIX, 1906. G. Souller, Les 
influences persanes dans la peinture f10rentine du 15"1I1" siecle, A tti del 
X Congresso internaz. di storia d' arte a Roma, Rome, 1922, p. 194, 
compares certain fresctles by Benozzo with Persian miniatures. Tlie 
Sume, Les intluences orientales dans la peinture toscane, Paris, J924, 
passim. 

(2) A. Venfltn~ Storia dell' arte italiana, VIUl, p. 678, note 2, believes 
that this might be the name of the person who ordered the picture, 
but 1 hardly think that this is likely. 
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pamtmgs can be ascribed to this painter to whom we shall 
return in another volume. 

The names of some of his pupils are recorded in the 
documents, where mention is made of Baccio, Domenico di 
Losso (1481), Giovanni and Bartolommeo di Giovanni (1). 

Apart from the works of the painters whom 1 have just 

Fig. 148. Benozzo Gozzoli. detail rrom the Marriage of Rebecca. Campo 
Santo, Pisa. Pli oto Minist. Pubbl. Istr. 

cited, the productions of Benozzo's school are fairly rare and 
1 shall dwell on them very shortly: 

Amsterdam, private collection, St. Dominic standing in a 
tabernacle adorned with angels and a predella below. 

Dijon. Gallery, Deposition with five figures, attributed to 
Jacopo del Sellaio; diptych, two little panels with the half· 
length figures of the Saviour and the Virgin (v. van Marie 
coll., Peru,gz'a) , No. 20 of the Grangier collection. 

(1) SaPina, op. cit., Arch. stor. dell' Arte, 1894, p. 234. 
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E11lpoli, Gallery of the Collegiata (No. 22), Madonna enthroned 
between SS. Matthew, William, Barbara and Sebastian 
(attributed to Pierfrancesco Fiorentino by O. H. Giglt'o/i. 
Empoli A.rtistica, Florence, 1906, p. 751; it is by an unskilful 
painter who was strongly inf1uenced by Benozzo. 

F/oreuce, ex-Guzzardi coll., Madonna in the midst ofsix an
gelic musicians. 

FloreI/ce, EllZIirolls of -, ex-collection in the Vincigliata 
castle, important Adoration of the Magi, shown in a crowded 
composition with ruins and a landscape in the background; 
the inf1uence of Fra Filippo Lippi is manifest, as well as some 
reminiscences of the cavalcade in the Medici chapel. 

Londoll, National Gallery (No. 2863), Madonna with the 
Child standing on her knee against a wall, constructed in 
the Renaissance style, accompanied by six angels two of whom 
play on musical instruments (fig. 149); this painting which is a 
production of Benozzo's work-shop, is now in the store-room of 
the gallery; it was formerly in the H. Wagner coll., and was 
exhibited at the New Galleries, 1893 - J894, No. 43 and the 
Graf ton GalIeries, 191I. No. 15; it corresponds very closely 
with Benozzo's picture in this galIery (No. 283); Mr. Berenson 
thinks that it is a copy by Caporali from this a painting. 

British Museum, pen-drawing (Pp 1 --7', ·two seated figures 
wearing togas and the head of an ox, formerly in the Payne
Knight collection when they were ascribed to Cavallini. These 
drawings are on the versa of the leaf sbo\ving the nude youth 
sitting with legs crossed, which 1 reproduce in VoI. X, fig. 128. 
as a work by Domenico eli Michelino. The two sides are cer-
ainly not by the same hand; perhaps it was this follower of 

Benozzo who sketched the profile near the nude male figure. 
Lord Crawford's collection, four predella panels, each \vith 

several half-Iength figures of saints. 
Lady Iligo's collection, cassone panel, the magnanimity of 

Scipio (1). 
MOlltetaleo, S. Agostino, Virgin with SS. Peter, Paul, 

Severus and Fortunatus, dated 1487; it is mentioned in 1910 
by Pacchioni (2) but seems to have disappeared. 

(1) Schubril1g, Cassone, ~o. 302. 

(i) Pacchiolli. op. cit.. L' Arte. 1910, p. 436 note 3. 
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Fig. Q9. School 01 Bennzzn Gozzo!i, Madollna am! ange!s. 
l'iation;tl Gallery, London. 
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S. Francesco, crucifix (1). 
1Ilunich, private collection, embroidery of the Nativity of 

St. John, obviously from a drawing by Benozzo. 
New York, Maitland Griggs collection, Adoration of the 

Magi against a landscape with ruins, from the sale of the 
collections of the Countess of Carlisle and Lord O. Hagan, 
London, 10th May 1922. 

Lehman collection, Madonna and Child between four angels. 
Paris, Cluny Museum, two cassone fronts (1683, 1684) the 

story of two serpents according to Gesta Rom. XIll and 
Antiochus and Stratonice; they recaB the works of Pesellino (2). 

Chalandon collection, two cassone panels, the battle of 
Heraclius and Chosroes and the discovery of the Holy Cross (3), 
resembling in style the rape of Helen by Benozzo in the 
National Gallery. 

Perugia, Gallery, Madonna and six angels almost entirely 
repainted, originating from the convent of the Poor Clares, 
Monteluce (1). 

Van Marle collection, a little half-Iength figure of Christ 
(fig. 150) which was sold at the Lebrun sale, London, Nov. 
1899 and was reproduced in the catalogue as a Venetian 
painting of the 14th century!; later it was in the Zoubaloff 
collection, Florence; it is almost identical to the panel which 
forms pendant to that of the Virgin in the gallery of Dijon. 

Pisa, Gallery, Christ on the Cross and the forty martyrs 
from the church of the Dominican monastery (5). 

Richmond, Cook collection, cassone panel, the peace between 
the Romans and the Sabines (6). 

Rome, Vatican, Museo Cristiano, small Pieta very ne ar 
Benozzo to whom Mr. Berenson attributes it. Monastery of 
Tor di Specchio, frescoes, which will be discussed with Roman 

(') U. Gno!i, Pittori e Miniatori nell' Umbria, Spoleto, (1923), p. 65, 
attributes it to Benozzo himself. 

e) Schubring, op. cit., Nos. 294, 295. 
(3) Sclmbring, op. cit., Nos 28r, 28~. 
(4) Re1azione of lB6r, Gallerie Nazionali Italiane, II, Rome. 1896, p. 292. 
(5) SUPiIlO, op. cit., Arch. Stor. dell' Arte, 1894, attributes it to Benozzo 

himse1f. 
(6) Schubrmg, op. cit., No. 300. 
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Fig. I50. School of Benozzo Gozzoli, bust of the Saviour. 
Van Marie Collection, Perugia. 

painting of the 1Sth century; the influence of Benozzo is evident. 
Vatican Library, Virgil codex with miniatures attributed 

to Benozzo. 
SI. Mort'lz , Gogliardi sale, Feb. 19 [3, St. Jerome and the 

marriage of St. Catherine. 
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Fig . I SI. Schnn l n I' BCllnzzo Go zzo li , S t. "\lltOIlY l\bbot. S . J\ntonio di 
Re re ide . Spoleto. 

Phu to .-\ llderson 
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Fig. 152. School of Benozzo Gozzoli , the story of St. Antony Abbot. 
S. Antonio di Bereide, Spoleto. Photo Anderson. 

Spolcto, S. Antonio di Bereide, frescoes in the apse, Coro
nation of the Virgin in the midst of angels and lower down 
St. Antony Abbot seated and four scenes from his life (figs. 151 , 
~I 
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I52); to the side of the apse we see the Annunciation in two 
medallions; these paintings are by a rural master who was 
inf1uenced by Benozzo's manner. 

Worcester, U.S.A., painted cassone with three scenes of 
the Coronation of Emperor Frederic III and his marriage 
with Eleonora of Portugal celebrated by Pope Nicholas V in 
I452; the connexion with Benozzo's art is somewhat faint (1). 

1 know from a photograph only, stiH another work of the 
school of Benozzo Gozzoli; it is a Virgin adoring the Child 
lying on her knee and was formerly in the Newton Robinson 
collection, England. 

Mr. Berenson cites twelve drawings of Benozzo's school (2), 
some of which he thinks, and 1 quite agree with him, might 
be probably from the hand of Pierfrancesco Fiorentino; one 
of them (No. 558) has already been mentioned as a work 
from Benozzo's own hand. A particularl)' fine sketch is that 
of four nude figures in the collection of drawings in Christ 
Church, Oxford ('1). Mr. Berenson does not include in his list 
a little drawing ofbut minor importance in the Wicar Museum, 
Lille (4), which represents a holy monk kneeling between tW() 

angels, one of whom plays the mandoline (il). 

(1) W. Weisbac/z, Zeitsch. f. Bildende Kunst., 1913, p. 254. P. Sc/zubrillg, 
Vespasiano di Bisticci, Jena, I914. p. 120. Tlte Same, Cassoni. NOS.291. 

292, 293· 
e) Berenson, Drawings of the Florentine Painters, ~os. 547-559. 
el c. F. Beii, Drawings of the Old Masters in the Library of Christ 

Church, Oxford, 1914, pl. XLIV. 
(4) Photo Braun, 72001. 
(5) Without any reason the following works have been included among 

the productions of Benozzo's school: the head of a holy monk from the 
delia Genga chapel at Spoleto. no\': in the Pucci delia Genga palace. 
Vita Artistica, 1, February 1926, p. 30; a cassone panel showing a duel 
and the reconciliation between two families at Eastnor Castle, Somerset. 
ScllItbril1g, op. cit., Nos. 286-289, v. Vol. X, p. 560. and a miracJe of 
St. J erome in the Ca d' 01'0. Veni ce. 



CHAPTER III 

ALESSIO BALDOVlNETTI (1), GRAFFIONE AND 

FINIGUERRA 

Alessio Baldovinetti kept a diary and many events from 
his life are recorded in this book, which has been published 

(1) C. Bagnesi Bellitll/cei, Pitture di A.B. nella cappella di Gianfigliazzo 
in Sta. Trinita, Miscellanea d' Arte, 1, p. 50. B. Berenson, A. B. and the 
new Madonna of the Louvre, Study and Criticism of Italian Art, II, 
London, 1914, p. 23 (Gazette des Beaux Arts, 1898, p. 39). ]. Cart1l'right, 
The Painters of Florence, London, 1910, p. 137. Cavallucci, Au sujet des 
restaurations que B. tit aux mosaics du Baptistere de Florence. Arte 
e Storia, VIII, 1889. p. 42. L. el/st, A Portrait by A. B. at Hampton Court 
Pal ace, Apollo, VII, 1928, p. 26. A. v. Fabricz.\'. Aus dem Gedenkbuch 
Francesco Baldovinetti's, Repert. f. Kunstwiss. XXVIII, I90S, p. 539. 
G. Frizzoni, On the self portrait in the Gallery Morelli, Bergamo, Archi v. 
Stor. dell' Arte, V, 1892, p. 222. R. Fry, On a protile Portrait by A. B. 
(National Gallery, No. 578), Burlington Magazine, XVIII. 19II, p. 3II. 
The Same, Three Pictures in the Jacquemart Andre Collection, Burlington 
Magazine, XXV, 19[4, p. 79. O. H. Giglioli, Pitture di Castagno e B. 
nella chiesa di S. Egidio, Rivista d' Arte. 1905, p. 209. TIu Same, La 
cappella del Cardinale di Portogallo nella chiesa di S. Miniato al Monte 
e le pitture di A. B., Rivista d' Arte. 1906, p. 89. Tize Sarm, Una pittura 
sconosciuta di A. B. nella chiesa di S. Marco, Firenze, Rassegna d' Arte, 
VII, 1907, p. 26. The Same, Vita di A. B. scritta daI Vasari, Florence 
(1912). G. Gril1i, Le pitture attribuiti ad A. B. in S. Miniato al Monte. 
Firenze, Rivista d' Italia, Jan. 1903, p. 156. 11. Hunze, A nevvly discovered 
iiLibro di Ricordi" of A. B., Burlington Magazine, II, 1903, pp. 22, 167, 
377. Tlle SaJ-!le, A newly discovered Altar·piece by A. B., Burlington 
Magazine VIII, 1905, p. SI. E. LOl/di, La data di nascita di A. B., Rivista 
d' Arte, 1906, p. 191. Tlle Same, A B., Florence, 1907 ]. Mesnil, La 
cappella del miracol o di S. Ambrogio e una tavola di A. B., Rivista 
d' Arte, 1905, p 81. G. Poggi, 1 Ricordi di A. B. nuovamente pubbl. ed 
illustr.. Florence, 1909. G. Pierotti, Ricordi di A. B. (per nozze Bongi. 
Ranalti), Lucea, 1868. A. NeJlml, (The Madonna in the Louvre), Chronique 
des Arts. 5th March 1898. D. SaliI' Alllbrogio, Il prezioso cappuccio di 
piviale de! Museo Poldi Pezzoli, Rassegna d' Arte, III, 1903, p. 184. 
O. SircII, A Picture by A B. in the Jarves Collection, Newhayen, Art in 
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several times (1), but \-ve owe the knowledge of the date of 
his birth to a discovery made by Prof. Londi (2). He was 
born in 1425 and not on the 14th October 1427 as has been 
thought for many years. VvT e do not know very much about 
his private life. In 1470 he was not yet married and did not 
possess any property; at this time he rented a house in the 
Canto dei Gori in the S. Lorenzo quarter of the town. In a 
cadastral declaration of q80 he gives his age as sixty -
he was reaUy only fifty-five - that of his wife Monna 
Daria - Milanesi erroneously caUs her Diana - as forty
five and that of the servant Mea as thirteen ei). He is stiU 
living in the Canto dei Gori but he now owns two shops 
with dweUing houses abo\'e which he lets (4); he was given 
these buildings in payment for some restoration he carried 
out on the mosaics of the baptistery of Florence. Later we 
learn that he has become the proprie tor of three pieces of 
ground. 

We know little of Baldovinetti's life prior to that period 
during which the "ricordi" were kept. 

A relation of Alessio's of the name of Francesco Baldo
vinetti who lived from 1-1-77 until 1545, also wrote a book 
of memoires in which he speaks a great deal of Alessio 
without, however, gi ving any facts of the least importance 
and of ten making mistakes in the dates (5). An addition in a 
different hand-writing gives us some details about the family 
which Milanesi, in his genealogical tree of the Baldovinetti, 
repeats almost word for word, only Bernardo, who, according 

America, 1914. p, 236. A. Vel/luri, Un ritratto del B. a Hampton Court 
etc., L' Arte, 1922. p. 10. Tlie Same, Una predella di A. B. in Casa 
Buonarroti a Firenze, L' Arte, 1927, p. 34. W. TVeisbacll, Die Duchate1 
Madonna im Louvre, Kunst-chronich N. F.) IX) p. 325. The Same, A. B. 
in Thieme Becker, Kiinstler Lexikon, II, 1908, p. 398. 

(i) Pierotti, Home and Poggi, op. cit. Horne in particular has completed 
the data found in the "ricordi" and has published in extenso many of the 
documents. 

e) Londi, La data etc. With regard to the contradictory statement 
concerning the date of his birth Y. Gaye, Carteggio, I, p. 224. 

(") Gaye, Carteggio, l, p. 225, erroneously caUs Mea his daughter. 
(4) Gaye, Carteggio, 1. p. 22+. 
(5) 1'. Fabricz)', op. cit. 
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to Milanesi, is only an unele, seems to be a brother of Alessio's 
in the other text. The father was called Baldovinetto; and 
the mother Agnola d' Antonio da Gagliano, The Baldovinettis 
were a patrician family, the founder being a "console" of 
Florence in 1209, That Alessio became a painter against his 
father's will is probably an im'ention of \' asari's, He was 
inscribed in the company of painters in LJ-+8 (1). As for his 
artistic education, his style leads us to belie\'e that he learned 
much from Domenico Veneziano, yet, in treating Fra Angelico, 
we discovered that three of the panels of the long cyele of 
representations from the life of Christ executed by Angelico 
towards 14+8 for the doors of the cupboard of the relics in Sma. 
Annunziata, but no\\' in the S, Marco Museum, were painted 
by Baldovinetti; at this moment our painter \\'as twenty-three 
years of age, consequently no longer in his \'er:' first youth. 1 t 
cannot be said either that these three panels re\'eal the artist 
as an exceedingly faithful pupil ofFra Angelico; nenrtheless 
the inf1uence of this master is here l11uch more evident than 
that of Domenico Veneziano to whose domination Baldovinetti 
seems to have heen subjected at a later stage, Besides, he 
appears to have collaborated with Domenico Veneziano \'ery 
shortly after working for Fra Angelico, at least we gather 
that he was active on the frescoes in the chapel of S. Egidio 
in Sta. Maria Novella on which Andrea del Castagno and 
Domenico Veneziano \\'erE' occupied from 1411 till LJ-SI. Not 
only does Vasari affirm this but probably his source of 
information is the passage from Albertini's memoriale \vhich 
runs: "The chapel is half by Andreino (Castagno), half by 
Domenico although some figures in front are by .~lessio 
Baldovinetti". In LJ-+9 Baldovinetti made a sulphur cast of 
a niello-plate by Finiguerra which he exchanged for a dagger; 
in 1460 he painted some figures around the pic ture on the 
high altar and in LJ-61 he undertakes to finish a "story of 
the Madonna" begun by Domenico Veneziano (:!), Prof. Supino 
informs us further that in q61 Baldovinetti went to Pisa to 

el (Gua/aJ/dt), l\Iemorie originali italiane risguarelanti le Belle Arti. 
VI. Bologna, 1845. p. 177. 

el Gigiioli. op. cit, Riyista el' Arte, 1905. p. 208. 
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make mosaics on the fa~ade of the cathedral and that he 
received II2 "fiorini larghin for a St. John which was found 
over the portico on the side towards the hospital. After the 
year I596 this mosaic was entirely restored and so lost aU 
its original character (1). 

In I460-1462 our artist executed the fresco of the Adoration 
of the Child Christ in the cloister of the Sma. Annunziata; then 
in 1463 he made sketches for the marquetery work in the 
sacristy of the cathedral, representing again the Adoration 
of Jesus; there was owing to him the money earned by the 
wood-carver Giuliano da Maiano, as well as a small sum for 
having coloured some heads drawn by Finiguerra for two 
pieces of marquetery. In 1465 he values, along with Neri 
di Bicci, the Dante by Domenico di Michelino in the cathedral; 
he, himself, had provided a sketch for the portrait of the 
poet, while the following year he, together with Zenobi Strozzi, 
gives his opinion on a panel by Neri di Bicci (2). During this 
year he began the frescoes in the chapel of the Cardinal of 
Portugal in S. Miniato, which he finished in 1473, and in 
1467 he executed the painting of Christ resurrected in thE' 
Ruccellai chapel in S. Pancrazio. According to his "ricordi" 
Baldovinetti received the order for the altar-piece of S. Ambro
gio in February 1469 from Domenico Maringhi, canon of S. 
Lorenzo and prior of the monastery of S. Ambrogio. The 
picture was to decorate a chapel which the prior was having 
built. The artist received 500 lire in thirteen instalments be
tween 1470 and 1473 and more than two barrels of oiI. The 
panel, however, never adorned the site intended for it. Maringhi 
died, leaving twenty-five florins for the ornamentation of the 
chapel. In 1484 (1485) Baldovinetti is paid eight florins for 
having filled up and painted the hole that had been left in 
the altar-piece for relics. This payment is ma de on five different 
occasions, on four of them it is Giovanni di Michele Scheggini 
da Larciano, detto Il Graffione, a pupil of Baldovinetti's, who 

(1) 1. B. SI/pina, Archiv. Stor. dell' Arte, VI, 1893, p. 4I9. A. Da Marana, 
Pisa illustrata nell' arte del disegno, 2" d ed., I, Livorno, 1812, p. 171. 

ascribes these mosaics ta Filippo di Lorenzo Paladini. 
e) Vasari, ed. Milanesi, II, p. 85 note 6, and p. 60 note 1. 
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receives the money for him. It is true that the subject the 
artist undertook to represent was the N ativity of the Virgin 
and instead of that we find the Virgin adoring tne Infant 
Christ. However, it is obvious that this part of the panel 
has been added afterwards and on account of the payments 
made to Graffione, Mr. Horne is, 1 think, justified in supposing 
that the addition is from the hand of this artist (1). 

There is also mention of a Giusue di Santi, a pupil of 
Baldovinetti's, who had to paint a fresco, representing Purgatory, 
for the same prior (2). 

In 1470 Baldovinetti makes a declaration to the tax-ofiice (3) 
and the same year he started the frescoes in the chapel of 
the high altar in Sta. Trinita, aH the expenses of which are 
rccorded. 

In 1463 Bongianni Gianfigliazzi became patron of this chapel 
and it was for him that Baldovinetti carricd out this work (4). 
In the artist's "ricordi" we learn that the glazier owes him 
money for the sketching and colouring for the windows of 
this chapel which evidently he also executed; the windows, 
however, were aH broken already in 1616. In his journal 
Baldovinetti speaks of other windows which he executed, 
such for instance as the Annunciation he made in 1472 for 
the church of S. Martino at Lucca and another in 1481 for 
S. Agustino of Arezzo. In the Pazzi chapel a figure of St. 
Andrew on one of the windows is rightly ascribed to him. 
We shall return to this question later on. 

In April I470 he received the order for this important series 
of frescoes for Gianfigliazzi. The work had to be finished in 
five or seven years. From entries in his journal we gather 
that he started making preparations for this task in April 1471 
(1472 ?). He settled down to it and bought colours at once 
after being given the commission, stiH it was not seven years 
that he required for this decoration but twenty-five because 

(1) Home. l'\ewly disco\'ered altar-piece. Mesl/il, op. cit. 
(2) Mesnil, op. cit. 
(~) Ga.ve, Carteggio, 1, p. 224. 

(!) Richa. Chiese fiorentine, III, p. 177. ",as mistaken in saying that 
Bongianni and Gherardo had the "jus padoronato" of this chapel (Horne). 
Vasari, too, speaks of Gherardo. 
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payment for this work is made to him stiU in January LJ.96 
(Lt-97). Nevertheless his patron was satisfied with the \York 
which was estimated by Cosimo RosselIi, Gozzoli, Perugino 
and Filippino Lippi as worth 1000 flOJ'ins, that is ta say fiye 
times the price stipulated. 

Baldovinetti worked at this decoration in a very elaborate 
manner; he painted al fresco and tinished it off al secco and 
did, as welI, other extraordinary things whieh Vasari describes. 
His system, howe"er, \Vas worth nothing at alI because the 
frescoes, with the exception of those in the vault, ha"e disap
peared. 

During alI these years he exeeuted many other works: in 
1481 he restored the mosaies on the fa<;ade of S. Miniato al 
Monte and in q83 he was charged with the repairing of the 
mosaies of the tribune in the baptistery for "'hieh, as 1 ha\'e 
already said, he \Vas remunerated with the rent of two houses 
for the rest of his life, that is to say thirty florins a year (1). 

In q97 Baldo"inetti made over alI his worIdly goods to 
the hospital, keeping for himself, howeveL the usufruet; the 
following year he gave up also this and in I..j.99 bequeathed 
everything to the hospital of S. Paolo on condition that this 
institution supported Mea, his servant, during her life time; 
his notary was Piero di Leonardo da Vinei, father of Leonardo. 
Baldovinetti, himself, entered the hospital; he died there at 
the end of August q99 and was buried in S. Lorenzo. As 
both Vas ari and Mr. Home remark, the hospital must ha\'e 
come into the possession of aH Baldovinetti's drawings and 
papers, as weU as his treatise on mosaies, 

Even in the three little panels in the museUl11 of S. Marco, 
dating probably from I..j.48, Baldovinetti is already fairIy inde
pendent of Beato Angelico with whom, at this moment, he 
was working in collaboration. The scenery and colouring 
reveal some connexion with works of the holy monk but 
this is very little, since in "iew of the fact that the t\\'o 
painters were working together, a certain resemblance could 
hardly be avoideeL 

The first scene is that of the Baptism (fig. 1531 in which 

(1) This document is found in Ridw, Chiese fiorentine. V. p. XXXV. 
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Christ, standing in the River Jordan which runs between 
jagged rocks, is sprinkled with the hol1' water which St. John 
pours on His head from a little basin; three angels kneel 

Fig. 153. Baldo\"inetti, the B8ptism, circa L+48. S. :Vlarco Museum, Florence. 
Photo Anderson. 

on the river bank, one pra1's, the two others hold the garments 
of the Saviour. 

The Transfiguration (fig. 154) is sho",n in a similar landscape; 
Christ, His arms uplifted, stands between Moses and Eliah; 
of the three Apostles, two are seated while the third is 
stretched on the ground. The third scene is the Wedding 
at Cana (fig. 155): the Saviour, His Mother and four other 
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persons are seated at table; one servant passes a plate while 
another pours water into the empty yessels. The scene takes 
place in a room of simple appearance with smalt windows; 

Fig. 15+. Baldovinett.i. the Transfiguration, circa 1+48. 
S. Marco Museum, Florence. 

Photo Anderson. 

the lower part of the wall is covered with material with a 
pattern of flowers. 

The great difference between these panels and the work 
of Angelico lies chiefly in the temperament of the artist who 
was neither spiritual, nor mystic, nor was he gifted with 
any sense of deep feeling i 1 should even say that these little 
panels reveal an almost disconcerting tranquility, thus for 
example the three astonÎshed Apostles, thrown to the grourid 
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at the moment of the Transfiguration, are seated OI' lying 
down looking very comfortable and phlegmatic. The con· 
struction of the figures is not \'ery satisfactory and the 
movements are a little awkward. 

Fig. 155. Baldovilll., tti, the vVedding of Cana, circa 1448. 
S. :YIarco Museu1l1, Flnrell cc . 

Ph oto Anderson. 

Only the Madonna and the bride in the Wedding at Cana 
are pleasing and expressive but they are figures in which 
the influence of Domenico Veneziano is already manifest. 1 
think that Beato Angelico was not quite the right master 
for Baldovinetti whose artistic tendencies did not really begin 
to develop untit he came under the influence of Domenico 
Veneziano. 
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three walls of which are vis ible ; to the sides are th e three 
quarter length figures of SS. Andrew and Paul (fig. 156). 

Fra A.ngelico's influence is less markecl in thepainting of 
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the \"irgin adoring the Child lying on her \;:nee in the midst 
of SS. John the Baptist, COSI110, Dal11ian, Lawrence, Vitale, 
Antony Abbot, Francis and Peter the Martyr, tbe two last-

Fig. ISi- Baldovinetti. Madonna and saints. Uffizi . Flo rence. 
Photo Anderson. 

mentioned kneeling, whicb originates from the Medici's Villa 
of Caffagiolo but which since 1796 bas been in tbe Uflizi 
(No. 487, fig. I57- I60). 

Tbe Madonna is seated on a little oriental rug spread in 
a meadow full of flowers; tbe background is formed by a 
piece of flo",ered material over tbe top of whicb some trees 
are visible, after tb e manner so freql1ently shown by Fra An-
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Fig. 158. Detail of fig. 157. Photo Br(rg i. 

gelico. There is something very characteristic of the Florentine 
Renaissance in aU these figures, something much more marked 
here than in the works of Fra Angelico; this is evident also 
in the plastic effects and even in the muscular arms of St. John. 
The four saints to the si des, on the other hand, are executed 
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Fig. 159. Detail of fig. 157. Photo 'Drogi. 

in a style more closely resembling that of the three httle 
panels in S. Marco. The colouring is not very fine; it is 
even somewhat insipid; it lacks the warmth of Angelico's 
tints and the limpidity of Domenico Veneziano's. 

With the Annunciation, originating from the church of S. 
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Fig. 160. Detail of fig. 157. Photo Brog i. 

Giorgio sulla Costa, Florence, afterwards in the monastery 
of S. Spirito and now in the Uffizi (No. 483, fig . 161-163) 
which Vasari ascribecl to Pisanello, \Ve approach the style 
in which Baldovinetti executed the fresco of 1460. The high 
portico of the Renaissance st,rle, the tops of the trees visible 
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Fig. 161. Baldovinetti, the Annunciation. Uffizi, Florence. 
Photo Ander::;on. 

over the ",ali which forms the background and the little 
flo\ver garden in front, in fact the entire mise·en-scene, are 
elements taken from Fra Angelico's art, but the figures are 
here very different from anything the older master ever de
picted, they belong entirely to the Florentine Renaissance in 
spirit as well as on account of their plasticity and their type ; 
the appearance of the angel Gabriel recalls the theories of 
::\ 1 
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Fig. 162. Detail of fig. 161. Photo Rrog i .. 

Prof. Warburg regarding the question of the importance of 
the expression of movement in the art of the Renaissance. 
The types of the faces, especially that of the Virgin. are 
obviously inspired by Domenico Veneziano, but we find here 
effects of light and shade and of relief which the latter artist 
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Fig. 163. Detail of fig . 161. Photo Brogi . 

does not show to .the same degree. It is indeed a delightful 
picture, and, had it not been for a certain unrefinement in 
the colouring, would really ha ve been a wonderful master
piece. Yet even in the colo urs and more especially in the 
luminosity, we can discover the influence of Domenico Vene· 
Zlano. 
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Of the fresco that Baldovinetti painted in 1460 or q62 (II 
in the cloister of the Sma. Annunziata, very little remains: 
near a house in ruins, l1anked by a tree, the Virgin kneels 
in adoration before the Child Jesus Iying on the ground; 

Fig. 16-1-. Baldovin<:tti, the Nativity. 1460 01' I462. 
Cloister, Sma. Annunziata, Florence. Photo Anderson. 

Joseph sits quite near while two shepherds approach the 
scene from the right; we see also the ass stand ing and the 
ox in repose. More to the left, one of the five angels who 
hover over the central group, announces the glad tidings to 
the shepherds; this is shown against the background of a 
valley with a beau ti fui effect of distance and mountains on 

(') Vasan~ ed. Milanesi. II. p. 595 note 3. Fabriczy, Repert. f. Kunst
\\·iss .) 1902, p. 392. 
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Fig. 16S. Balc1oyinetti, fragment o:' a :\ati\·ity. Pri\'ate Collecti"n. Pari~. 
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the horizon (fig. 16-\.). The execution is very refined and the 
painting is fuU of sentiment and poetry; the forms are of a 
more inspired grace than any we have found up tiU now. 

A very attractiye half-length figure of the Virgin, her hands 
clasped in adoration, which 1 saw not long ago in Paris, 
must have been a fragment of a similar representation (fig. 165). 
1 believe it to be 1'rom the hand of Baldovinetti and executed 
in the same manner as the fresco in the Sma. Annunziata. 

The marquetery work, made after sketches by Baldovinetti, 
in the sacristy of the cathedral, dates from 1463 and shows, in 
spite of the changes due to the interpretation, a style closely 
resembling that of the foregoing fresco. On entering the sacristy 
we see to the left the Adoration of the Child Jesus (fig. 166). 
which is but a free copy of the central group in the fresco 
in the Sma. Annunziata; it shows the Virgin, the Child and 
St. Joseph but neither the shepherds nor the landscape. l\Ir. 
Berenson is of opinion that the representation of the Circum
cision was executed after a sketch by the master. The documents, 
however, only proyide us with the certitude that he made 
the drawing for the Nati\'ity. the can"ing of which was done 
by Giuliano da lVIaiano and personaUy, 1 find that the Circul11-
cision has more in C01111110n with the style of Finiguerra. 

The next dated work is the decoration in S. lVIiniato which 
was begun in q66 and \Vas finished in 1473; it shows us a 
style so yery different that we are forced to admit that a 
great change took place in Baldovinetti's art between 1462 
and q66 or shortly after. There are several works which 
can be placed prior to this transformation. 

As such should be cited in the first place the lVIadonna in 
the Jacquemart Anclre lVIuseUI11, Paris (No. 1028, fig. 167-
168) e) which lVIr. Berenson thinks is not a1'ter, or only just 
after - q60. This too is I11Y opinion. It is a work which is 
certainly contemporary -- or very nearly so -- with the fresco 
in the cloister of the Sl11a. Annunziata, even although at the 
same ti111e \Ve discovei- many reminiscences of the art of 
Angelico. The seated lVIadonna is representecl in three·quarter 

I'l ..l. Rei/aII, op. cit. TVeisbaeli, Kunstchr., I\. F., IX, p. 325. FI:\', 
Burlington Magazine. XX\". 19I.J.. p. 79. BC/'OIS0/l, op. cit. 
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"Fig. 166. The Nativity, inlaicl wood after a design by Baldovinetti, 1463. 
Sacristy, Cathedral, Florence. Photo Alinari. 

length, the Child, ali swatheci, lying' on her knee; the Mother 
makes a gesture of adoration. In the backgrouncl we see a 
distant lanclscape composec1 of rocky mountains ancl a ri\'er. 
It is an exceeclingly pleasing picture, although the Yirgin 
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Fig. 167. BaJdovinetti, Madollna. Jacquemart Andre Museum, Paris. 
Photo n ulloz~ 

perhaps is a little coldly sweet. The painting is done on cam-as 
and in the museum catalogue the idea is expressed that it 
might ha ve been used as a little processional banner. 

The Madonna in the Louvre (No. II34B, pl. V) e), has of ten 

(1) BibJiography as for the previous picture. v. also Fry, Burlington 
Magazine, XVII!, 1911. p. 312. L. Ha/ltecueur, La peinture au Musee 
du LOllvre: Ecoles itali ennes, I. p. H. with a complete bibliography. 



THE MADONNA. 
By BaldolJinetti, in the LoulJre, Paris. 

Photo Alinari. 
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Fig. 168. ])eta il of fig. 167. Photo Eu11 0z 

been attributed to Piero della Francesca, especially to a late 
stage in his career; now, however, everyone is unanirnous in 
giving it to Alessio Baldovinetti and it is certainly his mos t 
beautiful work. 

This panel, which belonged previously to th e Duchatel and 
de la Tremo'ille collections, again shows the Virgin seatecl 
adoring the Infant Who, reclining on the balustrad e of a balcony. 
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is attempting to remove the bandages in which He is swathed. 
The landscape, v\·ith 1110untains in th e distance, rivers and 
houses, is a delight to the eyes ; hovv could one ever tire of 
looking at th e refinem ent of the lines in general, the exquisite 

forms of the Child, the 
contour of the sweet 
and inspired face of 
the Virgin and heI' 
marvellous hands? 

Of th e period 
towards 1460 or e\'en 
a little ea rlier seem 
to me also five little 
drawings, at least if 
they are really by Bal
dovinetti . Mr. Beren
son \NaS the first to 
ascribe these sketches 
to thi s ma s t e r but 
he did so with a 
certain reserve. These 
drawings which were 
formerly attributed to 
Beato Angelico and 
later to his manner, 
are preserved in the 
Uflizi and represent a 
man in profile wearing 
a barr e t and play-
ing a rumbling-pot , 

Fig. 169. Baldo\'inetti,c1ra\\"ing. Cftizi,Florence another, seen in full 
Phot0 Bralln. face, with crossed legs 

playing on a Iute, an angel playing the violin (fig. 169), a 
man with a ban-et playing the viola, (fig. Ijo), and a young 
man standing almost nude (fig. 171). 

Mr. Berenson believes th em to be productions of th e same 
period as the three panels in the museum of S. Marco, that 
is to say to\\'ards I4{8; 1 think they are slightly later but 
ali the same prior to the fresco of 1460. Another drawing, 
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much larger but executed in the same manner, also in the 
(jfllzi, represents a woman carrying a crown of Iaurels and 
three youths (1), 

Another drawing \\'hich 1 think might quite possibIy be by 
Baldovinetti, but of a 
slightly later date, is that 
of a man in profile turned 
towards the Ieft, \\'earing 
a complicated barret; it is 
a pen and ink sketch on 
a brown background and 
is found in the Uffizi 
where it is ascribed to 
C cceIlo, although an old 
inscription cites the name 
of Finiguerra (fig, 172 ) (:!), 

To MI', Berenson we 
o\\'e th e knowIedge of the 
fresco of Chris t arising 
from His tomb and t\\'o 
adoring angels which 
adorns the inside of a com· 
memorati\'e monument, 
elated 1467 ,of the Ruccellai 
in their chapei which ad· 
joins the old church of 
S. Pancrazio , no\\" a to· 
bacco factory, 

This group of\\'orks, the 
t\yO Madonnas in Pari s in 
particular, shows us th e Fig. IJO. Baldovinetti, drawing. Uffi zi, 
master more anel more Florence. Photo Eraun, 

uneler the inf1uence of Domenico Veneziano's art, especially of 
that manner which is best representeel by the Madonna in the 
Berenson co\lection. The points of resemblance are so striking 

( 1 ) BeJ'ensoll, Dra\\'ings of the F loren tine Painters, 1\"05. 19I - I96. 
P hotO:3 Braul1, 76019- -,6023. 

(') S. Co!ulll. A Florenti ne Picture Chronicle, London, I898, p. 27. 
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that it is not difllcult to unclerstand why this last·mentioned 
painting has sometimes been attributed to Balclovinetti. 

Still, the fresco that Baldovinetti executed after 1-1-66 in the 
church of S. Miniato cannot be explainecl by the influence of 

Domenico Veneziano alone; 
that of Piero della Fran
cesca is brought to mineI; he, 
too, it wiII be rememberecl 
\Vas a pupil of Domenico 
Yeneziano but it is difllcult 
to imagine where the two 
co-disciples could ha ve met 
at this moment. 

The paintings in th e 
chapei of the "Cardinal of 
Portugal" \\"hich Bishop 
.\lfonzo Alvarez had built 
in commemoration of Careli
nal Jacopo eli Lusi tania. 
nephew of the King of Por
tugaI , \\"ho dieel in Florence 
in 14.59, were assignec1 to 
Baldo\·inetti alreacly by AI
bertini in his "Memoriale"; 
Yasari holds the two Pol· 
laiuoIo reponsible for them 
and Ca\"alcaselle see ms to 
ha \·e been of th e sam e 
o pin ion, alt h o u g h h e 
constantIy refers to the 

Fig. qf. Baldovinetti, dra,,-ing_ Uffizi, resembiances \Vith Baldo\-i-
Florence_ Pho'o Dra\lll_ n e tti's art. Documentar)" 

evidence leaves little doubt as to their rightful master (1). 
"\ccording to an inscription the chapei was consecrated on 

the 1 r th October 1466 but it is not untii the 2-1- th October of 
the same year that preparations - covering of the walls -
are made so that Baldovinetti can undertake the clecoration 1"1. 

1'1 (;ri!!i. O]). cit. G([;-!ioli. Ei,-ista d· Arte. 1906. p. 89. 
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Fig. If2. Baldo\"inetti, dra\\"ing. Uffizi, Florence. 
Photo AJil1ari. 

COl1sequently the artist must ha ve started with the frescoes, 
but unfortunately these paintings are in a very poor state of 
presen"ation. There \\"ere sixteen figures: eight prophets hold
ing unrolled scrolls between the curves of the arches and 
abo\"e against a background of clouds the four Evangelists and 
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Fig. 173. Baldovinetti. angel of the Annunciation. circa 1466. 
S. Miniato. Florence. Photo Alinar i. 

the four Fathers of the Church. The Annunciation (figs. IJ3 -
I74) adorns the altar and Vasari informs us that this painting 
is executed in oils. The Madonna is represented seated on a 
bench which projects from the stone panelled background and 
which just there is draped with a piece of flowered material; 
she is shown in full face one hand raised towards the angel ; 
on the floor at her feet is an oriental rug. The forms, the 
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Fig. 174. Baldovinetti, iVIadonna of the Al1l1unciatiol1, circa J 466. 
S. Miniato, Florence. Photo .. \.I;nari. 

proportions and the relief effects of these two figures are 
somewhat different from anything that Baldovinetti has 50 far 
depicted. The general conception is larger, more monumental 
and more plastic, and in this last feature 1 should say that 
Baldovinetti surpasses here not only Domenico Veneziano but 
even Piero deUa Francesca. In the drapery of the Madonna in 
particular there are depths and differences in values which 
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point sooner to the influence of the painter-sculptors, such for 
instance as \' errocchio and Antonio Pollaiuolo. It was no doubt 
AntonioYs frescoes of 1466 in this chapel - the angels near the 
rose windO\,v - which had greatly contributed to this further 
achie\-ement in the development of Baldo"inettiYs art. In alI 
probability his Annunciation is slightly later than the frescoes 
by Pollaiuolo. 

The activity of Baldovinetti for the Cardinal of Portugal 
makes it likely that he was also the author of the sketch 
for a Coronation of the Virgin, embroidered on the hood of 
a cope bearing the Portugese coat of arms, in the Poldi Pezzoli 
Museum, Milan. 

The Virgin kneels before the enthroned Redeemer while 
two angels support the withdrawn curtain, a detail we shall 
find also in the panel of the Trinity, and two others below 
hold the coat of arms. Two episcopal dignitaries kneel to 
either side but these figures are very dilapidated. The date 
of the death of the cardinal - 1459 - makes the old attribution 
to Botticelli chronologically impossible (1). 

A certain influence of Pierodella Francesca is, 1 think, visible 
in a large panel of Christ on the Cross with St. Antonino 
kneeling below, in the refectory ofS. Marco, Florence (fig. 175). 
The holy old man is full of emotion and piety. In the hilIy 
landscape which gives one a beautiful effect of distance there 
were some large trees, like those in AngeIico's paintings, which 
filled up almost the entire background but now nothing but 
some faint shadows remains visible. For many years this picture 
was attributed to Piero PolIaiuolo and afterwards to his 
brother Antonio whose name is stiU inscribed under the frame 
of the panel el, 

In 1471 Baldovinetti started working in the Cappella Mag
giore of Sta. Trinita. Vasari speaks of these frescoes which, 
on account of the extraordinary technique which the painter 
employed, had already in his day begun to falI from the walIs. 
Richa makes the same statement concerning them. The decor
ation comprised scenes from the Old Testament and Vasari 
mentions in particular the journey of the Queen of Sheba on 

(l) D. Sallt' A1IIbrogio, op. cit 
(2) Giglioli. op. cit.. Rassegna d' Arte, VII. 1907. p. 26. 
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Fig. 175. Baldo"inetti, the Crllcified and St. Antonino. 
Refectory. S. Marco, Florence. 

Ph oto Al illari. 
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her way to visit Solomon in which there ,,"ere portraits 
of Lorenzo de' Medici and Lorenzo delIa Yolpaia, while in 
other frescoes figured the old Alesio Luigi Giucciardini, Luca 
Pitti, Diotisalvi Neroni, Giuliano de' Medici, Gherardo Bon
gianni, ]acopo and Giovanni Gianfigliazzi, the olel Filippo 
Strozzi, Paolo the astrologer dai Pozzo Toscanelli 11) anei 
in the vault four patriarchs; the latter figures are still quite 
visible although the painting is considerably damaged. They 
represent Noah, Moses. Abraham anei Daviel and each figure 
occupies a triangle of the vault after the manner in which 
the Evangelists are so frequently shown, Cinelli mentions the 
illustration of Cain killing A bel. Some traces of ti-escoes can 
still be distinguisheel in the lunettes which top the three \\"alls 
but there is really very little left no\\', although Mr, Horne 
was able to recognize the Sacrifice of Abraham anei Moses 
receiving the tab les of the law. A fragment of these frescoes 
seems to be preserveel in the Morelli collection in the gallery 
of Bergamo; it is the head of a man which is supposeel to 
be a self·portrait of the artist (2). 

Lastly, there is the panel v;hich replaced Cimabue's paint
ing on the altar e)) and which is now in the Accademia, 
Florence (fig. 176). As we have seen. it was not until I+97 
that the entire decoration of the chapel was finished. 

Yet it seems hardly possible that there is a lapse of almost 
thirty years between the execution of this panel and the fresco 
of the Annunciation in S. Miniato; on the contrary, there is 
an element which approximates it to the Madonna in the 
Louvre, it is the type of the cherubs and angels surrounding 
the central group of God the Father holding the Cross to 
which His Son is nailed; a dove flies from the one to the 
other; the skull of Adam is seen under the Cross; SS. Bene
dict and John Gualbert kneel to the sides and the whole 
painting is framed by a drawn curtain held by two angels 

e) In the Giornata Seconda, ragionamento primo, Vasari again insists 
on the portraits that Baldovinetti depicted in these frescoes. Vasari, ed. 
Mila n l'si, VIII, p. 87. 

e) Friz.zoni, op. cit.; the Baldovinetti family seems to have had a copy 
of the self·portrait of thc painter. 

1") Vasari, ed. Milanesi, 1, p. 250. 
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The panel is considerably ruined but it does not seem to 
have been ever very beautiful; it is hard and dry and of no 
colour value; yet it shows great technical qualities, displayed, 
however, in a manner which is more intellectual than artistic, 
anei which Mr. Horoe describes as a ·'profound intellectual 
rendering of constructi \"(' forms". 

Fig. 1]6. Baldovinetti, the HoIy Trinity and saints . Accademia, Florence. 
Photo :\linari. 

With this painting might be compared the figure of St. An
drew, holding his cross before a small building of the Re
naissance style, which adoros a window of the Pazzi chapel in 
the courtyard of the church of Sta. Croce (fig. 177). Mr. Horoe 
was the first to suggest that this stained glass window was 
executed after a sketch by Baldovinetti who, it will be re
membered, is recorded as having made some drawings for this 
purpose. 1 imagine that the sketch for this figure of St. Andrew 
is slightly earlier than the altar-piece of the Trinity. 
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Fig. 177. Baldovinetti, St. Andrew, window. 
Pazzi Chapel, F1orence, 

Photo Alin :1 ri 

The picture that Bal
dovinetti painted for the 
prior Mering hi for a 
chapel in the church of 
S Ambrogio where it 
stil! is found, shows but 
very few features which 
authorize us to consider 
it a characteristic work 
of the master (fig. IJ8). 
Baldovinetti 's pupil, 
G r a ffi o ne, asI h a v e 
already said, added the 
central figure of the Vir
gin in adoration before 
the Child; perhaps at 
the same time he re
touched other parts of 
this painting. Certainly 
when Mr. Horne dis
covered this work in the 
sacristy of the church 
it was in a very poor 
state as we can judge 
from the photographs 
taken at that moment; 
afterwards it was put 
into the hands of a 
restorer. 

The Virgin in a man
dorla of flames, adoring 
the Child, is depicted in 
the midst of four saints 
among whom we can 
recognize St. John the 
Baptist, St. Ambrose, 
a female saint and a 
holy deacon; the last 
l1l en ti oned figu re is 
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Fig. 178. Baldovinetti anei Graftione, i\Iadonna. saints and angels. 
S. Alllbrogio. Florence. Photo Cipriani. 

vaguely reminiscent of the manner of Piero delIa Francesca; 
above, six angels fly near the do\'e of the Holy Ghost while 
belo,v kneel two other angels. The picture is executed in very 
clear colours which in tone recall those of Domenico Vene
ziano, but they are unrefined and without transparency. The 
kneeling figure of the femal e saint bears most resemblance 
to the master's other works. 
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Fig. 1'79. Baldo"in etti, Madonna. Clarence Mackay Collection , Long Island. 

N'o doubt a somewhat late work in which , however, there 
is something reminiscent of the beautiful Madonna in the Lou \Te, 
is a half.length figure of the Virgin in the Clarence: Mackay 
collection, Long Island, formerly in the Corsi collection, Florence 
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Fig. 180. Baldo"inetti, p ortrait. Pri\'ate Collectiol1. 

and in that of Mr. Salomon, I:\e\Y York (fig. 179)' Against a 
landscape background the Yirgin holds on her knee the Christ 
Who bestows a blessing (1). 

(') W. ['II/m/ine,.. International Studio . • \ ug. 1925, p. 337. Tlte Salile, 
The Clarence Mackay Collection, l\ew York, 1926, 1\'0. 2. The Same, 
Catalogue of the early Italian Paintings exhibited at the Du"een Galleries, 
Ne\\' York . .-\pril-May 192+. Ne \\' York Ipri\'a tely printedl. 1926, T'\0·9· 
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In another private collection 1 know a portrait of a young 
man dressed in red with a little cap on his head, which, although 
the painting is s0l11ewhat rubbed off, seems to show the charac
teristics of a production of an advanced stage in BaldovinettiJs 
career (fig. 180). 

Baldovinetti does not seem to have been a very productive 
painter; moreover Vasari inforl11s us that he worked with 
great care and very slowly. Apart from the extant paintings 
there are very few others recorded. In his l11emoirs Fran
cesco Baldovinetti speaks of some works, which Vas ari 
attributes to Andrea del Castagno, as if they had been executed 
by Baldovinetti; (1) further he refers to an altar·piece on the 
high altar in Sta. Maria Nuova and paintings in a chapel 
of this church, as well as these in the cloister of S. Benedetto, 
outside Florence, as works by Alessio. He mentions also a 
little panel ofthe three Magi in the church of Sta. Maria Novella, 
which, according to an annotation by Giovanni di Poggio Bal
dovinetti, was from the hand of Botticelli; the altar-piece in 
S. Pietro in Chalcharga, already lost in Giovanni di Poggio's 
day, and an Annunciation on two panels on the stairs of the 
Pallazzo delia Signoria. Other works which have disappeared 
are the <Istory of the Virgin" begun by Domenico Veneziano 
and finished by Baldovinetti, the mosaic - angels holding the 
head of Christ - on that part of the Baptistery which is directly 
opposite the cathedral, and the dra\vings from his hand that 
Vasari hci.d, which can hardly be the fi ve little figures no\v 
in the UfEzi el. 

(1) Frescoes in the monastery of the Camaldolites and in the cloister 
of Sta. Croce alia Colonna. 

(2) The following works are \\Tongly attributed to Baldovinetti: the 
Madonna, already mentioned. in the Berenson collection, which the o\vner 
himself has published more than once as a production of Baldovinetti 
and which seems to me to be by Domenico Veneziano, v. VoI. X. p. 
323; the portrait of a lady in profile in the National Gallery which 
R. Fry, Burlington Magazine. XVIlJ, 1911, p. 311, ascribes to Baldovi
netti but for which 1 hold Paolo Cccello responsible, v. VoI. X, P.236; 
the predella panels with scenes from the story of St. Nicholas in the 
Buonarroti l\Iuseum. assigned to Baldovinetti by _,1. Velzfuri, L' Arte. 
XXX, 1927, p. 3--1-; Tlie Salile, Studi da! Vero, p. 28. which 1 think are 
by Giovanni di Francesco, v. VoI. X. p. 388; scenes from the child·hoocl 
of a saint to which we shall re turn when treating Graffione to whom 
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Baldovinetti was an extremely gifted artist and on the whole 
his sources of inspiration and learning were very fortunate. 
Although he had not a very strong artistic personality, he 
was gifted with enormous aptitude and adaptability and so 
succeeded in producing the most exquisite paintings when he 
was guided by Angelico, Domenico Vene zi ano, Piero della 
Francesca or Pollaiuolo but in his mature years when he was 
left to his own devices he became what IVIr. Berenson calls "the 
impalatable Baldovinetti oflater years" working in a "maniera 
secca e crudal> as Vas ari puts it. 1 think it quite likely that this 
less pleasing manner is due to the inf1uence that his o\vn 
pupil, Domenico Ghirlandaio, exercised on him; he seems to 
have been dominated to a certain extent also by Giovanni di 
Francesco. 

Baldovinetti was a p3inter full of gentleness with very little 
idea of expressing violent action; he had a most refined aes
thetic feeling for everything concerning line and design but 
his colouring, especially in his early works is sometimes a 
little crude and vulgar. 

The distant landscapes in some of his paintings, however, 
deserve aU the praise that IVIr. Berenson gi ves them; it was 
his examples which served at times as model to PoUaiuolo, 

1 ascribe them. In the Hermitage Gallery at Petrograd a Madollna 
and Child (Catalogue 1909 N o. 2) were attributed to Baldovinetti. 
Waagen believeel it to be by Cosimo Rosselli. The following are 
mentioned as works by our artist but 1 have no means of verifying the 
attributions: a half-Iength figure of the Maelonna solel at the Lampori 
sale. Florence, ro'h Nov. 1902 anei a Maelonna in the P. Tuelor-Hart 
collection, stolen in November 1927. L. ClIsI. op. cit. anei A. Venluri, 

L' Arte. 1922, p. ro, both give to Balelovinctti the charming profile of a 
young man in Hampton Court which 1 have alreaely mentioneel, v. VoI 
X, p. 330. as a possible work by Domenico Veneziano. 

Of drawings wrongly classifieel as works by Balelovinetti. might be 
citeel that of the bust of a warrior which technically bears a much doser 
connexion with some sculptor-painter; Edc. op. cit., p. 18, hesitatingly 
ascribes it to Balelovinetti. A sketch of Dante in Christ Church. Oxford, 
has been thought to be by Balelovinetti because it corresponels with the 
figure of the poet in Domenico eli Michelino's painting in the catheelral 
of Florence anei Balelovinetti haei execute el a sketch of Dante which the 
painter haei to take as model, but as we shal! see later on the drawing 
in question has much more the appearance of a proeluction of the school 
of .'\ntonio Pollaiuolo. 
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Yerrocchio and Leonardo, who. in this respect, certainly owe 
him more than they do to Piero della Francesca. 

Vasari tells us of the extraordinary method in which Bal
dovinetti prepared his colo urs for fresco painting; he started 
al fresco, finished al secco, preparing his colours with the 
yolk of egg and mixing them \\"ith a liquid varnish which 
had to be heated 11). He also took any amount of trouble trying 
to discover the best \Vay of making mosaics, but according 
to Yasari he had the luck to meet a German who taught him 
this art to perfection. 

As for those works of BaldO\'inetti's school which cannot 
be ascribed to a definite artist, \ve should cite in the first 
place a Madonna kneeling in adoration before the Child Who 
lies on the ground, against a landscape in which Tobias and 
the an gel are depicted; this picture belongs to the Holden 
collection which was incorporated with the n:useum of Cle\'e
land (fig. rSII. This painting which 1 kno\\" only from a photo
graph seems to me to be \'ery near Baldovinetti although 
Mr. Berenson and indeed also Mrs. Berenson ascribe this work 
to Botticini 12). 

In the Lanckoronski collection, Yienna, there is a fine 
painting of the Virgin sho\Vn in half .. length figure, adoring the 
Child Who, quite naked, stands on the balustrade of a balcony 
against a background of shrubs; the author in this case \Vas 
inspired chiefly by Baldovinetti but also by Piero della Fran· 
cesca. In the same collection there are t\\"o other \\"orks attri
buted to the school of Baldovinetti. One of them represents 
the same subject, only here the Madonna holds the Child anei 
the background is formed by a Ianelscape. The other pic ture 
which shows St. Antony Abbot in prayer and St. Jerome in 
penitence, bears onIy a distant connexion with Baldovinetti's 

(') Vasari, cd. Mi/amsi, IL p. 592. Also in speaking of Antonello da 
l\Iessina he refers to this method, Il, p. 564. 

e) Mr5. Berenson says that "this picture looks like the \York of Sellaio 
but that it is by Botticini ami tbat tbe landscapc is directly rrom Baldo
yinetti". S. RlIbillstein, Catalogue of a Collection of Paintings etc. pre
sented by l\lr5. Liberty E. Holden to the Cleveland l\111sellIl1 of Art. 
Cle\'eland, I9I7, p. 12, ascribes it to Baldoyinetti. 
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Fig. I8r. School of Baldo\"inetti, l'vladonna adoring th e Child. 
Mllsellm, Cle\'eland. 
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art; it has sooner something of the ruggedness of del Castagno. 
At Locko Park, near Derby, there was a picture of the 

Virgin adoring the Child which was assigned to the school 
of Baldovinetti (1). 

In the colIection of Viscount Lee of Fareham, Richmond, there 
is a fairly important pic ture which should be included in this 
artistic tendency; the Virgin and the infant St. John adore the 
Child Christ Who, grasping a little bird, lies on the ground, 
St. Joseph has falIen asleep close by while in the background 
the shepherd receives the angelic message (fig. I8z). In this 
work we can discern also the inf1uence of Fra Filippo Lippi e). 

In the little gallery of the church of Sta. Maria delle Grazie 
at S. Giovanni di Val d' Arno, there is a panel of Tobias 
and the angel against a landscape background, "vhich reveals, 
in spite of its rustic appearance, a certain connexion with the 
art of Baldovinetti e). Much finer on the other hand is an 
oblong panel of God the Father between two groups of angels 
which was for sale in Florence some years ago. 

By a less direct folIower of Baldovinetti but stiH alI the 
same belonging to this master's school are two charming pre
della panels in the store-room of the Vatican Callery; one 
of them has been identified as representing the conversion of 
St. John Gualbert and shows us a young man praying in the 
apse of a church, a youth raising his sword against an opponent, 
and then in a landscape the reconciliation of the two young metl. 

The other panel which, it has been thought, illustrates an 
apparition of St. Antony, clepicts to one sicle the saint stancling 
before a group of persons insicle a builcling, ancl to the other 
si de the holy monk standing on burning logs while the Virgin (7) 
appears to him in the sky. 

In this group of works I include stiU a curious pic ture in 
the museum of the cathedral of Florence (N 0.83) of a holy monk 

(1) P. ]. Ric/iter, Catalogue of Pictures of Locko Park. No. 23. 
e) T. Borenius, A Catalogue of the Pictures etc. collected by Viscount 

and Viscountess Lee of Fareham, privately printed (1. 1923), No. 3, 
mentions two "variations OI' copies" of the same picture, one sold at 
Christie's in the spring of 1923. the other in a collection in ltaly. 

(a) G. Poggi, in G. Daimlli e (,". Poggi, Itinerari automobilistica d' Italia: 
Toscana, Firenze, 192-1-. p. 239, ascribes it to :'\eri di Bieei. 
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Fig. 182. School of Baldovinetti, th e Holy Falllily. Lce of 
Fareham Collection. Richmond. 
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between two kneeling adorers, one a \\"ol11an with a seroll, 
the other a l11an with a bag of 1110ney CO, a rather damaged tondo 
in the Stădelische Kunstinstitut in Frankfort a. lVL (No. 764-) 
representing the Calvary, a miniature in the \Vallaee eollection 
(No. 45) of the half-length figure of St. A.gnes as the deeo
ration of an initial letter, \\"hich has been ascribed to the 
Ferrarese sehool, and a half-length figure of the Virgin against 
a landscape background in the Mauriee Hewlett eollection, 
whieh was onee exhibited at the Arundel Club. 

Among the drawings of Baldovinetti's sehool, Mr. Berenson 
mentions several pages in the Ultlzi (1). They eomprise a leaf 
(Berenson No. 197) with the figures of two peasants, one a 
youth with his hand on his hip, the other an old 111 an le an ing 
on his staff. Mr. Berenson eonsiders them good sehool eopies 
as he deseribes also another leaf !Berenson No. 198) with 
four similar figures whieh, however, are of poorer teehnique; 
we see on this page a man standing with clasped hands, a 
man resting his head on his hand, a youth with his hand on 
his hip and a man tilling the soil (fig. 183) (2). To the same 
group belongs a sketch of an old man earrying a saek on 
his baek (Berenson No. 201). There is an obvious differenee 
between these drawings and Baldovinetti's art but there is 
even less resemblance between the master's manner and three 
sketches which Mr. Berenson (Nos. 200, 202, 203) describes 
as rather late copies of works by Baldoviuetti. They represent 
a Descent from the Cross with many figures (3), a Crucifixion 
in a very crowded composition, both in the Cffizi, and the 
faithful mourning over the dead Christ, which originates from 
the Santarelli collection and which appears to be oflater date 
than the others. A sketch in the UHizi repeats the lower part 
of this drawing. Still more vaguely conneeted with Baldo
vinetti's art is a drawing in the Uflizi of two men their hands 
bound and a man wearing a toga. 

Lastly, there are some engravings which bear a resemblance 

(i) Berenson, Drawings of the Florentine Painters. 
e) Photo. Braun, 76037, 76038, Bolletino d' Arte, 1909, p. 375. 
(3) Photo. Braun, 76039. Ede, Florentine Drawings, No. 19, hesitatingly 

ascribes it to Baldovinetti. 
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in style to Baldovinetti's art. In the first place might be cited 
an allegory of the reward of Humility and the punishment 
of Pride; it shows above, the Saviour towards Whom two 
ladders are raised; a young man followed by a Iamb mounts 

Fig. 183. School of Baldovinetti, drawing. Cffizi, Florence. 
Photo Braun 

on one of them, a king falls from the other and is caught 
below by a lion. In the centre between the two ladders we 
see the Virgin adoring the Child lying on the ground, St. Joseph 
close by who has fallen asleep and the ox and the ass, a 
composition which we have found several times in the work 
of Baldovinetti (fig. 184). There is only one example of this 
engraving and it is preserved in the British Museum; Messrs. 
Hind and Colvin classify it as a "somewhat late work of the 
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Fig. 184. Print of a r eligiollS allegory, inflllenced by Baldovinetti. 
British Mllsellm. 

school of Finiguerra" (1). Approximating it quite justifiably 

(1) A. M. Hilld ami S. Coluil1, Cataloglle of early Italian Engrav ings 
etc. in the British Museum, London, 1910, p. 46 and fig. A. \' 6. 
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to two other little engrayings, one the Virgin adoring the Child 
Who lies on the ground (fig. r85), the other St. Joseph seated 
near the stall of the ass, also in the British Museum, and 
together forl11ing a cOl11position closely resembling that of the 
foregoing print (1). Of the second of these two engravings 
another exal11ple exists in the E. de Rothschild collection, Paris. 

After a somewhat different manner, but none the less stiU 
reminiscent of Baldovinetti's art are the illustrations of "Il 
Monte Sancto di Dio" published in Florence in Lt-77 and 
containing three engrayings; a second edition followed in 
I491 with the same plates; they represent: the Holy Moun
tain with Christ in the midst of cherubil11 above while a man 
clil11bs a ladder to\vards Hil11 and another looks on, then 
Christ in a l11andorla of cherubs borne by angels (fig. I86) 
and Satan devouring the wicked while in the centre others 
are being afflicted with the tortures of Hell IZ). On the other 
hand 1 fail to see Baldovinetti's inf1uence in a series of en
gravings - in the broad manner and in the fine - illustrating 
the lives of the Virgin and the Sayiour, which is di vided 
between the British Museum, the print-rooms of Paris, Berlin, 
Vienna and Dresden and some private collections and which 
according to Hind and Col vin "in style approaches l110st nearly 
the work of Alessio Baldovinetti" ('3). 

There is a marked resemblance between the cOl11position 
of the Crucifixion in this series and that of the drawing of 

(') Hind aJUi Colvin, op. cit .. p. 185 and fig. A. V. la and Ib. It is 
true that as far as measurements, inscriptions, etc. are concerned, these 
two engravings belong to a series of little prints of prophets and sybils 
that Messrs. Hind al1d Lolvill classify in Finiguerra's school; but 1 do 
not think that they are from the same hand. The series referred to is 
much nearer the school of Pollaiuolo than the two engravings in question, 
in which it is not difficult to distinguish elements borrowed from Baldo
vinetti's art. 

e) Hind alld Ca/vin, op. cit., p. 81 and figs. A. III. 1,2 and 3. C. W. Reid, 
vVorks of Italian Engravers of the fifteenth century, London, 1884. F Lip
maJln, Italian wood Engravings in the fifteenth century, London, 189°, 
p. 27. A. W. Pallard, Italian book illustration, London, 1894, p. 59· 
H. Delaborde, La gravure en Italie avant Marc.Antoine, Paris-London, 
(no date), p. 47. 

(") Hind and Ca/vin, op. cit., p. 102, pls. B. 1 etc. 
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Fig 186. IlIustration from "Il Monte Sancto eli Dio", influence el by 
Balelovinetti (1477). 

the same subject in the Uffizi which Mr. Berenson, as 1 said 
before, believes to be a copy after a work by Baldovinetti. 

However, in style these eng-ravings are much more remi-
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niscent of Botticelli to whom, moreover, some of the old 
critics, Baldinucci and Heinecker for example, ascribe them; 
Passavant thought they were by Filippo Lippi. 1 shall return 
to this question in the next volume. 

I find Baldovinetti's influence in some niellos; firstly in those 
which some writers ascribe to Maso Finiguerra, such as the 
Coronation of the Virgin in the midst of a host of angels 
and saints ffig. 187) and the Crucifixion, both in the National 
Museum, Florence (1). 

Delaborde, who attributes thf:se two examples to Finiguerra, 
admits only a certain connexion between them and a niello 
of the Virgin and Chiid accompanied by angels and saints, 
of which there is a beautiful print in the Print Room of the 
British Museum (fig. 188), which in my opinion is, without 
doubt, from the same hand as the Coronation of the Virgin. 

Some other niellos of a less refined technique manifest an 
influence which can be traced to Baldovinetti' s art; they are 
the Madonna enthroned between the two SS. John and the 
Saviour in the midst of angels with the swooning Virgin m 
the foreground, both in the National Museum, Florence. 

In speaking of Baldovinetti's pupils, I have already mentioned 
the name of Giusue de' Santi by whom there are no extant 
works, of Ghirlandaio, who wiU be treated in the next volume, 
he influenced Cosimo Rosselli, Verrocchio, and the Pollaiuolo 
brothers and of "Il Graffione" whose real name was Giovanni 
di Michele Scheggini da Larciano and whose artistic career 
must be discussed briefly here. 

el It has been thought that this Crucifixion should be identified with 
that described by Benvenuto Cellini in his treatise on goldsmith work 
as sketched by Antonio Pollaiuolo and executed by Finiguerra. Then 
GOYl~ Thesaur. vet. dept., 1]59. DlIchesne, Essai sur les Nielles, 1826, 
and others imagined that it \Vas by Matteo di Giovanni Dei \\'ho in 1455 
made a similar niello for the baptistery (Gaye, Carteggio, 1, p. II2 note). 
Dei is held responsible also for a niello of the cOllYersion of St. Paul 
in the National Museum. Florence, but G. Milanesi, L' Arte. XXXVI, 
1884, p. 66, rlOF.S not agree with this attrihlltion although he ascribes 
the Coronation of the Virgin to this artist and others have upheld this 
opinioll, v. Thil'me-Becl.>er, Kiinstler Lexikol1, "III, p. 556 and Rosilli, 
Stor. de!. Pitt. itaI., m. p. 130. 
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Fig. r87. Niello of the Coronati on ofthe Virgin , influencecl by Balclovinetti . 
National Museum, Florence . 
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MI'. Horne dedicates an article to this painter eJ, who 
apparently was born in Florence in 1455 and died there in 1521; 
in 1468 OI' 1469 he became apprenticed to Piero di Lorenzo 
Zuccherini whom Vasari confounds with Piero di Lorenzo 

Pratese(2). In I484 
he worked with 
Baldovinetti and 
received, as I ha ve 
already said, five 
payments due to 
this artist for 
having filled up 
and painted the 
centre of the panel 
in S. Ambrogio, 
so that we can 
ascribe to Graf: 
fione the central 
figure ot the 
Madonna in ado
ration. In I491 he 
was a member of 
the commission 
which \Vas ap
pointe d to judge 
the plans for 
th e fa<;ade of 
the cathedral 
of Florence and 

Fig. r88. Kiello ofth e Madonna and Saints, influenced in 1503 and I508 
by Baldoyinetti. British Museum. his name figures 

in the register of the Compagnia di San Luca. 
Vas ari tells us that he was a very strange man, that he 

never ate at table, seldol11 slept in a bed but in a box full 

(1) H. P. Home, Il Graftione, Burlington Magazine. VIII, 1905, pp.so, 
r89. Vasari. ed. Mifrmesi, Il, p. 598. Thiellle·Bl'cker. Kiinstler Lexikon, 
XIV. 1921. p. +89. 

n Re. this artist, v. VoI. X. p. 508. 
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of straw and that one day while talking to Lorenzo de' Medici 
he said: "it is not the money which makes the artist, but 
the artists who make money" which seems to me rather a 
foolish remark. Vasari ascribes to him the fresco of God the 
Father over the door of the Innocenti Hospital, which we 
know now was executed by Giovanni di Francesco (1). 

The Madonna and Child of the panel in S. Ambrogio ha ve 
still a certain character. although recent restorations have 
considerably disfigured this painting. For this reason it is 
dittlcult to make other attributions to this artist. Mr. Horne, 
however, is of opinion that he painted a Holy Trinity with 
SS. Mary Magdalene and Catherine of Alexandria in the 
church of S. Spirito. Florence, which attribution I accept 
not without hesitation; Prof. A. Yenturi seems inclined, but 
somewhat hesitatingly, to ascribe to him a polyptych in the 
gallery of Lucca (No. 531 representing the Madonna crowned 
by angels, between SS. John the Baptist, Catherine, Joseph 
and Lucy with God the Father and the Annunciation above (2). 

I think that Graffione, working under the direct influence 
of Baldovinetti, must have executed a little panel, illustrating 
the childhood of a saint, in the Jan'es collection, Newhaven 
(N'o. 41). The scene takes place in the court-yard of a house; 
the little child plays on a rug near two women; t'v\'O Fran
ciscan monks and a woman stand close by~ another woman 
looks from the windo\\'; in the background we see the child 
being bathed by three women; here there is a glimpse of a 
landscape. This panel has been attributed to Baldovinetti (3), 
to the Umbrian schooL probably Buonfigli (4) and to Masac
cio's time and tendency C'L 

Still more hesitatingly 1 cite Graf1ione as the possible author 
of a Madonna enthroned between SS. Matthew with a little 
angel, Louis of Toulouse standing, Francis and Clare kneeling 

(1) \'. \'01. X, p. 384. 
eJ A. T'mturi, Storia dell' arte italiana, VIII, p. 678. 
(a) O. Sirhl, op. cit. Tlie Salile, A descriptive Catalogue of the Pictures 

in the Jar\'es Collection belonging to Yale L'niversity. Ke\\'haven. London, 
Oxford, 1916, p. 107. 

(4) Brl'cA'. Der Cicerone, 19[2, p. 133. 
C) RaI/Rin, American .Ioumal of Archaeology. 1895, II. 
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which formerly was No. 32 in the S. Marco Museum, Florence 
(fig. 189); the date q93 is inscribed at the foot of the throne (l). 

If Baldovinetti \Vas an eclectic artist, Gratlione was still 
more so; he was inspired Hot only by Baldovinetti and Filippino 
Lippi but also by several other Florentine painters of the end 
of the Isth century. In his old age he no doubt worked in 
a manner very different from that of q8-+ and we must resign 
ourselves, without much regret let it be said, to the impossi
bility of ever being able to recognize his late productions. 

It is quite another case for the delightful anonymous little 
master whom Mr. Berenson has christened the "Master of 
the Castello Nativity" on account of a painting of the Nativity -
the centre of a triptych - which is found in the royal villa 
of Castello, near Florence. Mr. Berenson has grouped together 
several works by this artist, but to his list I am able to acid 
one or two other productions. 

The group of works, which, on account not only of the 
inHuence of Baldovinetti but also of obvious reminiscences of 
Angelico's art, can be assigned to an early stage in the master's 
career, includes the Nativity or rather the Virgin adoring the 
Child near a house in a landscape with many angels and the 
shepherds in the Johnson collection, Philadelphia (No. 23) el, 
with which we should associate a similar representation which 
was for sale in London in 1909 ('l), and a Maclonna adoring 
the Child lying in a field, with no other figures, in the Acton 
collection, Florence (fig. I90). At a slightly later period when 
our artist must have already come into contact with Fra Filippo 
Lippi although Angelico's inHuence has not been entirely 
effaced, he must have executed a Madonna between two angelic 
musicians with a large vase of Howers in the foreground, 

(1) Once upon a time Graffione \Vas held responsible for a halflength 
figure of the Madonna and Child \\'ith angels in the lJffizi (~o. 4861 
but this painting is now ascribed to the Florentine school of the 
15th century. 

e) B. Berellsoll, A Catalogue of a Collection of Paintings, etc., I, Italian 
Painting (Johnson coli., Philadelphia), Philadelphia, 1913, p. 17. F. M. Per
kins, Rassegna d' Arte, V, 1905, p. Iq, caUs it school of Angelico. 

(3) I do not know this painting; it is mentioned by Mr Berenson. 
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which is preserved in the gallery of Pisa (fig. 191) (1). 1 think 
it quite possible that from the same hand and of about this 
period is an Annunciation in the Ashmolean l\IIuseum, Oxford 

Fig. 189. Graffione? Madonna and saints . Formerly 111 the S . Marco 
Museum, Florence. Ph" to Alill" ri. 

(No. -/-) in which the angel kneels before the Virgin who is 
seated undeI' a portico while above God the Father is shown 
in the midst of ni ne angels arranged in three rows, playing 

(1) 1. B. Supino , Arch. Stor. dell 'Arte. 1894, p. 240. ascribes it to 
Benozzo Gozzoli. 
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Fig. 190. Master of th e Castello J\'atl\'ity, JVladonna adoring the Child. 
Acton Collection, Florence. 

Photo Brogi. 
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Fig. 19T. Master ofthe Castello Nati\'ity, Madonna and angels. 
Gallery, Pisa. 

PhOt0 A li nari. 
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on musical instruments. \' ery shortly afterwards 1 imagine he 
executed the half-Iength figure of the l\ladonna, with the Child 
bending Himself badnvards in His Mother's arms, between 
four angels which was gifted to the LOU\Te (No. 1657a) by 
M. Bossy (fig. 192) (11. 

To the same l11anner belong a :vIadonna adoring the Child 
lying in a meadow, fral11ed by two brocade curtains, in. the 
Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge (no number), formerly in the 
Brinsley Marley collection, and the pic ture at the Villa of Castello 
to which 1 have already referrec1. Here against a landscape 
the Virgin is represented near a hut adoring the Infant Who 
!ies on the ground; near them stands the !ittle St. John while 
above appears God the Father between angels and cherubim. 
Four medallions containing half-Iength figures of prophets 
adom the predella. This is one of the master's pictures in which 
the inf1uence of Baldovinetti is most markec1; MI'. Berenson 
thinks that the panel is not anterior to q60. 

Baldovinetti's domination is manifest in another pic ture 
by the same artist which represents against a landscape back
ground, the Child on the ground, adored by the Virgin and 
]oseph seated close by, near a ruined hut in which shelter 
the ox aneI the ass dig. 193). This painting, which, although 
a !ittle different from the others, is in 111Y opinion certainly 
by the master of the Castello Nati\'ity, is found in a private 
collection in Rome. 

Another !ittle group, in \vhich Fra Filippo Lippi's inf1uence 
is more evident, includes a half-Iength figure of the Virgin 
in a niche, holding the naked Child Who grasps a little bird 
and sucks a finger, in the Louvre (No. -+66Ia, leg. Rothschild) 
(fig. 19-+), a similar representation in the gallery of the Uni
versity of Gottingen (No. 70), a little Annunciation in the 
Gustave Dreyfus collection, Paris, a Madonna seated with 
the Child on her knee before a portic o in a garden in the 
Berenson collection, Settignano (fig. 195) and a Madonna 
enthroned in a niche with the Child standing on her knee 
between two angelic l11usicians in the Maitland F. Griggs 
collection, New York (fig. 196). 

(1) O. SirrJn, Burlington Magazine, XL VI, 1925, p. 282, giyes it to the 
school of Filippo Lippi. L. Hauteroellr. op. cit., p. 47. 
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Fig. 192. Master of the Castello l\'ati vity, Madonna and angels. LOllvre, Paris. 
Ph oto A linari. 

Lastly Mr. Berenson dec!ares that probab!y an Annunciation 
in the church of S. GiO\'anni dei Cava!ieri, Florence, which 
shows a veI')' strong influence of Fra Filippo Lippi, is from 
the hand of this artist. ",hile he finds a marked resemblance 
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Fig. 193. Master of the Castello Nativity, Virgin adoring the Child. 
Private CoJlectioll . Rome. 
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Fig. 194. lVIaster ofthe Castello Nativity, lVIadonna and Child. Louvre, Paris. 

Photo, Areh. ph ot. d'Art el d'hisl . 
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Fig. 195. l\lastcr of the cas tcllo l'\ativity. lVIadonna and ChiJd. 
Berenson Collection, Settignano. 
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Fig. 196. Master of the Castello Nativity, lVIadonna, Child and angels, 
Maitland F. Griggs Collection, Ne,,' York . 

Photo Off"er. 

XI 20 
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between the Master of the Castello Nativity and the author 
of two predella panels illustrating the lives of two saints, one 
of whom is a bishop whose identity has not been recognized; 
in one we see the saint standing before a vessel which some 
women fill with grain, and in the other the holy man hides in 
a grotto while some soldiers search the mountain side. These 
panels which are found in the Johnson collection, Philadelphia 
(Nos. 24 and 25) (1) are attributed by Mr. Berenson to "an 
unknown follower of Fra Angelico" yet, judging from the 
reproductions, the influence of Baldovinetti seems to be stiH 
fairly evident and 1 am inclined to believe that these two 
panels are youthful productions of our painter. 

If my conception of the master differs a little from that 
of Mr. Berenson, it is only because 1 place the artist slightly 
more distant from Fra Angelico and 1 see in him an eclectic 
painter who followed chiefly the manner of Baldovinetti, 
his contemporary, but at the same time he was reactionary 
and had no great desire to join the new and revolutionary 
movement which developed in Florence at this stage of the 
Renaissance. 

We must deal here with the problem of Finiguerra (2). 
That T ommaso or Maso Finiguerra made sketches for the
inlaid work in the sacristy of the cathedral of Florence, no\\' 
partly in the Opera del Duomo, there can be no doubt, but 

(1) Berensol1, op. cit., p. 19. 
(2) B. Berenson, Gazette des Beal1x Arts, serie III, voI. XXIII, p. IJo. 

The Same, Drawings of the Florentine Painters, 1, p. 31; II, p. 129-
Co/vill, Florentine Pictl1re Chronicle. Delaborde, op. cit., p. I. Bind al/d 
Co/vi11, op. cit., introdl1ction. A. M. Bind, Short History of Engraving, 
London, 1908. p. 39. B. P. Borne, Sandro Botticelli, London, 1908. p. 77. 
P. K., in Thieme·Becker·s Kiinstler Lexikon, XI, p. 583. Kristel/er, Arch. 
Stor. dell' Arte, VI, 1893, p. 392. Milanesi, L' Arte, XXXII, 1883. p. 221. 
v. Rumohr, Untersl1chl1ng iib. d Gri.inde d. Annahme dass M. di Fini
guerra etc., Leipzig, 1841. Ulmaml, Jahrb. d. K. Prel1s. Kl1nstsamml., 
XV, 1894, p. 245. Vasari, ed. Mila/tesi, r, p. 209; III, pp. 287, 288; V. 
pp. 395, 443, -1-44, 4-46. Venturi, L' Arte, II, 1899, P II2. Zam~ Materiale 
per servire aIIa storia del incisione, Parma. 1802, p. 31. For a more 
complete bibliography v. P. K. in Thieme·Becker's Klinstler Lexikoll 
and Frasc/letti. La Bibliofilia, 1900, p. 191. 
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the question arises regarding the attribution to him of: (1) 

two niellos in the National Museum, Florence, (2) a series 
of drawings of male figures in different positions, partly in 
the Uffizi and (3) a long series of drawings illustrating a 
chronicle of important events from the Old Testament, myth
oIogy and classicai history, originally in the Ruskin collection 
but now in the British Museum. 

As to the first question, that concerning the niellos, we 
can say that the answer is in the negative because now-a-days 
no one beiieves in the discovery and affirmation of Father 
Zani that Finiguerra executed the two Pax aiready mentioned, 
one representing the Crucifixion, the other the Coronation 
of the Virgin, nor in the fabie narrated by Vasari that Fini
guerra invented copper engraving, so that we can dismiss 
these two points which have already been exhausted by other 
writers. 

Regarding the third attribution, that of the series of drawings 
for the Chronicle in the British Museum, we can say that 
sin ce it was Iaunched by Mr. Colvin it has its illustrious 
adherents in such critics as B. Berenson, H. P. Horne and 
A. M. Hind and its just as renowned adversaries in A. Ven
turi, Kristeller and Fraschetti. Personally 1 agree with the 
opinion of the latter group. 1 think these drawings beiong 
to the schooI of Antonio Pollaiuolo and 1 shall return to them 
when treating the adherents of this artist. 

There certainly exists an obvious connexion between An
tonio Pollaiuolo and Finiguerra but if we admit that the 
latter who was Pollaiuolo's senior, executed these sketches 
then we are forced to accept him as Pollaiuolo's master and 
to consider him a veri table pioneer, and the inventor of a 
new manner which was instrumental in the formation of Pol
laiuolo's art. Yet these drawings, although very pleasing, do 
not reveal any such marvellous qualities on the part of the 
artist and further, 1 do not think that we can place them 
prior to the death of Finiguerra (q64); they date from at 
lcast ten years later if not more. None the less, there must have 
existed a link between Finiguerra, Pollaiuolo and the master 
of the Picture Chronicle) three masters of Florentine origin, 
follo\ving one another within a short interval, alI three draughts-
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men and engravers or at least niello workers and dependent 
one on the other. but of this trio the only great artist was 
Pollaiuolo. 

Tommaso or Maso Finiguerra was horn in 1425 (1) and 
became a goldsmith like his grandfather who bore the same 
name; according to a letter written by Baccio Bandinelli, the 
artist in his youth must have worked in collaboration with 
Ghiberti on the famous bronze doors. As early as 1449 we 
find him in touch with Baldovinetti who had to make a sulphur 
cast of a niello plate by Finiguerra, in payment or in exchange 
for a dagger. In 1451 and 1452 he was employed chiefly as 
a goldsmith also in 1457 when he worked as such for the 
church of S . .lacomo in Pistoia. In 1459 he pays to Neri di 
Bicci a carved and gilded "sun". 

Maso married Piera di Domenico di Giovanni and had 
a goldsmith's shop together with Bartolomeo di Sali and 
Antonio Pollaiuolo. In a book of notes that Giovanni Ruc
cellai began in 1459. he is mentioned as a drawing-master 
(maestro di disegno) working together with Antonio Pol
laiuolo in the house of the Ruccellai; the other artists were 
Fra Filippo, Domenico Veneziano, Giuliano da Maiano, Ver
rocchio, del Castagno and Paolo Uccello. In 1463 the Florentine 
merchant Cino di Filippo Rinuccini purchases on three different 
occasions metal objects in the shop of Finiguerra and his two 
companions: twice from Finiguerra and Ollce from Pollaiuolo, 
and the same year, as we have already seen, Baldovinetti 
coloured fi ve dra wings of heads that Finiguerra sketched 
for inlaid work that Giuliano da Maiano executed for the 
sacristy of the cathedral; it is generally supposed that they 
are those of the Annunciation and St. Zenobius between two 
deacons. As 1 said Finiguerra died in 1464. 

It was chiefly as a worker in niello that Finiguerra was 
renowned. Ben venuto Cellini informs us that he did nothing 
but that, which is certainly not true, and that he always 

(1) For the documents v. Ga)'e, Carteggio, 1, p. III. Milanesi" comm. on 
Vasari, V, p. 443. Ca/vin, op. cit, p. 22. In 1417 the father makes a 
declaration concerning the family and says his son is thirty years of 
age but this seems to be a slight mistake. 
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worked after designs by Antonio Pollaiuolo (1). Aiso Filarete 
and Salimbeni praise him as a worker in this particular branch 
of goldsmith art. 

Although we find Finiguerra working chiefly in connexion 
\\"ith Pollauiolo and \' asari also speaks of him together with 
this master, the only authentic productions by him pro\'e that 
he \Vas inspired aboYe ali by Baldo\'inetti. The works in 

Fig. 198. St. Zcnobius and t\\'O holy deacolls, in inlaid Il'ood, arter a drawing 
by Finiguerra. Opera del Duomo, Florence. Photo Alin ol" i, 

question are the two pictures in inlaid wood; one is the 
Annunciation stiU in the sacristy and represents the angel 
kneeling before the Virgin who is seated in the courtyard 
of a house ; there is agreat display of Renaissance architecture 
while above we see the tops of trees after the manner of 
Beato Angelico (fig. 197). The second piece of marquetery, 
now in the Opera del Duomo sho\\'s, in a haU, the ceiling 
of which is also \'isible, St. Zenobius seated in episcopal 

1') "MaslI Finiguerra rece l'arte solamente dello intagliare di niello ; 
questo fu un uomo che mai non ebbe nessuno paragone di qulIa cotale 
professione, e sempre operiJ servendosi dei disegni di detto Antonio"; 
('rllini. in the introduction to his Trattato dell' Oreficeria, 
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Fig. 199. The Prophet Amos. inlaid wood) after a dra\\·ing by Finiguerra ? 
Sacristy, Cathedral, Florence. 

P hota Alinari. 
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Fig. 200. The Prophet Isaiah, inlaid wood , aftel' a dra\\'ing by 
Finiglll"l'l'a? Sacristy, Cathedral, Florence. 

Phot () Alinari. 
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attire and two holy deacons, their hands clasped. each standing 
in front of a niche (fig. 198). 1 am practicaUy convinced that 
rrom the same hand as the Annunciation are the two prophets, 
Amos and Isaiah (figs. 199, 200), which are found to either 

Fig. 201. The Clrcumcision, inlaid wood, after a drawing by Finigu <:' rra? 
Sacris ty, Cathedral. Florence. H olo Alinari. 

side in the sacristy; each of them stands before a portico 
seen from an angle with a good effect of perspective. as weB 
as the representation of the Circumcision which takes place 
against a background of Renaissance architecture comprising 
three niches, of which the two lateral are only half visible 
(fig. 201). This piece of work is executed after a slightly 
different manner and Mr. Berenson is of opinion that Baldovinetti 
should be held responsible for the rough sketch. The question 
is extremely delicate because we should have to know just 
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to what extent Giuliano da Maiano was faithful to the styIe 
of the drawing in reproducing it in marquetery. Yet in studying 
the Nativity executed after Baldovinetti's sketches, he appears 
to have succeeded in conveying the style to the picture in inlaid 
wood and this leads us to suppose that the other marquetery 
pictures should giye us a fairly precise impression of Fini· 
guerra's manner. 

Whether the collection of drawings ascribed to him is really 
from the same hand) is quite another question. The first to 
speak about this was Baldinucci who informs us that this set of 
drawings existed in the collection of Cardinal Leopoldo de' 
Medici and that the best of them are so near Masaccio that 
he does not hesitate to proclaim this artist as Finiguerra's 
master ('). It may yery well be that they are the same sketches 
which Vasari pretends to ha\'e had in his possession. In 1793, 
forty-six of these drawings \vere stolen; twenty-two sketches 
now in the Bonnat collection must have belonged to this 
series, while the rest are scattered among different other 
collections. 

Those which remain in the Uflizi are attributed to the 
school of PollaiuoIo; two of them bear the name ofFiniguerra. 
This attribution has been accepted by Messrs. Col vin and 
Horne (2) while Mr. Berenson who believes that the "pic ture 
chronicle" is by Finiguerra, qualifies the series of drawings 
in the Uffizi and elsewhere as the work of "a feeble draughts
man, a close follower of Antonio Pollaiuolo inf1uenced by 
Pesellino". He blames the recent tendency of identifying 
him with Maso Finiguerra ('1). According to Mr. Col vin the 
examples in the Bonnat collection are sooner copies by a 
pupi!. Prof. A. Venturi remarks that these sketches are very 
different in style from those of the "picture chronicle"; they 

C) F Baldinucei, Notizie di professori del disegno, I, Florence, 1845, 

P·5 I 9· 
(~) Hame, loc. cit. 
(::1 Berenson, Drawings of the Florentine Painters, I, p. 3f, MI'. Beren

son is perhaps not very logical in referring us to this place in MI'. 
Colvin's book for a tull and admirable sketch of the artistic personality 
of Finiguerra, considering that it is chiefly just from this set of drawings 
that Mr. Colvin constructs the figure of Finiguerra. 
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are so much more simple in technique that this cntIc, as 
well as Mr. Berenson, is of opinion that the two series of 
drawings cannot be from the same hand. This is also my 
conclusion but 1 differ from Mr. Berenson in this sense, that 
the sketches in the Cffizi and other collections are much 
nearer in manner to the mosaics in wood in the sacristy of 
the cathedral in Florence than the drawings of the "pic ture 
chronicle" in the British Museum, yet in spite of the traditional 
attribution to Finiguerra, 1 do not believe in the very least 
that the drawings in the Uffizi and the others belonging to 
the same series are really from his hand. This seems to me 
quite impossible e\'en admitting that the wood work, on account 
of the difference of technique, has 10st something of the style 
in \\"hich the rough draughts were executed. 

The drawings in pen and water-colour should be placed in 
the school of Pollaiuolo and consequently we shall return to 
them \vhen dealing with this group of works. A large number 
of these leayes is reproduced in Mr. Colvin's book. Some other 
attributions to Finiguerra are based on the conviction that he 
\\"as the master of the "picture chronicle" cycle and conse
quently 1 do not agree with them. Thus for example Mr. Beren
son ascribes to him a drawing in the Albertina of an angel 
probably of the Annunciation to the Shepherds, which he thinks 
is a copy by Finiguerra of a drawing by Pesellino. He insists 
wry much on the influence that Pesellino had on this artist 
or sooner on the artist who illustrated the picture chronicle (1). 

For the same reason 1 do not agree with Messrs. Hind and 
Colvin in ascribing to "the workshop of Finiguerra, either 
during his lifetime or in the period following his death in I464" 
a large number of engravings, some of which, iUustrating 
the IiMonte Sancto di Dio", 1 have already included among 
the school works of Baldovinetti, while the others wiU be 
discussed among the productions of the school of Pollaiuolo. 

11) Berensoll, Urawings of the Florentine Painters, ]';"0.1848. The Smm, 
op. cit.. Gazette des Beaux Arts. 



CHAPTERIV 

ANTONIO AND PIERO DEL POLLAIUOLO AND 
THEIR FOLLOWERS e) 

Concerning the lives of the brothers Pollaiuolo, there exists 
agreat number of documents. They have been united together 
and in part published by Mrs. Cruttwell whose book is the 

(') H A. Ban, ;\ drawing by .-\.P .. Art. Studies, edited by the Har
vard and Princeton Universities, Cambridge, U.S.A.. 1926. p. 73. Blltrami. 
Appunti di ieonogr. artist., Rassegna d'Artc, 1, 1901, P.53 B. BI'rO/sof/, 
Due quadri inedite a Staggia, Rassegna el'Arte, V, 1905, p. 9. ~V. Bodl'. 
Reeension on Mrs. Cruttwell's book, Burlington Magazine, XI. 190J 
p. 181. T. BoreJlius, Four early Italian Engravers, London, 1923, p. 5 
L. Borsari, A. de! P. e gli Orsini, Nozze Orsini-Varo. Rome, 189I Iettel' 
of I494). ]. Cartwrighl, The Painters of Florenee, p. ]82. M. Crllftwdl, 
Quattro portate deI Catasto etc. ela A P., daI ti-atello Giovanni e da 
Jacopo loro padre, L' Arte, VIII, 1905, p. 38r. The Same, A. P., Londoll
New York, 19Q 7. L. Dami, Due nuove opere Pollaiolesche, Dedalo. IV. 
1924, p. 695. G. Df Nicola. Opere perdute dei P., Rassegna d'Arte, 
XVIII, 1918, p. 210 . ./. lJr! Hadia, Lettera d'A. de! P. a Virgilio Orsini, 
Rivista d'Arte, 1905, p. I26. H. S. Ede, Two drawings by A. P., Bur
lington Magazine, VoI. XL V, July 1924, p. 41. ". Fabriczy, Repert. f. 
Kunstwiss., XV, I8<)2, p. 28..ţ. P. Il. Ferri, Text to first portfoJio 
3,,1 series of Drawings of the R. Gallery nf the Uffizi, Florence, 110 

date. Filangieri di Candida, Cn bronzo di P. ne! Musco ~azionale di 
Napoli, L'Arte, 1, ]898, p. 188. Frallcesehini, Il Dossale el'Argento del 
tempio eli S. Giovanni, Florenee, 1894. B. Haendcke, Durer's Beziehungen 
zu J. da Barbari, P. u Bellini, Jahrb. K. Preus. Kunstsamml., XIX. 18g8, 
p. 162. A. M. Hind, Noti su Mantegna e i P., L'Arte, IX, 19(16, p. 3°3, 
B. M. Howland, Durer and P., Burlington Magazine, IX, 1906, p. 63, 
M. Logan, Deeouverte d'une fi-esque de P., Chronique des Arts, 1897, 
p. 343. H. Mac/wwsk)" Das Silberkreuz fUr dem Johannes Altar im 
Museo di S. Maria dei Fiore zu Florenz, Jahrb. K. Preus. Kunstsamml., 
XXIII, ]902, p. 235. F. ]. M(athrr), The Newhaven P" Burlington Ma
gazine, VIII, J906, p. 440. ]. Mesml, Botticelli, les P. et Verrocchio, 
Rivista el'Arte, 1905, p. 4. Tiu Same, Les figures des Vertus de la 
Mereatanzia, Miscellanea d'Arte, 1, 1903, p. 43. R. _4. Par/..>I!r, The key 
to A. P.'s genius, International Studio, .lan. 1928, p. 39. Jl. N.~1'1IIol1d, 
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oniy monograph that has as .ret been written on these 
masters. Although this ,'oiume contains any amount of useful 
information, its importance is not in proportion ta that of the 
brothers Pollaiuolo, particularIy to that of Antonio who can be 
considered among the grea test genuises of this, the most 
illustrious period in the history of Italian art. Moreover Mrs. 
Cruttwell's book is no longer up to date. 

As the name indicates, Antonio and Piero were the sons 
of a poultry merchant (1) but quite contrary to Vasari's de
scription of poverty, the business of the father, whose name 
was Jacopo Benci, seems to have been very successful and 
he and his wife Tommasa had six children of whom Antonio 
was the eldest. He, Antonio, lived with his brothers Piero and 
Giovanni also a poulterer. The latter had also six children, the 
youngest of whom, Piero, followed his uncles' calling and as 
painter-sculptor, had an independent bottega. Antonio's brother, 
Piero, seems to have provided for his parents in their old age. 

A cadastral declaration made by the father ]acopo in 1457 
mentions his wife Tommasa, Antonio aged 24, Silvistro aged 
22, Giovanni aged 1], Piero aged 14 and a daughter Cos a ot 
ten (2). This would give us the year 1433 as that of the birth 
of Antonio. The inscription on his tomb-stone leads us to 

Le Buste de Charles VIII etc., Bul!. Archeol. du Comite des trav. hist. 
et scient., 1895, p. 242. U. Rossi, Due pitture di P. P., Arch. Stor. dell' 
Arte, IB90, p. 160. S. Schwabacher, Die Stickereien nach Entwurfe des 
A. P. in der opera di S. Maria del Fiore in Florenz, Strasbourg, 19[1. 
Z. Takaes, Zur Durer's Studien nach P., Kunstchron, XVII, 1906, P 108. 
H. Clmallll. Die Thaten des Herkules: Wandgemălden im Palazzo di 
Venezia in Rom. Munich, 189+. TIu Same, Bilder u. Zeichungen der 
P., Jahrb. f. Preus. KunstsammL 1894, p. 230. G. Vasari, Le Vite etc., 
ed. Mi/al/esi, III, p. 285. A. V(enfllriJ, A proposito del document(l pubb!. 
del Borsari, Arch. stor. dell' Arte, 1892, p. 208. A. Venfure. Il paliotto di 
Sisto IV nella basilica di Assisi disegnato del A. P., L'Arte, 1906, p. 218. 
Tlle Same. Romolo e Remo di A. P. nella lupa Capitolina, L' Arte, XXII 
1919, p. 133 The Same, Capolavoro del A. P. nella Galleria Nazionale 
di Londra, L' Arte, XXIX, 1926, p. 56 (also in the Messagero, December 
1925)· The Same, Per A. P., L' Arte, XXIX, 1926, P 179. 

(1) Cil/ell/~ Belezze di Firenze, Florence, r678, p. 579, thinks that this 
denomination was taken from a place of this name near Pistoia (A. ehi
appelli, Arte del Rinascimento, Rome, 1925. p. 228 note 4). 

(!) Ga~ve, Carteggio, 1, p. 266. 
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believe that he was born in q26, but another document gi\'es 
the year of his birth again as 1433 and this 1 think we 
should accept as in alI probability the correct date. As for 
his artistic education, we have only Vasari's afllrmation that 
he served his apprentice-ship with the goldsmith. Bartoluccio 
Ghiberti, the master of Lorenzo, that his skill as a niello 
worker attracted the attention of Lorenzo de' Medici and that 
he helped in the execution of the bronze doors for the baptis
tery. Very soon, however, he left Ghiberti and started a 
work-shop of his own in the Mercato ~uovo .• .\Ithough both 
Antonio Billi and the Anonimo Gaddiano speak of Antonio's 
activity on the bronze doors, the latter even relating an anec
dote concerning a very natural looking quail on the frame, 
there is no trace of his name among those ",ho assisted 
Ghiberti in this enterprise. 

Nor is there any truth in Vasari's statement that he gaye 
up the goldsmith art because it did not pa)' and, with the 
intention of devoting himself entirely to painting, entered 
the workshop of his brother Piero who, as artist, was greatly 
inferior; moreover, until the end of his life he signed his works 
calling himself always a goldsmith. 

He was probably twenty-five years of age in February 1457 
when he received the order to execute for S. Giovanni the 
silver cross which is now preserved in the Opera del Duomo, 
Florence, and this proves that his fame ,vas very quickly 
established. Payment for this work was made two years later. 
A document of May 1459 describes a separation of goods he 
has with his father. We have proof of the fact that he did 
not take up painting only aJter his failure as a goldsmith, in 
a reference that he himself makes in a Ietter of 1494-, to some 
pictures of the Labours of Hercules that he had executed 
thirty-four years before - consequently in q60 - for Lorenzo 
the Magnificent. He speaks in the same letter of his brother's 
collaboration. 

The documents which immediately folIow speak of his work 
as a goldsmith; at this moment he was associated with Maso 
Finiguerra and Piero di Bartolomeo Sali. Benvenuti Cellini 
informs us that Finiguerra was not a good draughtsman and 
that Antonio made alI the sketches for the works in metal 
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that Finiguerra executed. In 1461 a reliquary was made for 
the prior of S. Pancrazio; the same year and the year following 
he receives payments for a belt and a chain in silver for Filippo 
di Cino Rinuccini (1) and in 1465 he is charged with the execution 
of two candelabra in silver for S. Giovanni. 

In 1466 he is asked to undertake quite another work which 
consists, according to Vasari, in designs for the decoration 
of two tunics, a chasuble and a cope for S. Giovanni, Florence. 
The embroideries still exist in the Opera del Duomo; they 
were working at them till 1480 but the last payment for the 
sketches was made to Antonio in 1473. It was also in 1466 
that he executed the decoration and the altar-piece in the chapel 
of the Cardinal of Portugal. 

In 1468 Antonio is requested to estimate the value of the 
metal baII on Brunelleschi's cupola ofthe cathedral ofFlorenee; 
the following year he buys a property near Pistoia (2) and 
decorates the superb eoat of armour and the accoutrements 
that Benedetto Salutate wore at the joust of Lorenzo the 
Magnificent (il). In 1472 he is engaged in a similar but less 
important work, adorning the helmet of the Duke of Urbino 
while his name figures at the top of the list of Florentine 
painters in the register of this year (4). 

The property he bought near Pistoia in q69 was at Quarata; 
he owned as well a vineyard at Castello and rented some 
ground near Porta a Prato. Between Lj.73 and 1478 record 
is made of various orders for, or payments of, metalobjects 
such as a crucifix for the Carmine, a silver basin for the 
Signoria, reliefs for the silver altar in S. Giovanni and a 
reliquary for the finger of the Baptist. In 1..1-75 he executed 
for the Pueci ehapel the picture of St. Sebastian which is now 
in the National Gallery. 

(1) G. Aiazzi, Ricordi storici di Cino di Filippo di Cino Rinuccini. 
Florence, 184°, p. 25I. Cruttwell, op. cit., p. 260. Coh'ill, A Florentine 
Picture Chronicle, p. 23. 

12) In a cadastral declaration made in 1480, he affirms that he bought 
this property in 1469. G0.1'f, Carteggio, 1, p. 265. 

1") De Nicola, op. cit. Borghini, Discorsi, ed. 1585, II, p. 162, gi\'es a 
detailed account of the expenditure. De .Vicala publishes the entire list 
after the manuscript of Borghini. 

1') Bermson, Drawings of the Florentine Painters, 1, p. 18. 
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In 1477 Piero presents a model for the tomb of F ortiguerri of 
Pistoia, competing with Verrocchio; in 1480 Antonio, Giovanni 
and Piero make a cadastral declaration from which it results 
that Antonio had a goldsmith's shop together with Paolo 
di Gioyanni Sogliani in Vachereccia, consequently not with 
Piero, whose bottega at this moment was in the Piazza 
degli Agli (1). 

In 1481 he estimates the value of a reliquary which jacopo 
di Pisa had executed for San Gimignano; during the same 
year we find he buys a house in the parish of S. Michele, 
Berteldo and another in Florence, as well as a property of 
about eighteen hectare in 1483 in the parish of Bacchereto. 
The same year it is recorded that he receives the last payment 
for the reliefs of the silver altar, while the year before he 
is cornmissioned by the Signoria to paint the fa<;ade of a 
fountain. Lastly in 1484 Antonio and Piero leave for Rome. 

Apart from the tomb of Sixtus IV which he finished in 
1493 and that of Innocent VIII, Pollaiuolo, during the fourteen 
years he spent in Rome, naturally undertook many other 
works. as Prof. De Nicola has demonstrated (t), to which we 
shall return when discussing his lost productions. From the 
letter which the authorities of Florence wrote after the death 
of the artist, it appears that he was employed also by the high 
ecclesiastical dignitaries of Rome. 

In 1491 he takes part in the competition for the fa<;ade ot 
the cathedral while from the letter of 1494 ('3) we learn that 
he accepted the commission to execute a bust in bronze of 
the Condottiere Gentile Virginio Orsini; to make the rough 
draught of this work he goes to the castle of Bracciano; he 
proposes to execute an equestrian statue. Further we are 
informed that when he desires to visit his property near 
Pistoia, he asks for a recommendation from Piero de' Medici. 
Antonio died on the 4th of February 1498 and in his will 
expresses the desire to be buried in the church of S. Pier 

(1) Mesllil, op. cit., Rivista d' Arte. 
(') De Nicola, op. cit. 
(") Bossari, op. cit. Dei Badia, op. cit. Fabric.zy, op. cit., L' Arte, 1892, 

p. 208; 1909, p. 2c8. 
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in \'incoli where the tomb, with the portraits of him and 
his brother. has been erected. The efligy of Antonio bears 
a close resemblance to the portrait that Filippino Lippi made 
of him in his frescoes in the Carmine church, Florence. In a 
cadastral declaration of 1480 (1) he mentions his wife Marietta 
but he must have been a widower at this moment; he marries 
a second time, at least in the wiU of 1496 he speaks of his 
wife Lucrezia and of his two daughters; apparently he never 
received the dowry that had been promised to his second 
wife. In case of the death of his wife and two daughters, 
his worldly estate~ which was of considerable importance, 
was to go to the son of his brother Giovanni. 

Of the high esteem in which the town of Florence held 
the artist we have testimony in the letter which the authorities 
wrote nine days after his death to their representative (orator) 
in Rome charging him to go to the Cardinal of Benevento 
and Monsignor Asciano in order to obtain for the widow and 
the daughters the payment of certain works which Pollaiuolo 
had executed for them. In this letter he is described only as 
sculptor and it was no doubt to this branch of art that Pol
laiuolo deyoted himself, especially towards the end of his life. 
In this letter it is said that he is "unique in his art". 

In the study of the art of the brothers Pollaiuolo and the 
recognition of their respective works, we are confronted with 
a certain amount of difliculty on account of their close coUa
boration_ In the letter of 1494 Antonio says very precisely 
that Piero had assisted him in the execution of the paintings 
of the Labours of Hercules which he made in 1460 for the 
Medici; then, as we shall see, Antonio sketches the rough 
draught for one of the allegorical figures that Piero executed 
in 1469 for the Mercatanzia of Florence; this he did on the 
back of one of the panels on which Piero painted, as if 
Antonio gave to his younger brother an idea of the appearance 
that these figures should have. Further we learn that Piero 
collaborated with his brother in the very important sculptures 
which he executed in Rome so that, in spite of the fact that 
Piero had a separate work-shop, we are forced to admit 

(1) G(lye, loc. cit. 

XI 21 
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that he spent at least the greater part of his life as his 
brother's assistant. Obviously he was an artist greatly inferior 
ta Antonio although 1 think that Mrs. Cruttwell has somewhat 
exaggerated his insignificance. 

If a certain confusion arises regarding the brothers' respective 
parts in their conjoint works in which naturally Antonio's 
style dominates, on the other hand there is not the slightest 
difticulty in recognizing Antonio's art from that of Piero. In the 
former we find plastic effects revealing a nervous temperament, 
a love of anatomy, a strength and even a violence of which 
there is no trace in the art of the phlegmatic Piero, whose 
authentic works, such as the Coronation of the Virgin at San 
Gimignano and the Personifications in the Uftizi, allow us to 
ascribe to him with certitude a considerable number of paintings, 
ali executed in the same serene and fairly pleasing style. 

The earliest authentic work by Antonio is the reliquary 
in the Opera del Duomo which he executed in 1+56 for S. 
Giovanni. It was one of the gems most highly appreciated 
by the town of Florence. Unhappily critics do not agree as 
to Antonio Pollaiuolo's part in this object, there is even a 
certain amount of controversy regarding which figures are 
of the lsth century and which of the 18th (1) because in Ij02 

this little monument was transformed from a reliquary into 
a cross in which form it still exists. 

After the victory over the Turks outside Belgrade it was 
decided that a suitable receptacle should be made for a precious 
relic of the Holy Cross and Antonio Pollaiuolo, Milano di 
Domenico Dei and Betto di Franco Betti were charged with 
the work; the two former artists must have executed the lower 
part, it took them two years and they received 3036 florins 
of which Pollaiuolo's part was 2006 florins. 1 think we should 
hold Antonio responsible.for the little seated figures; the figures 
half-human, half-dragon, which support the angels to the sides, 
seem to be executed in his manner and if they are not actually 
by him, they are at least a good imitation of his style. Some of 
the enamels too seem to have been made after his designs but 
they are in such a ruined state that it is difllcult to pronounce a 
judgment on them; indeed the entire work is placed in such 

(1) Mackowsky, op. cit. Cruttwc!l, op. cit., p. 47. 
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Fig. 202. Antonio Pollaiuolo, David. KaÎser Friedrich Museum, Berlin. 
Photo Hallfstaellgl. 

a manner that any profound study of it is rendered a1most 
impossib1e. 

Antonio Pollaiuo1o was probab1y on1y twenty-four years old 
when he executed his share of this piece of goldsmith's work 
and ifwe discover in it elements which 1ead us to be1ieve that at 
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this moment his style was already shaped, it is chiefly because 
in his more mature works we discover the same features in a 
more pronounced form. 

A production of his brush that we might compare with the little 
figures of the reliquary is the small painting of David in the 
Kaiser Fredrich Museum, Berlin (No. 73a, fig. 202). Some 
writers give this picture to Piero, an attribution which is easily 
explained by the fact that it is the least virile and most calm of 
aU Antonio's pictorial productions. I do not at aU agree with 
Mrs. Cruttwell that this figure "vibrates with energy". The 
youth, however, is solidly planted on his legs which are slightly 
apart but the construction of the body shows neither the robust
ness nor the anatomy of Antonio's other male figures. The 
extremities, hands and legs, are long and effeminate. David, as 
Mrs. Cruttwell remarks, was for the Florentines the personi
fication of Liberty and for that reason figures so of ten in Flor
entine art. I do not agree with her, howe\'er, that the person 
represented here is necessarily a portrait, nor do I find a 
particular resemblance to Botticelli's pic ture in the Ufilzi of a 
young man with a red cap, holding in his hand a medal of 
Cosimo il Vecchio. 

We ha ve no paintings by Antonio prior to the t\VO figures of 
angels in the chape! of the Cardinal of Portugal in the church of 
S. Miniato which, like the rest of the decoration as we saw when 
discussing Baldovinetti's share, date from 1465-1466. It is true 
that some crities have approximated the two little panels of 
the Combats of Hercules in the UfEzi to the series of repres
entations of this kind that Antonio Pollaiuolo executed for the 
Medici in 1460, but I think the style in which these two pictures 
are painted reflects quite another tendency and points to a much 
more mature stage in the artist's career. 

On the other hand closeIy resembling in style the Da vid of 
Berlin seems to me Tobias with the angel in the gallery of 
Turin. Vas ari mentions this picture (fig, 203) (1). St.Tobias with 

(1) VasaYl~ ed. Mila1tesl~ m, p. 291, speaks, however, of a painting on 
canvas. Milanesi telIs us that the pic ture was transported to the assembly 
halI of the Capitani of the church, that it \Vas acquired by the Tolomei 
family, [ater bonght by a Baron Garriod and in r865 was sold to the 
Turin GalIery. 
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Fig. 203. Antonio iancl Piero ?) Pollaiuolo, Tobias ancl th e archangel. 
Gall ery, Turin. 

Phot,) .-\ll der~oll. 
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his fish dangling from his hand has taken the archangel by the 
arm. Together they seem to advance \"ery rapidly, accompanied 
by a little dog. The landscape background is very remarkable; 
it is formed by a valley through which runs a ri\Oer. Pollaiuolo's 
landscapes were of ten inspired by some view of the valleyof 
the Ama. 

As is the case for all Antonio's youthful works, the name of 
Piero has been suggested if not for the entire painting, at least 
for part of it. It has of ten been thought that the execution was 
left ta Piero after a drawing by Antonio. Certainly the execution 
in this instance is a little hard. The figure of Tobias is badly 
constructed but it is not much worse than the David of Berlin; 
stiH the folds and the draperies are of a cOl1\"entionality that 
Antonio never shows in his more mature works. Perhaps aH 
the same Piero helped his brother in the execution of the 
less interesting parts of this picture. 

The two angels in S. Miniato and the embroideries, executed 
after the master's designs, in the Opera del Duomo reveal 
that a considerable change has taken place in Antonio's 
manner. The chapel of the Cardinal of Portugal was consecrated 
in I466 and it was no doubt at this moment that the execution 
of the altar-piece and the mural paintings was finished. We 
have already referred to the Annunciation and the figures of 
prophets that Baldovinetti painted but above the altar two 
angels withdraw a curtain and these are from the hand of 
1\ntonio Pollaiuolo (figS.20..j., 205) (1). One figure is pendant 
ta the ather, and both, on account of their positions and 
attitudes, seem to make a great muscular effort which is 
probably due to Antonio's love of anatomical effects. The some
what dreamy expression of the faces. however. manifests no 
trace of this bodily strain. The draperies which are partly 
effaced, seem to have been of rather hard technique. 

The altar-piece which is now in the Uflizi, represents SS. 
James, Vin cent and Eustace standing one alongside the other 
but apparent1y quite independent one of the other (fig. 206). 
The pavement is of marble mosaic and behind them there is 

(1) A. SchJlla rsow, Kunsthist. Gesellsch. f. Photogr. Publikationen, VIII, 
Leipzig, 1902. 
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Fig. 20-1. Antonio Pollaiuolo, angel, circa 1466. S. Miniato, Florence . 
Ph oto Alinari. 

the balustrade of a balcony through which we see a distant 
landscape corn posed of a valley as in so rnany of Antonio's 
paintings. Vasari telIs us that this pic ture is the cornbined 
work of Antonio and Piero. Mrs. Cruttwell is of opinion that 
the figure of St. Jarnes and the greater part of the figure of 
St. Vincent are by Antonio and the rest by Piero while Mr. 
Berenson gi\'es the entire work to the latter artist, with 
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Fig. 205. Antonio Pollaiuolo, angel, cIrca q66. S. "Iiniato, Florence. 
Photo Alin :n i. 

which attribution 1 am incJined to agree; only contrary to 
Mrs. Cruttwell's judgment 1 find that it is the head of St. 
Eustace that is most characteristic of Antonio's art. His body 
is poorly constructed while the draperies of the two other 
figures give them heavy and ungraceful forms. None the less 
if the execution \Vas for the greater part left to Piero, it \Vas 
no doubt carried out after a sketch by ,-\ntonio and under 
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his personal direction. The colouring is quite characteristic 
of Antonio. 

Payment for the embroideries for which Antonio made the 
cartoons startecl in 1466 (1). Antonio was charged \\'ith this 

Fig. 206. Antonio and Piero Pollaillolo, SS. ElIstace, James and Vincent , 
circa q66. Cffizi, Florence. I'hoto Alinar i. 

work by the Arte delia Mercatanzia for S. Giovanni and it 
is quite possible that he started it before the year in which 
we find the first record of the accounts. He seems to have 
finished the work in 1479 but payments continue until 1487, 
the total expenditure amounting to about 2200 pounds sterling. 
Eleven craftsmen from different countries, includ ing Spain, 

('1 Schwabacher . op. cit. emit it 'efI, op. cit., p. 101. 
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France and Flanders, were occupied on this work for thirteen 
years. Antonio received 90 florins in 1469 and about the 
same amount towards the year q80, in aU asum equivalent 
to about ~ 85/10 s. (1). 

Herr Schwabacher who has reconstructed the forms of the 
four liturgical robes which were adorned with these em
broideries, has demonstrated that one piece, if not two, is 
missing. There are twent)'·se\'en extant pieces, one of which 
- the Baptism of Christ - - has been replaced. The material in 
which the vestments were made was extremei)' rich. 

The Anonimo Gaddiano, Billi and Vas ari aU knew of these 
beautiful embroideries and speak of them as a \york of Antonio 
Pollaiuolo, whose name, as that of the cartoonist, is the only 
one mentioned in the documents. 1 side with Herr Schwabacher 
against lVIrs. Cruttwell's hypothesis that some of the designs 
have been left to helpers. The nature of the work in itself 
renders the assistance of pupils or helpers highly improbable. 
It is true that \Ve can recognize the master's style in some 
of the pieces more easily than in others but 1 think we should 
ascribe these differences to the skill on the part of the em· 
broiderers of interpreting the designs which served as models. 
If lVIrs. Cruttwell is right in obsen'ing that in the style of 
some of the pieces there is something Flemish, we must not 
forget that one of the workers was a certain Pagolo d' An· 
verza or d'Anguersa, that is to sa)' from Antwerp. 

1 shall not describe the twenty-seven scenes, aH of which 
illustrate e\'ents from the life of St. John the Baptist (figs. 
207 - 2II). They are very yariecl and reveal an extreme ease 
of movement and composition. Landscape backgrounds, such 
as Antonio 100'ed to represent in his paintings, are rare; 
on the other hand se\'eral of the scenes show architectural 
features or interiors of considerable interest. 

There are two drawings, neither of them from the hand 
of Antonio Pollaiuolo, which might be used as argument in 
support of the theory that aU the cartoons for the embroideries 
are not by Antonio. One shows Zacchariah leaving the temple 
after the message of the angel and is preserveel in the Uftizi, 

(1) Scl!wabarl!cr, op. cit., p. 2I, 43.598.78 marks. 
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Fig. 207- Zaccharias lea \'ing the Temple after the angelic message, embroidery 
after a dra\\"i ng by Antonio Pollaillolo. Opera del DlIomo, Florence. 

Photo Alinari. 

the other, formerly in the von Beckerath collection, now in the 
Print Room of Berlin, represents the sermon of St. .1ohn (I). 

( 1) Reprod. in Sc/twabac/ter, op. cit., pl s. III ancJ IV. 
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Fig. 208. St. ]ohl1 the Baptist preaching before Herod, embroide ry aft e r 
a drawing by Anlonio Pollaiuolo. Opera del Duomo, Florence . 

Ph(.J to Alinari. 
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Fig. 210. The Feast of Herod, embroidery arter a dra\\'ing by Antonio 
Pollaiuolo. Opera del Duomo, Florence. 

Photo Alin 8. ri r 
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Fig. 211. St. John the Baptist taken prisoner, embroidery after a drawing 
by Antonio Pollaiuo!o. Opera de! Duomo, Florence. 

Photo Alinari. 

Only, the former has aH the characteristics of a sketch made 
after the embroidery and seems moreover to be some de cades 
later, while the latter is somewhat different in appearance, 
and 1 hardly think that it could have served as model for the 
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embroidery, which, in style, more closely resembles Antonio's 
art. It, too, might have been executed after the embroidery 
or perhaps e\'en after the master's cartoon which was perhaps 
too sketchy to be copied directIy in needlework; consequentIy 
it is possible that it was used by the embroiderer who, ho\vever, 
must ha ve had also Pollaiuolo's design at hand. 

From a few years later is, 1 imagine, another piece of 
embroidery designed by Antonio Pollaiuolo, that preserved 
in the treasure of the church of St. Francesco, Assisi (1). It 
represents Pope Sixtus IV kneeling before St. Francis, against 
a backgrouncl of branches aneI gariancls of oak which in 
Italian is il rovere", and which in this instance was no doubt 
meant as a reference to the name of the pope who was a 
member of the clelle Rovere famiIy ~fig.212). Above we see 
a row of fifteen compartments which are adorned with the 
figures of the Virgin and Chilcl and fourteen seated saints, 
more 01' less after the manner of Piero's personification of the 
Virtues in the Uf1izi. 1 think that Sixtus IV \\,ho joined the 
Franciscan order when he was nine years old, must have had 
this piece of embroidery executed shortIy after his ascension 
to the papal throne to which he was elected in 147I. He 
\Vas a zealous protector of the basilica of Assisi \vhere he 
had important "\\'orks carried out ("l. This piece of embroidery 
can be differentiatecl from those in Florence by a greater 
breadth in the forms and more marked effects of plasticity. 

1'0 this eari)' manner of Antonio Pollaiuolo, in which the 
effect of his plastic activities had not as yet very deeply 
penetrated, belongs, I belie\'e, a lady's portrait in the National 
Gallery, London (No. 758, fig. 2I3), which is attributed 
sometimes to Piero della Francesca, sometimes to Paolo 
Uccello, and sometimes to Baldo\'inetti. The subject, who is 
sho\':n in profile, is rather ugly, the nose being very prominent. 
After the fashion of the day, her hair is shaved half way 
to the back of heI' head; the !ittle coif is very elaborate and 

(') Vmtllri. Il paliotto. B. K/l'illsc!t111 idt, llie Ba:3iIika San Francesco 
in Assisi. 1. Berlin, 1915, p. 299. 

(") G. Frafilli, Storia delIa Basilica e deI COll\'ento di S. Francesco 
in Assisi, Prato, 1882. p. 260. K/eillsrh/llidt, op. cit, p. 3Î' 
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seems to be embroidered with pearls and the dress is of 
beautiful cut veI vet with a pattern of large flowers e). 

A very similar painting existed in the ex-Toscanelli col
lection, Pisa (:!). Not long ago 1 saw this picture in London. 
The lady is depicted looking in the opposite direction and 

Fig. 212. Pope Sixtus IV belore St. Francis, embroidery after a drawing 
by Antonio Pollaiuolo. S. Francesco, Assisi. 

Photo Minist. delia Pubbl. Istr. 

a little more of her figure is visible, for here the hands are 
represented in a somewhat affected pose. The dress resembles 
that in the portrait in the National Gallery but the features 
of the subject are much more regular. 

A short time ago still another lady's portrait belonging to 

(1) Quite recently 1 sa\\" for sale in Paris an oId copy on canvas, in 
\\'hich a sIight improvement to the shape of the nose had been made. 

("1 Album of the Toscanelli collection, pI. XXXIVa. 

XI 22 
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Fig. 213 i\ntnnio Pollaiuolo. portrait of a lady. ="Iational Gallery. London. 
Photo N:1t. Gal .. 
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Fig. 214. rlntonio PoIlaiuolo, dancing nlldes. La Gallina ViIla. near Florence. 
Photo Brog i. 

Mr. H. Y oung, New York, has been attributed to Antonio 
Pollaiuolo. The original is unknown to me ('). 

Antonio Pollaiuolo's second manner is exemplified in another 
group of paintings in which the linear effect is strongly 
pronounced. This tendency, the first traces of which are 
evident in the two angels in S. Miniato, might be due to the 

(' ) A. Ventltri, Frauen Bildnisse VOll A. P .. Pantlwoll . .Iall. 1929. p. 12. 
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Fig. 215. Antonio Pollaiuolo, dancing nudes. La Gallina Villa, near Florence. 
Photo Brogi. 

technique of engraving or even perhaps to that of niello work 
in which it is well known that Antonio excelled. This new 
characteristic seems to coincide with a study of the nude to 
which the artist apparently devoted himself at this period or 
perhaps with his gradually increasing taste for classical art. 

1 think it is here that we should speak of the extraordinarly 
interesting deroration of the Villa della Gallina at Torre del 
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Fig;, 216, .\ ntonio Pollaiuolo, sketch for Piero 's flgure of 
Charity, Cfflzi, Florence , 

Ph oto Alinari. 
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Gallo, Arcetri, ne ar Florence (1). It comprises a series of 
nude figures standing or dancing (figs. 214, 215). Mrs. Cruttwell 
supposes that the mural painting was executed in 1464 when 
Jacopo and Giovanni Lanfredini bought the villa from the 
Lamberteschi. Giovanni was a friend of Lorenzo de' Medici 
and was appointed orator of Florence at the papal court. 1 think 
the execution of this painting, which was obviously inspired 
by the decoration of Creek vases, should be placed towards 
I470. Only five figures, two of which are very fragmentary, 
remain visible; all of them are in such a ruined state and sa 
much disfigured by restoration that we can only form a very 
vague idea of their original appearance. Below the figures there 
remain some traces of an architectural decoration. 

Although the inspiration is purely antique, in the execution 
there is a certain restraint and some slight rigidities of forms and 
movements which seem ta me characteristic of Antonio's second 
manner which was certainly in some way dependent an the 
technique of engraving. although 1 must confess that in the 
only engraving we have by Pollaiuolo this feature is almost 
entirely absent. We find it, however, in two drawings; one~ 
representing St. John the Baptist, his head on his hand and 
leaning on some rocks, very sad of expression with a death's 
head near him, is preserved in the Ufllzi e), the other is the 
sketeh for the eartoon of the allegorie figure of Charity (fig. 216) 
that he exeeuted an the baek of the panel on whieh his brother 
painted this representation. This again takes us up to about 
I470 because it was this year that the Mercatanzia charged 
Piero with this series which is now preserved in the UfEzi. 

It is probably at this stage that he executed the delieious 
little panel of Apollo and Daphne in the National Callery, 
London INo. 928, fig. 217)' A delightful landscape forms the 
background against which Apollo, full of grace, runs with 
Daphne, whose upper extremities are already partially trans
formed into laurel branches, in his arms. Although this painting 
is thoroughly pagC!.n in subject. it is not like his later works, 

(1) Log-aII, op. cit. G. Gllasti, Gli affreschi del secolo XV scoperti in 
una villa ad Arcetri, Rassegna Nazionale, Ist Feb. 1900. 

1") Photo Brogi, 1705. Bermsoll, Drawings, No. 1931, contemporary copy 
after Antonio. 
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Fig. 217. Antonio Pollaiuolo, 1\ pollo and J Japhne. Nati onal Gallery, London. 

Photo Anderson. 
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classical in spirit; on the contrary it is [uU of poetry and 
sweetness, quite typical of the Quattrocento (1). 

There are two other paintings by Antonio, executed 1 think in 
this manner in which the contours are rather incisive and thf> 
forms slightly more clear-cut than usual. One of them is the 
assumption and communion of St. Mary of Egypt in the Pieve of 
Staggia (fig. 218). Over a wild and rocky landscape we see the 
saint, her long hair clinging to her body, borne by four angels 
while a fifth offers her the Holy Sacrament. Mr. Berenson, 
who was the first to publish this picture, is of opinion that 
it was executed by Piero after a drawing by Antonio ("); 
Mrs. Cruttwell. on the other hand, thinks that the greater part 
of the painting as well is from the hand of Antonio. 1 go a 
step further because 1 judge the entire work to be by Antonio 
whose mood, however, was more that of the engraver than 
the painter when he executed it. It should not be forgotten that 
Antonio had a son-in-Iaw whose family belonged to Staggia. 

The second panel is one of the most important paintings 
we possess from the hand of Antonio. It represents the 
martyrdom of St. Sebastian and was made probably in 1+75 
for the Pucci chapel in the church of Sta. Maria dei Servi, 
Florence; during the last century the pic ture was transported 
to the palace of the Pucci and in 1857 was sold to the National 
Callery, London (No. 292, figs. 219 and 220). 

A delicious landscape, obviously inspired by the Arno valley, 
forms the background; to the left we see the ruin of a classical 
building and below in the valley agreat number of warriors 
in coats of mail on horseback. In the foreground, the saint 
is attached, rather high up, to the trunk of a tree, four archers 
standing around loose their arrows at him while two others 
are busy charging their bows. 

There is agreat diversity of opinion regarding the execution 

(1) SclllIbriJ/g. Cassoni, No. 33+. thinks that this was the lateral panel 
of a cassone and that the other side piece must haye been decorated 
with a representation of Daphne pursued by Apollo; in support of this 
hypothesis he cites another installce where the;;e t\\'o scenes form pendant 
to one another. 

e) Berl'llson. Due quadri inediti a Staggia, Rassegna d' Arte, Y. 
190 5. p. 9· 
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Fig. 2l8. Antonio Pollaiuolo, the Assumption of St. Mary of Egypt. 
Pieyc, Staggia. 

of this picture. Messrs. Berenson and Mesnill l) think that the 
entire work is by Antonio. Mrs. Cruttwell holc1s Antonio 
responsible for the rough sketch but is of opinion that he 
executed only the two archers charging their bows, the knights 
in the background and the landscape. Morelli believed that 

Il) Mesnil, op. cit., Rivista el' "-\rte. 
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Fig. 219 .• \nton io Pollaiuolo, the Martyrdom of St. Sebastian, 1475. 
National Gallery, London. Photo Anderson. 

only the design was by Antonio, the entire painting being 
left to Piero. Of by-gone writers, Vasari ascribes it to Antonio, 
Billi. the Anonimo Gaddiano and Albertini to Piero. 
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Fig. 220. I )etail of fig. 219. l-'h oto Andersoll . 

Personally 1 am of the opinion that the entire work is from 
the hand of Antonio but that it was executed at a transitional 
stage. The two archers loading their bows in particular, but 
also the figure of St. Sebastian himself, are executed after a 
manner in which obviously the artist's activity as a sculptor 
began to make itself felt, while the other figures belong sooner 
to the period dominated by his work as engra\'er. 

Vasari informs us that this painting was executed in 1475 
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and that the master received 300 scudi for it but as usual 
Vasari's statements can only be accepted with reserve. 1 do 
not know what source provided him with this date, but 
personally 1 believe it to be in all probability exact, because 
1 can very well imagine that it was about this moment 
that Antonio Pollaiuolo's inclination led him more and more 
towards the art of sculpture. 

As Mrs. CruttweU observes, Botticilli's St. Sebastian in 
the museum of Berlin - although it is supposed to date 
from 1473 - that by SignoreUi in the gallery of CiWt di 
Castello and a predella panel in the Poldi Pezzoli Gallery. 
Milan (1) aU seem to deri ve from this picture by Pollaiuolo 
or from another picture of the same subject which is no\\" 
lost but which Richa e) tells us existed in the church of 
S. Jacopo sopra Amo. 

There are two drawings attributed to Antonio which can 
be associated with a representation of the martyrdom of 
St. Sebastian but they are so very different from the 
corresponding figures in the pic ture in the National Gallery 
that they can hardly be accepted as the rough draughts 
for this painting. One shows a nude archer, once in the 
von Beckerath coUection, and now preserved in the Kupfer
stich Kabinet, Berlin el, the other is a figure of St. Sebastian; 
formerly it belonged to the Morelli and Frizzoni collections (1) 

but is now in the Brera. Perhaps these drawings gi\'e us an 
idea of the two corresponding figures in the lost picture 
recorded by Richa (5). Yet 1 am not absolutel)' con"inced 

(1) Berensoll. Drawings of the Florentine Painters, describes it as a 
"mediocre painting ...... combining the style of Pollaillolo and Credi". 

(2) Ric/lll, Chiese fiorentine, X, p. 355. 
(") G. Gronall. AllS Raphaels Florentiner Tagen. Berlin, 1902, 1\', II. 

Cii. Loeser, La colI. Beckerath au Cabinet d' Estampes de Berlin. Gazette 
des Beaux Arts, XXIX, 1903. p. 56, F. Lipmall/l, Handzeichungen .-Uter 
Meister im Kupferstich Kabinet des K. Mus. zu Berlin, 1, 19IO. No. 12 

and p. 156. De .Vicola, op. cit. 
(4) Collezione di quaranta disegni seeI ti della raccolta de! Senatore 

Giovanni Morelli, Milan. 1886, pl. II. F. Malagllszi Valeri, 1 disegni della 
R. Pinacoteca di Brera, Milan, 1912. No. 59. 

(5) As MI"< Cruttwell states a St. Sebastian in the so-ealled Verrocchio 
sketch-book sho\Vs also some connexion with Antonio Pollaiuolo's lost 
painting. 
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Fig. 22[, Antonio Pollaiuolo, portrait ofa man. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. 
Photo Eilers. 

that the second of these two drawings IS from Antonio's 
own hand (1). 

e) Berensoll, Drawings etc., No. 1911, judges the drawing in Berlin 
to be a school work after Antonio. 
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To the same period of transition in Antonio's career should 
be ascribed a portrait of a young man, very simply attired, 
his curly locks covered with a little cap, which together 
with some other Italian paintings was acquired by the State 
Gallery of Amsterdam from the collection of the Duke of 
Oldenburg (fig. 221). In connexion with this picture which 
is in a very poor state of preservation, the name of Antonio 
Pollaiuolo has already been associated (1); at present it is 
catalogued as a work of Filippino Lippi, which attribution 
is certainly not correct. It might very well be the portrait 
of some young Florentine artist of Pollaiuolo's day. 

From this moment the art of sculpture began to play a 
part of gradually increasing importance in Antonio's career.The 
reliefs of the silver altar ordered in 1477 for the church of 
S. Giovanni mark a particularly significant moment in his 
development. It will be noticed that at this stage the artist's 
interest in the human anatomy coincides with an augmentation 
in the pagan and classical spirit of his works. Already the 
silver reliefs have nothing either christian or religious about 
them. It might easily be imagined that the scene of the 
nativity of St. John (fig. 222) belonged to a set of classical 
reliefs. The composition is the traditional one: St. Anna in 
bed is surrounded by numerous companions who have come 
to visit her and in the foreground two nurses bathe the new
born infant. The scene is crowded and full of action, alI the 
figures move and the spirit shown in the draping of the female 
forms is quite other than piously christian. 

It was indeed fortunate that Antonio secured a part in the 
execution of this altar, the first parts of which, dating from 
1477, were entrusted to Antonio di Salvi, Francesco di 
Giovanni and Bernardo di Bartolomeo Cenni. The work of 
these artists reveals that they were traditionalists of considerable 
refinement but of no originality and that their share in the 
altar harmonizes much better with the reliefs illustrating the 
life of St. John of the Baptist which were executed in the 

(1) Vereeniging Rembrandt: Catal. van de jubileum-TentoonsteIling, 
6th Sept. - 8th Oct. 1923. No. 158. H. E. W. von Bode seems to ascribe 
it to BotticeIli. 
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14th century than does the work of Antonio or that of 
Verrocchio who was charged with the scene of the beheading of 
St. John. The different artists received the same remuneration. 

From the very beginning of Antonio's third or sculptura! 

Fig. 222. Antonio Pollaiuolo, the :-\ath'ity of St. John the Baptist. 
circa 1477. silver altar. Opera del Dllomo. Florence. 

Photo Alinari. 

and pagan manner date a certain number of drawings and 
the only extant print. 

The latter is so well known that 1 need ol1ly describe it 
very briefly. It shows the signature: li Opus Allton/z' Pol/aioN 
Flore1'ltr'l1i" (1) and represents ten warriors in fierce combat 

(') Barmills, op. cit., p. S . . .J. M. Hi/ld allil S. Ca/;'i/l, Catalogue of 
early Italian Engravings preserved etc. in the British Mllseum, London, 
1910, p. 189 
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in a fores t (fig. 2231 . They slay one another wjth arrows, 
hatchets, swords and daggers and this battle has gi ven the 
artist an excellent opportunity of depicting the nude form in 
agreat variety of attitudes in which the anatomical effects 
are renderec1 with much knowledge and science. The figures 
are not reali)' in sufllcient number for us to speak of a 
melee. One of the interes ting features of this engrav ing is 

Fig. 223. Antonio Polla iuolo, battle of nudes. print. 
Photo Alinari. 

the technique of shading which is shown by means of parallel 
lines. On account of its size as well as of its quality this print 
is one of the most important in existance. A considera bie 
number of impressions exist but for the greater part they were 
printed when the plate was somewhat worn; further there 
are some copies, one of which, a wood-cut, is signed by 
"Johannes de Francfordt'a" while another, an engraving on 
copper, of poor quality and without any background, is signed 
by Luc Antonio degli Uberti (fig. 224). 

Pollainolo executed in ali probability another and very similar 
engraving representing Hercules pursuing the twelve giants. It 
is curious that whereas of the former there exist many original 
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Fig. 224. Lucantonio, battle of nudes . print after Antonio Pollaiuolo. 

impressions, of the Iatter we have only copies (fig. 225) (1). 

(') There are two copies in the British Museum i one of them, which 
1 reproduce, shows the inscription "QI/omode Herc/tles pcrcltssi! e! vznei! 
Dllodecim glt{al1les"/ the other seems to have been made before the 
engraving was tinished i the inscription here is missing. 

XI 
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Fig. 225. School of Antonio Pollaiuolo, print of Hercules' Combat with 
the Giants. 
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Fig. 226. Antonio Pollaiuolo, warriors, drawing. Paul J Sachs Collection 
in the Fogg Art Museum, Cambridge, U.s.A. 

Of the three figures in the right hand corner of this print, 
we have a drawingwhich might have been used by Pollaiuolo 
in executing the original engraving. It belongs to the collection 
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of Mr. Paul J. Sachs, now in the Fogg Art Museum, Cambridge; 
formerly this sketch was in the colIection of the Earl of 
Pembroke and has already for many years been considered 
an authentic work by our master (1). It is only a fragment 
on which there remain three entire figures with the legs, 
the feet and the shoulder of other figures (fig. 226). 

The dramatic effect and the passion of battle seem to be 
stiU better expressed in this fragmentary drawing than in aH 
the figures of the engraving, in which the action appears to 
be less spontaneous and the warriors are more heavily planted 
on their feet. 

This drawing leads up to another, that iri the British Museum 
(1893-5-29---1) in which the composition comprises eight 
nude figures and represents a prisoner, his hands bound, being 
led by six men before a well-nourished judge who is seated on 
a throne; one of the men escorting the prisoner raises his sword 
in a threatening manner (fig. 227). It is quite possible that the 
drawing continued towards the left; the lower part is verymuch 
damaged. In appearance it closely resembles a classical frieze. 
The movemeIlts are not violent, and the human forms are of 
great beauty. Meder cites this sketch as an example of that kind 
of work typical of the Renaissance in which the proportions are 
larger and the contours flowing and less rigid (2). 

A drawing in the Wallace collection (No. 762), although not by 
the master himself, reveals a direct inspiration of this manner ; 
it represents ten nude figures mourning over a dead person, the 
violence of their grief being well expressed. 

Of this sketch there exists a mediocre and rather damaged 
copy in the Print Room of Munich, while in the Wallace col
lection there are two prints of the composition inversed, one by 
A. Claesz of 1555, the other by Prestele of 1777; they are called 
the death of Gattemalata by Mantegna, in fact the drawing itself 
for many years was attributed to Mantegna. 

A sketch, which in alI probability was copied from a lost 
drawing by PoUaiuolo, but which is executed in quite a different 
manner and by a much later artist, is found in the coUection 

(l) Ba IT, op. cit. R. d. Parlm-. op. cit. 
(2) Meder. HandzeichnuJlg, p. 3+ 
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o 

of drawings in Windsor Castle (1) . Again it depicts a battle 
between nude soldiers, in this case about twenty in number. 

(') Photo Brmlll. 79T52. 
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Fig. 228. Antoni n l'ollaiuolo. Adam, dn\\\·ing. Cffizi, Florence. 

Photo Al illari. 
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Fig. 229. Antonio Pollaiuolo, Eve. drawing. Uffizi, Florence. 

Photo Brrl.llll . 
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Judging from the attitudes there can be little doubt that the 
original \vas by Antonio Pollaiuolo. Certain elements reminiscent 
of this artist are met with in another drawing which, however, 
is much less characteristic of his manner. This work, which is 
preserved in the Print Room of Dresden (1), shows in a very 
crowded composition what appears to be the return of warriors; 
they ha ve brought their prisoners with them and are busy 
removing their war-like attire. 

Drawings by Antonio himself, which obviously betray the 
taste and the technique of the sculptor, are those of Adam 
leaning on a club and Eve spinning with her two little children 
near her, in the Uftizi (figs. 228, 229),The execution is 50 strange, 
with the anatomical structure of Adal11's torso exceedingly 
pronounced and the expression pathetic and sentimental, that 
the attribution to Antonio has sometimes been doubted. It has 
been thought that they belong to the school of Mantegna or else 
were executed by a German artist influenced by Pollaiuolo; the 
name of DUrer in particular has been associated with these 
drawings e); the type of Ew is certainly northern and the face 
of the little boy near Adal11's knee is just as strange as that of 
his father. 

More sketchy but executed in this 111anner is a second 
drawing of St. John the Baptist leaning against rocks, also 
in the Uftizi. On the same leaf we see two studies of the 
right hand, one of the left hand and one of the two feet 1::1. 

It was ob"iously at this moment of his career that Antonio 
executed the little bronze group of Hercules slaying Antaeus 
in the National Museum, Florence (fig. 230). With quiet force 
and without undue effort Hercules hea\'es up his adversary 
who shrieks in distress, attempting in \'ain to free hil11self from 
the powerful grip of the athlete. The sure unel une1110tional 
strength of Hercules is a superb contrast to the frantic efforts 
of his conde111ned opponent. The stuely of the nude revealed 
in the anatomical structure of these tvvo ]jttle figures calls 

(') Photo Bralln, 67039, 
(") Jo.; Tielze.CiJllrat, Albrecht Diirer's Gri',ste Kreuzigllngs IIolzschnitte, 

Belvedere, I926 (5-1-1, p, 175, 
(o) Berel1soll, Dra\\'ings. :\'0. ]9°3, 
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Fig. 230. "-\ntonio Pollaiuolo. Herclll es slaying AntaellS, bronze. 
National Mllseum, Florence. Photo Aiinari. 

ta mind that shown in the sketches of Adam and St. John. 
The spirit of the work is very pagan. This bronze, which 
has served as prototype to many artists with more ar less 
success, is known to us only by this one unfinished cast 
which has never been chiselled. It figures in the inventory 
made in 1495 of the possessions of the Medici. 
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About this period Antonio executed some paintings 01 

classical subjects; it was chiefly the different feats of Hercules 
that he ilIustrated. 

1 place also in this mature stage of the master's activities 
the mythological painting of the Rape of Deianira by the 
Centaur Nessus at whom Hercules is about to shoot an arro,>", 
which is found in the Jarves colIection, Newhaven, U. S. A. 
(fig. 231) (1) GeneralIy this picture is ascribed to a much 
earlier phase; Mrs. CruttwelI believes that it is even prior 
to q67 because the same subject is, in her opinion, copied 
on a cassone in the Cook collection, which apparently dates 
from this year (=il. StilI the cassone panel, if it realIy was 
executed in q.67, must have been inspired by another model 
because 1 am almost certain that the painting in America is 
of later date. 

Pollaiuolo might very well have treated this subject after the 
same manner at an earlier period. The background is once more 
formed by the same delightful landscape. The Centaur escapes 
at a galIop holding the well developed form of Deianira in 
his arms. Hercules, on the other bank of the river, stands, 
his muscles taut, about to loose an arrow from his bow. The 
anatomy of the figures in particular belongs to this mature 
manner because at the beginning of his career we do not find 
this robust and almost massive construction of the human 
body. 

A drawing of an archer which corresponds somewhat with 
the Hercules of this pic ture is preserved in the Print Room 
of Berlin and has already been mentioned in connection with 
the picture of the martyrdom of St. Sebastian in the National 
Gallery. 

A somewhat similar drawing from the Saltarelli collection, 
now in the UfEzi, is much nearer the master to whom Mrs. 
Cruttwell actualIy ascribes it. 

A drawing, from the collection ofVasari, now in the museum 

(') H01i'land, op. cit. M.(ather), op. cit. loeser, Gazette des Beaux Arts. 
June 1903, p. 55. Rallkill, American Journal of Archaeol., II, 1895, p. 148. 
Sirlll, Uescriptive Catalogue of the Pictures in the Jaryes Coll., p. 1 [1. 

R. (!lIiler, Italian Primitiyes at Yale University, Kewhaven, 1927, p. 30 
1") Scllllbrillg. Cassoni, Nos. 335-337. 
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Fig. 231. • ..\ntonio Pollaiuolo. the Rape of Deianira. Jan'es Collection, 
l\'e \\'hayen, U.S .• \ . 
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of Stockholm, dating from the beginning of the 16th century, 
shows on one half the same composition but without the 
landscape, while below we see a faun and a centaur crushing 
a man. 1 wonder if, instead of their being inspired by the 
reliefs of some Roman sarcophagus (1), we cannot consider 
these drawings as late studies of two paintings by Pollaiuolo, 
one of which might be that now in Newhaven, ",hile the other 
has disappeared. 

On a page in the so-called Verrocchio sketch-book no\\' in 
the Conde Museum, Chantilly, we see the Centaur and Deianira 
but in somewhat different attitudes. Another drawing which 
corresponds more or less with the pic ture by Pollaiuolo, has 
been classified as belonging to the direction of Filippino Lippi; 
it is preserved in the National Museum of Stockholm I~). 

It has been remarkedon more than one occasion that in 
Dlirer's pic ture of the .re ar 1500 of Hercules and the Stymphali
des in the museum of Nuremberg, the position of this hero 
of classical antiquity so closely resembles that in the painting 
by PoUaiuolo that many writers have concluded thatthe German 
artist must have known Pollaiuolo's work. 

It is certain that as our artist advanced in age, he de\'oted 
himself more and more to the art of ca sting bronze and he 
sometimes even made terracottas but his pictorial productions 
",ere very limited. lndeed Lt75 is the last date \Ve haw for 
.-\ntonio's activity as a painter, whereas numerous documents 
of later date record his plastic \Vork in metal. We can be 
almost certain that after his departure for Rome in q8+ he 
laid aside his paints and brush. 

Among his last paintings, those consequently which reflect 
most strongly his activities as sculptor and his taste for 
classical art, are the two famous little panels of the Labours 
of Hercules in the Uflizi. One of them represents the hero 
slaying Antaeus (fig. 232). The composition is the same as 
that of the group in bronze, but the bodily structure of both 
figures is stiU further increased in breadth. The strength of 

(1) A suggestion made by o. SiniJl, op. cit., \\"ho reproduces this dra,,·ing, 
dating it from the end of the Isth century. 

(21 Sin}l1, ltalienska Handteckningar, p. -H. 
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Fig. 232. Antonio Pollaiuolo, l-Iercules slaying Antaeus. Uffizi, 
Florence. 

Photo Alinari. 
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Hercules is startling and overpowering; his expression, full 
of malignant effort is terrible. The suffering of the howling 
Antaeus is not less impressive. Nothing in this grandiose 
conception would lead anyone who does not know the original, 
to suppose that the painting is of the smallest scale, not much 
larger than a miniature. The landscape is similar to those 
of his other panels; in both pictures the panorama is much 
the same, shown, howe\·er, from different angles; in the former 
the view is taken from a higher point of vantage and the 
perspective is different while in the latter the range is more 
distant. Here we see Hercules with club lifted high fighting 
the Hydra which he has seized by one of its heads; the 
monster attempts to defend itself by winding its tail round 
one of Hercules' legs (plate VI). The physical structure of 
the hero is not so colossal in this second picture, but the 
muscular effort is still more beautiful. 

It is difllcult to say just to what extent these two little 
panels resemble the paintings ofthe same subject that Antonio 
executed in 1460 for the Medici; what is certain, howeyer, 
is, that if it is true that Robetta, in the prints he made of 
.-\ntonio Pollaiuolo's paintings, reproduces sooner the lost 
works of 1460 than those now in the Uflizi, he must at least 
ha ve known the latter because in his prints we find those 
proportions which Pollaiuolo had not yet acquired at the 
early stage (1). 

In the British Museum there is a sketch of the figure of 
Hercules slaying the Hydra (fig. 233) e) in which, comparing 
it with the panel, the chief difference lies in the fact that he has 
not yet seized the monster by the neck although he stretches 
out his hand to do so; further, there are some slight variations 
in the drapery which floats around him. 1 could guite easily 
believe that this sketch served for the execution of the extant 
panel rather than for that of the lost canvases. 

(') In the Haseltine collection, London, there existed a drawing of 
Hercules slaying Antaeus \\"hich Ulmal/. op. cit., thought was by Antonio, 
judging it to be the rough sketch for the frescoes in thc Palazzo Venezia 
which he also ascribes to this artist. 

e) Formerly it \Vas attributed to Ridolfo Ghirlandaio but :\Iorelli 
restored it to its rightful master. 



HERCULES SLAYING THE HYDRA. 
By Antonio Pollaiuolo in the U{fizi. Florence. 

Photo Alinari. 
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Fig. 233. Antonio Pollaiuolo, l-lercllles slaying th e l-lydra, clrawing. 
Briti sh MllSelln1. 

Mrs. Cruttwell observes that in the drawing tbe body is 
not perfectly in proportion but was una bIe to discover the 
reason of this shortcoming which Mr. Ede explains (1); the 
drawing was cut down the middle and the two pieces joined 
together again but in such a manner that they overlap and 
a slight strip is missing from the figure. On the versa of 

(1 ) Ede, T\\"o J)rawings . 
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this page, there is a somewhat effaced study oi two dogs 
held in leash which is certainly also from the master's own 
hand. A copy of the figure of Hercules is found in the so·called 
Verrocchio sketch·book. 

A very close link exists between the Hercules with the 
Hydra and a painting which only quite recently has been 
claimed as a \\"ork of Antonio Pollaiuolo, which it surely is (1). 
This picture which in part is very much re-touched, is preserved 
in the Bardini Museum, Florence, and represents St. Michael 
and the dragon (fig. 234). The attitude of the young and 
beautiful archangel in a coat of mail and brandishing his sword 
resembles in every way that of the antique hero, nude and 
bearded \vith bludgeon uplifted, only the movement of the 
latter is more violent. The dragon, too, is reminiseent of the 
Hydra and tries to entrap his assailant in the same manner. 
The Iandseape recalls those of Antonio's other paintings; a 
little piece of rock to the left of the foreground, however, is 
a new feature. This eanns in all probability can be identified 
with the pic ture that Pollaiuolo executed for the confraternity 
of Sant' Angelo of Arezzo where it still existed in Vasari's 
day el. It was solel in the l8th eentury. 

Another work by Pollaiuolo which has some connexion 
with Arezzo is a wooelen shield, painted in blaek, formerly 
in the CapeI Cure eolleetion, Badger HaU, Shropshire, then 
in that of Signor Brauer, Florenee, now in the Louvre. It is 
adorned with a relief of Milo of Cortona, writhing in agony, 
his hanels caught in the cleft of a tree trunk. Signor Brauer 
was of opinion that the eoat of anns to the right is that of 
the Miauti family of Arezzo. The style of the work confirms 
the attribution to Pollaiuolo and approximates the relief to 
the painting in the Bardini Museum. 

Two elrawings of nudes seem to be eharacteristic of the 
master's last manner. One of them is found in the Uffizi (1) 
and represents a man nude and bald-headeel, seen in full face, 
a nude male figure with curIy hair shown from the baek 
but turning his heael towards the spectator anel a draped 

(1) Dami, op. cit. 
(") Vasan~ ed. Mi/amsi, lII. p. 295 note I. 
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Fig. 23+ Antonio Pollaiuolo, St. Michael and the dragon. 
Bardini Museum, Florence. 

XI 
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figure seated which might be that of a woman but this 1S 

not very clear. 
There are two examples of the second drawing but one 

of them is only a fragment of the other. The complete sketch 
is preserved in the Uffizi and shows three studies of the 
same man. nude and bald·headed, his legs slightly apart (fig. 
235); he is depicted from the front, from the back and from 
the side but the last study has no arms; these, however, are 
drawn separately on the same leaf, one at the top, the other 
to the right hand side of the page. An inscription is written 
in the left upper corner. The other drawing is in the British 
Museum and is executed on very yellow parchment. The 
figure, seen from the back, has been cut through and the 
arm to the right is missing. There is very little difference 
between the two drawings, that in the Uffizi is of a slightly 
better quality. 

Of a piece of sculpture that perhaps Antonio never executed, 
there exists in all probability at least the rough draught, 
which might date from 1480 or shortly after because it is the 
plan for an equestrian statue of Francesco Sforza. It was 
very likely soon after the beginning of the reign of Ludovico 
Sforza who carne into power this year, that different artists 
competed for this monument. The sketch which is preserved 
in the Print Room of Munich shows the prince mounted on 
a horse of somewhat heavy build and with arched back, while 
below a man in armour is stretched on the ground. Leonardo 
da Vinei exeeuted several designs for this statue; one of them 
which to a certain extent resembles that in Munieh, is in the 
collection in Windsor Castle. Moreover the drawing under 
discussion was also aseribed to Leonardo until Morelli claimed 
it for Verrocchio (1). Apparently there existed another drawing 
of the same subject by Antonio in which a view of the town 
of Verona was depicted. Both these sketches belonged to 
Vas ari who mentions them as works by Pollaiuolo (2). 

However, I think we should accept this attribution with a 
considerable amount ofreserve, because I am not certain that the 

(1) G. Morelli, Italian Masters in German Galleries, London, 1883, p. 90, 
v. also W. Schmidt, Handzeichungen Alter Meister in Munchen, p. 89-

(") V(/san~ ed Milamsi, III, p. 297. 
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Fig. 235. Antonio PoIlaiuolo, nudes, dra\\"ing. Cffizi. Florence. Ph oto Alinari. 

extant drawing is really by this artist (1). The fact that a very 

1') L. COl/rajatl, Gazette des Beaux Arts, XVI, p.422, thought that the 
dra\\"ing belonged to Leonardo's school or was a copy by PoIlaiuolo 
after Leonardo. E. Hildebrandt, Leonardo da Vinei, Berlin, 1927, p. 158, 
class ifies it in the Milanest' school, after tl1e monument by Leonardo. 
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similar composition is represented on the back of a medal made 
for one of the Orsini. combined with the fact that Pollaiuolo 
",as in correspondence with Gentile Orsini in 1494, is an 
argument in favour of the attribution. 1 do not agree with 
the theory that the fresco of Niccolo da Tolentino by del 
Castagno could have inspired Antonio in the execution of this 
dra wing. 1 wonder if the study of a horse, in this case walking 
quietly, in the collection of the Earl of Pembroke has not 
sooner some connexion with this monument or with another 
statue of the same type (1). On this drawing there are some 
words inscribed in Pollaiuolo's hand-writing. 

Antonio Pollaiuolo's activity in Rome reveals veryelearly 
to what extent he was dominated by elassical sculpture towards 
the end of his career. 

We sha11 deal only briefly with the plastic works that 
Antonio executed in Rome, these sculptures are too well 
known to describe them once more in detail; moreover, they 
are really outside our field of study. 

No doubt Antonio's art, already imbued with the spirit of 
elassical antiquity, reacted still more strongly to this influence 
during the master's sojourn in the Eternal City. The per
sonifications of the Virtues and the Sciences which accompany 
the figure of Sixtus IV on this pontift's tomb-stone which 
Antonio signed in 1493, reveal in the most evident manner 
the ascendancy of the antique style (figs. 236, 237). Even the 
idea of surrounding the pope in his last dwelling place with 
female nudes of prepossessing appearance is contrary to 
christian conceptions. Perhaps Innocent VIII had made a 
similar observation, at least the bronze female figures of 
Virtues surrounding the statute of this pontiff are a little 
more elothed (fig. 238) On the other hand their appearance 
is stiU more elassical. The efligy of the dead pope lying 
belo\\' is of an astonishing realism. The monument has under
gone some alteration and is no longer seen in its original 

(') This sketch has been ascribed to Verrocchio by S. A. Strong, in 
his book on the drawings in the Pembroke collection, pl. 58. Berensoll. 
Drawings etc, No 19SIa, assigns it to the school of Antonio Pollaiuolo 
v. Burlington Magazine, XXX, 1917, p. 244-
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Fig. 236. Antonio Pollaiuolo, Tomb of Sixtus IV, 1493. 
Museum of St. Peter's, Rome. Photo Alinari. 

condition. The artist died a few months after he finished 
this master-piece. 

The large and forceful technique in which Antonio Pollaiuolo 
modelled the face of Innocent VIII is found in the bust of a 
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Fig. 237. 1 )e taiI of fi g. 236. Photo Alinari . 

young man in te rracotta in the National Museum, Florence , 
\\'hich is unive rsally ascribed to our arti:-;t. If this work was 
made during his Roman period, it is very unlikely th a t it 
represents a Illember of the Medici family, as has so of ten been 
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Fig. 238. Antonio PoIlaiuolo,Tomb ofIlllJocent VIII, Li9i. St. P eter's, Rome. 
Photo Alinari. 

supposed. The cuirass which covers his breast is adorned with 
reliefs illustrating once more the Labours of Hercules, they 
represent the hero overpowering the Stympalian bird and 
strangling the serpents. The movement here is just as full of 
energy and violence as that shown in the two Jittle panels. 
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Prof. A. Venturi very rightly observes that the littIe bronzes 
of Romulus and Remus mothered by the wolf in the Capitol 
Museum ha ve all the characteristics of a work of Pollaiuolo (1). 
The wolf belonged to Sixtus IV who started a collection of 
classical antiquities shortly after he ascended the pontifical 
throne, it adorned the fa<;ade of his palace between 1471 and 
1473; from Albertini's description of this group, we learn that 
in 1510 the figures of the twins existed under the wolf. 

The late Prof. De Nicola (2) brought to light another relief 
perhaps in terracotta representing the martyrdom of St. Se
bastian; it is described by Alfonso Ciacconio in his works 
on the catacombs of towards the end of the 16th century, the 
manuscript of which is preserved in the Vatican (Cod. lat. 
5407-5409). The relief in question shows the saint attached 
to a column, three archers loose arrows at him, a fourth charges 
his bow and a fifth with a broken bow is seated on the ground 
while a Roman soldier on horseback is depicted ne ar by. In 
Ciacconio's day this piece of sculpture was preserved in the 
catacombs of Sta. Priscilla and was supposed to be a pro
duction of early christian antiquity. As such it was reproduced 
in Del Bosio's work "Roma sotteraneo", published in 165°, 
as well as in other publications until De Rossi in his "Roma 
sotteraneo", which appeared in 1877, realized that it was 
executed in a much more modern style. De Nicola recognized 
in it the hand of Antonio Pollaiuolo, although the sketch 
reproduced by the by-gone critics gives only a very vague 
idea of the original appearance of the relief. 

The site where the work was found in the 16th century 
renders it highly probable that Antonio executed it in Rome. 
Prof. De Nicola compares one of the archers of the relief 
with the drawing, already mentioned, in Berlin, with one 
of the school of Pollaiuolo in the Uffizi and with a sketch of 
the school of Raphael in the Louvre in which there are several 
figures corresponding more or less with those of the relief. 

To complete the list of Antonio Pollaiuolo's works for as 
far as they are known to us, we have yet to cite a few 
drawings. 

(1) Vetlturi, op. cit., L' Arte, 1919. 
e) De Nicofa, op. cit. 
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The sketch of the head of a fairly old man with a sad 
expression on his face, which is preserved in the Con de 
Museum, Chantilly (1), must be the production of an advanced 
stage in the master's career. Another drawing. which is now 
divided into three parts, represented the Adoration of the 
Magi. Two fragments in the Ufllzi show an aged king with 
a negro attendant and a young king seen in profile with a 
goblet in his hand, accompanied by three men. The third 
fragment which is found in the Albertina, Yienna, depicts 
another part of the same group; this piece has been ascribed 
to Lazzaro Vasari, but in his catalogue, \Vickhoff assigns 
it to del Castagno. 

In the Uflizi there is stiH a pen-and-sepia drawing signed 
by Antonio. It is the design for a monstrance and as Mrs. 
Cruttwell observes, with its Renaissance openings and Gothic 
pinnacles, is not without some resemblance to the cross in 
the Opera del Duomo. On the versa we find a drawing for 
the Navicella. Both sides of the sheet bear the signature: 
(( Antol1z'o de! PolaJlIolo HorafoH. 

As for the beautiful drawing of St. Jerome kneeling before 
the Cross in the Ufllzi, it is so pricked for transfer to painting 
and passed over in ink that Mr. Berenson thinks it wiser to 
abstain from a definite attribution to either Antonio or Piero, 
or even to consider it a copy. He mentions it amongst the 
school works (No. 193)' Although he inclines a !ittle towards 
assigning it to the elder brother, to whom Mrs. Crutt\\'ell 
ascribes it without reserve and in this 1 agree. Apart from 
Pollaiuolo's usual landscape background, \Ve see to the right 
a lion devouring a lioness. 

Morona, in the second edition of his "Pisa Illustrata:', 
published in 1812, reproduces (VoI. II, pl. 9) an old but very 
mediocre print which corresponds with this sketch (") ancl 
which according to him is a facsimile of the altar-piece in 
the Cappella Maggiore of the Campo Santo. His reasons for 

(1) Berenson, Drawings, No. 1899. 
(") Idem, I, p. I7 and II, No. 1909. 
(S) An example of this print exists in the British .!\Iuseum. Hi/lll (Imi 

Ca/vin, op. cit., p. 26 and pl. D. r. 16. 
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this identification - simply that there too was a picture 
of St. Jerome and that among the architectural constructions 
in the left·hand side of the print he thinks he recognizes 
the gate of Pisa - are apparent1y suflicient1y serious argu· 
ments to make Mrs. Cruttwell suppose that the sketch in 
the UffIzi was the cartoon for one part of the picture which 
once existed in Pisa and which consequently would have 
been from the hand of Antonio. This, however, is mere 
hypothesis and is without any serious foundation (1). 

For a considerable number of Antonio's paintings we have 
to rely on the testimony of the earlier historians. Among 
them there is the series of the Labours of Hercules painted 
for the Medici to which the artist refers in his letter of 1494 
as having been executed in 1460 with the help of his brother, 
who at that moment was only seventeen. 

These paintings play a considerable part in Antonio's pictorial 
activity because it is the most extensive work by him that 
has come to our knowledge; 1 should even say that it is 
the only realIy important piece of painting of which there is 
any record. 

There were three canvases, each over twelve feet high. 
The events represented were Hercules slaying Antaeus, Her· 
cules killing the liou, his left knee on the brute's chest and 
both his hands gripping the jaws, and Hercules killing the 
Hydra. 

Vasari gives a fairly detailed description of the first of 
these paintings which must have closely resembled the little 
pane! in the Uffizi. The same can probably be said of the 
combat with the Hydra. These paintings are included in the 
inventory made in 1492 of the possessions of the Medici; 
"at that moment they adorned the Sala grande di Lorenzo" 
in the Medici Palace. After the expulsion of the Medici in 
1495, the pictures were transferred to the Council HalI of 
the Palazzo dei Priori. 

(1) Mrs. Cruttwell thinb as weIl, that the lion devouring the lioness 
might be symbolic of Pisa's subjugation to Florence, but is it likely 
that in Pisa itSf'lf an allegory ofthis defeat would have been represented? 
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Fig. 239. Robetta, Hercules slaying Antaeus, print after Antonio Pollaiuolo. 

Albertini saw them there in 1512 and judged them to be 
by Verrocchio. They were stiH there in Vasari's day; he 
expresses great admiration for them and informs us that 
Franc;:ois 1, King of France, had them copied by Ridolfo Ghir-
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landaio (1). Further, on the tomb of the son of Charles VIII at 
Tours there are three reliefs illustrating the Labours of 
Hercules - slaying Antaeus, killing the Hydra and supporting 
the world - the two first of which are obviously inspired 
by PoUaiuolo's paintings (2). AU this is proof of the high 
esteem in which these works were hela, even in a foreign 
country ana a considerable time after the death of the artist, 
of whom they were quite a youthful production. 1 haye 
already drawn attention to the fact that Robetta's prints of 
Hercules slaying Antaeus (fig. 239) and his combat with the 
Hydra (fig. 2-1-0) show certain differences in some of the details 
which lead us to suppose that they were not executed after 
the little panels in the Uftlzi but in ali probabality after the 
lost paintings. 

On a page in the sketchbook of the school of Verrocchio 
in the Louvre, which wiU be discussed in detaillater on, there 
is a drawing of Hercules fighting the Hydra which, on com
paring it with the little panel, reveals the same differences as 
Robetta's print. In the book of sketches in the Accademia 
of Venice which has been wrongly ascribed to Raphael, we 
find a drawing of Hercules and the Nemoran Lion, of the school 
of Pollaiuolo, which may have been executed after the third. 
now lost canvas el). 

In a previous volume e) 1 have reproduced a drawing of 
the Veronese school of the Isth century which corresponds 
in many points with the description given by Vasari. 1 maintain: 
however, that if Robetta was inspired chiefly by the paintings 
he saw in the Medici Palace, he must also have known 
the two little panels now in the Uflizi, because, although 
Antonio doubtless repeated more or less the same compo
sitions, he did so in forms and in a style which he had not 
yet acquired in 1460, and which, none the less, Robetta 
reproduces. 

1 ha ve already mentioned the picture of St. Sebastian which 

(1) Vasari, ed. Jlilamsi. \'1, p. 540. 
(2) Dami, op. cit. 
(") Cruttwell, op. cit, p. 75· 
i 4 ) Vol. VI, p. 193. 
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existed in the church of S . .Iacopo Sopra Amo, Florence ('). 
It \Vas a painting carried in processions and \Vas almost six 
feet high (3 braccia). Richa does not definitely ascribe it 

Fig. 2+0. Robetta, l-Iercules slaying the Hydra, print after Antonio Pollaiuolo. 

to Antonio; he simply states that it is said to be by the 
famous Pollaiuolo. 

i ,) Richa, Chiese fiorentin e, X, p. 355. CJ'/lltll'e!I, op. cit., p. 158, thinks, 
as 1 said before, that a figure in the so·called Verrocchio skctchbook 
might correspond with the principal figure of this panel. 
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Vasari tells us that Antonio executed a St. John the Baptist 
in the Palazzo delIa Signoria, near the Porta delIa Catena 
but there is absolutely no record of this painting; on the 
other hand we know that Piero worked in this building and 
it is quite possible that Vasari confounded the work of the 
two brothers. The same authority states that in the Palace 
of the Proconsolo, Antonio painted the portraits of Poggio, 
secretary of the Signoria and historian of the town, and 
Gianozzo Manetti. 

Antonio's sculptures, too, must have once existed in greater 
number. In his letter of 1494 to Gentile Orsini he speaks of 
two busts in bronze which he wants to bring him, of which 
alI trace has been lost. Perhaps he executed a relief repre
senting Hercules and Caccus, the composition of which is in 
Signor Dami's opinion, reproduced in a drawing of the school 
of PolIaiuolo in the Royal Palace of Turin and in a relief 
belonging to the Giucciardini family. 

Further, in the documents we find record of various other 
metal objects executed by Pollaiuolo. Mention has already 
been made of the marvellous pieces he made for Benedetto 
Salutati to be worn at the tournaments arranged in q.69 by 
Lorenzo the Magnificent and Giuliano de' Medici and of the 
helmet for the Duke of Urbino. Two sih'er candlesticks, 
almost five feet high (211:: braccia) which Antonio was charged 
to make in I465 to accompany the reliquary and which cost 
1548 florins, have also disappeared. Lost also are the silver 
basin which the Signoria commissioned him to make in 1473, 
a silver crucifix executed for the Carmine church, a reliquary 
to contain the finger of St. John the Baptist and a sil ver cover 
for an Epistolario in S. Giovanni. In 1500 the first of these 
works was melted down so thatSogliani mighthave the material 
to make a pair of candlesticks. Nor is there any trace of 
the tabernacle which he executed in I460 together with his 
colleagues Finiguerra and Sali, or of the silver objects for 
which Cino Rinuccini paid him in 1462. 

Antonio gave Francesco del Lavacchio, a goldsmith he 
employed, a book of drawings, no doubt designs for gold-

el Vasari, ed. Jlilanesi, III, p. 287. 
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smith works, which existed stiH in 1756. An inscription on 
the first page stated that Antonio and his mother gave this 
book to Francesco while the latter was still Antonio's shop-boy. 

Vasari speaks stiU of medals with portraits of popes from 
Antonio's hand but he must have made a mistake because 
the only one he mentions is a work of Bertoldo di Giovanni (lt. 

(1) Crut/well, op. cit., p. 188. The folIowing works are erroneously 
attributed to Antonio PolIaiuolo: the frescoes of the Labours of Hercules 
in the Palazzo Venezia (Ulmann, Die Thaten etc.); they were recently 
ascribed to Mantegna but neither is this correct in my opinion; the female 
profile portraits in the Poldi Pezzoli Museum, Milan and in the Uffizi 
which 1 have reproduced as works of Domenico Veneziano (v. VoI. X, 
pl. opp. p. 356 and fig. 205) are often assigned to Pollaiuolo, particularly 
the former (Ven/uri, op. cit., Pantheon, who believes that the lady"s 
profile portrait by Domenico in Berlin aIso is by him); Mrs. Crutt
well gives thcm both to Antonio whereas W. von Bode, op. cit.. 
attributes the portrait in Milan to Domenico Veneziano and the other 
to Antonio. Mr. Berenson holds Antonio responsible for a profile 
portrait which 1 have c\aimed as a work by Paolo LTccello (VoI. X, fig. 
J 55); Bode, believes it to be by Piero. Vasari and others after him 
thought that Antonio executed the Crucifixion with St. Antonino in 
S. Marco, Florence, which seems to me sooner by Baldovinetti. Mr. Be
renson rightly ascribes to Pier di Cosimo the "Bella Simonetta Vespuici" 
in the Conde Museum, Chantilly, which has also been giyen to Antonio. 
Prof. A. Ven/uri, has recently assigned to Antonio a Madonna in the 
Kaiser Friedrich Museum, Berlin (No. 108) and a St. Tobias with the 
archangel in the National Gallery, London (L' Arte, XXIX, 1926, pp. 179 
and 56). I think, however, the old attributions are nearer the truth, that 
is to say the former to Verrocchio and the latter to his school. Further 
attributions to Antonio which are without foundation are: Christ attached 
to a column in a landscape in which we see the stigmatization of 5t. 
Francis, 5t. John the Baptist and 5t. Tobias with the archangel, in the 
Lascelles collection; it is really a rather mediocre painting (Burlington, 
Fine Arts Club Exhibition of Florentine Paintings, 19'9. No. 24. C. PhiliP:-;. 
Florentine Painting before 1500, Burlington Magazine, XXXIV, 1919, 
p. 215); it can no doubt be identified with a picture formerly in the 
Browning collection which was sold in London in May 1913 (Y. Burlington 
Magazine, XXIII, 1913, P 120); a portrait of a young man onee in the 
Misses Cohen colleetion, now in the store-room of the National Gallery, 
exhibited New Gallery, 1893-1894, No. 99, I believe it was formerly 
the property of the Earl of Wemyss; it might be by Jaeopo del Sellaio; 
a portrait of a young Florentine in the Alphollse Kahn eolleetion, sold in 
New York, January 1927, No. 47; a Madonna and Child held by an 
an gel, in the collection of Lord Battersea, exhibited New Gallery, 1893-
189+, l\ o. 93; probably also \\'ithout any foundation is the attribution 
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We have no existing evidence of his activities as architect 
although we know that he worked as such because, as we 
have already seen, he presented, in 1491, a plan for the 
fac;ade of Sta. Maria del Fiore and in 1467 was consulted 
regarding the metal baII which was to be placed on Brunel
leschi's cupola. We learn from Vas ari that it was Antonio 
",ho designed the Villa del Belvedere in the gardens of the 
Vatican for Pope Innocent VIII but the documents record 
the name of Jacopo da Pietrasanta as that of the architect 
which casts a certain doubt on Vasari's affirmation; yet, 
although he may never have taken any part in the actual 
construction, it is quite possible that he furnished the plan 
for this edifice which, although little of it remains, seems 
to have been typically Florentine in style (1). 

Antonio's activities as a sculptor in bronze are so much 
more important than his career as a painter that in certain 
cases some of the old historians such as Albertini, Billi and 
the anonymous author of the Magliabechiano codex mention 

to Antonio of the portrait of a young man which Waagen, Art Treasures, 
II, p. 330, mentions as existing in a collection in Basel. D. E. Co/naghi, 
Dictionary of Florentine Painters, London. 1928, p. 218, records some 
paintings which no doubt without any serious reason, ha ve been put 
up for sale as works of PolIaiuolo. 

Sculptures which have been wrongly ascribed to Antonio PoIlaiuolo 
are, a terracotta of a young man 'sleeping (A. Venturi, L' Arte, XXIX, 
1926, p. 179)'; the old attribution to Verrocchio is more probably correct 
(F. Sc//Ottmiiller, 1 lie ItaI. u. Span. Bildwerk des Renaissance, Katal. 
des K. Mus., Berlin, V, Berlin. J913, No. 175); a bust of Charles VIII 
in the National Museum, Florence (M. R~Ylllond, op. cit.) which is 
attributed also to Verrocchio and to delIa Robbia and even regarding the 
authenticity of which doubt has been expressed; the relief of Discord 
in the Victoria and Albert Museum (Cruttwe//, op. cit.), which according 
to Bodf is hy Leonardo; 1 think it is realIy nearer to PolIaiuolo. 1 shall 
not mentioll here the Ilumerous bronzes which are ascribed to Antonio 
but which 1 believe to be school works although some ofthem are very 
close to the master There are several drawings which have been given 
to Antonio; they will be discussed among the works of his school. 

Barfsc/l in his famous book on engraving attributes several prints to 
Pollaiuolo but they belong sooner to the school of Mantegna, such for 
example as that of Hercules sJaying Antaeus and another of Hercules 
and the lion by G. A. da Brescia (Hind, op. cit.). 

(1) Crl/ff1l'ell. op. cit., p. 21. 
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him onl)' as a sculptor in bronze, a goldsmith, an engraver 
and a niello worker, whereas his brother Piero is invariably 
referred to as a painter. 

It is certainly true that sculpture such as casting in bronze, 
moulding of silver and artistic representations in metal in 
general, which comprise nielli and engravings in copper, 
interested him much more keenly. We know of no really 
important pictorial production from his hand, and there is 
no mention in the documents of any extensive cyele of frescoes. 
Already at an early stage he got his brother to help him 
with his larger works such as the Labours of Hercules for 
the Medici and I can easily believe that as soon as he received 
orders for metal objects in suftlcient number to occupy his 
time, he entirely ga\'e up painting. 

Antonio was not a skilful colourist, eyen the ever prais
ing Mrs. Cruttwell observes that his colouring is somewhat 
heavy j it is on the whole rather dull with much brown, 
while his blues and reds recaU those of enamels. He mixes 
tempera and oii colo urs in the same manner as Baldovinetti, 
which makes Mrs. Cruttwell suppose that this artist might 
ha \'e been his master. This is not impossible; moreover the 
idea of his landscapes is certainly borrowed from this painter. 
Yet the force of his productions is more reminiscent of the 
technique of Andrea del Castagno who, according to Vasari, 
was Piero's master, while his love of anatomy seems to have 
been inspired by Donatello. But we should certainly be 
mistaken if we said tllat Antonio was the foIIower of one of 
these three masters. The formation of his style is due above 
aU to his own genius and to the profound study he must 
have made of the human bod)'. If his nudes serve to illustrate 
chiefly the events of elassical mythology, especially the history 
of Hercules, it is only because these subjects offered him 
the opportunity of a demonstration of anatomy which he 
loved to depict, but I do not think that the spirit ofhis works 
is so \'ery pagan. He made, besides, seyeral representations 
of the martyrdom of St. Sebastian but this subject was no 
doubt chosen on account of the nude figure. 

Pollaiuolo was a realist, an observer of nature and his interest 
in the anatomical construction of the human bod)' was greater 
XI 
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than that of any other artist prior to him. He not only studied 
it and represented it in the most harmonious and aesthetic 
manner, but he shows as well the muscular effect of great 
physical effort, rapid movements and complicated positions and 
in this his art is very different from that of either DonatelIo 
or di Bertoldo. It is the reality of these effects that interested 
him and he transforms them from a simple scientific study 
into artistic creations of a high standard, and urged by a 
temperament' which we guess to ha ve been indomitable, he 
makes of these anJtomical representations, passionate iUus
trations of hate, strife and battle, that is to say the circumstances 
which conduce to the most violent movements of the human 
body. The more the human sensation is violent, the more 
rapid and vehement is the motion and it is this representation 
of action which marks Antonio as a true artist of the Renais
sance. Physical stress is rendered by Antonio with a just 
sense of proportion, a certitude and a refinement ofline, which 
remove alI trace of materialism and vulgarity from his works. 
One can always sense the goldsmith accustomed to manipulate 
m:lterial of the 1110st precious nature. He is the poet of the 
human anatomy in aU its aspects, his rendering of it is to a 
certain extent sensual and entirely devoid of any devotional 
or religious feeling. Besides the number of his sacred represen
tation is extremely few and they too are without any mystic 
sentiment. 

Antonio Pollaiuolo's great importance in the history ofItalian 
art lies in the fact that he established the precepts of a scientific 
and artistic anatomy without an undue inf1uence of the classical 
types. If the idea might have been inspired by the some\Vhat 
abstract examples of Donatello, the realization of it is due 
entirely to Antonio himself. Signorelli and MichelangeJo are 
Antonio's and not Donatello's il11mediate successors. 

This new achie\'ement received 'immec1iate and even inter
national recognition. We have already seen that the three 
paintings of the Labours of Hercules, executed for the Medici,. 
in which there \Vas a wonderful display of anatomical effects,. 
were copieel for the King of France The print of the com
batants was not only copieel by a ccrtain John of Frankfort 
but 1 think \Ve find unquestionablc traces of its inf1uence in 
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the print of the Rape of Helen by Bartel Beham ofNuremberg, 
\vhich is a scene of battle such as we see in several other 
engravings by the same artist (1). The same can be said of 
the combat of Hercules and Antaeus in the gallery of Cassel 
by Baldung Grien, who douhtless knew Pollaiuolo's model. 
We have already remarked that in Durer's painting of Her
cules slaying the Stympalian bird at Nuremberg, the figure 
of the hero so closely resembles that in Pollaiuolo's picture 
at Newhaven that we are forced to admit a direct influence; 
also Durer's drawing of 1495 of nude men carrying women 
in the Bonnat collection, Bayonne, is full of elements borro""eel 
from Antonio Pollaiuolo (ti. 

The artist's great qualities, that union of force anei grace, 
of antique stability anei Renaissance motion, capti\'ateel to 
such a elegree the fancy of his contemporaries, that there is 
every reason to speak of a genuine "Pollaiuolanism" which 
was not limiteel to Florence alone. 

In Italy an interesting example of Pollaiuolo's influence is 
founel in Fiorenzo di Lorenzo's St. Sebastian in the gallery 
of Perugia; also Mantegna, and this is evident in the technique 
of his engravings, was subjected to his domination. But I 
think that Pollaiuolo's influence was felt in particular by the 
German artists and this is ali the more interesting because, 
as we have observed, some of the master's works reveal a 
knowledge of the German style; the drawings of Adam and 
E ve are among the most characteristic examples. Can we explain 
this mutual inf1uence by the presence of a German artist in 
Pollaiuolo's work-shop who might have taken some of the 
master's elrawings back to his native country, leaving with 
the Florentine artist some works of German origin? Antonio 
Pollaiuolo, however, was never very eleeply affecteel by his 
knowledge of German art. 

A" for the pupils who were active in Pollaiuolo's work
shop, very few of their names have come down to us. Apart 

(1) E. Waldlllmm, Die NUrnberger Kleinmeister: Meister der Graphik, 
V, Leipzig (J9IO), pls. 2+, 32, 33, 34· 

(') Hamdcke, op. cit. Howlalld, op. cit. 11 W6ljflill, Albrecht DUrer 
Handzeichungen, IOth ed., Munich, 1923, p. 33, is eye!1 of the opinion 
that this drawing \Vas made after a lost engraying by Pollaiuolo 
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from those \w ha \'e already met ",ith and his colleagues 
Finiguerra and Sali, Yasari l11entions stil! Mazzingo of Florence, 
Giuliano del Facchino and Giovanni Turini of Siena to whom 
Pollaiuolo taught the art of enamel work, and the sculptor 
Andrea SansO\,ino (1), That Gioyanni Turini who was acti\'e 
as early as q29 and ",ho died in 1454 could ha\'e learned 
anything at alI from Pollaiuolo seems to me highly unlikely. 

The numerous drawings, bronzes and engravings that were 
executed in Antonio Pol!aiuolo' s iml11ediate surroundings, pron, 
howe\'er, that he must ha\'e had a considerable number of 
pupils. The \'ery fe\\' extant paintings of his school confirm 
once more the fact that it \Vas not in this branch of art that 
he \Vas particularIy interested. 

Antonio ",as one of the great figures of the Renaissance in 
Florence; his \York \Vas better lmo\\'n than that of any other 
artist of the town. His protector, Lorenzo the Magnificent, in a 
letter of r\ovember 1489 to Giovanni Lanfredini, the Florentine 
representatiw at the papal court, declares in the most positiye 
and explicit manner that I·this Antonio is the greatest artist 
of the tO\\'l1, perhaps the greatest that has ever existed and 
that this is the opinion of al! the connoisseurs" (2), 

The most faithful of al! Antonio's col!aborators was his 
brother Piero, yet Piero \Vas not the one who best understood 
the art and spirit of our master, 

Piero \Yas born in 1443 and consequently was eleven years 
Antonio's junior. If he learned his art from Andrea dei 
Castagno, as Yasari pretcnds, it must haye been in his early 
childhood because he \Vas only fourteen when Castagno 
died. 1 think it more likely that he started his artistic career 
with his brother because already in 1460 when he was only 
seventeen years of age, he helped Antonio and his assistance 
must ha \'e been of a certain importance considering that the 
elder brother l11entions it in a letter thirty-four years later. 
We have seen. as wel!, what we imagine to be Piero's hand 
in many \\'orks where tlw rough draughts at least were by 

il) '-asa}'i, ed. Milamsi, III. p.p. 289 and 299. 
('1 G 0.1' (, Carteggio, 1, p. 341. 
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Antonio. During the whole of his life Piero was dependent 

on his elder and infinitely more gifted brother. When in 
August q69 he personally received the important commission 
from the Mercatanzia to execute personifications of the Virtues 
for the council room of this institution, which works are now 
in the Uflizi, it was again his brother Antonio, who made 
the design for at least one of these figures. This order is 
confirmeel in December of the same year when he already 
receives payment for the representation of Charity; the 
following year he is remunerated for the figures of Faith 
anei Temperance. Verrocchio also was requested to send in 
a cartoon for one of these paintings; he receiwel eight lire 
for his sketch which, however, \\'as refuseel; se\'eral other 
artists attempteel to obtain a part in this enterprise but without 
success, because it was given to Piero Pollaiuolo at the rate 
of t\\'enty broael Horins a picture, with the exception of that 
of Fortituele, which, chiet1y through the instrumentality of 
Tommaso Soderini, was assigned to Botticelli who had 
competeel as Piero's rival and who was paid for this \\'ork 
in August LJ.70 (I). 

That Piero too was a sculptor we know from the faet that 
in LJ.77 he eompeted with Verrocchio for the monument of 
Forteguerri at Pistoia. The ehurch authorities recommended 
him to Lorenzo de' Medici, praising highly the plan which 
he haei presented and which had obtained the general approval. 

Perhaps the real reason for this enthusiasm was entirely 
an economic one because Verrocchio's estimate was much 
greater than the sum of money at their disposa!. Unfortu
nately Lorenzo's reply has been lost but from a second 
letter from the "Operai" we gather that his decision as con
noisseur had been maele in favour of Verrocchio anei to this 
the rest of the commission had humbly submitted (:!). 

Piero hacl a similar disappointment in Lt/8 when the Sig
nori a chargeel him to execute the altar-piece of St. Bernard 
for the chapel in the Palazzo clei Priori ancl a month later 

(1) The documents are published by 1I1l'sl/il, op. cit., :\1iscel. c!' r\rte 
and Cruttwell, op. cit., p. 267. 

e) Gaye, Carteggio, I, pp. 256. 258. ~ote 1 of lI1illlJlesi in Vasllri's life 
of Verrocchio, m, p. 369. 
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\vithdrew the commission and gave it instead to Leonardo 
da Vinei. 

From a cadastral declaration made in I480 we learn that 
Piero did not li\'e with his brother and did not share his 
studio: at this moment he had a house in the Piazza degli 
Agli and his work-shop \\'as close by. He rented as weU a 
piece of land near Pistoia and provided for his mother Monna 
Tommasa then aged sixty-eight (1). 

In I +82 he \Vas charged by the Signoria to paint the 
(ifa<;ade" of a fountain in the Palazzo Vecchio e), while the 
following .rear he executed the large altar-piece of the Coro
nation of the \Tirgin for the church of S. Agostino in San 
Gimignano which is no\\' in the choir of the CoUegiata. This 
work \Vas ordered by Fra Domenico Strambi, "il dottor 
Parigino" who had employed Benozzo Gozzoli when he 
decorated this church with illustrations from the life of St. 
Augustine. 

That he remained in close connexion with his brother in 
spite of these independent works is confirmed by the fact 
that he accompanied Antonio to Rome in 1484 when the 
latter's ser\'ices \Vere demanded by the pope. Piero died in 
Rome, probably in 1496; he had ne veI' married but he left 
his natural daughter under the guardian-ship of Antonio. 
The two brothers are buried together. 

In 1460 Piero, as we sa\\', \Vas his brother's assistant and 
in 1469 he painted the Personifications for the Mercatanzia: 
bet\\'een these two dates we can place his youthful pro
ductions. Is it possible that during these years he did nothing 
but imitate his brother's manner? OI' did other inf1uences 
play a part in his artistic dewlopment? 

V·le ha\'e se\'eral paintings from Piero's hand which in 
my opinion reveal wry clearly a profound study on the part 
of the artist. of the works of Andrea Verrocchio who was 
only three years younger than Antonio PoUaiuolo, consequently 
seven years Piero's senior. The few dated paintings we possess 
by Piero do not allow us to classify this group of works 

I') lI/esl/il, op. cit., Rivista d' Arte, I905. 
(') Caye, Carteggio, 1, p. 578. 
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Fig. 2-l'. Piero Pollaiuolo, St. Christopher. Metropolitan 
Museum, Ne\\' York. 

391 
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with any certainty in a definite period in the master's career, 
although 1 am inclined to place them in those years prior 
to the execution of the Personifications for the Mercatanzia, 
more especially as the figures of Virtues themselves are not 
without certain Verrocchiesque elements. 

There are not very many extant works by Verrocchio 
dating with certainty from these years. Still between 1463 
and 1467 he execukd the group of Christ and St. Thomas 
for Or San Michele and before 1467 the tomb of Cosimo 
de' Medici. Consequently he was an artist whose services 
were in considera bie demand and whose works even at this 
early date were of a quality to inspire the irresolute Piero. 

r think Verrocchio's influence is evident in the Assumption 
of the Virgin with St. Thomas kneeling below receiving the 
holy g-irdle which we see over the altar in the sacristy of 
the church of S. Niccolo in Florence. The landscape resembles 
those so of ten shown in the works of Antonio who, himself 
borrowed this feature from Baldovinetti; but here the view 
ends in a range of mountains. Four angels hover round the 
Virgin who is borne by cherubim above her tomb in which 
flowers blossom; a hind reposes to the right. The breadth 
of the figures, their draperies, a certain hardness of line, the 
round shape of the heads and even the decoration of the 
tomb aU seem to point to an intluence of Verrocchio. StiU 
this fresco appears sooner to be a production of an early 
stage of Piero' s independent acti vity (1). 

The detached fresco from the fac;ade of S. Miniato fra le 
Torre, Florence, now in the Metropolitan Museum, N ew York 
(P 765-r, fig. 241) seems to be executed after this manner. 
Vasari, praising the proportions, ascribed it to Antonio, whereas 
Antonio Billi, the Anonimo Gaddiano and in our day Mr. 
Berenson (2) believe it to have been executed by Piero after 
a sketch by Antonio. Albertinelli, who speaks of it as if it 
were a panel, gives it to Antonio; Bode judges it to be 

(1) This fresco was attributed to Baldovinetti by Cavalcaselle and to 
Piero by Beretlson, Drawings, I, p. 26 note, who, however, insists on 
the marked influence of Baldovinetti. 

(2) B. Berensoll, Gazette des Beaux Arts, XV, 1896, p. 199. 
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Fig. 242. Piero Pollaiuolo. portrait of a lady. Hersloff Collectioll, East 
Orange (New York ). 

a production of the Umbro-Sienese school while Baldinucci 
and Richa (1) assign it to Autonio, saying that Michelangelo 

(1) Richa, Chiese tiorentine. I\'. p. 71. 
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studied it profoundly and was inspired by it for his represen
tation of David. Although there is a certain difference between 
the ten braccia which Richa gi\'es as its height and the 112 

inches which it actually measures, the description of the 
painting gi ven by this author is so striking and corresponds 
so exactly with the fresco that there can be no doubt that 
he is speaking of the same \York (lI. It may yery weB be 
that Antonio made the rough drallght for this painting but 
as in the pre\'ious case, it is chiefly to Verrocchio that Piero 
o",es the breadth of form and even the type of the Infant 
Christ \Yhich is yery characteristic of this master and his 
immediate disciples. 

Aiso a charming profile portrait of a young lady, no doubt 
a work by Piero, to whom it is ascribed by Dr. \T alentiner e) 
is executed in this Verrocchiesque manner. 

This panel, 1.\'hich is found in the Hersloff collection, East 
Orange (New York), shows one of the rare instances in which 
the subjeet is turned to,,"ards the right. The hair is covered 
by a veil and adorned with a fe\\' jewels; the material of 
,yhich the dress is made has a pattern oflarge flowers (fig. 2-1-2). 

The most important manifestation of this tendency is the 
Annllnciation in the Kaiser Friedrich Mllseum, Berlin (No. 73, 
fig. 2-1-31; the angel, a lily in his hand, is depicted kneeling 
and making a gesture before the Virgin who is seated with 
her hands crossed on her breast. The scene takes place in 
a room which is di,'ided into two parts by a walI anel which 
is adorned with an abllndance of decorative motifs, \'ery much 
in the taste of Verrocchio. Two windows afford a view on 
to a smiling landscape; abo\'e one of them three little angels 
sing. accompanying themselves on musical instruments. Mrs. 
Cruttwell (l) remarks that the \'ie\\' from the windows is 
that obtained from the Medici villa at Careggi and thinks 
that Lorenzo might have ordered this painting for the chapel 
in the villa. Again she imagines that Antonio should be held 

(1) Cruttzc'ell, op. cit., p. 16-1-, is of opinion that it is a copy of the 
fresco \\'hich Antonio painted on the fa<;ade of S. Miniato fra le Torri. 

l ') Ţ1'. R. l'a/miine!', A Catalogue of early Italian Paintings exhibited 
at the Duveen Galleries, Ne\\' York, 1926, K O. 12. 

(') Cruttil'ell, op. cit., p. 97. 
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responsible for the design and Piero for the painting (1) but 
1 fail to see any ver)' pronounced characteristics of Antonio's 
manner in this picture \\'hich, with its overcharged decoration 
and heav)' and somewhat common types, is not in th e best 
of taste. As for the date of executiol1, the same critic proposes 

Fig. 2-13. Piero Pollaillolo, AI1Il11nciatiol1. Kai ser Friedrich Mllselll11 . Berlin. 

Photo Hanfstaeng l. 

about 1.+70, that is to sa)' contemporary with the Personifications 
of the Mercatanzia ,yith which she compares this work. 
Certainly this painting shows to the same degree, if not more 
marked, that exaggerated length of form - ,'ery noticeable 
in the figure of the Madonna - which gradually becomes 
more accentuated untit it reaches an extreme measure in the 
Coronation of the \'irgin at San Gimignano. 

(') CII/III/In. op. cit., is of th e sa m e opinion. 
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With much hesitation 1 ascribe three other productious to 
Piero Po11aiuolo and to this stage in his career when he was 
working under the inf1uence of Verrocchio. One of them is 
the youthful figure of St. ]ohn the Evangelist, with chalice 
and palm, leaning against the end of a wall, while some trees 
fi11 up the background to the right hand side, which is preserved 
in the Morelli collection in the gallery of Bergamo (fig. 244) (1). 
If this attractive picture is really by Piero, it should be placed 
a few years prior to the Annunciation of Berlin. The contours 
and the linear effects are much less marked, none the less 
the types and the proportions are the same. 

The second of these works which 1 propose to ascribe to 
Piero is a drawing in the British Museum (1860, 6, 16, 49) 
representing the Virgin adoring the Child Who is held with 
great veneration by four angels (fig. 2-1-5). The scene is placed 
in a hilly landscape with some trees which in appearance are 
a little stiff for the Po11aiuolo brothers of whose art, 1 confess, 
the entire landscape is not very characteristic; to the right 
we see St. ]oseph standing near the shelter; the youthful 
St. ]ohn approaches from the left while over head are several 
cherubim. 

Lastly, 1 dare suggest that another drawing, although the 
technique is somewhat different, should be attributed to this 
phase of Piero's activities. The sheet is preserved in the 
Uffizi and depicts three nude woman, one sadly embracing 
another whose hands are bound behind while the third, which 
is somewhat effaced, is seen [rom the back; over her arm 
she appears to carry a towel (fig. 246) (t). 

We come now to the Personifications of Virtues painted 
for the Mercatanzia. It is generally agreed that with the ex· 
ception of the cartoon for the first of these figures, and naturally 

(1) G. Frizzolli, Archiv. stor. dell' arte, V, 1892, p. 222, ascribes it to 
the school of Piero delIa Francesca. In his Le Gallerie dell' Accademia 
Carrara, Bergamo, 1907, p. 64, he is a little less affirmative, describing 
it as a production of the Tuscan school showing connexion with the 
art of Piero. Senator Morelli, himself, imagined it to be a work of the 
Ferrarese artist, Ercole Roberti to whom also A. Vent/tn~ Storia dell 
arte Ital., VIP, p. 668 attributes it. 

(2) Ede, Florentine Drawings, No.26, hesitatingly ascribes this drawing 
to Antonio. 
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Fig. 2++. Piero PoIlaiuolo?, St. J ohll the E\'<lngelist. Caller)', Bergamo. 
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Fig. 245. Piero Pollaiuo\o ? , AdoratioJl of th e Chilel, drawing. 
British MuseuJll. 

the oile picture executed by Botticelli, the \\'ork is entirely 
from the hanel of Piero Pollaiuolo, Vasari, it is true, infonns 
us that the series is by the two brothers working in colla
boration, but Billi, the Anonimo Gaddiano anei Albertini gi\'e 
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Fig. 2~6. Piero Pollaiuolo ~ , three nudes , dralVing. Uftizi , Florence. 
Ph oto Alillari. 

it to Piero alone which is practicaUy the unanimous opinion 
of modern critics (Il. 

(1) Onl y U I/I/IlIW, op. cit .. thinks that Antonio mad e the cartoon,;; for 
aII tli e tigures amI e ve n e xecutecl th e tigure of Prlldence which he juclges 
sup erior to th e ath e!'" ,\! 50 th e :lctllal catalogue of the lJffizi gives th ese 
pailltings to th e t\\·o brothe!'''. 
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Fig. 2+7. Pi t- ro I'ollaiuolo, Faith. Cffizi, Florencc . 

Pboto Alinari. 
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Fig. 2-+8. Piero P oll a iuolo, Uffi z i, Florence . 

Phnto Alinari . 

.xl 
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I,'ig. 2~9. I'icro pollaiuolo, Justice. l j ffizi, Florence. 

Ph0to Alinari. 
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Fig. 23°. Piero Pollaiuolo, Charit\'. Uffizi. Flore llre. 

I' hvto Alin ari . 
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These paintings, with which time has not dealt too kindly, 
are now in the UfEzi ~Nos. 495, 496, 497, 498, 499, r6r) and 
represent Faith, Hope, Temperance, Justice, Charity and 
Prudence (figs. 247-25°1. Hope, Prudence and ]ustice are 
not recorded in the documents but the entire series is obviously 
executed in the same manner. Each Virtue is represented by 
the figure of a woman seated on a vaulted architectural 
throne, holding an emblem in her hand. Charity suckling a 
child, simulates a pic ture of the Madonna. 

The largely constructed and hea vily draped figures with 
round faces, ha ve much in common with Antonio's art but 
also with that of Verrocchio, whose influence, however, seems 
to be on the decline. In type Hope closely resembles the figures 
of the Annunciation in Berlin. This Personification, as well as 
that ofFaith, manifests some characteristics typical ofsculpture 
in metal. The latter representation, that of Temperance with 
a bowl of water and that of Charity, show this exaggerated 
length to which 1 have already drawn attention. The features 
lack life and expression; their apathetic appearance is a decided 
contrast to the passionate "iolence of Antonio's art. 

In the Uffizi exists a crayon drawing heightened with white 
and worked a little with red chalk, which corresponds perfectly 
with the head of the Personification of Faith for which painting 
it no doubt served as the rough draught (1). 

In the Wicar Museum, Lille, there is a drawing of the 
Madonna seated holding the Child with her Ieft hand, and 
with her right hand supporting a book which rests against 
her knee e), which certainly should be associated with the 
series of Personifications; we find in it the same exaggerated 
length of proportions while the general appearance of the 
figure forces us to approximate it to the paintings of the 
Virtues, only the drawing is so hastily sketched and so unde
fined that 1 dare not affirm that it is from the hand of Piero. 

A Madonna in the gallery of Strasbourg (fig. 25r) is executed 
in a manner which recalls that of the Personifications of the 

(1) E. Ridolji, Gallerie Nazionale ltaliani, III, Rome, 1897, p. 179, 
Berensoll, Drawings, No. 1952. 

(~) Photo Braul1, 72020. 
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Fig. 25 r. Pie ro Pollaiuolo, :\[ac!onna. Gallt~ ry. Strasbourg. 
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Virtues. Here too the figure is seated on a throne behind 
which hangs a curtain; the Child sitting on her knee bestows 
a blessing and holds a globe. To Piero 1 attribute stiU a 
half-Iength figure of the Madonna with the Child, Who stands 
upright on a balustrade, touching her hand and giving His 
blessing; in this pic ture, which belongs to the Parry collection, 
Highnam Court, near Gloucester (fig. 252), the background 
is formed by some architecture showing decorative designs 
stiH after Verrocchio's manner. 

Executed after the samt manner, but more Verrocchiesque 
in style, is a Madonna in the Louvre (1367, Legs Rothschild) 
which Mr. Berenson has already attributed with hesitation to 
Piero (1). Here the Madonna is depicted in half.length figure 
near a window, holding the naked Child on her knee; a little 
cupboard containing some books is shown in a niche in the 
end walI. The attribution to Piero is in aH probability correct, 
although it must be admitted that the pic ture is not very 
characteristic of this master's manner, the Child in particular 
being of a much finer technique. 

We possess several portraits from the hand of Piero Pol
laiuolo; they are executed, however, in a somewhat different 
manner which seems to reveal something of his activity as 
a sculptor or that of a worker in bronze. The contours are 
harder and the plastic effects more marked. 

We sa w that in I477 Piero tried to obtain the commission 
for a monument in sculpture at Pistoia, from which we gather 
that already for some time he must have been working as a 
plastic artist, consequently 1 think the paintings in question date 
probably from after 147° or thereabouts. Exception, however, 
should be made for the profile portrait of a lady in the Gardner 
Museum, Boston (fig. 253). The lady represented is neither 
pretty nor any longer in her first youth. A veil bound round 
her head gives a turban-like effect; her simple bodice is low
necked. This portrait seems to be executed in the same style 
as the Annunciation in Berlin. 

(1) G. Frizzoni, L' Arte, IX, 1906, p. 405, ascribes it to the school of 
Verrocchio. E. J acobsen, Repert. f. Kunstwiss., XXV, 1902, p. 195' In the 
catalogue of the Italian and Spanish pictures in the Louvre (Seymour 
di Ricri, 19T3) this painting is assigned to Mainardi. 
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Fig. 252. Piero Pol1aillolo, Madonna. Parry Co llecti on, G10llces ter. 

Of a harder and somewhat dry technique with great length 
of line is a tiny portrait of a lady -- really a miniature -
formerly in the Uffizi but now in th e Pitti Call ery (fig. 254) (1). 

The subject, a bony and decicledly ugly woman, is shown in 

(1) .-\ttribllted to Piero by B. Berfllso/l, ])edalo, V, 1925, p. 692. 
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Fig. 253. Piern Po JJ i1iunJ ,\ pnrtl·;)it of;) Ji1dy. Gardner Collection, Boston. 

Ph oto :Ibri". 
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Iert profile wearing a little cap on heI' head and a fichu round 
her shoulders. 

A more important and more characteristic portrait is that 
in the Corsini Gallery; it depicts a three-quarter right view 
of a youngish man with a barret on his head and hold
ing a ring in his hand \\'hich rests on a little balustrade in 
front of him (fig. 255) (1l. 

Another portrait of a 
man in the Uflizi \\'hich 
shows the same tendenc\' 
but in a more markecl 
degree is that of Galeazzo 
1Ylaria Sforza who is 
represented in right 
profile, wearing a cloublet 
adorned with t1eurs-cle-lis 
and holding a glove in his 
gloved right hand (fig. 256). 
This painting is mentionec1 
in the inventor)' mac1e in 
I510 of the possessions 
of the Medici and it 111ight 
have been executed \\'hen 
Galeazzo Maria visitec1 
Florence in I-t-71 but 1 
think that in alllikelihood 
it dates from a few years 
later. A facsimile of this 

Fig. 25+. Piero I'ollaiuolo, small portrait 
of a lacly. Pitti Call e r)'. Florellce. 

Photo :'\ lin <t ri. 

portrait once existeel in the subterranean corrielor bet\\'een 
the Uffizi anei the Pitti Palace anc1 as it belonged to a series 
of portraits that the painter Cristofaro Papi, called Altissimo, 
copieel from much oleler originals, it is quite possible that 
Piero's picture ser ve el as moelel to the Lombarel artist (~I. 

The hard anei incisive manner in which the forms are 
inelicateel, which gives the relief quite a metal1ic appearance, is 
that in which the Coronation of the Virgin at San Gimignano 

(1) /1. Vl'I/llIri, Botticelli, l<ome 1192.11, pl. X:\X. 
ICI Ilossi. op. cit. 
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fig . 255. Piero Pollaiuolo, portrait of a man. Corsini Gallery, Florence. 
Ph 010 A lina ri. 

is executed but in this case these pecularities are much more 
pronounced (fig. 257). The figures of both the Virgin and the 
Christ are of unusual Iength; they are accompanied by hosts 
of angelic musi cians while at thei r feet is the HoIy ChaIice 
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Fig. 256. Piero Pollaiuolo, Galeazzo Maria Sforza. Cffizi, Florence. 

Photo Alinari. 
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Fig. 257. Pi e ro Po ll aiuolo. Coronation of th e Virgin, q83. Collegiata . 
S. Gimignano. Ph oto l'dinari. 

surroundecl b.\· three cherubim. Belo\\' kneel SS. Jerome, 
Gimignano. Nicholas of Tolentino, Augustine, Nicholas of Bari 
anei Fina while in the centre we see the signature: "Piera 
De! Pol/allalo Fiarl'llti/lo" and the date q83. The pic ture is 
not pleasing; the paint is smeareel on thickly, th e colours 
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Fig. 2.=;8. Piero Pollaiuolo, drawing. l'ffizi, Florence. Photo Alinari. 

are unrefined and the human types rather strange. Yet it 
must be admitted that in this \ivork Piero achieved a rendering 
of plastic effects which greatly surpasses his usual attainments. 
The effects of relief and the oppositions of light, thrown out 
b~' a diversity of depths of illumination. are from the hand 
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of a veritable virtuoso. E\"idently Piero had greatly perfected 
his skill in the art of sculpture which explains why the 
following year Antonio brought him to Rome to help in the 
execution of the bronzes. The l11uscles, the facial traits and 
the draperies are moulded in a manner which demonstrates 
that Piero at this moment was well suited to fulfil the new task. 

In the Pitti Gallery there is a head of St. Jerome executed 
very much after the same style; yet 1 am not convinced about 
the attribution to Piero Pollaiuolo (1). 

The same technigue and practically the same inspiration 
are found in a drawing in the Uffizi representing the head 
of youngish man of rather a coarse type; the head which is 
shown in three·quarter leti: view is covered with a veil which 
hangs down (fig. 258) ("). On another sheet in the Uffizi, near 
the sketch of a horse and the study of a horse's leg, there 
is a little drawing of a bald head, slightly bent and shown 
in three·quarter right profile, which is executed in the same 
incisive manner; it is doubtless on this account thatMr. Berenson 
fa vours the attribution to Piero, instead of that to Verrocchio 
which it bears in the Uffizi e). Mrs. Cruttwell holds Piero 
responsible for still two drawings of old men in the Uffizi; one 
is depicted shooting with bow and arrow, the other reclining 14 1. 

e) O. H. Giglioli~ Rivista d' Arte, I9I2, p. I3+ .11. MII rtllIgon i, L' Arte, 
XXX, I927, p. 257. 

e) Photo Braun, 76334. 
(:i) Photo Braun, 77I67. Bermsoll, Drawings, No. 1953. 
(4) erl/tlzvel!, op. cit., p. 2I8. Apart from a few drawings which are 

attributed to Piero but which in my opinion should be classified as 
\\"orks of the school of Antonio, 1 shall cite as erroneous attribution to 
Piero stiU that of the figures of SS. Francis and John the Baptist in 
Sta. Croce \Vhich are by Domenico Veneziano (v. VoI. X, fig. 202). Rossi, 
op. cit., in ascribing this work to Piero quotes as his source of infor
mation a I7 th century manuscript which, however, he seems to ha\'e 
wrongly understood: U!maul1, op. cit. The t\Vo angels by Aatonio 
in the Cardinal of Portugal's chapel in S. Miniato have also been assigned 
to Piero v. Ullllall/l, op. cit. As for \\"orks in sculpture, Mrs. Cruttwell 
has proposed the name of Piero for a bust, representing perhaps Piero 
di Lorenzo de' Medici, in the Xational Museum, Florence; but the sole 
reason fur this attribution seems to be that thc \York is too feeble to 
be by either Verrocchio or Antonio to both of \Vhom it has at different 
times been ascribed. 1 see no serious reason for accepting the attribution 
to Piero. 
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Fig. 259. School of Pollaiuolo, th e Meeting of Christ and St. .1ohl1. 
Kaiser Friedrich Mllsellm, Berlin. 

Ph oto Hanfstaeng l . 
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It' on the one hand Piero appears to be a decidedly feebie 
artist when compared \\'ith his brother and other contempo
rary genuises, on the other hand it would not be just to 
consider his \\'ork as entirely worthless, 

He always remains a thoroughly Florentine artist with a 
gift for plastic effects and design. His forms are a little con
\'entional and compared with his brother's creations of life 
and movel11ent, Piero's paintings appear sOl11ewhat duH and 
phlegl11atic. His portraits, however, possess a certain amount 
of individuality and as 1 have already rel11arked, his modelling, 
especially of the faces, is sometil11es of high quality. This 
particular feature in Piero's case is much more reminiscent 
of goldsmith's works than of sculpture; it is even a little too 
detailed to give us entire satisfaction, 

It is certain that Piero worked as a sculptor, yet we gather 
the impression that Piero was first and foremost a painter. 
Probably Antonio gradually abandoned this branch of art, 
lea\'ing ali the pictorial productions to his brother, in order 
to devote hil11self entirely to bronze modelling. Antonio was 
certainly Piero's principal l11aster and the one who dominated 
him throughout his career, although, as we saw, there was 
a moment when he was e\'en more strongly subjected to 
\' errocchio' s inf1uence, 

In his day, Piero must ha ve obtained considera bIe success 
as an artist, because on two occasions he is chosen in prefer
ence to Verrocchio and the Mercatanzia give him priority 
o\'er many of his colleagues. But as Mrs. Cruttwell justly 
observes, this decision was in al! probability taken on account of 
economic reasons. StiU the Florentine authorities of this period 
were such lo\'ers of art that it is not likely that they would 
employ a painter, only because he worked more cheaply than 
another, \vithout taking into consideration his artistic merits. 

The scarcity of paintings by immediate pupiis an4 the con
siderable number of designs, of bronzes and of engravings 
which can be classified as school works, reveai once more 
in a very evident manner that the greater of the two brothers 
could newr ha ve dedicated himself body and soul to the art 
of painting. 
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As a production ot the school of the Pollaiuolo, however, 
1 shall cite in the first place an attractive pic ture in the Kaiser 
Friedrich Museum, Berlin, representing the Meeting of Christ 

Fig. 260. School of Pollaiuolo, portrait of a youth. Gall ery, Besan~on. 

Photo Bulloz. 

and St. John (fig. 259); the scene takes place in a forest in 
which deer stray, while from the ieft of the background we 
see the Virgin and Joseph approaching. 

In the gallery of Besanc;on there is a charming little portait 
the bust of a young boy, wearing a cap on his head and 
Xl 
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a bright and lively expression on his face; the technique is 
excellent and reminds us of that of the Pollaiuolo, more par
ticularly of Piero's (fig. 260). 

Directly inspired by Piero's art is also a personification 
of Justice in the Cenacolo di S. Apollonia Museum in Flo
rence (fig. 26r). The figure is seated with sword and balance 
in hand and one foot resting on a globe; coats·of.arms, among 
them that of the town of Florence, adom the four comers 
of the picture. 

1 have already mentioned the predella panel of the martyr
dom ofSt. Sebastian in the Poldi Pezzoli Gallery, Milan, which 
shows only a vague connexion with the Pollaiuolo's art. 

A very beautiful painting of Christ on the Cross between 
SS . .Terome and Antony Abbot, in which the anatomic al effects 
are finely rendered aud the landscape is very typical of the 
manner of the Pollaiuolo, is preserved in the church of Ar
giano, near S. Cassiano, Val di Pesa (1). 

Of the Christ attached to the column in the collection of 
Lord Lascelles, London, there has already been question 
among the works erroneously attributed to Antonio Pollaiuolo, 
in whose school this painting might be classified. 

Another production of his school is the picture of David 
with his sling and the head of Goliath which was formerly 
in the Drury Lowe collection, Locko House (2) and is now 
in that of Mr. Widener, Philadelphia (3). It is a beautiful 
painting, directly inspired by Antonio but of a slightly 
later date. 

Reference has already been made to the cassone in the 
Cook collection, Richmond, showing a Triumph of David on 
the front panel and two incidents from the life of Hercules 
to the sides, which dates from q 67 (4). 

(1) Marallgoni, C'n eclectico fiorentino del Quattrocento, L' Arte, XXX, 
1927, p. 256. 

e) j. P. Riclzter, Catalogue of the Drury Lowe Collection, Locko 
House, London (1901), No. 20I. 

(") Schubrillg, Cassoni, No. 338, pl. LXXX. 
(4) Schubring, op. cit., Nos. 335-337. H. Cook alld T. Borenius, Cata

logue of Paintings at Doughty HOllse, Richmond, London, 19I3. 
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Fig. 261. School of Piero Pollaillolo, Jll stice. S .. -\pollonia, Florence. 

Ph oto A linari. 
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Other cassone panels belonging to this school are those 
with the seven Cardinal Virtues and the se\'en Liberal Arts in 
the Spiridon collection, Paris (Il, \vhich, however, only vaguely 
recaH the master's manner as does also a panel of the Triumph 
of Aemilius Paulus in the Jacquemart Andre Museum, Paris 
(No. 743)(~)' Another work ofPollaiuolo's school is a Madonna 
and Child once owned by Mr. 13oehler, Munich (3). 

Ulmann sees a connexion between the art of Antonio Pol
laiuolo and a picture of an angel carrying a crucifix to a 
holy martyr attached to a column in the Spada collection, 
Rome; this picture is unknown to me, In this group he includes 
also a painting of St. Sebastian in the Fitzwilliam Museum, 
Cambridge, in which he finds as well an influence of Lorenzo 
di Credi to vvhose manner there is a closer resemblance 
than to that of Pollaiuolo ti). Of another work of this school 
there will be question when \Ve come to treat the Florentine 
Pic ture Chronicle. 

With the drawings of the school of the Pollaiuolo, we are 
forced to return once more to the problem of Finiguerra. This 
artist was one of Pollaiuolo's companions but as we sa\\' at 
the end of the chapter on Baldovinetti the onl)' authentic 
extant work by him justifies us to a certain extent in including 
him in the school of Baldovinetti, but in no wa}' authorizes 

(1) Sc/zubril1g, op. cit., 1\ os. 339 - 340, pl. LXXXI. 
e) Sc/zubrin{;', op. cit., No. 34I. E. Berta/lx, Musee Jacquell1art Andrc 

Catalogue. 3rd ed., classifics this panel and a picture representing a 
battle-scene as Florentine works inf1uenced by Paolo Uccel!o and Piero 
Pollaiuolo. 1 do !lot thi!lk Mr. Perkins (Rassegna d' Arte, V, 1905, p. 1I6) 
is right in placing in Pol!aiuolo's school a Madonna and Child in the 
Johllson collection, Philadelphia. ln the catalogue of this collection No. 
60, Mr. Berenson ascribes this work to Cosill1o Rosselli. 

(3) S. Reinach. Repertoire de Peinture etc., IV, Paris, 1918, p. 422, 

(4) The actual nUll1ber is III 125, ClmanlZ gives it as N o. 164. S. Ca/vin 
alld F. R. Earp, A descriptive Catalogue of the Pictllres in the Fitzwilliam 
Museum, Cambridge. 1902, p, 205, assign it to the Veronese schoo1. When 
the painting was stil! in the collection of TIr. H. A. J. Munro it was 
attributed to Lorenzo di Credi and is described as a prodllction of this 
master's school in "The principal Pic ture in the Fitzwilliall1 Museum, 
Cambridge", London, Glasgow, 1912, p. 39. 
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Fig. 262. School of P ollaiuolo, drawing. Uffizi, Florence. 

Photo Br:1un. 
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Fig. 263. School of Pollaiuolo, drawing. Uffizi, Florence. 
Photo Br~l.lIn, 

us to attribute to him either the nielli or the Florentine 
Picture Chronicle, or the series of drawings in the Uffizi and 
elsewhere which pass under his nam e. While the nielli on 
the one hand bear a resemblance in style also to the art 
of Baldo\'inetti, the drawings, on the contrary manifest a 
closer connexion with the manner of Pollaiuolo. 
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Fig. 264. School of Pollaiuolo, c1rawing. Uffizi, Florence. 
Photo Braull. 

However, contrary to the conclusion reached by Coh'in (1) 
and others, I am of the opinion that the Picture Chronicle 
and the series of figures in the Uffizi and other collections 

(1) Coh'ill. Florentine Picture Chronicle, p. 2,. 
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Fig. 265. School of Pollaiuolo, drawing. Uffizi, Florence. 
Ph oto BrallJl. 

are by two quite different hands. The drawings which illustrate 
the Picture Chronicle have, as Mr. Col vin also observes, the 
appearance of having been executed with the idea of making 
copper engra vings. The sketches in the Uffizi do not reveal 
this characteristic. 1 shall return to the question of the Picture 
Chronicle when dealing with the engravings of Pollaiuolo's 
school. 
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Here, however, 1 shall say a few words regarding the 
other designer who is not the most faithful of those pupils 
of Pollaiuolo whose drawings have corne down to us. The 
subjects of this fairly long series show a certain diversity. 
In the first place there is a considerable number of men 
simply attired after the fashion of the day, for the greater 
part seated, doing nothing, but some are depicted writing, 
sketching, reading or carving wood with a sort of hatchet 
and one of them is shown hammering a piece of metal (figs. 
262-265). There are, besides, some representations from the 
Old Testament, some saints, some studies ofheads and hands, 
figures in different attitudes, Jews, and a large number of 
nudes, particularly male figures of a slightly classical appear
ance (figs. 266-267), but we find also a drawing of Adam 
and Eve which recalls in a certain measure the fresco by 
Masaccio (1). 

Similar sketches are preserved in a number of other col
lections, among them that left to Bayonne by the late Mr. Bonnat, 
the painter, but in Mr. Colvin's opinion these works are of 
inferior quality and he classifies thern as school productions. 
1 think, however, that they are in ali probability from the 
same hand (t). 

(1) Many of these drawings are reproduced in Mr. Colvin's edition on 
the Picture Chronicle: v. also Melier, op. cit., fig. 76. 

e) In the Resta collection in the Ambrosiana, Milan, there is a drawing 
of nudes with shield and clubs; in the Louvre (No. 2004) two nude men 
with clubs and in the Corsini Gallery. Rome (No. 13°460) a sketch of 
a man with a basket containing a child on his back and a man with a 
club which, according to Ulmann, are from the same hand, to which 
he ascribes as well the profile of a young man in the Corsini Gallery, 
which we shall discuss later on and which is certainly not by this artist. 
I have great doubts also concerning the drawing in the Louvre which 
I shall treat in more detail elsewhere On the other hand a dl'awing 
belonging to this series is preserved in the Accademia of Venice (j. Loeser, 
Rassegna d' Arte, III. [903, p. rBo) while three others are found in the 
\'ational Museum of Stockholm (v. O. Siren, Dessins et tableaux de la 
Renaissance italienne dans les collections de Suede. Stockholm, 1902, 
pp. 2S and 120 with one reproduction, who attributes them to Finiguerra. 
However,Sircll in his ltalienska Handteckningar, p. Ia, denies the drawing 
reproduced, which is very characteristic of our artist, to Finiguerra, claim
ing it as a production of the school of Pesellino. For two other figures 
belonging ta this series v. Monatsch. f. Kunstwiss., II, pt January 1909. 
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Fig. 266. School of Pollaiuoio, drawing. Uffizi, Florence. 
Photo Alinari. 
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Fig. 267. School of Pollaiuolo, dra\\'ing. Cffizi, Florence. 

Ph oto Alin3.ri. 
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In studying these drawings we come more and more to 
the conclusion that instead of having the great qualities which 
Mr. Col vin finds in them, they are really very mediocre works 
of Pollaiuolo's school. 1 can quite easily believe that we are 
dealing here with the sketch book of a pupil, and not an 
extremely gifted one, of Pollaiuolo in whose work·shop the 
designs were very likely ma de. 

The men sitting at work are no doubt the artist's fellow
companions, whom, for want of others, he took as models. The 
nudes he probably sketched from models who posed for Pol
laiuolo himself sooner than for the apprentices working in 
his studio. An inscription under one of the drawings which 
was obviously written as a little self·encouragement to a 
beginner, confirms this hypothesis; it runs "I want to be a 
fine draughtsman and I desire to become a good architect". 
A rather childish remark is inscribed under another drawing e); 
in both instances these expressions point to the thoughts of 
quite a young man, almost still a boy. 

Of much finer technique are a few drawings which as far 
as the subject is concerned, recall the first group of the fore
going series because again it must have been some of Pol
laiuolo's pupils who were taken as models. These sketches 
are preserved in the Ufllzi; one of them represents a youth 
with a cap on his head standing reading with a long rod in 
his hand (fig. 268), another shows a boy of about the same 
age, sitting on a bench on which he rests his right foot, and 
industriously drawing (fig. 269) (t). Both these works are 
charming little sketches, very finely executed and with excel
lent oppositions of lig-ht and shade. 

Another reason which makes me suppose that these 
drawings are productions of a work·shop in which the young 
artists used one another as models - a thing which is still 
constantly done in art schools of the present day - is the 
fact that there exists another sketch of the second subject. 

(') Colvin, op. cit., p. 27. 
(2) Ede, op. cit., pl. 7, hesitatingly ascribes them ta Masaccio. Colvill, 

op. cit.) gives them to Finiguerra. Ferrt~ Miscellanea d' Arte, p. 27. Meder, 
op. cit., p. 38 r, to the school of PolIaiuolo. Photo Alinari, drawings. 
263, 264. Braun, 77 II , 7712. 
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Fig. 268. School of Pollaiuolo, drawing. Uffizi . Florence. 
Vhoto Alinari. 
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Fig 269. School of Pollaillolo, drawing. Uffizi, Florence. 
Photo Alin ari. 
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Fig. 270. School of Pollaiuolo, drawing. British Museum. 
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The drawing in question is found in the British Museum 
(1895-9-15-440) and is ascribed to Masaccio (fig. 270); we 
see the same youth in the same attitude depicted, however, 
a little more from the front and from a slightly lower angle. 
The skiful artist to whom we owe this sheet does not appear 
to me to be the same as the one who executed the two 
previous sketches. 

In the Corsini GaUery, Florence: there is stiU another drawing 
which represents the profile of a young man of the same 
type, his eurls "isible under his cap; his figure is shown to 
the shoulders and he stares straight in front of him after the 
manner of a posing model (fig. 271) (1). This fine sketch might 
be from the same hand as those in the Uffizi. 

The little picture in Besan<;on was very probably also a 
study which one young pupil made from an other in Pol
laiuolo's studio. 

Among the drawings of nudes there are several beautiful 
examples very close to the master himself, such for instance 
as that in the Uffizi (2) of faur male figures, a torso and an 
arm (fig. 272) and an the yerso of the same sheet two nudes, 
one with a ribbon in his hair and his hand an a shield; these 
briUiantly executed pen-drawings are veri table studies of 
anatomy. Mr. Berenson aseribes to the same hand two other 
pages, one, also in the Uffizi, representing on one si de two 
nude men and one draped figure seated and an the versa 
faur sketches of a herma (3); the other, whieh is in the Louvre, 
shows three nudes and two other figures and bears an aneient 
inscription to the effeet that it is from the hand of Antonio 
himself (J). 

(1) Ede, op. cit., assigns it to Antonio Pollaiuolo but with a point of 
interrogation. Photo Anderson, 2774. 

e) BerenSOl1, op. cit., N o. 1926. Photo Braun, 76317; Brogi, 1701. Mr. 
Berenson thinks that a copy of the figure in profile by Pinturicchio is 
found in the Venetian sketchbook. 

(") Berenson, op. cit., No. 1925. Photo Brogi 1699, 1545. Cruttwell, op. 
cit., p. 129, believes the drawing to be by Antonio himself and connects 
the nude figures with the reliefs of the Discord in the Victoria and 
Albert Museum. 

(') Berenson, op. cit., 1','0. 19+9. Photo Girandon, 5+. Cruttwe1/, loc. cit., 
gives it to Antonio. 
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Fig. 27I. School of Pollaiuolo, drawing. Corsini Galler)", Florence. 
Photo Anderson. 

In Pollaiuolo's close vicinity seems to ha\'e been executed 
the sheet in the Uflizi showing four sketches of a caryatid 
and a bearded man of herculean anatomy without arms (1), 
as well as a second page in the same collection with studies 

(i) Photo Brogi. 15-15, 

Xl 
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Fig. 272. SchooI of Pollaiuolo, dra\\'ing. LJffizi, Florence. 
Photo Bratlll. 

of a nude man seated, a nude man making a large gesture 
seen rrom behinel anel a little chilel walking, blowing on a 
trumpet (fig. 273) (1). Frol11 the same hand appear to be two 

(1 ) BaCllSOll, op. cit., 1\0. 1918. 
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Fig. 273. School of POIl<liuolo, dra\\'ing. L'ffizi. Florence. 
Photo Alillari. 
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other drawings of nude youths; one is depicted standing 
\vith a rod in one hand and the other hand on his hip but 
placed so high that the position is ungainly ",hile his left foot 
is posed on a little mound, giving to the figure a somewhat 
pronounced cun'e of the hip·line; the other sketch sho\\'s the 
same youth seen almost in full face, his arms crossed on his 
breast. These drawings \yhich 1 think beaI' the characteristics 
of a studio work, are preserved in the Bonnat collection in 
the muscum of Bayonne (1). 

Of other drawings, in which Pollaiuolo's influence is yisible, 
1 shall give only a brief list (2): 

Balin, Kupferstick Kabinet, nude archer from the von 
Beckerath collection to which we haw already referred 
(Bcrenson, op. cit., 1'\0. 19u). 

C!l(lntil6', Conde Museum, nude youth, one knee on the 
ground, manipulating a bellows C'). 

FloreI/ce, Uffizi, nude youth drawing a bow, which, accord· 
ing to Mr. Berenson (l'\ o. 1914) is a copy after Antonio. 

To the same hand he ascribes an aged nude figure reclining 
011 his right elbow and holding out his left arm (No. 1916); 
these sketches are perhaps by the same artist as the Hercules 
in the von Beckerath collection which 1 ha \'e already mentioned. 

By the same hand he belieyes to be still a right arm, a 
man's torso seen from behind and three arms (Nos. 1938, 

1939, 1940 ). 

Two nudes (Berenson No. 1917). 
Saltarelli collection, No. 9, head of a bearded man, \vashed 

in sepia, a superb work showing a close connexion with the 
Hercules of the picture at Newhaven. Berenson (No. I943) 
hesitates between calling it a copy after an original by Antonio 

(1) Ede) op. cit., pl. 21, attributes the former of these sketches to An
tonio Pollaiuolo but with a question mark; he makes 110 mentiol1 of 
the other. BerensoJl, op. cit., l\' o. 1950 and pl. XXI, seems to kno\\' only 
the second of these \\'orks which he places in the school of Antonio. 
Cruttwel!, op. cit., p. 129, attributes it to Antonio himself. 

e) In this enumeration I do not include the attributions made by el
mann, op. cit., nor those in the catalogue of drawings in the Louvre 
by Bollt de TaI/zia. To enter into a similar discussion \\iould lead us 
too far astray. 

e) Exhibited at the Ecole des Beaux Arts. Photo Braun, 6S027bis • 
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Fig. 274. School of Pollaiuolo, drawing. Uffizi, Florence. 
Photo Alinari. 

when working under the intluence of Castagno or a copy after 
Castagno himself. :Ylrs. Cruttvvell attributes it to Antonio (11. 

(') Cruf/tl'c!I, op. cit., p. 80. 
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Two fine sketches of the same youth in contemporary 
costume, abo\'e reclining, belo\\' seated with a cap on his 
head \\'hich in both instances he rests on his hand (Berenson 
No, I933, fig, 2i4) (1). 

Mr. Berenson thinks that these sketches and the following 
drawing which are by the same hand, were perhaps executed 
by the artist of the archer in Berlin but in this 1 do not agree. 
The same youth standing on one foot, his arms slightly out· 
stretched, is shown looking upwards with a sorro",ful expression 
on his face; it is l11uch less fine but perhaps designed by the 
same draughtsman as the preyious work. Mr. Berenson (No. 
19271 belie\'es them to be school copies after lost originals. 
My opinion is that they were sooner executed in his studio 
but by a fairly independent pupi!. In a corner of the last 
mentioned drawing we read the word Antonio (2). 

A fragment of a nude youth shown in half-length figure 
with the position of the hands and the expres sion resembling 
those of the pre\'ious sketch; the name "Allfollio de! Pollahlolo" 
is inscribed on the sheet (3). 

A fragillent sho\ying an angel above pouring down gold, 
behind a seated figure, but here the page is cut, and below a 
beggar stretching out his hands towards the gold which falls 
from abo\'e, one child climbing on his shoulders while another 
embraces his knees; a second beggar \\'alking on crutches 
approaches the group, followed by an angel who carries a 
piece of wood (fig. 275). In agreement with Mr. Berenson 
(N o. 1929) 1 think this dra wing is a 5chool copy after Antonio (11. 

Three nude warriors in combat with a centaur (Berenson, 
N'o. 1930, fig. 276), though of inferior quality, seems by the 
same hand. It is also a school copy after Antonio; the name 
"Pollaiolo" is inscribed on the sheet ('), 

A battle scene in two fragments with many nude figures and 
soldiers on horse·back is also designed after Antonio (Beren
son, Nos. 1941 and 1942). 

e) Photo Brogi, J807· Alinari, 683. 
(") Photo Braull, 76333. Brogio, 1697. 
(") Photo Bralll1. 76332. 
(') Photo Braull, 7633°. 
(;') Photo Braull, 7633[. 
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Fig. 275. School of Pollaiuolo. dra\\'ing, Allegory. Uffizi, Florence. 
Pholo Br:lull. 

A young man, his arms f01ded, turning round (Berenson, 
No. 1935). 

The beheading of St. John the Baptist(?) showing five 
nude figures; agam a scho01 copy after Antonio (Berenson, 
No. 1936). 
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A young man seated on the ground which he touches with 
both hands; a study of draperies in the background (1). 

A holy monk standing on a little platform with book and 
palm in hand, looking sorrowfully heavenwards (t). 

A charming bust of a young lady with a very elaborate 
head·dress, shown in three·quarter right profile e). 

Hambltr g, Kunsthalle, combat between two centaurs, a 
beautiful drawing, giving a very true idea of Antonio's art 
(Berenson, No. I9+-1- and pl. XX) (4). 

Mt'lmz, Ambrosiana, a nude man bearing a mace (Berenson, 
No. 19-1-6). 

Brera, St. Sebastian from the Morelli and Frizzoni col
lections, of which mention has already been made. 

Oxford, Christ Church, Dante standing; this sketch corre
sponds with the central figure of Domenico di Michelino's 
picture in the cathedral of Florence for which Baldovinetti 
had to make the rough draught ofthe poet (Berenson, No. I9-1-8 
and pl. XXII). 

Paris, Louvre, Tobias with the angel and a second angel, 
attributed to Pollaiuolo. 

Nude man holding out one hand and carrying an instrument 
in the other; on the verso, a woman seated holding serpents; 
they are fine sketches very close to Antonio to whom they 
have even been attributed. 

Nude man with club and shield in hand, a school work 
although it has been ascribed to the master himself. 

Two nude men with sticks (PortefeuiIle, "Florentins anonymes, 
XIV -XV", No. 2685), a school production. 

A sketch for a tabernacle adorned with two angels, a 

(1) Photo Brogi, 166r. 
(2) Photo Cipriani, ·P30' 
(:1) Ascribed to Finiguerra by Colvill, Picture Chronicle. No. 56, \\'ho 

supposes it to represent the wife of the artist and the same person 
as Queen Hecuba in the drawing of Priam and Hecuba in the Chronicle. 
to which in fact it does bear some resemblance, but 1 do not think these 
two sketches are from the same hand. This drawing is of a much finer 
technique than the long series of designs, part in the Uffizi, part else
where, of which there has already been frequent mention. 

(.) The severe criticism of 1\1rs. Crutt1l'ell, p 217, is hardly 
justified 
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Fig. 276. Sehool of Pollaiuolo, drawing. Uffizi, Florenec. 
rhoto Er:mn 

Pieta between two angels and four figures of saints to the 
sides e) 

litrill, Royal Palace, a very elever drawing of four nude 
men in different attitudes among studies of feet and anns. 

Two nude men, one of them seated on the ground apparently 
at the point of death, killed by the other who pulls him by 
the arm and forces his head back with his foot, which 1 
have already mentioned. 

11) Photo Braun, 63660. 
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There is a second group of drawings in which the technique 
is quite different, for the chiaroscuro is \-ery marked, the 
shades being of an exaggerated black and the lights a 
brilliant white. 1 think it yery likely that these sketches were 
used in the casting of bronze statuettes, a considerable 
number of \\-hich belong to the school of Pollaiuolo, or for 
other works in sculpture \\'hich can be classified in this group. 
The drawings in question seem to be in part executed in 
Pollaiuolo's immediate surroundings, in part rather late copies 
or even drawn from bronze statues. 

Se\'eral of these sketches shovv archers drawing their bows. 
A fine but somewhat effaced example is found in the British 
lVIuseum (P.p. 1-4. fig. 277). The archer who bends a little 
forward leaning his weight on his left foot, is depicted in 
three-quarter profile. The same position but the figure more 
in profile is shown in a sketch in the LOU\Te (fig. 278) (1). 
In the CfEzi there exists another drawing of an archer 
represented almost full face~ bending slightly towards the 
back ("). 

A sketch of a nude youth seen from the front, his hand 
on his hip might have served as design for a bronze; it is 
of slightly later datE' and is preserved in the Print Room of 
Dresden el). 

In the British Museum \Ve find a drawing of a nude man 
seen in full face, holding a frisky horse by the head, which 
although lacking a little in style, should be included in this 
category (4). 

A sheet in the "·icar Museum, Lille ("), is rather coarsely 
designed, it shows a nude man with a hat on his head. raising 
one arm, and the study of a foot. 

In the Louvre there are stiU two figures belonging to this 
group, one, a nude, seen in three-quarter profile, the other, 
the same type of young man as those we imagined were 

(1) Photo Bralll1, 62518. 
(~) Photo Braun, 77131-
n Photo Bralll1, 67°25; it bears an old attribution to Gentile da Fabriano. 
(1) Photo Braun, 73065. 
Cl Photo Braun, 7213,. 
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Fig. 277. Schoo\ of PoIlaiuo\o. drawing. British Museull1. 

designed from fellow-artists; he wears a cap but in this 
instance appears to hold up a kind of long mantie (1)_ These 
figures are not executed in a very precise style; the same 

ei Photo Braun, 6209+· 
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Fig. 278. School of Pollai uolo, drawing, nude archer. LOllvre. Paris. 
Ph OlO Brau TI 

can be said of a dra wing of a nude man sitting on the 
ground, his hands behind his back, in the Uflizi (1). 

This group is comprised almost entirely of isolated nude 

(') Photo Brogi, 1617. 
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figures. 1 knovv of onl)" one exception. It is a sheet in the 
Ufflzi showing on the recto four gladiators, t'v\'O in combat 
with sword and shield, the other two more peaceful (fig 279) 
and on the versa an archer in the centre and to the left a 
man making a gesture as if about to gi\'e an enormous blow 
\\"ith both his hands abo\'e his head and another figure in 
crouching position (l). MI'. Berenson (No. I9I9) is of opinion 

Fig. 279. 5chool of Pol1aiuolo, dra\\'ing, gladiators. L'ffizi, Florence. 
Ph oto Braull. 

that this is not the \\"ork of a pupil but that of a contemporary 
imitator of Pollaiuolo. 

In the Uffizi there is stiH a little series of drawings which 
are of a less exaggerated technique but none the less proba· 
bly also served as designs for sculptures or bronzes. They 
represent allegorical figures of Justice, Prudence, and F orti
tude and SS. Andrew, Peter and .James (figs. 280 -28I). 
Mr. Berenson thinks that these personifications are not by 
Antonio and probab!y not by Piero either; he associates 

(1) Photo Brogi, 1700, 1808. De Nicola, op. cit. 
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\\"irh them a sketch for a statute of a pope bes to\\"ing a blessing; 
certainly as far as the subject is concerned these dra\\"ings 
bC'ar a \'ague connexion with the t\yO tombs of pontiffs in 
Rome (1). The same critic judges the figures of saints to 

Fig. 280. School of Pollaillolo, clrawing, Jllsti ce . 1Jffizi, 
Florcllce. Photo Eroun. 

be the \York 
of a distant 
follo\\"erofthe 
Pollaiuolo l ~). 
1 do not agree 
\\"ith this 
attribution; 
although the 
draughtsman
s h i p isi 11-

ferior, 1 think 
they are from 
the sa me 
hand as the 
alleg'orical 
figures. The 
saints are 
plac e d in 
niches and no 
doubt hacl 
to form part 
of th e same 
monument as 
the figures of 
Vi r tu e s. 1 
think it quite 
likely that 

these are copies of projects for some monument which Antonio 
never executed. perhaps a first iclea for one of th e two extant 
tom bs in RomI' (fig. 282). 

('1 B rrCllsoJ/, Tlrawings, :\05. 1920, 1921, 1922, 1928. Photo Br,)gi. ljO+, 

lj02 . Bra llll, 76323. 7632+, 76325, 76329. 
('1 Bert'FlsoJ/, Drawings. :'\05. 1923, 192+; he has forgotten to mention 

the· St. Peter. Photo B]'(tgi, 1,03. Bralln, ,6323. 76326, ,6327. 
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These sketches, probably for some plastic works, lead us 
to consider for a moment some bronzes of the manner and the 
school of Antonio Pollaiuolo. His Excellency \\Tilhelm von Bode 
reproduces as Pollaiuolo's 0\\'11 wO!'k, apart from the Hercules 
and .-\ntaeus 
in the museum 
of Florence, 
a Hercules in 
the Frick 
collection, )lew 
York, ",here 
we find as well 
the figure of a 
youth standing 
holding a rod, 
with one hand 
on his hip. The 
latter piec e 
in particular 
seems to me to 
be very close 
to the master 
himself, as do 
also two other 
figures, one a 
Hercules, an 
apple in the 
hand which he 
rests on hiship, 
in the Kaiser 
Friedrich Mu
seUln, Berlin, 
the other 
a nude man 
beardecl wear

Fig. 281. School of P o\laiuolo. dr'a\\'ing. 
Pruclence. Ctfizi. Florence . 

Photo Brai.! ~l. 

ing a hat, the arlll 111 this case is broken, in the museum 
of Naples. 

These two works are certainly from the same hand. In 
the museum of Berlin there is stiH another figure of Hercules, 
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with his club in his hand, looking clown at the head ot 
a \ion an \yhich he has placed his foot (1). 

Th e same critic 
ascribes ta the school 
of Pollaiuolo the 
statuette of a nude 
youth, a cap on his 
head, raising his right 
arm and looking 
to\Yards the left, in a 
pri,'ate coUection in 
German,)' e). 

There are stiU some 
other bronze statues 
\yhich can be classified 
as productions of this 
school. In the collec
tion of Countess de 
Beam, Paris, we find 
a group of Hercules 
ancl Antaeus for which 
a similar statue in 
terracotta in the 
Berenson collection 
possibly served as 
model ar it might even 
be a copy after an 
original by Pollaiuolo 
himself rJ). 

(') T17. van Botle, Die 
Italienischen bronze Sta
tuetten der Renaissance, 

Fig. 282. School of Pollaiuolo, drawing, I\eue Ausgabe, Berlin (no 
St. Andre\\', l'ffizi, Florence. date), p. 17 and pls. J2 

Photo Eraun. and I3. Tll e Same, Die 
Kunst der Frilhrenaissance, Berlin, 1923, p. 410. For the bronzes in 
the museum of Berlin \' . F Go!dsdllllidt, Die Italienischen bronzen etc., 
Konigl. Museen zu Berlin, II, 3'd ed., Berlin, I9I4, p. 8. 

(") Bode, ltal. Brollze, pl. II. 
(") Crllftil'dl, op. cit., p. 8+. 
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Fig. 283. Marsyas. coP.'" rrom a classica 1 statue \\"ith influence of 
Pollaiuolo. r\a ti onal Mu se ull1, Florence. Photo Alinori. 

A \york of some\yhat later date is the Hercules in the 
Victoria and Albert Museum, form erl} in the Pierpont Morgan 
collec tion, as \\'ell as the Da\·id in the museUI11 of r\aples in 
Xl 
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which Mrs. Cruttwell finds an ini1uence of Michelangelo but 1 
do not think this is at ali evident (1). 

The bronze statuette of Marsyas of which there are many 
examples, including those in the National Museum, Florence 
(fig. 283), in the museum of Berlin, in the Louvre and in the 
Morgan collection and of which vve find studies in the so-called 
Raphael sketch-book in Venice, is generalIy described as a 
copy from an antique work; a classical inspiration is certainly 
very ev'ident, still in the treatment of the anatomy 1 see some 
ini1uence of PolIaiuolo's art. 

1 agree with Senator Chiappelli (i) that the coat-of:arms 
of the town, supported by t\Vo winged putti, dated 1494, in 
the council room of the Palazzo Pubblico of Pistoia, reveals 
an ini1uence of PolIaiuolo sooner than that of Yerrocchio, as 
has of ten been said. There would be nothing surprising in 
this because, as \Ve ha\'e seen, Pollaiuolo had some property 
near this town. 

Mrs. Crutt\Vell ascribes to Antonio PolIaiuolo still the relief 
of the Genius of Discord in the Victoria and Albert lVIuseum, 
London e'), but 1 do not think this is exact. 1 believe the 
work to be of later date and although the anatomical forms 
of some of the nudes strongly remind us of PolIaiuolo's art, 
in my opinion it is not even the production of a direct pupiL 
Wilhelm von Bode ascribes it to Leonardo da Vinci (4). 

Another branch of figurative art in which .-\ntonio Pol
laiuolo's ini1uence is very noticeable is the art of engraving but 
here we enter a subject which can hardly be included in OUl' 

field of studies. Conseguently it is not my intention to dwell 
for any length of time on the engra vings of the Florentine 
school; 1 shall mention only a few examples in which this 
ini1uence is very evident. 

First of alI let it be said that PolIaiuolo \Vas the first of 

1') Cr/lttwdl, op. cit., p. 85, makes the same obseryation for a statuette 
of Hercll!es in the Brit collection, Lonelon, which 1 ha\'e nc\'er seen. 

('1 CliiaPPdli, Arte ele! RinilScil1ll'llto. p 228 note +. 
", Cmtf1l'ell, op. cit., p. 126. 

("; IV. (lOII Bodl', Stlldien liber Leonarcll' ela \'inci, Berlin, 1921. 

p. ·F 
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the great Italian masters to make engravings; we have already 
seen several examples of his imitators (1). 

We have documentary evidence of Antonio Pollaiuolo's 
activity as a worker in niello and as 1 said before, Benvenuto 
Cellini even pretends that Antonio made the sketches for all 
the nielli executed by Finiguerra. It is well known that im
pressions on paper were made from these nielli and that this 
gives much the same effect as engravings. In the collection 
of Baron E. de Rothschild, Paris, there are some niello-prints, 
one of which representing Fortitude shows the coat-of-arms 
of the Orsini and it will be remembered that from his letter 
of 1494 to Gentile Orsini, we learn that Antonio Pollaiuolo 
was evidently working for this prince. Because of this, Kris
teller attributes the nieUo-print in Paris to PoUaiuolo, as weU 
as one of the Fountain of Love in the Malaspina Museum, 
Pavia, and another of the beheading of a person in the Print 
Room, Parma. Unless we admit that these nieUi do not 
reproduce very faithfuUy the original sketches, it is difficult 
to accept these attributions. Besides, in this field of art he 
had but few adherents. 

Among the prints which can be closely associated with 
Pollaiuolo, 1 shaU cite in the first place the lady's profile, a 
copy of which is found in the Kupferstick Kabinet, Berlin 
(fig. 284) (2), which resembles in type the portrait in the 
National Gallery. The richness and abundance of the young 
lady's ornaments betray the taste of the goldsmith. Mr. 

el As for the litera ture regarding this subject 1 shal! cite in the first 
place the excellent catalogue of Italian engravings in the British Museum 
by A. M. Hind and S. Calvill, to which 1 have already made frequent 
reference; it gives a complete bibliography for each subject which 1 shall 
abstain from repeating; for any information 1 refer my readers to this 
catalogue Many of the prints which \ViI! be discussed are reproduced 
in the publications of the Internationale Chalcographisch Gesellschaft 
or in those of the Graphisch Gesellschaft. 1 have already quoted Labarde's 
volume. Other \Vorks on the subject are: M. F. Liplllallll, Der Kupfer
stick, new ed., Berlin, 1906; English ed. 1907. P. Kristeller, Italienisch 
Niello Driicke u. der Kupferstick. Jahr. K. Preus. Kunstsamml.. XV, 
189-1-, p. 9-1-· 

(2) Rind aud Calvin, op. cit., A.I 6. belie\'e that this engra\'ing dates 
from before 1465, but I think this is a little too early. 
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Berenson is of opinion that we are dealing here ,'vith an en
graving at least made after a drawing by Antonio (1). 

That the person represented might be Battista Sforza, the 
\Vife of Federico of Urbino, whose portrait Piero deHa Fran
cesca painted, does not seem very likely in spite of an ancient 
inscription on the engraving in which we read the word 
Urbino. 

Forming almost the counterpart to this print is that of 
the "Grand Turco" in the same collection (2). It is a man's 
profile, sharply cut with a beard and an abundant head of 
hair; he is attired in armour and wears a helmet adorned 
with a dragon showing again marvellousexamples of gold
smith's work. The name "El Grand Turco" is inscribed below 
in the right corner, but in appearance the subject resembles 
the John II Palaeologus of Pisanello's medal, more closeIy 
than Mahommed II. A certa in likeness has led several writers 
to believe that this portrait represents the Albanian prince 
Scanderberg l14Lt-1467). 

Very much in Pollaiuolo's manner but by a considerably less 
skilful artist is the engraving of two centaurs in combat in 
the presence of three armed men (fig. 285) (3). 

Further, there are some fairly long and highly important 
series of prints which reflect in a most ob"ious manner the 
influence of Pollaiuolo's art. 

First and foremost there are the "Otto prints", so called 
because in the r8th century they beionged to Peter Ernest 
Otto of Leipzig. Of this set of twenty-four, seventeen are in 
the British Museum. 

They are certainly the productions of one and the same 
Florentine studio which Hind and Colvin believe to be that of 
Finiguerra and they date them from between 1465 and 1470 (*). 
The subjects are almost all profane and the above-mentioned 
authors very rightly suppose that they were intended to serve 
as model for the decoration of coffers and boxes which would 

(1) Berenson, Drawings, L p. 25 note. 
e) Hilld ami Ca/vin, ap. cit., A. I. 7. 
(') Hilld alld Ca/vill, ap. cit .. D.1. 3. Barel/ills, ap. cit., p. Ia. Schwa

bacher, op. cit., pl. XXV, belieyes it to be from Antonio's own hand. 
('1 Hil/d !IJld Coll'iJl, op. cit., A. 1\'. 
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Fig. 28.ţ. School of Pollaiuolo, print. Kupfe rstick Kabin et, Be rlin. 
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Fig. 285. Schoo! of Pollili uolo , print, CentiltlrS fighting. British I\IuseuI11. 
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explain \\"hy so many of them are round in forl11; some of 
thel11 shovv purely ornal11ental friezes, doubtless meant for the 
side panels. They represent besides young men and WOl11en 
either together or separate, heads in medallions, hunting 

----

Fig. 286. Lady \\'ith uni co rn, print, sho\\' ing influence of Pol\aiuol ... 
British l\Iuseulll, 

scenes, a lady \\"ith a unicorn (fig. 286). se\'eral scenes in 
\\"hich Cupids play an important rolL the Garden of LO\'e, 
grotesques, .Iudith and Holophernes . .Iason and Medea etc. 
The inspiration is uniform in the entire series which might 
quite weIl ha\'e been th e production of one studio but in the 
execution \\'e disco\'er two different hands. 

T\\'o long series. certainly the output of one workshop. if not 
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from the same hand, are those of Prophets and Sibyls (fig. 287) 
which exist in the so-called llfine manner" and are repeated 
with some variations in the "broad manner" (1). The Prophets 
are twenty-four in number, the Sibyls twelve. That these 
engravings belong to the school of Antonio Pollaiuolo is the 
opinion already expressed by Hind and Col vin, who even 
think that the youthful Botticelli in his Pollaiuolesque phase 
might have taken part in the execution of these engravings, 
particularly the series in the "broad manner" which seems to 
be of a slightly later date than the other (2). All these thirty-six 
seated figures are less monotonous than one might think. The 
artist shows great variety in the types, in the position and 
in the attire. They are really very beautiful and inspired 
engravings of excellent technique. Of the series in the "fine 
manner" there exist some mediocre Italian copies ('1). 

The hypothesis that the drawings in the so-called Florentine 
Picture Chronicle were executed with the idea of making 
engravings from them has been propounded on several 
occasions. Moreover, there exists an engraving made from 
one of these sketches; it depicts the Cretan labyrinth with the 
story of Theseus and Ariadne (~), but there is a considerable 
number of differences between the drawing and this engraving. 

There can be no doubt that it was Antonio Pollaiuolo who 
above all inspired this designer (5). This would not exclude 
the possibility that the artist might have been Finiguerra, 
on the contrary; only a comparison with the marquetery 
work in the sacristy of the cathedral of Florence does not 
authorize this attribution and moreover, as 1 said, \Ve are forced 
to admit that these drawings are posterior to Finiguerra's 
death which occurred in q6S. 

I J) Hilld IInd Colvill, C. 1-III and p ls. C. 1 and C. II. 
(21 H. Horne, Botticelli, p. 290. 

(:lI Hind and Coh'ill, op. cit., p. 142. 

(4) Hilld IIl1d Cohlin, op. cit., A. IL Ia. COh'llI, Florentine Picture (hro
nicle, fig. 83. 

el Berenson, Gazette des Beaux Arts, 3n1 scries, XXIII, p. 170. finds 
that the master of the Chronicle whom he admits to be Finiguerra, \\'as 
yery much inspired by Pesellino; he even sllggests that a sketch of a 
flying angel in the Albertina (Bermsoll. Dra\\'ings, Xo. 1848) is a copy 
by Finiguerra from an original by Pesellino, 
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Fig. 287. The Sibyl Samia, print sho\Ving intluence of Poll aiuolo. 
Briti sh Museum. 
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This draughtsman was a follower of Pollaiuolo's mature 
manner and in no \vay this master's predecessor or a pioneer. 
Consequently 1 have come to the conclusion that these drawings 
could not have been finished before about 1475. Manyelements, 
for example the decorati\'e motifs that are found in the inlaid 
\York by Finiguerra and in the Chronicle, point to a connexion 
bet\\'een the one and the other. 

Certainly the master of the Chronicle \\'as not a painter; 
from a pictorial point of view his compositions are extremely 
childish. He was obviously an artist who was interested in 
statuettes in bronze or perhaps in sil ver and the profusion 
of decorati ve details and the nature of these details are 
characteristic of goldsmith's work. He had a specialliking for 
a \'ery curIy leaf which we find throughout his sketches and 
which \Ye disco\'er also in Verrocchio's decorations (fig. 288). 
The buildings in his compositions are of an impossible appear
ance on account of the surcharge of ornamentation. His 
attempt to reproduce the true classical style is more obvious 
than that of Pollaiuolo; then suddenly he transforms the 
scenery into charming contemporary surroundings which he 
depicts \\'ith a decided taste for profane elements: the rape 
of Helen by Paris (fig. 289) shows us a richly attired bridal 
couple of the 1sth century, standing arm in arm under a little 
tabernacle adorned with a frieze of putti. Aiso the story of 
Sardanapalus is portrayed in Renaissance surroundings and 
the heroes of classical antiquity are attired in costumes of 
the time of the artist. The long-peaked hat like that worn 
by "El Grand Turco" and by Palaeologus in Pisanello's 
medal of this emperor, appears on several occasions in these 
drawings (fig. 290). In the ancient city of Nineveh we see 
windows of the Quattrocento Florentine style. 

The hand of the goldsmith is again visible in the triumphal 
chariots. Yet classical elements are by no means rare; \Ye 
find them in the costumes and in the accessories; the 
buildings are of a fantastic style while the male nudes some
times reveal a strong influence of Pollaiuolo but sometimes 
are executed in a more classical spirit with much less mo\'e· 
ment (fig. 291). It is very surprising that the group of Her
cules and Antaeus (fig. 292) in the Picture Chronicle is so 
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ETA I 

J'\VSEVS+/'WSICCO EPOE-o . 

Fig. 288. School of Po ll aiuolo, dra\\'ing. Linus and l\[lI sae us. 
Floren tine Pictme Chronicle, British l\lusellm. 
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Fig. 289. School of Pollaiuolo, c1ra\\'Îng, the Rape of Helen. 
Fl orentin e Pi cture ChronicI e. British :\lllseum. 
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Fig. 290. School of Pollaiuolo. dra\\'ing, Cassandra and Panthesilea. 
Florentine Picture Chronicle, British MuseLlm. 

different fromPollaiuolo's representation whieh nevertheless 
aehieved sueh a sueeess. In the drawing Antaeus' baek 
is pressed against Hereules' ehest, eonsequently in the 
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inverse position to that shown in Pollaiuolo's picture (1). 

1 know of only one picture of Antonio Pollaiuolo's school 
which might be by the master of the Picture Chronicle. It 
is a painting of Tobias and the archangel meeting a person. 

Fig. 291. School oi" PoIlaiuolo, drawing, two sibyls. Florentine Picture 
Chronicle, British Museum. 

apparently St. Francis, in a landscape which formed part of 
the von Nemes collection, Munich (~) and which probably \viU 
be presented to the Rijksl11useum, Amsterdam. We notice the 

1) A little Florentine bronze of th e end of the ISth century in the Car
rand collection in the National Mus Fum, Florence, represents the figures 
in the same pos ition. 

', ' I It was 1'\0. 17 in the catalogue of th e auction sale \\"hich was held 
in Amsterdam in N ovember 1928. 
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Fig. 292. School of Pollaiuolo, drawing. Hercul es slaying Antaeus. 
Florentine Pictllre Chronicle. British :YIllseum. 

same curious expressions, similar long necks and somewhat 
heavy forms as in th e Pic ture Chronicle. 

There is stiH a number of prints which should be approxi
mated to Pollaiuolo's art. They can be di\'ided into different 
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groups. One of these groups is composed of prints which are 
not very fine either in design or in execution but which, 
however, on account of the style of the draughtsmanship, 
should be considered the result of this diffusion of Pollaiuolo' s 
art. Messrs Hind and Colvin are quite right in pointing out 
the very striking differences between these engravings and 
the others which for the greater part they attribute to 
Finiguerra or to his immediate surroundings. 1 do not agree 
with them that Castagno's inf1uence predominates in this set 
of prints. I think Pollaiuolo's inspiration is more evident 
especially in the male nudes, the anatomical effects and the 
ladies' profiles which we find through-out this set of prints, 
although 1 think we are dealing here with rather popular 
interpretations of elements which derive from Antonio's art. 
None the less we have in these prints further surprising 
evidence of the spreading of "Pollaiuoloism". 

To this group belongs the series of ten prints illustrating 
the Passion of Our Lord, the only copy of which is preserved 
in the Albertina, Vienna, and is known as "the Larger Vienna 
Passion" (fig. 293) (1). 1 think the master of this series can 
be held responsible for an engraving of 5t. Jerome praying 
before the crucifix with a small but fierce-looking lion beside 
him and a palm·tree and some architecture in the background, 
impressions of which are found, one in the British Museum 
(fig. 294) and another in the Uffizi (2). 

On the other hand by quite a different artist is the series 
of six prints of the Triumphs of Petrarch (fig. 295) which reveal 
on the part of the engraver a decided taste for goldsmith's 
art. In spite of the unskilful and affected draughtsmanship 
I classify these engravings in the same group (3), as 1 do 
also a crowded composition of the sacrifice of Abraham in 
the Uffizi which, however, is of a slightly later date (4). 

Of the Triumphs of Petrarch there exists another print 

I') Hilld (lm! Calvill, op. cit., No. AI. 1. 

e) Hilld {lm! Calzlill, op. cit., 1\0. A 1. 2: "almost certainly by the 
master of the Larger Vienna Passion". 

(") Hilld al1d Calvill, op. cit, 1\'0. A.1. 3. 
(4) A. Ca{lbl~ Raccolte Italiane di Stampe, II. Bolletino d' Arte del Minist. 

delia Pubbl. Istr., 21ld seriei, VI, 1926, p. S+. 
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Fig. 293. Descent from th e Cross, print showing Po\laillolo'" inf1uellce 
from the "Larger Vi enlla Passion". Albertina, Vienna . 

XI 
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Fig. 29+. Master of the "Larger Vienna Passion". 
5t. Jerome, print. British Museum. 
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Fig. 295. The Triumph of Chastity, print, sho\\"ing Pollaiuolo's inf1uence. 
British l\Iuseum. 

which unites aH six even ts in one composition; the only 
extant print is preserved in the Albertina, Vienna, and we 
notice that the individual scenes are somewhat different from 
those of the isolated prints. Here the drawing is more childish 
and the engraver practically limits his design to the contours. 
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The same technique of engra ving is found in the set, proba
bly incomplete, of fourteen prints known as the "Smaller 
Vienna Passion" of which again there is only one example 
in the Albertina, Vienna. However here the workmanship is 
different and 1 do not include these engravings among the 
productions of the school of Pollaiuolo although this series 
and the previous set of engravings (il might be the output 
of the same studio. 

Certain features unite the "Larger Vienna Passion" with 
two prints of the Virgin giving breast to the Child, enthroned 
undeI' a baldaquin between two saints, with the figures 
of the Annunciation abo\'e. The chief differences between 
the two engravings, impressions of v·;hich are preserved in 
the British Museum, lies in the fact that the lateral figures 
in one case are SS. Catherine of Siena and Margaret (") and 
in the other SS. Julian el and Catherine of Alexandria (fig. 296) 
although there is as well a slight variation in the position 
of the Virgin and angel of the Annunciation (I91O-7-r6-4). 
Here too should be cited an engra ving in the Uffizi repre
senting puttl gathering grapes under a pergola rrl. 

Otber engra vings in which 1 discover elements of Pol
laiuolo's art, which, besides have already been ascribed by 
Messrs. Hind and Col vin to Finiguerra 01' to his school, wbich 
amounts very much to the same thing', are: 

Encounter of a hunting party \vith a family of wild folk 
(Hz'nd aud Cotz'z'lz, A II 21. 

Group of elegant ladies who seem to be struggling for the 
possession of a man's pair of trunk hose CA II 3). 

The judgment hall of Pilate, a \'ery large "fine manner" 
print with a profusion of architecture; as Messrs Hind and 
Col vin obsen'e, it is very close to the drawings of the 
Florentine Pic ture Cbronicle (A II 5) (41. 

(1) Hind mut Colc'in, op cit., 1\'0 .• \.1. 4: "almost certainly by the same 
hand that is responsiblc for the Smaller Vienna Passion." 

(2) Hind and Cohlill. op. cit.. N o. F.1. 2. see the resemblance with the 
"Larger \'ienna Passion" but on account of certain differences, think 
that this plate might ha\'e been a Sienese adaptation of a Florentine print. 

(::) Calabi, loc. cit. 
(~) Reproduced in part in Coli'ill. Florentine Pic ture Chronicle, fig. 86. 
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Fig. 296. Madonna, Saints and Annllnciation, print, shuwing Pollail1010's 
inf1l1 ence. British Museul1l. 

Eight prints for an ornamental frame 01' border (A II 7) ('). 
The eonversion of St. Paul with many rapidly moving 

figures in a landseape in ",hieh \Ve see also some arehiteeture 
(.-\ II 8). 

(1) R eprodl1ced on the title page of CO/,'ill, ap. cit. 
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Perhaps also two prints, one of animals fighting in a barren 
landscape (A II r), the other of ships at sea (A II 9), possess 
some elements which connect them with this group although 
it cannot be said that they actuaUy reveal an inf1uence of 
Pollaiuolo (1). 

On the other hand, on account of a marked similarity in 
the style, we can classify in PoUaiuolo's school eight highly 
important prints of the Planets and their astrological inf1uences 
an humanity el. Each of these engravings shows above a 
personification of a planet and below a scene filled with 
agitated figures against a background of arehitecture and a 
landscape; on the whole they form charming little pictures; 
the art of the goldsmith is yisible in some of the decorative 
motifs. The old men in the centre of the print of Mercury 
are reminiscent of the figures in the series of engravings 
representing Prophets. 

Cristofano di Michele Robetta, who was born in q.62 and 
who was active stiU in 1522, belonged to quite another 
generation of artists and 1 have no intention of discussing 
this eclectic Florentine engra\'er, from whose hand we possess 
about fifty different prints (3), even although Antonio Pollaiuolo 
\Vas one of the numerous mas ters who inf1uenced him. In 
Robetta's work the anatomical effects of the great Florentine 
artist are toned down to such an extent that almost aU the 
realism disappears; his chief aim was obviously to create 
pleasing figures. Yet his nudes and their mo\'ements recall 
those of Antonio Pollaiuolo (fig. 297), one ofwhose principle 
works he reproduces in two engravings of Hercules. 

(1) To Finiguerra and his school Rilld alld Colt 'ill , op. cit, ascribe 
still the follo\ying prints \Yhich in my opinion are executed in a different 
manner: A. II. 4 and 4a, the Road to Calvary and the Crucifixion, and 
the Road to Calyary; A. II. II, triumphal procession of Bacchus and 
Ariadne; A. II. 12, a bear hunt \Yhich is reminiscent of an almost similar 
scene in the Otto prints \Yhere, ho\Ye\'er, the huntsman is missing. 

(") Hilld al/d Coli'ill, A. III, are inclined to ascribe these engravings 
to the master of the Picture Chronicle. Horne thinks "they are by some 
\\"eaker Florentinc hand whose \York has been translated so to speak 
by the t'ngrayer into the Finiguerra dialect". 

I "J A. JI1. Rilld, Cristofano Robetta, The Print Collectors Quarterly, 
:X, 1923. p. 369. 
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It is only natural that minia ture painters were also subjected 
to "Pollaiuoloism"; this is evident to a fairly strong degree 
in the productions of Francesco d' Antonio del Cherico and 
Filippo di Matteo Torelli both of \\,hom belonged to the group 

Fig. 297. Robetta, print, the Po\\'er of Lo\' e. 

of miniaturists who were acti ve in San Marco where, dominated 
by Beato Giovanni da Fiesole, Strozzi and other artists worked 
in a more religious and conservati\"e style. When treating 
these masters I had already occasion to remark that Torelli 
and Francesco d'Antonio belonged much more to the Renais
sance even although they collaborated with Zanobi Strozzi; 
in I +53 this artist together with T orelli ",as charged to 
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illuminate nineteen antiphonaries while in q63 he and Fran
cesco d' Antonio decorated two other books (1). 

The antiphonaries that Strozzi and Franceso d'Antonio 
illustrated together between q63 and 147 I for the cathedral 
of Florence, now in the Laurenziana Library, give us a very 
precise idea of the latter master's art (2); the magnificent 
Annunciation in the third volume in particular shows us a 
little pic ture quite after Antonio Pollaiuolo's style (fig. 298). 
In a very elaborate ornamental border, teeming with little 
figures, among whom the angels recaU those of ... -\ntonio's 
works, the Annunciation takes place in a room, through the 
two doors of which we catch glimpses of a landscape in the 
manner so of ten shown by the master; the an gel bends one 
knee before the seated Virgin and the general effect of the 
composition recalls Piero's Annunciation in Berlin. This mi
niature bears the date q71 and in my opinion authorizes 
us to ascribe to the same hand several illuminations in the 
other volumes, such as a group of priests singing in a choir 
and the Adoration of the Magi, which Signor D' Ancona, in 
agreement with Milanesi's out-of-date history of Italian minia
tures, gi ves to Strozzi (U). 

1 shaU not enter into a long description of aU the miniatures 
in these codices which ha ve been attributed to this artist (-l) 
but shall give a short account of those I consider to be the 
best. 

A very Pollaiuolesque work is that representing Theseus 
slaying the Minotaur which adorns a page in a volume of 
Plutarch in the Laurenziana Library, Florence (5); in this 
minia ture we find exactly the same gesture as that with which 
Hercules kiUs the Hydra or St. Michael the dragon in Pol
laiuolo's paintings. The border of one of the pages of an
other Plutarch, dedicated to Pietro de' Medici in the same 

(1) v. VoI. X, pp. 163-165. 
(2) P D'Anwna, La miniatura fiorentina, I, Florence, 19Q, p. 59 and 

pls. LXVII-LXXIV. The Same, La miniature italienne du X au XVI 
siecle, Paris--Brussels, I92 5, p. 77. 

(a) D'AncOl1G, La miniatura fiorentina, pls. LXIV and LXV. 
(4) D'AIICOl1a, Min. fior., VoI. II, ~os. 785 et. seq. 
(5) D'Allcol/a, :\Iin. tior., VoI. IT, 1\0. 792 and pl. LXVIII. 
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Fig. 298. Francesco d' Antonio, the .-\nnuI1ciation, miniature, 14 il. 
Laurenziana Library, Florence. 
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library is also full of little figures reminiscent of the great 
artist (fig. 299) (1); as also a third Plutarch codex, in the 
Laurenziana (:!). 

In a little Book of Hours in the Vatican Library \ye find 
alongside an Annunciation, a half-length figure of the Virgin 
\yhich is a characteristic production of the school of Pol
laiuolo (fig. 300) ei. The superb Book of Hours, illuminated 
by Francesco d'Antonio towards 1485 for the Medici, no,," 
in the Laurenziana Library (4), does not show such a marked 
int1uence of Pollaiuolo. 

On the other hand in the border of a Plutarch in the same 
library there are some profiles of bearded men executed after 
the same manner as the engra vings of prophets or that of the 
drawings in the Picture Chronicle C'). 

Torelli's borders which 1 find rather stiff and heayy, sho\\' 
none the less that he too must haye had some knowledge of 
Pollaiuolo's art. \Ve have proof of this in one of the Gospel
books of q66, originating from the cathedral of Florence, 
now in the Laurenziana Library, in which a little minia ture 
of the Last Judgment shows some Pollaiuolesque nudes which 
are certainly not from the hand of Strozzi and consequently 
must be by T orelli. Moreover the figures in the borders 
manifest the same inspiration (l} 

This influence is in my opinion noticeable in a yery marked 
degree in a Flavius Josephus executed for Giovanni de' Medici 
and no\\' in the Laurenziana Library ('). Chiefly on account 
of the colouring D' Ancona discovers in these works an 
int1uence of ~orth Italian art and thinks they might be by a 
l\Iilanese ar Ferrarese artist active in Florence. He finds the 
same features in other miniatures and ascribes ta this artist 

(1) D' .1l/Colla, op. cit., l\' o. /96 and pl. LXIX. 
(') UAl/COl/a, op. cit., :\0. 789 and pl. LX\'II. 
(') D'.-1l/col1{/) op. cit., l\" u. 828 and pl. LXXI\'. 
1,') G. Eia/ti, Reprodllzioni di manoscritti miniati etc. delIa R. Biblioteca 

Laurenziana, Florence. 1914, pls. XXIV-XXVIII. 
(") lJ'.JI/((l/lil, l\Iin. ilor .. VoI. II, 1\'0. 796; \'01. 1, pl. LXIX 
1",1 !/.4.IlClillil, op. cit., :\0. i77. pl. LX\'!. Tii,' Sil III f, La miniatllre 

italienne, pl. LXX\'Il. 
1;) D'AIiCIi/lIl. l\Iin. fior .. \'01. 1. l\"os. +32-+34; VoI. Il, pls. LX-LXI. 
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Fig. 299. Francesco d' Antonio, page from a codes of Plutarch. 
Laurenziana Library, Florence. 
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Fig. 300. Frallcesco el' .-\ntonio, page from a Book of Hours. 

Vati can Library. Rom e. 

the illuminations of a Plutarch, a St. Jerome, a St. Augustin e 
a,~dmanl_ other \Yorks III. 

(1) D'AIICOII!7, op . ci t., ~os. +25 anel 2/5 \ .. note. 
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It is curious to relate that although Antonio Pollaiuolo 
himself made sketches for embroideries and in spite of the 
extent of his influence, there is no trace of designs for em· 
broideries \\"hich can be classified as productions of his 
school. In fact there are veI')" fe\\' of these works at al! and 
generali)' speaking the influence of his style can only faintly 
be c\iscerned. 

Fig. 30I. The portrait5 of Antonio and Pie ro Pollaiuolo. from theil" tomb 
in S. Pietro in Yincoli, ROlll e . 

Ph oto An derson. 



CH.-\PTER V 

ANDREA DEL VERROCCHIO (Il. 

Andrea, the son of Michele di Francesco Cioni, \Vas horn 

('j W. vaII Bodc, BiIdwerke des A. V" Jahrb. K. Preus. KunstsammI., 
III, 1882, pp. 91, 235. The Salile, Una tavoIa di bronzo di A. d. V. nelIa 
chiesa deI Carmine a Venezia, Arch. Stor. deII' Arte, VI. 18g3, p. ii. 
TllC Sa/JIe, V. u. das AItarbiId der Sacraments KapelIe im Dom ZlI 

Pistoia, Repert. f. Kunstwiss., XXII, 1899, p. 390. The Sante, Die lVIadonna 
darsteIL bei V. u den Bildhauern des Hochrenaissance, Das Museum, 
VI. T. Bormius, A Picture from the SchooI of V. (Madonna, \Voodward 
coIU, Burlington Magazine, XXX, 1917, p. 129. The Salile, A. d. V., 
ApolIr>, V, 192i, p. 187. (Madonna Mumm and H. Young colIs.). j. Brech, 
Une Madonna de V. (Metropolitan Museum, New York), Gazette des 
Beaux Arts, Oct. 19lO. j. Carl1l'riglzt, The Painters ofFIorence, London, 
1910, p. 190. A. C/ziappelli, II V. e Lorenzo di Credi a Pistoia, Arte de! 
Rinascimento, Rome, 1925. The Same, Idem, BolIetino d' Arte deI Minist. 
Pubbl. Istr., serie II, V, 1925, p. 49. A. Chiappelli e A. Chiti, A. d. V. in 
Pistoia, BoII. Stor. Pistoiese, 1, 2, 1899. M. Cruttwell, v., London, ~e\\' 
York, 1904. The Same, Tre documenti sul V., L' Arte, 1904. Tlze Sall/(', 
Un disegno deI V. per Ia "Fede" nella Mercatanzia di Firenze, Rassegna 
d' Arte, 1906, p. 8. Dllholtssel, Un dernier mot a propos du ColIeoni de 
V., Gazette des Beaux Arts, 1898. C. VOIl Fabriczy, A. d. V. al servizio 
dei Medici, Arch. Stor. deII' Arte, 2ncl series, I, 1895, p. 163. The Salile, 
V. u das AItarbiId der Sacraments Kapelle im Dom zu Pistoia, Repert. 
f. KUllstwiss., XXII, 18g9, p. 338. The Salile, Recension on Macko\Vsky's 
monography, Arch. Stor. HaL, XXIV, 1902. The Sa1Jle, Neues zum \Verke 
A. V's, Repert. f. Kunstwiss, 1904. P. Franceschim; II dossa!e d' argento 
deI Tempio di S. Giovanni in Firenze, FIorence, 1894. C. Gamba, Una 
terracotta deI V. a Careggi, L' Arte, VII, 1904, p. 59. G. Grol/au, Das 
sogenannte Skizzenbuch des v., Jahrb. K. Preus. KunstammI., 18g6. 
The Same, A. d. V., Das Museum, I. C. j. HO/lIles, The Shop of V., 
Burlington Magazine, July 1923, p. 3. Lefebure des Nontes, V. et I'anatomie 
du chevaI, Revue de l' art ancien et moderne, XXXVI, 1909 (L' Arte, 
1909, p. 475). H. Macko1l'sky, Das Lavabo in S. Lorenzo zu Florenz. 
Jahrb. K. Preus. Kunstsamml. 1896. The Same, Neues iiber V., Sitzungs
ber. der Berliner Kunstgesch. Gesellsch., 1, 1900. The Same, Verrocchio, 
Bielefeld, Leipzig, 1901. F. R. IJlartin, A terracotta bust by V., Burlington 
Magazine, Ju!y 1923, p. 3. }. .1lesllil, BotticeIIi, les PolIaiuolo et V., Ri\"ista 
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in li-35 (1). His father Michele who ",as born in 1382, was 
a brick and tile maker and afterwards became a tax collector 
He was not poor because he had a house in the Sant' Am
brogio quarter and owned some land near Florence. Andrea 
was the son of his father's first ,,'ife, Gemma, who had as 
well three other sons and two daughters; by his second wife_ 
~annina, he had still a son. 

The father Michele died in li-S2 and the same year Andrea 
had the misfortune of unintentionally killing with a stone one 
of his comrades, Antonio di Domenico, but in li-S3 he ",as 
acquitted of the charge of hOl11icide. 

Frol11 a cadastral declaration of 1457 we gather that An
drea must have been fairly well off because he possessed 
his father's house, some land at Certaldo and some other 
property. At this time he Ii,'ed with his grand-l110ther and 
his brother Maso (2). He announces in this document that for 
the time being, on account of lack of orders, he has given 
up his goldsmith's work. This proves that he started his career 
in this branch of art; no doubt he served his first apprentice
ship in the workshop of the fairl)' renowned goldsmith 
Giuliano dei Verrocchi and according to the custom of the 
day called himself after his master. 

Also Vas ari speaks of Andrea's activity as a goldsmith, 
citing some of his works; he further informs us that Andrea 
in his youth Iiked to study geol11etry, while Baldinucci tells 
us that he read in two ancient documents that Andrea was 

ci' Arte, 1905, p. -1- H. RetiIIIO/l!, Il monumente Tornabuoni clei V .. Giornale 
cii Eruclizione artistica. II, 1873, p. 167. LI!. Re)'lIlonrl, V., Paris, 1906. 
F. SdIDttmiiller, Zwei Grabmăler cler Renaissance u. ihre antiken Vorbilcle. 
Repert. f. Kunstwiss. XXV .• Y. S. Scog/lalllilio, :\'uovi clocumenti zu 
Leonarclo cla Vinei, Arch. Stor. clell' arte, 1896, p. 46r. H. Sell/per, Jahrb. 
f. Kunst\\'iss., 1. 1868, p. 360. The Sarm, A. ci. V .. (Kunst u. Kunstlerl, 
Leipzig, 1878. j. Tlliis, Leonarclo cla Vinei, Lonclon \no clate', p. 43 et 
seq. TI/mia!i, Opus Anclrea, L' Arte, 1898, p. 217 H. Ulmall II , Il modello 
clei V. per il rilievo del dossale d' argento, Arch. Stor. dell' Arte, VII, 
[894, p. 50. A. VeJlfl/ri, Francesco di Simone Fiesolano, Arch. Stor. 
dell' Arte, 1892, p. 37I. The SaI/le, Documento relativo al V., Arch. Stor. 
dell' Arte, 189-1-. p. 55. The Sa1l1e, Un bronzo clei V., L' Arte, 1902, p. -1-3. 

el Ali the data concerning the life of Verrocchio haye been united in 
:\lrs. Cruttwell's book on this artist, pp. 26 and 224 

(2) Cruff1,'e!l, Tre documenti. The Salile. V., p. 23-1-. 
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a pupil of Donatello, an affirmation which need not be taken 
very seriously. 

In 1461 the young artist had already attained sufficient 
reno\\'n to aIlow him to compete for the construction of a chapel 
in the cathedral of On'ieto, for which the authorities desired 
either Florentine or Sienese masters (1). Although he did not 
succeed in obtaining the commission, this fact confirms Vasari's 
statement that Andrea was also an architect. Shortly after 
this date he \Vas charged with a highly important work in 
Florence itself, namely the execution of the bronze group of 
Christ and St. Thomas which stil! exists on the outside of 
Or San Michele. In 1463 the authorities decided to have this 
\\'ork made; Andrea received the commission in 1465 and 
in January 1467 the first payment was made over to him. 

After this he is given many orders. In 1467 and 1468, the 
copper globe, which is to be placed on the top of Brunel
leschi's cupola on Sta. Maria del Fiore is discussed; this bronze 
\\'as cast by Andrea and put in place in J471 but it was 
destroyed by lightening in 1600 (2). 

In 1467 the body of Cosimo de' Medici was buried in the 
tomb which Verrocchio had executed on the order which 
Piero de' Medici had given him in 1465. This is the first 
time we find Verrocchio in contact with this family of Maecenas 
by whom he was constantIy employed hereafter (3). 

1 shall deviate from this chronological description of facts 
in order to enumerate the works that Verrocchio executed 
for the Medici. 

In 1468 he painted a standard for the joust organized by 
Lorenzo de' Medici and in 1475 he makes another for the 
tournament arranged by Giuliano. The tomb that he made 
for Giovanni and Piero in S. Lorenzo was finished in 1472. 
For the Medici's villa of Careggi he executed the bronze 
statue of Da\,id which the Signoria bought in 1476 from 
Lorenzo and Guiliano; the "putto" which is now in the court 

:') L. FIl/IIi, Ricordi di un oratorio del secolo xv nel Duomo di 
Or\'ieto, Arch. Stor. ddl' Arte, IV, 1891, p. 47. The Some, Il Duom6 di 
Orvieto etc., Rome, 1891. p 433. 

(") jlJilo/ll'si, note 1 on J'asari, III, p. 365. 
(")". Fabri(~\', A. d. V. al servizio dei Medici. 
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of the Palazzo Vecchio was also made by Andrea for the 
villa at Careggi. Further a document of 1496, consequently 
some years after the artist's death but no doubt a copy ot 
his inventory, records the works Andrea executed for the 
Medici (1). 

Apart from those mentioned above, there is question still 
of a restoration to an antique statue of Marsyas that he car
ried out, a marble figure which formed a fountain, a reliet 
with several figures, the repairing of some heads which adorned 
the court of the pal ace in Florence, a painting of Lucrezia 
de' Donati, a lady loved and praised by Lorenzo, a figure 
of a lady in relief as ornament of a helmet, twenty masks 
made from life, probably death-masks - Vas ari tells us that 
Andrea was one of the first to make this sort of casts -
and the ornaments and appurtenances of a feast offered in 
honour of Duke Galeazzo Maria Sforza, probably in 1471 
when he and his wife visited Florence. 

From Verrocchio's own hand is the bust of Giuliano de' 
Medici in the Dreyfus collection, Paris, while that of Lorenzo 
in the Quincy Shaw collection, Boston, is executed at least 
after his manner. Senator Chiappelli draws our attention to 
the fact that the tomb-stone and efEgy of Bishop Donato de' 
Medici, dating from 1475 in the cathedral of Pistoia seem to 
be by Verrocchio himself and the fact that the artist was 
constantly employed by the Medici renders this attribution 
all the more likely (2). Vas ari cites still two metal reliefs ot 
the heads of Alexander the Great and Darius which Lorenzo 
de' Medici sent to Matthias Corvinus, King of Hungary, a 
Madonna in marble in the Medici Palace - perhaps that 
now in the Bargello - and three scenes of the Labours ot 
Hercules, formerly in the Palazzo Vecchio, which probably 
also originated from the palace of the Medici ea). 

(1) Semper, op. cit., Jahrb. f. Kunstwiss. 1'. Fabricz)', op. cit. Cruttwell, 
V., p. 2-1-2. 

(2) Chiappelli, Arte del Rinascimento, p. 22. Tlze Salile, op. cit., BoiI. 
d' Arte, 1925. 

(:i) Cruttwe1I, op. cit., p. 2I.ţ, observes that it is quite possible that 
Albertini who mentions them (1510) was mistaken and that the works 
he cites should be identified with Pollaiuolo's paintings. 

Xl 3 1 
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From all this we get a dear idea of how much Andrea 
Verrocchio's talents were appreciated by the different members 
of the :vIedici family who called upon his services for agreat 
variety of works, of ten of quite an intimate nature. 

Yet the Medici were far from monopolizing Verrochio's entire 
activity, although he seems to have worked but rarely for 
private persons. 

Exception, however, must be made for Giovanni Ruccellai r 

because in the journal that this nobleman began in qS9. 
the name of Verrocchio is recorded among those of the most 
illustrious Florentine artists of this period who worked for 
him and his family (1). 

Continuing the survey of the data we have concerning 
the life of Andrea Verrocchio we gather that his activities give 
him more and more the character of an official artist. 

In q67 he receives payment for metal that he had lent to 
Michelozzo and Luca della Robbia for the last panels of the 
bronze doors of the sacristy of S. Lorenzo and in March 1468 
it is decided that he is to be paid twenty·five lire a month 
for the group he executed for Or San Michele. The same year 
he is given a sum of money in payment of a bronze candle
stick for the audience hall in the Palazzo Vecchio; further 
remuneration for this work is made to him in September q68 
and April q80. 

In 1469,however, he receives a rebuffto which I ha ve already 
referred in dealing with Piero Pollaiuolo. Verrocchio presented 
a drawing ofFaith for the series ofPersonifications which Piero 
had to paint for the Mercatanzia; his offer was rejected and 
he was paid only 8 "lire piccole" for his sketch (2). 

From a cadastral dedaration of 1470 we gather that his 
former possessions have been further increased by the addition 
of some property at San Donnino (3). In q73 he is called 
upon to estima te the value of the pulpit of Mino da Fiesole 
and Rossellino at Prato. 

The following year he competes for the funereal monument 

(1) JIll riol {o, loc. cit 
("1 JIl'sJ1l'l, Miscellanea d' Arte, 1903, p. 43. 
("J Cmlt,,'cil, Tre documenti. Tiu .SaJlle, V., p. 236. 
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for Cardinal Forteguerri in the cathedral of Pistoia. Five 
models are presented and the "Operai" of the cathedral 
decide to accept Piero Pollaiuolo's. In March 1.1-78 they write 
to Lorenzo de' Medici saying that Piero's model was the best 
and had been chosen by all the members in preference to the 
others. 

No doubt the fact that Piero's estima te was considerably 
inferior ta V errocchio' s had a certa in influence in this decision 
to which, however, Lorenzo de' Medici does not seem to ha ve 
paid the slightest attention, because he declares that Verroc
chio's model is to be executed. Lorenzo's letter has been 
lost but we have the authorities' reply in which they humbly 
accept Lorenzo's decision, admitting their incompetence in 
the matter (1). 

In 1476 Leonardo da Vinei who was living with Verrocchio 
was accused of scandalous misconduct and arrested but he 
was acquitted immediately (2). 

In 1477 Andrea is asked to present models for the reliefs of 
the altar for 5. Giovanni, one of which, it will be remembered, 
was executed by Antonio Pollaiuolo. Verrocchio sent in 
two models but only one, the beheading of 51:. John, was 
accepted. In 1480 he finished this work for which he received 
397 florins. One or two years after this he must have 
started the large altar-piece of the Virgin between two saints 
for the cathedral of Pistoia; in q.8S this picture is almost 
finished and the authorities decide to pay him for it. Another 
statement for taxation dates from I480. His worldly goods 
seem to ha ve considerably diminished. He possesses only his 
father's old house in the 5. Ambrogio quarter which he lets 
while he himself rents another house. Three nieces are living 
with him at this time ('l). 

We have reached the moment when Verrocchio created 
his master-piece, the equestrian monument of Bartolommeo 
CoUeoni who dieeI in Venice in q.75. He received the com
mission in q. 79 from the 5ignoria of Venice. It has of ten 

(1) Gaye, Carteggio, I, pp. 256, 258. 
(2) Cmttwell, op. cit., p. 248, publishes the documents. 
(") Crultwdl, op. cit., p. 239. 
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been imagined that Verrocchio on account of a certain simi
larity must ha \-e gone to \' enice to study the bronze horses 
of S. Marco. In any case the lllodei was executed in his studio 
in Florence, because in q8r, he obtains from the ambassador 
of Ferrara a free passage through these states for the model 
of the horse (l). 

The Signoria of \' enice decided that \-ellano da Padova, 
who had assisted Donatello in the execution of his Gatte
melata, and Leopardi di Ferrara were to help Verrocchio 
in this enterprise; from this fact Vasari inyents the fantastic 
story that \-ellano \Yas charged to execute the figure of the 
knight \yhich put \' errocchio into such a passion that he 
broke e\'erything and returned to Florence, and that the 
Signoria of Venice, only after great sacrifices on their part, 
succeeded in making him return to the Cit)' of the Lagunes. 
It is true, however, that the name of Leopardi \vho signed 
the monument, remained associated beyond rightful limits 
",ith the execution of this \York, It was he ",ho cast the 
bronze because Verrocchio died before this part of the work 
was begun \\'hich renders impossible Vasari's statement that 
the master died from a malady contracted in the furnaces 
during the process of casting the bronze. 

The model, hovve\'er, was without an)' doubt finished before 
his death. In his \"ill which dates from June q88 he proposes 
that Lorenzo di Credi be entrusted with the casting of the 
statue. The Venetian authorities at first apparently agreed 
to follo\\, this proposal but Lorenzo himself passes on the 
commission to Gioyanni di Andrea di Domenico, an unknown 
Florentine sculptor. In 149°, howe\,er, the Signoria reguest 
Leopardi to carry out the work. As 1 ha\'e already said; the 
caster's name was accepted in Venice as that of the artist 
",ho actually created the \\'ork, and Leopardi himself con
tributed to this error by signing the statue under the horse's 
girth; il Alr,yallder Lcoj>ardlls V. F O/nls". The monument 
was erected in q96. 

In q88 Verrocchio \\'as charged to execute a fountain in 
Florence at tht' expense of Matthias COf\'inus, King of Hun-

(1) A, r-m!lIri, Arch, Stor. dell' Arte, VII. 189+, p. 55. 
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gary; the payment for the marbIe was requested by a dealer in 
Carrara in August but at this moment Yerrocchio had already 
made his wil! (1). He left some money to different members 
of his family and the list - of which a copy of LJ-96 exists -
of works executed for the Medici figures in the inventory as 
objects for which payment is stil! due to him el. In the wil! 
which dates from June LJ-88 he stipulates in the most explicit 
manner that the house in the parish of Sant' Ambrogio must 
never be sold but must be handed do\Vn from one generation 
to another. 

.Andrea Verrocchio died at the age of fifty-three sometime 
before the 7th October LJ-88 because on that day Lorenzo di 
Credi speaks of him as deceased. Lorenzo remained in charge 
of the studio in Florence during his master's absence. He had 
Andrea's remains brought to Florence in spite of the desi re 
expressed in the will that he should be buried in the church 
of Sta. Maria del Orto in Veni ce if he died in this town. Instead, 
he was buried in the family tomb, where his father already 
rested, in S. Ambrogio, Florence, and Vasari records the 
inscription on a slab lost since 1657; "Hz'c ossa jaccnt .rin
dreae Verrocc/lli qui obiit Vmdz'z's J.11CCCCLXXXVIII"_ Later 
a piece of poetry of four lines was added in praise of Yer
rocchio's buildings, bronzes and marbles. 

A portrait of Verrocchio by Lorenzo di Credi exists in 
the Uffizi and will be reproduced in the next volume. It shows 
the artist in half-length figure, his hands on a table, near a 
window through which a landscape is visible. He \Vas evident!y 
a heavily-built, rather fat man, with piercing eyes and a 
determined mouth_ The gen tIe Lorenzo certainly did not 
exaggerate these traits which in the original must ha ve been 
stil! more pronounced. It is true that the name of the subject 
is not inscribed, but comparing the picture with a wood·cut, 
made after another portrait, in the 1568 edition of Vasari, 

(1) Gaye, Carteggio, I, p. 367. Cmthl'd!. op. cit., p. 240. 

(2) As v. Fabriczy ouser\'t~s. it js harelly likely that nonc of these 
works was paiel in 1496 The ;\Ieelici haei probably maele over a part 
of the payment anei Verrocchio's heir,; present the complete list in oreler 
that they can come to a final settlement. 
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we are left in no doubt as to the identity of the person 
portrayed by Lorenzo (1). 

In speaking of Andrea del Verrocchio's artistic productions 
we are beset by many difficulties because very fe\\' authentic 
pieces of sculpture and not one absolutely certain painting 
from the hand of this artist, one of the greatest genuises of 
the Renaissance, have come down to us. As sculptures surely 
by Verrocchio might be cited the David and the putto men
tioned in the inventory of 1496 as executed by the artist 
for the Villa of Careggi, the documented pieces such as the 
group for Or San Michele, the beheading of St. John and 
the Colleoni and also the two Medici tombs. 1 shall not dwell 
at any length on these weU known pieces of sculpture. 

The bronze David, now in the National Museum, Florence, 
is a youthful production, rather independent of the master's 
other works; the smoothness and minuteness of the execution 
are stiU characteristic of the art of a goldsmith. In the museum 
of Berlin a figure of David in terracotta might have been 
made as model or first idea for the bronze, because a certain 
resemblance does exist (2); the young man, nude, is shown 
standing with one hand on his hip and the head of Goliath 
at his feet. 

Perhaps the little figure of arnan asleep, in the museum 
of Berlin is another early work (3), as is also a terracotta 
of the Resurrection which Count Gamba disco\'ered in the 
Villa of Careggi (4) and which represents Christ supported 
by two angels high abo\'e His empty tomb, while five soldiers 
lie asleep on the ground. 

The hand of the goldsmith is revealed in the beautiful 

e) I find less resemblance in the man's head in Perugino's fresco of 
the Circumcision of Moses in the Sixtine chapel which Dr. Steinmann 
considers to be a possible representation of Verrocchio, E. Steinmal1l1, 
Die Sixtinische Kapelle, Munich, 1901, I, p. 303. 

e) Sehoftmiiller, op. cit., No. 176. 
(3) Ascribed, as we sali\' in the previous chapter, to Antonio Pollaiuolo 

by Prof. A. Venturi. 
(4) Gamba, op. cit. C1'IIttwell, op. cit., p. S8. 
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bronze decorations of the tombs of Giovanni and Piero de' 
Medici, which, finished in 1472, are certainly not youthful 
productions, in the lavabo in S. Lorenzo and in a helmet adorned 
with a dragon which is preserwd in the National Museum, 
Florence, and which no doubt corresponds \vith that executed 
for the Medici, although in this case a female figure formed 
the decoration. 

The putto which Vas ari saw in the Villa of Careggi but 
which is no\Y in the Palazzo Vecchio, is not a work of his 
first youth; a counter part in terracotta is found in the Dreyfus 
collection, Paris. 

From the same period dates the bust of Giuliano de' Medici 
in the Dreyfus collection, Paris; the richly adorned breast
plate with a Medusa head in the centre is quite after the 
style of Verrocchio who might perhaps have ma de a similar 
piece of armour for the young prince who appears in this 
portrait to be about eighteen years of age, which ,,"ould place 
the \York towards 1471. Perhaps a bust of a young \Vom an \Vho, 
\Yithout any reason has been supposed to represent Medea 
Colleoni, which is preseryed also in the Dreyfus collection. 
dates from the same period (i). 

It is diflicult to say exactly at what moment \' errocchio 
executed the group of Christ and St. Thomas for Or San 
Michele, because twenty years elapsed between the decision 
on the part of the IIUniversita dei Mercanti" to have the group 
made (1463) and the putting in place of the statue (1483). 
However, considering that already in 1467 the sculptor recei\'ed 
one payment for the work, it can be supposed that at least 
the model existed at this moment. Besides the type of Christ 
in particular, but also that of St. Thomas, is reminiscent of 
the terracotta of the Resurrection from the-Villa of Careggi; 
in both, \Ve notice that tendency to create pointed features, 
the lower part of the face forming as it were the two sides 
of a triangle of which the chin is the acute angle. 

These characteristics might, 1 think, be due to the inf1uence 
of a master who initiated Verrocchio in the art of sculpture 

(1) Mackoll'skl', op. cit., p. -1-6. somewhat doubts the attribution to 
Verrocchio. 
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and 1 can very well believe that it was Antonio Rossellino. 
1 shall return to this hypothesis later on but for the moment 
1 shall say only that this sculptor was Verrocchio's senior 
by eight years, and as Verrocchio started as a goldsmith, 
RosselIino was active as a sculptor in alI probability about 
fifteen years before Verrocchio took up this branch of art. 
Apart from the morphological types, 1 find in the treatment 
of the draperies more resemblance to the works of .~ntonio 
Rossellino than to those of his elder brother Bernardo Ros
sellino or of Desiderio da Settignano who belong more or 
less to the same group. 

As we shall dwell but shortly on Verrocchio the sculptor, 
1 shall not enter into the discussion on the attribution of 
certain works, such for example as that of the tomb of 
Bishop Donato de' Medici in the cathedral of Pistoia; both the 
style and the date, I475, allow us to c1assify this work in 
the last phase of Verrocchio's first manner although it is 
generally attributed to Antonio Rossellino, while the bust of 
Lorenzo de' Medici in Boston, which usually passes as a 
production from Verrocchio's own hand is, in Mrs. Cruttwell's 
opinion, too feeble to be really by the master. 1 know this 
sculpture only from a photograph but judging from that 1 am 
inclined to agree with Mrs. Cruttwell; the decorative part in 
particular is of decidedly poor quality. 

Very typicai of Verrocchio's second manner are: the terra
cotta of the Madonna with the Child standing on a cushion 
to her Ieft in the National Museum, Florence, originating from 
the Arcispedale of Sta. Maria Nuova (fig. 302) (1), and the 
bust of a lady holding a nosegay against her breast, in the 
same museum but formerly belonging to the Medici, in the 
execution of which W. von Bode discovered, the collaboration 
of Verrocchio and Leonardo (fig. 3°3). With the latter work 
should be associated a very beautiful bust of a lady, once 
in the Foulc collection, Paris, now in that of Mr. Pierpont 
Morgan, New York, and with this we reach the most signifi. 
cant productioll of this stage: the reliefs of the silver altar 
of S. Giovanni in the Opera dei Duomo which were finished 

(1) E. Ridolji, Gal!. Naz. Ita!., IV, 1899, p. 179. 
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Fig. 302. Verrocchio. :\Iadonna, T erracotta. :\'ational :\[useulll, 
Florence. 

PhQ to A linar i. 

in 1477 and q80 (fig. 304). The effect of perspective in the 
hali in which th e beheading takes place is rendered with a 
precision of detail which manifest a profound study of con
temporary architecture. The muscular efforts and the violent 
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Fig. 303. Yerrocchio, marble bust. Kational Museum, Florence. 

Photo Alinari. 

mo\·ements recall Pollaiuolo, who, it will be remembered, 
\\"orked at the same time on another relief for this altar, in 
which, howe\"er, these features are much less evident. It has 
been justly observed that the type of warrior seen in profile 
looking; towards the right has much in common with that 
of the Colleoni. The relief has always aroused universal 
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admiration; it is mentioned br Vas ari and by Richa (1). 
From Verrocchio's O\Yn hand is. 1 think, a relief in marble 

of the Madonna seen in half-Iength figure with the nude Child 
standing on a cushion to heI' right in the National Museum, 
Florence (fig. 305). This work corresponds in all likelihood 

Fig. 304. Verrocchio, the Beheading of the Baptist. Sih'er relief, 
Opera del Duomo, Florence. 

P ho to A!inari. 

,,\"ith that mentioned by Vasari as in the Medici Palace (I) 
and in his day above the door in the ro om of the " Duchess 

(') In the A de Rothschilel co llection, Pari s. there are two statuettes 
in terracotta which \V. von Bode belie\"eel to be original models for 
this relief. A terracotta, \\"hich gives the entire relief, belongeel to 
Monsieur ele Eperzesy. Rome, anei has been supposeel to be the original 
model, v. H. Clm aII Il , Il moelelln elel V. per il relieyo del dossale d'argento, 
Arch. Stor. dell' Arte, VII, 189+, p. so emfllCei/. op. cit. p. 170, proclaims 
it to be false anei juelging from the reproeluction, this, indeeel, appears 
to be the case. 
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Fig. 305. Verrocchio, lIIadonna, marble relief. :"iational iVIuseull1, 

Florence. 
Ph (l to Alinari. 
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Fig. 306. Verrocchio. Bust nf the Colleoni monument, Venice. 
Ph oto Alinari . 

of Florence". Also Prof. A. Venturi is of opinion that ,ve are 
dealing here with a work by the master; Mackowsky mentions 
it as a production of his workshop while Mrs. Cruttwell 
ascribes it to Francesco eli Simone ; still, although the \York 
does \lot quite come up to the standard of the terracotta in 
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the same museum, 1 find it aU the same of sufficient beauty 
to justify the attribution to Verrocchio. 

The difference of material might account for the diversity 
of quality. There is certainly no question, in my opinion, 
of its being a work by the medio cre Francesco di Simone; 
further, the hypothesis that we have here an authentic work 
by the master is confirmed by the fact that it is the com
position of this relief, and not that of the terracotta, which 
we find reproduced in the pictures of the Madonna which, 
personally, 1 attribute to Verrocchio, although other critics 
assign some of them to his work-shop. 

Lastly we ha ve the Colleoni statue (fig. 306). In this work 
the artist has obviously created something quite ne\v, this 
is very evident if we compare it with Donatello's Gattemelata 
or the equestrian figures painted by Castagno and Uccello_ 
There is more spirit, more pride and more individuality all 
linked with the attitude and the moverrient. It is chiefly the 
movement which reveals so clearly the character of the 
hardened and indomitable warrior; there is agreat minuteness 
of detail in the execution which brings to mind Leonardo in 
spite of the difference in inspiration. The movement here 
might also be accounted for by an influence, or at least a 
profound knowledge, of Pollaiuolo's works. It is difficult to 
believe that Verrocchio never saw the condottiere whom he 
has represented in such a life-like manner. 1 think he surely 
must have seen some better likenesses of Colleoni than that 
by Guidizani, which is supposed by some writers to have 
served as model (1). If he actually studied the bronze horses 
at Venice, he may have made on this occasion the drawing 
of one of them now in the Louvre (fig. 307). 

In the museum of Berlin there is a terracotta relief of the 
Entombment; five figures, one of which has practically disap
peared, surround the Saviour Who is being lowered into His 
tomb; the old man kneeling to the right is surely a portrait. 

It has been supposed that this relief might have formed 
part of the tomb of Cardinal Forteguerri but this seems 

(1) DfcbllYC de .Vadtcs, op. cit, reaches the strange conclusion that 
Verrocchio clici l'.ot make a "ter)' profouncl stucly of the horse's anatomy. 
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Fig, 307. Verrocchio (?), Drawing. LOllvre, Paris. 
Ph 0to e r:,Il 11 . 

hardly likely ancl the refinement of execution points sooner 
to the Vene ti an periocl which remincls Mrs. Cruttvvell that 
according to Vasari, Yerrocchio, while in Venice, made a 
tomb for a Doge anel that Don Vicenzio Borghini possessecl 
the sketch for this work . 

If I have not mentioned th e tomb of Cardinal Forteguerri at 
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Pistoia among V errocchio' s works it is because the general 
opinion no\vadays rightly gins only the rough sketch to 
Verrocchio. In examining the numerous figures which form 
this composition, it becomes ob,-ious that not one of them is 
actuaUy from the master's hand, and if the terracotta model 
in the Victoria and Albert Museum is genuine, which is of ten 
doubted, \Ve are forced to admit that artists who executed 
the tomb \Vere not faithful to the model, especially to the 
lower part of the composition. Senator Chiappelli believes 
that from the passage in a document of 1483 inform ing us 
that Verrocchio had already executed part of the sculpture 
at Pistoia, it can be supposed that Verrocchio worked at it 
with his o\Yn hands, but 1 do not think that this need 
necessarily be concluded. Lorenzo di Credi represented Ver
rocchio at Pistoia but it \Vas certainly not he but a sculptor 
of the name of Matteo di Jacopo da Settignano who under
took the work, while at a later date we find Agricolo di Polo, 
a mediocre pupil of Verrocchio's, acti"e in Pistoia. In 15I4 
they were stiU working at this piece of sculpture, at which 
moment the kneeling figure of the deceased was executed; 
the tomb was Bot entirely finished until 1753. 

T\Vo angels in terracotta in the Thiers collection, in the 
Louvre may be originalmodels by Verrocchio while a drawing 
of an ad,-ancing angel by Lorenzo di Credi in the British 
Museum, is of ten associated with this work. 

The reliefs in the National Museum, Florence, which, it is 
supposed, represent the death of Francesca Tornabuoni are 
by Francesco di Simone. 1 shall discuss elsewhere certain 
attributions to Verrocchio which in my opinion are not correct. 

The question of Verrocchio's pictorial productions is even 
more complicated than that of his sculptural actiyities on 
,yhich besides, on account of the nature of my \york, 1 have 
d welt but shortly. Yet it is only through his sculptures that 
we can gain some knowledge of his manner of painting be
cause we do not possess one certain and universally recog
nized pic ture by Verrocchio with the exception of part of 
the famous Baptism of Christ in the Uftizi and e\-en regarding 
this v.-ark there is a considerable amount of controversy 
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regarding which part is by Yerrocchio; some cntlcs give 
him the entire painting while others reduce his part to the 
figures of the Baptist and an angel. As for the other pictures 
which ha\'e been ascribed to him, no t\\'o writers are of the 
same opmlOn. 

As has of ten been done in similar cases of incertitude, the 
critics have abused the situation, that is to say a canon 
has been established for Yerrocchio's works, imposing on this 
bygone master a style, a manner and an artistic le\'el from 
which no deviations are admitted. 

This plan is not impossible if to begin with \Ve have a 
certain number of authentic works from which the necessary 
canon can be fixed, but in the situation in \vhich \\'e find ourseh'es 
with regard to Verrocchio's pictorial productions, this is not 
practical, and instead of making rules as to the appearance 
his paintings should have, it would be better to learn what 
we can from existing evidence, to search without preconcei\'ed 
ideas and in case we do not succeed in finding any pictures 
which correspond in quality with the master's certain plastic 
works, then we must resign ourselves to the thought that 
Verrocchio the painter was less talented than Verrocchio the 
sculptor. 

This last hypothesis seems to me to be the key to the 
enigma and explains the incredible diversity of opinion re
garding the works ascribed to Yerrocchio. It is this fact which 
has led me to be a little more liberal in my attributions to 
the master himself instead of to an "Alunno di Andrea" or 
to "one of the pupiis of Andrea dei Verrocchio" (Thiis, Siren). 

First let it be said that no doubt can exist regarding 
Verrocchio's activity as painter. The facts affirm this. He 
painted standards for the Medici and a portrait of Lucrezia 
de' Donati for Lorenzo (1). Verrocchio competed for the 
commission to paint one of the Personifications for the 
Mercatanzia and he was charged to paint a Madonna 
and saints for the cathedrai of Pistoia. Albertini mentions 

e) The curious manner in which this portrait is mentioned in the 
inventory of 1496 has given rise to the supposition that there was only 
a frame by \'errocchio, but this hypothesis is erroneous: v. FabriC'"y, 
op. cit. 

XI 
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three canvases by him with the Labours of Hercules, but it 
is quite possible that it is a mistaken reference to the works 
of Pollaiuolo; the same authority informs us that he made 
cartoons for certain histories and pictures. Ugolino Verrini's 
statement that Verrocchio educated alI the most celebrated 
painters in Italy may, however, be somewhat exaggerated (lI; 
Vasari, too, speaks of his pictures, inventing the anecdote that 
on seeing the perfection with which his pupil Leonardo 
executed the angel in the picture of the Baptism, Verrocchio 
was so discouraged that he gave up painting. 

After so much evidence of his activity as a painter, we 
are perfectly justified in trying to identify some of his pro
ductions which must have existed in considerable number. 
There is no reason to believe that all his pictures ha\'e 
perished and it would be still less logical to admit that there 
should exist school productions of a master who himself 
created IlO works, or again that only the pupil's paintings 
ha ve been preserved and all those by Verrocchio himself 
destroyed. Consequently in the group of Verrocchiesque 
paintings there must be several from the master's own hand. 

In Lt-76 when Leonardo, who was inscribed in the corpo
ration of painters in 1 -4-72, li ved with Verrocchio, the latter 
was forty-one years old and if he was Leonardo's first 
master, it is highly probahle that the apprentice-ship began 
about ten years before, because Leonardo was born in Lt-S2 
and it was customary to place youthful artists with a master 
towards the age of thirteen or fourteen. 

Certain works which seem to belong sooner to an early 
stage in Verrocchio's activity, bear so much resemblance to 
Leonardo's art that they have at times been attributed to 
this painter; stiH it would be much more plausible to believe 
that it was Leonardo who borrowed these characteristics 
from Verrocchio than to suppose that Leonardo at this early 
stage already exercised such an inf1uence on his master. 
Even if we admit that Verrocchio, whose first profession 
was that of a goldsmith, did not start painting at the very 

(1) G. Morelli. Italian Painters: the Galleries of Munich and Dresden> 
transl. by C. ]. Ffoulkes, London, 1893. p. 265 note 1. 
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him, is so very different from that of Verrocchio, that we are 
forced to admit that already Leonardo worked after a fairly 
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Fig. 309. DetaiI of fig. 308. Vhoto .'\Iinari. 

independent manner. 1 imagine that at this moment he must 
ha\'e been at least about twenty which would place the painting 
towards q 72 01' slightly later. 

Prior to this work is without any doubt the Annunciation 
in the Umzi (figs. 308, 309, 310), if this picture is, as I believe, 
really from the hand of Verrocchio. It originates from the 
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Fig. 310. Detail of fig. 308. Photo .-\ lina ri. 

monastery of Monte OIi veto, near Florence, and has even 
been attributed to Ghirlandaio III. 1 think \Ve have in this 

(1 ) More//i and Cai'olco:5c1/e are in fa\"our of this attribution;' while it 
has been ascribed to Verrocchio by Ci'lIl/wei/. op. cit. p . 51. ReYl1lollll, 

0p . cit., p. 118. Berl'l/:5ol/, Florentin e Painters, but he beli e \'es that 
Lorenzo di Credi had a share in tlie execut ion which would plaee the 
work at rather a late date. 1. TlI/·i..;, Leonardo da Vinei, London, no 
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painting a fairly early work by the master who, in certain 
features, particularly the treatment of the vegetation, reveals 
still a close connexion with the previous generation of artists. 
The sharply cut trees against a luminous background and 
the rigid little flowers, shown separately one from the other, 
are reminiscent sooner of Fra Angelico from whom Benozzo 
Gozzoli borrowed the same elements, than of the panoramic 
Iandscapes of Baldo\'inetti and Pollaiuolo. 

The angel kneels leaning slightly forward with a very 
serious expression on his face and his wings neatly folded 
behind him. He raises his right hand in benediction, and in 
his Ieft holds a lily which Mr. Siren compares with a 
drawing of this flower by Leonardo in Windsor Castle but 1 
do not find a very marked resemblance. There is even less 
connexion between the head of the Virgin and a sketch of 
a woman's head, slightly inclined, her hair caught in a ban
deau, which is presen'ed in the Uflizi (fig. 3II) and which 

date, p. 104, is of opiniol1 that it is by Verrocchio and heI pers ,\"l1O are 
neither Lorenzo di Credi nor Leoilardo. That it is a· production 01 

\' errocchio and the youthful Leonardo is the opinion of: S. Calvin, 
Drawings of the OId Masters in the Cniversity Galleries at Oxford, 
Oxford, 1, 1907, p. q. \,'ho has disco\'ered a sketch by Leonardo of 
an arm which corresponds \\'ith the out,stretched arm of the angel, 
although it is sho\\'n at a slightly different angle. G }. Halmes, Burlington 
Magazine, XXIi, 1914, p. 28+. G. Frizzani, L' Arte, J907. p. 83 To the 
youthful Leonardo \\'orking in Verrocchio's studio it is ascribed by 
7'011 LiPhardt, then by lV. ". Bad~, Bild\\'erken etc., op. cit., p. 259. 
P. Mii/lei' Walde, Leonardo da Vinei, Munich, 1889. p. 38. A. Venturi, 
Stor. dell' Arte ltal., VII', p. 820. O. Siriu, Leonardo da Vinei, Ne\\'
hayen, C.S.A., 1916, p. 19. G. Pogg-/; Leonardo da Vinei, Florence, 1919. 
p. III. Mr. Siren has since changed his opinion and no\\' thinks tbat it 
is by "some unkno,,"n artist \\'ho \\'orked in Verrocchio's studio at the 
time of Leonardo's apprentiee-ship"; O. Sirill, Leonardo da Vinei, Paris, 
Brussels, 1, 1928, p. 18. E. Hildebralldt, Leonardo da Vinei, Berlin, 1927. 
p. 253. thinks that the rough sketch was made by Leonardo and that 
this artist might have eommeneed painting the angel ",hich, however, 
\Vas finished by some other master \\'ho \Vorked in Verroccbio's studio. 
Mesllil, op. cit., Rivista d' Arte, p. 37, declares that the picture is by 
neither Verrocchio nor Leonardo. 

(') Ahi!!"r l+'aldl', op. cit., 1\0. 18. Berl'11so 11 , Dra\\"ings, 1\0. 1061. 
L. D~lIlol1ts, Les Dessins de Leonardo da Vinei; Musee du Louvre, 
Paris, no date, pl. J, ascribes it to Leonardo. 
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Fig. 3II. Drawing of the School of VCl'l'occhio, executed in the mannel' 
of Leonardo da Vinci. l:ffizi, Flol'ence. PhOlO Alinari. 

is much more typical of Leonardo. On the other hand a 
striking resemblance exists between the lower part of the 
fl.gure of the Virgin and a dra\\'ing - a study of drapery -
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which is found in the Louvre and of which there IS a copy 
by Lorenzo di Credi in the British Museum. 

The Madonna who raises one hand is seated ne ar a little 
table, the decoration of which is in the purest Verrocchiesque 
style. One would almost say that we had before us the 
ornamentation of the tomb that the artist executed for the 
Medici. The draperies are a little rigid; the folds which cover 
the Virgin's breast are somewhat conventional, as are also 
those of the sleeve. In this part we can discern the hand of 
the worker in metal. 1 find, besides, that the types, more 
particularly that of the angel, correspond fairly closely with 
that of the David which Verrocchio executed for the Villa 
of Careggi. In spite of the dilapidated condition of the painting. 
we cannot fail to notice the minute execution of de ta il which 
verges on hardness and which makes me think that we should 
perhaps classify in the same stage of the master's evolution 
another pic ture, almost unknown, in a private collection. 

The painting in question represents the Madonna under 
an arcade against a sky with little white clouds (fig. 312). 
She carries the Child in a sort of strip of material which we 
shall find also in a picture of the Virgin in the museum of 
Berlin (No. 108) and which is decorated in the same curious 
manner as the loin·cloth of Christ in the painting of the 
Baptism. With her right hand the Virgin supports the Infant 
while with her left hand she offers Him her breast. A vase of 
flowers is placed on a little wall. 

The contours, the details of the drawing, such as the hair, 
the facial traits and the fingers, and the design of the fillet are aU 
treated in the same minute manner which we noticed in the 
previous picture. Moreover, 1 know of no other painting by 
Verrocchio which shows to the same extent those pointed 
features with the lower part of the face forming a triangle 
which, as 1 have already said, are so characteristic of the 
sculptures of Verrocchio's first manner. The shape of the 
face corresponds with that of the David and of the Christ 
in the group in Or San Michele. It is in this face that we 
observe most clearly the five elements which Morelli enumer
ates as forming the characteristics of a face by Verrocchio; 
(1) the forehead, high and slightly rounded, (2) the eye large, 
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Fig. 3I2. Verrocchio, ~ladolllla. Private Collectioll. 

the eyelid boldy cut and with long lashes, (3) the eyebro\\'s 
only slightly indicated by el shadow, (+) the nostrils, as in 
Botticelli's pictures, somewhat swollen; the opening which, 
with Botticelli is long, with Verrocchio is rounder and not 
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Fig. 313. Verrocchio. lady's portrait. Lichtenstein Gallery, Vienna. 

prolongeel towarels the root of the nostrils, (5) the cun'es 
of the lips fuU anel undulating (1). The chubby Infant, on the 
other hand, is reminiscent of the putti in the court of the 
Palazzo Vecchio and in the Dreyfus collection. The technique 
is the same as that of the previous picture. Neither in the 
one nor in the other do \\"e find any effort to create veI')' 
markecl effects of plasticity. The full nimbi \yith chased orna-

(') ]I,Jore!/i, Italian Painters etc, Munich and Dresden, p. 270. 
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mentation resemble in type and in design those of the second 
Madonna in Berlin and of the pic ture in the Clarence Mackay 
collection . 
. In this painting, as also in the foregoing \York, \\'e discoyer 

certain elements which are repeated by Ghirlandaio, among 
others the drapery of the \Tirgin of the .Annunciation \\'hich 
he copied in his altar-piece in the Uffizi (1). Ob\'iously Ghir
landaio must haye kno\\'n these \\'orks which Verrocchio 
apparently executed at the beginning ofhis care el' as a painter. 
There is quite a possibility that Ghirlandaio, \\'ho was born in 
1449 and \\'ho, in his \\'orks sometimes reveals a fairly strong 
influence of our master, \\'as in contact with Verrocchio at 
the time he painted the .AnnunciCltion and this Madonna. 

The majority of those \\'ho ascribe the .Annunciation in 
the Cffizi to Verrocchio holcls him responsible also for the 
portrait of a young lady in the Lichtenstein Galler~', Vienna 
(fig. 3I3), while those who think that the .Annunciation is by 
Leonardo gi\'e this artist as \\'ell the portrait in Vienna I~). 
Prof. Siren thinks that the same hand - his pupil .A of Ver-

(1) BerI'/ISOIl, I )rawings, COl11mentary with l'\ o. 1061. 
(') The attriblltion to Verrocchio is held in fayour by: G. Morelli, 

ItaI. Maler Gal!. Berlin. Leipzig, 1893, p. 37. Baei/SOli, FIor. Painters. 
p. 187. (Tlie Sam>" ])edalo, March. 1926. p. 638, Verrocchio or Leonardo). 

Cmffwdl. op. cit., p. 10+. R~\'JIlOll!f, op. cit., p. 13+. Tltiis, op. cit., p. II2. 
It is ascribed to \'crrocchio's \\'ork-shop by: Sir';lI. op. cit., p. 19 (pupil 
Al, \\'hile PO,ggi, op. cit.. p. XX 1\'. thinks that il' it is not by Leonardo, 
it should be classified as a produetion of the 5cllo01 of Verrocchio. 
[T-. Z'. Scidfitz, Leonardo da Vinei, I, Berlin, 19°9, p. 799. gi\'es it to 
Lorenzo di Credi as does abo G. Frizzolli. l'\uoya Antologia. lst Jul)" 
1911, p. 62. Many claim Leonardo as the master of this painting, the 
first to do so being Traag CII , Kunstdenkmăler in \Vien, 1, Vienna. 1866, 
\\'ho is followed in this opinion by: T17. <'. Bodr. Bild\\-erke etc., p. 260. 
Tii,. Same. Leonardo's Bildnis der Gine\Ta dei Benei, Zeitschr. f. Bild. 
Kunst, II, 1903. p. 274. TII!' Salile. Studien iiber Leonardo da Vinei, 
Berlin, 1921, p. 33, identities it \\'ith the portrait that. according to the 
Anonimo Magliabechiano and Vasari. Leonardo made of this Iad)'. \'. also 
H. Cook. The Portrait of GineHa dei Senei by Leonardo da Vinei. Bur
lington Magazine, XVIII, 1912, p. 212. Tii. <'. Frilllmel, Der Leonardo 
in der Furst Lichtensteinschen Galerie, Stud. ll. Skiz. zur Gemiildekllnde, 

J lInc 1913, p. 40. Mac/"owsA'!J, op. cit., p. 87. Hildebralldt. op. cit.. P.259. 
For other references with regard to the attriblltion to Leonardo, v. Poggi. 
loc. cit. 
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rocchio - executed still the :Yladonna in the .\ltere Pinakothek, 
Munich, which passes as a work of Leonardo. 1 do not think, 
however, that it is by Verrocchio to whom 1 assign the 
portrait in Vienna, but 1 shall return later on to this subject. 

If this painting is not by Leonardo, it is useless to enter 
into the question whether or not it represents Ginevra dei 
Benci, because an attempt has been made to identify it with 
the portrait that Leonardo executed of this lady (1). Moreover. 
it has already been observed that the comparison that 
W. von Bode made between this portrait and that of Ginevra 
once in the collection of Marquis Pucci, Florence (2), gi ves 
sooner a negative result, that is to say that it is not the 
same person who is depicted here. The hands are not shown 
and it has been supposed·that the picture has been cut and that 
a study of hands by Leonardo in Windsor Castle might ha ve 
served as model for this part of the figure, but this hypothesis, 
naturally, can be accepted only by those who ascribe also 
the portrait to Leonardo. 

1 am rather inclinecl to accept the identification of the lacly 
of the portrait in the Lichtenstein Gallery, Vienna, with that 
of the bust of a lacly with a little bouquet of f10wers in the 
National Museum, Florence, only the bust without any doubt 
shows us the lady at a much more advanced age which 
forces us to place the picture among the youthful works of 
the artist and this would correspond with the opinion of 
those critics who believe that the same master executed the 
.-\n nunciation in the Uffizi and this panel; other writers, how
ever, think that this portrait belongs to a more mature 
stage in Verrocchio's career, approaching in style Lorenzo 
di Credi. 

The technique is certainly much Iess incisive than that of 
the previous works; this is noticeable not onIy in the model 
but also in the background and the distant view which are 
executed in a very soft and somewhat mysterious manner, 
compared with the sharpness of the Annunciation and the 

(') v. previous note. 
(") :"lo\V in the Richard de \Volfe Brixey collection, ~e\V York; v 

TT'. Valm tin er. A Catalogue of early Italian Paintings exhibited at the 
Duveen Galleries, ~e\V York, ~e\V York, privately printed, 1926, ~o. 16. 
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Fig. 314. Yerrocchi o and L eona rdo da Vinei, th e Baptism ofthe Lord.l·ffizi, 
Florence. Ph",c, Ali nar i. 

Madonna \Yhich haw already been discussed. Yet the type 
of the face and the serious expres sion are \·ery reminiscent 
of the Virgin of the Annunciation in the Uftlzi. In the manner 
of treating the hair \Yhich. besides. corresponds with that of 
the sculpture in the 't\ational lVIuseum, Florence, there is 
again a marked minuteness of detail, as there is also in the 
foliage behind the head. This points once more to an earIy 
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Fig. 3I5. Detail of fig. 314. 
Pholo Alin~ri . 

pe riod in the master's career, as does as weIl the faintness 
of the plastic effects \vhich are only barely indicated. 

The Baptism of Christ in the Uftlzi sho\Vs liS, on the other 
hand, a marked plasticity (figs. 3Lf, 315, 316). The panel 
was originally in the church of San Salvi and it is mentioned 
as being there by Antonio Billi and the Anonimo Maglia-



CHRIST. 
horn the Baptism, by Andrea Verrocchio, in the Uffizi, Florence. 

Photo Alinari. 
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Fig. 3I6. Detail of fig. 31+. 
Photo Ali nari. 

bechiano; later it \Vas transferred to San Frediano and 
afterwards entered tbe collection in tbe .-\ccademia. 

That Leonardo executed a part of this pic ture is not merely 
an invention of Vasari's, because Albertini in his "Memorial e" 
which were published in 1510, consequently during- the life
time of Leonardo who died in 1519, attirms this statement; 
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that is to sar he mentions onl)' an angel by Leonardo in 
the St. Salyi church el. 

Already Morelli remarks the poor condition of tbe painting: 
"first flayed and then smeared over" but 1 think this expression 
applies chiefly to that part \Vhich Leonardo took in the 
execution of the picture; on account of the deplorable state 
of tbe \Vork it bas of ten been supposed that tbe painting 
was left unfinisbed but this is not so. 

In studying the pic ture it is not diHlcult to disco\"er a 
certain incoherence, caused obyiously by the presence of t\Vo 
different manners. 1 do not think, ho\vever, that Leonardo's 
hand is found anywhere but in the angel most to the left 
and in the landscape to this side. These two parts do not 
harmonize at an with the rest of the picture; they are executed 
in a much less incisi,'e manner and with quite another 
sentiment. The hard outlines of the palm-tree to the left and 
the jaggy rocks of an almost metallic appearance, reminiscent 
of the landscapes of a previous generation of pa in ters, form 
a sharp contrast with the distant blue of the perspective in 
the paysage to the left; also the face of the an gel to the 
extreme left, with that poetical sweetness of expression and 
those impressionistic effects of light, does not harmonize at 
an \\'ith the three other figures which seem to have been 
inspired by works in bronze. The figure of St. John is a 
\'eritable study of muscles and veins; his right hand might 
sen"e as an illustration of the subcutaneous tissues for a 
text-book on anatomy. The modelling of Christ's body is less 
pronounced but in no \Vay less studied. 

(') Berensoll. loc. cit., judges the painting to be for the greater part 
by Verrocchio. making no mention ofLeonardo's collaboration. Mackows
kl', op. cit., p. 78 and Sirill, op. cit., p. 13, agree that the angel to the 
left and the landscape are by Leonardo. Cmttwell, op. cit., p. 44, does 
not think that Leonardo took any part in the execution. Thiis, op. cit., 
p. 63. ascribes it to Verrocchio and "the Alunno di Andrea". Hildebralldt, 
op. cit., p. 42, holds Leonardo responsible for the angel to the left, the 
landscape, and in particular, fur the head of Christ. W. 7:'. Bode, Studien 
iiber Leonardo da Vinei, p. I2, is of opinion that Leonardo painted the 
landscape, the water and the entire figure of Christ. E. jacschke in his 
annotations on Fasari, VoI. II, Strasbourg. 1904. p. II3 note 20, is of 
the same idea. 
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The features of both these figures are pointed and the 
faces ha\"e that triangular for111 to which 1 ha\"e already 
alluded. On the other hand the second angel, sho\\'n almost 
in full face, has more rounded features and is a type which, 
from no\\' onward, is frequently found in Yerrocchio's works. 

It has been remarked that the angei and that part of the 
landscape attributed to Leonardo are painted in oiI colours 
and that the rest of the picture is executed in tempera. This 
combination of two different techniques in a picture is some
times found in Florentine works of the Isth century, but 
what is stiU more curious is that under the oiI colours there 
is a layer of painting in tempera and if it could be ascertained 
that the superficial Iayer of oiis represents what is underneath 
in tempera, it might be concluded that Leonardo did not 
exactly coUaborate with Verrocchio in the execution of this 
pic ture but sooner repainted a portion of it. It is aiso possible 
that Leonardo himself executed these parts first in tempera 
and in order to improve them, touched them up in oii colours. 
If not, \Ve are forced to admit that the angei and the piece 
of Iandscape are corrections that Leonardo carried out on a 
picture by Yerrochio OI' perhaps added at a later date. The 
Iatter hypothesis is not Yery Iikely either, because in all 
probability the t\\'o angels and the two pieces of distant 
landscapes existed in the original composition. 

It might also be surmised that the picture was Ieft unfinished 
by Verrocchio who charged Leonardo to complete these 
two parts. 

The compositions does not show great originality; we find 
yery much the same arrangement of figures just immediately 
prior to Verrocchio, for example in one of the paneis that 
Baldovinetti executed for the long series in S. Marco by 
Fra Angelico. Yerrocchio's pic ture must have had agreat 
success; both, Lorenzo di Credi and Ghirlandaio ha ve imitated 
it very closely. 

The Baptism in the Uffizi is not a pleasing picture. Apart 
from the fact that it is not harmonious, it is, as well, hard 
and experimental in appearance. The draperies are very 
wooden and rigid; the attitude of St. John is not very graceful; 
the brusqueness of the mo\'ement forward is not consistent 
Xl 33 
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with the iml110bility of Christ and the artist in this case has 
committed the error of creating an unbalanced composition, 
which is ali the more astonishing after the perfect equilibriul11 
which he shows in his group of Or San Michele. Besides, 
ali this demonstration of anatomy would be more at place 
in a sketch book than it is in a pic ture of such great im
portance. On the other hand every square inch of the pic ture 
reveals achievements which provide us with proof of the 
artist's enormous ability. 

With the angel that Verrocchio painted in this much dis
cussed picture, critics have frequently associated a superb 
drawing of a head surrounded with curls and seen from almost 
the same angle but here the eyes are downcast (fig. 317)' 
Everyone agrees in ascribing this drawing to Verrocchio (1). 

Unfortunately it is in a very bad state of preservation but 
even this does not conceal its great qualities. 

The type of the face in this drawing closely resembles 
that in the cartoon which was no doubt the sketch for the 
Personification of Faith (fig. 318) which, it wiU be remembered, 
he presented in q69 to the Mercatanzia but which was 
refused, Piero Pollaiuolo being given the commission for 
almost the entire series. The drawing in question is of poorer 
technique; it represents a woman seated holding a chalice 
in her hand; heI' features are a little coarse but this may be 
due to the fact that the sketch has been retouched. The hair 
is dressed in a rather elaborate fashion; the folds on the 
other hand are simple and a little hard. This dra\ving, which 
is preserved in the Uffizi, was discovered by Mrs. Cruttwell (~I. 

There are several other drawings whjch should be placed 
in this early period of Verrocchio's activity. In the first place, 
I shall· cite. the sketch in si IveI' point in the Uflizi of the head 

(1) Photo Brallll, 742+6. BerenS011, Drawings. Val. L p. 3+ and Val. II, 
:'\0. 2j86. HandzeiclzltlzgeJl, pllblished by the Albertina. II, pJ. 134. Etic. 
FIor. Drawings. p. 45. Cmllle'el!, op. cit., p . .)6, believes that the dra wing 
served as model for the angel's head in the Baptism but Mackowsl.y, 
op. cit., p. 88. opposes this theory anei 1 think that he is right hecau,.;e 
there is too much differtence bctween the one and the other and as the 
elrawing has becn prickcd for transfcrence, surely the head on thc picture 
bore more rescmblance to the sketch than does the an gel of the Baptism. 

(") Cmlt;l'cll. op. cit, Rasscgna d' Arte. 1906. Photo Bralln. j6136. 
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Fig. 3I7. Verroeehio, Drawing. L"ffizi, Florence. Photo Brat1ll. 

of an angel or of a young gir! shown almost in full face in 
which there is little else visible than half the contour of the 
face, the right eye, the nose, the mouth and a few eurls 
(fig. 319). On the versa there is a sketch of a putto which 
is doubtless also from the master's own hand (1), 

(Il Photo Cipriani, +606. B l'rmSOI1, Drawing", VoI. I, p. 38 and VoI. II, 
r\o. 2798, calls it a sehool \\"ork \'ery close to Verrocchio. A. I'c/llllri, 

L' Arte, XXVIll, 1925. p. 137; ascribes it to Leonardo da Vinei. whose 
llalTIe besides tigures in an ancient inscription on the dra\\·ing. Tliiis, 
~)p. cit., p. ,0, attribntes it to '·).lul1l1o di .·\ndrea": 
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Fig. 318. Verrocchio. Dra\\'ing of Faith. l'ffizi, Florence. 
Phoio Bratl11 . 

There are two other \'ery sketchy drawings in black chalk 
also in the Uftlzi. One of them represents the Virgin seated 
in three-quarter profile turned towards the right, the Child 
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Fig. 319. Verrocchio, Dra\\"ing. Cffizi, Florence. 
Photo Ci prian i. 

Illoving on her knee (fig. 3201; a correction made by the 
artist himself gi ves the Virgin t..,,,o heads; a similar recti· 
fication is found in the figure of the Child of the second 
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drawing which is treated in the same manner (fig. 321) (1). 

Other drawings executed in this style seem to be that in 
which \Ve see wry clearly the Virgin with folded hands adoring 
the Child held by an angel on her knee, while another angel 
ar the !ittle St. John stands close by, also in the Uflizi (2) 
and in the same collection a Virgin and Child, the latter 
figure depicted twice in opposed directions, and two heads 
of putti (fig. 322) (1). 

There is a group of l\Iadonnas which seems to the entirely 
from V errocchio' s own hand. 1\ ot one of my colleagues is 
of this opinion because generally speaking only a part of 
these works is attributed to the master himself while the 
rest are classified as productions of his studio. Mr. Beren
son thinks that only one of these pictures is really by \' er
rocchio who, howewr, sketched the others and super
intended the execution. Morelli declares that they \wre all 
painted in the master's workshop or in that of Pollaiuolo or 
Ghirlandaio. 

This hypothesis in a sense corresponds fairly closely with 
my own opinion, that is to say that these works are executed 
more or less in the same technique and that Verrocchio 
should be held responsible for aH or for none of them. 

lam, howe\'er, a !ittle doubtful regarding the attribution 
to Verrocchio of two of these Madonnas, one in the museum 
of Berlin (A"o. ro8, fig. 323) \"here there is stiH a second, 
the other in the St~ldelsche Kunstinstitut, Frankfort. The 
general opinion ooes not giye the former of these \yor].;:s to 
\' errocchio and eyen the l11useum authorities, led by \Vilhelm 

(1) Photos Drogi. lJIO and 1715. Bamsoll. Drawings, 1, p. 38; II, 
]'\0. 279+ and 2795, classifies it in the school of \'crrocchio. Sirfll. op. 
cit., p. 21 and pl. 15. The lJrawings of the R. Gallerics of the l:ffizi 
in Florence. Florence, no date, ]'\os. +43 and +++. A. ['(Il/lIri, L' Arte, 
XXXI, 1928, p. 232, publishes the former of these dra\\"ings as a "first 
idea of the St. Anna" by Leonardo. 

(') Photo Brogi, lJq. Photo Bruchmann, Dra\\"ings, Cffizi 26. Bode, op. 
cit .. p. Il6, \'errocchic.. Samsoll, ]lra\\"ings. ]'\0. 2j96, ScllOOl of Ver
rocchio. Siren, op. cit.. pl. 16. \'errocchio. Tiziis, op. cit, p. 69. "Alunno 
di Andrea". The Dra\\"ings of the l'ffizi, 1'\0 +45. \' errocchio. 

(:1) Photo Brogi. 1666. 
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Fig. 320. Verrocchio, Drawing. effizi, Florence. Ph oto Brogi. 

von Bode, ",ho are sooner inclined to attribute paintings to 
this master, express a certain doubt concerning the author 
of this picture, ewn although in the catalogue it is admitted 
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that the types and composition obviously reflect his manner el. 
The Virgin is depicted almost in fu11-face, looking down 

at the Child Who, naked, stands an a little wa11 and makes 
the gesture of benediction. The upper part of the \'ir
gin's bodice and the band of material she holds are richly 
decorated; in the background under a sky in which the blue 
is broken by little clouds, we see a smiling landscape with 
mountains and rivers. 1 admit that this lVIadonna is some
what different in appearance and a little harder in execution 
but not to the extent of classifying the picture as a production 
of the master's workshop or schoo1. 

The sharpness of the design, the precision of the forms, 
and the skilful treatment of the shadows, especia11y notice
able in the ChiJd's body, are executed with great technical 
ability; the rigidity of the draperies is not more marked than 
in the other works while the minuteness of detail in the 
landscape is a feature which we find in other of the master's 
productions although here it is shown in a slightly different 
manner. The appearance of the two figures and the styl~ 
of execution obviously betray the artist's occupation as a 
worker in bronze. 

The Madonna in the Stădelsche Kunstinstitut of Frankfort 
(No. 702, fig. 324) is of exactly the same style and technique. 
The motif too is similar and the main difference consists in the 
fact that here the group is portrayed in a room through the 
window of which we catch a glimpse of a landscape el. The 
little Child, covered only with a veil and besto\Ving a blessing, 
~ands o~_ a cushion placed on the low wa11 behind which 

(') Jlac!wil'sl.'.y. op. cit., p. 8+, juclgc.s it to be yery closc to Verrocchio 
ancl compares it. as also H. Exc. von Baclc cloes, with the marble relief 
of the l\Iaclonna in the National :\Iuseum, Florence, which he consiclers 
to be abo a workshop procluction. Cndhl'e!I, op. cit., p. 118, bclieves 
it to be the work of an imitator. Thiis. op. cit., p. 671, gives it to 
"Alunno cii Anclrea". Bod!', op. cit., Repert. f. Kunst\yiss., J899, to Ver
rocchio's workshop, ancl more precisely to the artist who exccutecl the 
pictures in Frankfort ancl in the :\'ational Gallery, Lonclon (:\'0. 296. 
A. Vmturi, L' Arte, XXIX, 1926, p. 179, ascribes it, as we sa\\' in the 
previous chapter, to Antonio Pollaiuolo anei his opinion 011 the matter 
alsn correspol1c1s fairly closely with that helel by l\Iorelli. 

(') Bod!', Y. pn'\'ious note. Tlziis, loc. cit., "Alunno eli Andrea". It is 
ascribed to Andrea in the Iate'it cataloglle of tlw gallery. 
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Fig . 32 1. Verrocchio, Drawing. CCfizi, Florence. ]' hoto Rro"i . 

the Virgin is depieted. The eurls of the lnfant are in this 
ease clark whereas in the pieture at Berlin they are fair; 
agam the Madonna looks clown towarcls the Chilel anel the 
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Fig 322. \'errocchio, Dra\\'ing. l'ffizi. Florence. Photo Brog i. 

\'ei 1 \\'hich co\'ers her head is pleated in the same manner. 
The drapery is once more hard and a little \\'ooden but here 
the folds are more abundant. The composition corresponds 
perfecti} \\'ith tllat of the marble relief in the l'\ ational Museum, 
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Fig. 323. \'erro cch io? l\l ado llll a . I":: aise r Fri edrich l\Iuseulll, Berlin. 
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Fig. 32+ Verrocchio? lVIadonna. Stădelsche KUl1stinstitut. Frankfort a.\I. 

Florence, to which aIso the previous picture bore a certain 
resemblance. The drapery of the picture at Frankfort, however, 
sho\Vs even a greater similarity to that of the terracotta in the 
museum in Florence. 
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Fig. 325. Verrocchio, Madonna. Metropolitan Museum, New York. 

Of a more e\'olved technique but \' ery close to these two 
paintings is the Madonna in the Metropolitan Museum, Kew 
'York (VlI - l, fig. 325) (1), formerly in the Altman collection 
New York and in that of Mr. Buttler, London, concerning the 

(lI Erec!.', op. cit. 
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attribution of which 1 feeI l]Juch more certain. Formerly the 
picture belonged to Mr. W. R. Farquhard and was exhibited 
at Burlington House in r895 and at the Arundel Club. The 
composition is very much the same as that of the two prece
ding works, only the wa1l, on which the Infant stands and 
on which here a rose and some cherries are placed, is a 
little higher so that less of the Virgin's figure is visible. Aiso 
only a corner of the laridscape appears. The Virgin's dress 
is embroidered with a pattern very much after the style of 
Verrocchio's ornaments. The outlines are less hard than in 
the previous picture and the plastic effects are rendered in 
a more pleasing manner. 

Two other Madonnas are of rather a different type. They 
are the second picture in the Kaiser Friedrich Museum, Berlin 
(No. ro+a) and the Virgin from the collection of Ba1'on 
de Schickler, Paris, now in that of M1'. Cla1'ence Mackay, 
Long Island. 

W. von Bode, Herr Mackowsky and many other German 
critics, as well as some of other nationalities, including Mr. 
Berenson, agree in ascribing the painting in Berlin to Ver
rocchio (fig. 326). It originates from the collection of Prince 
Napoleon (l). Here the Madonna is seated, looking down at 
the chubby lnfant on her knee Who stretches out His arms 
towards her. An almost unfailing feature in Verrocchio's works 
is the curly hair of the Child while here again we see the 
band of material, in this instance, draped around the little 
body, which we ha ve already remarked in other paintings. 
The Virgin's head·dress is an elaborately folded veil; arabesques 
adorn the lapels of her mantie; the sleeves of her dress are 
made of cut velvet but the simple folds of her skirt are of 
an exaggerated regularity. The background is composed of 
a large rock to the left and to the right a fresh hilly land
scape with some scattered buildings. 

Those who do not think that this pic ture is by Verrocchio 
observe that the hands with shoI't dirty nails are far from 
beautiful. Certainly they are inferior to those of the scnlp-

(1) Sinjll, op. cit., p. 23, a workshop production. Cruttwell, op. cit. 
p. Il8., an imitator of Verrocchio. Mesllil, op. cit., Rivista d' Arte, 1905, 
p. 37, does not. either he, think' it is from Verrocchio's o\vn hand 
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Fig. 326. Verrocchio. i\Iadonna. Kaiser Fri eclrich i\Iuseunl , Berlin. 
P hoto H anf~ t a e ngl. 

tures , but the difference of technique might easily explain 
the diversity of quality; as for the dirty nails, they are found 
in many a master-piece of the Quattrocento. 
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It must be granted, ho\Ye\-er, that the type of the Virgin 
is more reminiscent of that of the marble relief in the National 
Museum, Florence, which of ten passes as a school pro
duction but \\-hich in my opinion is a work by Verrocchio's own 
hand, than it is of the figure in terracotta in the same col
lection, \Yhich is unanimously accepted as a production of 
the master's. A relief of the Virgin and Child Who is held 
by an angel, doubtless a work of his bottega, in the Quincy 
Shaw collection, Boston, manifests some quite interesting 
points of contact \vith this pic ture, especially in the compli
cated drapery of the head-dress. In composition this relief 
closely resembles that of the famous painting by Fra Filippo 
Lippi in the Uffizi, in which two angels support the Infant 
Jesus. As Herr Mackowsky very rightly observes also Ver
rocchio's painting in Berlin derives from this composition. 

It is interesting to obsen-e that here as in the picture of 
the Baptism, a mixture of tempera, oils and glue has been 
employed. Yet 1 think that a cOllsiderable lapse of time 
separates the period of execution of this painting from that 
of the Baptism and 1 belieye \\"e should place this Madonna 
at an advanced stage in the artist's maturity although Mr. 
Berenson holds the contrary opinion. 

Lastly, the Madonna from the collection of Baron de Schick
ler, Paris, formerly in that of Baron de Pourtales, Martinvast 
in Normandy but no\\" belonging to Mr. Clarence Mackay, 
Long Island (New York), resembles the previous picture to 
such an extent that we can almost speak of it as a replica 
(fig. 327). The attitudes are exactly the same, also the garments, 
although in the picture in America they are a little more 
simple; the head-dress, too, is similar in appearance and the 
faces sho\Y only very slight variations. Mr. Berenson is of 
opinion that the execution of this painting is probably not 
fro111 the hand of Verrocchio himself. 

Before passing to the productions that Verrochio executed 

(1) It is attributed to Verrocchio by W. Va/eII/imr, op. cit., No. II and 
Tlic Salile, The Clarence Mackay Collection, International Studio, Aug. 
1925, p. 338. Bt'rl'llsol/, loc. cit., describes it as "designed and super
intended by Verrocchio". 
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Fig. 327. Verrocchio , Madonna, Clarence Mackay Collection, Long ls land. 

in collaboration \\'ith his helpers, 1 should like to mention 
a few drawings \\"hich, in my opinion, are by tbe master. 

In the British Museum (1895-- 9- 15 - 7851 there is a famous 
~l 34 
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Fig. 328. Verrocchio, Drawing. British lIuseum 

drawing in black chalk of a woman's head, slightly inclined 
to one side, the eyes downcast, the hair dressed in a com
plicated manner, showing very beautiful effects of plasticity, 
which is certainly by Verrocchio and is uni versally recognized 
as such (fig. 328) (1). 1 think it is rather a late work and 1 elo 
not agree with Herr Mackowsky that there is any connexion 

(1) Bermsoll, Drawings, ~o 2782. JfIlCkO«'sk\', op cit., p. 89. Cmttwd!. 
op. cit, p. 112. 
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Fig. 329. Verrocchio, Dra,,,ing. Briti"h Mllseum. 

between this sketch and the angel in the pic ture of the 
Baptism. Perhaps it is one of those drawings of ladies' heacls 
mentioned by Vasari together with the information that they 
were copied by Leonardo. On the versa of the same sheet 
\ve find a rough sketch of the head of a wornan, with slightly 
less rounded features (fig. 329); only the outlines and principal 
traits are indicated but in such a forcible manner that ,".:e 
again recognize the master's hand. 
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Fig. 330. Verrocchio, Drawing. LOU\Te, Paris. 
Photo Giraudoll. 

Another page with sketches by Verrocchio on both sides 
is that in the Lou vre showing on one side fiye studies of nude 
putti (fig. 330) and on the nrso four studies of the same 
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Fig. 331. Verrocchio, Drawing Christ Church, Oxford. 

subject, executed in ink in rapid strokes, full of life and spirit (1). 
A piece of poetry in handwriting of the 15 th century, no 

doubt inscribed by one of the first owners of the drawing, 
sings the praise of Verrocchio who executed this work proba
bly also at a fairly advanced stage of his career. 

(') Berensoll, Dra\\"ings, 1, p. 33; lI, :\To 2783. PIi. de Uleltw;'i,;rts, 
Gazette des Beaux Arts, :\ouv. Ser., XIX . p. 516. 
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From a much earlier period and probably from the time 
when Leonardo was apprenticed to Verrocchio, dates a 
study on canvas of the drapery of a kneeling figure, outlined 
in white, of which only a part is finished in water colours; 
it belonged to the Malcolm collection and is now in the 
British Museum. There are but few adherents of the attri· 
bution to Verrocchio (1). N evertheless, 1 think that there are 
many elements in the rigid and rather heavy appearance of 
the figures and in the strong oppositions of light and shade 
which allow us to suppose that this study is from the master's 
hand. 

Executed at a mature stage and in style corresponding 
with the second Madonna in Berlin appears to me a large 
but rather damaged drawing of a female bust, seen almost 
in profile, with an elaborate coiffure which is preseryed in 
the Library of Christ Church, Oxford (AS, fig. 33I) (2). \Ve 
discover in this work the grandiose conception which charac
terizes the productions of Verrocchio's more mature manner. 

It is quite possible also that Verrocchio should be held 
responsible for a drawing of the Virgin's head, shown in 
right profile, a veil intertwined in the elaborately dressed 
hair, which is found in the Uffizi (fig. 332) (3). A very similar 
head is seen in a picture of considerably poorer quality of 
the Virgin and Child in the midst of five saints in the gallery 
of Budapest which, however, is obviously inspired by Ver
rocchio's manner (4). MI'. Berenson, who classifies this drawing 
as a production of the school of Verrocchio, affirms that 

(') Berensol1, Drawings. 1'\0. 2799, school of Verrocchio. Ede, op. cit., 
1'\0. 46, school of Verrocchio. Tlliis, op. cit.. p. 170. "Alunno di Andrea". 

C') C. RicCI; Rassegna d' Arte, 1906, p. 41. Co/vill. Oxford Drawings, 
I. C. F. Beii, Drawings by the Old Masters in the Library of Christ 
Church, Oxford, Oxford, 1914, p 124. W. v. Bode. Der Kunst der FrOh· 
renaissance in Italien, Berlin, 1923, pl. XXII, ali agree in ascribing it to 
Yerrocchio. Only Berenson. Drawings, No. 2800, belieyes it to be a 
school production. He thinks it is by the same hand as the angel's 
head from the von Beckerath collection, now in the Print Room. Berlin, 
to which we shall return later ono 

(") Ede. op cit, No. 47. Yerrocchio? 
(") E. Aii/mei, France"co Botticini, Strasbourg, 1906, pl. XIII. "Com· 

pagno di Botticini". 
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Lady Henry Somerset, Reigate (1), possesses a pic ture in 
which the head of the Madonna has been executed after this 
sketch. 

Fig. 332. Yerrocchio? Dra\\"ing. liffizi, Florence. 
Photo Brogi. 

Then if \\"e can accept Mrs. Cruttwell's theory that before 
undertaking the Colleoni monument Yerrocchio made a special 
study of the ancient bronze horses \\"hich adom S. Marco, 

(') Berms(ll1, Ilra\\"ings, r\o. 2797. 
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Venice, 1 should be very tempted to attribute to him the 
beautiful sketch of one of these horses with the upper part 
of the column on which it actually is placed, which 1 ha ve 
already mentioned (fig. 307). 

One of the reasons for which 1 think it highly probabler 

in spite of the lack of certain evidence, that Verrocchio executed 
these paintings, which are not productions of his studio, is 
that there exists another group of works which obviously 
were made in his bottega, under his personal direction, or 
might even have been painted by Verrocchio in collaboration 
with some of his pupils who had become more or Iess familiar 
with their master's art. 

The altar-piece that Verocchio was charged to execute 
in 1477 for the cathedral of Pistoia represents on a monu
mental throne forming a niche the Virgin and Child Who 
turns towards the Baptist; the other lateral figure is the 
bishop St. Zeno; a beautiful oriental rug descends from the 
two steps of the throne; over the top of a low wall we see 
a pleasing landscape while a balustrade above supports pots 
of flowers (fig. 333). 

In a document of q85, Senator Chiappelli thinks he finds 
proof that at this moment Verrocchio had aiready painted 
a large portion of this altar-piece. The fact that a part was 
painted is actually recorded, but it is almost certain that 
Verrocchio Ieft the executioll of this picture to a heiper, who 
was no doubt Lorenzo di Credi and the manner in which 
this piece of informatioll is expressed in the document proves 
only one thing, namely that Verrocchio was held morally 
respoIlsible for the work. Further, we gather also that those 
who had commissioned the picture were behindhand with 
the payment because it is said in 1485 that if they had ful
filled their duty in this sense, the painting would have been 
finished six years ago. As it has very rightly been observed, 
Lorenzo di Credi was only nineteen years old in 1478, but 
in 1485 he was twenty·four and as it is in 1485 that the 
document tells us the painting is weU advanced, there is no 
chronological reason to believe that Lorenzo did not execute 
that part of the picture already achieved at this moment, 
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and stil! less for the rest of the \Vork \Vhich \Vas finished 
at a later date (1). 

Yet it seems very likely that Verrocchio had a share 1I1 

Fig. 333. Verrocchio ami L o rel1zo di Credi. :\Iadonna and Saints. Cathedral, 
Pistoia. Phot0 Alin ar '. 

the execution. The picture is too important to have been left 
entirely to such a youthful pupi!. Verrocchio must have macle 

1') The a ttributiol1 01' the entire picture to Lorenzo di Credi is upheld 
by: Bermsoll, op. cit., p. 132 lin Verrocchio's s tudio l. Bodf, Repert. t. 
Kunstw, 1899. p 390. (). H. r;iglio/i, Pistoia ne i s lloi l11ol1ul11el1 ti t' Il elle 
.sue opere d' arte, Florel1ce, 19J~. Jla c/.'()('sj?y. ap. cit.. p. 96. Sir/II, op. 
cit., p. 2(), "perhaps Credi". 
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at least the cartoon; he may also ha\'e started the work 
and painted parts here and there (l); the holy bishop to the 
right is certainly more strongly reminiscent of Verrocchio's 
manner than of Lorenzo's; the appearance of the Madonna 
reminds us of the portrait in the Lichtenstein collection; also 
the landscape, so cIear and minutely detailed, and the precise 
and monumental composition are elements which are not 
typical of Lorenzo di Credi. Yet the weak forms of St. John 
aneI the organically feeble construction of the Madonna betray 
the hand of this pupi\. Still the impossibility of admitting 
that the entire \\'ork is by Lorenzo di Credi is cIeady de, 
monstrated by the manner in which he executed a free CoP}, 
the Madonna between two saints in the museum of Naples, 
,,'hich is much more characteristic of his own style and in 
which there is no trace of the grandiose monumentality of 
the altar'piece of Pistoia. 

AlI the same this panel does not belong to that group of 
\\'orks created in Verrocchio's studio, which reflect most 
faithfully the master's manner. As such should be cited in 
the first place the Madonna and Child and two angels in the 
National Gallery, London (No. 296), a \\'ork of exceeding 
beauty and certainJy not inferior to some of those which 1 
ha\'e ascribed to Verrocchio himself (fig. 334) (2). The compo' 
sition is the same as that shown by Fra Filippo Lippi and 

(1) It is claimed as the combined \\"ork of \' errocchio \\"ho started it 
and Lorenzo di Credi \Vho tinished it, by ;}!ore!li, loc. cit. C. ,'o Fabric$,l', 

Repert. f. Kunst\\·iss., 1899. p. 338. Fri$zol1i, L' Arte, 1906. p. 4°,5. Crud
«.'1'11, op. cit., p. 173. E. Jacobsen, Repert. f. Kunstwiss., 1906, P.27. \\"ho 
thought he had found the rough sketch for his painting. lJ/l'is, op. cit., 
p. 120, ascribes it ta Verrocchio. A. l'en/uri. Storia dell' Arte italiana, 
VIII. p. 781, admits a part to be by Verrocchio but does not think that 
the assistant was Lorenzo di Credi. C/tiappe/li, op. cit, p. 226. Senator 
Chiappelli reminds us of the fact that Sai vi, in his history of Pistoia of 
the hrst half of the qth centur)', attributes the painting to Leonardo. 

n Evcryone agrees in classifiying this painting as a workshop pro' 
duction. Bode, op. cit., Repert. f. Kunstwiss, 1899. p. 390, believes it to 
be b)' the samc hand as thc tirst IVladonna in Berlin (f\o. I081 and that 
in the Frankfort galler)'. Tltiis, op. cit., p. 66, is of the same opinion. 
Gllling the artist "Alllnno di Andrea" to \\'hol11 he attributes still a 
lIul11ber of othcr \H'rk.s. Jlllc!.'Oit'.4n', op. cit, p. 36, thinks it l11ight be 
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sculptured by a pupil of Verrocchio's in the relief in the 
Quincy Shaw colIection, Boston. 

The presence of the t\\'o angels makes the resemblance 
to Fra Filippo's work stiH more marked but an essential 
difference lies in the fact that here the group is depicted in 
full face whereas Fra Filippo represents the figures in profile. 
As in almost alI the Verrocchiesque paintings of the Madonna, 
the Virgin looks down at the Child lying on her knee and 
supported by one of the angels; the other angel holds a 
lily; the beautiful landscape backgrounp is framed by two 
drawn curtains. The chief difference between the manner in 
which this painting is executed and that of Verrocchio consists 
in the extraordinarily brilliant colouring, but the minute 
technique, the sweetness of sentiment and the affectation of 
attitude, especially noticeable in the angel holding the lily, 
are not features characteristic of the vigorous Andrea. Certain 
of these elements bring to mind the art of Domenico Ghir
landaio, to whom, in fact, the picture has been attributed, 
as it has also to Antonio Pollaiuolo and to the school of 
his brother Piero. 1 do not think, however, that this is a work 
of a youthful stage in Ghirlandaio's career, yet in my opinion 
it is not impossible that it is from the same hand as the 
Tobias \\'ith the angel in the same gallery (No. 78r), another 
picture which has been attributed to Domenico Ghirlandaio 
and to Antonio Pallaiuolo but also to Botticini and this last 
hypothesis has stiU its adherents (fig. 335) (1). 

If this painting is by the same hand as the previous \\'ork, 
it must haye been executed at an earlier moment in the 

by Botticini which, in a certain sense, is quite logical because he believes, 
like almost everyone else that Botticini is the master of the T obias and 
the archangel in the Cffizi, which will be discussed later on. Bermson, 
Florentine Painters, declares that the picture in London, has been "designed 
and superintended by Verrocchio" and in Drawings, 1. p. 37, judges it 
to be "one of the finest achievements of Verrocchio's studio". 

(1) Macko1i.'s~:I'. loc. cit. and Bael!son, I>rawings, I, p. 40. A. Vel/turi, 
L' Arte, XXIX, 1926, p. 56, has returned, as \Ve sa\\' in the previous 
chapter, to the attribution to .-\ntonio Pollaiuolo. Bode, op. cit., Repert. 
f. Kunstwiss" 1899, \\'as of opinion that thi;; picture was from the hand 
of Verrocchio. 
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Fig. 33+. Verrocchio's \Vorkshop. Madonna and .-\ngels. 
National Gallery, London. 

artist's career. Nevertheless there are many points of contact; 
the two figures who are shown arm in arm, accompaniecl 
by a little clog, in a pleasing lanclscape, have the same affectecl 
gestures ancl the same sweetness of expression which we 
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Fig. 335. Verrocchio's \Vorkshop, Tobias and the Archangel. t\ational 
Gallery, London. 

obsen'ed in the foregoing picture. The outlines are stil! a 
little hard and the gestures anel pose of the hands stiH some· 
\"hat intentional. 

To the same artist and to an intermediate stage bet\yeen 
the t\\'o works in the National Gallery should. 1 think, be 
assigned the journey of Tobias and the archangels in the 
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Fig. 336. Verrocchio's vVorkshop, Tobias and the Archangels. Uffizi, 
Florence. Photo Alin"i. 

Uffizi (No. 8359, figs. 336, 337, 338); it originates from the 
Capponi chapel in the church of S. Spirito and from there 
was transferred to the Accademia. This picture almost in
variably passes as a work by Botticini (1) but 1 am convincecl 

(') Considered as such for example by f(iillll el. op. cit., p. 14. Bera/SOli, 

Florentine Painters, p. I19 • .J. VI'I1tII ri, op. cit., p 78n . .11acko'l'sky, op. 
cit., p. 8-1-, \\'ho admits at the same time that th e painter was inspirtd 
by Verrocchio. 
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Fig. 337. Detail of fig . 336. 

that this attribution is erroneous. At least if the starting 
point for our knowledge of Botticini's art lies in the mediocre 
paintings in the Collegiata of Empoli which are certainly 
from his hand, we can never be justified in ascribing to him 
the really beautiful painting in the Uffizi which is not only 
entirely clifferent from everything that can be ass igned to 
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Fig 338. Dctail of fig. 336. 

Botticini but is of a greatly superior artistic quality, Even 
admitting that Botticini \\'as as changeful as is affirmed by 
those who hold him responsible for the group - in my opinion 
somewhat heteroclite -- of paintings which nowadays passes 
as his \\'ork, there is absolutely no reason to belie\'e that 
he e\'er attainecl such a degree of perfection as is manifest 
in the panel of Tobias and the three angels, The same opinion 
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has aiready been pronounced by NI. Mesnii (1). Another obstacle 
to this attribution is found in the documents discovered 
and published by M. Mesnii and according to which this 
picture in aU probability existed oefore 1467 and was perhaps 
executed in 1463 when Botticini (who \Vas born in 1446) was 
onIy seventeen years oId. A painter of the name of Chinienti 
di Piero \vorked in 1467 at the altar for which the picture 
\Vas made, but no doubt he was charged only with some 
minor decoration which does not allo\V us suppose that it 
\Vas this artist who painted the altar-piece. 

In the 16 th century this picture \Vas attributed to Botticelli, 
an opinion repeated by Richa in his ilChiese fiorentine"; 
Cayalcaselle gave it to Antonio PollaiuoIo and Bayersdorfer 
to Verrocchio, which judgment has been accepted and upheld 
by W. von Bode up to the present daye). 

This opinion was contradicted by MoreUi \Vho repudiated a 
little too forcibly the importance of the work, but to a certa in 
extent 1 agree with his judgment because 1 do not think that 
\Ve are dealing here with a \Vork from the master's own hand. 

The painting in question is very superior to that of the 
same subject in the National Gallery, and the composition 
is much more important. 

Here there are four figures because two other archangeIs, 
Michael in a coat of maii and holding a sword and Gabriel 
\Vith a liIy in his hand, accompany Tobias and his angelic 
companion e). The Iandscape which forms the background 
is \-ery distant and in this respect recalls especially those of 
Baldovinetti; the foreground is rocky and strewn with stones 
as it \Vas also in the panel in the l\ational Callery and as 
there aga in a little dog follo\vs the trayellers. A feature 
\\'hich marks a certain difference between this picture and the 
t""o other works is the drapery of the archangel Raphael, 

(') }. JvJesnil, Gazette des Btam: Arts, 1902, I, p. 252. Tl/e Sa11le, op. 
cit .. Miscellaneo d' Arte, 1. p. II]. T/zr Same, Ri\'ista d' Arte, 1905, p. 37. 

(")". Bode, Der Kunst der Frt\hrenaissance, p. 423. 
n It has often been supposed that the head of St. Michael is a 

portrait of Leonardo; this idea "'as propounded by Miiller- TFa/de in his 
monograph on Leonardo. \'. Hi1debraII dt, op. cit., p. 66. There is no 
seriolls argument in fa\'our of this affirmation. 

Xl 35 
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the thin material of which, in a movement which might be 
compared with the ripple of water and which a little later we 
find so frequently in Botticelli's paintings, moulds the forms 
of the body. This is less marked in the figure of St. Gabriel 
while the folds of St. Michael's cloak fluttering in the wind 
resemble fairly closely the draperies we find in the two other 
pictures. There is less affectation in this painting than in the 
panel in London; some trace of it, however, is manifest in the 
attitude of St. Gabriel whose features like those of the arch
angel in the middle, are most strongly reminiscent of Ver· 
rocchio's types. There is a certain want of harmony in the 
movements of the different figures; St. Michael fuB of majesty 
seems to advance more rapidly than St. Raphael who has 
come almost to a stand still; Tobias himself goes forward in 
a spirited manner and one would say that very shortly he 
\vill lea ve the other figures far behind; St. Gabriel is some
vv'hat independent, he is something of a ceIestial vision, his 
feet hardIy touching the earth. The colouring has not the 
same brilliancy as that of the two panels in the National 
Gallery; the tones are greyish but of great refinement. In 
this respect, as well as in the types of the faces and the 
perfection of the modelling, this picture comes nearer Verroc
chio's own art than do the paintings in the National Gallery. 

Of some other Madonnas of Verrocchio's studio I shall gi\'e 
only a summary enumeration. 

In the von Mumm collection, Frankfort, there was a superb 
pic ture of the Virgin which was formerly in the Bournonville 
collection when it was attributed to Botticelli. The Madonna 
is represented in half-length figure turned towards the Ieft, 
holding on her knee the Infant Christ vVho pIays with the 
veii which covers her head. The figures are shown against a 
landscape background. This picture which is now the property 
of Mr. Howard Young, New York, does not possess those 
technicai qualities which might allow us to attribute it to 
Verrocchio; aiso the types of the faces are slightly different (1). 

Belonging to quite another artistic tendency is a Madonna 
with the Child standing on heI' knee against a landscape 

(1) lI'. 1'. Bodr, J ahrb, K. Prcus. Kunstsamml., III, 1882, p. 238. Jlac
ko1t'sky, op. cit., p. 8+. T BormÎlIs, op. cit., Apollo, 1927, p. 189. 
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background, which is preserved in the Dreyfus collection, 
Paris (1); the style of the painting comes very close to the 
manner of Leonardo to whose earIy years it has sometimes 
been ascribed but 1 do not think that this is correct; it is 
certainly not from the hand of Lorenzo di Credi to whom 
it has also been attributed. 

H. E. Wilhelm von Bode mentions in 1899 stiH two 
Madonnas of Verrocchio's workshop which were sold in 
London; one of them belonged to the art dealer Bardini, the 
other passed as a work of Pollaiuolo; he ascribes them to 
the artist who, he supposes. executeel the altar'piece of LI-71 
in the Jacquemart Andre Museum, Paris and the Madonna 
and saints in the Buelapest Gallery (~), two \Vorks to v,hich 
we shall return later on but which in m)' opinion are not 
by the same hand. 

There are some other paintings of the Virgin and Child 
which are productions of Verrocchio's studio but wbich be· 
long to quite a different iconographical type; the subject is 
that greatly favoured by Baldovinetti, of the Virgin adoring 
the Child. Of this little group of three works, there is onl)' 
one which is executed in the true Verrocchiesque manner; 
it is the panel in the Ruskin Museum. Sheflield, which was 
exhibited at the Arundel Club, London, in 1913. Mr. Berenson 
believes that the pic ture \Vas designeel b)' Verrocchio. The 
Virgin kneels in adoration before the Child and, as in so many 
representations of this scene by Baldovinetti, the figures arţ 
surrounded by architecture. 

Of the second pic ture of this category, only a fragment 
remains; it is preserved in the collection of Mr. W. H. Wood
ward, London C) anel was exhibited at the Burlington Fine 

i ') A. de Heucsy, Ein Unbekanntes Bild aus Verrocchio's \VerksC,II, 
Pantheon. I. I928, p. 26. Sir/Il. op. cit., p. 21, perhaps by Lorenzo di Credi. 
1 have since had occasion to see this picture and on account of the 
\\"onderful light on the hands and other qualities, 1 think it should be 
included among the works by Verrocchio himselL 

(') Bodl', op. cit., Repert. 1: Kunstw., I899. p. I90. 
("1 Formerly at Crooksbury, Hurst. Farnh:1m v. Borenius, op. cit, 

Burlington Magazine. XXX, I9Ij, p. 129. who thinks that the sal11e artist 
executed ;\J o. 296 in the National Gallery, :\ o. T08 in the Berlin Museum 
and the pictures in the l\fctropolitan :\'Iuseum, :\ew York and at Frankfort. 
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Arts Club in 1919 and in the Agnev\' Galleries in 1924 as 
belonging to the school of \' errocchio but Mr. Constable (1) 
of the National Gallery is of opinion that it is the production 
of a pupil of Baldo\"inetti's who was inf1uenced by Verrocchio. 
Although the difference is very subtle, 1 am sooner in favour 
of the contrary point of view, that is to say that the basis 
of the painting is Verrocchiesque, which is particularIy 
evident in the plastic effects, but that the master was cer
tainly familiar with Baldovinetti's art which he seems to 
haye followed in the composition, as is proyed by the presence 
of some ruins and the ox and the ass eating from their trough. 

Mr. Berenson mentions as a work by a painter ofVerrocchio's 
school inf1uenced by Botticelli a Madonna in adoration before 
the Child belonging to Lady Henry Somerset, Reigate e). 
1 do not know the pic ture but as this critic informs us that 
a drawing of the Virgin's head in profile in Uftizi, which 1 
have already cited as a possible work by Verrocchio, may 
ha\'e served as the rough sketch for this painting, it must 
certainly ha\'e been executed in the master's immediate 
surroundings. 

A production of Verrocchio's studio of quite a different 
nature is the portrait of a young girl in the Kaiser Friedrich 
Museum, Berlin 0'\0. 80, fig. 339) \\'hich generall)' passes 
as a work by Lorenzo di Credi el of whose art it is not at 
all typical. The \\'ords "]'\ oii me tangere" belo\\' the figure 
and the other lines inscribed round the coats of arms on 
the back of the picture might lead us to belieye that it is 
a portrait of Lucrezia de' Donati who for a certain time 
captured the affections of Lorenzo de' Medici, but this friend
ship may have been purely platonic. 

(') vv. G. COl/slable, Paintings by Italian Masters in the possession of 
W. H. \Vood\\'ard, Oxford, 1928, I\o. 2. 

e) Berensoll. Drawings, 1, p. 39 and II, I\o. 2797. 
n Mac!wws/"'y, op. cit., p. 86. Hildebralldt, op. cit, p. 19+ A. PeI!egrini. 

L' Arte, XXIX, 1026. p. 190, and many others. Bl'l'enson, op. cit., p. 131, 
thinks that it might be YOl1thful \york by Credi. Formerly it \Vas attri
bl1ted to Granacci. ŢŢ'. ". Bode. Jahrb. f. K. Preus. Kunstsamml., III. 1882, 
p. 25°, classifies it as a productioll of Verrocchio's \\'orkshop. The Same, 
ItaI. Bildhauer, p. 131. ". Fabriczy, op. cit., A rch. Stor. dell' Arte, 1895. 
p. 1 i 1. 
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Fig. 339. After Verrocchio, pres umed portrait of Lucrezia de' Donati. 
Kaiser Friedrich ~Tuseu l1l. Berlin. 

Photo Hanfqaeng l. 
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It could be imagined that this might be the portrait which 
Verrocchio executed of this young lady and which figures 
in the inventory of qgJ, if the appearance of the painting 
had in any way aUowed us to suppose that Verrocchio was 
the master, but this is not the case. Although many elements 
approximate it closely to Verrocchio's art, it has none of 
the qualities of the master's brush. If the young lady who 
is depicted somewhat gauchely with her arms disappearing 
behind the inscription, is reaUy the object of Lorenzo's love, 
it is certainly inadmissible that Verrocchio left such a task 
to a pupil. But I can very ,yeU believe that in spite of the 
intimate character of the portrait, a copy of the original was 
made and it is this copy that we find to-day in the museum 
of Berlin. If this be so, the copy might be from the hand 
of Lorenzo di Credi who, in this instance, has heen very 
faithful to the master's model. Lorenzo di Credi could not 
ha,"e painted the original portrait of Lucrezia de' Donati, 
because he was only thirteen years old in 1469 when Lorenzo 
held the joust in honour of this lady, for ,vhom his affection 
lasted only a short time. 

Lastly there are some large altar-pieces which in aU proba
bility can be classified as productions of Verrocchio's studio 
and for which the master himself made the cartoons, although 
1 do not think he took any part in the execution of these 
paintings. 

Before the reorganization of the galleries in Florence an 
important picture of the Yirgin on a throne whieh formed 
a niehe in a high waU o"er the top of whieh appeared the 
tips of four \"ery rigid trees, was preserved in the Uffizi 
(fig. 340). The Madonna looks do\\"n at the Child sitting on 
a eushion on her knee; to the sides \Ve see St. John the 
Baptist and a holy bishop holding the model of the town 
of Florence in which the eathedral and the Palazzo Veeehio 
are easily reeognized; SS. Franeis and Nicholas of Bari are 
represented kneeling on the mosaie pavement below. It is 
a work of considerable beauty, showing exceUent plastic 
effects in the faces. The physical de,"elopment of St. John 
the Baptist is that of an athlete. 

From another hand are a fe\\" paintings which are of ten 
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attributed to Botticini (1) . They include a Christ on the Cross 
"oith two angels catching the blood which drips from His 
\'Oounds, in the museum of Berlin (1\0. 70 A, fig. 3+I). To 
the sides are depicted SS. Antony Abbot, Lawrence, Peter 

Fig. 3+0. \0 errocchio's \Vorkshop, Madonna and Saints. Cffizi, Florence. 
Ph oto Alin:l.ri. 

the Martyr and Raphael with the child Tobias; a landscape 
forms the background in the centre. AII the figures are hea"ily 
draped; the modelling of the faces is skilfully executed. At 
the foot of the pic ture an inscription gi,oes the name of the 
donor and the date I4 7 5· 

(1) Aii/ilie!. op. cit., p. 4 et seq. BerensOIl, op. cit.. p. 120. Bode, op. 
cit., Jahrb. K. Preus. KUllstsamml., III. pp. 2+5, 251. 
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Another work 110 doubt from the same hand is found in 
the Jacquemart Andre Museum, Paris (No. 9-1-4); it represents 
the Virgin at the foot of the Cross, holding the body of Christ 
in the midst of SS. Louis of Toulouse, Dominic, James Major 
and Nicholas of Bari (fig. 3-1-2). This painting sho\Vs the same 

Fig. 3+1. Verrocchio's \Vorkshop, the Crucifieel anei Saints, 1475. Kaiser 
Frieelrich l\Iuseul1l, Berlin. Photo Hanf, t:teng l. 

somewhat coarse plastic effects anei the same monumel1 taI 
grouping as the previous work. It too is sometimes ascribed 
to Botticini (1). 

1 am much less convinced of the attriblltion to the same 
artist of the "Glory of the Virgin" in the LOllvre C\lo. q82). 
1 am more inclinecl to look upon this painting as a production 

(' ) \'. p re\'ioLls not e. 
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Fig. 342. Verrocchio's vVorkshop, Pieta and Saints. Jacquemart .Andre 
Museum. Paris. Pil ota Bnll oz. 

from the hand of Bottic.ini, directly inspired by Verrocchio. 
Before finishing the discussion on Verrocchio 1 should like 

to cite a few of his lost works. 1 sha]] not mention again those 
which figured in the inventory of J..t.96 nor those \\"hich he 
made for the Medici. 

Regarding his activity as a goldsmith \\"e know that he 
executed clasps for the ecclesiastical vestments for the clergy 
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of Sta. Maria del Fiore, and two metal cups, one adorned 
\vith animals and foliage, the other with dancing putti, which 
are recorded by Vasari. Further there is mention of a hind 
as ornamentation of a helmet, a head of St. Jerome in terra
cotta, a putto \\"ith mechanical arms which struck the hours, 
other putti of which again Vasari speaks, a belI adorned with 
figures \\"hich Verrocchio cast in 1474 for the monasteryof 
Monte Scalari, which \\"as melted down and recast in 1815, 
a candelabrum for the audience halI in the Palazzo Vecchio 
for which he receives payment in 1468 and 1480, between 
which dates there is such a lapse of time that we are justified 
in supposing that there \\"ere t\\"o different candelabra (1). 

Further. Vasari speaks of three sih-er statues and other 
objects in the same metal \\"hich Verrocchio executed for 
Pope Sixtus IY (I471-1484) for ornamentation of the pon
tifical chapel; these objects \\"ere stolen in the 18 th century 
but the exactitude of this affirmation has of ten, and with, 
reason, been doubted el. 

Then there \Vas the tomb for a doge in Venice \\"hich 1 
haye already mentioned, as weU as a crucifix carved in ,,"ood. 
In 1677 Cinelli describes a Pieta and a Madonna of the An
llunciation in the Attayanti chapel in the church of S. Pan
crazio ei but 1 think it more likely that these works ,,"ere 
productions of the della Robbia ("1). 

In the field of painting, apart from the pictures executed for 
the Medici, we find mention of an altar-piece which, according 
to Yasari, Verrocchio painted for the church of S. Domenico 
dei Maglio in Florence, but this is apparently the work no\\" 
in the gallery of Budapest to which we shaU return later ono 

As for Verrocchio's lost drawings, Vas ari speaks ofsome 
representing heads of pretty women with elaborate coiffures 
which, on account of their beauty, Leonardo imitated. 1 think 
that Vas ari had in his mind's eye such drawings as the very 

(Ii A bronze candelabrum in the Kational Museum of Florence has 
wrongly been identified with this lost work by Verrocchio; it is of a 
tcchnique ,-ery inferior to that of the master's authentic sculptures. 

(') Crutfwell, op. cit., p. 215. 
(:l) G. Cillel/i, Le Belezze delIa Citta di Firenze, Florence, 16n. P.203. 
(t) Cntltl('ell, op. cit., p. 216. 
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fine profile of a lady in the Uffizi, in which Verrocchiesque 
elements intermingle with those of Leonardesque origin, but 
,,-hich in my opinion is by neither the one nor the other 
of these two artists (1). From the same source we learn 
that there existed two sketches of horses with measurements 
indicated, which must ha ve closely resembled that in the 
coUection of Lord Pembroke, a drawing of the head of a 
classical horse, the plan of a monument for a doge ofVenice 
which in Vasari's dar, Don Vicenzio Borghini possessed, an 
Adoration of the Magi - perhaps one of the sketches that 
Leonardo made of this subject - and a lady's head on paper 
which might yery weU he one of the extant drawings. 

Milanesi mentions a drawing which Verrocchio executed 
as the rough draught of his Dayid in bronze and which is 
presen"ed in the Uffizi (~). Seyerai other \\'orks haye been 
attributed to Verrocchio but to mr mind ther are certainly 
Bot from his hand. "" e shaU ha \"e occasion to return to the 
productions \HongIy ascribed to Verrocchio and to the \\'orks 
of his schooll;;). 

(') See fig. 311. 
el Milanesi. note 2 on T "(15(1 ri, III, p. 360. 
l") Some examples of \yorks erroneously attributed to Verrocchio 

are: the two ladies' profiles for \yhich Bermsoll hesitatingly holds him 
responsible. one in the L"ffizi, Florence, the other in the Poldi Pezzoli 
Gallery, Milan, \yhich 1 reproduce in VoI. X, p. 326, as from the hand 
of Domenico Veneziano. Morelli rightly contests the attribution to Ver
rocchio of t\yo pictures of T obias and the archangel, one in the Accademia, 
Florence (old catalogue, Ko. 20), the other in the Uffizi, Florence (Ko. 
1278 before the re organizat ion) ; a Madonna in the gallery of Dresden, 
K o. 13, which is by Lorenzo di Credi (Morelll~ ItaI. Painters in the 
Borghese and Doria-Pampili Galleries, p. 8.') note 1. Tiu Some, Itai. 
Painters in the Munich and Dresden Galleries, p. 266). To Verrocchio 
has also been assigned (Re)'lIlond, op. cit., p. 126) the famous half-Iength 
figure of the Virgin offering a pink to the Child, ",hile through the 
windows ",e catch glimpses of a hilly landscape, in the Ă1tere Pinakothek, 
Munich (No. 7779) (1493), which B(I)'ersdorfer and Bode, op. cit., and 
others as ",eli, haye claimed for Leonardo which opinion has been \'ery 
I11uch contested. 1 sooner agree with UT. Schmidt and Berensoll, that it 
is probably a youthful \york of Lorenzo di Credi very much influenced 
by Verrocchio but also by Leonardo. A mediocre replica of this work is 
found in the LOl1\Te, Paris. 1 imagine that another erroneous attribution 
ta \" errocchio ,,-as that of a Madonna at the Lamponi sale, Florence, 
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In studying the artistic figure of Andrea del Verrocchio 
we should not forget that first and foremost he was a sculptor. 
In Vasari's account of his life we find mention of plastic 
works in every possible material, in silver, bronze, clay, 

November 1902, of which 1 find no other mention. There is a dra\Ying 
in silver point in the Print Room of Dresden which Thiis, op. cit., 
p. 117, ascribes to Verrocchio, Sirbi, op. cit., to his school, Bode, op. cit., 
to Leonardo, Morelli, Munich and Dresden, p. 266 and Hildebral/dt, op. 
cit., fig. 245, to Credi, from whose hand it might really be. In the British 
?liuseum. London, there is a drawing in silver point \Yhich resembles 
those of the Fortegnerri tomb; it is dated 1489 but Verrocchio died in 
q88; Morelli. Munich and Dresden, p. 271, gives it to Credi. In the 
Uffizi, Florence, \Ve find: a drawing of a nude man. attributed to Ver· 
rocchio by P. Pecchiai, in his ed. of Vasllri, 1, Milan, 1928, p. 122; it is 
very close to Perugino; a sketch which 1 ascribe to Castagno (VoI. X, 
p. 374) is, according to jarobse/l, Jahrb. K. Preus. Kunstsamml.. XX, 
1904, p. 193. a self-portrait by Verrochio. The attribution to Verrocchio of 
a drawing of a lady's profile lately exposed in the Saville GaIIery, London 
(Reprod. in .-\pollo, March 1929. op. p. 182 and International Studio ~Iarch 
1929, p. 63) seems to me equally incorrect. Lastly, the sculptures \Yrongly 
attributed to Verrocchio are: the relief of the "Discordia" in the Victoria 
and Albert Museum, London, \Yhich in my opinion is a \York of the 
school of Pollaiuolo (v. previous chapter also for the bibliography); the 
bust of Piero di Lorenzo de' Medici in the Xational l\Iuseum, Florence; 
the bronze with the Deposition and the portrait of Federico of Grbino 
in the Carmine church, Venice (Bode, Arch. Stor. dell' .-\rte, VI, 1893, 
p. 77 but now The Same, Leonardo Studien, p. 50, gives it to Leonardo) 
and the Flagellation in the gallery of Perugia (A. VmtuY/; L' Arte, V, 
1902, p. 43) which Bode, Leonardo Studien, p .. n, ascribes also to Leo· 
nardo. The Anonililo Magliabec/liano, Bi/li and Vasari. III, p. 361, attribute 
ta Verrocchio the monument of Leonardo Bruni of Arezzo in Sta. Croce, 
Florence which, however, they give also to Desiderio da Settignano 
(v. Mag/iabechiallo, ed. Frey, p. 332); it is a work of Bernardino Rosselino. 
Paris, Dreyfus collection. relief in bronze which Bode, op. cit., Arch. 
Stor. de li' Arte, 1893, gives to Verrocchio but 1 do not think that it is 
from his hand, nor is the marble relief of Scipion in the Louvre, Paris, 
by this master (Reymond, op. cit., p. 64). Cmttwell, op. cit., p. 217, believes 
that a terracotta of St. Jerome is false v. Mackowsky, op. cit., fig. 22, 

also a Christ on the Cross, both in the Victoria and Albert l\luseum, 
Loodoo; they are certainly not works by Verrocchio, nor is the relief 
of the Madonna in the church of S. Giacomo, Rome, in spite of the signature: 
"Opus Andreae". D. Tulltiati, L' .\rte. 1, 1894, p. 217 . .lI. De Bmedetti, 
Rassegna d' Arte, I906, p. 165; nor again a terracotta bust which, for 
110 serious reason, is supposed to represent Giovanni de' :\Iedici 
(F. R. Martill, op. cit). 
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marble, wax, wood, terracotta and cement; he made statues, 
reliefs, death masks, goldsmith \York and mechanical figures. 
Compared with this production of plastic works, painting 
takes but a yery secondary place. Yet, as 1 said before, he 
certainly executed a good few pictures and if a fixed con· 
ception of the appearance of his pictorial production permits 
the attribution to him of only t\Vo or three paintings as 
Mrs. Cruttwell and Herr Mackowsky both suppose, then we 
can but reasonably conclude that this conception is erroneous, 
and although we must admit that Verrocchio's genius as a 
painter was less great than his genius as a sculptor, it is none 
the less certain that an artist who created, as he did, such 
an important school of painting, must himself have executed 
a fairly considerable number of pictures. 

In fact my opinion on Verrocchio is more or less that held 
by Vasari whose afllrmations, howeyer, generally inspire me 
with but little confidence. Yet the Aretine biographer already 
speaks of the manner "alquanto dura e crudetta" (somewhat 
hard and coarse) of Verrocchio's paintings and that he was 
helped more by study than by nature, a statement which 
might imply a reproach against the artist's lack of naturalness 
ar his mannerisms. Vasari informs us that Verrocchio took 
up painting out of artistic ambition, but the work remained 
imperfect because the master \Vas not gifted with persistence; 
he goes on to say that Verrocchio did not execute all the 
cartoons he made, which explains the abundance of workshop 
productions and paintings of his school to which we shall 
come shortly. 

The genuine merits that Verrocchio possessed as a painter 
haye been somewhat eclipsed not only by a comparison with 
the \Vorks of his more brilliant pup il, Leonardo, but also on 
account of the uncertainty in which \Ve are placed regarding 
his pictorial production. Seyeral critics, e. g. Morelli, have 
abandoned the subject as hopeless resigning themselves to 
the fact that, under the existing circumstances it is impossible 
e\'er to reveal the figure of Verrocchio as painter. I admit 
that the matter is rather equiyocal but 1 think all the same 
that we can recognize a fairly homogeneous personality in 
Verrocchio the painter. 
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It must be granted, however, that the painter was very 
different from the sculptor and 1 do not think that he eWI1 
attempted to reproduce in his pictures all the qualities of his 
plastic works, thus for example we do not find in one of his 
paintings those really beautiful hands which charm us in so 
many of his sculptures. 

It wonld be difIicult to say by whom Verrocchio was ni.ost 
influenced. A close contact in his youth with Donatello \vho, 
according to bygone writers, was his master, does not seem 
to me likely, besides there is a certain chronological objection 
because Donatello was but rarely in Florence after I-J.43. 
Moreover it has of ten been observed that on comparing their 
respective works Donatello's influence 011 Verrocchio is not 
at all evident; Verrocchio owes nothing or almost nothing 
to classical art and he did not possess the nervous temper
ament of Donatello. He was more christian in sentiment and 
manifests at times a stronger traditionalistic feeling. Some of 
his draperies, such as those we find in the terracotta Madonna 
in the National Museum, which is universally accepted as a 
\vork from his hand, have a slightly Gothic touch which 
connects him with quite another generation of artists. Vv' e 
find this element in many of his own works or those executed 
in his immediate surroundings but there is nothing in the 
productions of the previous generation of sculptors to justify 
our calling them' the founders of Renaissance art. We find, 
however, the somewhat hard folds, resembling those of Ver
rocchio, in the works of Antonio Rossellino; moreover, as this 
sculptor was several years older than our artist, who, besides, 
was active as a goldsmith and probably not as a sculptor at the 
beginning of his career and as we find in Verrocchio's early 
plastic works those types with pointed features, which are 
characteristic of Antonio Rossellino) who in his turn might 
have borrowed this element from Desiderio da Settignano, 
1 think it is here that we should search for the origin of 
Verrocchio's style in sculpture e). 

(') Tiziis, op. cit.. p. 59. thinks that Desiderio da Settignano might 
quite possibly have been Verrocchio's master. Cruttwdl, op. cit., p. 21, 

also speaks of Desiderio's int1uence on our artist. 
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It might be that in the treatment of the modelling, Antonio 
Pollaiuolo had a certain inf1uence on Verrocchio, but these 
artists belonged to two different tendencies. In comparison 
with the impetuous and ner vous Pollaiuolo who created ener
getic and rapidly moving figures with great manifestations 
of muscular force, Verrocchio appears to be Very calm anei 
soliel. He apparer'ltly diel not take great pleasure in the ex
pression of muscular effort which seems to have captivated. 
Pollaiuolo, alongsiele whom we judge Verrocchio to ha \'e 
been a man of much tenelerness, of great reserve anei re
ligiously inclineel. He was certainly of quite another temper
ament anei never aspireel to proeluce works resembling those 
of Pollaiuolo (1). 

In his last work, the Colleoni, there is more force anel more 
movement but without any violence, anel 1 think it quite likely 
that if Verrocchio haei not elieel comparatively young, he woulel 
have attaineel a still greater power in the creation of force 
anei life than is shown in his extant works. He was cer
tainly not lacking in elisposition anel technical knowledge; his 
moelelling is of a greater perfection than that of Pollaiuolo. 

Regareling the question with whom Verrocchio learned 
his painting we have just as little and as uncertain infor
mation. In his compositions of the Virgin accompanied by 
angels, he sometimes approaches Fra Filippo Lippi but I elo 
not agree with Herr lVIackowsky that the type of his Ma
donnas elerives from those of this artist. ~or am I of Mr. 
Berenson's opinion that an inf1uence of Pesellino is \'ery 
e\'ielent. I find sooner a more elecieled correspondence with 
the art of Domenico Veneziano who, besides, in some of 
his paintings sho\Ys us the Infant Jesus nude anel standing 
as Verrocchio has depicted Him. The regularity of the features 
anei the strong but subtle plastic effects are reminiscent of 
Domenico Veneziano with whom these points have much 
more in common than with the violent oppositions of Castagno. 
In the altar-piece formerly in the Uffizi, a production of 
Verrocchio's \vorkshop, we notice a very striking resem-

Il) :\1r. Brrmsol1, seems to inter that it \yas his incapacity \\'hich pre
yented him from creating \\'orks resembling those of Pollaiuolo. 
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blance with Domenico's Madonna bet\\"een four saints in the 
same gallery. 

Another painter who had a strong influence on Verrocchio 
\Vas Baldovinetti. We ha ve already seen that several paintings 
of Verrocchio' s studio reproduce that composition of the Virgin 
adoring the Child which, although it derives from Fra Filippo, 
corresponds more closely with the representations by Bal
dovinetti. 

Baldovinetti's paintings of the Madonna shown in half.length 
figure against a landscape background, such as those in the 
LouHe and in the Jacquemart Andre Museum, Paris, are, 
to my mind, those which bear most resemblance in type to 
Verrocchio's productions, although the landscapes are de
cidedly different. Instead of the birds-eye view that we find 
in Baldovinetti's works and also, but to a lesser degree, in 
Pollaiuolo's paintings, Verrocchio's show us landscapes of 
a \'ery different nature which, as MI', Berenson puts it: "con
\'ey more rapidly and unfailingly than nature would do, the 
consciousness of an unusually intense degree of \vell-being". 
Mr. Berenson continues that Verrocchio was "among Floren· 
tines at least the first to feeI that a faithful reproduction of 
contour is not landscape, that the painting of nature is an 
art distinct from the painting of figure". 

It is not entirely impossible that this difference which 
separates Verrocchio's landscapes from those of his prede
cessors is due to an earIy influence of Leonardo da Vinci. 
Already in the Baptism in the Uffizi, we discovered that part 
of the landscape has quite a different appearance from the 
rest and this piece of the painting seems in aU likelihood to 
be by Leonardo. What makes the hypothesis all the more 
plausible is the fact that the characteristics of this sort of 
landscape are always more pronounced in the authentic works 
of the brilliant pupil than in those of the master. Besides the 
influence that Leonardo exercised on Verrocchio did not stop 
here, but graduaUy spread to other elements which Ver
rocchio was aU the more ready to pick up since he himself 
was, as yet, stiU at an initial stage. 

Some beautiful paintings which have been the subject 
of much controversy, some \\Titers ascribing them to the 
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youthful Leonardo, others to Verrocchio, seem to me to be for 
the greater part the result of the influence that the pupil 
exercised on the master and this is most clearly manifest in 
the portrait in the Lichtenstein Gallery, Vienna, and in the 
Annunciation in the Uffizi. Yet, when we compare the latter 
with Leonardo's youthful painting of the same subject in the 
Louvre, it is nevertheless obvious that these two repreşen
tations, in spite of an evident resemblance, cannot be by the 
same artist and that the picture in Florence reflects another 
tendency and belongs to the art of a previous generation, 
which faint traces of innovations have only slightly altered. 

It is perhaps a little exaggerated to say that Verrocchio 
was the master of the majority of Central Italian painters. 
He had, however, some pupils of great importance. Vasari 
mentions as such Pietro Perugino and Leonardo da Vinci 
who in turn played a considerable part in the artistic 
formation of Lorenzo di Credi, the oflicial but rather boring 
pupil of Verrocchio for whom he acted in a certain sense as 
representative (1). It was Credi who for long continued the 
artistic current launched by Verrocchio leaving away from 
it, however, aU its life and charm. Gifted but lacking in 
temperament, he repeats the old formulae until everything 
that characterizes the work of the master entirely disappears. 

Both Ghirlandaio and Botticelli at the beginning of their 
careers were strongly influenced by Verrocchio. These two 
artists, very different in character, can at one moment be classified 
as members of his school, but neither the one nor the other 
continued in this direction and in their more mature works 
it is no longer easy to recognize their Verrocchiesque origin. 
Cosimo Rosselli, Pier di Cosimo and Utili da Faenza were 
subjected to the domination of Verrocchio as well as to that 
of many other mas ters, while the eclectic Botticini at one 
stage of his career re\'eals such a dependence on Verrocchio 
that 1 am convinced that he must have worked in his studio. 

The number of anonymous painters who learned their art 
in Verrocchio's bottega or who were subjected to his influence 
it; extremely great and their productions will he dealt with 

(1) \'. HO!lIlfS, op. cit.. for the connexion between master and pupi!. 

Xl 
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immediately but first 1 should like once more to ask the question 
can we possibly believe that such a considerable group of 
pupils, among whom some first class painters can be counted, 
was ever formed by Verrocchio, if he himself, as several 
critics suppose, was a sculptor who, but rarely and more 
as a pastime, was tempted to take up the brush and executed 
only a few vague paintings, two or three of which still exist? 
This seems impossible. Verrocchio, it must he granted, was 
more of a sculptor than a painter, but that he actually was 
a painter is confirmed by the number of his apprentices, by 
certain document and by some ancient texts, such for example 
as the writings of the painter Giovanni Santi, who, shortly 
after Verrocchio's death, speaks with great praise of his 
paintings. 

The pupils whom Verrocchio left behind him in the fielel 
of sculpture, are neither in number nor in quality so important 
as his adherents in painting. 1 am not, however, going to 
deal with the sculptors who can he classified in his school, 
nor with the very numerous anonymous plastic works that 
belong to the Verrocchiesque group. Among Verrocchio's 
pupils in sculpture Vasari mentions Nanni and Niccolo Grosso, 
as well as Francesco di Simone (1) from whose hand we have 
a considerable number of sculptures, including almost certainly 
the two reliefs of the death of Francesca Tornabuoni in the 
National Museum, Florence, and also Agnolo di Polo, best 
known for the bust of Christ in the Liceo Forteguerri, Pistoia, 
which has been very frequently copied (2). 

In the following list 1 enumerate the principle paintings of 
Verrocchio's school that are known to me: 

A'vigJlOll, Calvet Museum, No. -1-13, Madonna enthroned 
holding the Child on her knee. 

(1) A. Vmturi. Francesco di Simone, Archiv. stor. del!' Arte, V, 1892, 

p. 37'· 
(e) A number of reliefs of the Madonna and other plastic works of 

Verrocchio's school are reproduced in Mackowsky's monograph. In the 
museum of Berlin \Ve find many productions of his school. 
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F ig. 343. School of Verrocchi", l\leeting of J esus and the Baptist. 
Kai se r Friec1rich Mus eum, Berlin . 

Ph010 Hanfstaengl. 
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Berlin, Kaiser Friedrich lVluseum, No. 93, the youthful 
Christ followed by His parents meeting St. John the Baptist 
in a rocky landscape (fig. 343); this painting has been attributed 
to Pier <li Cosimo, to the young Ghirlandaio and to .lacopo 
del Sellaio (l). 

Boston, Gardner collection, the Virgin with the Child \\'ho 
is supported by the small St. John; it is close to Botticini 
but does not seem to be by him. 

Brook(l'Il, Babbot collection, the Virgin adoring the Child 
in a hilly landscape. 

Brussels, van Gelder collection, lVladonna and Child, very 
similar to V errocchio' s picture in New York (fig. 344)' 

Budapest, Gallery, No. 59 (1386), Madonna and Child between 
SS. Peter the lVlartyr, a bishop, Catherine of Siena kneeling, 
Dominic and James, while two angels hold a crown over the 
Yirgin's head; it is the same picture which, according to 
Yasari, Verrocchio executed for the church of S. Domenico 
del Maglio, Florence (2); it is very close to Botticini. 

Doruac/z (Scot/and), Rothermere collection, half-length figure 
of the Virgin with the Child on her knee. 

Diisseldorj, Gallery, No. 1280, Madonna attired in white 
seated on a mandorla borne by a circle of angels and cherubim (3). 

Ezstergo!Jl (HuJl/[aJ)'l, Archiepiscopal collection, tondo, the 
Virgin seated with the nude Child on her knee, in a circle 
of red cherubim. 

Florellc(', For sale about I9I5, Madonna enthroned betvveen 
SS. John the Baptist and Nicholas of Bari. 

For sale 1920, Virgin in full face, holding on her knee the 

('1 11. MIICkowsk)', Jahrb. f. K. Preus. Kunstsamml., XX, 1899. p. 19Î. 
(") Reprod. in Etruria Pittrice. 1, Florence, 179[, p. 177, pl. X\'I, as 

by Verrocchio. Kii/1Ilel. op. cit .. ascribes it ro a "Compagno of Botticini·'. 
J/llcI.'owsk\·. op. CiL, to Botticini lYfiii/er- TValde, op. cit., to Verrocchio. 
G.1'. Ten:\', Dic Gemălde Galerie des Museums f. Bildende Kunste in 
Budapest, l, Berlin, 1910, p. 45, to Verrocchio's workshop. B. BerensoJ/ 
Catalogue of the Johnsoll colI., p. 36, to Ltili. Sir/II, op. cit., p. 23, to the 
school of Verrocchio. A. C/iiappelli. op. cit., Bolletino d' Arte, I925, p. 60, 
to Verrocchio. C. de FralicOiildl, Benedetto Ghirlandaio, Dedalo, VI, I926. 
p. Î23, attributes it to this painter. 

(") R. Kloplted, ])er Kunstsamml. der ~tl. Kunstakademie zu Dlissel
dorI'. Dlisscldorf, 1928. p. 34. 
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Fig. 3H. Schoo\ of Verrocchio, :\Iadonna. van Gelder CoI1ection, Brussels. 

Chilel Who rests His heael against her anei bestows a blessing; 
the lanelscape in the backgrounel is visible betv,:een columlls. 

Spinelli collection, solel in i Vli/1I1I I1 th - qth June 1928, 

No 129 of the catalogue of the sale, Christ on the Cross be
tween SS. Francis anei Jerome. 

LOlldoll, National Gallery, No. 25°8, Maelonna anei Chilcl 
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Fig. 345. School of Verrocchio, Madonna and angels. 
l'iational Gallcry. London. 

held b,r two angels: a yer,r fine painting quite near the master 
(fig. 345). 

Ex-Benson collection, No. 23, Madonna with the Child Who 
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Fig. 346. School of Verrocchio. Breasted Collection, London. 

grasps a bird, standing on a cushion on her knee i the infant 
St. John stands close by. 

Collection of the Earl 01 Cravvford. t\\'o cassone fronts 
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showing the Rape of the Sabines and the peace between the 
Romans and the Sabines; the coats of arms point to the 
date r 465, when a marriage united the Davanzati and Redditi 
families (1). The scenes are composed ofnumerous smal! figures 
and reveal as wel! an influence of Antonio Pollaiuolo. 

Harris collection, a female saint holding a book and a palm
leaf, perhaps St. Catherine of Alexandria e)· 

Lord Breasted's collection, Madonna and Child (fig. 346). 
il1ilall, Manfrin sale, 1897, No. 50, Virgin and Child and a 

tiny angel. 
Nallc)', Gallery, tondo with a medio cre painting of the :\ia· 

donna and Child with a landscape visible through the windo\\' . 
• Vmzfes, Gallery, No. 191, Madonna and Child with t\VO 

angels by a distant follower of Verrocchio. 
Kew!za,'('//, u.s.A., Yale University, Jarves collection, No. SI, 

Christ on the Cross between the Virgin and St. John against 
a landscape in which a town is visible; it is distantly connected 
with Verrocchio (1). 

New York, Auction sale, American Art Association, Febru
ary 1921, No. 17, an unimportant pic ture of the Madonna 
nursing the Child and the small St. John. 

Pa rz's , Louvre, No. II657, Madonna with the Child standing 
in a niche and a small adorer while two angels hold flowers, 
two adore and two make music (fig. 347). 

Jacquemart Andre Museum, No. 763, Madonna on a throne 
which forms a niche in a wall holding the naked Child, between 
the Baptist, a young martyr, St. Sebastian, and St. Peter, 
approching Botticelli's early manner (fig. 348); No. 1°32, against 
the background of a wall over which the tops of some trees 

(1) Scllllbrill[J. op. cit., Nos. 298, 299. TlII' Salile, Burlington Magazine, 
Mareh 19I3. 

e) From the Northesk eolleetion. At the Exhibition of Florentine art 
before 150::>, held at the Burlington Club. London, in 1900, this picture 
was exhibited as No. 37 and \Vas attributed to Bartolommeo di Giovanni 
v, Fry, Burlington Magazine, XXIX, 1916, p. 3. 

e) Sirbi, Descriptive Catalogue, No. 137. attributes this pieture to 
"Pseudo-Verrocchio" an immediate followcr of .\ndrea's, to whom he 
aseribes also the two Madonnas in Berlin and the Tobias with the 
angel in the :,rational Gallery. He has obi\'iously changed his mind 
since then. 
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Fig. 347. School of Verrocchio, iVIadonna. St. Johl1 and angels, LOU\Te . 

rh oto Archi \', ph otogr. el':l rt e t d'hi"r. 

appear, th e seated VIrgin, shown in profile, adores the Child 
011 her knee Who is supported by one of the two angels 
depictecl to the sides; :-Jo. 105°, a half-length figure of th e 
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\'irgin holding the Infant Who stands on a cushion on a Iov\' 
wall; the painting is somewhat damaged but it is very near 
to Verrocchio to whom the catalogue ascribes it. 

Sambon sale, May 1914. No. 22I, Madonna, Child and two 

Fig. 348. Sc11oo\ of \' errocchio, Madonna and Saints. Jacquemart Andre 
Museum, Paris. Photo Eu1l02. 

angels with St. Michael weighing souls and slaying the dragon. 
RON1C, ex-Nevin collection, sold in Rome April 1907, No. 30 

of the sale catalogue, Madonna and the small St. John adoring 
the Child against a landscape background; No. I36, the Virgin 
adoring the Infant Christ in a landscape; No. 3I9, half-length 
figure of the Madonna with the Child, Who is supported by 
an angel, on her knee. 
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F erroni sale, April 1909, the Virgin before a niche holding 
the Child Christ \\7ho stands on a little wall which is adorned 
\yith fruit; only the head of St. John is yisible (11. 

Paolini collection, against a landscape the Madonna is shown 
seated adoring the Child on her knee, Who is held by an 
angel. a cherub appears above. This picture formed No. 103 
of the Paolini sale which took place in New York in De
cember 1924-

Crb/I/o, Gallery, canvas of the Madonna and Child Who 
touches His Mother; it is not without elements borro\\"ed 
from Fra Filippo Lippi. 

Vl'emw, Lanckoronski collection, seated Madonna holding 
the nude Child upright against a landscape background; it 
is attributed to Piero della Francesca. 

Sax sale, 4 th December 1894, ]'\0. 40, Christ on the Cross 
between SS. John the Baptist, Jerome, Paul, Francis and 
other figures ("). 

Of the drawings of Verrocchio's school, 1 shall mention in 
the first place those which comprise the so-called Verrocchio 
sketchbook and which were once attributed to Verrocchio 
himself (S). Morelli (4) judged them to be very inferior to the 

(') Reillil ch, Repertoire de peintures, IV, p. 470. 
(') Paintings ,,"rongly attributed to the school ofVerrocchio are: Paris, 

LOU\Te, 1\0. l367a, Madonna with the Child on her knee, a landscape yisible 
through the window; Mr. Berenson and 1 gi\'e it to Piero Pollaiuolo. v. 
preyious chapter; to the 5chool of Verrocchio it is ascribcd by Friz.zolli, 
L' Arte, IX, 1906, p. 405 anei )arobse11, Repert. f. Kunst\\"iss., XXV, 1902, 
p. 195; the catalogue proposes Mainareli as the master. Dresden. Gallery, 
IvIaelonna, Chil el anei St. .1ohn, which is by Lorenzo eli Creeli anei not a 
proeluetion of the school of Verrocehio as Tiziis, op. cit., p. 125. belie\"es. 
Berlin. Museum, No. 72, Coronation of the Virgin \\"hieh is by Botticini 
\". J\iilll1e!, op. cit., p. 5; it is eleseribeel in the catalogue as a work ofVerroc
chio's schoo1. Milan, Poleli Pezzoli Gallery, ]\0. 581, Maelonna, Chilel anei 
angel which is attributeel to Verrocehio, might be by Beneeletto Ghir
lanelaio, v. Francovich, op. cit. 

C) PIz. de Chennevii;res, Gazctte eles Beaux Arts. XIX, 1879, p. 505. 
C/z. Eplmlssi, ielem, XX. p. 309 anei 1882, p. 231. Bode, op. cit., .1ahrb. f. 
K. Preus. KunstsammI., III, 1882. Tlie Salile, ItaI. Bilelhauer. Lippmillln, 
Zeichungen alter Meister, pp. rr6-1IJ. 

(') klore!!i, ItaI. Painters, Munich anei Dreselen, p. 271 note. 
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master's own work and was of opinion that they were from 
the hand of a mediocre sculptor. Since then Herr Gronau, helped 
to a certain extent by the hand-writing on some of the pages, 
has established that these sketches are by Francesco di Simone, 
the pupi!· of Verrocchio (1) and with this conclusion everyone 
now agrees (2). The sheets are scattered among different col
lections; the Louvre possess eleven of them, most of them 
acquired with the His de la Salle bequest; there are eight 
in the ConM Museum, Chantilly, which come from the Reiset 
and Durroveray collections; two, from the Galichon collection, 
entered the British Museum, while the others are found one 
in the Ecole des Beaux Arts, Paris, one in the Print Room, 
Berlin, one in the Kunsthalle, Hamburg, one in the museum 
of Dijon, one in the Uflizi and one in the museum of Lille (~) 
(figs. 349, 350 ). 

The date 1487 is inscribed twice on the sheets at Chantilly 
but the figure 1489 is not a date but a sum of money which 
has to be paid. On the page in Hamburg we find reference 
to two putti by Verrocchio and in fact the entire series, 
although from the hand of not a very brilliant draughtsman, 
is interesting because it shows us the work of an artist in 
the immediate vicinity of Verrocchio. Subjects of a religious 
nature predomina te : there is in particular a very large number 
of studies of the Infant Jesus, of St. John as a child and of 
putti or little angels, all nude and in agreat diversity of 
attitudes. There are only a few Madonnas, but we find many 
saints draped in togas and numerous sketches ofhorses of ten 
mounted by knights. The architectonic features depicted on 
these sheets seem to have served chiefly for the representation 
of tabernacles framing sculptures of the Madonna in half
length figure; on one page we see a complete sketch of this 
composition with an angel to one side. There are also some 
nudes, some figures of Christ on the Cross and some of 

e) G. Gronau, Das sogenannte Skizzenbuch des Verrocchio, Jahrb_ 
K. Preus. Kunstsamml., r896, p. 65. 

(") MlIckowsky, op. cit., p. 91. Cruttwell, op. cit., p. 201. BerenSOll, Draw
ings, r, p. 35 note; Revue de l' Art, June 1922. 

(3) Of the sketches in the Louvre, at Chantilly and in the Ecole des 
Beaux Arts, Paris, there exist photographs by Braun and Giraudon. 
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Fig. 3+9. Francesco di Simone, Drawing. LOU\Te, Paris . 

Photo Gir"udon. 
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Fig. 350. Francesco di Simone, Drawing. Ecole des Beaux Arts, Paris. 
Photo Braun. 

St. Sebastian, some sketches of trees, a group of knights in 
combat, a drawing of Verrocchio's David, and a study of 
one of the angels that Desiderio da Settignano executed for 
the Cardinal of Portugal. 
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Fig. 351. Francesco di Simone. Drawing. Uffizi, Florence. 

Ph oto Braull . 
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Many of the figures are treated in a very schematic manner 
with the principal contours alone indicated and, as 1 ha\"e 
already had occasion to remark in speaking of Antonio Pol
laiuolo, several of the sketches have been borrowed from 
works by this master, such for example as two sheets in 
the Louvre showing St. Sebastian and an archer, and Her
cules slaying the Hydra, which corresponds more closely with 
Robetta's engraving of this subject; and the drawing at Chan
tilIy of the Rape of Deianira which, however, is somewhat 
different from the pic ture at Newhaven. Herr Mackowsky 
has observed that certain of these sketches reveal a knowledge 
of works of art existing in Veni ce, from which he supposes 
that Francesco di Simone may have accompanied Verrocchio 
ta this town. As is of ten the case with minor artists, here 
too, the drawings, althougn almost alI the figures lack modelling, 
showus Francesco di Simone under the most favourable aspect. 

There are certainly other sketches from his hand and in 
spite of the difference in quality which Mr. Berenson observes, 
1 think we should hold Francesco di Simone responsible for 
a sheet showing on one side some schematic studies of nudes, 
a little St. John and two putti (fig. 351) and on the versa 
the reclining figure of a nude woman, a nude man seen from 
behind and an eagle (1), as well as for the drawings of three 
putti, one seated, the two others with their feet on a globe 
and above a combat of knights (fig. 352), and the page with 
a considerable number of figures (some attired as antique 
warriors) helmets, some presons in rather extraordinary 
costumes, the study of an arch and some little decorative 
friezes, which sketches, aU preserved in the Uffizi, might have 
sen'ed for some feast, like those mentioned in the inventory 
of 1496, which Verrocchio prepared for the joust organized 
by Lorenzo de' Medici in honour of Galeazzo Maria Sforza (2). 
Both sheets are in the Uffizi. 

Fairly close to Francesco di Simone's drawings but of a 
much finer quality are two sketches in the Uffizi, both with
out any doubt from the same hand; one represents the 

(') BerensoJ/, Drawings, 1, p. 39; II, Ko. 2787. 
(:l) Photo Cipriani. 4132, +I33. 
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Fig. 352. Francesco di Simone, Dra\\'ing. Uffizi, Florence. 
Photo Braun. 

head of a child seen almost in full face, the other, the head 
of a woman, two heads of children, two studies of the mouth 
and chin of a child and a hand which is almost invisible 
(fig. 354). On the former sheet we find as well the profile 
of an old man and on the versa a woman half nude with 
a cornucopia on a sea-god while on the versa of the other 
leaf there .are various sketches but aII these are from another 
XI 37 
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Fig. 353. Schoo\ of Verrocchio, Drawing. Uffizi, F\orence. 
Ph otci Braun. 

hand (1). From the marked relief effect on these two drawings 
one would say that they are the work of a sculptor. Mr. Beren
son believes that the same artist executed a little drawing 
showing above, the Virgin in profile and two putti one of 

(') Photos. Braun, 77165, 77166. Berenson. Drawings, Nos . 2785, 2786, 
calls the man's profi\e Ghirlandaiesque and judges the sketches on the 
versa of No. 2786 to be from the hand of Pierfrancesco Fiorentino. 
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Fig. 35{. School of Verrochio, Drawing. Uffizi, Florence. 
Photo Braun. 

which is held by a womanof whom only the head in full 
face and one arm are visible; 1 do not think that it is of 
quite the same quality (1). 

(') Photo Brogi, 171 I. BerenSOH, Drawings, No. 2789. 
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A very fine drawing executed I should say in Verrocchio's 
immediate surrounding, passed from the von Beckerath col
lection, Berlin, to the Print Room of the same town el. It 
depicts the head of an angel looking upwards and has been 
pricked for transferring. Herr Mackowsky draws our attention 
to the resemblance which exists between this drawing and 
the Madonna with angels, a production of Verrocchio's \vork 
shop, in the National Gallery, London, because not only 
does this head, except for the position, correspond with one 
of the angels in the picture, but on the versa of the sheet 
there is another head, unfortunately cut at the level of the 
mouth, which closely resembles the angel which forms the 
pendant. 

On a sheet, cut almost diagonally in the Uffizi, there is a 
drawing of Venus reclining, her head in her hand, and close 
by a Cupid with bow and arrows (2) which I find of poor 
technique and feeble composition; Venus rests her elbow on 
the box containing Cupid's arrows. 

A very beautiful drawing in black chalk representing a 
putto, of which unfortunately only the torso and legs are 
preserved, is found in the Ricketts and Shannon collection, 
London el). 

In Verrocchio's school should, I think, be placed a drawing 
in the Uffizi, representing twice the same young person with 
curly hair, once in the attire of an antique warrior and once 
nude, in both cases holding a banner and a shield. As MI'. 
Berenson observes there exists a pennon-bearer in the co1-
lection of Lord Rosebery, which seems decidedly by Lorenzo 
di Credi and for which these two studies apparently served. 
Because of this, MI'. Berenson is inclined to ascribe to Credi 
also the two sketches in the Uffizi. To the same master he 

e) Berenson, N o. 2784, school of Verrocchio. Hildebralldt, op. cit., fig. 
242, Verrocchio. Ch. Lo!'ser. La collection Beckerath au Cabinet d'Estampes 
de Berlin, Gazette des Beaux Arts, XXIX, 1903, p. 5+. 

(') Photo Brogi, r615. CruttwPlI, ap. cit., p. 56, seems to be ofthe opinion 
that it is a drawing rrom Verrocchio's own hand, also in the Drawings 
of the R. Gallery of thc Uffizi, r, it is ascribed to Verrocchio. Berenson, 
Drawings, No. 2j88, classifies it as a production of Verrocchio's school. 

1") Vasari Society, III, ]'\0. 2. 
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attributes a pen-drawing of the Madonna and Child and a study 
for a piece of goldsmith work in the Uffizi (1); the former 
obviously corresponds with Credi>s Madonna between two 
saints in the Louvre; yet as Mr. Berenson himself remarks, 
these sketches are executed with more spirit than is generally 
found in Credi's works. 

Of scientific studies of equestrian proportions belonging to 
the school of Verrocchio, we find an example in the Print 
Room of Munich on which the measurements of one of the 
bronze horses of S. Marco, Venice, are indicated (2). A similar 
drawing once belonged to the Earl of Pembroke (3). The 
human body was also studied in the same scientific manner 
by Verrocchio's adherents as is proved by three sketches in 
Christ Church, Oxford, which, however, show only a very 
distant connexion with the master's art (4). 

A very fine drawing which must have been executed in 
Verrocchio's immediate surroundings and which in the less 
skilful parts is reminiscent of Francesco di Simone, once 
belonged to Lord Brownlow. One side shows the Virgin 
kneeling, St. Peter, small personifications of Faith and Charity 
and a putto, while a St. Sebastian, studies for a Madonna and 
Child and some angels are depicted on the versa (5). 

Also in Verrocchio's vicinity were executed some studies 
of drapery for kneeling or standing figures which are preserved 
in the Uffizi and in the Louvre and which have aU been 
attributed to Leonardo (6). 

In the National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh, there are 
two sheets, one with a bishop and some heads, the other 
with studies of a head and some figures which seem ta have 

(') Photo Brogi, 1471. Berel1sol1, Drawings, ~o. 684. 
e) Morelll~ ItaI. Painters in German Galleries, p. 89, "Verrocchio, 

Leopardi or some other sculptor of that time". 
(") Collection sold by public auction in 19I7 v. Burlington Magazine, 

XXX, 19Ij, p. 249, where it is attributed to Pollaiuolo. 
e) Bell, op. cit., p. 92. 
(5) Sold by public auction in London (Sotheby), July 1926, No. I7 of 

the sale catalogue. 
(") Photos Brogi, 1877> 187°. Braun, 63182. BerensOII, Drawings, 2790, 

2792, 280I. 
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been inspired by the altar-piece at Pistoia, unless we can 
look upon these sketches as the original rough draughts for 
this pic ture (1). There are stiH some drawings which can be 
associated with Verrocchio's art but it would be useless to 
give a detailed description of these works (2). 

Lastly, like Pollaiuolo, Verrocchio too exercised an influence 
on certain engravers, an influence, however, very much less 
extensive than that of Pollaiuolo. 

In the National Library, Paris, there is an engraving in 
the fine manner of the angel Gabriel which closely resembles 
that in the picture of Tobias and the three archangels in the 
Uflizi and Herr Mackowsky, who reproduces this engraving (3), 
believes that we are dealing here with a fragment of a plate 
which represented the entire composition. This is rendered alI 
the more probable by the presence of a little piece of Tobias' 
cloak which we see to one side; but the chief difference 
between the arc han gel of the engraving and that of the 
picture is found in the inscription "Ava Maria Gratia Plena" 
which has been added to the print and which gives the figure 
sooner the appearance of the celestial messenger of an An
nunciation. 

An engraving, in which a strong influence of Verrocchio 
is noticeable in the forms although the movements are rather 
violent to have been borrowed from this artisticalIy serene 
master, is that in the broad manner representing St. George 
slaying the dragon before an enormous Roman arch in three 

e) Vasari Society, VIi, Kos. 3 and 4. 
C'l They are: Paris, Louvre, drawing of a tabernacle with the dead 

Christ supported by t\\"o angels and four saints. London, Victoria and 
Albert Museum, sketch of a cup with three female figures and angels; 
it appears to be of later date and might have been designed after a 
Verrocchiesque work. Stockholm, National Museum. two men, one 
sitting on a high chair, the other looking from a window at a rider on 
a refractory horse, a St. .1ohn the Baptist, two male heads, a fragment 
of a woman and a child seated. 1 do not remember these drawings 
sufficientIy welI to pronounce a judgment but they are attributed to Ver· 
rocchio's manner by O. Sirill, ItaIienska Handtechningar etc .. i National· 
museums, Stockholm (1917), p. 17. 

(:3) Mackoll'skl', op. cit, fig. 69. 
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Fig. 355. St George slaying the dragon, Print made undeI' V errocchio 's 

influence. British Museum, 

divisions, inspired by that of Constantine in Rome, \\'hile the 
princess, in a sprightly manner mo\'es towards the right; the 
dragon is superb and terrifying, the knight and his mount 
vigorous and fun of spirit. The only known copy of this 
plate is preserved in the British lVIuseum (fig. 355) (1). Although 

(1) Hil1d (Ind Co Iv in , op. cit.. B III 11. 
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the outstanding inf1uence here is that of Verrocchio, there 
are as well certain elements which betray a knowledge of 
Botticelli's art. 

Verrocchio's domination, although less marked, can also be 
recognized in an engraving in the fine manner of the Resur
rection, of which again there exists only one example in the 
British Museum. Christ is shown between four angels raised 
above His tomb on which an angel is seated; the four soldiers 

1 ying on the ground are seen 
waking up; the shield of 
the soldier in the foreground 
to the right is adorned 
with three plumes passing 
through a ring, one of the 
badges of the Medici. 

Verrocchio's inf1uence is 
manifest to the same degree 
in an engraving of the con
version of St. Paul: in a 
rocky landscape in which 
we see several buildings and 
a large number of rapidly 
moving figures; Christ sur

Fig. 356. Venus and Cupids. ~iello rounded by angels appears 
made under Verrocchio's inf1uence. in a ma n dor 1 a. 1 t i s a 

British Museum 
large engraving in the fine 

manner, the only known example of which is preserved in the 
Kunsthalle, Hamburg (1). 

In the National Museum, Florence, there is a niello of the 
conversion of St. Paul which shows many analogies to this 
print. 

In many other Florentine engravings of the end of the Isth 

century we can discover elements which seem to have been 
borrowed from Verrocchio but they invariably intermingle 
with details which derive from other artists, from which we 
gather that their authors were of a decidedly eclectic nature. 

(') Hind allli Ca Iv in , op. cit., A II 8, school of Finiguerra. Horne ascribed 
it to a Florentine artist inf1uenced by Uccello and Pollaiuolo. 
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The prints of Robetta offer us a striking example because 
they show an incredible mixture of elements of very different 
origin. His works in which VerrocchioJs inf1uence is most 
evident are an Adoration of the Magi and a Madonna and 
Child seated in a landscape (1). 

Verrocchio's inf1uence can also be discovered in some niello 
prints, for example those in the British Museum representing 
Venus between three cupids (fig. 356), Cupid with bow and 
arrow, and two cupids near a fountain. Impressions of the two 
first works are found as well in the collection of Baron E. de 
Rothschild who possesses still a third, apparently belonging 
to the same series and representing a little personification of 
Fortune (2). 

In the same collection \\'e find still impressions from niello 
work of Venus seated in the midst of four cupids, two cupids 
blowing on trumpets, two other amorous trumpeters sitting 
on the border of a fountain on the upper part of which a third 
is depicted. This series of prints is not of such a fine technique 
as that in which the foregoing set is executed. 

(1) Hind and C'olvin. op. cit, D II 6 and 8. 
e) Brit. Mus., r86r·7·r3. r842-8-6'2, r845-8-25-152 (D 227) Colvin, Picture 

Chronicle, XLV and p. 32. 



CHAPTER VI 

COSIMO ROSSELLI, ZANOBI MACHIAVELLI, GIUSTO DI 
ANDREA AND FRA DIAMANTE 

Cosimo Rosselli (1) was born in 1439 in the via del Com
comero in Florence and in 1453 became one of the numerous 
students of Neri di Bicci whom he left however in 1456, that 
is to say the year Benozzo Gozzoli carne to Florence and 
it is highly likely that during a certain length of time Cosimo 
"vorked with this artist. 

The question of whether he accompanied Benozzo to Pisa 
has even arisen, but 1 do not think "ve have any sufficiently 
affirmative proof of this hypothesis (~). 

The earliest dated work from his hand is of I47I. Apparently 
he was in Florence in 1476 because it was probably at this 
time that he executed the fresco in the cloister of the Sma. 
Annunziata church. 

The great moment in his career was in I482 when he 
worked with Botticelli, Ghirlandaio and Perugino in the 
Sixtine chapel. The decoration \'vas contracted for on the 
27 th October 1481 and on the I5 th August I483, when the 
chapel was consecrated, it appears likely that the entire 
ornamentation was completed. In connexion with Cosimo's 
activity in the Sixtine chapel, Vasari relates that the artist, 
conscious of his inferiority, tried to embellish his frescoes by 
employing very brilliant colours and much gold and although 
his colleagues judged his frescoes to be of great mediocrity 
and treated them with scorn, the pontiff who, according to 

(') Vasari, ed. Mila n esi, III G~)'e, Carteggio, II, p. 457. F. Kllapp. Pier 
di Cosimo, Halle, r897, p. 9. G. Grol/au, Uber die fruhere Thătigheit 
des C. R., Repert. f. Kunstwiss., r897. P.70. J, CartU'right, The Painters 
of Florence, p. 177. 

e) 1. B. Sit pil/o. Arch. Stor. dell' Arte, 1893, p. 421. 
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the Aretine biographer, was not a connoisseur, was so charmed 
by the splendour· of the paintings that he deelared that it 
was Cosimo who had best succeeded in his task, the result 
being that the other painters hastened to add gay colours 
and gilt also to their frescoes. Needless to say we cannot 
place much confidence in this little anecdote. 

In 1485 we find Cosimo in Florence, working in the church 
of S. Ambrogio; in 149I he was a member of the artistic 
commission which had to decide about the restoration of the 
fac;ade of Sta. Maria dei Fiore (1) and in 1496 he was requested 
to estimate the fresco that Baldovinetti had executed in 
Sta. Trinita. Cosimo made his will in 1506 and we gather 
that his industrous life procured him a certain well-being; 
he died in January 1507 and was buried in the church of 
Sta. Croce. 

He had a wife and a natural son called Giuliano who be
carne an architect. His father Lorenzo and his unele ]acopo 
were masons and of his three brothers one, C1emente was 
a painter and another, Francesco a painter and miniaturist. 
Cosimo was the friend of the sculptor Benedetto da Maiano 
whose executor he was appointed in 1497. 

Vasari informs us that the painter Agnolo di Donnino was 
a friend of Cosimo's and that he, Vasari, possessed a portrait 
of Cosimo which had been sketched by Agnolo; but Vasari 
also tells us that Cosimo died in 1484 and that he had spent 
alI his fortune in experimenting in alchemy, statements, which, 
as we have seen, are both ineorrect. 

Among the works which can be attributed to Cosimo there 
is not one which reveals a strong influenee of Neri di Bieei 
with whom besides he worked only from his 14 th till his 
I7 th year. 

StiU in the National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh (No. 953, 
fig. 357), there is a pieture of the Calvary which 1 imagine 
might be a youthful work of Cosimo Rosselli, who, although 
already in contact with Benozzo Gozzoli, had retained some
thing of the manner of Neri di Bieei. From the former he 
certainly borrowed the roeky landscape and the stiff trees 

(1) Vasari, ed. Milanesi, IV, p. 308; V, p. II. 
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Fig. 358. Cosimo Rosselli. th e dead R edeelller and adoring saints. 
Pri vate Collection. 

against the horizon, features which can be traced back to 
Fra Angelico. The type of Christ and that of the torturer 
by his side derive from the same source. There is, however, 
a certain stiffness visible in the figure of the torturer be-
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hind Christ and in the one who turns away his head, as 
well as in the traits of the Virgin, which recalls the decadent 
manner of ~eri di Bieei. The attribution of this pic ture to a 
youthful stage in Cosimo's career is quite hypothetical. 

1 am more certain of the attribution to Cosimo of a painting 
of the dead Christ half risen from His tomb which belonged 
to the von ~emes collection, Munich (fig. 358) (1). Before 
the coffin kneel SS. Bernardine, Francis, Jerome and Mary 
Magdalene; the last mentioned figure is very typical of Cosimo. 
In the background we see a beautiful landscape with a town, 
a lake, the Calvary, some pilgrims and some herds of animals. 
The landscape here is more pleasing and treated with a greater 
artistic comprehension than that in the previous picture. The 
draperies are somewhat hard and primitive; some of the 
heads, that for instance of Christ Himself, reveals a strong 
inf1uence of Benozzo Gozzoli. 

Another work of Cosimo's in which this inf1uence, although 
less evident, is all the same vi si bIe, is a Descent from 
the Cross with many figures, including the group of the 
swooning Virgin, in a landscape with a good effect of distance 
which not many years ago was acquired by the Fine Arts 
Museum, Boston (fig. 359) e); although this work appears to 
be less primitive than the two other paintings, it is doubtless 
anterior to the earliest dated production we have by Cosimo 
Rosselli which is of 1471. 

This pic ture, which is preserved in the gallery of Berlin 
(No. 59a) (S), represents St. Anna on an elaborate architectural 
throne with the Virgin who holds on her lmee the Infant 
Christ Who bestows a blessing; to the sides stand SS. 
Michael with the dragon, Catherine, Mary Magdalene' and 
Francis. The date is inscribed below (fig. 360). The central 
figures, that of the Virgin in particular, stiH show the inf1uence 
of Benozzo Gozzoli. 

el No. 13 of the catalogue of the sale which took place at Amsterdam 
on the 13th_14th November 1928, when this picture was ascribed to the 
Florentine school of the second half of the 15th century. 

e) Museum Bulletin, Oct. 1922. 

(3) 1 saw it recently in the store-room of the new Schloss Museum, 
Berlin. 
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Fig. 359. Cosimo Rosselli, the Descent from the Cross. 
Fine Arts Mllsellm, Boston. 
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Another pic ture by Cosimo bearing the date 1473 is found 
in the Louvre (No. 1656); it depicts the Annunciation between 
SS. John the Baptist, Antony Abbot, Catherine and Peter 
the Martyr (fig. 361). The four saints are portrayed before 

Fig. 360. Cosimo Rosselli, St. Anna, Madonna and Saints, 147I. 
Kaiser Friedrich Museum, Berlin. 

shelI·shaped niches on a marble tiled floor; there is besides 
a little picture of the Crucified, below which we see the date. 

The background to the figures of the Annunciation is 
composed of the courtyard of a house in the Florentine 
style of the 15th century and a tiny comer of a garden with 
only half of the top of a rigid palm-tree visible. The angelic 
messenger bends one knee while the Virgin kneels on a 
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stoo!. This painting, which in the Louvre is still ascribed to 
the Florentine school, has, foHowing Mr. Berenson's example, 
been unanimously accepted as a work by Cosimo Rosselli. 
Yet it is interesting to note that in the Cam pana collection 

Fig. 36r. Cosimo Rosselli, the Annunciation and saints, 1473. 
Louvre, Pari s . P hoto Arch. d 'a rt et d 'his t. 

it passed as a production of Benozzo Gozzoli; but this is 
quite comprehensible because this artist's domination, although 
less marked than in the earliest works, is stiH very obvious 
in this~painting, as it was also in the previous picture. However, 
in the figures here, with their more pronounced forms, better 
plastic effects and heavy drapery we can discern the early 
traces of an inf1uence other than that ofBenozzo, an inf1uence 
to which the skilful but impersonal Cosimo gradually became 
XI 38 
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more subjected, namely that of Verrocchio. 1 should even 
say that in the angel of the Annunciation and in the head 
of St. Peter the Martyr in the picture in the Louvre, this 
domination is already fairly evident. 

The same tendency, more pronounced but treated in a more 
experimental manner, is manifest in an important pic ture of 
St. Barbara, with tower and palm leaf, standing on the 
vanquished Marsianus between SS. John the Baptist and 
Matthew which Vasari describes as in the Servi church but 
which is now in the Accademia, Florenc~ (No. 8636, fig. 362). 
The inscription at the foot of the panel informs us that the work 
was executed for some persons of German nationality. The 
background is formed by a low wall in which an architectural 
throne is built; the two angels who hold the withdrawn curtain 
are thoroughly Verrocchiesque in style, as indeed is also the 
abundant drapery which, however, is treated in an unskilful and 
unpleasing manner. The inf1uence of Verrocchio is noticeable 
also in the hands of the two saints; the head of St. Barbara 
on the other hand shows more connexion with the art of Piero 
Pollaiuolo. 

These elements are much more harmoniously expressed in 
the fresco of St. Filippo Benizzi in the court of the Sma. An
nunziata, Florence. To the left we see the young saint kneeling 
almost nude receiving from the monks the white robe of the 
Virgin and to the right he is shown praying in a chapel while 
the Virgin in a triumphal chariot, drawn by a lion and a ram, 
accompanied by two angels, appears to him (fig. 363). The 
former event takes place in a street before a church with a 
landscape and a town as background; the artist does not 
manifest agreat interest in architecture. What is very striking 
is the purely Verrocchiesque style of the decorative design 
of the chariot. This is evident, but to a less degree, in the 
border which frames the fresco and which is adorned with 
seven medaUions containing heads; one is that of Christ while 
the six others are monks, no doubt protectors of the order. 
In aU probability the fact that Andrea del Sarto painted the 
other frescoes which iUustrate the rest of the saint's life, led 
Vas ari and Baldinucci to suppose that this was Cosimo's last 
work which he left unfinished. Richa, however, informs us that 
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the fresco was executed in 1476 (1) and although he gives us 
no proof of this affirmation, I think, chiefly on account of 
the appearance of the work, we should accept this statement 
as very probably correct. 

Fig. 362. Casima Rasselli , three saints. Accademia, Flarence. 

Ph oto Alinari. 

Reminiscences of Benozzo Gozzoli's art, mingled with ele
ments of a style which approaches that of Verrocchio, are 
found in the Adoration of the Magi in the Uffizi (No. 494, 
fig. 364) of which the composition and the elegant knights 
bring to mind the Journey of the Magi by Benozzo in the 
Medici chapel, but in which the drapery, the plastic effects 

(') Richa, Chiese fiarentine, VIII, p. !O8. 
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and the figure of the Virgin ha ve more in common with Ver
rocchio, as has also the landscape which is of that panoramic 
appearance, introduced probably by Baldovinetti and followed 
by Pollaiuolo. 

Fig. 363. Cosimo Rosselli, the his tory of St. Filippo Benizzi, 1476. 
Sma. Annunziata, Florence. 

Photo Alinari. 

The same type of Virgin, obviously inspired by Verrocchio, 
is met with in two other works by Cosimo Rosselli. The 
first of them is the tabernacle in the via Ricasole, known 
as the tabernacle /ideile cinque Lampade" where the Madonna 
is depicted seated on a fairly large throne holding on her 
knee the Child Who, covered only with a little shirt, bestows 
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a blessing 
and grasps a 
little bird; 
two angels 
rest an 
elbow on 
the throne 
and their 
head in 
their hand. 
Here again 
we see the 
with·drawn 
curtains. It is 
a mediocre 
workand has 
suffered from 
frequent 
res tora tion. 

Of much 
finer quality 
is the second 
painting 
which is pre· 
served in the 
Uffizi and 
in which 
against a Pol
laiuol es que 
background 
the Madonna 
is represent· 
ed with the 
nude and 
very li vely 
Child on her 
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knee, adored by two angels (fig. 365). The manner in which the 
Virgin is seated in three·quarter profile with only one side of 
the chair visible closely resembles that shown by Verrocchio 
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and although we do not recognize it at a first glance, the frisky 
but rather ridiculous figure of the Infant is an effort on the 
part of Cosimo to reproduce the delicious putti of Verrocchio. 

Verrocchiesque elements are found also in a picture of the 
Assumption which was in Russia but vvhich 1 saw not long 
ago in London (fig. 366). The Virgin in a mandorla, framed 
in cherub heads and borne by four angels, is portrayed over 
her empty tomb in which lilies blossom and alongside which 
stand SS. John the E\'angelist and Bartholomew while SS. 
James and Thomas are depicted kneeling; the Virgin lowers 
her girdle towards the last mentioned figure; the landscape 
which is of but minor importance recalls those of Pollaiuolo. 
In this painting which is somewhat different from the others, 
it is chief1y the angels and the cherubim which seem to have 
been inspired by Verrocchio. 

The same source of inspiration is noticeable in a pic ture 
of the Madonna seated on clouds between two cherubim 
while two angels hold a crown above her head; the little 
Jesus, Who stands on a cushion on her knee, passes one arm 
round His Mother's neck; this figure in itself is thoroughly 
Verrocchiesque in appearance. The pic ture, which originates 
from Sta. Maria Nuo\'a, was up tiU the reorganization in 
the Uffizi (1). 

Lack of skill in the composition is e\'ident particularly in 
the large frescoes which Cosimo executed in Rome (2) and 
it might well be asked ho\\' was he ever admitted to the 
company of such illustrious painters as those who executed 
the other frescoes here. 

The Last Supper (fig. 367) sho\'\'s, in a Florentine hall of 
the ISth century which Cosimo has succeeded fairly vv'eU 
in representing, Christ and ele\'en Apostles seated aU on one 
side of a semi-circular table while Judas sits alone on the 
other side. The four figures to the extreme right and left 
are in aU probability portraits; on the f100r we see a little 
dog standing on his hind legs begging; the table service has 
been placed on the f100r which removes aU indication of the 

(') Rida/fi, Gal. Naz. ItaI., IV, Rome, 1898, p. 173. 
n Stein111aJ/ll. Die Sixtinische Kapelle, I, p. 392. 
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Fig. 365. Cosimo Rosselli, Madonna. Uffizi, Florence. 
Photo A lin.ri. 
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Fig. 366. Cosimo Rosselli, the Assumption. From a Russian 
private Collection. 
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Fig. 367. Cosimo Rosselli, the Lord's Supper. Sixtine Chapel, Rome. 

Photo Al1derso n. 
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moment the artist wished to represent. The design of the 
ornamentation of the metal jugs and of the pilasters and 
architra ve of the room is Verrocchiesque in style. 

Through the Iarge windows we see three little pictures, 
they iUustrate the Prayer in the Garden of Olives, the Be
trayal of Judas and the Crucifixion but ac cord ing to Messrs 
Steinmann and Berenson, these scenes are not by Cosimo. 
The former of these critics is e\'en of opinion that the land
scape here is from the hand of Pier di Cosimo and that the 
figures are by a helper of Cosimo's whose style he recognizes 
in other works. Of the portrait of the man to the extreme 
left we find a corresponding drawing in the Lou\Te which, 
in agreement with Dr. Steinmann, 1 think we can look upon 
as the original sketch for the figure in the fresco (1). 

There is agreat confusion of figures and landscape in the 
two other frescoes each of which, besides, iUustrates simul
taneously several different events. 

In one of them, apart from the two principal and crowded 
groups of the Sermon on the Mount and the healing of the leper, 
we see a number of figures in the background which shows 
two interesting views of perspective divided in the centre 
by a hiU. 

StiU more crowded is the other fresco representing Moses 
on Mount Sinai receiving the tables of the law, God the 
Father appearing to him and the prophet destroying the 
tables of the law when he sees the multitude adoring the 
golden calf (fig. 368). 

High up in the Ieft corner of the fresco Moses is depicted 
in presence of the Saviour according to the Book of Exodus 
Chapter XXXIII, r8, 20-22; this tiny scene which was diffi
cult to interpret, has been identified by Dr. Steinmann. Then 
Moses foUowed by Joshua is represented a second time with 
the tables of the law close to the spot where he is figured 
breaking the tables. AU this manifests the painter's desire 
to iUustrate as many events as possible but he does so without 
any attempt to render the scenes comprehensible. 

In aU these frescoes there is agreat number of figures 

(1) Steinmmm, op. cit, fig. 193. 
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Fig, 368. Cosimo Rosselli, the hi stor)" of Moses. Sixtine Chapel, Rome. 

Photo A nderson. 
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which Dr. Steinmann has very rightly recognized as portraits. 
In the scene of the Sermon on the Mount he has discovered 
the chief of the order of St. John with whom Pope Sixtus IV 
was on very friendly terms on account of their combined 
defence of the island of Rhodes. He finds as well the portrait 
of Charlotte of Lucignan, Queen of Cyprus, who was protected 
by the order of St. John, and perhaps those ofthe ambassador 
of Portugal, the painter himself and the humanist George of 
Trebizond. Also in the fresco of the history ofMoses there are 
some examples of portraiture, such for instance as the figures of 
the young man and young woman before whom the patriarch 
is about to dash the tables of the law. 

From Vasari we learn that Pier di Cosimo who at this 
moment was twenty years old, assisted his master in this 
enterprise, and Dr. Steinmann has further developed this 
theory by ascribing the landscape in particular to Pier which 
I think is correct. 

The following fresco, that of the destruction of Pharaoh, 
is almost entirely, if not entirely from the hand of Pier di 
Cosimo and will be discussed in the next volume (1). Dr. Stein
mann attributes to Cosimo also two figures of the long and 
uninteresting series of popes in the Sixtine chapel; theyare 
those representing SS. Dionysius and Callistus (2). 

What appears to me fairly evident, however, is that the 
adapability of the artist united with his obvious lack of individu
ality caused him to be subjected to yet another inf1uence, that 
of Botticelli who was working at this decoration at the same 
time. Especially in certain very elongated figures in the history 
of Moses, such for instance as that of the patriarch himself 
breaking the tables of the law and the two figures, the knight and 
the lady hand in hand, to the right, this dornination is very 
noticeable. This female figure which, after Botticelli's custom, 
has bare feet, advances with a movement which is certainly 

(1) Mr. Berenson judges this fresco, which Vasari attributes to Cosimo, 
to be the work of Pier. Dr. Steinmann is of the opinion that it is by 
Pier and a helper, while ProC Venturi gives it to Fra Diamante. UllIlann, 
Jahrb. K. Preus. Kunstsamml., 1896, p. S4 and Knapp, op. cit., p. 21, 
ascribe it to Benedetto Ghirlandaio. 

(e) 5teilll1lanll, op. cit. p. 22 r. 
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inspired by this 
master, in fact it is 
almost the same 
person as Botticelli 
himself represents in 
fuU face to the left 
of the fresco of the 
purification of the 
leper and the temp
tation of Christ in the 
same chapel. 

In Cosimo's Botti
celliesque manner we 
ha ve besides, several 
works, as for example 
the half-Iength portrait 
of a man in the 
ex-Spiridon collection, 
Paris (1), a fragment of 
a picture showing 
St. Peter with the keys 
against a rocky back
ground in the Institute 
of Arts in Minneapolis, 
U.S.A., (fig. 369) and 
a large but rather ugly 
pic ture of the Virgin 
enthroned between 
two angels accompa
nied by SS. J ohn 
the Baptist, Andrew, 
Bartholomewand 
Zenobius on a back
ground of five niches 
in the Fi tzwilliam 
Museum, Cambridge 
(N o. 556); here the Fig. 369. Cosimo Rosselli, St. Peter. the 

Institute of Arts, Minneapolis. 

(') B. Berenson, Due ritratti fiorentini del Quattrocento, Rassegna 
d'Arte, V, 1905, p. 177. 
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Botticelliesque proportions of the saints intermingle with the 
Verrocchiesque appearance of the Infant Jesus, the Virgin and 
the two angels; this pic ture might date from 1483 (1). Then 
the painting of the Virgin adoring the Child lying on the ground 
watched over by an angel against a landscape in which we 
see a river and some knights, which belonged to the Hertz 
collection, Rome (2), might almost be classified as a production 
of the school of Botticelli. 

A pleasing effect of Botticelli's influence is manifest in the 
fresco of I485 (3) in the church of St. Ambrogio; the painting 
represents the proces sion of the Holy Sacrament and shows 
a bishop corn ing out of a church with the Eucharist before 
which several priests kneel while other persons, apparently 
unaware of the solemn passage of the Sacrament, are seen 
walking in front of a little palace of Florentine architecture. 
In this last group and particularly among the female figures 
there are some which are decidedly Botticelliesque in type; 
but the rather free arrangement of this crowd of people brings 
to mind sooner the compositions of Ghirlandaio although the 
most typical examples of this sort of grouping are found in 
his frescoes in Sta. Maria Novella, which he did not begin 
until 1486. Vasari informs us that one of the figures represents 
Pico della Mirandola. 

After this phase, Cosimo executed some paintings in which 
we observe a much greater individuality ofmanner, from which 
we can conclude that it was only towards his fiftieth year that 
he began to acquire a certain independence. 

e) Mentioned by Crowe and Cavalcaselle but not by Berenson. 
F. R. Earp, A descriptive Catalogue of the Pictures in the Fitzwilliam 
Museum, Cambridge, 1902, p. 168. The principal Pictures in the Fitz
william Museum, Cambridge, London, Glasgow, 1912, p. 142. The 
impossible date 1443 is found at the foot of the picture but very probably 
one of the X's should be an L. 

e) j. P. Richter, La collezione Hertz e gIi affreschi di Giulio Romana 
ne! Palazzo Zuccari, (Rome), 1928, p. 33. The picture seems to originate 
from Pisa. 

(3) Milanesi, note on Vasari, III, p. 186. von Rumohr, op. cit., thought 
that the date 14;)6 could be distinguished after the signature /1 Cosimo 
Rosselli F.", but this is naturally impossible because at that moment 
Cosimo was only seventeen years old. 
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There is no trace of Botticelli's influence in the works of 
his last manner of which we have productions dating from 
between 1492 and 1505. 

Fig. 370. Cosimo Rosselli , Madonna and saints, 1492. Accademia, Florence. 
Phl)to Alin ari. 

The pic ture of 1492 is of considera bIe beauty; It represents 
the Virgin seated on an ornamented throne holding the nude 
Christ on her knee and caressing the head of the little 
St. John. To the sides are SS. James and Peter while over 
the Virgin's head two angels bear a crown which has the 
shape of a papal ti ara. In the background we catch a glimpse 
of two little corners of Florence; the figures are placed under 
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a vaulted arcade supported on columus with Corinthian 
capi taIs, the upper parts of which are not visible (fig. 370). 
This panel, formerly in the Uffizi (No. 1280bis), now in the 
Accademia (No. 1562), originates from the church of Sta. Maria 
Maddalena dei Pazzi and was ordered from Rosselli towards 
1492 by the Salviati family (1). 

It has very correctly been observed that in this picture 
there is evidence of the influence of Filippino Lippi; the few 
years which separate this work. from the previous produc· 
tions was sufficient for the versatile Cosimo to turn his 
sympathy from the master, Botticelli, to the pupil, Filippino. In 
Filippino's Madonna of 1486 with saints and angels in mid
air holding the crown and in his picture of the Virgin with 
the child St. John, two saints and adorers in S. Spirito, 
we find all the elements which might have served Cosimo 
in the construction of this panel. 

In aU probability we should classify in this period the 
half-Iength figure of the Madonna holding the Child Who 
stands on a cushion before her, with two angels in adoration, 
which is nowadays preserved in the Jugo-Slav Academy in 
Agram, in which is incorporated the Strossmayer Gallery of 
this town (2). A Verrocchiesque influence is manifest chiefly 
in the attitude of the Child and in the figures of the angels 
while the Virgin is very reminiscent in type of the Madonnas 
of the "Master of the CasteUo Nativity." 

In the same category 1 place the Virgin, seen in half-Iength 
figure with the nude Child standing before her and two angeis 
one of whom offers some flowers; this pic ture, in which the 
figures are depicted in a sort of tabernacle against a Iand
scape background, belongs to Mrs. Benjamin Thaw (3). 

Yet not alI the works of Cosimo's Iast manner are of this 
quaIity. 

A painting which was ordered in 1498 and which is 
preserved in S. Ambrogio, Florence (4) shows God the Father 

(I) Mila/Iesi, note 1 on Vasari, III, p. 18s. 
(2) G. Frizzoni, La Pinacoteca Strossmayer, L'Arte, VII, J904, p. 430. 
(3) Exhibited at the Loan Exhibition of Italian Primitives held in the 

Kleinberger Galleries, New York, November 1917, No. 31. 
(4) The document is published by Milanesi, note on Vasarz~ III, p. 184. 
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Fig. 37 r. Cosimo Rosselli, the Coronation of the Virgin and Saints. 
Bandini Museum, Fiesole. Ph oto Alinari. 

and the Virgin in mid-air surrounded by five cherubim and 
four angels and lower down SS. Augustine and Francis 
against a landscape background while in the predella we see 
three scenes from the life of St. Francis: the confirmation 
of the rules of the order, the stigmatization and the funeral 
XI 39 
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of St. Francis. It is not a very pleasing work because that 
hard ness which mars ali the productions of his old age, is 
already evident here. 

Fig. 372. Cosimo RosselIi , Madonna in Glory. Schloss Ml1seum, Berlin. 
Ph oto HanfstaengI .. 

Some of Cosimo's late works are of considerable size such 
for example as the Coronation of the Virgin in the Bandini 
Museum, Fiesole (fig. 371). Above in the midst of angels of 
different hierarchies, we see God the Father and the Saviour 
together placing the crown on the head of the kneeling 
Virgin. Below eighty figures of saints are arranged in five 
rows while six angels holding phylacteries adom the frame. 
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Fig 373. Cosimo Rosselli, Madonna. 
Private Collection. 
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The figures are aH of good draughtsmanship but the never
changing sweetness of expression renders the picture monoto
nous and insupportable. 

Fig. 374. Cosimo Rosselli, Coronation of the Virgin and Saints (1505). 
Sta. Maria Maddalena dei Pazzi, Florence. Photo A1ÎnarÎ. 

Of very little charm is also a Madonna with the Child in 
a frame of cherubim and four angels holding inscriptions 
above a group of kneeling persons among whom there are 
many saintly and beatified figures and the bust of a Dominican 
adorer seen in profile; this painting belongs to the collection 
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in the Kaiser Friedrich Museum, Berlin (No. 59), but a short 
time ago it was in the store·room of the Schloss Museum 

(fig. 372)' 
Executed after the same manner but of slightly finer technique 

is a picture in a pri vate collection of the Madonna seated 
on a large radiant mandorla borne on clouds above a land
scape (fig. 373). 

From an advanced stage in Cosimo Rosselli's career might 
date a panel of the bust, shown in three-quarter profile, of 
a Dominican monk holding a book, which was formerly in 
the Sterbini collection, Rome, but now belongs to Signor 
Gualino, Turin (1). 

The last authentic dated work that we have from the hand 
of Cosimo is the Coronation of the Virgin in Sta. Maria 
Maddalena dei Pazzi which was executed for the Giglio chapel, 
the construction of which was ordered in 1505 (fig. 374) (2). 
Consequently Cosimo must have undertaken this work shortly 
before his death. In former times, both Richa and Lanzi ascribed 
this painting to Fra Angelico. In a frame of cheribum Christ 
is depicted placing the crown on the Virgin's head; to either 
side are seen angels while below, there is a considerable 
number of saints; SS. Peter and John the Evangelist kneel in the 
centre. We might call this a pretty pic ture but it possesses 
neither charm nor inspiration; the figures are all constructed in 
the same manner and the expressions show no variety (3). 

(1) A. Ve/lturi, La Galleria Sterbini in Roma, Rome, 1906, No. 26, 
ascribes it to Fra Diamante. L. Venturi, Alcune opere della collezione 
Gualino esposte nella R. Pinacoteca di Torino. Milan, Rome, 1928, No. 24, 
hesitatingly gives it to Cosimo Rosselli. 

e) Milanesi, note 1 on Vasari, III, p. 185. 
(3) Other works by Cosimo Rosselli are: Berlin, Kaiser Friedrich 

Museum, store·room, No. 71, the dead Christ supported by five of the 
faithflll against a background of architecture. Breslau, Schlesischen 
Mllseum, No. 171, from the Kaiser Friedrich Museum, Berlin (No. I503), 
the Virgin adoring the Infant Christ with the little St. John and Joseph 
in the background; J am not convinced of the exactitude of this attri
bution. Cologne, Wallraf Richartz Museum, No. 518, from the Kaiser 
Friedrich Museum (No. 1075), Madonna with the Child, Who beslows a 
blessing, between angeIs, SS. John the Baptist, Augustine, Dominic and 
Peter and the Innocents of Bethlehem in the foreground, an early work. 
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Cancerning drawings from the hand of Casima, Vasari 

Edinburgh, National Gallery of Scotland, No. 103°, St. Catherine ofSiena 
giving the rules of the order to some nuns, and SS. Laurence, Dominic, 
Peter the Martyr and Tobias with the angel. from the Butler collection, 
exhibited at Burlington House in 1885 and at the New Galleries in 1893 
-1894. Florence, Monte alIa Croce church, prophet in a niche holding 
an inscription, doubtful. Genoa, Palazzo Adorno, smalI triumphs, Berensolt 
contests this attribution. A. Vmturi, op. cit., p. 696, thinks they are by 
a miniaturist of the school of Ghirlandaio. Gloucester, Parry collection, 
Highnam Court, No. 26, a smalI lunette with Christ on the Cross, three 
holy monks, SS. Stephen and Clare, doubtful. Haigh, Lord Cra\\'
ford's collection, St. Francis kneeling, a holy nun and Tobias with the 
archangel. Konigsberg, GalIery, Adoration of the Child Jesus, from 
the Museum, Berlin (No. 1502). Lille, GalIery, No. 617, a standing figure 
of S1. Mary Magdalene. Locko Park, Drury Lowe colIection, St. 
Bartholomew, ]. P. Richter, Catalogue of the Drury Lowe ColIection, 
Locko Park, London, 1901, p. 24. London, ex·FulIer-Maitland collection, 
sold at the Cholmondeley sale in London, 1922, Christ \Vith a long 
cloak on the Cross in the midst of angels and cherubim with SS. J ohn 
the Baptist and Peter the Martyr standing belo\\" and SS. Dominic and 
Jerome kneeling, exhibited in Manchester in 1857, at Burlington House 
in 1875, at the New Galleries in J893-1894; described in Waagen, Art 
Treasures, III, p. 4 and in Crowe and Ca1/alcase!le, ed. Lallgtol1 Dougias, 
IV, p. 370, who says it is restored but one of Cosimo's best works j it 
can hardly be the painting described by Vas ari as in the church of 
S. Marco on account of the absence of the patron saint and because the 
saints do not correspond. The original, as \VelI as the actual whereabouts 
of the picture, is unknown to me. \Voodward collection, St. Nicholas of 
Bari between SS. Catherine, LllCY, Helen and Margaret from the Bllttery 
collection, an important picture of brilliant colouring but very unusual 
appearance. Lucea, Cathedral, entrance walI, story of the true Cross, 
mentioned by J'asari, ed. Milanesi, III, p. 187 j Crowe and Cavalcase!le, 
op. cit., p. 367 and Bermsol1, op. cit. GalIery, No. 61, originating from 
the church of S. Agostino, Madonna enthoned in a landscape between 
SS. Augustine, Monica, Antony of Padua and Jeromej it shows Verroc· 
chiesque plastic effects but is executed in part by pupils. Munieh, Drey 
collection, I920, tondo, Madonna adoring the Child, and the infant St. 
John. New York, belonging to Messrs. Duveen, 1923, tondo, Virgin and 
the small St. John. Paris, Musee des Arts Decoratifs, Legs Peyre, 
N o. 253, Madonna, Child and infant St. J ohn with St. J ulian (?) in adoration. 
Philadelphia, Johnson colIection, Madonna holding the Child seated on 
a cushion against a landscape background; Berenson, Catalogue of a 
Collection etc., l\' 0.60, very Verrocchiesque in manner, Perkins, Rassegna 
d' Arte, 1905, p. II6, classifies it in the school of Pollaiuolo. 
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mentions that he himself possessed the sketch for the fresco 
of the Lord's Sermon on the Mount in the Sixtine Chapel as 
well as several others "of style and chiaroscuro". 

Mr. Berenson who does not cite the drawing in the Louvre 
which corresponds with one of the figures in the fresco 
of the Last Supper, ascribes four sketches to Cosimo (1). 
Two of these works which he reproduces (pls. LXXX and 
LXXXI) show a very strong influence of Benozzo Goz
zoli. One belongs to Mr. G. T. Cough, London and repre
sents six different studies of figures among which are St. 
Peter, St. John the Baptist, two kneeling women and a profile. 
This sheet is harder in technique and more mannered than 
the drawing in the British Museum ofSt. Bernard's vision ofthe 
Virgin, a subject treated by Filippino Lippi whose composition, 
however, is different. 

Here St. Bernard is seated writing at a table under a rock 
while the Virgin accompanied by two angels appears to him. 
Lower down on the same page we see a sketch of another 
monk. Benozzo's influence is particularly marked in this 
drawing. 

In the Uffizi we find a sheet with different studies of the 
Crucifix ion and in the British Museum a sketch of a bishop 
standing reading which Mr. Berenson claims as characteristic 
of the master's late manner (2). 

Of Cosimo's works now lost Vasari records three figures 
in the church of the convent of S. Jacopo dalle Murate, a 
badge for the children of the Compagnia di S. Bernardino, 
paintings in the nuns' chapel in S. Ambrogio yery much 
praised by Vasari, and a panel of the Holy Cross with 
four saints in S. Marco. Prof. Venturi is of opinion that 
Cosimo, together with his pupil who afterwards became 
Fra Bartolommeo, executed eight scenes in the dormitory of 

(il Berensoll, Drawings, 1, p. 126; Il, Nos. 2384-2387. 
el In the collection of drawings in Christ Church, Oxford, there is a 

sheet showing on one side a youth and a wornan and on the other a 
Coronation of the Virgin which in old tirnes is said to have been 
ascribed to Cosirno Rosselli. BeII, Drawings by the Old Masters etc., 
p.82. 
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S. Ambrogio, paintings which have also disappeared (1). 
The artist's enormous inconstancy and the rapidity and 

frequency with which he changed his manner of painting 
render him rather a diftlcult figure to define. His early works 
reveal him as an artist very characteristic of the second gen er
ation of Florentine painters of the Renaissance, that of Benozzo 
and of Verrocchio, while at the end of his career he appears 
to be posterior to Botticelli or Filippino Lippi. Certainly his 
facility of creation was very much greater than either his 
inspiration or his individuality. This facility, however, has pro
cured him a fair amount of appreciation; even Mr. Berenson 
judges favourably this feature and thinks that his best works 
are not inferior to those of Ghirlandaio. Vasari is not very 
enthusiastic about Cosimo whom he finds "non eccellente 
ma ragionevole" and believes that he was well aware of his 
own weakness of composition. 

(Il Ventu ri, op. cit., VII', p. 693· The following works are wrongly 
ascribed to Cosimo: Chantilly, Conde Museum, No. 14, Madonna and 
Child by an anonymous Florentine. Florence, Uffizi, Annunciation. pro
phets and God the Father, pinnacles of Lorenzo Monaco's Adoration of 
the Magi, v. Crowe and Cavalcaselle, op. cit., p. 367 note +; the prophets 
and God the Father are certainly by Lorenzo. Halle, Gallery, from the 
Kaiser Friedrich Museum, Berlin (No. 63), Madonna, Child and St. Francis, 
a tondo given ta this artist by Crowe and Cavalcaselle, op. cit., p. 37°; 
and in the catalogue of the Berlin gallery, 1906, p. 496, to the Florentine 
school of about 15°0. London, National Gallery, No. 227, St. Jerome in 
the midst of saints, angels and adorers. Crowe and Cavalcaselle, op. 
cit., p. 370, believe it to be by Botticini; No. II96, Amor and Castitas, 
attributed to Cosimo by Mr. Berenson, but it seems to me to be the 
work of an anonymous Florentine. Ex-Benson collection, Virgin with 
St. John the Baptist recommending a family to the Saviour and St. 
Bernard kneeling, No. 21 of the catalogue, London, 1914; it is probably 
by Raffaelino del Garbo. Lucea, S. Francesco, Nativity and other scenes, 
assigned to Cosimo by Cr01{}e and Cavalcaselle, op. cit., p. 367 note S, 
are by Benozzo Gozzoli, v. p. 2IO. Paris, Louvre, No. 1482, Madonna 
in glory, given in the catalogue to Cosimo, is by Botticini. Rome, 
Colonna Gallery, Rape of Sabina and the peace between the Romans 
and the Sabines, Crowe and Cavalcaselle, op. cit, p. 370; it is by an 
anonymous artist. Turin, Gallery, No. 106, triumph ofChastity, Berenson, 
op. cit. Venturi, op. cit., p. 696, thinks it is by a miniaturist ofthe school of 
Ghirlandaio. A drawing which 1 do not think is from his hand, representing 
a monument with a Madonna, two saints, a Pieta and angels, was attributed 
to him at the Pembroke sale which took place in London in July 1917. 
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Cosimo greatly profited from what the other Florentine 
masters had to offer. First of aU he learned from Neri di 
Bieei who, however, did not make mueh impression on him; 
he was more inspired by Benozzo, then by Verroeehio, and per
haps a little also by Pollaiuolo, Bottieelli and Filippino Lippi; 
yet he never remained for very long entirely faithful to any 
of these masters but eontinued in his own more or less personal 
manner so that we eannot classify him as a faithful adherent 
of any one of these artists. 

Under these eonditions it is very difiieult to determine 
whieh works really belong to his sehool. There eertainly are 
a few paintings whieh ean be classified as sueh, but as they 
are aU of minor importanee, 1 shall not deal with them In 

detail (1). 

(1) The following is a list of the principal works of Cosimo's school: 
Badia di Passignano, Tavernelle, Val di Pesa, San Biagio, some saints 
and rather damaged scenes from their legends, 1502; S. Benedetto, St. 
Benedict on his death·bed surrounded by monks v. p. 618. Empoli, Gallery of 
the Collegiata, NO.32, the Holy Family and the infant St. John, Berensoll, 
op. cit., ascribes it to Cosimo's own hand. Venturi, loc. cit., is 1 think 
nearer the truth in classifying it as a school work. Florence, S. Miniato 
al Monte, lunette with the half-Iength figure of the dead Christ; Stibbert 
Museum, St. Michael holding a sword. Frankfort a. M., E. Jacobi col
lection, exhibited in 1925, Madonna adoring the Child against ruins. 
Gloueester, Parry collection, Highnam Court, half-Iength figure of the 
Saviour with an open book. Liverpool, Walker Art Gallery, No. 15, 
St. Laurence, Berenson, op. cit., ascribes it to Cosimo. London, Cham
berlain collection, eight female figures in a landscape, exhibited at Bur
lington House at the Exhibition of Florentine Art before 1500, 1920, 
No. 27; Burlington Magazine, XXXII, 1918, p. 201. Lucea, Gallery, No. 
71, the Virgin, St. Joseph and angels adoring the Child in a landscape, 
with two shepherds, the ox and the ass in a shed, wrongly ascribed to 
Lorenzo Zacchai, a painter of Lucca, born in 1524. Lyons, ex-Aynard 
collection, tondo, the Virgin, four angels and the child St. J ohn adoring 
the Infant Jesus; Berenson, Dedalo, IV, 1923-1924, p. 23. New York, 
Ehrich Galleries, 1920, the Judgment of Paris. Philadelphia, Johnson 
collection, Virgin adoring the Child and St. Joseph in meditation, Berenson, 
Catalogue of a Collection etc., No. 61. Rome, Galli Dunn sale, April 1905, 
No. 323, the Nativity with the small St. John and a shepherd which 
Berenson, loc. cit., believes to be by the same hand as the picture in 
Philadelphia. As drawings of Cosimo's school, Berenson, Drawings, Nos. 
2388-2391, cites a study for an altar-piece with the vis ion of St. Bernard, 
a sketch of a Last Judgment from a 105t painting by Cosimo, both in the 
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Bernardo di Stefano Rosselli, born in 1450, the son of a 
cousin of Cosimo's was also a painter and as we know that 
in 1474 he was active in the refectory of the monastery of 
the Badia di Passignano, Val di Pesa, we can in all proba
bility attribute to him the other frescoes which we find here 
and which I ha ve mentioned among the works of the school 
of Cosimo. 

I cannot dismiss Cosimo without referring to the fact, that 
some miniatures adoring a liturgical book of 147I in the 
Laurenziana Library, Florence, are executed in a manner very 
characteristic of Cosimo Rosselli's art; the most important 
illumination represents the consecration of Sta. Maria del Fiore 
by Pope Eugenius IV which took place in I436 (fig. 375) (1), 
and I do not exclude the possibility that at least some of these 
miniatures are from the hand of our artist. 

Concerning the life of Zanobi Machiavelli (2) we possess a 
certain amount of documentary evidence from which we learn 
that he was born in 1418 in Florence, that he made cadastral 
declarations in I457 and 1469 when living in the S. Spirito 
quarter of the town, that he had a wife and six children and 
that he died in 1479 leaving debts. It is very doubtful if some 
other records refer to the painter of this name, because contrary 
to the custom, his profession is not mentioned. On the other 
hand we find some facts concerning a "Zanobi di Jachopo 
Machiavegli dipintore" in the registers of June to November 
I472 of the Compagnia di S. Marco. The following year he 
was active in Pisa from where his pic ture of 1473 in Dijon 

Uffizi, a draped youthful figure in the Louvre and an Adoration of the 
Child in the Albertina, Vienna, No. 582 of the reproductions published 
by the Albertina. 

(1l D'Ancona, La miniat. fior., VoI. I, p. 60 and pl. 72; VoI. II, No. 805. 
The Same, La miniature italienne, Paris-Brussels, 1925, p. 78 and pl. 
LXXIII, ascribes these miniatures to the collaboration of Francesco di 
Antonio and Zanobi Strozzi, although he remarks that they are difl"erent 
from the other works which he attributes to these two artists. 

el Milanesi, note 3 on Vasarz~ III, p. 53. S. Reinach, Un tableau de M. 
au Musee National de Dublin, Gazette des Beaux Arts, 1900, 1, p. 278. 
M Sa/mi, M. e il "Compagno deI Pesellino", Rivista d'Arte, IX, 1916, 
p. 49. G. POggl~ Z. di Jacopo M., Idem, p. 67. P. Bacci, Z. M. a Pisa, 
Idem, X, 1917, p. 12.'). 
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Fig. 375. Manner of Cosimo Rosselli, Consecration of Sta. Maria del Fiore, 
miniature, 1471. Laurenziana Library, Florence. 
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originates; he was working in this town still in 1475 and 1.-1-76, 
in all probability in the cathedral and for the Franciscan monks 
of Sta. Croce in F ossabranda; in any case two of his pictures 
come from this monastery (1). He died very likely in Pisa; we 
know for certain that it was not in Florence. 

We cannot be sure that Zanobi Machiavelli collaborated 
with Benozzo Gozzoli in the decoration of the Campo Santo, 
Pisa, anyhow his name does not figure in the documents, nor 
are there really any parts of these frescoes typical of his 
manner. Still there can be no doubt that he saw Benozzo 
at work and was impressed by his style, because this master's 
influence is very evident in Machiavelli's works. 

Still Benozzo, who was born two years after our artist, 
was certainly not his first master. In all probability he was 
apprenticed with Pesellino and as we find that in 1452 Pesellino 
was associated with Piero di Lorenzo Pratese and with a certain 
Zanobi (2) we are very tempted to identify the latter with our 
Machiavelli. It appears certain, however, that this Zanobi was 
the son of a Migliori, as already Milanesi stated (3), which 
does not allow us to make this supposition, because our artist 
was the son of ]acopo. Nevertheless, the identity of the name 
combined with the obvious traces of an influence of Pesellino's 
art in Zanobi's paintings remains a strange coincidence. 

For chronological considerations, those works in which 
Pesellino's inspiration is most evident must be of early date 
and for this reason I think we can admit that one of Zanobi's 
earliest paintings is the Madonna seated on a throne forming 
a niche, with the nude ChiId, Who grasps a pomegranate, on 
her knee, which is found in the church of S. Angelo at Cetica, 
in the Casentino, and which formerly Dr. De Nicola attributed 
to the "Compagno dei Pesellino" (4), which opinion is held 

(1) v. also Taujaui Cm tojan ti, N otizie di artisti tratti dai documenti 
pisani, Pisa, 1893, p. 416. SlIpillO, Arch. Stor. dell' Arte, 1894, P.234. The 
Same, Campo Santo, p. 199. 

e) v. VoI. X, p. 47I. 
(") Milanesi, commentary on Vasari's Life of Pesellino, III, p. 43. In 

VoI. X, p. 471, I erroneously say that it is Vasari who makes this affir
mation, an affirmation which is confirmed by H. Horne v. Salmi, op. 
cit., p. 55 note I. 

(") De "Vicola, Di alcuni dipinti nel Casentino, L' Arte, XVII, 1914, p, 260. 
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also by Prof. Salmi who, however, identifies,I think wrongly, 
the 14Compagno del Pesellino" with Machiavelli (1). Further 
Prof. Salmi judges this painting to be a late production which 

Fig. 376. Zanobi Machiavelli, Madonna and Saints. 
National Gallery, London. 

to my mind is inadmissible, not only on account of the primitive 
appearance of the work, but also because of the presence of 
a direct inspiration of Pesellino who, it will be remembered, 
died in 1457 while still young. 

e) Sa/mi, op. cit. 
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A rather poor work possibly of the first years of Machia
velli's acti vity is a Coronation of the Virgin which was for sale 
in Paris in I924; besides the Virgin and Saviour seated in 
a mandorla against rays of light, we see below four angelic 
musicians. 1 am not absolutely convinced of the attribution 
to Machiavelli of these two paintings. 

The earliest authentic work by Machiavelli is dated 1463; 
it represents St. James Major with staff and book and above 
a half-length figure of the Virgin in a medallion and is pre
serveq in the Kaiser Friedrich Museum, Berlin (No. 94a). At 
the foot of the panel we read the signature: "MCCCCLXIII 
pinsl't Cenobz'us de Maclu·avellz's". It is a picture which belongs 
to the school of Pesellino showing, however, particularly in 
the proportions and the draperies, elements borrowed from 
Fra Filippo. This painting authorizes us to attribute to the 
same hand a little pic ture of St. James Major who in this 
instance is shown turned towards the other side, which is 
preserved in the Lanckoronski collection, Vienna, where it 
passes as a work of the school of Fra Filippo. 

Machiavelli was less obviously inspired by Pesellino when 
he executed the altar-piece which is now in the National 
Gallery, London (No. 586, fig. 376). ApparentIy this panel 
originates from the church of S. Spirito, Florence, and prior 
to its being accquired by the National Gallery it was in the 
Primicerio Crociani collection, Montepulciano and in that of 
Lombardi Baldi, Florence. 

In the centre the Virgin, sitting on a simple throne, holds 
the nude Child Jesus standing on her knee; behind, nine angels 
are arranged in two groups while sitting at the Madonna's 
feet are two angelic musicians. In the lateral panels we see 
SS. Nicholas of Tolentino, Augustine, Monica and Bartholomew 
with his knife on his shoulder as if it were a sword. 

The appearance of this work almost makes us believe Vasari' s 
statement that Zanobi was a pupil of Benozzo Gozzoli's; 
especially the appearance of the Virgin and angels but also 
the colouring betrays a distant connexion with Fra Angelico's 
art as it has been interpreted by Benozzo. The Florentine 
origin of this painting leads us to suppose that Zanobi must 
have been in contact with Benozzo before going to Pisa, and 
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very probably it was between 1459 and T -1-63 when we lmow 
that Benozzo was active in Florence. This new inf1uence is 
more easily explained when we realize that Machiavelli's first 
master, Pesellino, died two years before Benozzo's arrival in 
Florence. If a connexion between the two artists already existed 

Fig. 377. Zanobi Machiavelli. Madonna and Saints. National Gallery of 
lre land, Dublin. Photo Geoghegall. 

in Florence, it might account for Machiavelli's sojourn in Pisa 
while Benozzo was working there. 

In the National Gallery of lreland, Dublin, there is another 
signed work by Zanobi, it represents the Virgin enthroned 
with the rather restless looking Child on her lmee between 
SS. Benardine, Paul (7), Jerome and a holy bishop (fig. 377). 
The signature below runs: "Opus Cel'lobz'i Marhim'ales H (1). 
This work shows a return to Pesellino's manner, as does 

(1) Reinach, op. cit. 
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also a painting of the two SS. John in the National Gallery 
of Scotland, Edinburgh (No. 456) (1). 

An intermingling of the elements of Zanobi's art, as we 
know it from his signed works, with a very strong influence 
of Benozzo Gozzoli is manifest in a Coronation of the Virgin 
in the Stădelsche Kunstinstitut, Frankfort, in which the princi
pal figures are escorted by eight angels, a holy bishop, a 
crowned female saint and two kneeling angels (fig. 378), as 
well as in a large pic ture of the Madonna enthroned with two 
angels holding a crown above her head and two others kneeling 
below, which not long ago was for sale in Paris (fig. 379)' 
The attribution to Machiavelli of the first of these pictures is 
but a hypothesis. 

The chronological order of Zanobi Machiavelli's works will 
always offer a certain difficulty, because we do not know 
exactly at what moment he was most dominated by Benozzo 
Gozzoli whose influence is so pronounced in some of his 
paintings. 

This tendency is less manifest in a picture in the gallery 
of Lucca (No. 47), which shows the Virgin seated under a 
baldaquin, the Child bestowing a blessing on her knee, between 
SS. Bartholomew, Mary Magdalene, a holy bishop and Antony 
of Padua and which was originalIy in the hospital of the town. 
The damasked gold background and the border of arabesques 
on the Virgin's cloak give this work an archaic appearance 
reminding us of the Madonna of Ce tic a which, however, must 
date from a stiH earlier stage in the artist's career. 

An important panel of the Virgin enthroned between SS. 
Sebastian, Andrew, Bernardine of Siena, Paul, Lawrence and 
a holy bishop against a low wall over which some trees are 
visible, formed part of the Spiridon collection, Paris (2). In style 
it has most in common with the picture in Lucca. 

Executed in a slightly more evolved manner than these 
pictures is a work in the gallery of Pisa where the master 

(1) The last edition of the catalogue (1924) erroneously states that the 
panels in London, Dublin and Edinburgh are all parts of the one altar
piece which originates from the church of S. Spirito, Florence. 

(2) No. 46 of the sale of the collection which took place in Berlin in 
May 1929. 
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Fig. 378. Zanobi Machiavelli?, Coronation of the Virgin. Stădelsche 
Kunstinstitut, Frankfort a.M. 

Photo Briîckmann. 
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was ac ti ve from 
1473 until 1476 
and where per· 
haps he died. The 
composition, 
however, re· 
sembles that of 
the painting in 
Lucea; the Virgin 
is depicted 
seated with the 
Child on her 
knee between 
SS. Antony of 
Padua, a holy 
p o p e, J am e s 
Major and 
Francis. 

Very different 
In appearance 
and doubtless 
painted in col· 
laboration with 
pupils is the 
Coronation of 
the Virgin in the 
gallery of Dijon 
where it has 
been since 1876 
although it is 
stiU frequen tly 
men tioned as 
being in the 
Louvre, where it 
was previously. 
It originates 

Fig. 379· Zanobi Machiavelli, Madonna aud Augels. from Pisa and 
Private ColJection, Paris. bears the signa-

ture: "Opus Cellubii De Macht'avellis MCCCCLXXIJI". It is an 
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elaborate painting; the Virgin and the Sa viour are seated on an 
imposing throne between SS. John the Baptist, Franeis, Mary 
Magdalene and Peter, eight angelie musieians are depieted 
behind and four others kneel in the foreground. It is not a 
pleasing work; we diseover in it reminiseenees of Pesellino's 
art together with an influenee of Fra Filippo or his sehool, 
but the types are rather eoarse and the forms heavy and 
awkward. There are, besides, eertain elements whieh reeall 
Piero di Lorenzo Pratese. In spite of the faet that these 
pietures were exeeuted so to speak in the presenee of Benozzo 
Gozzoli they are not the works in whieh his inf1uenee is most 
evident (1). 

From the hand of Giusto di Andrea Manzini who has 
already been eited as a pupil of Benozzo Gozzoli, there are 
no extant authentie works with the exeeption of those at 
Peretola whieh are entirely repainted. 

We have a eonsiderable amount of information eoneerning 
this painter; he himself kept a journal (2), while Neri di Bieei 
speaks of him in his book of "rieordi" (3). W e learn that he 
was born in L+40 and that he was the son of Andrea di 
Giusto, the painter, with whom we have dealt in the previous 
volume. He made a eadastral declaration in L+S7; he lived 
in the Sta. Croee quarter of the town, his parents were dead 
and he had a brother who was fourteen years old. He married 
in 1458 and beeame the pupil of Neri di Bieei who in two 
years time gave him thirty florins and two pairs of trunk
hose. Neri relates that Giusto left him to enter the studio of 
Fra Filippo but from Giusto's own diary we learn that he 
worked there for only one year and then beeame assistant to 
Benozzo Gozzoli with whom he remained from 1465 until 1468, 
helping this master in the execution of the frescoes in S. Agos
tino, San Gimignano, and at Certaldo. 

(') In the choir of the church of the convent of Sta. Cecilia at CiWI di 
Castello, there was a Madonna and Chilel between two angels which 
1 finei attributeel to Machiavelli anei which was afterwarels transferred 
to the town gallery v. Gal. Naz. ltal., II, I896, p. 305, but there is no 
work corresponding to this elescription in the gallery. 

e) Gaye, Carteggio, I, p. 209. 

e) Milanesi, eel. Vllsari, IL p. 87. 
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He brought his brother with him to San Gimignano and 
while there had him educated by the monks. In S. Agostino 
Giusto di Andrea painted the saints around the principal 
window, four Apostles and most of the beautifulornamental 
friezes (1) and at Certaldo he assisted Benozzo in the execution 
of a fresco of the Deposition. All this information is given in 
his own journal in which we find as well a brief description 
of the revolt of the Florentine people against the Medici which 
occurred in 1494. According to Vasari his brother Giovanni 
should be identified with the Giovanni di Mugello who 
committed a minor theft while at Certaldo and concerning 
whom Benozzo wrote to Lorenzo de' Medici (~). 

Giusto di Andrea died in 1497. The Manzini famiIy pos
sessed a villa - now Casa Benci - at Monti outside the 
Porta S. Giorgio of Florence, which was sold by Matteo, 
the son of Giusto, in 1552 (3). 

Giusto executed the frescoes in the portico of Sta. Maria at 
Peretola, near Florence, representing St. Antony Abbot seated 
between SS. James and Egidius but this mural decoration, for 
which a document of 1466 gives us the name of the artist (4), 
is so completely repainted that it is impossible to form from 
it an exact idea of Giusto's manner. 

Briefly speaking we do not possess one authentic and original 
work by Giusto di Andrea, with the exception of the friezes 
of the frescoes by Benozzo in the choir of S. Agostino, San 
Gimignano, because the other figures here, some of which 
he painted, are so typical of Benozzo that even if they ha ve 
been executed by another artist, that artist imitated so closely 
Benozzo's style of painting, that it is impossible to discern 
an individual manner. 

The number of works attributed to Giusto di Andrea is 
very great, as is of ten the case for painters whose artistic 
personality is not well established and who are held responsible 
for many pictures which are not easy to place. 

If Giusto derives primariIy from Benozzo, retaining, however, 

(1) N. Baldaria, Arch. stor. dell'Arte, III, 189°, p. 53. 
(") GaYf, Carteggio, I, p. 2°9; v. p. Il5 of this voI. 
(3) G. Caracci, I dintorni di Firenze, II, Florence, 1907, p. 259. 
(4) O. H. Gigliali, Rivista d' Arte, III, 1905, p. 258. Caracci, op. cit., I, p. 347. 
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something of the lessons he reeeived from Neri di Bieei and 
passing through a stage when he was inf1ueneed by Fra Filippo, 
there is no reason to aseribe to him eertain paintings in whieh 
Pesellino's domination is the most manifest and whieh 1 have 
already classified in the previousvolume with the produetions 

Fig. 380. Giusto di Andrea, Madonna and Saints. S. Gerolamo, Volterra. 
Photo Alinari. 

of the hypothetie Piero di Lorenzo, sueh for instanee as the 
Madonna between saints at S. Miniato al Tedeseo (I), that in 
the gallery of San Gimignano (2) and that in the Ăltere 
Pinakothek, Munieh, whieh is dated 1458 (onee No. 1086, now 
No. 1003) (3). The faet that in 1458 Giusto was onlyeighteen 

(1) Voi X, p. SIS. Attributed to Giusto by B. Berenso1t, Drawings, I, 
p. 59. and in Thieme Becker, KOnstler Lexikon, p. 227. 

e) VoI. X, p. 514. Attributed to Giusto by Pantini, San Gimignano, 
Eergamo, 1908, p. 78, also in the gallery and in Thieme Becker, loc. cit. 

(3) VoI. X, p. SIS. Thieme Becker, loc. cit. 
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years old, makes it in itself already improbable that he should 
have executed this rather important picture. 

There is another group ofworks of somewhat different appear· 
ance for which Giusto is also held responsible. In the first place 
1 shall cite the Annunciation in the Jarves collection, Yale 
University, Newhaven (No. 40) (1) in which the composition 
with the Madonna seated, the angel stand ing and the portico 
in the background owes much to Fra Angelico, but in which 
the types actually reyeal the combined influence of Neri di 
Bieei and Benozzo Gozzoli whieh certainly goes to uphold 
the attribution to Giusto. Perhaps to the same hand might 
be aseribed a picture in the ehurch of S. Gerolamo, Volterra, in 
which similar tendencies are noticeable; the Virgin is depicted 
seated in a niche in a waU with the Infant Child, Who grasps 
a little bird, on her knee between SS. Lawrence, Antony of 
Padua (?), Cosmo and Damian and the kneeling figures of 
SS. Jerome and Francis (fig. 380) (t). 

Certainly by the same master as the foregoing painting 
is a half·length figure of the Madonna with the Child in the 
collection of Herr Dieckmann, Hamburg, previously in that of 
Lord Pirbright. 

1 find that there exists a certain connexion between these 
paintings and a Madonna escorted by six saints in the church 
of S. Stefano at Anghiari, between Arezzo and Borgo San 
Sepolcro (3), as well as the panels of SS. Mary Magdalene 
and Margaret of Cor tona in the sacristy of Sta. Maria delle 
Grazie at S. Giovanni Val d'Arno (4). 

To Giusto Mr. Berenson ascribes, not without some hesitation, 
stiU a drawing from the Malcolm collection, now in the British 
Museum, representing a youthful pope on horseback with a 
falcon on his hand, behind whom a woman kneels on the 
threshold of a building eJ. 

(') Sirbi, Descriptive Catalogue. p. 101. 

(") C. Ricci, Volterra, Bergamo, no date, p. 100. Thieme Becker, loc. cit. 
(3) G. Poggi, in G. Dallllielli e G. Poggl~ Toscana (Itin. Automob.), 

Florence, 1924, p. 255. P. L. Occhilli, Valle Teberina, Bergamo, 1910. 
p. 58, to th(" manner of Giusto. 

(4) Poggi, op. cit., p. 239. 
e') Berensoll, Drawings, II, 1\0. 906. Other attributions to Giusto di 

Andrea are: Cambridge, U.S.A., Fogg Art Museum (No. 6), St. Jerome 
between SS. John the Baptist and Thecla(?), Fogg ArI Mus. Collection 
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Fra Diamante (1) was a figure of the transition between 
the first and second generation of Florentine painters of the 
Renaissance. In the previous volume I ha ve already spoken 
of his early activity with his master Fra Filippo but his work 
in the Sixtine chapel forces us to include him in the following 
generation because no artist of the first generation took any 
part in the achievement of this unique pictori al monument 
of the Renaissance. 

Many details from his life reveal him as a faithful follower of 
the education he received from that surprising monk Fra Filippo 
not only in his artistic career but also in his ad\'enturous 
existence. 

Bom in 1430 at Terranuo\'a, Yal d' Amo, the son of a 
certain Teo, he became a Carmelite monk and in a document 
of 1452 it is recorded that he assisted Fra Filippo in the 
decoration of the choir of the cathedral of Prato (2). In 1463 
his spiritual superiors recall him to Florence where he is put 

of Mediaeval and Renaissance Paintings, p. 57. Siren, Boston Museum 
Bulletin. XIV, 1916, p. 13; it is attributed to Fra Diamante but appears to be 
by Giusto di Andrea. Certaldo, Pretorio, Pieta of 1484, attributed to Giusto 
by Mi/anesi, note 4 on Vasarz~ III, p. 54; according to Crowe and Cavalcaselle, 
ed. L. DOlfglas, IV, p. 342, it is a production ofthe school of Ghirlandaio. 
Florence, Uffizi, store-room, Madonna and four saints, formerly in the 
Accademia, No. 16 of the catalogue Ofl884; Accademia, ex-No. 37, pilaster 
with the figures of SS. Bartholomew, James and John the Baptist which 
Mr. Berenson includes among the works by Benozzo but which in all 
probability is byGiusto. N ear Florence, S. Martino a Mensola, Annunciation, 
Berenson, Drawings, 1, p. 59; 1 mentioned it in VoI. X, p. 159, as a production 
of the school of Fra Angelico. Gravisseri (Casentino). S. Andrea Corsini, 
Madonna and four saints; C. Beni, Guida del Casentino. Florence, 1908, 
3rd ed., p. 161. Petrograd, ex-Weiner collection, half-Iength figure of the 
Madonna with the Child; P. P. vVeiner, Collections Russes, pl. at p. 24. 
Reinac/i, Repertoire de Peintures, p. 282. Thieme-Eecker, loc. cit. Prato, 
Gallery, No. 22, Madonna nursing the Child with four saints; Thieme
Eecker, loc. cit., a work by Botticini; Kiillllel. op. cit., p.8. 

(1) C. F. E(a/dal/zi), Relazione delia pittura di Fra Filippo nel coro 
della Cattedrale di Prato, Prato, 1835. p. 50. U/manl1, Fra Filippo u. 
Fra Diamante als Lehrer Botticelli's, Breslau, 189°. The Smne, Sandro 
Botticelli, Munich, 1892, p. 4. Slcil/mal/l/, Sixtinische Kapelle, 1, p. 202. 
H. Mendelsohn, Fra Filippo Lippi, Berlin, 1909, passim. G. Grollau, in 
Thieme Becker's Ki.instler Lexikon. IX, 1913. p. 202, v. VoI. X, Chap. VII. 

e) Mendelsoll11, op. cit., doc. XIII. 
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in prison for reasons unknown. The magistrates of Prato 
attempt to obtain his liberty (l). He leaves the Carmelite order 
and enters that of Vallombrosa, becoming in 1466 chaplain 
to the convent of Sta. Margherita in Prato where his master 
had occupied the same oflice in 1456 when he abducted the 
nun Lucrezia Butti. One would suppose that this incident 
should have warned the authorities against appointing another 
painter as chaplain. There is no record of any trouble in 
the convent during Fra Diamante's tenure of office but in 
1468 he followed Fra Filippo to Spoleto, finished the frescoes 
begun by his master, who died there on the 9th October 
1469, and received the bulk of the payment owing for this 
decoration. His activity here, however, did not last very long 
because in May 1.-1-70 we find him once more in Prato where 
he executed some paintings in the Palazzo Pubblico in honour 
of the Podesta Cesare Petrucci (2). 

In 1472 his name is inscribed in the corporation of S. Luca 
in Florence; at this time he lived in the monastery of S. Pan
crazio. In 1481 he figures among the artists employed in the 
Sixtine chapel and his share in the decoration must have been 
pretty considerable because he recei ves a fairly large salary: 
100 ducats a year, which sum the pope requests the monastery 
of S. Fedele at Poppi in the Casentino to remit to the painter. 
The monastic authorities refuse and this is the beginning 
of a law-suit during which the avaricious monk succeeds in 
having a number of the brothers imprisoned. It is only in 1484 
that they come ta an agreement but Fra Diamante continues 
to harass them with his demands until 1490 (3). In 1493 he 
is appointed prior to the convent of S. Pietro di Gello in the 
diocese of Voi terra ; he has at this moment another law-suit 
with a monk of the order of Vallombrosa. In 1498 we find 
the painter himself once more in prison and the ambassador 

el Gl/as!i, 1 quadri delia galleria di Prato, Prato, 1888, p. 107. 
(2) Gior. Stor. degli archivi toscani, II, p. 248. 
(3) The documents have been published by Milanesi, ed. Vasari, Il, 

p. 641, who by mistake gives the date as 1492 instead of 1482. Stein
mrmn, op. cit., p. 203. Ulmann, op. cit., flonle, op. cit., does not think 
that this record refers to works carried out in the Sixtine chapel but 
of this there can be no doubt, v. Ventllri, op. cit., VII" p. 579 note 4. 
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of Ferrara in Florence writes to the Duke of Este reguesting 
him to use his influence on the Signoria of Florence in order 
to release the "eccellente pictore" whose imprisonment had 
been ordered by the Abbot of S. Salvi (1). This is the last 
mention we ha ve of the monk. Vasari tells us that his master, 

Fig. 381. Fra Diamante. detail [rom the Death of the Virgin. 
Cathedral, Spoleto. 

Photo Minist. Pubbl. Istr. 

Fra Filippo, represented him in the fresco of the death of St. 
Stephen at Prato where he also painted a portrait of himself 
in the guise of a prelate. This biographer praises Fra Diamante 
as a worthy pupil of Fra Filippo and speaks of many paintings 
he executed in the Carmine church of Prato but of this deco
ration nothing remains. StiU, as 1 said in the previous volume 

(1) A. Ventttn~ Arte e Storia, III, r884, p. rol. Sfeinmann, loc. cit. 
Ulmann, loc. cit. 
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we discover the hand ofFra Diamante in many works in Prato. 
In the chapel which Fra Filippo decorated in coUaboration 

with his pupil in the cathedral of Prato I think we can recognize 
Fra Diamante's manner in the birth of St. Stephen, the first 
event from his life, his ordination as deacon, the saints exor
cizing a person possessed, the stoning of St. Stephen, the 
figures of SS. Gualberto and Albert, the beheading of a saint 
and the saint being stoned to death. No doubt the most 
important scenes were executed after cartoons by Fra Filippo. 

ln the Nativity in the gallery of Prato (No. 20) which origi
nates from the church of S. Domenico (VoI. X, fig. 270), Fra 
Filippo in my opinion painted the figures of the Virgin and 
Child and perhaps that of St. Joseph, leaving to Fra Diamante 
the St. George and the Dominican monk to the sides and aU 
the background with the angels and the shepherds. Of the 
painting of the Assumption in the same gallery (No. Il), for
merly in the convent of Sta. Margherita, only part is from the 
hand of Fra Filippo and I think we should hold Fra Diamante 
responsible for Tobias and the angel, the female adorer, St. 
Thomas receiving the Holy Girdle and probably the bodies, 
but not the heads, of SS. Margaret and George. 

I do not think that Fra Diamante took any part in the exe
cution of the principal fresco, the Coronation of the Virgin, in 
the cathedral of Spoleto, although Herr Ulmann is of opinion 
that the part to the right hand side is by this artist. We can 
attribute to hil11, however, the group of Apostles (fig. 38r) 
and perhaps also some figures of the group opposite in the 
scene of the Death of the Virgin, the entire fresco of the An
nunciation (fig. 382) and also that of the Nativity with the 
exception of the angels abo\'e, which are by Fra Filippo who, 
besides, doubtless provided the rough draughts for all the 
scenes. 

The curious and rather ugly types, with long pointed noses 
and bodies in which the plastic effects are not very marked, 
are found in SOl11e figures of holy popes which adorn the 
walls betv"een the windows in the Sixtine chapel. Herr Stein
l11ann discovers his hand in the figures of SS. Anicetus, Eleu
therus, Zepherinus, Urbanus and Antherus on the left wall 
and those of SS. Alexander (fig. 383) and Telesphores to the 
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Fra Diamante, Madonna from the Annunciation. 
Cathedral, Spoleto. Photo l\linist. 1'u101o1. Istr. 

right (1). The two last figures in particular appear to me 

(1) Langton Do/tglas, in his notes on Cro1t'c and Cavalcaselle, IV, p. 
180, is of the same opinion. Regarding the attribution of the figures of 
the holy popes to Fra Diamante, v. A. Sclmzarsow, Francisci Albertini 
opusculum di mirabilibus novae urbis Romae, Heilbronn. 1886, p. 13. 
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characteristic of the master's manner which is revealed to us 
most clearly in the Annunciation at Spoleto. Some of the 
figures on the other wall are repainted, such for instance as 
those of SS. Zepherinus and Anterus while the long face of 
St. Anicetus manifests an inf1uence of Botticelli's art. 

Considering the large sums of money that Fra Diamante 
received, or should have received, for his share in the deco
ration of the Sixtine chapel, his activities here can hardly be 
limited to the above-mentioned figures of popes. Personally, 
however, 1 fail to discover any other frescoes which can be 
ascribed to him and if ever they existed, they must have been 
covered over by those of Michelangelo, not perhaps a very 
great loss, because Fra Diamante was an artist oflittle merit, 
especially when left to his own devices as was the case here, 
although the works he executed in collaboration with Fra 
Filippo are of a slightly higher artistic standard. 

Prof. Venturi was in fa vour of the attribution to Fra Diamante 
of the fresco of Pharaoh and his army drowned in the Red Se a, 
a work generally ascribed, and 1 think correctly, to Pier di 
Cosimo, although recently he has changed his mind and now 
believes that we owe it to the collaboration of Fra Diamante, 
Benedetto Ghirlandaio and Bartolomeo di Giovanni (1). 

A !ittle panel of the Annunciation against a background of 
architecture which was for sale in Florence in 1918 and in 
Paris in 1926 and which reproduces more or less faithfully 
that in the choir of the cathedral of Spoleto, is in all probability 
from the hand of Fra Diamante, as is also a very damaged 
detached fresco of the Death of the Virgin which is preserved 
in the gallery of Spoleto. 

The artistic figure of Fra Diamante is so indefinite that it 
is not difficult to understand the many different attributions 
that have been pronounced in his favour. The most likely 
appears to me that of some drawings made by Mr. Berenson; 
they include the head of a Madonna, two figures of the 
Visitation, St. Jerome in profile sitting reading and on the versa 
the same saint kneeling, all in the Uffizi and the study of a 
draped male figure in the British Museum. He admits the 
possibility that also a sketch in the Uffizi, which more or less 

(1) A. Ve/ltItYl~ La Cappella Sistina, Rome, 110 date, p. 26. 
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corresponds 
with thefamous 
Madonna and 
two angels by 
Fra Filippo in 
the Uffizi, with 
the figure of St. 
Jerome on the 
verso of the 
s h ee t, m i g h t 
be [rom the 
hand of Fra 
Dia ma n t e, 
as well as a 
draped head
less figure 
which in the 
British Mu
seum is found 
on the versa of 
a sketch of the 
Madonna undeI' 
the Cross by 
Fra Filippo 
(v. VoI. X, fig. 
278) (1). 

HerrUlmann 
and Frăulein 
Mendelsohn 
believe t ha t 
Fra Diamante 
is the master of 
the Nativity in 
the Louvre, 
while the latter 
critic includes 
the predella Fig. 383. Fra Diamante, Pope St. Al exander. 

Sixtine Chapel, Rome. Photo Alill,"i. 

(1) BerensoJl, Drawings, II, 1\os. 74+'--747, 1388, 1387. 
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panels in the gallery of Prato among this artist's works. In 
the previous volume I reproduce the latter paintings as 
probably by Piero di Lorenzo Pratese, with whom, besides, 
Frăulein Mendelsohn attempts to identifiy Fra Diamante. 

In the Fogg Art Museum (No. 6) there is a panel repre
senting St. Jerome between SS. John the Baptist and Thecla 
which formerly belonged to the Berti family of Prato and 
apparently originates from the Dragoni chapel in the Carmine 
church of this town where Vasari tells us he saw so many 
works by Fra Diamante (1). 

It is a pleasing picture but I do not find sufficient reason 
for the attribution to Fra Diamante but sooner believe it to 
be by Giusto di Andrea. I should be inclined to ascribe to 
him a Madonna in the Doetsch collection e) although it is a 
work of gre ater artistic value than the majority of this master's 
authentic works. 

I do not agree with any of the other attributions which 
have been made to Fra Diamante ('1). 

(1) Baldan:;i, op. cit., p. 52. Milalll'si, note on Vasari, II, p. 62/". Crowe 
and Cavalcasdle. ed. Langton Doltglas, IV, p. 179. Fogg Ar! Museltlll 
ColI. of Mediaeval and Renaissance Paintings, p. 58. 

(') G. Poggi, Rassegna d'Arte, VIII, 1908. p. -+3 
(:1) BermsoJl, Drawings, I, p. 53, attributes to Fra Diamante some 

paintings at Prato which in my opinion are prodllctions of the collabo
ration of Fra Filippo and Fra Diamante. He holds him responsible for 
the Datini Madonna in thc gallery, for the upper part of the panel of 
the funeral of St. Jerome in the cathedral and for the Circumcision in 
S. Spirito. as wcll as for the angels in the Coronation of the Virgin 
in the Vatican. an affirmation which besides gi\'es rise to chronological 
difficlllties (v. VoI. X, p. 414 note); in my opinion these works are ali 
entirely from the hand of Fra Filippo. Other attributions to Fra Diamante 
with which 1 do not agree are: Corshamcourt, Lord Methuen's collection, 
Annunciation, Mendelsolm, op. cit.. p. 177, "for the greater part by Fra 
Diamante"; 1 have already mentioned it (VoI. X, p. 464) as a work of 
the school ofFra Filippo with Botticelliesque influences. Florence, National 
Musellm. Carrand collection, tabernacle with the Holy Family U. ROSS1~ 
Arch. Stor, dell' Arte, III, 189°, p. 34 London, ex-Benson collection, 
Madonna and Child with three angels, No. 18 of the catalogue. Turin, 
Gualino collection, portrait of a Camaldolite monk, formerly in the Sterbini 
collection, Rome, attributed to Fra Diamante by A. Venturi. La Gal. 
Sterbini, N 0.26; p. 6131 have already mentioned it as a probable production 
of Cosimo Rosselli. 



ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS TO VOLUME XI 

p. 95 line q, 1 say by mistake that the :'-lativity in the :'-lational 
Gallery. London, is one of Piero della Francesca's late works; as 1 
remark elsewhere in the text it dates from an earIy period in his career. 

p. 216 note 1. To the list of works by Benozzo Gozzoli should be 
added a halt:length figure of the Saviour blessing in the midst of eherubim, 
which is at present for sale in Vienna, and a painting of a group of 
people supporting the Saviour under the Cross against a landscape 
background in the von Auspitz colleetion, Vienna. The latter work stil! 
shows a fairly close connexion with Fra Angelico's manner. 

p. 226. A drawing of an angel and two hands which was exhibited 
at the Saville Gallery, London, should be included in the list of drawings 
by Benozzo Gozzoli (International Studio, March 1929, p. 63). Another 
drawing representing the Crucifixion was sold in London as from the 
hand of Benozzo (44 Sotheby sale. April 1929). 1 cannot be certain of this 
attribution as 1 have never seen the original. 

p. 226 line 20. Although it might be inferred from the text that the 
altar-piece from S. Marco is lost. it is this painting which is now 
preserved in the National Gallery, London. 

p. 280 note 2. Lampori should rcad Lamponi. 

p. 378. We should include among Pollaiuolo's works three drawings 
in the Venetian sketch-book after originals by the master (O. Fischel, Die 
Zeichnungen der Umbrer, Berlin, 1917, figs. 16+, 165 and 174). 1 am 
rather doubtful. howevcr, about fig. 174. 

p. 386, 6th line, di, Bertoldo should read Bertoldo. 

p. 4q note + 9th line from below, Baldovinetti should read Antonio. 

p. 470. To the works of the school of Pollaiuolo should be added a 
niello print of the Coronation of the Virgin in the Boymans Museum, 
Rotterdam; it closely resembles the niello of the same subject in the 
National Museum, Florence, with which the name of Finiguerra has been 
assoeiated (v. p, 307). 

p. 491 note 1. The relief formerIy in the de Eperzesy collection, Rome, 
was sold at the Castiglioni sale (III. No. -\4) which took place in 
Amsterdam in July 1926. 
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INDICES TO VOLUME XI 

Compound names divided by di, de, del, etc., wiU be found under the 
letter of the first name, aU the others under that of the second. 

GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX TO VOLUME XI 

The ciphers in brackets are those of the museum or sale catalogues. 
Illustrated descriptions are indicated by bold faced letters. 

Agram (jugo·Slavia). 
Jugo·Slav Academy, Rosselli, 

Cosimo -, Madonna 608. 
Strossmayer Gallery v. Jugo. 

Slav Academy. 
Amsterdam. 

Rijksmuseum, Pol/aiuolo, An· 
tonio -, man's portrait 350. 

Castiglioni sale, Verroecllio, 
atlrib. to -, terracoUa relieffrom 
de Eperzesy coll., Rome 639. 

Private coll., Gozzoli, Benozzo 
-, sehool of -, St. Dominic 235. 

For sale, Gozzoli, Benozzo -, 
Madonna and angels from Munich 
216' . 

Ancona. 
S. Ciriaco, Piero delia Fran· 

eesea, Marriage of Virgin, lost 93. 
Anghiari. 

S. Stefano, Giusto di Andrea, 
Madonna and saints 630. 

Arcetri v. Florence. Near -
Arezzo. 

S. Agostino, Baldovinetti, win· 
dow 247. 

Sant' Angelo, Pollaiuolo, An· 
lonio-. St. Michael and the dragon 
v. Bardini Museum, Florence. 

S. Bernardino, Piero delia Fran· 
cesea, St. Vin cent, lost 92. 

Cathedral, Piero delIa Fran· 
cesea, St. Mary Magdalene 62, 65, 
7°, 97· 

Confraternity of the Annunci· 
ation, Piero della Franeesea, made 
Annunciation for - 7; made stan· 
dard for - 92. 

S. Francesco, Bieei di Lorenzo, 
frescoes 6, 30; Lorentino d'An· 
ge 'o, frescoes 98; Piero delia Fran· 

cesea and helPers, frescoes in choir 
6, 7, 24, 28, 30, 30-48, 52-61, 
64, 66, 67, 69, 74, 76, 81, 96, 97, 
98; Aretine sehool, injlueneed by 
Piero delia FraneeseG, frescoes 98. 

Sta. Maria delle Grazie, Loren· 
tino d' Angelo, frescoes 933, 98; 
Piero delia Franeesea, lost pain· 
ting of St. Donato 92; Aretine 
sehool, I51lt cent., Sixtus IV 92. 

Pieve, Piero delia Franeesea, 
10st figure of St. Bernardine 92. 

S. Sargiano, Piero della Fran· 
cesea, Christ in Garden ofOlives, 
lost 92. 

Albergotti coll., Gozzoli, Be· 
nozzo -, Rape of Helen v. Na· 
tional Gallery, London. 

Funghini coll.. Piero delia Fran· 
cesea, sehool of - , NoIi me tangere 
and Resurrection 933• 

Vasari's coll., Agnolo di Don· 
nino, portrait of Cosimo RosseJli 
588; Baldovinett/~ drawings 280; 
Gozzoli, Benozzo -, drawings 
182, 217; Rosse/li, Cosimo -, 
drawings 614; I6tlt cent., drawings 
after Antonio Pollaiuolo v. Mu· 
seum, Stockholm. 

Assisi. 
S. Francesco, Giotto, Franciscan 

cyc1e 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 144, 
181; Gozzoli, Benozzo -. Christ 
with crown of thorns 143, 212; 
Pollaiuolo, Antonio -, affer sket· 
ehes by -, embroidery 336. 

Avignon. 
Calvet Museum, Verroeehio, 

sehool of -, Madonna (413) 562. 
Badia di Passignano. 

Tavernelle (Val di Pesa), S. 
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Benedetto, Rosselli, Cosimo -, 
school of -, death of St. Bene· 
dict 6171. 

S. Biagio, Cosimo Rosselli-. 
school 0/ -, saints and damaged 
scenes 017\ 618. 

Baltimore. 
Walters col!, Piero delia Fran· 

asea, ScllOOl of -, view ofarchi· 
tecture from the Massarenti Pa· 
lace, Rome 933, 104, 232. 

Basel. 
Private col!., Pol/aiuolo, Anto· 

nio -, 'lf.lrongly altrib. ta -, por· 
trait 3831. 

Bastia (near Arezzo). 
Church, Piero delta Fral/cesca, 

active? 74• 

Bastia (near Borgo San Sepolcro) 
Piero delia Francesca, active 7. 

Bayonne. 
Bonnat Museum, Darer, draw· 

ing 387; Piero delia Francesca, 
wrongly aftrib. 10 -, head of 
Christ 933; Pollaiuolo, sclzool of -, 
drawing 425, 436. 

Bergamo. 
Gallery, Baldovinefti, fresco 

fragment from Sta. Trinita, Flo· 
rence 274; Pollaiuolo, Piero?, St. 
John the Evangelist 933, 396. 

Morel!i col!., v. Gallery. 
Berlin. 

Kaiser Friedrich Museum, Fra 
Angelica, predella panel136; Bot· 
ticelli, St. Sebastian 348; Hofticini, 
Coronation ofthe Virgin (72) 5712; 
Gozzoli, Benozzo -, Madonna 
(60B) 148, 148-150; predella panel 
from Kahn colI., Paris 171; Lippi, 
Fra FiliPpo -, Nativity from Ric· 
cardi chap., Florence 156. ] 64; 
Machiavelli, Zanobi -, St. James 
Major (94a) 622; Masaccio. birth· 
plate 83; Piero delta Francesca, 
St. Jerome (47) 14, 16; idem, 
school of -, view of architecture 
933,104,232; Poltaiuolo,Antonio -
David (73a) 324; Pollail/olo, Pie. 
ro -, Annunciation (73) 394, 396, 
404, 406, 472; Poltaiuolo, school 
of -, meeting of Christ and St. 
John the Baptist 417; 2 bronzes 
ofHercules 447; Pol/aiuolo, injlu· 
ence of - bronze, Marsyas 45°; 
Rosselli, Cosimo -, St. Anna, 
Madonna and saints (59a) v. 
Schloss Museum j Madonna above 

group ofkneeling saints v. Schloss 
Museum; dead Christ and faith· 
fuI in storeroom (71) 6133; Ma· 
donna adoring the Child (1503) 
v. Schlesischen Museum. Breslau 
(171); Madonna and saints (1075) 
v. Wallraf Richartz Museum, 
Cologne (518) ; Adoration of Child 
(r502) v. Gallery, Konigsberg; 
idem, 'lf.'rongly attrib. ta -, Ma· 
donna and !::it. Francis, tondo (63) 
v. Gallery, Halle; Veneziano, Do
menico -, Adoration 10; lady's 
portrait 14, 3831; Verrocchio, ter· 
racotta, David 486; terracotta, 
Entombment 494; Madonna (104a) 
507, 518,526-528,534,568; Ver· 
rocchio?, sculpture, man asleep 
447, 486 ; Madonna (roB) 383, 504, 
5°7,518-520,521, 538 ',54 i, 5683; 
idem, 'lf.'orkshop ol-, Christ on 
the Cross (70A) 551 ; idem, sc/zool 
of -, meeting of Christ and St. 
John the Baptist (93) 564; idem, 
after --, presumed portrait of 
Lucrezia de' Donati (80) 548-
550. 

Kupferstick Kabinet, Bolticelli, 
school of -, series of engravings 
290, 291; Francesco di Simone, 
sketch 572; Pollaiuolo, Anfonio -, 
atfrib. to -, nude archer, drawing 
from von Beckerath col!. 348, 362, 
376, 436, 438; idem, school of -
drawing from embroidery from 
von Beckerath col!. 331; print, 
lady's profile 451; print, Grand 
Turco 452, 458; Verrocchio, school 
of -, angel's head, drawing from 
von Beckerath coll. 5342, 580. 

Schloss Museum, store·room, 
Rosselli, Cosimo -, St. Anna, 
Madonna and saints from Kaiser 
Friedrich Museum (59a) 590, 5903; 
Madonna above group ofkneeling 
saints from Kaiser Friedrich Mu· 
seum (59) 612. 

von Beckerath col!., Pollaiuolo, 
Antouio -, aftrib. ta -, nude 
archer, drawing v. Kupferstick 
Kabinet; idem, school of -, draw· 
ing after embroidery v. Kupfer. 
stick Kabinet. 

For sale 1928, Gozzolz, Benoz· 
zo -, St. Jerome 210. 

Besan,<on. 
Gal!ery, Pollaiuolo, school of -, 

youth's portrait 417, 432. 
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Beziers. 
Gallery, Gozzoli, Benozzo -, 

SS. Mary Magdalene and Dorothy 
(268) 216. 

Bologna. 
Piero delIa Francesea. lost fres

coes 93. 
Borgo San Sepolcro, 4, 5· 

S. Agostino, Piero delia Fran
eesea, Assumption, later in Sta. 
Chiara 6, 8, 92. 

Badia, Piero delia Francesca, 
frescoes in chap. of the Madonna, 
lost 8, 92. 

Sta. Chiara, Piero delta Fran· 
cesea, Assumption from S. Agos. 
tino, lost 6, 8, 92; lost paintings 
in nuns' choir 92. 

S. Francesco, Antonio d'Anglli. 
ari, made altar·piece for - 4. 

St. John the Baptist Priory, 
Piero delia Franeesca, Baptism 
v. National Gallery, London. 

Misericordia, Piero della Fran· 
cesea, lost Madonna 8, 92; altar· 
piece v. Gallery. 

Pieve, Piero delIa Franeesca, 
lost paintings 92. 

Gallery, Lorentillo d' Angelo, 
St. Louis 7, 933, 98; Piero delia 
Francesea, Madonna delIa Miseri· 
cordia 5, 94, 10. 23, 66, 76, 97; 
Resurrection 8, 94, 66, 69, 82; idem, 
sehool of -, head ofChrist 933; pre· 
delIa ofthe Madonna delIa Miseri· 
cordia 98; Sassetta, altar.piece 96. 

Museum, death register ofPiero 
delIa Francesca 9. 

House ofPiero delIa Francesca, 
Piero delIa Franeesca, fresco v. 
Gardner coll., Boston. 

Marini·Franceschi family, Piero 
delIa Franeesea, Nativity v. Na· 
tional Gallery, London; self·por
trait, lost 92; four panels of 
saints, two perhaps in Lichten· 
stein coll., Vienna 92, 92". 

Boston. 
Museum, Piero delIa Franeesea, 

attrib. to -, Madonna 933; Rosselli, 
Cosimo -, Descentfrom the Cross 
590. 

Gardner coll., Piero delIa Fran· 
cesea, fresco from painter's house 
in Borgo San Sepolcro 71; Pol· 
laiuolo, Piero -, lady's portrait 
406; Verrocchio, sc/zool 0/-, Ma· 
donna 564. 

Quincy Shaw coll., Verroeehio, 
Madonna, relief 528, 539; zdem, 
manner of -, bust of Lorenzo 
de' Medici 48I, 488. 

Breslau. 
Schlesischen Museum, Rosselli 

Cosimo -, Madonna adoring the 
Child (171) from the Kaiser Frie· 
drich Museum, Berlin (1503)6133. 

Brooklyn. 
Babbot coll., Verrocchio, sc/zool 

of -, Madonna adoring the Child 
564. 

Brussels. 
Van Gelder coll., Verroechio, 

sehool of -, Madonna 564. 
Ex-Somse coll., Gozzoli, Ee· 

lWZZO -, 'Wl'ongly atfrib. to -, 
cassone panel (314) 2281• 

Budapest. 
Gallery, Piero delIa Franeesea, 

five detached frescoes (1223) IlO; 
Verroee/zi9, se/zool of -?, Ma· 
donna and saints from S. Dome· 
nico del Maglio, Florence (59) 
(1386) 5% 547, 554, 564. 

Cambridge. 
FitzwiIliam Museum, Master of 

the Caslello Nativily, Madonna 
adoring the Child (no no.) 300; 
Pollaiuolo, school of -, atfrib. 
to -, St. Sebastian (III 125) 420; 
Rosselli, CosilIIo -, Madonna and 
saints (556) 605. 

Cambridge, U. S. A. 
Fogg Art Museum, Giuslo di 

Andrea. St. Jerome and two 
saints from Sta. Maria del Car· 
mine, Prato, formerly in Berti 
family, Prato (6) 630", 638; Goz· 
zoli, Benozzo -, Madonna from 
von Tucher coll., Vienna 144; 
Pollaiuolo, Antonio -, drawing, 
nude warriors, from Sachs coll. 
356. 

Paul J. Sachs coll., Pol/aiuolo, 
Antonio -, drawing, nude war· 
riors v. Fogg Art Museum. 

Cassel. 
Gallery, Grien, Baldzmg-, Her· 

cules and Antaeus 387. 
S. Cassiano (Val di Pesa) 

Argiano church, Pollaiuolo, 
selzool of -, Crucifixion 418. 

Castel Fiorentino. Near -. 
Tabernacle of the Madonna 

delIa Tosse, Gozzoli, Eenozzo --, 
frescoes n6, 205, 210-212, 212. 
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Visitation Chapel, Gozzoli, Be· 
nozzo -, and helPers frescoes, 
212-214. 

Certaldo. 
Giovanni di Mugelto, acti ve 190, 

Giusto di Andrea, active 190) 627, 
628; Gozzolt, Benozzo -. active 
IlS, 182, 627. 

Ponte dell' Agliena chapel, Goz
zoli, Benozzo - and Gil/sto di 
Andrea, tabernacle with frescoes 
190, 628. 

Pretorio, Ghirlandaio, school 
of -, Pieta) (1484) 6306. 

Cetica (Casentino). 
S. Angelo, MachiavellI~ Zanobi, 

Madonna 620, 624 
Chantilly. 

Conde Museum, Fra Angelico, 
drawings 216; Francesco di Si· 
mone, sketches 3485,364,368,381, 
572. 572", 576; Piero di Cosimo, 
la Bella Simonetta Vespuici 3831; 
Pollaillolo, Antonio -, drawing, 
old man 377; Pollaiuolo, school 
of -, drawing. nude youth with 
bellows 436; Rosselli, Cosimo-, 
wrongly atfrib. 10 -, Madonna (14) 
6161 ; Verrocchio) so.called, sketch· 
book v. Francesco di Simone. 

Citerna .. Near --
Chapel, Piero delia Francesca, 

Madonna del Parto v. Town Hali, 
Monterchi. 

Citta di Castello. 
Giovanni di Piemollte, active 98. 
Sta. Cecilia, Machiavelli, Zano· 

bi --, atlrib. to -, Madonna and 
angels v. Gallery. 

Gallery, Machiavelli, Zanobi -, 
Madonna and angels from Sta. 
Cecilia, lost6271; Piero delta Fran. 
cesca) sc/zool of -, Saviour (70) 
100; Signorelli, St. Sebastian 348. 

Tower) Sigllo relli, frescoes 91. 
Cleveland, U. S. A. 

Museum, Holden colI., Ba/do· 
vinettl~ Se/IOO! of -, Madonna 
adoring the Child 282. 

Colle Val d'Elsa. 
Gallery, Gozzoli) Benozzo -', 

wrongiy aftrib. 10 -, Madonna 
and saints 2281. 

Cologne. 
Wallraf·Richartz Museum, Goz· 

zoli, Benozzo -, Madonna and 
saints (520) u6, 206; Rosselli, 
Cosimo -. Madonna and saints 

(518), from Kaiser Friedrich Mu· 
seum, Berlin (1075) 613". 

Corshamcourt. 
Methuen coll., LiPPi) Fra Fi· 

lippo -, schoolof -, Annunciation 
638". 

Cortona, 
Signorelli, active 90. 

Derby. Near -
Ex·Drury Lowe colI., Baldovi· 

l1etti, school of -, Madonna ado· 
ring the Child 284; Gozzoli, Be· 
nozzo -, Crucifixion 143; Pol· 
laillolo, Antonio -, se/lOol of-, 
David and Goliath v. Widener 
colI.) Philadelphia; Rosselli, Co· 
simo -, St. Bartholomew 613". 

Dijon. 
Gallery, Francesco di Simone) 

sketch 572; Gozzoli, Benozzo-, 
school of '-', Deposition 235; dip
tych 235, 238; Machiavelli, Zanobi· 
- and pupils, Coronation ofVir· 
gin originating from Pisa, formerly 
in the Louvre 620, 626. 

Dornach (Scot1and). 
Rothermere coll., Verrocchio, 

se/lOol Of -', Madonna 564. 
Dresden. 

Gallery, Lorel1zo di Credi) Ma· 
donna (13) 5553, 5712. 

PrintRoom, FraAngelico, draw· 
ing, St. Michael and putto 217; 
Boltice/Ii, scllool of -, series of 
engravings 290, 291; Gozzoli, 
Benozzo -) drawing, story of 
St. Fina? 188: Lorenzo di Credz~ 
drawing 555"; Pol/aiuolo, Anto· 
nio -, school of -, drawings 360, 
442; Florentine school, Ifllt cent., 
drawings 106. 

Dublin. 
National Gallery of Ireland, 

'Machiavelli, Zanobi -, Madonna 
and saints 623, 6242. 

Diisseldorf. 
Gallery, Verroce/zio) schoolof -, 

Madonna and angels (1280) 564. 
East Orange (New York). 

Hersloff colI., Pollaiuolo, Pie
ro -, lady's portrait 394. 

Edinburgh. 
National Gallery of Scotland, 

Machiavelli, Zanobi -, the two 
SS. J ohn (456) 624, 6242; Rosselli, 
Cosimo -, Calvary (953) 588; St. 
Catherine and saints from Butler 
colI.. London (1030) 6133; Ver. 
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rocchio, school of -, sketches 
581. 

Empoli. 
Collegiata, Botlicini, paintings 

543; Gozzoll~ Benozzo -, school 
of -, Madonna and saints (22) 
236; Rosselli. Cosimo -, school 
of --, Holy Family (32) 61t. 

Ezstergom (Hungary). 
Archiepiscopal colI., Verrocchio, 

school of -, Madonna, tondos64. 
Ferrara. 

S. Ambrogio, Piero delIa Fran
cesca -, frescoes, destroyed 93. 

S. Andrea, Piero delia Fran
cesca, lost decoration S. 

Gallery, Piero delta Francesca, 
sc/zool 0/ -, two detached fres
coes 104. 

Schifanoia Pal ace, Piero delIa 
Francesca, lost decoration 5, 93-

Fiesole. 
Bandini Museum, Rosselll~ 

Cosimo -, Coronation of the Vir
gin 610. 

Florence. 
Gozzoli, Benozzo -, active for 

Cino di Filippo Rinuccini 114; 
made altar-piece for Alessandri 
family II 4, 152, 172; Pollaiuolo, 
Antonio -, active for Filippo di 
Cino Rinuccini 319, 382; Verroc
chio, active for Medici 480, 481. 
482,485,4852,497,499,55°; active 
for Ruccellai family 482; made 
fountain for Mattheus Corvinus. 
King of Hungary 484. . 

Churches, Monasteri·es, etc. 
S. Ambrogio, Ba/dovinelti and 

Il Graffione, altar-piece 246, 276, 
294, 295; Git/sue di Santi, active 
247; Rosse!li, Cosimo -, proces
sion ofthe HolySacrament, fresco, 
(1485) 588, 606; God the Father 
and Virgin with scenes from the 
life of St. Francis, (1498) 608-
610; lost paintings in nuns' chap. 
615; idem and Fra Bartolommeo, 
eight frescoes in dormitory, lost 
615. 

Sma. Annunziata, Andrea del 
Sarto, frescoes of St. Filippo Be
nizzi 594; Fra Angelico and Bal
dovinetti, series of panels from 
Life of Christ v. S. Marco Mu
seum; Baldovinetli, fresco, Ador
ation 246, 260-262,262; Rosselli, 

Cosimo -, fresco of St_ Filippo 
Benizzi 586, 594. 

Baptistery, Baldovinetli, restor
ed mosaics 244, 248; lost mosaic 
280; Ghiberti and helPers, bronze 
doors II3, 308, 318; Gozzoli, Be
nozzo -, active on bronze doors 
113; Mafteo di Giovanni Dei, made 
niello for - 2921. 

S. Bernardino, Compagnia di-, 
Rosselli, Cosimo -, lost work 615. 

Camaldolite Monastery, Baldo
vinettt~ attrib. 10 -, lost fresco 
280,2801_ 

Cathedral. Andrea del Coslagno, 
fresco, Niccolo of Tolentino 372; 
Baldovinetli, sketches for mar
quetery 246, 262; sketch for 
Dante's portrait by Domenico di 
Michelino 246; Brunelleschi, metal 
ball on cupola 319, 384, 480; 
D011leJ1ico di Michelino, portrait of 
Dante 2802,440; Finiguerra, mar
quetery sketched by - 306, 310, 
315, 313, 456, 458; idem?, mar
quetery sketched by - 313; Giu
liano da Maiano, marquetery 262, 
314; Graffione, judges plan for 
fa<;ade 294; Pol/ainolo, Antonio -, 
presents plan for fa<;ade 384; 
Strozzi, Francesco d'Antonio and 
Fillippo di Mot/eo Tore/Ii, minia
tures v. Laurenziana Library; 
Verrocchio, copper globe 480; lost 
works in metal 554. 

Sta. Croce, Rosselli, Cosimo-, 
buried 588; Rossellino, Bernor
do -, monument of Leonardo 
Bruni of Arezzo 5553 ; Veneziano, 
Domenico -, SS. Francis aud 
John the Baptist 4144. 

Sta. Croce, Opera, Gozzoli, Be
nozzo ,predella panel v. Uffizi. 

Sta. Croce alia Colonna, Bal
dovinetti, atlrib. to -, lost fres
coes 280, 2801. 

S_ Domenico del Maglio, Ver
roceltio, wrongly atlrib. to-, altar
piece v. Gallery, Budapest. 

St. Egidio, Veneziano, Dome
nico-and Piero delia Francesca, 
active in choir 4. 

S. Frediano, Gozzob~ Benoz
zo --, death of St. Jerome, lost 
226; Verrocchio and Leonardo, 
Baptism from S. Salvi v. Uffizi. 

S. Giorgio sulla Costa, Baldo
vinetli, Annunciation v. Uffizi. 
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S. Giovanni, Pollaiu%, Anto· 
nio -, two candelabra 319; silver 
cross v. Opera del Duomo ; vest· 
ments, designed by - v Opera del 
Duomo; silver altar v. Opera del 
Duomo; reliquary v. Opera del 
Duomo; lost works 382; Ver
rocchio, reliefs on silver altar 483, 
v. Opera del Duomo. 

S. Giovanni dei Cavalieri, 
illaster of tlil' Castello Nativily, 
Annunciation 30I. 

S . .Tacopo sopra Amo, Pollai· 
Itolo, Antonio -, lost painting of 
St. Sehastian 348, 3485, 381,38[1. 

S. Jacopo dalie Murate, Ros
se/li, Cosimo -, lost work 615. 

S. Lorenzo, Ba/dovinetti, buried 
248; Verrocchio, bronze doors i 

482; tomb for Giovanni and Piero 
de' Medici 480, 487; lavabo 487. 

S. Marco. Fra Angelico a lUI 
Izeipers, frescoes 1I8; Baldovi
/letti, Christ on Cross in refectory 
272; FiltPpo di il1atfeo Torelli, 
acti ve 47l; Francesco d' Ailtonio 
de! Cherico, active 471, 472; 
Gozzolz~ Benozzo -, attrib. to-, 
frescoes in cells Il8; Rosse!li, 
Cosimo -, lost painting 613", 615, 
Strozzi, Zanobi -, active 471, 
472 . 

S. Marco. Compagnia di -, 
Gozzoli, Benozzo -, altar.piece, 
later in Ospizio de'Peliegrini, now 
in National Gal1ery, London. 

Sta. Maria del Carmine, Lzppi, 
Filippino -, frescoes 321; Pol· 
laiuolo, Anlonio --, lost crucifix 
319, 382. 

Sta. Maria del Fiore v. Cathe
dral. 

Sta. Maria del1e Grazie, Bem· 
detto da Maiano, portico 233. 

Sta. Maria Maddalena dei Pazzi, 
Rosselli, Cosimo --, Coronation 
of the Virgin 613; Madonna and 
saints v. Accademia. 

Sta. Maria N ovella, Baldovimtti, 
lost panel of the three Magi 280; 
Baldovinetti, Domenico Veneziano 
and Andrea de! Castagno, fres· 
coes 245; Ghirlandaio, Dome· 
nico -. frescoes 606. 

Sta. Maria Nuova, Rosselli, Co
simo -, Madonna v. Uffizi; VeI" 
rocchio, terracotta, Madonna v. 
National Museum. 

Sta. Maria dei Servi, Polilliuolo, 
Antonio -, St. Sebastian from 
Pucci chap. v. National Gallery, 
London; Rosselli, Cosimo -, St. 
Barbara and saints v. Accademia. 

S. Martino a Mensola, Fra An· 
gelico, sc/1001 of -, Annunciation 
2281, 630 " 

S. Miniato al Monte, B'lldovi· 
netti, frescoes in chap. of Cardi· 
nal of Portugal 246, 262, 268,268 
-272,274,324,326,4144; restored 
mosaics on fac;:ade 248; Pollaiuolo, 
Antonio -, fresco, angels 272, 
319. 324, 326, 339; altar.piece v. 
Uffizi; Rosselli, Cosimo -, school 
01-. dead Christ in lunette 6 q l. 

S. Miniato fra le Torre, Pol
laiu%, Piero -, St. Christopher, 
detached fresco v. Metropolitan 
Museum, New York. 

Monte alia Croce church. Ros· 
selli. Cosimo -, prophet 6133. 

:Ylonte Oliveto Monastery, VeI" 
rocchio. Annunciation v. Uffizi. 

Monte Scalari Monastery, VeI" 
rocchio, active 554. 

S. Niccolo, Pollaiuolo, Piero -, 
Assumption 392. 

Or San Michele, Verroeehio, 
Christ and St. Thomas, sculpture 
392, 480, 482, 486, 487, 504, 514. 

S. Pancrazio, Baldovinetti, 
Christ resurrected, in Ruccellai 
chap. 246, 267; Pollaiuolo, Anto· 
nio -, makes reliquary 319; 
Verroeehio, atfrib. to -, lost 
works 554. 

Pazzi Chapel, Baldavinetti, win· 
dow 247, 275. 

S. Pier Maggiore, Gozzoli, 
Benoz::o -, four panels of altar· 
piece in Alessandri chap v. Metro· 
politan Museum, New York. 

S. Pietro in Chalcharga, Bal· 
dovinetti, lost altar.piece 280. 

Purificazione, Confratemita di 
-, Gozzoli, Benoz20 -, altar· 
piece v. National Gallery. Lon· 
don; predella of same v. Uffizi. 

S. Salvi convent, Verrocchio 
and Leonardo. Baptism v. Uffizi. 

S. Spirito, Baldovinetti, Annun· 
ciation from S. Giorgio sulla Costa 
v. Uffizi; Chinienti di Piero, active 
545; Grajfione?, Holy Trinity and 
saints 295; LiPPi, Filzppino -, 
Madonna and saints 608; Verroe· 
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c/zio, workshop 0/ -, Tobias and I 

angels v. Uffizi. 
Sta Trinita, Baldovinetti, fres- I 

coes II6, 247, 248, 272-274,588; 
altar-piece v. Accademia; Cima· 
bite, altar-piece once on altar 274. 

S. Zenobi, Glliberti, relief 17 1 '. 

P u b I i c C o li e c t ion s. 
Accademia. Baldovinetti, altar

piece from Sta. Trinita 274, 275; , 
Giuslo di Andrea, aftrib. 10 -, i 

Madonna and saints (16) v. Uffizi; 
pilasters with saints I eX-37) 630'; 
Rosselli, Cosimo -, St. Barbara 
and saints from Servi church 
(8636) 594; Madonna and saints 
(1562) formerly in Uffizi (1280 bis) 
originating from Sta. Maria Mad
dalena dei Pazzi 608; Ven occhio, 
workshop of-, Tobias and an
gels v. Uffizi; Verrocclzio, wrongly 
altrib. to ,Tobias and arch- I 

angel (ex'20) 5553• • 

Sta. Apollonia Museum, Andrea 
de! Castagno, Resurrection 66; I 

Pollaiuolo, Piero -, school of-, 
personification of ]ustice 418. 

Bardini Museum, Pollaiuolo, 
Antonio-, St. Michael and the , 
dragon, probably from Sant' 
Angelo, Arezzo 368. 

Bargello v. National Museum. 
Buonarroti Museum, Giovan11l 

di Francesco. predella panels 2802• 

Corsini Gallery, Pol/aiuolo, 
Piero -, man's por trait 409; Pol- I 

taiuolo, school of -, altrib. to -, i 

drawing (130460) 4252; profile of . 
young man, drawing 4252; youth's 
profile; drawing 432. 

Horne Museum, Gozzoli, Be-
1l0ZZ0 -, Descent from Cross (84) 
from Episcopate, Pistoia 214; 
Piero delia Francesca, sc/zool 0/-, ! 

bust of Saviour 100. 
Laurenziana Library, Filippo 

di Matfeo Tore/li, illuminations 
from Cathedral 474-476; Fran
asco d'Antonio, miniatures 472-
474, 474; Rosselli, Cosimo --, 
manner of -, miniatures 618; 
Strozzi and Francesco d'Antonio, 
miniatures from Cathedral 472. I 

S. Marco Museum, Fra Angelico, 
Descent from Cross 230; altar
piece 170; Baldovinett/~ Crucifix
ion with St. Antonino 383'; Bal-

dovimtti and Fra Angelico, series 
of panels from Life of Christ from 
Sma. Annunziata 245, 248-251, 
255,266,513; Gra/jione?, Madonna 
and saints formerly there (32) 295. 

National Museum, Baldovinelti, 
scllool 0/ -, niello, Coronation 
of the Virgin 292; Baldovil1ettl~ 
injluenced by -, nielli, Madonna 
between the two SS. ] ohn and 
the Saviour in the midst of angels 
292; Fra Diamante, wrongty 
atfrib. to -, tabernacle with the 
Holy Family 638"; Finigtterra, 
wrongly atlrib. to -, nielli 
307, 639; Francesco di Simone, 
reliefs of the death of Fran
cesca Tornabuoni 496, 562; Lall
rana. bust of Battista Sforza 28; 
Mafteo di Giovamzi Dei, altrib. 
to -, niello, conversion of St. 
Paul 292', 584; Miclzelozzo, medal 
167; Mino da Flesole, bust 167; 
Pol/ait/olo, AntoJ1io --, bronze, 
Hercules and Antaeus 360, 364, 
447; terracotta, bust of young 
man 374; idem, wrongly atfrib. 
10 -, bust, perhaps of Piero di 
Lorenzo de' Medici 4144; Pollai-
11010 injluenced by -, bronze, 
Marsyas 450; Verrocc/zio, bronze, 
David from Careggi Villa 480, 
486, 504, 555; helmet with dragon 
487; terracotta, Madonna from 
Sta. Maria N uova 488, 528, 558; 
marble, bust of a lady 488, 508, 
.')09; marble relief, Madonna irom 
Medici Palace 481,491-494,520', 
52+, 528; idem, wrol1gly attrib. 
10 -, bronze candelabrum 554' ; 
bust of Piero di Lorenzo de' 
Medici 5553 ; Florel1tine sc/zool. md 
of IJI" cent., bronze, Hercules and 
Antaeus 462'. 

Opera del Duomo, Baldovinetti, 
sc/zool of --, holy monk and two 
adorers (83) 286; Finiguerra, in
laid work sketched by - 306,310; 
Pollaiuolo, Antonio -, silver 
cross from S. Giovanni 318,319, 
322, 377; embroideries from S. 
Giovanni 3[9, 326,329-336; idem, 
Milano di Domenico Dei and Belto 
di Franco Betti, reliquary from S. 
Giovanni 319, 322; Pol/ait/olo, 
Antonio -, Verrocchio and others, 
silver altar from S. Giovanni 319, 
320, 350, 483, 486, 488. 
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Pitti Gallery,Pollaiuolo, Piero-, 
lady's portrait from Uffizi 407; 
idem?, head of St. J erome 414. 

Pitti Gallery and Uffizi, subter· 
ranean corridor, between -, Cris· 
toforo PaPi, copy of Piero Pol· 
laiuolo's portrait of Galeazzo 
Maria Sforza. once there 409. 

Stibbert Museum, Rosselli, Cosi· 
1110 -, se/zao/ of-o St. Michael6 q l 

Uffizi, Andrea de! Castagno; 
sketch of a man 555~; Baldovinetti, 
Madonna and saints from Calfa· 
~iolo Villa (487) .2~3; Annuncia· I 

tlOn from S. Spmto (483) 25b; . 
drawings 266. 267, 28:1; idem, I 

se/zao! of -, drawings 286, 291; 
Bot/ieclli, Fortitude from Merca· 
tanzia 389, 398; young man with 
red cap 324; Fra Diamante, dra\\· 
ings 636,637; Finiguerra, l['rong!y 
attrib. to -, drawings 3°7. 314, 
315; Francesco di Simone, sketches 
576; Giusto di Andrea. attrib. to -, ' 
Madonna and saints from Acca· 
demia (16) 6306; Gliirlandaio, Do· 
menico-, altar-piece 5°7; Gozzoli, 
Benoz.zo -, predella panel from 
Opera of Sta. Croce (886) 152; i 

predella of altar·piece from Con· 
fraternita delia Purificazione 152; 
drawing for fresco at Montefalco 
133; drawings, Madonna and Child 
217; kneeling figure (534) 217; 
Crucifixion and young Evangelist 
(535) 217; head of a girl (536) 
217; head of a boy 2qG; St. Paul 
(548) 224; nude child etc. 226; 
idem,lcrongly attrib. to -, land· 
scape and architecture (538) 218; 
drawings 2281; idem, coPiedfrom-, 
figure in Victoria and Albert Mu· 
seum, London 2201; LtPpt; Fra 
Fi!iPpo -, Madonna 528, 539. 637; 
Lorenzo di Credt; portrait ofVer
rocchio 485; tdem, atfrib to -. 
sketches 580, 581; Monaco, Loren
zo -, Adoration ofthe Magi 616 1 ; 

Perugil1O. manner of -. drawing, 
nude man 555"; Piero del/a Fran· ! 

asea, portraits of Duke and 
Duchess of U rbino 6, q, 26 - 30, 
81, 452; Pollaiu%, Antonio -, : 
Combats of Hercule" 324, 364-
366, 368, 375, 378, 380; altar
piece from S. Miniat0319. 326 -
329; drawings. St. ]ohn the 
Baptist 342; Adam and Eve etc. 

360, 36I, 387; sketch of a Perso' 
nification 321, 342,389; two frag· 
ments of Adoration of Magi 377; 
design for monstrance and Navi· 
cella 377; St. ]erome 377, 378 ; 
drawings 368, 370; idem, aftrib. 
fo -, drawing, nude archer 362, 
376; Po!!aiuo!o Piero -, Perso
nifications from Mercatanzia (495-
498, 161) 321, 322. 336, 342, 389, 
390. 392, 395, 395-404, 482.5 14; 
lady's portrait Y. Pitti Gallery; 
portrait of Galeazzo Maria Sforza 
409; drawing of Faith 414, 414; 
drawings 414,414; idem?, draw
ing. three nude women 396; idel1l, 
sehool of -, drawings. young men 
422--425, 428. 428, 432; drawing 
for embroidery 331; drawings, 
nudes 432, 444; other drawings 
433 -435, 436-440; archer 442; 
gladiators 445; allegorical figures 
and saints 445; idem. influence 
of -. prints, St ]erome 464; 
sacrifice of Abraham 464; putti 
gathering grapes 468: Rosse/!i, 
Cosimo -, Adoration of Magi (494) 
595; Madonna 597 ; Madonna from 
Sta. Maria Nuova 598; Madonna 
and saints from Sta. Maria Mad· 
dalena dei Pazzi (1280 bis) V. 

Accademia ([ 562); sketches, Cru
cifixion 615; idem, wrong!y atfrib. 
to -, pinnacles of Lorenzo Mo
naco's Adoration of Magi 616 1 ; 

idem, school of -, sketches 6171; 
Ve/uziano. Domenico -, Madonna 
and saints 560; lady's portrait 
3831, 5553 ; Verrocc/lio and Leo· 
nardo da Vinei, Baptism from 
S. Salvi convent 496, 498, 499, 504, 
510 --514, 941,528,531,560; VeI" 
rocchio, Annunciation from Monte 
Oliveto 500-504, 507 5°8, 509, 
56I; sketch of head 514; sketch 
of Faith 482, 497, 514; sketch of 
angel's head 514; drawings of 
Madonna and Child 516~518; 
drawing, head of Virgin 534, 548, 
555; zdem, workshop of -, Tobias 
and archangels from S. Spirito. 
formerly in Accademia (8359) 538", 
541-546,582; Madonna and saints 
550, 559; idem, school of -, sketch 
of woman's head 502; sketches 
576-579, 580, 581; Verrocchio. 
wrong!y attrib. to -, Tobias and 
archangel (1278 old cat.) 555"; 
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sketch of David 555; Florentine 
school, Jftlt cent., drawings 106; 
drawing, Madonna probably after 
Benozzo Gozzoli's fresco in S. 
Agostino, San Gimignano 184; 
Madonna and angels (486) 2961. 

Public Buildings, Stree ts, 
etc. 

Innocenti Hospital, Brnnel/e· 
schl~ construction of Loggia 83; 
Giovanni di Francesco, fresco, God 
the Father 295. 

Medici Riccardi Palace, LiPPi, 
Fra Filippo -, Nativity v. Mu
seum, Berlin; Gozzoli, Benoz· 
zo -, frescoes in chapel JI4, lIS, 
152, 152-168, 177, 182, 197, 216, 
224, 229, 230, 231, 236, 595; Pol· 
fainolo. Antonio and Piero , 
Labours ofHercules, lost 318, 321, 
366, 378, 380, 385, 386; Verroc· 
chio, restores antique statute of 
Marsyas 48r; marble Madonna, 
perhaps now in National Museum; 
Verrocchio. attrib. to -, Labours 
of Hercules v. Palazzo Vecchio. , 

Mercatanzia, Botticelli, Forti· 
tude v. Uffizi; Pol/aiuolo, Piero -, 
Personifications v. Uffizi; Verroc· 
chio, drawing of Faith v. Uffizi. 

Palazzo dei Priori, Pollaiuolo, 
Piero -, charged to execute 
altar·piece of St. Bernard after· 
wards given to Leonardo 389, 390. 

Pal ace of the Proconsolo, Pol· 
fainolo. Antonio -, portraits, lost 
382. 

Palazzo Riccardi v. Palazzo 
Medici Riccardi. 

Palazzo delia Signoria, Baldo· 
vinetti, Annunciation, lost 280; 
Pol/aiuolo, Antonio -, silver basin 
3[9,320,382; St. John the Baptist, 
lost 382; Pol/ail/olo, Piero -, ac· 
ti ve 382; Verrocchio, bronze David 
bought from Careggi Villa v. Na· 
tional Museum. 

Palazzo Vecchio, Pol/aiuolo, 
Piero ;-, charged to paint fac;ade 
of fountain 39°; Pol/aiuolo, La· 
bours of Hercules 48r3, 506; Ver, 
rocchio, putto from Careggi Villa 
481, 486, 487; bronze candlestick 
482; lost works 554; Verrocchio, 
attrib ta -', Labours ofHercules 
probably from Medici Pal ace 48r, 
498. 

T orre de' Con ti, Gozzoli, Be· 
nozzo - ,Madonna and saints 1521. 

Via Ricasole. Rosselli, Cosima -, 
tabernacle "delle cinque lampade" 
596· 

Private Collections. 
Acton col!., Master aj Ihe Cas· 

tello Nalivity, Virgin adoring the 
Child 296. 

Baldovinetti family, once be, 
longing to -, Baldavinetti, self· 
portrait 274~. 

Brauer colL, Pol/aiuola, Anlo· 
nia -, wooden shield from Ca· 
pel Cu re coli., Shropshire v. Lou· 
vre, Paris. 

Corsi col!., Baldovinetfi, Ma· 
donna v. Clarence Mackay coli., 
Long Island. 

Guicciardini family, Pal/aiuola, 
Antonio -, school of -, relief 
of Hercules and Antaeus 382. 

Ex·Guzzardi coli., Gazzoli, Be· 
nozzo -, school ol -, Madonna 
and angels 236. 

Lamponi sale, 1902, Baldavi· 
nelti, attrib. to -, Madonna 2802 ; 

Verracchio, wrongly at/rib. 10 -, 
Madonna 5553• 

Loeser col!., Gozzoli, Benozzo 
-, drawing, scene from life of 
St. Augustine, 188-190. 

Lombardi·Baldi coli., Gozzoli, 
Benazzo -, Rape of Helen v. 
National Gallery, London; Ma· 
chiavelli, Zanobi -, Madonna and 
saints from S. Spirito v. National 
Gallery, London. 

Private coli., Piero delia Fran· 
cesca, school of -, Flagellation 103. 

Pucci col!., Leonardo da Vinc/~ 
aftrib. to -, portrait of Ginevra 
dei Benci v. R. de W olfe Brixey 
col!., New York. 

Spinelli col!. v. Milan. 
Strozzi col!., Ferrarese school, 

views of architecture 105. 
Zoubaloff coll., Gozzoli, Benoz· 

zo -, se/lOol of --, bust of Christ 
from the Lebrun sale, London 
v. van Marle col!., Perugia. 

For sale, Baldovinetti, school 
of -, God the Father and angels 
284; for sale, ab. 1915, Verrocchio, 
school of -, Madonna and saints 
564; for sale, 1918, Fra Diamante, 
Annunciation 636; for sale, 1920, 
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Verroccllio, ScllOOI of -, Madonna 
564. 

Florence. Near -
Arcetri, Torre del Gallo, Villa 

della Gallina, Pollaiuolo, Antonio 
-. frescoes, nudes 340-342. 

Cafaggiolo Villa, Ba/dovinetti, 
Madonna and saints v. Uffizi; 
Mic/zeloz.zo, constructed 232. 

Careggi ~illa 394; Ve!'rocchio, I 

bronze DavId v. Slgnona; putto . 
v. Palazzo Vecchio; Resurrec
tion, terracotta 486, 487. 

Royal Villa of Castello, Mas!er 
of tlze Castello Na tiv ity, Nativity 
296. 300. 

Vincigliata Castle. lJenozzo, 
Gozzoli, school of -, Adoration 
236. 

Frankfort a. M. 
Stădelische Kunstinstitut, Bal

dovimtfi, sc!lool of --, tondo, Cal
vary (764) 286; Mac!ziavellz~ Za
/lobi -, Coronation of the Virgin 
624; Verrocc/zio?, Madonna (702) 
518, 520-525, 538', s4i. 

E. Jacobi col\.. Rossrlli, Cosimo 
-, school of -, Madonna adoring 
the Child 617 1. 

Von Mumm colI., Verrocchio, 
1l'orl.'shop of --, Madonna v. Ho
ward Y oung colI., New York. 

Genoa. 
Palazzo Adorno, Rosselli, Co

simo -, small triumphs 613". 
Germany. 

Private colI., Pollaiuolo, ScllOOI 

of -. bronze, nude youth 448. 
S. Gimignano. 

Jacopo di Pisa. active 320. 
S. Agostino, Gillsto di Andrea, 

decorative painting and figures 
181, 627, 628; Gozzoli. Benozzo 
-, frescoes 115, 142. 174---182, 
I97, 217, 229, 230 232, 390, 627; 
St. Sebastian protecting inhabit
ants of town 164; Pol/aiu%, 
Piero -, Coronation of Virgin 
v. Collegiata. 

S. Andrea, Gozzo1z', Bmozzo 
-, panel 11.1, 184. 

S. Maria Maddelena, Gozzoli, 
Benozzo -, altar-piece v. Colle
giata. 

S. Michele a Casalt, Piei o di 
Lorenzo Pratese?, Madonna and 
saints v. Gallery. 

Monte Oii veto, Ex-Monastery, 

Gozzoli, Benozzo -, Crucifixion 
186, 188, 224, 227; lost paintings 
187, 227· 

Collegiata, Giziriandaio, Dome
nico -, frescoes from life of St. 
Fina in chapel 188; Gozzoli, 
Benozzo -, martyrdom of St. 
Sebastian and other frescoes IlS, 
182, 183; altar-piece, from Sta. 
Maria Maddalena 184; Pollaiuolo, 
Piero -, Coronation of the Vir
gin from S. Agostino 322, 390, 
395. 409-414. 

Gallery, Gozzo/i, Bellozzo -, 
Crucifixion from Palazzo Comun
ale (21 188; Piero di Lorenzo 
Pratese? Madonna and saints 
from S. Michele a Casale 2281,629' 

Palazzo Comunale, Gozzo!z~ 
Benozzo -, additions and resto
rations to frescoes by Lippo 
Memmi 115, 184; Annunciation 
in Counei! Room IlS, 186, 228; 
Crucifixion v. Gallery; Memmi, 
Lippo --, frescoes lIS, 184. 

Town Hall v. Palazzo Comu
nale. 

S. Giovanni Val d' Arno. 
Sta. Maria delle Grazie, Bal

dovinettl~ s['hool of -, Tobias and 
angel 284; Giuslo di Andrea, SS. 
Mary Magdalene and Margaret of 
Cortona 630. 

Gloucester. 
Parry colI., Pollaiuolo, Piero -, 

Madonna 406; Rosselli; Cosimo -, 
lunette with Crucifixion and saints 
(26) 6133; idem. sclzool of -, half
length figure of Saviour 617 1• 

Gottingen. 
University Gallery, Master of 

tlte Castello Nativity, Madonna 
(70) 300. 

Gravisseri (Casentino)_ 
S. Andrea Corsini, Giusto di 

Andrea, atfrib. to -, Madonna 
and saints 6306. 

Haigh. 
Crawford colI., Gozzoli, Benoz

zo ---o sc/zool of --, four predella 
panels 263; Rossellt; Cosimo -, 
St. Francis and Tobias with the 
angel 6133; Verrocchio, school of 
-, two cassone fronts S67. 

Halle. 
Gallery, Rosselli, Cosimo -, 

wrongly atfrib. to -, Madonna 
and St. Francis, tondo from Kaiser 
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Friedrich Museum, Berlin(63)6161. ! 

Hamburg. 
Kunsthalle, Francesco di Simo

ne, sketch 572; Pollaitlolo, sclwol 
oJ -, drawing, two centaurs in 
combat 440; Verrocchio, il1jluen· 
ced by -, print, conversion of 
St. Paul 584. 

Dieckmann col!., Giusto di 
Andrea, Madonna from Pirbright 
colI., London 630. 

Hermannstadt. 
Bruchenthal coll., Piero delia 

Francesca, school oJ -, Cruci
fixion I04. 

Italy. 
Private coll., Ealdovinettl~ school 

01 -, copy of Madonna in Lee 
of Fareham coll., Richmond 2842. 

Konigsberg. 
Gallery, Rosselli, Cos/mo -, 

Adoration of the Child, from Kai
ser Friedrich Museum, Berlin 
(1502) 613'1. 

Legoli. 
Oratory, Gozzoli BeJ1ozzo -, 

frescoes 116, 208. 
Leipzig. 

Ex-Otto colI., Pollaiuolo, schoo! 
oJ -, Otto prints v. BritishMuseum. 

Lille. 
Wicar Museum, Fral1cesco di 

SimONe, sketch 572; Gozzoll~ Ee-
110ZZ0 -,5chool oJ-, drawing, monk 
and two angels 242; Pollaiuolo, 
Piero --, drawing, Madonna 404; 
Rosselli, Cosimo -, St. Mary Mag
dalene (617) 613"; idem, school of 
-, drawing, nude man 442. 

LiverpooJ. 
Walker Art Gallery, Rossel/t, 

Cosimo -, school oJ -, St. Law
rence (15) 6Ii. 

London. 

Public Collections. 
British Museum, Alwmo or Ee

ltDZZO Gozzoli?, St. Francis hold
ing Cross (S41) 218; Fra An
gelico?, drawing 1392 ; Ealdolli
netti, se/zaol (j( -, engravings 237, 
290; niello, Madonna and angels 
292; Eotticellz~ se/zaol of -c, series 
of engravings 290, 291; Fra Dia
mante, drawings 636, 637; Fini
glterra, altrib. to --, prints 4701; 
Francesco di Simone, sketches 
from Galichon colI., Paris 572; 

Gi/tsto di Andrea, sketch from 
Malcolm col!. 63°; Gozzoli, Ee
nozzo -, drawing, St. Severus 
from Payne Knight col!. (Pp. 1--6) 
139. 139'; story of St. Fina? 
(XXXVlII, 1885, S19, 38) 188; 
two men drawing, from Malcolm 
colI. (542) 219; idem?, Presenta
tion in Temple (543) 224; idem? 
or Alzmno, St. Francis holding 
Cross (541) 218; idem, school oJ 
-, drawing (541, versa) 219; 
seated figure from Payne Knight 
colI. (Pp. 1 -7) 236; Lippi, Fra 
FiliPpo --, drawing 637 ; Lorenzo 
di L'redl~ drawing, angel 496; 
sketch of drapery 5°4; Piero delia 
Fral1Cfsca, drawing after fresco 
at Arezzo (VoI. XXXVI, 1860-
6-16-51) 361; Pol!aiuolo, Anto
nio --, drawing, nude figures 
(1893-5-29-1) 356; Hercules 
slaying Hydra 366; drawing 370; 
idem, school of --, Florentine 
Picture Chronide, drawings from 
Ruskin colI. 307, 31S, 420, 422, 
424, 4403, 456-462, 463,468,474; 
ide11l, alhr -, engravings 3531, 
377"; Pol!aiuolo, Piero - ?, draw
ing, Adoration (1860 - 6-16-
49) 396; Pollaiuolo, school of -, 
drawing (1895-9-15-44°) 432; 
archer (Pp. 1-4) 442; nude man 
and horse 442; print, two cen
taurs in combat 452; Polla iu alo, 
injluetlced b)' -, Otto prints from 
Otto col!., Leipzig 452 -455, 4701; 
prints, prophets and sibyls 456; 
print, St. ] erome 464; print, 
triumphs of Petrarch 464; two 
prints, Madonna and saints 468, 
4682 ; other prints 468-470; Ros
se/li, Cosimo -, sketches, St. Ber
nard's vis ion and bishop 615; 
Verrocchio, drawings 529-531; 
kneeling figure in Malcolm col!. 
534; ideltl, wrol1gly atlrib. to -, 
drawing 5553 ; idem, il1jluetlced 
by-, print, St. George anddragon 
582; print, Resurrection 584; 
niello prints, Venus and Cupids 
585 

Hampton Court, Veneziano, Do
menico -?, man's profile 280'. 

National Gallery, Gozzoli, Re-
11OZZ0 -, altar-piece from Com
pagnia di S. Marco, Florence (283) 
114,152,168-170, 18{, 206, 236,639: 
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Rape of Belen from Albergotti I 

colI., Arezzo and Lombardi-Baldi ! 

coli., Florence 118, II8~, 238; z'dem, 
school of ~, Madonna and angels 
from Wagner colI. (2863) 236; 
Jacopo del Sellaio?, portrait of 
young man from Cohen colI. in 
store room 3831; Machiavelli, : 
Zallobi -, Madonna from S. Spi
rito, Florence (586) 622, 62ţ2; 
Piero della Francesca, Nativity 
from Marini-Franceschi family, I 

Borgo San Sepolcro Il, 95, 
639; Baptism (665) from priory 
of St. J ohn the Baptist, Borgo 
San Sepolcro 14, 16, 30; St. I 

Michael from Eastlake colI. 1769) 1 
86-88; Pollaiuolo, An/onio -, 
St. Sebastian from Pucci chap., 
Sta. Maria dei Servi. Florence 
(292) 319, 344 -348, 362; lady's 
portrait (758) 336, 337\ 451; Apollo 
and Daphne (928) 342; idem, 
wrongly atlrib. to ~, bust of , 
Charles VlII 3831; Rosselli, Co- I 

simo -, 1l'roJ1gly a/trib. to --, 
St. Jerome and saints (227) 6r61 ; 

Amor and Castitas (1/96) 6r61; 
Uac!lo, Paolo -, lady's profile 
280"; Veneziano, Domenico -, 
detached frescoes 95"; Verrocchio-, , 
workshop of -. Madonna and 
angels (296) 520, 538, 541. 546, 
547", 580; T obias and archangel ' 
(781 ) 383" 539-542.545,546,5683 ; 
Verroccllio, se/lOol 0/ - , Madonna 
and angels (2558) 560. 

South Kensington Museum v. 
Victoria and Albert Museum. 

Victoria and Albert Museum, 
Gozzoli, Be11ozzo--, drawing, Ma
donna and other figures from Dyce 
colI. (/73) 220; Pollaiu%, Anto
nio --, Se/IOO! of' -,reliefofDis
cord 383',432". 450,555"; bronze, 
Hercules from Pierpont Morgan 
colI., New York 449; Verrocchio?, 
terracotta, Entombment 496; Ver
rocc!tio, wrong!y attrib. !o -, ! 

terracottas, St. J erome 555"; Christ 
on Cross 55.')"; idem)schoolof--, 
sketch 582". 

Wallace coli, Baldm'inetti, 
sc!tool 0/ -, miniature. halt:length ' 
figure of St. Agnes (45) 286; 
C/aesz, A.-, print of death of 
Gattemalata by Mantegna 356; 
Pollaiuo!o, Anto/1io -, sc!lOol oI -, 

drawing, nudes (762) 356; Prestele, 
print of death of Gattemalata by 
Mantegna 356. 

P r i va t e C o II e c t ion s. 
H. M. the King, Buckingham 

Pal ace, Gozzv!i, Benozzo -, pre
delia panel 170, 171. 

Ex-Ashburnham colI., Gozzoll~ 
Benozzo -, wJ'ong/y attrib. !o -, 
panel 2281. 

Battersea col!., Pol!aiuolo, AII
tonio --, 'Wrongly altrib. to -) 
Madonna 3831. 

Ex-Benson colI., Fra Diamante, 
wrvng!y attrib. to -, Madonna 
and angels (18) 6383; Ratfadino 
de! Garbo, Madonna and other 
figures (21) 6161; Verrocchio, schoo/ 
ol -, Madonna (23) 566. 

B1enheim colI., Gozzoli, Re
llOZZ0 -, drawing, woman stand
ing 225. 

Breasted colI., Verrocchio,schoo! 
(~{ -, Madonna 568. 

Brit colI., Miche/angclo, injlll
enced by -, statue of Hercules 
45°1. 

Ex-Browning colI., Pollaiuolo, 
Antonio -, wrong!y a!trib. to -, 
Christ attached to column and 
stigmatization of St. Francis with 
saints v. Lasre1les col!. 

Ex-Brownlow colI., Verrocchio, 
schoo/ of -, drawing 581. 

Buttery col!., Rosselli, Cosimo -, 
St Nicholas and saints v. Wood
ward col!. 

Ex-Butler col!., Rossel!i, Cosi-
1110--, St. Catherine and saints 
v. National Gallery of Scotland, 
Edinburgh (1030); Verrochio, Ma
donna v. Metropolitan Museum, 
New York. 

Ex-Carlisle and Hagan c01ls., 
Gozzolz~ Benozzo -) schoo! vj-, 
Adoration v. Maitland Griggs col!., 
New York. 

Chamberlain colI., Rosselli, Co
SiJJlO-, school of--, eight female 
figures 6171. 

Cohen col!., Jacopo de! Setlaio?, 
man's portrait v. National Gallery 
store-room. 

Cough col!.) Rosse/!t~ Cosimo-. 
sketch 615. 

Crawford col!., v. Haigh. 
Dyce colI., Gozzo!t~ Benozzo-, 
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drawing v. Victoria and Albert 
Museum. 

Eastlake col!., Piero delia Fran· 
cesca, St. Michael v. National Gal· 
lery. 

Farquhard col!., Verrocehio, Ma· 
donna v. Metropolitan Museum, 
New York. 

Ex·Fuller·Maitland col!., Ros· 
selli, Cosimo-, Christ on Cross 
and saints 6133. 

Harris col!., Verroeehio, se/1001 
of-, female saint from Northesk 
col!. 568, 5682. 

Haseltine col!., Pollaiuolo, An· 
lonio-, allrib. 10-, drawing, 
Hercules and Antaeus 3661. 

Holford col!., Pesellino, Ma· 
donna and saints 2281• 

lligo coll., Gozzoli, Benozzo-, 
se/lOol of -, cassone panel 263. 

Lascelles coli., Pollail/olo, An· 
lonio-, school of-, Christ atta· 
ched to column and stigmatization 
of St. Francis, with saints from 
Browning col!. 383\ 418. 

Lebrun col!., Gozzoli, Benozzo 
--, sehool o{-, bust of Christ v. 
van MarIe ·col!., Perugia. 

Malcolm coli. v. British Museum. 
Maurice Hewlett colI., Baldo· ! 

vinetti, sehool 0/-, Madonna 286. 
Newton Robinson coll., Gozzoli, 

Benozzo-, sel1001 of-, Madonna 
adoring the Child 242. 

N orthesk coli., Verroeehio,se/IOOI ! 

of-, female saint v. Harris colI. 
Payne Knight col!., Gozzoli, 

Benozzo -, drawing v. British I 

Museumj idem, sehool 0/-, v. I 

British Museum. 
Pembroke col!., Pol/aiuolo, An· 

lonio-, se/lOol o( -, sketch for 
equestrian statue 372 j Rossellt~ 
Cosil/lo , wrongly attrib. 10-, 
sketch, Madonna and saints, Pieta 
and angels 616 1 ; Verroeelu'o, ! 

sel1oo1 o!,-, drawing of a horse 
555, 581. 

Pirbright colI., GiuslodiAndrea, 
Madonna v.Dieckmann colI.. Ham· 
burg. 

Private colls., Piero della Fran· 
cesea, lady's portrait 14,30; Pol· 
lajuolo, Anlonio-, lady's portrait, 
from ex·Toscanelli col!., Pisa 337; 
Rossel/i, Cosimo -, Assumption 
from private colI. in Rllssia 598. 

Ricketts and Shannon cuI!., 
Verroeehio, school 01-, sketch, 
torso and legs 580. 

Robinson col!., Gozzoli, Bt. 
nozzo-, Madonna and angels216 1• 

Rosebery coll., Lorenzo di Credi, 
pennon bearer 580. 

Ruskin coll., Pollaiuola, An· 
lonio-, school 0/-, Florentine 
Pieture Chronicle drawings v. 
British Museum. 

Saville Gallery, Gozzoli, Be· 
lIOZZ0-, drawing, angel and two 
hands 639. 

ExSpencerChurchill coll., Goz· 
zo/i, Benozzo-, drawings kneel· 
ing figures and studies 244 ; 
drawings, Madonna, angels etc. 
224· 

Tudor·Hart coll., Baldovinettz~ 
atfrib. 10-, Madonna 2802. 

Wagner col!., Gozzoli, Benoz· 
zo-, sehool 0/ -, Madonna and 
angels v. National Gallery. 

Wantage coll., Pesellino, cas· 
sone panels 229. 

Woodward coli., Rosselli, Cosi· 
mo -, St. Nicholas of Bari and 
saints from Buttery col!. 6133; 
Verroeehio, workshop of -, Ma· 
donna adoring the Child 547. 

For sale, 1909, Masler of file 
Casle/lo Nalivify, Virgin adoring 
the Child 296; for sale, Gozzo/i, 
Benozzo -, Resurrection v. Wi· 
dener col!., Philadelphia j sold at 
Christie's, 1923, Baldovinetti, 
school of -, copy of Madonna in 
Lee of Fareham colI., Richmond 
2842; soId, Verroee/zio, worksllOp ar -, two Madonnas 547; sold, 
1929 Gozzoli, BenozzG -, draw· 
ing, Crucifixion 639. 

Long Island. 
Clarence Mackay col!., Ba/do· 

vinettl~ Madonna from Corsi coll., 
Florence and Salomon col!., New 
York 278; Verroeehio, Madonna 
from Schickler col!., Paris and 
de Pourtales col!., Martinvast 507, 
526, 528. 

Loreto. 
Sta. Maria, Veneziano, DOI11e11i· 

eo -, Piero delia Franeeseo and 
Signore/li, lost paintings once in 
sacristy 5, 93· 

Lucea. 
S. Agostino, Rosselli, Cosimo -, 
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Madonna and saints v. Gallery 
(61). 

S. Francesco, Gozzoli, Benoz
zo -, fragmentar)' frescoes 210, 
616'. 

Cathedral v. S. Martino. 
S. Martino, Baldovinetti, win

dow 247; Rosse!ll~ Cosimo-, 
story of true Cross, frescoes 613". 

Gallery, Grafflone, polyptych, 
Madonna and saints (53) 295; 
Machiavelll~ Zallobi -, Madonna 
and saints, from Hospital (47) 
624, 626; Rosselli, Cosimo --, 
Madonna and saints from S. Agos
tino (61) 6133; idem, school 0/-, 
Adoration of the Child (71) 617'. 

Hospital, Mac!liave!li, Zanobi-, 
Madonna and saints v. Gallerv. 

Lyons. -
Ex-Aynard col1., Rosselli, Cosi-

1110 -, schoolof -, Adoration of 
the Child, tondo 617 1• 

Mantua. 
S. Andrea, Alberti, made plan 

for - 91; Fancelli, constructed 91. 
The Marches, 5. 
Martin vast (N ormandy). 

De Pourtales colI.. Verrocc!lio, 
Madonna v. Clarence Mackay colI., 
Long Island. 

Meiniogen. 
Grand Ducal Palace, Gozzoli, 

Benozzo -, St. Ursula 2161• 

Meleto v. Castel Fiorentino. 
Milan. 

Ambrosiana, Gozzoli, Benozzo 
-, se/lOol of -, drawing, putto 
228'; Pollail/olo, school of -, 
drawing. nude warriors from 
Resta colI. 4252; drawing, nude 
man with mace 440. 

Brera, Gozzoli. Benozzo-, pre
delia panel (475) 172; Piero della 
Francesca al1d Signorelli?, Duke 
Federico of Urbino in adoration 
before the Madonna from S. Ber
nardino, nr. U rbino (510) 82, 88; 
Pollaluolo, Antonio -, attrib. ta -, 
drawing, St. Sebastian from 
Morelli and Frizzoni colls. 348; 
Veneziano, Domenico -, lady's 
portrait 95. 

Poldi Pezzoli Museum, Baldo
vinetti, cope, sketched by·- 272; 
Ghirlandaio, Benedetto -?, Ma
donna (581) 571; Piero delIa Fran
resea, St. Thomas Aquinas (598) 

68-88; Pollmuolo, se/lOol o/ , 
predella panel, martyrdom ofSt. 
Sebastian 348, 418; Veneziano, 
Domenico -, lady's portrait 14, 
383', 5553 . 

Doria colI., Fiero delia Frall
cesca, Crucifixion v. Hamilton 
colI., New York. 

Frizzoni colI., Pollaiuolo, Anto
nio -, attrib. to -, St. Sebastian, 
drawing v. Brera. 

Manfrin sale, Verrocchio, se/lOol 
0/ -, Madonna (50) 568. 

Morelli colI., Pollaiuolo, Anto
nio -, attrib. ta -, St. Sebastian, 
drawing v. Brera. 

Resta colI., Pollaiuolo, se/lOol 
of -, drawing v. Ambrosiana. 

Spinelli sale, Verrocchio, school 
of -, Crucifix ion (129) 565. 

Banco Mediceo, Michelozzo, con· 
structed by - 2322. 

S. Miniato al Tedesco (Tuscany). 
S. Domenico, Piero di Lorenzo 

Pratese, Madonna and saints 629. 
Minneapolis. 

Institute of Arts, Rosselli, Co
simo -, St. Peter 605. 

Montefalco. 
S.Agostino, Gozzoli, Benozzo .. , 

sc/zool of -. Madonna and saints, 
lost 236. 

S. Fortunato, Gozzoli, Benoz
zo -, frescoes II3, 129, 13°; altar
piece v. Vatican Gallery. 

S. Francesco, Gozzoli, Benoz
zo -, frescoes II4, 129, 132-142, 
181,221,224',231,232,232'; idem, 
schoolof -, crucifix 238. 

Montepulciano. 
Primicerio Crociani col1., Machi

avelli, Zal10bi -, Madonna and 
saints from S. Spirito, Florence 
v. National Gal1ery, London. 

Monterchi, 641. 
Town Hali, Piero delIa Frall

cesea, Madonna del Parto from 
chap. between Monterchi and 
Citerna 64-65, 69, 76. 

St. Moritz 
Gogliardi sale. Gozzolz~ Bmoz· 

zo -, school of -, St. Jerome and 
Marriage of St. Catherine 239. 

Munich. 
Ăltere Pinakothek, Gozzoll~ 

Benozzo -, Zl'rongly attrib. fo -, 
Adoration of the Magi 2281 ; Lo
renzo di Credi, Madonna (7779) 
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508, 5553 ; Piero di Lorenzo Pra
fese, Madonna and saints (1003, 
formerly ro86) 629. I 

Print Room, Pollailtolo, An/o- I 

nio -?, sketch for equestrian I 

statue of Francesco Sforza 37°; I 

Pollaiuolo, Antonio --, school 0/ 
--, copy of drawing in \Vallace 
colI., London 356; Verrocchio, I 

school o/-,drawing of a horSe58I. 
Băhler colI., Gozzo/i, Benozzo 

-, Madonna from Sedelmeyer 
sale, Paris (90) 216' ; Pollaillulo, 
school 0/ -, Madonna 420 

Drey colI., Rosselli, Cosimo-, 
Madonna adoring the Child, tondo I 

613". 
Ex-von Nemes colI., Pol/azl/olo, 

school qf -, Tobias and archangel 
meeting St. Francis (17) 462; 
Russelli, Cosimo -, dead Christ I 

and saints (13) 590, 5901. 
Private colI., Goz.zoli, Benoz

zo -, embroidery, nativity of St. 
John, sketched by - 238. 

For sale, Gozzoli, Benozzo --, 
Madonna and angels v. For sale, 
Amsterdam. 

Nancy. 
Gallery, Verrocchio, school 0/ 

-, Madonna, tondo 568. 
Nantes. 

Gallery, Verrocchio, school 0/ 
-, Madonna and angels (191) 
568. 

Naples. 
Museum, Lurenzo di Credi, Ma- ! 

donna and saints 538; Pollaiuolo, i 

school 0/ -, bronzes, nude man ' 
447; David 449· 

Monte OIi veto, chapel of Mary 
of Aragon, Piero delia Francesca, 
sc/iool of -, Annunciation I04. 

Narni. 
Town HalI. Gozzoli, Benozzo 

--, Annunciation 150. 
Newhaven, U. S. A. 

Jarves colI., Giusto di Andrea, I 

Annunciation (40) 630; Graffione, 
child<hood of a saint (41) 295; 
Pollaiuolo, Antonio --, rape of 
Deianira 362, 364, 387, 436,576; 
Verrocc/iio, sc/iool Of -, Cruci
fixion (SI) 568. 

New York. 

XI 

Historical Society, Veneziano, 
Domenico -, school 0/ - (Piero 
delia Francesca, attrib 10 -) 

triumphant Love 111 midst of 
knights IO. 

Metropolitan Museum, Gozzoli 
Benozzo -, four panels from S. 
Pier Maggiore, Florence (G 742 
Ia-d) 172; Pollaiuolo, Piero -, 
St. Christopher. detached fresco 
from S. Miniato fra le Torre, 
Florence (P 765-1) 392, 394 ' ; 
Verrocchio, Madonna from Altman 
colI., New York and from Butler 
and Farquhard colls., London 
(VII - 1) 525, 5473, 564. 

Altman colI., Verrocchio, Ma
donna v. Metropolitan Museum. 

Duveen colI., Rossellt; Cosimo 
-, Madonna, tondo 613". 

Edersheim sale, Piero delia 
Francesca, school 0/ -, seated 
figure 104. 

Ehrich Galleries,Rosselli, COSi1110 
-, schoolof -, Judgment of Paris 

617 ' . 
Frick coli., Pol/aiuolo. sc/zool 

0/ -, Hercules and Antaeus, 
bronze 447; standing youth 447. 

M. Griggs colI., Gozzoli, Benoz
zo -, se/1001 of -, Adoration from 
Carlisle and Hagan colls., London 
238; Mas/el' of t/ze Castello Nal
ivity, Madonna and angels 300. 

Hamilton colI., Piero delIa Fran
cesca, Crucifixion from Colonna 
colI., Milan 10, ro'. 

Kahn sale. Pollaitlolo, Antonio 
-, lt'rol1gly atlrib. 10 -, portrait 
3831. 

Lehman colI., Baldovinefti, Be
trayal of Judas 252; Gozzoli, Be
nozzo -. schoo! 0/ -, Madonna 
and angels 238. 

Paolini sale, Verrocchio,se/loo! 
of -, Madonna (103) 57I. 

Pierpont Morgan col!., Pol
laiuolo, SdlOOI of -, bronze, Her
cules v. Victoria and Albert 
Museum, London; Pollaiuolo, in
j1uenced by -, bronze, Marsyas 
450; Verrocchio, bust of a lady 
from Foulc coli, Paris 488. 

Salomon colI., Baldovinetfi, Ma
donna v. Clarence Mackay colI., 
Long Island. 

Thaw coli., Rosselli, Cosimo-, 
Madonna 608, 6083• 

de W olfe Brixey col!., Leonardo 
da Vinei?, portrait of Ginevra 
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dei Benci from the Pucci coli., 
Florence 508, 5082. 

Y oung coU., Pollaiuolo, Anto- I 

nio-, attrib. to ~, lady's portrait 
339; Verrocehio, workshop of -, ! 

Madonna 546 
Sold, 1921, Verroee/zio, se/lOol 

of-, Madonna (I?) 568; for sale, 
recently, Piero delia Francesca, 
Madonna and angels 76. 

Nuremberg. 
Museum. Diirer, Hercules and 

the Stymphalides 364, 387. 
Orvieto. 

Cathedral, Fra Angelico, Be
nozzo Gozzoli and helpers, fres
coes 113, II? 120,120-123,142, 
216; Gozzoli, Benozzo-, Annun
ciation, lost II3, 226; Signorelli, 
frescoes 121; Verrocchio, competes 
for construction of - 480. 

Oxford. 
Ashmolean Museum, Master 0/ 

the Castello Nativity, Annuncia
tion (4) 297· 

Christ Church. Gozzoli, Benoz
zo-, school 0/-, drawing, four 
nude figures 242; Piero delIa 
Francesca. attrib. to , Madonna 
93"; Pollaillolo, Antmlio---. school 
of -, drawing of Dante 282 2, 440; 
Rosselli, Cosimo-, attrib. to-, 
sketch 615"; Verrocchio, bust of 
lady, drawing (A 5) 534; idem, 
sc/zoo/ 01-, three sketches 58r. 

Padua. 
Piazza S. Antonio. Donatello, 

Gattamelata 484, 494. 
Paris. 

P u b l i c C o Il e c t ion s. 
Musee des Arts Decoratifs, Ros

se/li, COSill10 -, Madonna and 
saints (253) 613". 

Ecole des Beaux Arts, Frall
aseo di Simone, sketch 577,572". 

Cluny Museum, Gozzoli, Be
nozzo -. school o( -, two cassone 
(1683, 1684) 238. 

Jacquemart Andre Museum, 
Ba/dovinetli, Madonna (I028) 262- i 
264, 267, 560; Pol/aiuolo, se/lOol 
of -, triumph ofAemilius Paulus 
(743) 420 ; Verrocchio, works/zop 
of -~, Pieta and saints (944) 552; 
Verrocchio, school of -, altar
piece. 1471 547; Madonna and 
saints (763) 568; Madonna and 

angels (1032) 568; Madonna (1050) 
569; Florentine school, I )th cent., 
battle scene 4202 ; Neapolitan 
school, profile of King Alfred II 
1°4· 

Louvre, Fra Angelico, Corona
tion of the Virgin 2323; Baldovi
netti, Madonna from Duchatel and 
de la Tremollle coUs. (1134 B) 
93", 264-266, 267, 274, 278, 560 ; 
Bottieel/i, sc/zool 0/ -, series of 
engravings 29°, 291; Bolticini, 
Madonna in glory (1482) 6161 ; 

Fra Diamante, altrib. to -, Nati
vity 637; Francesco di Simone, 
sketches from so-called Verroc
chio sketch-book 380, 572, 572", 
576; Gozzoli, Benozzo -, St. 
Thomas Aquinas from Cathe
dral, Pisa (1319) 206-208; Leo
nardo da Vinei, Annunciation 561 ; 
Lorenzo di Credi, Madonna be
tween two saints 581; Lorenzo di 
Credi, cop'.y of -, Madunna in Mu
nich 555"; Machiavelli, Zanobi-, 
Coronation of the Virgin from Pisa 
v. GaUery, Dijon; M(/ster 0/ the 
C(/stello Nativity, Madonna and 
angels (I657a) 300; Madonna 
(466Ia) 300; Piero delia Frlln
cesca, IIfter -~, drawing of Flagel
lation in Gallery, Urbino 22 1 ; 

Pollaiuolo, Antonio -, wooden 
shield from Capel Cure colI., 
Shropshire and Brauer colI., 
Florence :i68; Pollaiuolo, Piero -, 
Madonna (I367a) 406, 4712; Pol
laiuolo, se/lOol 0/ -, drawings, 
nudes 432, 442; drawings 440; 
drawing, archer 442; idem? draw
ing, nude warriors (2004) 4252; 
Pollaillolo, injluence of -, bronze, 
Marsyas 45°; Raphael, school 0/ 
- drawing, archer 376; Rosse!li, 
Cosimo ~. Annunciation and 
saints (1656) 592; sketches 602. 
6 15; idem, school of -, sketch 61 i; 
Verrocc/zio, twoangels in terra
cotta 496; sketch of drapery 5°4; 
sketch, nude putti 532; sketch of 
a horse 536; idem?, drawing, 
horse 494; Verrocrhio, wrongly 
attrib. fo -. marble relief of 
Scipion 5553 ; Verrocchi:i, work
shop of -, glory of Virgin (1482) 
553; Verrocchio, sc/zool of --, Ma
donna and angels (11657) 568; 
sketches 581, 5822. 
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National Library. Verrocchio, 
injluence 0]--, print. angel Gabriel 
582. 

P r i v a t e C o Il e c t ion s. 
d' Adelsward co11., Gozzoli, Ee· 

110ZZ0 -, four saints 206, 2161• 

de Bearn co11 .. Pollaiuolo, school : 
of -, bronze, Hercules and i 

Antaeus 448. 
Bonnat col!., Finiguerra, altrib. 

to -, drawings 314. 
Duchatel col!., Baldovimtti, 

Madonna v. Louvre. 
Cernuschi sale, 1900, Piero delia 

Francesca, school of -, Madonna 
(30) 104. 

Chalandon col!., Gozzoli, Be· 
JIOZZO -, se/zool of -, two cas· 
sone panels 238. 

llOZZO -, Madonna (99) V. Bohler 
coll., Munich. 

Spiridon col!., Machiavelli, Za
nobi -, Madonna and saints (46) 
634,6242; Pollaiuolo, school of -, 
cassone panels with cardinal 
virtues and Liberal Arts 420; Ver· 
rocchio, school of - , Madonna 570. 

Thiers colI., now in Louvre. 
de la TremoYlle coll .. Ba/dolll'

/letti, Madonna v. Louvre. 
For sale, Piero delia Francesca, 

school Of --, Marriage of Virgin 
and Visitation 1°3; for sale, 1I}24, 
Jl1achiavelli, Zanobi -, Corona
tion of the Virgin 622; for sale, 
1928, Machiavelli, Zanobi -, Ma
donna and angels 624; Pol/aiuolo, 
Antollio -. capy o] -, lady's 
portrait in National Gallery, Lon
don 33i. 

Parma. 
Print Room, Pollaiuolo, school 

o] -, niello print, the beheading 
of a person 45 r. 

Gustave Dreyfus col!., Masfer 
of fhe ('astPllo Nativity, Annun· 
ciation 3°0; Verrocchio, bust of 
Giuliano de' Medici 481, 487; bust 
of a young woman 487; ldem?, 
putto in terracotta 487, 506; Ver
rocchio, zurongly attrib. to-. bron
ze relief 5553 ; idem, works/zop of 
-, Madonna 547.639. 

! Pavia. 
Malaspina Museum, Pollaillolo, 

schoolof -. niello print, the Foun
tain of Love 451. 

Foulc col!., Verrocc/zio, bust of 
a lady V. Pierpont Morgan colI.. 
New York. 

I Peretola. 

Galichon col!., Frallcesco di 
Simone, sketches V. British Mu
seum. 

Hars sale, Gozzoli, Benozzo _o, 
wrongly altrib. to -, two panels. 
each of two saints (95, 96) 2281. 

Kahn col1., Gozzoli, Benozzo -, 
predella pane1 V. Museum, Berlin. 

Private col1, Baldovinelti, Vir
gin 262. 

A. de Rothschild col!., Ver- ! 

rocchio, two statuettes in terra
cotta 4911. 

E. de Rothschild colI., Baldovi
mlti, injluence of -, engraving 
290; Pollaiuolo, school of -, 
niello print, Fortitude 451; Ver
rocchio, inj11tenced by -, prints 
585. 

Sambon sale. Verrocchio, school i 

of -, Madonna, angels and St. 
Michae1 (221) 570. 

Schickler colI., Verrorc!zio, Ma- ' 
donna V. Clarence Mackay colI., 
Long Island. 

Sedelmeyer sale, Gozzolt; Ee-

Sta. Maria, Gil/sto di Andrea, 
repainted frescoes 627, 628. 

Perugia, 5. 
Piero delIa FrallCfsca, lost pain

tings 93. 
S. Antonio convent, Piero delia 

Francesca, altar-piece V. Gal1ery. 
S. Domenico, Fra Angelico, 

altar-piece v. Gallery. 
Monteluce convent. Gozzoli, 

Benozzo - , schoolof -, Madonna 
and angels V. Gallery. 

Gal1ery, Fra Angelica, altar-
piece from S. Domenico 79; Fio· 
renzo di Lorenzo, St Sebastian 
387; Gozzoli, Benozzo -, altar· 
piece from the Collegio Gerolim
iano 114, 144-148, LJ,8, 1481, 150, 
206; Gozzoli, Be;zozzo , school 
of -, Madonna and angels from 
Monteluce convent 120, 238; Piero 
de!la Fral1cesca. altar-piece from 
S. Antonio 76-85, 85,86,88,97; 
Verrocchio, iVrOllgly aUrib. to -, 
Flagellation, bronze relief 5:;53• 

van Marie colI., Gozzoli, Be
nozzo -, school of -, bust of 
Christ from the Lebrun sale, Lon-
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don and the Zoubaloff colI., Flo
rence 238. 

Collegio Gerolimiano, Cozzoli, 
Benozzo -, altar.piece v. Gallery. 

Sapienza Nuova v. Collegio ! 

Gerolimiano. 
Pesaro. 

Piero delia Francesca, lost paint
ings 93. 

Petrograd. 
Hermitage,Baldovinetti, WI ong-

ly a/trib. to -, Madonna 2802• I 

Ex-Weiner col1" Cil/sto di An
drea, aftrib, to -, Madonna 630°. 

Philadelphia. 
Johnson colI., Master of the 

Caste/lo Nativity, Virgin adoring 
the Child (23) 296; two predella 
panels (24, 25) 306; Pollaiuolo, 
school of -, wrol1gly atfrib. to -, 
Madonna (60) 4202 ; Rosselli, Co
simo-, Madonna (60) 613"; idem, 
school of-, Adoration ofthe Child 
(61) 617 1• • 

Widener colI., Gozzoli, Bmoz- I 

zo-, Resurrection. once for sale 
in London 2161; the Raising of 
Lazarus 2161 ; Pollaiuolo, Antonio 
-. school of -, David and Goliath 
from Drury Lowe coll" near 
Derby 418. 

Piperno. 
Cathedral, Gozzoli, Benozzo-, 

head ofChristv.Palazzo Venezia, 
Rome. 

Pisa. 
Machiavelli, Zanobi -, active 

620, 623, 626. 
S. Benedetto a Ripa d'Arno, 

Gozzoli, Benoz.zo-, Madonna and 
saints v. Gallery. 

Campo Santo, Gozzoli, Benoz
zo- and hetpers, frescoes IlS, 
II6, 142, 190 20S, 210, 216, 217, 
230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 620; 
Pollaiuolo, Antonio-?, lost altar
piece from Cappella Maggiore 377. 

Cathedral, Baldovinetti, mosaics 
246, 246 1 ; Gozzolt~ Benozzo -, 
Madonna and saints in chapter 
house from S. Lazzaro 2°5; St. 
Thomas Aquinas v. Louvre, Pa
ris; Machiavelli, Zanobi-, active 
620. 

Sta. Caterina, Gozzoli, Benozzo 
-, two paneIs, lost 227. 

Sta. Croce, Gozzoli, Benozzo-, 
t\Vo panels, lost 227. 

Sta. Croce in Fossabranda, 
Machiavelli, Zanobi-, active 620. 

S. Domenico, Cozzolt, Benoz
zo-, lost frescoes 227; idem, 
school of--, Crucifixion v. Gallery. 

SS. Domenico e Marta, Gozzoli, 
Benozzo -. St. Anna, Virgin and 
Child v. Gallery; Crucifixion from 
refectory v. Poor House. 

S. Lazzaro, Gozzoli,Benozzo-, 
Madonna and saints v. Cathedral. 

Sta. Maria delia Spina, Gozzoli, 
Benozzo -, tabernacle, lost 116, 
227· 

S. Michele in Borgo, Gozzoli, 
Beno.z.zo -, active II 6. 

S. Nicola, Gozzoli, Beno.zzo -, 
lost panel 227. 

Gallery, Gozzoli, Benozzo -, 
St. Anna, Virgin and Child from 
SS. Domenico e Marta 206; Ma
donna and saints from S. Bene
detto a Ripa d'Arno 210; idem, 
wrongly aftrib. to -, Madonna 
and angels 2281 ; idem, school of --, 
Crucifixion from S. Domenico 
238; Luigi Giani di Portugallo, St. 
Christopher 234, 2343 ; Machim,etli, 
Zanobi '-, Madonna and saints 
204",626; Masfer of the Castello 
Nativity, Madonna and angels 
296; Traini, Francesco -, St. 
Thomas Aquinas 206, 206 1 ; I7 th 

cent.. water-colours of Benozzo 
Gozzoli's frescoes in Campo Santo 
204 1• 

Opera del Duomo, Gozzoli, 
Beno.zzo -, active for- n6. 

Compagnia de' Fiorentini, Goz
zoli, Benozzo -, panel and other 
works, lost 227. 

Poor House, Gozzoli, Benozzo 
-, Crucifixion from SS.Domenico 
e Marta 209; St. Dominic 209. 

Ex-Toscanelli col!., Gozzolz, 
Benozzo -, wrongly attrib. to -, 
predella panel 2281 ; Piero delia 
Francesca, atlrib. to - woman's 
head by Antonio Pollaiuolo 933 ; 

Pollaiuolo, Antonio -, lady's por
trait v. Private colI., London. 

Pistoia. 
Agricolo di Polo, active 496; 

Lorenzo tii Credi active 496. 
Cathedral, Mafteo di Jacopo da 

Settignano, Forteguerri monu
ment 496; Pollaiuolo, Antol1io -, 
presents model for Forteguerri 
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monument 320; Pol/aiuolo, Piero 
--, presents design for Forteguerri 
monument 389, 406,483; Verroc· 
chio, presents design for Forte· 
guerri monument 389, 483, 494, 
496; tomb of Bishop Donato de' 
Medici 48 r, 488; idem and Lo· 
renzo di Credi, Madonna and saints 
483, 497, 536-538, 582, 

S, Domenico, Gozzoli, Benozzo, 
buried 116, 

S, Giacomo, Finiguerra, active 
as goldsmith 308, 

Episcopate, Gozzolz~Benozzo -, 
Descent from the Cross v. Horne 
Museum, Florence. 

Liceo Forteguerri, Agnolo di 
Polo, bust of Christ 562. 

Palazzo Pubblico, Pollaiuolo, 
injluence of -, coat of arms sup· 
ported by putti 450. 

Prato. 
Cathedral, Fra Diamante and 

Fra FiliPpo Lippi, frescoes 63I, 
633, 634, 6383; Fra Diamante, 
altrib. to -', part of funeral of 
St. J erome 6383; Mino da Fiesole 
aJUI A, Rossellino, pulpit estimated 
by Verrocchio 482. 

S. Domenico, Fra Filippo Lippi 
and Fra Diamante, Nativity v. 
Gallery. 

Sta. Margherita convent, Fra 
Filippo Lippi and Fra Diamallte. 
Assumption v. Gallery. 

Sta. Maria del Carmi ne, Giusto 
di Andrea, St. Jerome and two 
saints v, Fogg Art Museum, Cam· 
bridge, U.s.A. 

S. Spirit o, Fra Diamante, at· 
trib. to-, Circumcision 6383. 

Gallery, Fra Diamante and Fra . 
FiliPpo LiPP1~ Nativity from S. ' 
Domenico (20) 634; Assumption 
from Sta Margherita (II) 634; 
Giusto di Andrea, atfrib. to-, 
Madonna and saints (22) 63°'); 
LiPpo, Fra Filippo - Datini Ma
donna 6383; Piero di Lorenzo 
Pretese, predella panels 638. 

Palazzo Pubblico, Fra Dia· I 

mante, active 632. 
Berti family, Giusto di Andrea, 

St. Jerome and two saints from 
Sta. Maria del Carmine v. Fogg 
Art Museum, Cambridge, U.S.A. 

Reigate. 
Somerset coll., Verrocclzio, 

zt'orl,shop of -, Madonna 535,548. 
Richmond. 

Cook coll., Gozzoli, Beno.zzo -, 
schoolof -, cassone panel 238; 
Pol/aiuolo, school or -, cassone 
with triumph of David and Corn· 
bats of Hercules 418; Florentine 
se/zool, cassone, 1467, rape of 
Deianira 362. 

Lee of Fareham coll., Baldovi· 
netti, se/zool of -, Virgin and 
St. John adoring Infant Christ 
284, 

Rimini. 
A/berti and Piero delia Fran· 

cesea, active together96; Laurana, 
active 83; Piero delIa Francesca, 
active 9. 

Tempio Malatestiano, Piero 
delia Francesea, fresco 6, 22, 26, 
27· 

Ripa d'Amo. 
S. Benedetto, Gozzoli, Benozzo 

-, lost frescoes 227. 
Rome. 

C hur c h e s, M o nas te r ies, etc. 
S. Angelo in Pescheria, Gozzoli, 

Benozzo -, fresco, detached [rom 
priest's house 150-152. 

S.Giacomo, Verroechio, wrongly 
a/trib. to -, relief of Madonna 
5553• 

S. Gilio) Gozzolz; Benozzo 
paintings on fac;ade, lost 226. 

Sta. Maria d'Aracoeli, Gozzolz~ 
Bmozzo -, fresco from life of 
St. Antony 142; lost frescoes 226. 

Sta. Maria Maggiore, Gozzoli, 
Eenozzo -, lost paintings 226; 
Piero delia Francesca, fragment
ary paintings 6, 72-75, 228 1• 

S. Paolo fuori, Gozzoli. Be· 
J10ZZ0 "-, head of St. Gregory in 
c10ister 150. 

S. Pier in Vincoli, Pollaiuolo, 
tomb of th(" brothers 321, 447. 

S. Pietro, Fra Angelico and Ee· 
J10ZZ0 GozzoltJrescoes in studiolo 
of Nicholas V II4, 117, 120, 124-
129, 132, 142,144,231; ide11l and 
Iz elPers) frescoes in Holy Sacra· 
ment chap. II3; Boltice/li, active 
in Sixtine chap. 586, 605; Bra· 
mante, active for Nicholas V 93; 
Fra Diamante, frescoes in Sixtine 
chap. 631, 632, 634-636; Ghir· 
lan daio , frescoes in Sixtine chap. 
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586, 605; Gossoli, BellOssu -, 
active for Pius II 114; Meloz.so, 
frescoes 6'\ 93~; Michelangelo 
frescoes in Sixtine chap. 636; 
Perl/gino, frescoes in Sixtine 
chap. 4861, 586, 605; Pier di Co
simo, frescoes in Sixtine chap. 
604, 636; Piero delta Franeesca, 
active for Nicholas V. 6, 93; 
active for Pius II 6; idem, aftrib. 
to --, frescoes in Sala Greca of 
Library 93"; Pollaiuolo, Antonio 
and Piero -, tomb of Sixtus IV 
320, 321, 372. 414, 446; tomb of 
Innocent VIn 320, 321, 372, 414, 
446 ; RafJhael, frescoes, 7, 93; 
Rosselli, Cosimo -, and Pier di 
Cosimo, frescoes in Sixtine chap. 
586, 598-605, 615; Rosselli. Co
simo -, popes 6°4; Verrocchio, 
active for Sixtus IV 554. 

Sta. Priscilia catacombs, Polla
il/alo, Antouio -, martyrdom of 
St. Sebastian, relief perhaps in 
terracotta, lost 376. 

SS. Sisto e Domenico, Gozzoli, 
Bmozzo _. Madonna 152. 

Torre de' Conti, Goz.zoli, Be
nvzzo -. lost Madonna 226. 

Tor di Specchio Monastery, 
Romall se/lOol, IJIII cent., frescoes 
238. 

P u b 1 i c C o Il e c t ion s. 
Barberini Gallery. Piero delta I 

Fralleesea, sehool of --, Presen
tation of Virgin in Temple and 
Visitation 106-108. 

Capitol Museum, Pol/aiI/alo. ! 

Antonio -, bronzes of Romulus 
and Remus 376. 

Museo Cristiano, Goz.zoli, Be-
110S.Z0 -, Pieta 238. 

Colonna Gallery, Piero delia 
Franeesca, Crucifixion v. Hamil
ton col!., New York; Rosselli, 
Cosimo -, 'ii'rongly altrib. to-, 
Rape of Sabina and peace between 
Romans and Sabines 616 1• 

Corsini Gallery v. National 
Gallery. 

National Gallery, Gozzoli, Be
nozzo -, drawing, cardinal and 
bishop (128283) 221. 

Vatican Gallery, Baldovinettl~ 
se/1001 of --, conversion of St. 
John Gualbert 284; apparition to 
St. Antony 284; Gozzoli, Benoz-

zo -, aItar-piece, Assumption 
from S. Fortunato, nr. Montefalco 
(123) I13, 130-132, 217, 2311; 
Lippi, Fra Filippo -, Coronation 
of Virgin 6383; Piero della Frall
cesea, school of -, Madonna and 
saints (185) 48, 98. 

Vatican Library, Fralleesco 
d' Antonio, miniatures 474; Go.z· 
zoli, Benozzo -, sc/zool of -, 
Virgil codex with miniatures 
239; Piero delIa Franeesca, attrib. 
ta -, frescoes in Sala Greca 
93"· 

Palazzo Vene zia, Gozzoli, Be
I1OZZ0 -, head of Christ from Ca
thedral, Piperno 144; Polltliuolo, 
Antonio --, wrongly aftrib. to -, 
frescoes, Hercules and Antaeus 
3661, 3831 . 

Vilia dei Belvedere in Vatican, 
Jacopo da Pietrasanta, construct
ed by 384; Pol/aiuolo, Antonio-, 
perhaps made designs for -- 384. 

P r i y a t e Col l e c t ion s. 
de Eperzesy col!., Verroce/zio, 

a/trib. ta -, terracotta relief 4911, 
639· 

Ferroni sale, Verroechio, sc/zool 
of -, Madonna, Child and St. 
John 571. 

Galli-Dunn sale, Rosselli, Cosi-
1110 -, sehool of -, Nativity 
(323) 6171. 

Ex-Hertz col!., Rosselli, Cosi
mo -, Virgin adoring Child 606. 

Massarenti Pal ace, Piero della 
Franeesca, view of architecture 
v. Walters coll., Baltimore. 

Ex-Nevin col!., Verroeehio, 
school of -, Madonna and St. 
John adoring Child (30) 570; Ma~ 
donna adoring Child (136) 570; 
Madonna and angel (319) 570. 

Paolini col!., Verroeehio, se/zool 
of -, Madonna 571. 

Private colI.. Master of tlze Cas
tel/o Nativit)', Virgin adoring 
Child 300. 

Spada col!., Pollail/olo, sc/zool 
of -, angel carrying a crucifix 
420. 

Spiridon col!., Rosselli, Cosi
mo -, portrait of a man 605. 

Ex-Sterbini col!., Rosselli, Co
simo -, Dominican monk v. 
Gualino col!., Turin. 
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Villamarina coll., Piero delta 
Francesca, atlrib. to -, Madonna 
933• 

Rotterdam. 
Boymans coli., Gozzo/i, Bel/oz

zo -, drawings, nude youths 225; 
Pollaiuolo, school of -, niello 
print, Coronation of the Virgin 
639· 

Russia. 
Private colI., Rosselli, Cosimo 

-, Assumption v. Private colI., 
London. 

Sermoneta. 
Parish church, Gozzoli, Benoz· 

zo -. Madonna and angels 
119. 

Settignano. 
Berenson coll., Master of t/ze 

Castdlo Nativity, Madonna 300; 
Pollaiuolo, school of -, terracotta, 
Hercules and Antaeus 448; Ve
neziano, Domenico -, Madonna 
267, 2802. 

Sheffield. 
Ruskin Museum, Verrocchio, ! 

workshop of -, Madonna adoring 
the Child 547. 

Shropshire. 
Capel Cure colI., Pollaiuolo, 

Antonio -, wooden shield v. 
Brauer coli, Florence. 

Siena, 24. 
Palazzo Pubblico, Martini, Si

mone -, Maesta 186. 
Sinigaglia. 

Sta. Maria delle Grazie, Piero 
delia Francesca, Madonna v. Gal· 
lery, Urbino. 

Somerset. 
Eastnor Castle, Gozzoli, Be· 

nozzo -, school of -, wrongly 
aftrib. to '-, cassone 2425. 

Spoleto. 
S. Antonio di Bereide, Gozzoli, 
Benozzo -, school of -, fres· 

coes 24I. 
Cathedral, Fra Diamante, fres· 

coes 632, 634,634,636; Lippi, Fra 
Filippo -, frescoes 632, 634. 

Gallery, Fra Diamante, Death 
of Virgin 636. 

Pucci delia Genga Palace, Goz· 
zoll~ Benozzo -, school of -, 
wrongly altrib. to -, head of 
monk 2425. 

Staggia. 
Pieve, Pol/aiuolo, Antonio -, 

Assumption of St. Mary ofEgypt 
344. 

Stockholm. 
National Museum, Gozzoli, Be· 

nozzo -, drawings, nude male 
figure and lion 22l; monk and 
nun 224; St. Francis, three men, 
Christ givings keys to St. Peter 
etc. 226; Lippi, Fillppinu - , direc· 
tion of - drawing 364; Pollaiuolo, 
school of -, three drawings 4252., 
Verrocchio, sc/zool of -, drawings 
5822; I61h cent., drawing after An· 
tonio Pollaiuolo, from Vasari's 
coll., Arezzo 362, 364. 

Strasbourg. 
Gallery, Pol/aiuolo, Piero -, 

Madonna 404. 
Terni. 

S. Francesco, Gozzoli, Benoz· 
zo -, marriage of St. Catherine 
v. Gallery. 

Marina d'Oro church, Gozzon 
Benozzo -, marriage ofSt. Cathe· 
rine v. Gallery. 

Gallery, Gozzoli, Benozzo -, 
marriage of St. Catherine from 
S. Francesco and Marina d'Oro 
church lIS, 182, 184-186. 

Torre del Gallo v. Florence.Near -
Tours. 

T omb of son of Charles VIII, 
Pollaittolo, Antonio -, insPired 
by -, reliefs of Labours ofHer· 
cules 380. 

Turin. 
Gallery. Pollaiuolo, Antonio and 

Piero -?, Tobias and angel324, 
3241; Rosselli, Cosimo -, wrongly 
aftrib. to -, Triumph ofChastity 
(Io6) 616' . 

Royal Palace, Pol/aiuolo, Anto
nio -, school of -, drawing, 
Hercules and Caccus 382; draw· 
ings 441. 

Gualino col!., Rosselli, Cosimo-, 
Dominican monk, from ex-Ster· 
bini coli., Rome (26), 613, 6383. 

TuscanY,3· 
Umbria, 3. 5· 

Gozzoli. Beno.zzo -, active II3. 
Urbino. 

Piero delia Francesca, lost paill
tings 93. 

S. Bernardino, Piero delia Fran
cesca and Signorelli? Duke of 
Urbino adoring Madonna v. 
Brera, Milan. 
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Cathedral, Piero delia Fran
cesea, Flagellation and three fi
gures v. Gallery. 

Sta. Chiara, Piero delia Fran
cesea, school of -, view of ar
chitecture v. Gallery. 

Confraternity of Corpus Do
mini, jltstl/s 0/ Ghmt. altar-piece 
8; Piero delia Francesca, active 8. 

Gallery, Piero delia Francesca, 
Flagellation and three figures 
from Cathedral 14, 19-22, 22 1 ; 

Madonna from Sta. Maria delle 
Grazie, Sinigaglia 75~76, 76,79, 
82. 97; idem, se/zaol of -, view 
of architecture from Sta. Chiara 
933, 104. 232; Verrocchio,school 
of --, Madonna 57I. 

Palazzo Ducale, Lallrana, con
structed 83; Piero delIa Fran
asea, active f). 

Venice. 
Verrocchio, active for doge 554. 
S. Marco, bronze horses 484, 

494. 535, S8r. 
Sta. Maria del Carmine, Ver

rocchio, 'lt'rongly aftrib. ta ~. 
bronze, Deposition and portrait 
of Federico of Urbino 555". 

Sta. Maria del Orte, 485. 
Accademia. Gozzoli, Benozzo 

-, sketch of figure ofa king 139; 
young man on versa 140; Piero 
delIa Francesca, St. ]erome and I 

adorer 14. 16, 19, 40; Pollaiuolo, 
-,chool of --', drawings in so-called 
Raphael sketch-book 380, 450, 
639; drawing 425'; Uecello, Paolo 
-, attrib. 10 -, drawing ofyoung 
man 1401. 

Ca d'Oro, Gozzoli, Beno.z.zo -. , 
school of -, wrong!y aftrib. ta -, ' 
miracle of St. ]erome 2425. 

Signoria, Verrocchio, Colleoni I 

made for - 483, 486, 490, 494, 
535, 559· 

Verona. 
Sta. Anastasia, Pisanello, fresco, 

St. George 229. 
Vienna. 

Albertina, Bot ticelli, se/zaolof - , 
series of engravings 290, 291; 
Finiguerra, aftrib. to ~, drawing, 
flying angel, copy from original 
by Pesellino 4565; Finiguerra, 
wrongly aftrib. to-, drawing, 
Annunciation to Shepherds 315; 
Pollaiuolo, Anlonio -, fragment 

of Adoration of Magi, drawing 
377; PollaiIlO/O, injlltence of' -, 
prints, Larger Vienna Passion 
464, 468, 468'; triumphs of Pe
trarch 467; Smalier Vienna Pas
sion 468; Rosselli, Cosimo -, 
se/wol 0/ -, Adoration of the 
Child (582) 617'. 

Galiery, Gozzolz; Beno.zzo _o, 
Madonna (26) 148. 

Lanckoronski colI.. Ba!dovi
mtti, seho(,l of -, Madonna ado
ring the Child 282; Madonna 
adoring the Child 282; idem, 
attrib. to -, two saints 282; 
Machiavelli, Zanobi ~, St. ]ames 
Major 622; Verrocchio, schoo! 
of -, Madonna 93', 57 J. 

Lichtenstein Galiery, Piero 
delIa F rancesca, two panels, per
haps from Marini-Franceschi fa
mily, Borgo San Sepolcro 85, 
923; Verrocchio, lady's portrait 
507-510, 538, S6r. 

von Auspitz col!., Gozzoli, 
Benozzo -, Saviour supported 
under Cross 639. 

Gzell colI., Gozzo!i, Benozzo -, 
Madonna, angels and saints 216 1• 

Lowy colI., Gozzoli, Benozzo 
-, Presentation in the Temple 
216 1• 

Sax sale, Ve rroce/zio, schoo! 
of -, Crucifixion and saints (40) 
57 1 . 

Ex-von Tucher colI., Gozzoli, 
Benozzo -, Madonna v. Fogg Art 
Museum, Cambridge, u'S.A.; Ma
donna 150. 

For sale, 1929, G-ozzoli, Benoz
zo -, Saviour and cherubim 
639· 

Viterbo. 
Sta. Rosa, Gozzo/i, Benozzo -, 

lost frescoes 114, 142, 144· 
Town Hali, Sabbatini, Fran

asea -. water-colours of Benozzo 
Gozzoli's Iost frescoes in Sta. 
Rosa II4. 144. 

Volterra. 
S. Gerolamo, Giusto di Andrea, 

Madonna and saints 630. 
Chapei of Holy Sacrament or 

Nome del Gesu, Gozzoli, Benoz
zo -, Voyage of the Magi 216; 
Luca delta Robbia, Nativity 216. 

Windsor. 
Castle, Fra Angelico, drawing, 
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man's head 126, 217; Gozzoli, 
Benozzo -, drawing 125, 217; 
young man's head 224; Leonardo 
da Vinei, sketch for equestrian 
statue of Francesco Sforza 370; 
idem, attrib. to -, drawing of a 

lily 502; sketch of hands 508; 
Pollaiuolo, Alltonio - after -, 
drawing, nude warriors 356. 

W orcester, USA. 
Museum, Gozzolz~ Benozzo -, 

Se/IOO! of --, cassone 242. 
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